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THE RIGHT HON. JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN

Waiting-man for the Premiership. Thrice in high office in Parliament, thrice Mayor of Birmingham,
and thrice married. He is an Empire maker, and is perhaps the best liked and worst hated man in

Great Britain. Camberwell is his birthplace, and his worst crime is "the crime of getting on." He is

sixty-four years of age
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Sir Ernest Mason Satow, K.CM. G., whose appoint- I at the Legation in Yedo, which at the lime was the

hient as successor to Sir Claude Macdonald in the diffi- seat of the Japanese Government. In 1883 Mr. Satow
cult and laborious post of British Minister at Pekin is 1 was made a C.M.G., and having ascended various

announced, has a very large and varied rungs of the diplomatic ladder, was
experience of the East and its ways. sent in January, 1884, to Bangkok as

He has been more than thirty-nine [ f~~ ^i^M^^H British Agent and Consul-General,

Sir F. Satow, K.C.M.G.
The new British Ambassador to

China

years in the Diplomatic Service, and
the greater portion of his time has
been spent in the Orient. Sir Ernest
was born in 1843, and after taking his

B.A. degree at London University he
entered the Queen's service abroad in

August, 1861, as a student interpreter

in Japan. British relations with the

Government of the M.ikado were not

so cordial then as they are now, and
young Satow had only been a couple
of years in the coun ry when the
trcubles arose which cu minated with
the Battle of Kagosima in September,
1863, and the bombardment of Shimo-
noseki, just a twelvemonth later.

At both these engagements Mr. Satow
was present in his capacity of inter-

preter. From that period until 1876
he remained in Japan, and in the latter

year 'was appointed Second Secretary

Capt. and Adjt. Gordon Turner

Dordrecht Distiict Guard

The Duke of Abruzzi
Italy's sailor Prince

receiving promotion to the rank of

Minister Resident a year later. In

1 888 he went to Monte Video as British

Minister, and in 1893 was selected

ps the Queen's representative in

Morocco, but two years afterwards

•..-as transferred to Tokio, receiving

: bout the same tii.u his K.C.M.G.
He now practically exchanges with

Sir Claude Macdonald. By those

who are well acquainted with Sir

Ernest S^tow's diplomatic career he
is regarded as a " strong man," and
one whom even Chinese duplicity will

have some difficulty in deceiving.

Corporal G. Cairns, who was
killed at Bethlehem on July Slh, was
out with a patrol of fifteen men and
an officer on the dav after the town

Corpl. G. Cairns
Brabant's Horse.— Killed at

Bethlehem

Capf. H. F. Nicholl
Mounted Infantry (Bedfords)

—

Wounded at Bethlenem

Lieut. G. W.Cuming Butler
(Duke of Cambridge's Imperial
Yeomanry). He was a trooper

six months ago

Capt. L. A. E. Ollivant
Chinese Regiment — Killed in

China. July 13th
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Miss Daisy Thimm
As "Sweet Lavender"

was taken. A few miles out from
camp the officer in charge saw a man
on a kopje a few hundred yards in

front of the patrol. He, thinking the
man was one of Paget's Division,
halted the patrol and sent Corporal
Cairns and a Trooper Wright forward
to make sure. When they had ridden
forward to where- they saw the man
they found themselves in an ambush,
being literally surrounded by Boers.
Trooper Wright was wounded almost
immediately, and; Corporal Cairns
shot one of the Boers and kept them
off long enough for him 10 put Wright
on his horse again] ; but, just as Cor-
poral Cairns was :mounting his own
horse after doing so, he was shot in

the head and killed instantly. Bv the
time the rest of the patrol* got Lip to
the place the Boers, who were about
twenty strong, had cleared. Corporal
Cairns belonged to Alnwick, and had
gone out to South Africa and joined
Brabant's Horse at the commence-
ment of the war.

» ¥
The Duke of the Abr'uzzi, who has

just returned from his Polar expedi-
tion, is in the line of succession to the
Italian Crown at present. He is first

cousin of the present King, being the
third son of the late Duke of Aosta,
brother of the late King Humbert.
His eldest brother, the present Duke
of Aosta, who is married to Princess
Ht'lene of Orleans, is the father of
(wo sons, the elder of whom will in all

human probability become King of Italy, for the present Sovereign
and his beautiful Montenegrin Queen an- childless. The Duke
of the Abruzzi was the only one of the late King Humbert's
nephews who was born during his father's tenure of the thrbili ,

being only twenty-seven years of age. Like his two elder brothi

he is enormously wealths', his mother, one of the Cisternas, having
been the richest woman in the world in her day.

5> ¥ v

Miss Daisy Thimm, the charming young actress who is playing
Sweet Lavender and other parts with Edward Terry in the pro-

vinces, "walked on" with F. R. Benson (luring tin; Lyceum
season at the beginning of last February. She was specially

engaged by Mr. Collins for a prominent part in Hearts arc 'J'rn nips.

She has a bright future.

v ¥ v

Mr. Jehangir Dosaijhoy Framjee, Collector of Customs and
Salt Revenue in Sind, has been appointed Special Collector under
the Land Acquisition Act for the improvement and extension of

Bombay. Mr. Framjee is a member of Lincoln's Inn, and has
paid several visits to this country, during one of which he served
on the Bartle Frere Memorial Committee.

Sir. Behnet UuileiSh ("Daily Telegraph ") Mr. Pearce ("Daily Xcws '

)

Two veteran War Correspondents
(Photo by H. W. Nicliollsj Johannesburg)
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EIGHT NOW A. AKERS-
DOUGLAS

C.—St. Augustine's Div.,
Kent

Viscount cross

Lord Privy Seal

GEO. WYNDHAM
Pari. Under-Sec. of State

for War. C—Dover

KIGHT HON. H. CHAPLIN
C—Sleaford

J. AUSTEN CHAMIIEHI.A1N

L\—East Worcestershire

RIGHT HON. U RD GEORGE
HAMILTON

C—Ealing Div., Middlesex

J. H£«>u, ; ( ,,^AIU.«

Post Office Reformer. C.-
Canterbury

RT. Hon. k. W. HANBURY
C—Preston

RIGHi nu... W. C. GULLY .

Speaker of the House of Commons. L.—Carlisle

SIR K. a. FINLAY, y.C.

C.—Inverness Burghs

RIGHT HON. WALTER II.

LONG
C.—W. Derby, Liverpool

RT. HON. C. T. RITCHIE

C—C; oydon

RT. HON. SIR M. WHITE
RIDLEY

C.—Blackpool Div. of Lan-

COL. W. LONG
C.—Evesham

CAl'T. HON. H. LAMGTON
K.—Newcastle

SIDNEY BUXTON
R.—Poplar

RT. HON. H. H. ASQUITH
L.—E. Fife

HON. W. F. D. SMITH
C.—Strand

J. G. BUTCHER
C—York

(Photos by Elliott and Fry, Bassano, Russell and Sons, &c.)

PROMINENT PARLIAMENTARIANS

JOHN BURNS
Lab.—Battersea
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COL. T. J. HOLLAND
C.—Colchester

COL. HUGHES
C—Woolwich

COL. SIR H. VINCENT
C—Central Sheffield

E. F. O. HATCH
C—Lanes. (Gorton)

E. BOI '

C—East M;irylebone

KT. HON. SIR JOHN GORST
C—Cambridge University

SIR C. DII.KF.

L.—Forest of Dean

••i.

p»«<
* jJS

->*"
- .,

SIR HENRY FOWLER
R.—East Wolverhampton

MR. JOHN MORLEV
R,—Montrose Burghs

T. R. DEWAR
C.— £t. George" s-in-the Fast

Jf

'.

siaH

<jn
m^fr.

JbhbU

SIR M. M. BHUWNAGGREE
C—N.F. Bethnal Green

T. G. BOWLES
C.—King's Lynn

SIR. W. HOUI.DSWOKTH
C—Manchester (N.W.)

CAfT. HOULDSWOKTH
C —Lane-. (Prestwich)

LORD VALENTIA
C—Oxf rl

W. ALLAN
R.—Gateshead

HERBERT ROBERTSON
C.—Soath Hackney

SIR BARRINGTON SIMEON
C.—Southampton

SIU BENJAMIN STONE
C.—East Birmingham

(Photos by Elliott and Fry, Russell and Sons, &c.)

PROMINENT PARLIAMENTARIANS

\ MRD
i-.—North !'.:• .-...:•..,:.-
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IN CHINA
Tine Japanese

war, followed
closely by the
seizure of Port

Arthur by the
Russians, Wci-
Hai-Wei by Great
Britain, and Kiao-
chow byGermany,
condensed Chi-
nese dislike into

exasperation, and
fear intocertainly.

The taking' of the

lekin tax to pay.
the Japanese in-

demni t y w a s

matcli to gun-
powder. The
people's money
was being taken
to pay the for-

eigners for the

trouble and ex-

pense of stealing"

China. The em-
pire was undergoin
mcliesi Hence the

blind and hopeless,

success, yet not dis

thoroughly patriotic

Italian sailors who helped to relieve Admiral Seymour's column
at Lang Tang

shown by its war-
cry, it represents

a supreme and
probably final
anti-foreign out-
break. And it

represents the
tinning of the

ways in the his-

tory of the Chi-
nese empire.
I'nder these cir-

cumstances, what
can best be done,
and why ?

The immediate
duty before the

great foreign
Powers is the rc-

establishment of

their diplomatic

representatives in

Pek i n g , and
efficientprotection

of them there.

That this duty
cannot be waived
or put aside for

remembered that" ling-chili," or destruction by ' an instant, becomes plain when it

Boxer outbreak ; ignorant, stupid, the question of the right of foreign representatives to

lacking every quality necessary to

loyal to the reigning family, and
in the minds of its leaders. As

reside at the Chinese capital was a matter of dispute

with the Chinese Government for more than twenty
years, and was one of the causes of the war of 1858-60.

This will be yielded by the Chinese Government at

once, if unattended with humiliating conditions. In

earlier disturbances against foreigners in China too

many unimportant and irresponsible subordinates have
suffered and too few of the intelligent leaders have

>iati\e boat and sampan. French gunboat " Comete " (in background) cleared for action

IN THE FAR EAST
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^v Chinese "gunboat." Observe the tiny cannon (seen in the photo like a chimney can) in the uvw!
and the old flintlocks under the awning

been punished. This should not be permitted in the

present case. Prince Tuan and the other active

principals, both with the Boxers and in the anti-

foreign move-
in cnt, should,
in - person, • be
brought' to stern

justice. This will

not be an easy
task, nor one
quickly accom-
plished, but it

should be insisted

upon and carried

into effect at all

cost.

These prelimin-

ary acts of repara-
tion having been
demanded and en-

forced, every con-
sideration of jus-

lice, expediency,
and sound states-

manship points
to a policy ot Italian sailors who were with
extreme modcra- attempt to 1

tion and forbearance upon the part of the great
Western Powers towards the Chinese Government
and people. The Chinese are not wholly or mainly

at fault for this

frenzied outbreak,
with its deplor-

a b 1 e c o n s e -

quenceSi It is

the last desperate
struggle of a
nation lighting,

as it rightly or

wrongly believes,

for its right to

a continued exist-

ence. China may
be broken into

fragments, but it

will require dyna-
mite and smoke-
less powder to

accomplish the

task. And when
that is done China
will still be China.

Admiral Seymour in the first lor 'he races will

each Pekin not mix.

IN THE FAR EAST
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.Miss Ellen Terry
As young and engaging as ever

Many learned critics have waxed virtuously indig-

nant over the idea presented by Mr. Cecil Raleigh in

The Price of Peace, produced at Drury Lane. A Prime
Minister finds that his daughter has betrayed a State

secret to a foreign spy ; he realises that the possession

of this knowledge by this

spy means the loss ot five

thousand lives and a
national disaster in the
Far East. Therefore he
kills the spy. Such is the
situation at which these
critics hold up their hands
in holy indignation. It is

inconceivable— it is mon-
strous ! The idea of a
British Minister commit-
ting murder in cold

blood ! But in the play
the result is a logical

necessity ; it would have
been much more mon-
strous — as the author
through the character in

question points out—had
Lord Derwent, just to

keep his own hands blood-

less, calmly let events
take their course.
Granted that the conse-
quence of the divulgence
of this secret was inevit-

ably, as pointed out, a
delicacy about taking
one man's life to save the
lives ot 5,000 fellow-

countrymen—to save the
Empire from ruin and
disgrace — would have
been nothing but selfish

cowardice. It was a far

braver act to risk, after

mature deliberation, the

charge of cold-blooded
Air. J. Forbes Robertson

as Richard Dudgeon in "Devil's Disciple." (Photos by Window & Grove)

BEHIND THE FOOTLIGHTS

MiScs Sybil Carlisle
One of the mosc beautiful actresses on the English stage

murder, with its inevitable result of disgrace and per-
sonal ruin, than to risk consequences which would
have fallen on thousands of innocent persons. The
situation that led up to the act is, of course, melo-
drama of the most improbable and impossible descrip-

tion. But granted the
situation, Mr. Raleigh's
is the only logical and
possible solution, and
the arguments which he
gives are irresistible. It

is always difficult to deal

with the autumn drama
at Drury Lane with the
ordinary methods of criti-

cism as applied to pro-

ductions at West End
houses.

The anniversary of the

Royal Duchess Theatre
at Balham was celebrated

last Thursday by a large

and varied entertain-

ment, in which Gus
Elen, Dan Leno, and
Mrs. Lewis Waller, in

Zasa, took part. A great
ovation awaited the
management at the end
of the programme, and
Mr. Dudley Bennett had
to face a very flattering

reception. This Balham
theatre has proved one
of the most remarkable
of suburban successes,

owing to the excellence

of the companies en-

gaged. During the past

week Mr. Edward Te'rry,

with Sweet Lavender,
filled the boards.
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MAJOR -GENERAL RALPH ARTHUR
V i:!!l!W \-

PENRYN CLEMENTS, D.S.O,

00
at

Colonel Doug-
las MACKINNON
B. Hamilton
Cochrane, 12th
Earl of Dundon-
ald, who is com-
manding the force

of cavalry doing-

such excellent ser-

vice, comes of a
famous fighting
stock, and is a
grandson of the
tenth earl, known
as Lord Cochrane,
who destroyed
Napoleon's fleet

in the Basque Road in 1809. The present carl is forty-

eight years old. He was educated at Eton, and entered

MAJOR-G£NERA£, RALPH ARTHUR PENRYN CLEMENTS, D.S.O

Commanding the 12th Brigade in South] Africa

He was
specially men-
tioned in dis-

patches, and holds

the medal with

two clasps and
the bronze star.

Major-General Clements belongs to the gallant I detachment of the Camel Corps. He fought at Abu

24th Foot, now the South Wales Borderers. ' He joined I
Klea and El Gubat, and rendered great services to the

the regiment in 1874, and became Colonel in 1896. | troops as night guide to different points

During 1877-78-79

the gallant Major-
General was fight-

ing in South
Africa, first in the

Kaffir campaign,
when he took part

in the action at

Newmarka. Next
came the Zulu
campaign, with
the battle of
Ulundi, where the

Major- General
distinguished
himself. He was
mentioned in dis-

patches and re-

ceived the medal
with clasp. From
1885 to 1889 he
was fighting in

Burma, where he
served as Brigade-
Major. He was
twice wounded,
once severely and
once slightly. He
was again men-
tioned in dis-

patches, received

the medal with
two clasps, a
Brevet -Lieut -

Colonelcy, and
gained the
D.S.O. The
Major-General is

the youngest son
of the late Sub-
Dean of Lincoln
Cathedral. He
was born in 1"

and educated
Rossall.

880. He
service

Africa

having1

¥ * *
Colonel Ed-

wardJames Mon-
tagu Stuart-
Wortley.C.M.G.
D.S.O., of the

King's Royal
Rifles, is one of

the finest soldiers

serving in Soutli

Africa. Born in

1857 and educated
at Eton, heentered
the 60th Foot from
the Militia in 1877,
and became lieu-

tenant of the

King's Roval
Rifles in 1

has seen
in South
before,

been with the

Natal Field Force
in the unfortunate
Boer war of 1881.

Previous to that

he was through
the Afghan Wat
of 1879-80. From
1882 to 1885 he

was in Egypt
under various
commanders, do-

ing good service

and seeing much
fighting. In 1886

Colonel Montagu
Stuart - Wortley
acted as military

attache
D r u m
Wolff's
mission
key.

to Sir

m ond
special

to Tur-

the 2nd Life Guards in 1870, becoming colonel of his

regiment only last year. He has seen active service

before the present war, having served through the Nile
Expedition of 1884-85, in command of the Life Guards

!

medals and decorations

* *
Brig.- General

William Gusta-
vrs Niciiolsox,

C. B., who is one
of Lord Roberts's
staff in South
Africa is an old

Indian warrior,

and a close per-

sonal friend of his

chief's. He was born in 1845, and entered the Royal
Engineers in 1865, and attained his colonelcy in 1891.

He has seen much service in the Afghan War of

1878-80, the Egyptian Expedition ot 1882, and the

Burmese campaign of 1886-S7, and wears many
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THE APPROACH OF PEACE IN SOUTH AFRICA
SOME OF ITS INHABITANTS

+ <«

Statisticians, writes Mr. Edgar Mels, formerly
editor of the Johannesburg Daily News, assert that
there are eleven hundrtd and fifty-one distinctive tribes

of natives in South Africa, south of the Zambesi River.
Most persons who have lived in that part of the world
will cheerfully assert that this census is tar below the
truth — it dialects and racial differences count for aught.
Rough guesses place the number of natives at from
two to ten millions, but, as a matter of fact, no one
knows even approximately their num-
ber. This lack of information is due
to the roving propensities of the
natives. Here to-day, there to-morrow,
it would take
a mightier
hunter than'
even the
famed Sel-

ous to hunt
them all
down. The
writer has
seen the
South Afri-

can native,

common 1 y
called Kaffir,

in all his

v a r y i n g
phases, in

h i s wild
state, semi-
civilised and
wholly so.

He has seen
the native at

his best and at his worst— untainted
by the touch of civilisation and soiled

by its proximity. And through it al

the writer has believed, and perhaps
always will, that the Kaffir, whether
Zulu, or Basuto, or Bechuana, or
Swazie, or Amatonga, or Matabele,
or any other tribe, has good in him,
just as though his skin were white

—

tmd bad too.

Summed up
Kaffir, in

his uncivi-

lised state,

is an over-
grown child,

withchildish
foibles and
shortcom-
ings. But
let him learn the vices of civilisation, let him realise

the evil there is in him, let him discover that there is a
broad path leading to destruction— and you will find a
fully civilised being, as capable in certain directions as
is the while man. It is a fact that where the Kaffir

is permitted to dwell in primeval ignorance, with none
to warn him against vices he knows nothing about, he
remains a good Christian, even though he is ignorant
of doctrinal disputes and the meaning of higher
criticism. It is equally a fact that where he imbibes a
little learning, especially a knowledge ot English, he
becomes all that is worst in a human being.

A study of the Kaffir is a study of the human being.

And what is more, he has been grossly and shamefully
maltreated. Space prevents a recital of the wrongs of

fe\ the

A Kaffir carrying bananas from a fruit farm

the native, so to a dissertation as to his idiosyncrasies
and peculiarities.

It must be borne in mind that the Kaffir is very
much unlike the American negro. There is no blood
taint in the Zulu nor consumption in the Matabele.
Endowed with a superabundance of animal health and
a constitution untainted (in most cases) by civilisation,

the average Kaffir is a magnificent specimen of
humanity. And here the difference between him and

his American ex - brethren asserts
itself. Put a Southern "darky" and
a Zulu side by side, and the difference

will be apparent to the most casual
observer.
The skin of

the Zulu is

totally un-
like that of

a negro as
we know
him. The
Zulu's cuti-

cle is trans-

parent — so

much so,

that the red
blood can be
seen cours-
ing beneath
it. That is

the Zulu's
greatest
pride. He
will point to

his skin to

prove that

he is a pure-bred Zulu — the real

Ethiopian of the ancients. And it is

so with the other tribes. The fiat

eet and bowed legs and other pecu-

liarities of the American negro are all

missing.
As for the morality of the Kaffir

—

that differs according to the tribe and
its proximity to civilisation. The
Zulu is eminently virtuous. Infraction

of the law of morality is punished bv
death. The
culprits are
placed on
the ground
with their

r e spective
heads rest-

ing upon a
flat stone.

Then their heads are crushed with another stone. On
the other hand, the Hottentot, having been a close

companion of the white man, is the most immoral and
depraved human being perhaps in existence. The
Matabeles are moral, so are the Basutos and the
Mashonas. The Bechuanas are less so, and the
Bushmen rank next to the despised Hottentots. That
the latter are as bad as stated is evident when the
Zulus will not work in the same mine with one nor
sleep in the same room or kraal.

Nearly all the tribes, save the Hottentots and the
Bushmen, are cleanly, the Zulus particularly so. The
Zulu goes in bathing twice a day. He cleanses his

teeth with milk at sunrise and again at sunset. All

the tribes, even those partially civilised, believe in
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and held in lei sh only through fear of the white man's
dsath-dealing weapon-. Lately the Basutos were
considering the advisability of attacking the side that
would lose in the campaign between the contending
whit' men. Had the British been defeated a few

even the loyalty of the Basuto chief,

not have been able to stem the- tide.

and, in fact, of every
other tribe.

Cape Smoke must be

tasted to be appreciated

—

provided the person thus
experimenting survives.

For be it known that

Cape Smoke consists of

wood alcohol, red pepper
and sulphuric acid. This
terrible concoction is

relished by the Kaffirs as

no European drink is

—

they have not yet been
civilised up to the level of

the American " mixed
drink."
But to return to the

Basutos. For more than
one hundred years this

tribe has been undergoing
a process of forcible civi-

lisation. Good men and
good women have sacri-

ficed their lives to the
noble cause. Just before
the present war began
there was a gathering of
I ndunas, or native priests,

near the Free Slate bor-
der. Thousands of
"Christian" natives at-

tended. Two oxen were
brought into a ring
formed for the purpose.
One of the animals was
snow white, representing
the British. The other,

coal black, represented
the Boers. With weird
incantations and wild
dances, these Christian-
ised Basutos skinned the

poor oxen alive. The
white ox succumbed after

live hours of terrible

agony ; the black one
lived for nearly a day and
a night. The gods of

the " Christian " Basutos
had answered the oracle
— the Boers would win.
The Kaffir is a stoic.

With him, what is, is. I

have seen a Zulu's toe

crushed by a rock.

Calmly he cut the injured member off, tied the wound
up with a rag, and then as calmly resumed work.
This stoicism it is that makes the Kaffir such a for-

midable foe.

The native does not know his own power—due to

numerical superiority. Arm him with modern weapons
and you build a Frankenstein, who will prove as terrible

a conundrum as Mrs. Shelley's monster. For despite
his schooling and Christianising and civilising, the
Kaffir remains a Kaffir, unable to forget his wrongs,

British colon}-.

governed by a

ghosts and spirits. Many worship the spirits of the

departed. Still others are fetish worshippers. The
most advanced tribe is the Basuto nation, in which
there are fifty thousand Christians, with one hundred
and forty-four schools. Strict as are the laws against

the indiscriminate selling of liquors to natives, they are . more times, and
yet able to obtain all they want. And when their

j

Lcrothodi, would
supply of ordinary rum and whisky runs short, they

j

The only preventive of open hostility was the parlia-

manufacture the notorious "Cape Smoke." This mentary form of government of the Basutos.
addiction to alcohol is the great curse of the Basutos, Basutoland, while nominally independent, is yet a

It is

High
Commissioner, who in

turn is ruled by the

Governor of Cape Colony.
The native chiefs adju-
dicate all disputes 1

•-

tween natives, altho g i

an appeal can be taken
to the Magistrate's Court,
where cases between
whites are tried. The
revenues are derived from
the Cape Colony contri-

bution, the post office,

native hut tax, and the
sale of licences Whites
are not wanted in Basuto-
land, and everything pos-

sible is done to keep them
out. The land belongs
to the natives, and the
unutilised soil is allotted

to householders for graz-

ing purposes. The chief

allots fields to each house-
holder, who cannot sell

the land, but whose de-

scendants get it on h's

death. Several times n

year the chiefs of the

nation hold a national

assembly called the Pitso.

Here any native can
freely express his opinion
without fear. He can
take refuge behind his

status as a member of the

Basuto parliament.
In this respect the

Basutos are far in ad-

vance of the other tribes,

most of which are ruled

in despotic manner by
chiefs more renowned for

their appetites for bloc d

than for aught else.

As for the dress of the

natives, in civilised dis-

tricts that is regulated by
local statutes. Nowa-
days all are forced to

wear mine or less civi-

lised clothing. Fashion
does not, however, dic-

tate as to what they

shall wear, and so ludicrous results ensue. It is not

uncommon to see a native dressed in a breech cloth,

a red Eton army jacket and a silk hat. Others prefer

white duck trousers and a woman's bonnet. As for

the women, they are content with whatever their lords

and masters may allot to them.
The accompanying" reproductions of photographs

represent the best type of 1I12 Kaffirs. One pecu-

liarity that will interest bachelors is that the mar-
ried men haw a band drawn around their hair, while

A Zulu woman—a specimen of the magnificently-
developed natives of South Africa. The Zulus are

proud of their red blood
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those still in single misery arc without this

emblem.
One word more : the black question in South Africa

will jet prove a far more serious question than the
black question in the South. And the white man must
shoulder the blame, it is his burden.
The Swazis have been allies of England for many

years, even to the extent in times of war of fighting

opposing" factions of their own people. Their king is

a savage, incapable of government in times of peace,

but ready and willing to fight enemies with the cruelty

and relentlessness of his fierce and warlike race. No
more savage people exist than these Swazis, who are

akin to the Zulus, but
natural enemies of that

race. Swaziland in-

closes a large trian-

gular tract of low land
lying between the
mouth of the Cunene
River on the west and
Zambesi on the east,

poor agent was much embarrassed by the offer ol

sixteen of his wives instead of cash for payment of the

first premium. As each wife is valued at the price [ol

ten bullocks, it will be seen that the aggregate sum
would have been a neat concession from the royal rulei

of Swaziland. The most valuable of these kinglji

concessions is held by the Mercantile Association ol

Swaziland, which has a free import right.

The Swazis being a tribe of Kaffirs, also related to

the Zulus, like them, fight with the spear and assegai,
which two war implements the}' are early taught to use
with cruel accuracy. When a Kaffir or Zulu returns
from war he is expected to bring his assegai with him

The wealth of South Africa — Cutting Bananas, Malvern, Natal

and has an estimated area of 1,200,000 square
miles of territory, and was under the protectorate
of the Transvaal Republic. King Buno, their head
chief, gave so many concessions to Europeans and
Boer adventurers that much of the valuable mineral
land of the colony has been taken up by those people,
who worked only for personal interests and not at

all for the good of the country. Buno had always
to be propitiated into granting a concession by a basket
of champagne or a cask of rum. Although in receipt

of ;£i,ooo monthly during his life, the "king" pays
out no money if a concession will be received as equiva-
lent, and, as these concessions are valuable, they are
often preferred. When an American life insurance
company sent an agent to insure the king's life the

and lay it before his dwelling to show his people

that the enemy could not lake it -from him. It

will be recalled that the last Prince Imperial of

France, Eugenie's fatherless boy, was killed by
the assegai of a Zulu in the Zulu war, to which the

young Prince gallantly volunteered to go with his

friends.

Bremersdorp, in Swaziland, has a population of 500
white people, and enjoys the distinction of a gentle-

man's club, a good hotel, and many visitors, some o\
1 them transient residents, who, in the course of a few

J

years, make fortunes, business opportunities for

j

acquiring wealth being at a maximum and living

I

expenses at a minimum. The people there are iolly
1 good fellows.
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A FARM LASSIE OF MANXLAND
She is very like the heroine of most of Mr. Hall Caine's novels

(Photo by G B. Cowan, Ramsey, Isle of Man)

IN MANXLAND
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The Cheshires returning to the Fort after Divine Service at St. Mary's, Johannesburg

Grenadier Guards (with their new hats) relieving guard at Lord Roberts's headquarters,
Pretoria

(Photos by H. \V. Nicholls, Johannesburg)

IN THE TRANSVAAL
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Sniped ! While guarding the railway One between Heidelburg and Standertcwi

Removing the wounded from a train at Volksrust
(Photos by H. \V. Nicholls, Johannesburg)

IN THE TRANSVAAL
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eut. Prior,

Staff
Lieut. Victor Hoskin,

As istnnt Director of Transport

NEW DUTIES OF CITIZEN SOLDIERS Rre and so steady. I thought they would be, and right
well have the} - come out—complimented and praised by

The Quoen has signified the Royal Assent to a I our General (General Ian Hamilton), who also promised
measure which materially alters the status of our to report their steadiness and excellent work done to

;itizen soldiers. Up to the present time the position of
j

Lord Roberts. The General rode up to us after the
Volunteers has been regulated by an Act which received

j

battle. We were under a terribly hot cross rifle lire for

:he sanction of Parliament so long ago as the year 1 three hours, and had to climb an awful hill, which took
1863. Therein it was provided that the force might be . us an hour and a half. The battalion, over 1,000 strong,
;alled out for active military service in the United left Hloemfontein about a month ago, and on reaching
Kingdom "in case of actual or apprehended invasion." Pretoria our division was made up of two brigades,
fhe War Office, however, deemed it desirable to under General Ian Hamilton, our brigade consisting of
assimilate the position of the Volunteers to that of the ' ourselves, K. O. Scottish Borderers, the Border Rcgi-
Reserve and the Militia, and they accordingly proposed

:
ment, and the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders,

that the force might be called out " in case of imminent
j

under General Cunningham, and Mounted Infantry
national danger or great emergency." Indeed, they Brigade and guns, under General Mahon. We lir.st

went a step further, by proposing that Volunteers marched north to Waterval, where the English prisoners
might enrol themselves in a Special Service Section, were kept, and on north again to Hammanskraal, then
and enter into an agreement which would render them south to I)e Wagon Drift and east to Bronkerspruit,
liable to military service at any time and in any part of all the time in touch with the enemy. Here we drove

them further east

towards Middel-
lui rg, w here
General French
went for them

;

then we returned
to Pretoria and
marched past
Lord Roberts.
Started next dav
for Rietfontein,

about ten miles
from Pretoria.

We found the

Boers in force in

the mountains,
and had to make
a frontal attack,

\\ hich was carried

out by the Royal
Berks. From the

time we attacked
we were under a
terrible cross rifle

fire for three,

hours. My com-
pany were on
the right in the

second line, but
soon got in the

fighting line, and
had to climb an
awful hill. The
colonel ordered
me to take a
small detachment

the world. It was
not, of course,

s u jgested that
le ustance to inva-

sions should not
still form the pri-

mary raisoii (Tette

of the Volunteers,
but the Govern-
ment wished to

have the power
of calling them
out at a moment
when, although
there might be

national danger,
it would not be

wise to proclaim
to the world that

invasion was ap-
prehended. De-
spite a protest

that the military

a u t h o r i t i e s

seemed bent upon
converting the
Volunteers into

Army Reservists,

1 1 1 e sch e m e

passe! the House
of Lords intact,

in the House 01

Commons the op-

position proved of

a far more deter-

mined character,

and finally the Under-Secretary for War found it

necessary to amend the obnoxious clause by making
it read thus: "It shall be lawful for her Majesty
to accept the offer of any member of a Volunteer
corps to subject himself to liability to be called out
for actual military service for any time and at such
places in Greai Britain as may be specified under the

agreement."

BERKSHIRE VOLUNTEERS IN ACTION
Captaix Ewen, who is in command of the Volunteer

Company of the 2nd Royal Berks Regiment in South
Africa, writing from Rietfontein, west of Pretoria, on
July 8th, to Lord Wantage, says :

— " It is with the

greatest possible pleasure that 1 have to send you so

excellent a report of the Volunteer Company under my
command, and to inform you that they have been under
shell as well as cross rifle fire. I was proud of them
before; but still prouder now that they have been under

Lieut. P. H. Butler, Captain GedJie
Transport officer ' 'irector of Transport

Transport and Commissariat Staff, N'atal Volunteers

of another company—a sergeant and ten— climb the

ridge, and rush the enemy's left. This we did, and
one man was killed at my side. The enemy turned
and bolted, and directly after their whole line bolted,

and the position was ours. I cleared the kopje
with my handful of men, and our names have
since been sent to the General, with my report

of what we carried out. Once we were only
twenty yards from thirty of the Boers, whom we went
for, and managed to stop the cross fire. Men in the

battalion were falling fast, and we had two officers

slightly wounded, four men killed, and thirty wounded.
I cannot speak too highly of the company, which is

praised by everybody. The county may well be proud of

their service company, and the good men have certainly

worked hard to keep up their reputation."

General Paget has highly complimented the Berk-
shire Yeomanry, who are on active service in South
Africa.
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" I say it's rediklus leavin' us with a kid like that

Gale. 'E take a company, 'e ain't fit to take a squad
through the manual. Why don't we borrer a captiif ?

There's plenty in camp. I say "

"You say a good deal top- much, Johnny Darling.

I'm acting corpril here, and bv vartue of my shupreme
command in this palace wid the elegant floor I order

you to put your head inside the most convanient bag.

You'll look prettier so."

"That's all very well, but it ain't argument." This
from the youngest of the three soldiers squatting in the

"palace," a shelter pit ingeniously constructed "to
prevent our losing a drop of this precious rain water,"
as Lance-Corporal Halloran expressed it.

But a short time before Jonas Boone had been clerk

in the chambers of a very junior barrister; now he was
a soldier of the Queen. But he still retained his forensic

tastes, and bitterly resented the fact that these two
hulking brutes declined to talk to him.

" They're afraid, that's what it is," he told himself,
" they know they'd have no chance with me :

" for

virulent argument was to the ex-clerk's mind the real

art of conversation. Now by a blessed chance Halloran
and Burton had started an argument on their own
account, and, conscious of his superior talents, Boone
dashed into the fray.

" The question is as to whether Lieutenant Gale is a
fit and proper person to 'old command over a company,"
he stated in his most judicial tones. He would rouse
these dull thick-headed fellows to some sense of his

powers at last. He succeeded : Halloran and Burton
turned towards him in surprise, and, strange to say, it

was the Englishman who found his tongue first.

" The question is whether a bloomin' pigeon-breasted
skinny little beast of a Johnny Raw is goin' to inter-

rupt his betters," said Burton slowly.

Boone reddened under his tan.
" IMy personal appearance 'as nothing to do with the

present case," he said.
" Thank 'Eaven," said Burton, in a stage aside, but

|

the orator went on, " I repeat, the question is whether
or no Lieutenant Gale is a fit and proper person
Ugh "

The Irishman's hand fell heavily on the recruit's thin

shoulder and dexterously jerked him backwacks into

the mud. He rose spluttering but undismayed. "That]
ain't argument," he repeated, wiping the mud from as !

much of his ill-developed person as he could reach.
"A campaign is not the time for argument, and a!

shelter pit is not a court of law, Mister Attorney-
Gineral that ought to be," said Halloran.

" Well, you began it anyway, and you try to stop me 1

just because you know you're in the wrong. I agree
with my learned friend— that is, I think Burton is

quite right."

The gentleman alluded to began to rise to his feet,

but the acting-corporal stopped him.
" Let him be," he said quickly, " it's likely that he's

sick. You should never conthradict a man wid a fever
on him, not even when that man's a little boy that'll

maybe make a soldier yet, if his tongue don't get
between his feet and trip him up."

" You're trying to raise a side issue," cried Boone
still scraping at the greasy mud.

" Mother of mercy, a side)- shoe, is it my boots ye'r

meanin ? 'Tis a good name for them, for there',

neither top nor bottom of them left."

" That's very funny no doubt," said the persecute
one. "I didn't say anything about shoes. If yo;

can't pronounce properly it's not my fault. I said sid

issue, and I'll say it again— side issue."

"Sounds like a sneeze," said Burton. "Take car
now," cried the Irishman, in mock alarm, "you'
interrupt the flow of language, Johnny, and we'll b

losing all this free instruction. Side issue. 'Tis a fin

word. , Sure, there is no one here would prevent yo
saying it again if you want to. What ma)- be the mcar.
ingofit?" Boone gave a contemptuous snigger, "i
vou don't know that I can't teach you," he said.

" No, that's a pity now, and me and Johnny here s

wishful to know. 'Tis a law name for the baynit, per

haps. We call such things side arms, you'll be glad I

learn ; but then we know nothing."
"Well, whatever it is, you're raising it, corporal,

said Burton, with a grin. " Let it fall, can't you ?
"

" Unfix sidey shoes," said Halloran with pcrfer

stern gravity.

Boone was somewhat perplexed by the behaviour c

his audience. His eloquence seemed to waste itself o:

their thick hides; but he still persevered. "I wa
saying that I agreed with Burton here. It's nothin;

less than wicked to let good soldiers be lost by givin

the command to a silly fool that doesn't know hi

work.

"

" Meanin' who ? " said Halloran quietly.

"Who? Why Gale, of course. Who do you think
meant ?

"

" Now, see here," said the Irishman, sitting upright
" We've had enough of this sort o' talk. I'm nc
blamin' you. If your tongue's too long for you
mouth it's the fault of your bringing-up ; and, anyways
it's our fault for arguing with you. But you don
abuse your company officer in my hearing."

" You ? Who are you, I'd like to know ? I tell yor
the papers are full of it—this tomfoolery of letting goo
soldiers be thrown away by having a silly idiot to lea

them. You know he is a silly idiot. Why, only'yeste;

day " Halloran rose to his feet, and without know
ing exactly why the recruit followed his example.

" Now, pay attention, Boone," said the Irishma
slowly, " whether the papers are full, or whether they'r

as empty as the heads of them that write to them, is 1:

concern of yours. I'm corpril here, and I tell you
will not hear vou abusing your officer. You're only

little scrub of a boy that's seen no service yet, but you'i

here to do man's work, and you'll have to act as if yo

were a man."
A sense that he was standing on unknown grouin

on the brink of unknown perils, came to the youn
Cockney for the first time and almost paralysed If

tongue. Almost, but unhappily not quite. Th;
vigorous member released itself with an effort an
began to work again. " It's a free country, and ever

man 'as a right to 'is own opinions." The well-woi
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phrase sounded foolish even to his own cars, and he
changed his tactics. " I don't mean any offence," he
said, " but just take the present instance. We're going
to move to-night, you say. Well, here's Gale will be
leading B Company. I don't say no-thing about my-
self, bein' new to the business, and perhaps not much
of a soldier yet, but there's you and Burton : supposin'
we get cut off, there's two good men lost, to say
nothing of the others, all because we're bound to follow
a young aristocrat that doesn't know as much as we
do. I ask you, is it fair or reasonable ?

"

Halloran pulled at his heavy moustache, and this

sign of perplexity cheered the young advocate to fresh
exertions.

"
'E'll have to run off for orders every minute, you

know he will. 'E can't conduct the case alone. What
I say is this : instead of making bloomin' subalterns
captins when the captin gets cut over, let 'em join all

the companies together. Then we should n' have a
coxey little fool to look to

"

" Hold that tongue of yours between your hands, if

you cannot stop it other ways," said Halloran sternly.
" I will not have it, I tell you. I'm corpril here."
"All right, then

;
go on, report me, Gale; 'e'll be

comin' round in a minute
;
you tell "im."

" I don't hould with reportin," said Halloran ;

" but
I will take proceedings if you don't mind."

" O, you will, will you? I ain't afraid of you if

that's what you mean. I took on Bob Winch in five

rounds last autumn, I did."
" Belt him, corpril," said Burton, rising up from the

box on which he had been sitting; "belt him, and
'a' done with it. It's gettin' late."

Boone looked from one to the other with anxious
eyes ; his tongue had roused them at last, but it had
failed to inspire them with respect. The huge lum-
bering West-countryman seemed a more formidable
opponent than the short, square corporal with the
brown face and strangely melancholy eyes. With the
instinct of a diplomat, the Cockney determined to try

to hold off one foe by fair words while he dealt sterner
measure to the other. "What, two to one," he cried,
" I never said anything against you, Mr. Burton : 1

was agreeing with you the whole time
;
you're right,

you are ; it's him that's wrong."
" Let me 'ave him first, Tim," was the sole replv, and

Burton stretched out a hand that was like a leg of
lamb.

" Be still, Johnny," said Burton, the Irishman, "this
is no ballyraggin', 'is a court-martial. Prisoner, will

ye refrain in future from abuse of your officers, or will

ye not ? " For answer was a rapid feint and a blow
aimed at Halloran's bulldog jaw. But the blow, though
well intended, never reached its mark, the Irishman's
counter was too quick, and Bob Winch's conqueror
found himself sitting in the mud with his cheek cut
open. He was up again in a moment, and forgetting

all the rules of the ring kicked vaguely but savagely
at his opponent. The sturdy corporal slipped him and
got home again on the left ear, knocking him down.
Boone forgot that he was light-weight champion of his

club, forgot that he was a soldier and a man, and
burst into tears of rage and shame. Luckily the

other men of his company had not seen his disgrace
;

the shelter pit in which the three ill-assorted comrades
had passed the afternoon lay rather higher than the

rest of B company's temporary camp, and the heaped-
up earth concealed the tragedy ; it concealed from the
fated three something else of even greater importance,
the rapidly approaching figure of Acting-Captain Gale.

His colonel had once told Lieutenant Gale on parade
at Aldershot : "It's a pity to make a habit of doing
things at the wrong time." The rebuke had great
effect, but still the young lieutenant, keen soldier

though he was, had not quite cured himself of his

error, and nothing could have been more inopportune

than his arrival at that shelter-pit. On active service
it is best to notice things sometimes, but not to make
remark upon them, and Gale knew this lesson well

;

but a company officer who finds a private of his com-
pany in tears, with a bleeding cheek and swollen ear,

in the presence of two rufiianh -looking comrades, must
say' something.
"What is the meaning of this?" he said sharply.

Alas for the manhood of Private Boone ! Great is the
power of his own outward show on the inward man ; he
knew he looked like a blubbering Board schoolboy, he
felt like one, and he behaved like one. " "E 'it me," he
gasped, pointing a dirty finger at the sturdy corporal.

Gale turned and looked at the accused. Halloran
was a good soldier, but there had been a black mark
against his name ; it had led to his exchange into this

regiment, and Gale remembered now that he had the
reputation of a violent man. He had yet to learn to

know his men : he saw two strong and sheepish-look-
ing ruffians and a weak and battered boy, and he drew
the obvious conclusion, and, as is often the case, the
obvious conclusion was wholly wrong. " You struck
him," he said, sternly, to Halloran. The corporal
saluted, and said nothing. "And you?" turning to

Burton. The West-countryman also saluted in silence
;

but Halloran said, hastily, " No, sir, he did not. 'Twas
I that struck him."

" 'E was only preservin' discipline, sir," said Burton
sulkily. He fe*it indistinctly that the acting-Captain
ought to have known this without being told.

" Preserving discipline," said Gale angrily. " I'll

take care that you don't preserve it in this way, Hal-
loran. If we weren't moving to-night, I'd put you
under arrest. 'As it is, you're not fit for an acting-
corporal, nor a lance, for the matter of that, and unless
you're very careful you'll find yourself in trouble. I

shall speak to the colonel to-night about it. And as for

you, Burton, you'd better be careful too. I'm not going
to allow this sort of thing to goon." He turned to go,
but the Irishman stepped forward and saluted. " Beg,
your pardon, sir," he said quietly, "but Burton could
have done nothing, sir. It was all over, sir, before he
could find his feet."

" I'm glad to hear it," said Gale shortly. " Get back
to your company, all of you."
The three men watched him go, and then " Good-bye

to my chance of promotion, Johnny," said Halloran, with
a melancholy little laugh. " Them as have their com-
pany officers frownin' upon their innocent paths don't

rise to be sergeants in this world. Just you take that

into that fine big ear of yours, Attorney-Gineral, and
you'll rise surprisin' rapid."

" I'll rise without 'avin' to exchange any'ow, Privit,"

said Boone spitefully. It was a shot fired at random,
for Boone knew nothing of his comrade's early career

;

but it hit the mark. With a savage oath, the Irishman
wheeled round and rushed at him ; but Burton inter-

posed :
" Steady now, Tim, steady," he said firmly,

holding his friend by the arm. " Never mind the little

beast now. We'll make him pay for it later ; but Gale
can see you still. He'll send you to the base if you
don't mind."

Halloran, his face dark with blood ar.d his eyes

blazing, struggled for a moment and then, wrenching
himself free, set off to join his company at the double.

Burton turned and looked his companion up and down
with scornful eyes. " You dirty little, sneaking little

gutter scrapin'," he said slowly, " what made you go
for to say that? And why didn't you tell Gale as how
you hit fust, eh ?

"

" Tell 'im yerself," said Boone sulkily, conscious of

a certain weakness in his position.

Burton laughed. "Much good that would do," he
said. " It's you that got 'im into trouble

;
just you go

and get 'im out of it."

" i'll see you further first."
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" You won't, then ? Wery good, wery bloomin'

good. You'll 'ear from the company by-and-bye wot
they thinks of it. Good arternoon."
The men were fed hurriedly and then led out on a

wearisome night march through the rain towards an
enemy of unknown numbers holding a position of

problematical strength. The move was not successful

;

the enemy had been warned beforehand and surprised

the force that was to have caught them napping.

B Company found that it was expected to act as part

of the sting in the tail of the retreating troops, a
difficult and dangerous position requiring of the com-
pany officers discretion and coolness that rarely, if

ever, comes with-
out experience, and
there was no offi-

cer in that com-
pany who had seen . ., ,

service before. By *",

happy chance ' q|L, jgj;

rather than skill

Gale pulled his

men through ; cut

off from their fel-

lows, they ran
from one rock to

another, dropped,
sent a shot back
at the spurts oi

flame that followed
behind them and
then ran on to the

nearestcover. Men
were falling fast;

but the company
behaved well, and
had it not lost

touch with the rest

of the rear guard
and the guns the

sting would have
been a most effi-

cient one.

As it was, how-
ever. Gale found
that he and his

men were left be-

hind in imminent
danger of being
cut off and cap-
tured. There was
nothing for it but
a bolt, and he
yelled to his men
to double. They
had to pass a
small hill on the
right covered with
huge boulders.

Unaware that the
enemy had reached
this 'hill, Gale
led his men past it hurriedly and carelessly, letting
them close in too much. A withering volley put twenty
men out of action and the rest halted irresolutely.

Almost beside himself with rage and grief the lieutenant
rushed forward. "Come on," he yelled, and seizing
Halloran by the arm, " Fight, you brute, fight

;
you

can hit boys hard enough, try a man for a change."
The sturdy corporal's face was white with fury but he
made no answer, and began to climb the hill. The
rest of the men followed him, firing from behind the
rocks and then rushing a few steps forward, and in five

minutes they had reached the top.

It was Boone's first fight ; the shock of the surprise
had shaken many an older soldier ; many, a less nervous

" lie gave a feeble cry and Halloran turned

man was sorely tried by the terrible strain of the rear-

guard action, and the little Cockney was weak from
the trying march, and almost out of his mind with rage,

terror and bewilderment. He began to climb th'- hill,

a fair mark for the rifles at the top, but he was dragged
down roughly into the shelter of a rock. The second
time this happened he looked up with feeble irritation at

the man who had seized him. It was Halloran. liven

through the mists of bodily pain, weariness and terror,

his mind was conscious of another feeling. Why was
Halloran helping him, for he knew that the rough
jerks were helpful, and why hadn't he helped Halloran ?

The troops had driven back their too eager
foes, and were hur-
rying despera!el\

along the crests ol

the hills, covered
with the mists of

early morning. He
lagged behind

—

his feet hurt ter-

ribly ; he could
hardly force his

legs to run. He
gave a feeble cry,

and Halloran
turned, and, run-
ning back , d ragged
him along, cursing
him savagely al

ever}' stumble.
The rifle fire be-

hind grew fiercer,

and presently ii

seemed to Boone
that something
lifted him upward?-
and forwards, and
then dropped him
on the stones.

Then a pang o!

pain shot through
him, and he knew
that he was hit.

" I'm done !
" he

gasped, and gazed
up at Hallorar.

with piteous eyes.

The corporal
stooped over him
with a puzzled

frown.
" Where is it ?

"

he asked sharply,

and then, as il

to himself, "
i

wonder if that'.-

enough. Do you
feel as if you wen
done for sure anc
straight ?

"

"6 yes! 1'n

sure I'm dying !
" wailed the poor wretch.

The Irishman stood upright. " I forgive ye, then,'

he said huskily, and turned to depart.
" Don't leave me ! Don't leave me !" cried Boone ir

with 1deadly fear. "O ! Halloran ! take me
I want to tell the Colonel about you !

"

Halloran turned back, and his face, that had been
almost cheerful, was drawn and wrinkled with ai

agony of thought. " I wonder will it be best," hi

muttered, and then, suddenly stooping, he picked ii|

the thin body in his arms.
"Hold my rifle!" he growled, and started to run

The rifle fire behind grew faster and more furiou>, am
every few minutes he laid his burden down to answer it
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He was hit twice, but not badly, and at last, turning
the corner of a hill, he saw in the distance the English
,^'uns, and, nearer still, his own company hurrying to

join the main body. He laid Boone hastily down, and,
raising- his aching arms above his head, he gave a wild
yell, and then "

"Doolie! doolie! doolie!" he cried with all the

breath that was left him, and sank down beside his

burden. Men came hurrying back and hoisted him on
to his feet, and carried the groaning Boone to a doolie.

Then something seemed to crack in his head and all

was blank to him.
Gale had come out of the business with no wound,

but he fiercely, and perhaps unjustly, reproached him-
self for the losses of his company, and his cup o^

bitterness was overflowing, when Boone, in a hoarse
and broken whisper, had told him the story of his

argument with Halloran in the shelter pit. But
stronger even than his sel '"-reproach was his wondering
admiration of the corporal's behaviour ; and as soon as
the man was conscious and his wounds, which were
slight, had been dressed, the young officer went to see

him and to beg his pardon. He found the Irishman
weak but cheerful.

" Pardon, sir," he said, when Gale had spoken," what's
the need of a pardon to a c:iptain from a private ?

"

" From a corporal."
" Thank ye, sir," with a weak grin, "from a corporal.'
" But he struck you first, he says, and you had rebuked

him for sayin' 1 wasn't fit to command the company."
" He told ye that, did he now ? Then there's more in

the little beast than I thought for, but he was wrong,"
" He was right, I'm afraid, Halloran. But 1 wanted

to say something more : I want to tell you how much
1 admire your conduct— I'm speaking as man to man
now, remember."
The Irishman raisedhis hand. " Stop that, sir,"hesaid,

" you'll say too much—but how is the little varmint ?
"

" Well, he's lost his left arm, but he'll do well."

"That's good. We've come out of it well, con-
siderin' all, we two. Now I must tell you about it,

sir, or you'd be expressin' your admiration, or some
cuch foolishness, beggin' your pardon. 'Twas this way.
I'm a religious man, sir '--the melancholy eyes twinkled
for a moment—"though you mightn't think it, and I

reasoned it out careful. Thinks I, 'Tim, my boy,
ye're done with the honour and glory of the world, all

through a hasty temper, and bein' misrepresented to

your shuperior officer by a dirty little scout of a recruity.

Lay up a treasure elsewhere, Tim,' says I, 'and when
I see that same little recruity goin' up that hill You
remember, sir.'" Gale groaned. "I see you do, sir,

though there's no need for that noise, askin' your
pardon, sir. You did well. To resume :

' I guards
that same little recruity up the hill like the apple of my
eye, till he was hit. He thought he was done, and so
did I. So I forgave him, d'ye see, for the sake of the
treasure to come, and was goin' off, when he howls out
o me to take him along, and he'd tell the Colonel, and
have me rank returned and all. . . . Well, that took
me thoughts off the one treasure, and turned them back
on the honour and glory and promotion, and all that
where the thieves break in and steal —you know, sir

—

and so, bein' not so good a Protestant as I ought, sir, I

picked the beggar up and carried him to you. An'
that's all, sir; and glad I was to hear you call me
Corooral, ior I've been layin' here, considerin' how I'd

lost the treasure that comes from forgivin' and helpin'

your enemv, seem' that the little scutt warn't my
enemy, if he told you—lost all that, and not gained the

"arthly one either. A poor look out, d'ye see ?
"

Gale took the man's hand in his. and shook it. " I'm
not a parson, Halloran, as you know," he said; "butit
seems to me you've got a fair claim to both those
treasures."

The End.

bide of Thaba Inyama (Spion Kop) showing the terrible clir.ib our soldiers had to Co
(Photo by H. W. Nichnlls, Johannesburg)
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Canadians leaving for the front

IN THE TRANSVAAL
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Seamen Gunners. As good with the

ropes as with their guns

Mounted Melee. Five bluejackets aside. They Seamen Gunners as clowns. They blew up their

fought until the plumes were knocked off dummy gun and limber

Tilting at the bucket. A prizewinner — a good marksman
WHALE ISLAND SPORTS — H.M.S. "EXCELLENT"
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TENBY
Texby, a thri-

ving watering-
place of Pem-
brokeshire, South
Wales, 9>< miles

E. of Pembroke
and 276 W. of

London, says
Chambers's lin-

cvchpivdia , is The Royal Naval Reserve at practice on Tenby Sands

Queen Elizabeth

in 15X8, and a

fragment of n

castle, whence in

1 47 1 the future
Henry VII. es-

caped to Brittany.

Its mild climate,

fine level sands,

and capital bath-
ing have been the

making of the

Tenby from Castle Hill The oldest house in Tenby

finely seated on a

rocky headland
overlooking Car-
marthen Bay.
The Cymric Div-
hach v Pysgo.i
(" fishy little for-

tress "), it was
one of the Flem-
i s h colonics
planted by Henry
I. in Pembroke-
shire, and retains

a long stretch of

its ancient walls,

strengthened bv Tenby. Castle Hill and pier from the harbour

IN AND AROUND TENBY

place, which has

an interesting
Gothic church
(1250), with a

spire j 52 feet

high, a colossal

marble statue of

the Prince Con-
sort (1865), and
a fort (1868) on

St. Catherine's
Island. It is an
ancient municipal

borough, and re-

turns one member
to Parliament.
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Hastings Rowing Club winning the four-cared galley

race at Margate Regatta
Mr. (j. Cook, winning the water boxing champion-

ship at Margate

A donkey-ride 011 the Ramsgatc Sands Ramsgate Sands

A pretty view of Margate. The boat shown in the photo is the "Josephine" winning
the race for the gaff-sail boats at the Regatta

(Photos by R. W. Thomas and Mr. Reiu)

ROUND THE COAST
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Lieut. R. S. Lambton
N.S.W. Naval Con-

tingent in China

Lieutenant R. S. Lambton is

one of the Special Service officers

accompanying the N.S.W. Naval
Contingent to China. He joined
the Naval Brigade in 1885 as a
cadet and gradually rose to the
position of Sub-Lieutenant, and
was appointed Lieutenant en the

departure of the contingent. Lieu-
tenant Lambton is a solicitor,

the only surviving son of Mr.
H. S. Lambton, Deputy Post-

master-General of New South
Wales.

V V s>

Mr. Donal McLaren, whose portrait appears on
the page opposite, is one of the Canadian pioneers,

being one of the early settlers of Equesing, near Mil-
ton, Ontario. Of the lot who settled there, only he
and a Mrs. David Bowman survive. He is a hale and
hearty old man, and, although nearly blind, is as viva-

cious as a boy. The McLaren coat-of-arms consists of

the horn, mermaid, chain and crook, upon which the

pot hangs over the fire. Mythological traditions say
that a certain man found a mermaid coming along the

shore, captured her, took her skin off, and lo ! she was
a woman ! He hid the skin in the barn, knowing that

if she should see it she could not resist going back to

:he sea. Their two sons playing in the barn one day

found the skin and took it in to their mother, and when
she saw it she could not resist taking hold of one, the
eldest boy. He seized the crook ; she then said :

" Stay you there, Mach Labhruinn " (or MacLaurin)

;

she also took hold of the other son to take him away,
but he took hold of the vicker, or cup ; then she said :

" Stay there, MacVicker," hence the clan MacVicker.

Private George F. Martin, C Company, 2nd Bat-

talion Royal Canadian Infantry (that distinguished
itself at Paardeberg and elsewhere) comes of a staunch

Sir W. Lyne, Premier of New South Wales
At the opening of the new Dubbo - Coonamble Railway

Lieut. W. VV. Russell-Watson

New South Wales Mounted Infantry. The first man to demand the

surrender of Pretoria

family that has done the Empire good service. His
father, the late Sergeant-Major John Martin, served

twenty-one years in the Royal Artillery, taking part in

the Crimean War (Crimean medal with clasps for Inker-

man, Balaklava and Sebastopol, and the Turkish medal
and the Indian mutiny medal with clasp for Central
India). He received also the medal for long service and
good conduct, and was twics specially mentioned for

distinguished gallantry in action. Another member of

the family, Mr. A. S. Martin, formerly a member of the

Royal Grenadiers, served with his regiment throughout
the North West Rebellion of 1885, and was seriously

wounded at Batoche. His unflinching bravery in action

and plucky endurance of the terrible hardships of the

never-to-be-forgotten journey "across the gaps " in the

railway line on the north shore of Lake Superior, on the

way to the front, were specially mentioned by his

officers.
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1, 2, and 3 arc offilers of the Canadian lorces who served as privates in the Canadian Regiment at
Paardeberg — (3) Lieut. Green, adjutant 25th Elgin Rifles ; (2) Gordon Whyte, 2 1st Essex Fusiliers: and
(1) Lieut. Beers, 21st Essex Fusiliers: (4) Mr. Donal McLaren, 100 years old, one 01 the early settlers of
Esqucsing

; (5) Private Martin, Royal Canadians; (6) Lieut. Marshall, Royal Canadians: and (7) Scrgt.
Ironsides, R.C.R., who single-handed and unarmed captured three Boers at Johannesburg, and took them

with their horses and rifles into camp
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The midday halt On the road from Salisbury

Advance guard at Passfield Common

Sergt. Wilkes, Queen's Bays, in active service kit The Queen's Bays on outpost

THE CAVALRY MANOEUVRES
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The "Ocean Horse" — a naval 12 -pounder with artillery horses. Artillery drivers ride the near horses,
while Jack sits on the bridoe of the off. The plan worked admirably

The Great Sheep Fair at Wilton— Sale of Mr. Flowers' ram lambs by Mr. Waters, of Waters and Rawlence

Wilton Great Sheep Fair — Mr. Rawlence selling lambs by auction

AT HOME AND ABROAD
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A. group of typical Boers— Three are armed with Martini-Henry rifles and one

with a Mauser

PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENTS
NOW Ready.—Handsome Cloth Cases in Art Green and Gold for binding Vol. III. Black and While

Budget (to hold 26 numbers). Price of all Newsagents is. 6d., or post free is. 9d.

Just Published.—Vols. I. and II. (combined) Black and White Budget, bound in Cloth and Gilt

Lettering. Price 6s., post free 6s. gd.

Back Numbers from No. i to date can be procured through your Newsagent at the usual rates,

or if difficulty is experienced direct from this office.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
United K'ngdom. Abroad.

Three Months (13 numbers) ... ... 2=. 8^d. ... 3s. 3d.

Six Months (26 numbers) 5s. 5c!. ... 6s. 6d.

Twelve Months (52 numbers) ... 10s. lod. ... 13s. od.

All Subscriptions are payable in advance and should be addressed to the Publisher, Black and White
Bridget, 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Postage.—United Kingdom, l/z &. per copy. Abroad One Penny.
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Editor of Black and White Budget," 34, Bouvcrie Street, London, E.C.

The Editor particularly requests that no poems be sent ror consideration.
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THE NEW LORD MAYOR
Alderman Frank Green, the Lord Mayor elect, is a native of Maidstone, where he was born in 1S35,

He has represented the Ward of Vintry in the Corporation since 1878, and as he is a widower,, ths

duties of Lady Mayoress will devolve on his elder daughter, Mirs Kathleen Haydn Gr*en
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Although the pre-

sent Adjutant-General,
Sir Evelyn Wood, V.C.

,

is not " before the pub-
lic," he leads a very
busy life. Sir Evelyn,
by t lie way, has seen
very much service in

Soul li A fr i c a ; h e

gained the V.C. during
the Indian Mutiny, and
he raised the Egyptian
Army in 1883. He
must feel proud of it

now.

v ¥ ^

Still another V.C.
falls to the wearers of

the black gaiter but-
tons, " the three G.'s,"

commonly known as
the Gordon High-
landers. The latest

recipient is Captain
William Eagleson Gor-
don, who, "under a
particularly heavy and
most accurate lire on
the nth of July last,

during an action at

Leeholho&k-, or Doorn-
boschfontein , near
Krugersdorp, organ-
ised a party to recover
a gun. He went out
alone to the nearest
gun, fastened a drag-
rope to it, and then
beckoned the men, who
doubled to join him.
Captain D. Reginald

The latest portrait of Sir Evelyn Wood,
(Photo by l.yd Sawyer)

V.C.

Younger, Gordon
Highlanders, and three
men were hit, and, after

ordering the retire-

ment, Captain Gordon
himself retirxd. Cap-
tain Younger would
also have been recom-
mended for the Victoria
Cross had he survived."
Captain Gordon is a
son of Mrs. Gordon,
Fellside, Moffat, N.B.,
of 29, Melville Street,

Edinburgh, who has
another son an officer

in the Royal Scots, and
a son-in-law a captain
in the Royal Field

Artillery, all at the

front.

V IF V

Tin: very popula?
Canadian officer,
Lieut. -Colonel Walter
M a c d o n a 1 d , com-
mandant of the 481I1

(Canadian) High-
landers, has had a

long and useful mili-

tary career. Enlisting
in the Queen's Own
Rifles (Canadian) in

March, 1878, he served
for three years as
private and corporal.

In March, 1881, he-

was appointed Second-
Lieutenant, and in

November of the same
year was made Lieu-

Capt. W. E. Gordon
Gordon Highlanders,
who has gained ihe

V.C.

Earl of Howe
Who has just succeeded to the
title. (Photo by Russell and

Sons)

late Rev. Prcfo.
Harry Jones

Chaplain to the Queen
(PhotoT.y Russell and

Sons)

Coleridge Taylor
The talented coloured musician
who has been performing at
Birmingham. (Photo -by Rus-

sell and Sons)

Lieut. -Col. W. C.
Macdonald

Commanding the 48th
Canadian Highlanders
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tenant. He was promoted to Captain

in February, 1884. During the North-

West Rebellion of 1885 Captain Mao
donald commanded No. 3 Service

Company, Queen's Own Rifles. In

i885 he was appointed Adjutant
a

of the

regiment and continued to serve in that

capacity, holding- the rank of Captain

until transferred to the 48th High-

landers as Major, upon the organisa-

tion of the regiment in February, 1892.

During the period of organisation o>'

the latter corps Major Macdonald dis-

charged the duties of Adjutant in addi-

tion to those of Major. Upon the death

of the late Lieut.-Colonel Cosby, the

command of the 48th Highlanders de-

volved upon Major Macdonald, and on

June 8th, 1900, he was gazetted Lieut.-

Colonel commanding. In 1892 he

served as 1 Adjutant of the Bisley team,

An extraordinary photo taken In 1,000th part of a second

By the George Doppei'Anastigmat (." Aufgenommen mit Georg Doppel

Anastigmat " ). The high leap was made in Friedenau Park, Berlin

and in 1896 came to England
as a member of that team.

¥ v *
Trooper Karl McKeage,

of Strathcona's Horse, has
returned to his native place,

Da:iville, Quebec, afterhaving
served his country in South
Africa. He was wounded in

the arm, and near Balmoral
in descending a clay hill was
thrown from his horseover the

side of the hill, breaking his

leg and dislocating his jaw.

Trooper Earl McKeagc
Stialhcona's Horse. Wounded

*

"'flip &jjt-

j IKH

WDm ~*^
'INI

rJSm

The latest photo of Sir Donald Curric,

who, rumour has it, is to be elevated

to the Peerage. (Photo hy Cribb)

Australians (Carri'ngton's Horse) changing guard
at Beira
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THE MARQUIS ITO
A GREAT JAPANESE STATESMAN

^»'^i»

It is just about ten years ago since Japan made a I Generalissimo of the Japanese armies. When peace
great national experiment in self-government ; previous was concluded consequent upon the victory of Japan,
to that time its people were ruled over by feudal princes Russia, France, and Germany combined to demand
and nobles under the Shoguns or vicercgents of the 1 that Japan should retrocede to China the Liaotung
Mikado. First the Mikado asserted his power over the

|
Peninsula, which had been given her by the Treaty of

Shoguns, though not without a bloody revolution. Shimonoseki. Marquis Ito felt that Japan was not
Then, after commissions had been sent to make careful able to stand against the tluee most powerful military
inquiry into the constitutions of the Governments of countries of the world, and was forced to yield. He
European countries, a written constitution was granted j

managed, however, to obi; in an increased monetary
ine'e unity by way
of compensation
from the Chinese.
But the retro-

cession was so
unpopular in

Japan that he
was driven from
power. And now,
after five years,

the turn of For-
tune's wheel
brings him back
again to office.

Marquis Ito is

about sixty years
of age, is of short

stature even for

a Japanese, lias

a strong face with
marked features,

is able, shrewd,
and intensely pa-
t r i o t i c . He
cherishes a great
admiration for
England, and has
more than once
pointed out that

an alliance be-

tween Great Bri-

tain and Japan
would dominate
the Far East, as

both are mari-
time Powers, and
Japan forms a
splendid natural
base for naval
operations. The
navy of Japan
has during recent

years been largely

augmented, and
when the war-
ships now being
constructed are
completed, Japan

by the Mikado.
That constitution
was mainly t he
work of the re-

markable man
who has now
again been called

upon to become
Prime Minister of

the Island Empire
of the Far East,
the Marquis Ito.

Party politics

have not yet
reached in Japan
that sharp delini-

tion with which
we are familiar in

this country ; still

there may be said

to be two leaders
of popular opinion
in tlie Land of
the Rising Sun,
the Marquis Ito

and C o u n I

Oku ma. The one
is the head of
w hat may be
called the Liberal
party, the other
of the Radical,
though these
terms as applied
to Japanese poli-

tics have not the
same significance

as they have in

English. Re-
cently the Marquis
Ito has striven to

form a great
national party,
whose watchword
shall be moderate
but sustained pro-
gress. The one
question in Japan
is, whether the Cabinet shall be subject to the Par-
liament, as in England, or subject to the Sovereign,
as in Germany. Ito says that the latter suits Japan
better at present, as the country is passing through a
state of transition. In twenty years, perhaps, it will be
ready for the latter. Count Okuma would have full

representative government at once. The two men,
though in a sense rivals, are close personal friends, and

' it is said that the Mikado takes no important step with-
out first consulting both of them.
Marquis Ito has been Prime Minister before, and it

was while he occupied that position that the war be-

tween Japan and China broke put. Yamagata, who
has just retired from the Premiership, was at that time

The iVarquis Ito

will have one of the best navies afloat. The develop-

ment of Japan's navy is a principal plank in Marquis
Ito's platform.

American lifts are now being provided, explains the

Scientific American, with air mattresses in the bottom

of the shaft to break the shock of an accidental

descent. The mattresses ought to fill the shaft for

one-sixth of its total height. Thus in the lift of the

Empire Building, New York, there are air beds for

45 ft. at the base of the shaft, which is 251ft. high.

A trial proved that eggs on a lift were unbroken after

its sudden descent f:o.n the twentieth storey.
.
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Died in harness. As many of the seasc ned London 'bus horses are serving
in South Africa, the unseasoned have fallen victims to overwork

While the Gene-
ral Election may be
of paramount in-

terest in the home,
passers-by in Lon-
don's streets have
something more to

think about than
mere parliamen-
tary affairs. A
lack of vigilance
may mean a broken
head or leg, and,
of course, a mud-
bath is too trivial

a detail for men-
tion. However,
much interest was
evinced in the
election of Mr. F.

W. Horner for

North Lambeth.
He is the owner of
a weekly review,

Cheapside up

Free firewood. While coalowiicrs are
filling their pockets from the proceed?
of high - priced coal the discarded
wooden paving comes in handy tc

cheer the domestic hearth

and was born in

1854. He is a

prominent member
of the National
Union of Conser-
vative Associa-
tions, and has been
closely identified

with the muni-
cipal government
of St. Martin's-
in - the - Fields.
Several works from
his pen have been
published, and it

is recalled that he
once wrote a
three-act play in

French, which was
successfully pro-

duced at the
Theatre de la

Renaissance net
lony a»o.

The Strand up- Looking westward The Strand tip — looking eastward

IN LONDON'S STREETS
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MISS LENA ASHWELL
The charming lady who is playing at Wyndham's in " Mrs. Dane's Defence

"

(Photo by W. and D. Downey)
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Miss Annesley as Maid
in the "Price of Peace'' at Drury Lane

Miss Esme Beringcr
(Photo by Window and Grove)

Mr. A. K. George as Meikle (the bulhr)
Miss \ tolet Vanbrugh as Kale Ommaney

Miss Dorothea Baird as Margaret Fairbairn
Miss Kate Serjeantson as Lady [anet Dumvoodie

Scene from the first act of "The Wedding Guest" at the Garrick Theatre

BEHIND THE FOOTLIGHTS [Photo by The Biograph Co.
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Native bearers waiting to have their loads

checked

IN ASHANTEE
Ex - King Prempeh, of Ashanlee,

who is now on his way to the Seychelles

Islands, is to be finally located in Mahe, the leading- item
of this interesting group of islets in the Indian Ocean, and where,
also, the chiefs from the Malay Peninsula were exiled in the early

seventies. Mahe, which is seventeen miles in length, and from
four to seven across, enjoys the distinction, only in a lesser degree
than the Aldabra Islands in the vicinity, of being the home of the
gigantic land tortoise, of which so many examples may be seen
just now at Regent's Park, brought from the islands mentioned at

the instance of the Hon. Walter Rothschild, M.P. What the

quondam bloodthirsty ruler at Coomassie will think of these huge
creatures, should any happen to cross his path, remains £0 be seen,

but it is highly probable that as the whole of his life up to the

present has been spent in West Africa, he will view them with
much the same feeling of alarm as overtakes the Indian traveller

who finds himself confronted for the first time in his life with a
gigantic land crab. Should he develop a taste for the soup made
from these ponderous reptiles, he may ultimately become qualified

for an aldermanic position.

IP

Among the many deaths of brillian

soldiers in the hard-fought Ashante'j
campaign was that of Captain Benson,
of the Shropshire Regiment, who was
killed in the attack on the town of
Ejesu. His men deserted him at the
critical moment, and that was what he
feared, as will be seen by the following
extract from a letter of the deceased
officer, written at New Jabin. He
wrote :—

"
1 have been up here for nearly six

weeks on the most hopeless task that

any man was ever set. I was told to

raise native levies— nothing more— and

The river Prah which impeded the advance of the Coomassie

Relief Force

A private of the West Africa Regiment

I really found out that the task was
impossible. When I tried to recruit the

men direct they all said, ' Ask our
chief When I saw the chiefs, they

said, 'Ask the King.' The King said,

'Ask the chiefs.'
" Not being given a single Hausa, or

trained soldier, I have endeavoured to

raise a bodyguard of something over

fifty men. My opinion is that the war
is probably over by now, and that we
have been forgotten. If it comes to a
real show after all, Heaven help us !

Three-quarters of my prospective army
are arrant cowards, and all are undis-

ciplined and quite impossible to hold."
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IN CENTRAL AFRICA

Major A. St. Hill Gibbons, 3rd East Yorkshire

Regiment, who returned recently from a unique African

journey, lasting two and a quarter years, gives stirring

accounts of his journey, which, by the way, covered

more than 13,000 miles. Major Gibbons said to a
correspondent of Reuter's :

to which I have referred, and, on reaching a camp on
Lake Albert Edward, I saw five or six villages fpring
into flame almost simultaneously, telling me that they
had accomplished their work.
"While in Marotseland we discovered a tribe of

Bushmen totally different from any I had previously
seen. Timid to a degree, they aie of slight build, but
not unduly, short. They have not th'.ck lips, but rather

IN ASHANTI
Native prisoners at work under a guard of the West Afriean Regiment

" On getting near Lake Albert I witnessed the effects
of all the curses of Africa at once. I had no sooner
passed through recently raided villages strewn with
dead bodies than I came on a large village in which the
inhabitants were dying of starvation by hundreds. The
scene was sickening and the stench beyond description.
About this time I saw a large war party, probably com-
posed of cannibals on the march to avenge the raidings

their lips recede, giving them almost the appearance of

being toothless, and, curiously enough, they had a light

skin, being little darker than a sunburnt white man.
They are armed with bows and arrows, and have no
habitations of any kind. Their food consists largely of

snakes, and at the close of their day's hunting they

sleep on the ground wherever they may happen to be.

They are nude except for a cat skin in front.
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REKIN OR PEKING
The confusion in the spell-

ing of Chinese names arises
from the efforts of different
observers to equal the pro-
nunciation of the Chinese.
Thus, the name of the capital
is spelled Pekin or Peking.
The real Chinese of it is Pei
(pronounced bay)
and ching (pro-
nounced g-ing-).

In South China
the word ching
or ging, mean-
ing capital, is

pronounced tsin,

without any final
" g " sound. The
first foreign ob-
servers in China
lived in the South,
and in attempt-
ing the name of
the southern capi-
tal called it Nan

BLACK AND WHITE BUDGET Oct. i ji i'JOO

II. M.S. Goliath," which is hovering about Shanghai ready for action
(Photo by Hopkins, Southsea)

kin, and being unfamiliar with the northern pronuncia-
tion they wrote the northern capital down as Pekin.
The first observers in the North, however, quickly
noticed the sound of a final " g," and they therefore

wrote il Peking. The last
word in Tien-Tsin is identical
with the last word in Peking
and Nankin

; but it, too, was
first written by one usingnhe
southern pronunciation, who
succeeded in making a better
approximation to the Chinese

than the one who
first wrote Nan-
kin. The name
Taku, given to the
forts, is thought by
some to be better
spelled Dagu, but
really the Chinese
is a combination
of the two. The
various spellings,

ehow.chou, chau,
are all efforts to
reach a Chinese
word that sounds
something like
"Joe." Chinese
sounds are beyond
expression with

our alphabet, and in desperation the experts have
adopted some most remarkable and arbitrary spellings,
one of the most striking of which is in the familiar
title of "Ta-jen," given to Chinese high officials.

Tuns Dr. Mark Mr. G. D. Pitsipios J. H. Stewart Capt. Sanders,
Consul Lockhart, Colonial Sec. Hon. A.D.C.

Lord Suirdale, A.D.C.

Li Hung Sir Henry Blake, G.C.M.G., Governor

An interesting group at Hong Kong, taken before Li Hung went to Pekin

IN FAR CATHAY
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BALLOONS
Icarus, many,

many years before

the Christian era,

was a prisoner

somewhere in
Greece. Like
most human
beings he loved
liberty. So he
made wings of

wax, and flew
beyond the prison
walls. But the
sun melted the
wax and he fell

into the sea.

Since that praise-

worthy attempt
indirectly to solve

the problem of
aerial navigation,
not only men but
nations have puz-
zled their brains
in an endeavour
to be able to fly.

Great strides have
been made, and
the latest example
of modern inven-
tion was given
on the 23rd of last

month in the
Friedenau Park,
Berlin : there four

aeronauts — the
meteorologists
Beison and Dr. Scientific ballooning at Friedenau Park, Berlin—the ascent

Siiring, the engi-

neer Fekdli, and
the E nglish
amateur, Mr.
Alexander, made
an ascent with the
definite purpose
of a time test and
meteorological
observation. The
balloon used has a
capacity for gas ot

1 i,376cubicyards,
and measures in

circumference 86
yards— twice the

size of Andre's
balloon. Its

weight is 19 cwt,
and the net, if

rolled up, is over

3,000 yards in

length and weighs
15 cwt. The bas-

ket is practically

a small dwelling-
room, having two
iron beds, a fold-

ing table, and
provisions: for
three weeks. It

also contains four-

tee 11 carrier
pigeons, seen in

the basket in the

bottom illustra-

tion. The cable

of the baloon is

300 yards in

length.

Scientific balloonists at Friedenau Park, Berlin — after the descent

IN BROAD BERLIN
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A Royal group. The young King of Spain at the opening of a fete

Alfonso XIII., the young- King- of Spain, was born
on May 17th, 1886, and is the son of the late Alfonso XI I.,

who died before his boy was born. During the minority
of the young King Spain was governed by the Queen-
Regent Maria Christina. Spain is in a backward con-
dition. Education is free but very inefficient, and only
one form of public worship (Roman Catholic) is allowed.
By the constitution of 1876 the country is declared a
constitutional monarchy with executive power vested in

the King, and the legislative power in the Cortes with
the King. Cortes consist of Senate and Congress.

The Queen Regent of Sp.

The Senate is composed of three classes : those who sit

by right of birth or official position, members nominated
by the Crown (these two classes not numbering more
than 180 together), and 180 elected by the largest tax-

payers of the kingdom and certain corporate bodies.

The Congress contains 431 deputies, elected by citizens

of twenty-five years of age who have enjoyed full civil

rights in any municipality for two years. Each pro-

vince has its own parliament, and each commune its

own elected avuntamiento presided over by the alcalde,

for municipal and provincial administration.

The Spanish Royal Family at lunch in the garden of the Duques tie

Terranova, Madrid

IN FAIR MADRID
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BOUNDS
Beating the

bounds, or Peram-
bulation, is, the
popular expression
in England for

those periodical
surveys or peram-
bulations by which
the ancient boun-
daries of parishes
used to be pre-

served, and which
in many respects

resembled the old
Roman terminalia,

celebrated every
year on Febru.
ary 23rd, the last

month of the year.

On Holy Thursday
or Ascension Day
the clergyman of
the parish, with
the parochial offi-

cers and other
parishioners, fol-

lowed by the boys
of;the parish school,
headed by their

masters, used to go in procession to the different parish 1 boundaries of the important
boundaries, which boundaries the boys struck with

I
said : "What ho! he bumps."

"Beating the bounds" at Bristol. The bumping operation

peeled willow-
wands that they
carried in their

hands. Sometimes
the boys were
whipped at impor-
tant points " to

make them re-

member." At
Shrewsbury the
bounds - beating
was called Ban-
nering, and was
kept up annually

• till the middle of

the nineteenth cen-
tury. At Ludlow
it still retained its

religious character
in 1822. Our illus-

tration shows one
of the incidents of

the beating of the
bounds at Bristol,

when a " beater"
was dumped in a
gentle manner on
one of the boun-
dary stones, to

make him " re-

member " the
town. And no one

Tintern Abbey which has been purchased by the 8tate
The Government has at length purchased from the Duke of Beaufort the magnificent ruins of Tintern Abbey, together with several thousands
of acres of land adjoining in the lovely valley of the Wye, and will maintain the property for the enjoyment ot visitors as at present. The

Abbey, which will be vested in the Commissioners of Woods and Forests, was taken over on September -"Olh

IN MERRY ENGLAND
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THE "C P."

Naturally the most
popular exhibit at the
Crystal Palace has been
the portrait of our new
Commander - in - Chief,

Lord " Bobs," in Fire-
works — an appropriate
framework at the pre-
sent time. The Crystal
Palace, as Messrs. Ward,
Lock, and Co.'s London
says, is one of the sights

of London. We all know
that it originated in a
desire that there should
be some memorial of Sir

Joseph Paxton's wonder-
ful palace of glass,

erected in Hyde Park for

th3 Exhibition of 1851 ;

that a company was
formed for the purchase
of the materials, and that
Sir Joseph re-erected it,

with vast additions and
improvements ; that the
beautiful grounds on the

hill-side were laid out

with exquisite taste and
skill ; that royal recep-

tions have been held, and
musical performances given
but that it is shorn of some

The most popular exhibition by Brock at the Crystal
Palace

by a lire, which many
years since consumed the
north transept. But this

misfortune has lately

been converted into a
boon ; for the space occu-
pied by the destroyed
transept has been trans-

formed into a garden
with seats, and walks,
and a lake, where H e
may sit and listen to the

music of a first -class

band, while gazing on
one of the fairest scenes
it is possible to imagine!.

At night the gardens are
illuminated, and the fire-

work displays have
gained a world - wide
celebrity. The north
tower has been fitted

with a lift to take people
to its topmost rung,
whence, if they think
they would like a view
into six counties, they
will have an opportunity
of gratifying their desire.

The Palace consists of a
nave, a central transept,

and a south transept.

Adjoining the transept

on the most colossal scale ; 1 are the opera theatre and the concert-room ; and in the

of its original proportions, I galleries are a picture gallery and reading-room.

The Crystal Palace illuminated by Brock

AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE
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With General French. Examining stores, &c, left behind by the Boers in the hasty

flight over the Portuguese border

The Cunaid Steamship Company have received a i

very gratifying' letter from the Admiralty conveying" the ;

thanks of'the Lords Commissioners to Captain William
Watson, R. N.R., the company's general superintendent,
and the staff under him, for the valuable assistance ren-

dered by them to the Admiralty during the fitting out of

transports and the embarkation of troops at Liverpool
|

in connection with the war in South Africa. Their
Lordships especially notice the services rendered by I

Captain Watson.

The Jewish World is requested to state that a pro-
clamation has been issued at Johannesburg by Lord
Roberts pointing out that correspondents who employ
Yiddish-Deutch or Yiddish are likely to experience delay
in the delivery of their letters owing to the censor not
being conversant with the writing of the languages.
Letters in these characters are, therefore, detained lor

translation for him, with other communications in

foreign languages. Lord Roberts suggests that letters

should be addressed in English.

Ll

<

ll

z

D

z;

<

x

Shells found at the Boer shell factory being sorted in the Johannesburg Tort

(Photo by H. W. Nicholls, Johannesburg)
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THE MANDOLINE PLAYER
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(1) Miss Grace A. Kerrick-Walker's " Lord Chester "
; (2) Dr. P. P. Johnson's " Yatton Bobs "

; (3) Prince of Wales' " Sandringham Madam "
;

(l) Mr. 0. T. Burgess's " Lady Maud" ; (5) Mr. W. T. Pegg's " Woodcote Chinosol " (winner, Duke of York's Cup); (6) The Duchess of

Newcastle's " Welsh "
; and (7) Mrs. T. Mclntyre's " Militza"

THE DOG SHOW AT ALEXANDRA PAXACE
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Johannesburg witn the lawn Jack flyiny : The South Ramparts of the tort

Headquarters' Residence, Pretoria : Lord Roberts' daughters vioiiikj out for a drive

(Photos by H. W. Kicholls, Johannesburg)
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the wind and it will be at your right
hand.
As these whirling storms progress

with a constantly increasing area they
curve to the north, at or near the coast
in the vicinity of Savannah, then curv-
ing still more, they go sweeping up by
Hatteras to the north-east, where the
area rapidly increases and the storm
usually expends its energy, although
some hurricanes have been known to
reach the banks of Newfoundland before
losing their severity. The central path
of these hurricanes can be followed on
the chart by the line of small crosses,
although they vary sometimes.
The most violent of these storms

often do immense damage along the
sea-coast, as they follow the north-east-

Submcrgcd and wind-swept Galveston.
A typical corner of the utter devastation

of the town

WEST INDIA HURRICANES

All West India hurricanes have
their origin to the east of the Wind-
ward Islands, at the inner edge of the
trade wind zone, or region of calms,
where the overheated air rises and
Hows away in the upper current in a
direction contrary to the trade wind.
The ascending current of heated air

produces a whirlwind similar to that
caused by forest fires, and it is no
doubt the cool trade wind blowing
steadily from the north-east that heads
the hurricane off in that direction, and
sends it sweeping slowly to the north-
west along the chain of islands to the
northern coast ol Florida.

The dotted lines on the accom-
panying chart show the usual path of
one of these storms, and the way the
area steadily increases. In all cases
the wind revolves from right to left, or
contrary to the hands of a clock or
watch. To find the centre of a hur-
ricane at any time the rule is to face

A wreeKed yiuiu elevator. About the only tiuug tuat wiiustooa
wind and wave

Chart showing the usual course of a
West India hurricane. For once the hur-
ricane swept past Cuba and destroyed

Galveston

ward trend from Florida to Nova Scotia,

which seems to make a natural channel
for them.

In September, 1889, one of these

West India hurricanes, after causing
immense damage along the southern
coast, became " cornered" east of New
Jersey, as a wave of high pressure ex-

tending over northern New England,
and far out over the ocean, checked the
onward progress of the storm to the

north-east. The result was that the

storm centre was almost stationary for

three days in the bay between Cape May
and Nantucket, causing a furious gale
from the north-easterly quadrant of the

compass, and unusually high tides in all

that section.

THE GALVESTON DISASTER
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The remains of a wharf. The vessels seen in the picture brought stores for the
distressed people after the disaster

A terrible heap of ruins in the centre of the town. Hundreds of bodies were taken
from below this pile

All that was left of four blocks of houses, half a mile long

THE GALVESTON DISASTER
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An old Chinese Temple The Bubbling Wells, Shanghai

A most peculiar
thing- about the
Chinese is that
they do not know
the value of time.

We have had some
convincing' proof
of this in the last

few weeks. The
Chinese were in no
hurry to let us
know that the
diplomats and for-

eign residents of
Pekin were alive.

The manner in

which the Chinese
ignore time may
also be noticed in

another way. If

a Chinaman an-
nounces his visit

for official or other
business you may
be sure that he
will arrive from

A Chinese ouiiock cooling himself in a creek during the hot

weather

an hour to half a
day later, some-
times even on the

next day, without
deeming it neces-

sary to apologise
for the delay.
When the caller

finally does arrive,

there is generally
a long exchange of
polite phrases and
words.

¥ * *
The Bubbling

Wells at Shanghai
are situated some-
three or four miles
from the town, and
form the chiet re-

sort for both Euro-
peans and Chinese.
Tea houses abound
and hundreds of
people visit them
during the season.

A company of J apanese,volunteers drilling. Japan keeps her eye oh Russia, and

believes in the volunteer system
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Part of the Shanghai Fire Brigade outside the truck house. The Brigade finds

plenty of work and does it well

The Market at Shanghai
The rapture of Shanghai in 1853 by insurgents threw the whole trade into confusion, and the native customs collector called in the aid
01 loreigneis. An English, an American, and a French inspector were appointed, and on the recapture of the town the system X

three inspectors was made permanent

IN SHANGHAI
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HOLY RUSSIA

The Russian Court has the reputation of being the
most corrupt and most dissolute of modern Europe,
yet, thanks to the influence of the Empress, virtuous
and high-principled as all princesses of Danish blood
have proved, the late Emperor, autocrat and tartar as
he was, was so tamed that not a breath of scandal ever
touched him. The son, the present Czar, carries much
the expression of his mother in his face, and the strong-

features and high brow are indicative of a thoughtful
and high-minded character, which one day may assert

itself unshackled by the tradition handed down by his

fathers.

on his pillow, another day a miniature coffin would be
in his soup-plate. In spite of the extraordinary pre-
cautions taken by the police and the innumerable spies
employed, the persons who left these messages were
never discovered, and the unhappy Czar could but come
to the conclusion that there were Nihilists among the
very members of his household. But the Nihilists,

in spite of their warnings, spared Alexander III. from
his father's horrible fate.

-»i4i»-

Here is a hint for the next big London Exhibition

—

a palace of hay similar to that erected for the National
Exhibition at Toronto, Canada. Bales of hay were

The Grand Duke Michael of Russia leaving Bal'later Station on a visit to the Queen
at Balmoral. The Grand Duke is the one with the bowler hat

" Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown," runs the
old adage, and no one, doubtless, is more convinced of
its truth than the Czar of Russia. Ever since the tragic
death of Alexander II. at the hands of the Nihilists, the
late Czar lived practically in a constant state of mortal
terror. To fear that one may be hurled into eternity at
any moment while sitting in supposed security in one's
own palace ; to suspect that the dishes at the dinner-
table may be poisoned, or that one's pillow may con-
ceal deadly bombs, is enough to unnerve any man. It

is said that Alexander III. was continually receiving
sinister warnings from the Nihilists. One day he would
find a message bearing a skull and cross-bones pinned

used just like cut stone or brick for building the

walls and arches. When completed, the palace was
festooned with wheat, corn, and other grains in

the sheaf and in bundles ; and the space inside,

explains the Montreal Star, was divided off so as

to display the products of the great North-West.
Another hint—in the horse ring there was no judging
of horses in the morning, and nobody was allowed in

the ring except the judges and the attendants upon the

horses, the committee being determined that the public

should have every facility for seeing what is going
forward and forming an estimate for themselves of the

exhibits.
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A REMARKABLE ANIMAL

The hind legs of this donkey are striped like a zebra's, while from one side the animal looks

like a mule, and from the other like a pony. It is well known in Eastbourne, and its

owner would not part with it for its weight in gold. On one side its face is white, on

the other black

Entrance to the old bridge, Heidelberg

(Pboto by Miss Daisy Senst)

Entrance to Cologne Cathedral

(I'boto by Miss Daisy Senst)

HERE, THERE, AND EVERYWHERE
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It is sonic years
showed the way, for

troops were sen I

home after an un-
successful cam-
paign, while the
New Zealanders,
untrammelled by
red-tape control,

took the matter
in hand. In a
very short time
the Maoris were
subdued and con-
quered. In our
illustration we
have much plea-

sure in giving the

Dunedin Contin-
gent of the Com-
posite Regiment
of Volunteers.
Dunedin, being
practically an
" Aberdeen awa "

in the Southern
seas, is a pugna-
cious city, and
ever ready to

strike a blow for the

ticn of war in Soul
world it touched a 11

now since the New Zealanders , pire that was now here more responsive than in New
in the Maori War the Imperial [Zealand, which sent her sons to cement the brotherly

bond by blood
spilt on the battle-

field. The New
Zealanders
crowded forward
as volunteers in

the war in such
numl c is and so
much in excess of
the requirements,
that candidature
for fighting for

the Empire deve-
loped into an
c.cute competitive
examination. The
value of the men
— man}' of them
used the trackless

bush — has been
fully appreciated
in the Mother-
country, and fully

has that apprecia-
tion been justi-

fied. The gallan-
try of the New

When the first inlima- I Zealanders, like that of their Australian and Canadian
was flashed round the brothers, has been beyond all praise. Tne New Zealand

r
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Sew Zealand Composite Regiment of Local Volunteers (Dunedin)

The hand having a rest by the way

Empire
h A trie;

erve throughout the British Em-
|

" busbies " have done their part nobl

.Medical Officer Pringle of the
New Zealand Composite Kcgt.
of Local Volunteers (Dunedin)

flie camp of the New Zealand Composite Regiment of Local Volunteers

(Dunedin)
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Rosslyn Park v. Lennox — Breaking up a scrummage

A goal kick Making his mark

Rosslyn Park v. Lennox at Richmond — " Well dribbled"

THE OPENING OF THE RUGBY FOOTBALL SEASON IN LONDON
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A SHEPHERD BOY
First Prize, £10: Mr. Alex. Morrison, 42, Grafton Street, Glasgow

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
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HIS MAJESTY THE LAW
Second "Prize, £5: Chas. F. Inston, 25, South John Street, Liverpool

HOW HE WOULD HAVE SETTLED OLD KRUGER
One Guinea Prize: Chas. F. Inston, 25, South John Street, Liverpool

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
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THE FIRE AT GOTHENBURG, AUGUST 29th

(Half an hour after the beginning)

One Guinea Prizz : James Sandeberg, Gotabergsgaten «i, Gothenburg, Sweden

DOLLY'S WASHING
One Guinea Pr.'ze: Otto Brown, 25, Wickam Road, Pokesdown, Bournemouth

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
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Mr. Kruger with his whiskers at Lourenzo Marques

THE PHOTO COMPETITION
THE PRIZE LIST FOR SEPTEMBER

1st, £\a — Mr. Alexander Morrison, 42, Grafton Street, Glasgow.

2nd, ^5— Mr. Charles F. Inston, 25, South John Street, Liverpool.

Ten prizes ot One Guinea each—James Sandberg, Gotabergsgaten 11, Gothenburg, Sweden;
Miss Edith Haslett, Belgravia, Belfast ; Basil Thompson, 79, Pembroke Road, Dublin ; Miss Oldham, Oldbar
Castle, Brechin

;
Otto Brown, 25, Wickam Road, Pokesdown, Bournemouth ; R. S. Harding Knypersley,

Congleton, Cheshire ; Charles F. Inston, 25, South John Street, Liverpool
; J. D. Hopper, Molesworth Road,

Cookstown, Co. Tyrone ; Alex. Morrison, 42, Grafton Street, Glasgow ; R. W. Grubb, 130, Banbury
Road, Oxford.

PlCINTED IiY THE BLACK AND WlllTE PUBLISHING CCMrANV, LIMITED, AT 33, liOUVERIE STREET ; AND AT EDINBURGH; AND PUBLISHED
Weekly ly W. J. P. Monckton, at 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C., England.—Oct. 13. 1900.



VICE-ADMIRAL SIR HARRY HOLDSWORTH RAWSON, K.C.B., AD.C.
Who has been appointed to succeed Admiral Seymour in the command of the China Station, has seen much
active service in the Far East. From 1858 to 1861 he was engaged fighting the Chinese, and was once
severely wounded. Sir Harry fought and distinguished himself in Egypt in 1882 ; on the West Coast of

Africa in '95; in Zanzibar in '96, and commanded the successful Benin Expedition in 1897. He also wears
the medal for saving life. ( I hoto by Maidl and Fox)
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Late .Marquis of
Bute

(Photo by Russell)

Hie late Gen. Sir
A. B. Stransham

(Photo by Elliott and Fry)

.Madame de Vcrc
Sapio

The accomplished singer

The late Prof. Dr.
Albert

The Viennese scientist

Rev. C. P. Edwards
" The lighting parson

"

General Sir Anthony Blaxland Stransham, who
died the other day at the age of ninety-four, was the
senior officer of the Royal Marine forces, and one of the
few survivors of

the battle of
Navarino, which
took place more
than seventy years
ago. He was a
native of Norfolk,
a son of the late

Lieut. -Colonel
Anthony Stran-
sham, and re-

ceived his first

commission in the

Royal .Marines in

1823. In the
Chinese cam-
paign of 1840-41

he commanded
the Royal Marines
at the storming
of the YVhampoo
batteries "and at the capture of a number of other
strongly-fortified positions. In one of these engage-
ments he was severely wounded. For his services he
was mentioned in dispatches, and received the brevet

Crown Princess of Japan
Their lat<

rank of Major. Shortly before the outbreak of the

Crimean War he was promoted Lieut. -Colonel, and
in 1854 took part in the Baltic Expedition. Subse-

quently! after
serving as Inspec-
tor-General of the

Royal Marine
forces from 1862

to 1867, he was
created a K.C.B.

,

receiving the
Grand Cross of

the Order on the

occasion of the

Queen's Diamond
Jubilee.

V '¥ V

It would b

e

difficult to find

another Peer,
than the late Mar-
quis of Bute, who
from his earliest

youth was "master of more legions"—or, in other

words, controlled and had the command of such vast

territorial, social and financial resources as the owner
of St. John's Lodi^e in Regent's Park, of Mount Stuart

Crown Prince of Japan
portraits

Lieut. F. S. M. Bates
Who lias been given a

commissi!.!!

Col. II. A. Trevclyan
Killed in action

Late Scrgt. Crosley
Durban Light Infantry

Capt. Lord Loch
Wounded in action.

(Photo by Barnett)

.ieut. Lawlor
6tli Drag. (Innis.) died of

wounds Waterval-Onder
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House in Bute, of

Cardiff Castle in

Glamorganshire, of

Dumfries House in

Ayrshire, of House
of Falkland in Fife-

shire, and of Old
Place of Mochrum,
in Wigtonshire. His
titles were as fol-

lows : Sir John
Patrick Crichton
Stuart, third Mar-
quis of Bute (created

1796), Knight of the

Thistle, LL.D.
;

Baron Crichton of

Sanquhar, 1488; Vis-

count Ayr, 1622
;

Baronet of Nova
Scotia, 1627 ; Earl
of Dumfries, Lord
Crichton and Cumnock, 1633 ; Earl of Bute, Viscount
Kingarth, Lord Mount Stuart, Cumra and Inchmar-
nock, 1703; Baron Mount Stuart, 1761 ; Baron Cardiff,

;',

Heir von Wittek
The Austrian Premier

TIii- n< w Austrian
Government is the
twenty-second in the
fifty-one years of the
Emperor's reign.

* V -r

Tin: death of Lieu-

tenant A. G. Gilpin,
who was killed in

action at Ottoshoep,
has occasioned pro-
found regret in Aus-
tralia. He was a
member of the Mel-
bourne Stock Ex-
change, and also of

the sister institution

at Ballarat, and left

for the front with
the Australian Impe-
rial Regiment. He

was a nati.ve of Bendigo, and his death adds another to

the roll ot honour of the gallant Colonial dead. His
photo appears on pag'e 91.

.Baroness Ebner \on Eschcn-
bach

The first lady honorary doctor of the
Vienna University

H.M.S. "Alacrity's" "Horse Artillery '—unique Naval Gunnery for the Defence of Shanghai

1776; Marquis of Bute, Earl of Windsor, Viscount
Mountjoy, 1796 ; Hereditary Sheriff of Bute ; Lord
Rector of St. Andrew's University, 1892-98.'

» * *
The late Staff-

Sergt. Crosby,
of the Durban
Light Infantry,

was one of the

oldest— if not the

oldest — volun-

teer serving in

the present war,
havinghad forty-

two years' ser-

vice, eighteen of

which was spent
in the Durban
Light Infantrv.

The new Aus-
trian Premier is

HerrvonWittek,
who, it is said,

is going to settle

the trouble be-
tween Austria
and Hungary.

The Dutch cruiser which conveys
on the birthday of

Sir Malcolm Donald McEacharn, the Mayor of
Melbourne, whose term of office is about to expire,
is a Scotchman, Islay being his birthplace. He is a

successful ship-
owner, and was
made K.C.M.G.
last January.

^ v v
Mr. F.S. Mon-

tague Bails,
who, on the rc-

commenda t ion

of Lord Roberts,
has been granted
a commission in

theregulararmy,
and who was
recently gazetted
2nd Lieutenant
o f t h e E a s t

Surrey Regi-
ment, is the son

of Mr. H. Mon-
tagu Pales, Prin-

cipal Clerk of the

Public Health
Department of

Krugcr to Europe, firing a salute llu' Corporation

the Queen of Holland oi London.
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The accompanying illus-

tration is a facsimile of the

programme of the only song
that was sung at the fare-

well banquet given in the
Hotel Cecil to Lord Hope-
loun in his capacity of
Governor - General of the

Commonwealth of Aus-
tralia. The sony, as may
be seen, is the one adopted
as a national song' by the

Australasian Federal
League, and is also tin-

only song that has ever
been sung on the Houses
of Parliament at Sydney.
Mr. Joseph Gillott, the

composer, whose ability has
been noted before in these

columns, accompanied Mr.
Wallace Kennedy at the

Hotel Cecil, and the enthu-
siastic applause that the

music called forth must
have made him feel a very
proud man. Mr. Gillott,

by the way, holds the

musical degree of Leipsig,

and has only to wait a
little time to hear his music
" barrel-organed " all over

BLACK AND WHITE BUDGET

FAREWELL BANQUET
TO THE

Rt.Hon. the Earl of Hopetoun, K.T., G.C.M.G.,

Firs! Governor-Central of the Commonwealth of Australia.

HOTEL CECIL, LONDON, Oct. 3rd, 1900.

Federation Song •"Australia's Cherished Dream."
Words by Marion Millbr.

TAusic by J05EPH GILLOTT.
Adopt:d as a National Song by tht Australasian Federal League, and sung at ,

many of tht principal Federation Meetings in Australia,

Mr. WALLACE KENNEDY.
Accompanied by the Composer.

They're galh'ring for the Roll-call from the East nolo the West I

Now, rise up every slumbriog one. aod follow with the rest

I hear the bugles sounding, and the trumpet s steady blare,

And a*Natioa's migbty shouting with its thunder rends the air'.

They're must'ring fast, and faster I From the hi'l-tops to the sea,

They chant the gior:ous tidiDgs of a wMl-won victory !

They gather not for bloodshed, though their weapons brightly gleam.
But with joyful pride to realise Australia's cherished dream !

Rkfraih.—They come, they come I their banners stream on ev'ry wind that blows
And Federation's holy name in ev'ry fold disclose

\ ..
Now, halt I O standard bearer, and face the riseu San,

The Nation's first great festival its joyaoce hath begua.

They count their tens of thousands with a wild emltant thrill,

Like their own forest trees they stand, defying ev'ry ill.

Like their own forest trees that cleave firm rooted tathe sod,

Their hearts shall cling to native land, their eyes look op to God I

Now may the mighty Lord of Hosts each arm with courage nerve.

That manfully and loyally our country we may serve I

That never party feeling may with discord swell the tone,

The Ruler of the Universe meant but for love alone.

Refrain—They come, they come 1 their banners stream on ev'ry wind that blows, Ac;

Oct. 20, 1900

the country—such is fame.
At the banquet Lord Hope-
toun was received with a
right royal Australian
' !

Coo-ee,'' the men of the
first Federal Guard ranged
behind him materially help-
ing to create the mighty
roar that shook the LT nion
Jack overhead. The
Governor - General was
visibly affected, for eight
years ago he heard that
well-known call in the
bush. He expressed his
sense of the high responsi-
bility as representative of
the Old Queen, as Mr.
Kipling sings, to the Young
Queen at the Hall of the
Five Free Nations. A mes-
sage from the Prince of
Wales was read, in which
his Royal Highness said
that he would watch with
the warmest interest Lord
Hopetoun's fulfilment of

the great task entrusted to

him. The men who formed
the guard of honour to

Lord Hopetoun afterwards
visited Windsor.

The Countess of Hopetoun Hon. Mrs. Gretton (Lady Hopetoun's sister)

AN INTERESTING GROUP
The Lady Estella Hope (Lord Hopetoun's

sister) with her pet otter

[Photo bj Miss Maude A. Craigie Halkett
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The guard .it the front gate uf the British Legation consisting of four British Marines and a Bluejacket, and an American gunner with a Colt quick-

firing gun

"The International Gun." alias "Betsy," alias "Boxer Bill," alias
" The Empress Dowager." It was found by chance in a shop in the
lines, and became the heaviest gun of the Legation. It fired Russian

shell and shot cast by the Marines' armourer

The remains of the back gate of the British Legation. The Boxers
crept up to the gate unperceived on June 24th, and set fire to it. The
flames were put out under a heavy rifle fire. (Photos by L. R. Barr)

THE SIEGE AND RELIEF OF PEKIN
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The messenger (aged sixteen) who took- a message down to Tientsin

from the besieged garrison at Pekin and returned with cheering news.

Having started a beggar he returned a rich man for life

A Chinese soldier (one of Fung Fu Hsiang's men) who came to the

British Legation and surrendered, in order to be treated by a European
doctor. He was brought into the Legation and fell asleep, or pretended

to, while waiting to be doctored

Capt. Wray, R.M.L.I., who took charge of the Capt. Percy Smith, late

Marines after Capt. Strout's death South Staffs

Capt. Poole, East
Yorks

Capt. Halliday, R.M.L.I., wounded left shoulder Sir Claude Macdonald

THE SIEGE AND RELIEF OF PEKIN [Photo by l.gh« and l.r.b»t
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Bringing up the Hounds

On the way to the Meet Preparing to let out the deer

lhe Royal Staghounds are exercised every Tuesday and Thursday

during the month of October

The Meet at the Royal Hotel, Ascot

THE QUEEN'S STAGHOUNDS [Photos by F. G. Callcott
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HINTS TO EMIGRANTS
75

Everyone has not the hick of the Eastbourne Royal
flower girl, whose photo appears below, but at the

same time there are places in the world where there

are plenty of chances. For instance, as the circular

issued by the Emigrants' Information Office, 31, Broad-

way, Westminster, says :—The season for emigration to

Canada is now over, except for female servants, who are

always in large demand, and for persons with capital.

In New South Wales, at the Broken Hill mines, there

is a good demand for carpenters and masons, engine-

drivers, firemen and cleaners, boilermakers, black-

smiths, toolsmiths, fitters, and a very good demand for

good hard-ground miners. In country districts there is

females employed in factories, their numbers having
doubled since 1888. There arc excellent opening-, for

farmers, dairy farmers and fruit growers, if they
have a little capital and some experience of (he
country.

In South Australia and Tasmania the supply of labour
is mostly equal to the demand, but a few good miners
would find employment in both colonics. In Queens-
land the demand for farm labourers and domestic
servants continues, and the colony is now granting
considerable assistance in the way of free, assisted and
nominated passages to this class of labour.

In Western Australia the supply of men at Ceolgardie

The Royal Flower Girl
Who has twice presented the Prince of Wales with flowers at Eastbourne. The Royal Coat of Arms is fixed in ths front of ih-

basket. (Photo by J. Coster, Eastbourne)

plenty of farm labour of a kind, but there is a consider-
able demand for skilled hands ; farmers, however, as a
rule do not offer permanent employment, but only during
the busy seasons. Domestic servants continue to be in

steady demand throughout the colony, but there -are
more than enough of ladies' helps, ladies' companions
and governesses.

In Victoria there is a good demand, which is likely to

continue, for a limited number of thoroughly skilled

plumbers on the Melbourne drainage works, and for

iron-workers. Competent females for the clothing
trade were very difficult to obtain. General female
servants, able to do cooking, washing and housework,
are in good demand throughout the colony, and cooks,
housemaids, nurses, &c. , in the larger towns. There
has been a remarkable increase in the number of

in the building and other trades, of miners and unskilled

labourers, is greater than the demand ; but there is a

demand for female servants. At Fremantle the only

demand is for female servants. At Northam there is a
demand for all kinds of labour except miners. At Perth

the building and other trades have improved, but the

supply is about equal to the demand. In agricultural

parts, as at Albany, Toodyay, Geraldton and Dongarra,
the supply of all kinds of labour, except female servants

in parts, is equal to or in excess of the demand, but in

the York and Beverley districts farm and unskilled

labour has been scarce. At Yilgarn and Blackwood
miners have been temporarily in demand. It is difficult

for clerks, accountants, book-keepers and that class of

labour to find employment. Free farms arc given to

settlers.
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PEK1NS DISCOMFORTS

A snapshot of a Tartar

General's Manchu troops

They are marching over the French bridge which crosses a canal running round Hie

Foreign Settlement at Shanghai, and separates it from the Chinese city, which has a

population of 2,000,000

It is a remarkable thin t? about Pekin
that, in a city laid out on an enormous
plan, with large avenues, high walls,

beautified by pretty pagodas, elegant
temples, large yamens containing the

Imperial Palace and sacred grounds, so
little is done toward ihe comfort of

pedestrians, and of people riding on
mules, horses, camels or vehicles. The
thoroughfares are never repaired, so

that the streets are flooded soon after

it begins to rain. You cannot walk in

the streets at such times. The only
means' of travel then is the peculiar

springless Pekin cart, by which one
gets full of mud and filth. The mule
placed before the cart has to wade
through the morass and the wheels sink

deep into the mud. With the exception

of open canals, traversing, cities, the

Chinese do not drain the streets.

Two .Mounted Chinese soldiers (with their indispensable

umbrellas)

CHINESE MORMONISM
The law and custom allow a China-

man to have as many wives as he can
support ; but only the first wife is

regarded as the legitimate mother of

the household. She is the ruler of all

the children, who will mourn for her
a hundred days. The husband, who
can re-marry as often as lie likes, does
not show any sign of mourning for

his wife to the outer world, but' a
woman who marries again after her
husband's death is not considered re-

spectable. Should she, on the other
hand, commit suicide on her husband's
grave, then a Pailau, which is an
ornamental gateway or arch, will be
erected as a sign of transcendent loyalty

and virtue. But the great majority; of
Chinese do not adhere to polygamy.
They have a proverb which says that

where one woman reigns there is peade
;

two women under the same roof sig-

nifies a light ; and three women means
intrigue and disorder.

THE BANNER "BRAVES**

Soldiers are generally called

"Braves" by the foreigners in China,
on account of the inscription on their

uniform. The scldiers arc drilled on
olden-time principles and tactics, but
since the Chinese-Japanese War they

have been provided with modern rifles.

In general, soldiers are a great menace
to the people of the country on the

li e of march, as they always ransack
whatever comes in their way. During
the rebellion in Manchuria, however,
in 1891, when the rebels were carrying
everything before them, and were ex-

pected to descend on Pekin, the banner
braves were awakened by Imperial

edicts to an undesired sense of their

duties. But they had pawned all their

rifles.
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NAVAL VOLUNTEERS
1
The National Committee to En-

courage the Formation of a Volun-

teer Reserve for the Navy, whose
headquarters are at 11, New Square,

Lincoln's Inn, have issued for signa-

ture a memorial which it is intended

to present in due course to her

Majesty's Government. In the me-
morial the Committee set forth :

—

(1) That a Volunteer Reserve for

naval purposes should be organised

without delay. (2) In the event of a
great naval war the combined forces

of the Royal Navy and the Royal
Naval Reserve would not be suffi-

cient to make good casualties during
a prolonged struggle. (3) A great

part of the Royal Naval Reserve,

drawn mainly from the mercantile

marine, will not be immediately
available at the commencement of

war. (4) Even if it should be, it

cannot be predicted with certainty

that in the course of years, owing to

the large and growing increase in

the number of foreign seamen in the

mercantile marine, the Royal Naval
Reserve will be sufficiently large to

reinforce the Navy under all circum-
stances. (5) A force of 20,000 or

more trained, or even partially

trained, Volunteer gunners, to whom
the routine and discipline of a ship

of war would not be unfamiliar by
reason of short annual periods of

training at sea, would be a better

source from which to make good
expenditure than recruits picked up
at random by the offer of bounties,

even if such recruits could be suffi-

ciently trained in time to be of use in

a national emergency. (6) The esta-

blishment of such a reserve of Volun-
teers should not and need not in any
way prejudicially affect the Royal
Naval Reserve. It would not be
drawn from the same source, but
from people living in coast towns
and on tidal rivers who have a strong
predilection for naval service and
are unwilling to become "soldier"
Volunteers. (7) Such Volunteers
should, and would be, prepared in

the event of war to serve the Fleet

in any part of the world, while the
ordinary training would be had in

the neighbourhood of each unit, with
short periods of sea service in home
waters. (8) With a training to be
prescribed by the Admiralty for such
a force the country may reasonably
expect as results (a) good discipline

;

(b) considerable proficiency in gun-
nery, use of small-arms, signalling,

and boat work. Engineers, elec-

tricians, shipwrights and skilled

mechanics joining the force would
be found very useful in time of war.

(9) The committee engaged in the
promotion of this object report that
with very little invitation the names
of many hundred men willing to

qualify for such Reserve have already
been received.

The United States cruiser "Alabama," said to

world, passing under Brooklyn
be the fastest iu the

Bridge
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THE CREUZOTS
The capture of two of the Creuzot 75-mm. guns was

extremely satisfactory, as the guns of this type were by
far the most formudable field-pieces of foreign design
that were opposed to us in South Africa. Moreover,
the Boers were well aware of their value, and were
most careful in choosing positions from which they
could be rapidly removed when their security was
threatened. The gun, limber, and wagons were
originally designed for horse draught ; but during the
later phases of the campaign they were driven from the
limber seat with a team of mules—a system which was
found greatly to enhance the mobility of the weapon.
It is not known how many guns of this type were sup-
plied by the Schneider-Canet Company, but, according
to the Intelligence Department of the War Office, the

late Transvaal Government had one battery in their

possession before the outbreak of the war. It is believed,

however, that they were supplied with a further con-
signment during the progress of the campaign. The
Boers rarely used these guns in groups, but preferred

to detach them singly, when the rapidity with which it

was possible to serve them often deceived the British

gunners into the belief that there were several guns in

position against them. One of those guns narrowly
escaped capture at the passage of the Zand River by a
detachment of Henry's Mounted Infantry and Lums-
den's Horse. It was only the determined stand which
the escort made in a " mealie " patch which prevented
the capture. General Botha was alwavs careful that

these guns went into action under an escort of picked
riflemen. They were extremely difficult to locate, as

Captain James Laycock
Of General French's Staff

the discharge made very little flash. The Boers
undoubtedly made better practice with this gun than
with any other field gun, as they understood them
better than the weapons which they had acquired by
capture. The following is a description of the weapon :

A quick-firing gun mounted on a field-carriage with
hydro-pneumatic brake action to take the recoil ; the
weight of the gun is 345 kilogrammes ; weight of pro-
jectile, 6k. 330; initial velocity, 550 metres ; weight of

carriage, 736 kilogrammes ; rapidity of fire, reputed,
20 rounds a minute. It is not the latest pattern of
field-gun manufactured by the Creuzot firm, but it

possesses part of the pneumatic action which it is

believed has been adopted for the improved system now
existing in the French artillery.

^>'^» » -

Sir Ralph Knox
Permanent Under-Secretary of State for War, who takes too rosy a

view of the trials of the Army (Photo by Lyd Sawyer)

Reuter's correspondent in Pretoria, telegraphing on
September 26th, states that among those who recently

left Pretoria was Captain Lord Milton, who is now on
his way home. Lord Milton acted on Colonel Ward's
staff, and did excellent work in that capacity. When
the forces arrived at Elandsfontein and captured an
engine there it became necessary to send two trains

j
back to Vereeniging for the purpose of bringing in

! supplies. Lord Milton, who possesses a knowledge of
mechanical engineering, drove the first engine, a task
demanding great courage, since the line in parts had
not been surveyed, and it was not known whether it

had been destroyed. Moreover, at all the sidings and
stations the points had been locked and the journey had
to be performed on a dark night. The trains made the
trip successfully and next day brought up two loads of

supplies which were greatly needed by the force.
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rendered us liable to such dangers is evident. Jn
common justice, the safety, interests, and pockets o)

our people should be considered. Common sense and
experience might have shown us long ago that no Boei
who had surrendered should have been released until
the war was over. Every farm, as we passed it, should
have been cleared entirely of all useful slock and pre-
visions. Even the women in all disaffected districts

should have been sent down country and detained in

safety. You cannot leave them on the farms without
provisions, and as matters stand they not only provide
the men who are under arms with food, but they are
the spies on whom the Boer commanders chiefly depend
for information. As to proclamations, the Boer pays
no attention to them. Why should lie ? He knows
that the penalties threatened are scarcely ever inflicted,

save in the measure of their very mildest alternatives.

A little salutary shooting of rebels taken red-handed, a
little practical confiscation of farms, would do more to

bring the Boer to book than a portfolio full of proclama-
tions. Conciliation may be an excellent policy before or
after a war. While the struggle lasts, it is infinitely

mischievous and ridiculous, and an enemy may well be

excused for supposing that it is prompted by timidity."

Sir John Ardagh, K.C.I.E.

Director of Military Intelligence. (Photo by Lyd Sawyer)

A FEEBLE POLICY

A correspondent, writing to the Times from South
Africa under date September 3rd, says:— " It is the opinion
or most of the people that one sees that the war would
have been over long ago but for the timid policy
of conciliation we have adopted. We have fought with
one hand and endeavoured to conciliate with the other.
We have treated as sacred the belongings of people
who looted or destroyed every bit of English or colonial
property that they came across in the earlier stages of
the war, and are still in arms against us. At exorbitant
prices, we purchase goods in the morning from the
wife of the man who is sniping at us in the afternoon,
and back in his farmhouse that evening to spend the
night comfortably and receive the money we have paid.
Passes are issued to any Boers who choose to come in
(and deliver up any old weapon) to enable them to

return to their farms in safety. The oath of neutrality
means nothing to most of them. As soon as they are
commandeered out they go again. Since it is impos-
sible to garrison the whole country, this cannot be pre-
vented. The consequence is that our communications
are consequently at the mercy of any enterprising" Boer
who can raise a small commando in our rear. More-
over, these commandos have been able to move about
the country practically unhampered by considerations of
commissariat and remounts, since at most of the Boer
tarms it has been possible to obtain whatever might be
necessary in this way. The absurdity of a policy which

Sir Coleridge Grove
Military Secretary, War Office. (Photo by Lyd Sawyer)
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Bowl presented by the constituents of Sir John
Colomb, K.C.M.G., M.P. for Yarmouth, to his
daughter. Miss Gwenda Colomb, on the occasion

of her marriage
The bowl is of silver, weighs 96 oz., and is an excellent r .-plica

of the Monteith bowl belonging to the Corporation of Yarmouth.
It bears the date 1696, and was made by Messrs. Aldred and

Son, silversmiths, of Yarmouth

Native constables on patrol at Durban
" friest nesj ' at Sew liing Foo, China

It is composed of sandstone

HERE, THERE, AND EVERYWHERE
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THE EFFECT OF OPIUM

Opium soothes the nerves at first, but sooner or later it claims its victim and shrivels him up

like withered grass
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A yroup of Glouccsters recuperating at Durban

5-in. Breechloader stuck in the soft sand

Fort

Haiherley Distillery Offices

Pretoria

LATEST PHOTOGRAPI
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A Boevs -watching the British How the Boers carry the Mauser ammunition
3ti advance on Barberton clips

Fort Fort Where the British troops entered

fculzaal with the Union Jack flying Krugcr's unfliiUhed s'.atue

it.) south

ROM SOUTH AFRICA

Post and Telegraph Offices

[Photo by H. \V. Nicholls, Johannesburg
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A Basuto Mcsscng

A group of Gloucester* recuperating at Durban
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Hjilicflcj LuLilkiy Uli,.

LATEST PHOTOGRAPH!
FROM SOUTH AFRICA
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On Trafalgar
Day — the 21st

inst. — the Navy
League will, as
in previous years,

deposit memorial
wreaths at the

base of the Nel-
son Column. In

view of the fact

that French and
British soldiers

are at present
fighting shoulder
to shoulder
against barba-
rism in China,
the committee
consider it neces-
sary to reiterate

that the celebra

tion "is in no
sense intended
for the glorifica-

tion of the signal
victon- over gal-

lant foemeh in

1805, but solely

to impress upon
their fellow-coun-
trymen through-
out the world that

our national exist-

ence is dependent
upon the com-
mand of the sea,

and that such
command can only
be insured, not by
ships and guns
alone, but by the
resolve of the en-

tire nation to lay

" 15roken China," a prominent feature of Exeter Cyclists' Carnival
,: A broken cup and saucer " were mounted on four bicycles. The Carnival raises about
.£300 annually towards the maintenance of the Devon and Exeter Hospital and other

worthy institutions

A society has
just been formed,
says the Cork
Constitution, in

Ireland for the

purpose of push-
ing the sale of

Irish goods, and
of putting a stop

to the sale of

foreign goods
under Irish " col-

ours.
1" This so-

ciety i^. called the

Irish Shop Assis-

tants' Industrial

League, and is

the result of a

resolve among
young men patri-

otically disposed

to serve Irish

goods wherever
possible. The
members sign a
pledge, which
runs as follows :

—

" I hereby pro-

mise to do my
u'.most to sell an
Irish-made article

on every possible

occasion (when
not detrimental
to my employer's
interests), and to

do all in my
power to promote
the objects of the
league to upraise
the industries of

my country.

to heart the les-

son of Nelson's
life, death, and
unswerving de-

votion to duty."

Her Majesty has forwarded £2 to Mrs. Bennett, ot

Fish Alley, Tewkesbury, as a royal appreciation of the

fact that she is the mother of four soldier sons, three

of whom went with the Gloucesters to the front, where
one was wounded. The fourth is in the Scots Guards-.

Exeter Cyclists' Carnival — The Masters and the Misses Gardner. Miss Gardner (Belle

of New York) first prize under sixteen

(Photos by J. H. Scott, Exeter)
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Pai-low at Canton
When ihe British authorities waived their right to enter Canton in 1849 the local governors
ordered six stone pai-lows, or triumphal arches, to celebrate the irfancied victory, inscribed,
" Reverently to commemorate glory conferred." The one placed near the southern gate
became a target for

the British gunners in

October, 1856, and
w.\s totally destroyed
with much surround-

ing property

Rear-Admiral Louis Kempff

In command of the U.S. Naval Forces in Chinese

waters

China's Bicj Gun, Itan Fort
This gun was used against the Japs in the last war. It has a 12-inch
bore, and is mounted on a disappearing carriage. It did good service
until the hydraulic gear gave out, when the gun settled down and

refused to move

A remarkable Shinto bell at Tokio, Japan. The
is struck from the outside by hand

bell Two birds wiih enc stone. Snapshot of a Iv
the Peiho and a free "ad."
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the gentle and humane "Brother" Stead had his
way matters would have been worse. "Brother"
Stead is sorry lie is an Englishman. Let him lake
heart. There is money in a New Babylon series -

say in Pretoria or Zoutpansberg. Only the treatise

must be written in bastard Dutch.

Through the Transvaal in a caravan— the rear view

The accompanying illustration is from a Boer
photograph of a sheep-thief which was given to an
English clergyman at Bethlehem. These unfortunate
lative thieves are manacled with leg-

rons weighing twenty-eight pounds.
They are riveted on and are quite rough
inside, which causes great laceration
is a rule. From the day they are put
jn until the expiration of the sentence
the victim lias to carry them about, and
this sentence ranges from five to eight
years. During working hours the
irons are triced up by leather thongs
:o their waist. Observe tiie looking-
glass placed so as to obtain a view of

the profile of the prisoner. The words
in the right denote the place the

prisoner works at, his number and date
if sentence. So much for our "brother "

:3oer ; his day is gone, although if

Native sheep thief manacled by Boers

The War Office announces that applications for

admission to the docks to witness the embarkation or
disembarkation of troops should be addressed to the

"Embarking Staff Officer, Southampton."

v v ¥

Lord Clinton, Lord Lieutenant of Devon, announces

I

his intention to call a meeting to organise a welcome
to Devonians who have taken part in the war. Foremost
of these, he
says, will

beSirRed-
vers Bui [ei-

and Col.

Kekewich.

Through the Transvaal in a caravan— side view

IN THE TRANSVAAL
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The End of the Season. Woodhall Spa, Lincolnshire
(From sketches by Will B. Robinson)

A FAMOUS HEALTH RESORT
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Two women and
a man—two men
and a woman

—

such have been the
foundations upon
which numberless
dramatists have
built their plays,

and by no means
without advantage
to themselves. Mr.
Frank Harris goes
a step farther in

his piece, Mr. and
Mrs. Daventry
(which is to be
produced at the

Royalty by Mrs.
Patrick Campbell),
the crucial act of

which presents a
thrilling' scene,
wherein two men
and two women
.ire deeply con-

cerned. The sub-
ject handled by the

author is, in truth,

one of a singularly

daring description.

A man marries an
unsuspecting
woman after aban-
doning his mis-

tress, who in Ic-

tum takes unto
herself a luisb.md.

iH1

HBy / Hk J fl1

HHHiii W <* S
1

Fred Terry as Charles I. in " English Nell"

Eventually the first

man forces his wife
to invite her un-
known rival to the
house, and having
induced the latter

to enter a room
which he believes

to be untenanted,
turns the key ill

the lock and pro-

ceeds to make re-

newed love to her.

As it happens, his

wife lies upon a
sofa concealed be-

hind a screen.

Meanwhile, the
suspicions of hus-
b ;nd number two
have been awa-
kened, ar.d before
long he is heard
thundering at the
door. When he
gains admission he
is confronted with
two women in place
of one, and with a
man who has sud-
denly realised that,

although safe from
the intruder's ven-
geance, he has
forfeited his wife's

love and respect for

ever.

Miss Emily Miller Seymour Hicks Miss Chatteris Herbert Standing Miss Jeffrie*

Scene from "Self and Lady" at the Vaudeville

BEHIND THE FOOTLIGHTS [n*** uy Eiiis and waie y
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Miss Irene Vanbrugh
Who is again charming a London audience

Miss Marie G.orgc
The vivacious joung lady in "The Casino Girl'

Miss Ella Snyder
Who plays charmingly in " The Casino Girl

"
Miss Maud Jeffries

Who has joined Mr. Tree's company in "Herod the Great 1

FOUR BEAUTIFUL ACTRESSES [Photos by Downey
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The International Bicycle Race in Paris —
Passing the sponge

The meeting' of the London Irish and Bedford teams
at Heme Hill on the 6th provided a splendid struggle.
Nothing was scored until close on half-time, when Fox
got over for the Irish. Dyas failed with the place-kick,

and, the second half proving- unproductive, the home
side won by three points to nil.

V •?. V
At Wood Green on the 6th Leonard Hurst ran twenty

miles, with pace-making assistance, in the fresh world's

professional record time of 1 hour 53 min. 4.2 sec.

Rugby Football — The London Irish v. Bedford at Heme Hill

SPORTS AND PASTIMES
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Kempton Park Nursery Handicap. "Friars Wash" wins by a head. T
remarkable from the fact that the horses finished right across the

(Photo by Roucli)

Already the
hockey season has
commenced,
though the un-
usual heat for

October has inter-

fered with the
pleasure of the
opening games.
Ladies have taken
to it very enthu-
siastically, few
small towns and
neighbourhoods
being without
either a mixed or

a ladies' team.
Some of the rules

as to dress in

ladies' clubs
amuse the mere
man immensely,
and are yet prac-
tical

,
and neces-

sary. The players
may not wear
hats, but cloth General Wauchope's charger, which has been presented to his niece
Caps, as tne nard Khartoum, the charger ridden by General Wauchope at Omdurman and also in
Drims 01 the lor- South Africa, although not at the battle of Magersfontein, has been presented to

mer were found Miss Erskine, of Cambo, his niece by his first marriage

he race was
course

to inflict scratches

in scrimmages.
A rule lately
added forbids the

use of hat-pins,

as these, when
driven through
caps with the

business end out,

proved serious
weapons. Despite
all drawbacks,
hockey grows in

favour every-
where, because
it serves to pass
winter days plea-

santly. Several
of the Queen's
grandchildren arc
hockey players,

and have many
a good game at

Osborne. Occa-
sionally the
Queen and Prin-

cess Henry of

Battenberg are
interested spec-

tators.

Parade for the Duke of York's Stakes, Kempton Park
(Photo by Rouch)
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On the West
Australian coast
t h e y li a v e a
curious method
of loading wool
on vessels. The
sailing' ships are
run high and dry
upon the beach,
and left there for

some weeks. The
wagons, loaded
with wool and
other Australian
produce, are run
alongside, when
the bales are
hoisted on board.
With the spring
tides the vessels

floa t, a n d a re
towed off bv tugs.

Accidents are ex-

tremely rare.

t v v

The past year
has been the
record one for

the New Zealand
railways. That
means something,
for New Zealand-
ers have been
accustomed to

phenomenal ii -

creases in their

railway business
year by year.
The New Zealand
Government— the
owner of the rail-

ways — have fur-

ther reduced the
f ares, I h u s

making New Zea-
1 md railways vir-

tually the cheap-
est travelling in

the world. In
this connection it

average fares per

The method of loading cargoes of wool 011 the West Australian

Coast

will be interesting to compare the
mile in the following countries :

—
United States of America, i'28d. ; England, 1st class,
2'ood.; 2nd class, i

-

ood.; Prussia, 1st class, 1 "5od.

;

Austria, 1st class, i
-

5od.; France, 1st class,

New Zealand, 1st class, i'5od.; 2nd class, 1 'ood

5"

rb6d.

;

In the United States there is generally some great
industrial war going on. At present King Coal pre-
dominates, and the strikers, particularly in New York
State, have become ferocious. Only last week a band
of strikers, consisting of men, women, and boys, most

of them Hun-
garians, assem-
bled near the In-

dependent Col-

liery, at Oneida,
in Schuylkill
County, and en-

deavoured to pre-

vent the move-
ment of trains

and coal trucks.

About a dozen
shots were ex-

changed between
the strikers and
the guards hired

by the company.
One guard was
killed, and an-
other and a
striker were
badly wounded.
The mob had pre-

viously stoned the

labourers on their

way to work, and
injured several of

them ; the soldiers

were then sent for.

The mob dis-
persed after an-
other fight, ready
to assemble at the

first opportunity.

* * *

In a Sydney
hairdresser's shop
recently a young
man from the

country, who was
getting shaved,
was c o in p I i -

merited by the

barber upon his

fine set of teeth,

and induced to let

them undergo a
small scraping
process, which he

took to be, he deposed, "an act of either charity or

friendship." But when— to quote the song—
" He. handed them over a sovereign bright,

And they said there was not any change

—

Although "they assured him 'twas ' perfectly right '-^

He thought it remarkably strange !"

Defendant produced a price-card, which he said had
been hanging in the shop at the time, and which bore

among its items : "Teeth, £1 is." But, explains the

I\
rew Zealand Graphic, the magistrate expressed his

opinion of the cheerful little transaction by promptly

lining defendant £5—" or a month."
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An Amcri an (coloured) sentry and Chinese policeman
at Tientsin

Patent Belfast Plough at work on the Otago Central
Railway, New Zealand

Sir M. D. McEacharn
K.C.M.G.

Miyor'oF Melbourne
(See page 67)

The Christchurch-Dunedin express train, New
Zealand

The late Lt. A. G.
Gilpin

Australian Regiment
Killed at Ottoshoep, (See

page 67)

The Coal Strike in America — three snapshot;

HANDS ACROSS THE SEA
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places, mostly Chinese lea-houses, where
a kind of sofa arrangement for opium
smokers may be found. Places exist

with more than a hundred of such
sofas, on each of which two Chinamen
generally lie, the one conversing, while
the other holds his pipe over a small
burning lamp and puffs the smokeable
extracts of the Indian poppy. Of course,

the fumes render it impossible for a
foreigner to remain in such a place for

any length of time, but to John China-
man the choking atmosphere is a realm
of delight.

Jinricksha stand — the Japanese
equivalent for a cab rank

OPIUM
A curious sight is to see wealthy

Chinamen travelling on board a coast

or ocean steamer. They all retire to

their cabins to remain there during the

voyage. Here they will eat, drink,

amuse themselves and smoke opium,
with the pungent odour of which the

neighbouring cabins are soon unplea-

santly filled. On one voyage from
Ningpo to Shanghai there were over
seven hundred men and women crouched
on the floor of the steerage, smoking
their peculiar water and opium pipes,

the smoke of which filled the whole
ship. It is always a great curiosity for

a stranger to enter one of the public Tin mining at Kcvala, Malay Peninsula

IN THE FAR EAST
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Officers' Mess, Bekwar IVounded on the road, Ojesu

Dr. Obasa Mr. Lewis Mr. Miferd Mr. Harper Can*. Macorqudale Capt. Crean

Mr. Peregine, Political Officer Col. Stuatt, Base Commandant Dr. S. H. R. de Groot, Senior Medical Officer

Officers in charge of the base of operations, Cape Coast Castle

IN ASHANTI
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"Lovers twain " — at the I.V.

Hospital Sports at Dielfontein

THE BEST HORSE
A correspondent writing- from

Mafek'ing of the movements of
Lord Methuen's column, to the
Times, says:—"On the whole
the horses held out admirably,
with the exception, of course, of

such as had come from the Argen-
tine Republic. These are pro-
bably the most utterly worthless
horses for campaigning in the

world. Apropos of horses, if

anything has been proved con-
clusively in this war, it is the

complete superiority of the Cape
horse over all comers, where long
marching, short rations, and hard times are the rule,

j

into considera
There is probably no hardier horse in the world. Why, cheaper horse
then, should not steps be taken to raise cavalry horses I open market."
in Cape Colony and the Orange River Colony, where

j

of the war has

I.Y. Hospital Sports—"St. George
in the Costume Competition

I.Y. Hospital Sports- " Grace Dar-
ling'' in the Bicycle Competition

the country is free from horse
sickness ? At the termination of

this war there will be a large
number of big English mares in

this country, mares that have
become acclimatised here, and
represent the survival of the fit-

test. Unless these are collected

together in Government breed-

ing establishments, they must be
disposed of at nominal prices.

Crossed with Arab or colonial

stock they would furnish us with
a far better cavalry horse than we
have ever had—a horse that would
thrive where the English horse
must starve, and, even taking

tion the cost of his journey home, a
than that which is now bought in the
Thus one ot the most'valuable lessons

been taught.

Mr. Hands, the wounded correspondent of the " Daily
Mail," watching the sports at Dicl-fontein

/ «l|

X^....T
(

I.Y. Hospital Sports at Dielfontein -

tition

-Bicycle Coinpe-

IN SOUTH AFRICA
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('apt. Cameron Lieut. Haroer Lt. Macdonal

Major Kelcner Col Steele Major Jars is

Officers of Strathcona's Horse
I.ieut.-Colonel Rowell

Com. the Imperial Bushmen's Contingent of S. Australia

-Major Harry Wright, of the Gordon Highlanders, and his Staff, as District Commissioner of Wepencr and Thaha
N'cnu. Major Wright has still in his possession the helmet (with two shot holes in it; that he wore at Majuba

IN SOUTH AFRICA
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Who said "Kruger?" Who said " Bobs ? "
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COLONEL WILLIAM HENRY MACKINNON
the Colonel commanding the City of London Imperial Volunteers, better known as the C.LV., whom
we welcome in our midst, has every reason to be proud of his regiment. The gallant Colonel has
done very much for the regiment and the regiment has done much for him. Colonel Mackinncn
entered the Army in 1870, became Colonel in 1889, and last year was Assistant Adjutant-General of

the Home District. ( Thoto by Elliott and Fry.

)
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Unmoved by the bad
luck of the last race for

the America Cup, Sir

Thomas Lipton, like a
true sportsman, has
issued a challenge
through Mr. Hugh C.
Kelly, the secretary of

the Royal Ulster Yacht
Club. The challenge has
been accepted by the New
York Yacht Club, and
doubtless the famous
American yacht builders,

the Herreshol'fs, will be
asked to build an-
other boat to meet that
of the challenger. Yachts-
men in America do not
feel that the English
boats are now handi-
capped, and they think
that challengers have a
fair fighting chance.
They regard the New
York Yacht Club course
for the international races
off Sandy Hook light

vessel as the fairest in the
world, as there are no
currents to interfere with
the yachts, and the head-
lands are of no account.

* * ¥

Lord Alverstone, who
has been appointed Lord
Chief Justice, has had
a brilliant career. The
second son of the late

Mr. Thomas Webster,
Sir Themas Lipton

Who has again issued a challenge for the America Cup (Photo by Crib!

Q. C. , he was born in

Lincolnshire nearly fifty-

eight years ago. At uni-
versity he was a famous
athlete, winning the mile
championship in 1865. It

was in 1878 that he be-
came Queen's Counsel,
and he is the only man
for a considerable period
who has secured that
honour at the early age
of thirty-six.

¥ * *
Never having been in

Parliament, Justice A. L.

Smith, the new Master of

the Rolls, is less known
to the public, but his pro-

motion will, nevertheless,

be acclaimed in legal

circles, where "A. L.

Smith " enjoys wide-
spread popularity. Archi-
bald Levin Smith— to

give him his full name

—

was born in August,
1836, and, like Lord Al-

verstone, he completed
his education at Trinity

College, Cambridge. He
was one of the three

judges constituting the

Parnell Commission. In

1893 he was appointed a
Lord Justice of Appeal.

Though he has sat on
the Bench for seventeen
years, he still looks in

the prime of life.

T;>e late Sir II. Acland
The eminent surgeon (Photo

by Elliott and Fry)

Lord Alverstone
The new Lord Chief Justice

(Photo by Russell and Sons)

Justice A. L. Smith
The new Master of the Rolls

(Photo by Elliott and Fry)

Capt. W. H. May
The new Director of Naval

Ordnance. (Photo by Maull
and Fox)
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Private Preuss, C.I.V.

Died at Pretoria just as his regiment left

The death of

Private A. R.
Preuss, C.I.V.
(of the igtli Mid-
dlesex R.V.), at

Pretoria on the

1st inst, was all

the more sad

from the fact

thathis regiment
were on the point

of leaving for

home. He was
twenty - three
years of age,

and was the

son of Mr. A.

Preuss, for many
years the head
c o ffe e - roo

m

waiter at the

Guildhall Ta-
vern, and was
educated at St.

George - the -

Martyr School,

crown, piped at the edge with green ; band of green
cloth. Red and blue bocks, eight buttons in front,

arranged in fours, and four small buttons grouped
at the cuff. Sword hilt, the device will be the Order
of St. Patrick. Mess waistcoat, four buttons in front.

Regimental Staff: The plume for quartermasters
will be St. Patrick's blue, upright swan feather. Horse
furniture : Buckles rectangular, with the cross of St.

Patrick at the ends. Clothing of Men : As for officers,

with the following exceptions— Plume, brush. Tunic,
on the shoulder-strap the star of the Order of St.

Patrick in embroidery or metal, as for other regiments
of Foot Guards. Forage cap, worn by warrant officers

and staff sergeants only. The first recruit for the regi-

ment was Private James O'Brien, a strapping young
fellow from Ballybricker, Co. Limerick. He is twenty-
two years of age, and is 5 ft. 11 in. in height.

* * *
The Earl of Albemarle, who served with distinction

wi.h the C.I.V. in South Africa, is the eighth eail of hi •

line. He served at one time in the Scots Guards, and
later in the Dorset Militia. He is fond of outdoor

sports, and is a thorough sportsman.

where he gained a scholarship at the age of eleven.

When-he volunteered for the front, he was draughts-

man in the employ of Mr. A. E. Hughes, archi-

tect and surveyor, who kept the deceased's situa-

tion open for him. The spirit in which he met his

fate may be realised from the following extract

from one of his letters to a brother in Australia :—

"I am sorry I am out here. We have to put up

with great hardships and inconveniences, and are

terribly dirty and untidy, but we do not grumble.

We put up with it for the old flag, like the plucky

Australians and the splendid fellows Canada has sent

us."

V V S>

The new regiment, the Irish Guards, has already

experienced one of the little incidents not unknown at

the War Office. Their uniform was decided upon, but at

the last moment, when the men had to be clothed, it

was discovered that no buttons had teah ordered. The
uniform is as follows :—Dress of officers : As for other

regiments of the Brigade of Foot Guards, with the

following excep-

tions : Plume,
St. Patrick's
blue, cut feather

6 in. high ; to

be worn on the

right side of the

bearskin. Tunic,

a shamrock in

silver embroi-
dery each end of

the collar, ten

buttons in front,

arrange from the

top in groups of

four, four, and
two ; four bars
of embroidery on
skirt and sleeve

flaps, grouped
towards the
centre. Forage
cap, the band
will be of black
mohair braid.
Field cap, round

Private James O'Brien cap with pro-

The first recruit of the Irish Guards jectillg soft

Lord Albemarle

Who served with the C.I.V. in South Africa (Photo by Bassano)

Swords of honour are to be presented by the Maccles-

field Division Unionist Association to Major Bromley-
Davenport, M.P. for the division, who is now in South
Atrica commanding the Staffordshire Yeomanry, and
to General Brocklehurst, who is a Macclesfield man,
and nephew of the late Mr. W. C. Brocklehurst, who
represented the constituency for many years:

» ¥ ^>

Sir Henry Hovle Howorth, one of the late mem-
bers of Parliament who did not seek re-election,

is a writer of mark, certainly of research ; for his

I History of the Mongols took many years of steady and
'arduous inquiry. And thereby hangs a tale which, it

is said, he has often told against himself. One even-

ng when taking in to dinner a lady who had been

lightly primed as to his great subject, there was a

strange conversation. " I understand, Sir Henry, that

you are fond of dogs ; so am I !
" " Dogs, madam ?

I really must plead' guiltless ; I know nothing at all of

them !'•' " Indeed ! And they told me you had written

a famous history of Mongrels !

"
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The dummy gun at Bank Station designed by Lord
Albemarle and Captain Smith, C.I.V.

Making tea at the Cook House, Bank Station

Messrs. Van Noorden, Jones & Co., art publishers,

103, Cheapside, have just issued Part II. of their

charming publication, Defenders of the Empire—a set

of fine reproductions of six water-colour drawings by

G. Montbard. They are in the artist's fine dashing-

style, and are beautifully printed. A large sale is

assured.

Washing the vegetables on ss. "Ariosto'

C.I.V. roughing it

From a water-colour sketch by G. Montbard in " Defenders of the

Empire," published by A. Van Noorden, Jones and Co., Cheapiide

WITH THE C.I.V.
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THE EARL OF DENBIGH AND DESMOND
-+ mil |l 4-

Rudot.ph Robert Basil Aloysius Augustine Feild- i posted to the Royal Horse Artillery, and after serving

1N0, Earl of Denbigh, Earl of Desmond, Baron St. Liz,
|
in India he resigned his commission in 1888. Sine

Lieut. -Col. Lord Denbigh, Earl of Desmond, commanding the Hon. Artillery Company
(Photo by Arthur Weston, 16 and 17, Poultry, E.C.)

Viscount Callan and Baron Feilding, Lieut.-Colonel
Commanding the Hon. Artillery Company, joined the
Royal Artillery in 1878. He served in the Egyptian
War of 1882, taking part in the battle ot Tel-el- Kebir,
"or which he received the medal. In 1883 he was

1893 he has commanded the H.A.C. He has a magnifi-

cent collection of rare pictures at Newnham Faddox.
He was born at Downing, Holywell, Flintshire, on
May 26th, 1859. HeWas with the Marquess of London-
derry when the latter was Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland.
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The George Hotel, High Street, Portsmouth
where Nelson slept the night before starting from England on his la:

voyage. He set sail on September 14th, 1805

The anchor of the "Victory"
near the spot where Nelson embarked on his last voyage

In view of the fact

that French and
British sailors and sol-

diers arc fighting side

by side in China, the
decorations of the Nelson
Column in Trafalgar
Square on Trafalgar
Day -- last Sunday —
were not on so large a
scale as usual. Under
the circumstances that

is as it should be, but

at the same time the

decoration of the column
was never at any time a

flaunt in the face of the

French, but simply a
reminder -to us lest we The old " Victory" looks up to the modern "Majestic'

should forget. The old

ship Victory stands as a
grand old type, but alack-
a-day ! the fate of the
sailing ship is doomed.
According to Llovd's
Register there are
many indications of
its decay. During the
period July-September
last year no fewer than
171 steam vessels were
launched, while only six

sailing ships left the
stocks. At the present
time only 29 sailing

vessels are under con-
struction, compared with
423 steamers.

The br.se of the Nelson Monument on Portsdown Hills

erected by the survivors of Trafalgar who conttibuted two days' pay
towards it

Nelson's old ship, the " Victory,"

lying in Portsmouth Harbour, flying the flag of the port Admiral

(Photos by Stephen Cribb)

'TWAS IN TRAFALGAR BAY
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The Statue of John Brown
The Queen's faithful servant, erected by her Majesty the

Queen near the Castle at Balmoral

Statue placed over the grave of "Noble,"
One of the Queen's favourite dogs

Balmoral Castle, in Aberdeenshire, has been the
|

Self less than the duty eyen to the grave."
scene of many historic events. It was there that her

j
In another part of the grounds is the monument over

Majesty received the news of the fall of Sebastopol, and
I

the grave of "Noble." The epitaph on the ^tone

watched the huge
bonfire, lit by royal
command, blaz-

ing onCraigowan
height in celebra-

tion of the news.
It was at Bal-
moral that the
Queen was
handed the fatu-

ous Ultimatum
from Oom Paul.
The Castle and
grounds are dear
to her Majesty's
heart, although
the " snell " Dec-
side breezes are
not altogether ap-
preciated by the
Court in the fall

of the year. In
the grounds of'the

Castle stands
John Brown's
statue—John, the
Queen's faithful

Her Majesty's spinning wheel and reel

Meantime lent by the Queen to one of her dependents at Crathie, who docs spinning;

reads : — " Noble;

for more than fif-

teen years the

favourite collie

and dear and
faithful com-
panion of Queen
Victoria I. Died
it Balmoral i8.h

September, 1S87,

aged ibj-i years :

'Noble by name,
bynature noble,

too,

'Faithful com-
panion, sympa-
thetic, true.'

" His remains are

interred here."

Around Bal-

moral, as else-

where, her Ma-
jesty is never tired

of doing good
deeds. At present

her spinning-
wheel, at which

retainer. On the pedestal of the statue are the simple I her daughters and granddaughters have been taught
words, "John Brown"; and ', the lost art of hand-weaving, is lent out to one of her

" Friend more than servant, Loyal, Truthful, Brave,
|
dependents, who knows how to spin the flax into cloth.

IN THE VICINITY OF BALMORAL
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Trooper White, of Strath-
cona's Horse

Ihe photo shows the correct uniform
of the regiment

The trooper in the ac-

companying photograph
is Mr. Sam White, late

of the P. and O. office,

and brother of Captain
W. B. White, ss. Inanda
(Natal Line of Steamers).
He went out to the Klon-
dyke and he was getting
a good living, but directly

war broke out he volun-
teered as scout in Strath-
cona's Horse and rode

700 miles on his two
horses which each man
had to have to join. He
sailed from Canada direct

to South Africa in the

first lot sent out. He
was one of the gamest
and best all - round
athletes who ever left

the old country, and
has been wounded in his

hip and had two horses
shot under him. He has
been complimented
several times for his

courage and ability.

When he was in the P.

and O. office he won the

German Gymnasium!
heavy - weight boxing,

1895. He was honorary-
boxing instructor to Cat-
ford Club and won the
National Amateur Row-

Hawkins Old Mill, a famous factory in Preston
Destroyed by fire on the 6th inst.

every boy over twelve to become a cadet. With the

ing championship two years, and his club annual race exception of the commanding officer (the headmaster),

(Putney Rowing Club) three years in succession, besides every member of the corps (lieutenants, N.C.O.'s and
several other races.

* * *

The accompanying photograph represents the

youngest and smallest of the Cape Colony Cadet Corps
]

Corps Competition for the Sirdar Shield, winning two of

—that of the Diocesan Grammar School, King Wil-
:

the three marksman's badges awarded annually. Later
Ham's Town, founded in 1861 by Sir George Grey. The in the same year the corps won the Frontier Challenge
school contains sixty boys, and it is compulsory for

,

Shield for cadets, which appears in the photograph.

d

rank and file) is under eighteen! The boys have two
drills and carbine practice each week during term, and
in 1899, within thirteen months of its formation, it

obtained the second place in the Government Cadet

The youngest cadet corps of Cape Colony— The Diocesan Grammar School,

King William's Town
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THE SIEGE AND RELIEF OF PEKIN
»''»

(Photos by L. R. Barr and L. Gile.O

Just before the Siege began. The Italian barricade in Legation Street to oppose Boxer

attacks. Eventually the Italians retired to the British Legation

Just before the Siege began. The German pressgang. Commandeering Chinese labour,

; ' very cheap in this case
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A badly shelled coiner

Of ilie quarters of the Student Interpreters of the British Legation

The back of one of the quarters of the student interpreters

Which was so heavily shelled that it was pronounced unsafe

View inside the mine
Which the British dug under their position in Han Lin College under
the Chinese position in the Imperial Carriage Park. The enemy were

walking ahove the ph t >graphei's head while taking same

A dining room in a house in the French Legation

After a heavy shell-fire. Over ninety shells struck the house in one clay.

The house was afterwards undermined and blown up by the Chinese

THE SIEGE AND RELIEF OF PEKIN
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Left to right : 1. Corpl. Gowney 2. Corpl. Shepherd 3. Sergt. Saunders 4. Sergt. Murphy 5. Corpl. Gregory, wounded right

foot 6. Sergt. Preston 7. Corpl. Johnson, H. M.S. "Orlando" 8. Signalman Swannell (front sitting figure), H. M.S. " Orlando
"

Group of Non-Coin. Officers of our Marine Guard

The Maxim-Nordenfeldt. mounted to rake the wall of the Imperial Carriage Park where
an attack was expected. This was the only British field piece within our lines

THE SIEGE AND RELIEF OF PEKIN
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The Italian Gunner

Firing the Italian one-pounder from our defences in the Han Lin Col'ege

Grounds, at two muzzle-loading guns trained on us from the wall of the

Imperial City

British Marine -at an outpost

In the Han Lin College aiming at a Chinese barricade on the Imperial

. Carriage Park Wall

An auction of Chinese clothing and curios found in deserted houses. The sale was
held on the lawn of the British Legation

THE SIEGE AND RELIEF OF PEKIN
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C.I.V. HONOURS
The right loyal welcome

given to the C.I.V.'s has
been every bit deserved by
the gallant conduct of the

regiment in South Africa.

The C.I.V.'s have won
fame and glory, and they

are dear to the heart of

Lord Roberts. While
some have fallen and some
have been wounded, all

have brought the highest
credit, not only to the City

Imperial Regiment, but

to their own volunteer

regiments and the country
at large. While giving
the welcome to those gal-

lant men a thought ought
to be given toi the other

volunteers at the front, and
mostof all to the Militiamen
and Regular soldiers who
have borne the brunt from
the beginning and will to

the end. Of the Natal
Field Force, most of the
regiments will be packed
back to India, from whence
they came, and very few
regiments of the entire

Army will be lucky enough
to receive a welcome home.
Colonel Sir Howard Vin-
cent (commanding 13th

Queen's Westminsters)
practically voiced this sen-

timent when he presented
Second-Lieut. Peres' F.

Browne, of the Royal
Warwickshire Regiment,
with a sword of honour at

Buckingham Gate on the

15th, in recognition of

Lieut. Browne's distin-

guished service in the
C.I.V.'s and in the Queen's
Westminster Volunteers.
Sir Howard, in opening
the proceedings, said that

they had met in order to

present a token of their

affection, their goodwill,
and their good wishes to

one of their old brother
officers who had greatly
distinguished himself in

the South African cam-
paign— he referred to the
officer on his right, Lieu-
tenant Percy Browne. They
had sent a considerable
body of officers and men to

the war. One hundred and
nine had gone with the City
Imperial Volunteers, thirty

with the Volunteer Service
Com pan)- of the King's
Royal Rifles, twenty-three
with the Imperial Yeo-
manry, one with the Scots
Guards, one with the Royal
Army Medical Corps, one
with the South African

Corporal Herbert W. T. Elan), A Battery H.A.C., went
out as senior corporal of the C.I.V. Battery. He was
given a commission in the Royal Artillery (68th Battery

R.F.A.) and quartered at Bloemfontein
Photo by Arthur Weston, i5 and 1,7, Poultry, E.C.

THE C.I.V.

Light Horse, and two with
the II. A. C. battery. He
was sorry that of those 167
they had lost five. They
greatly regretted them and
would always preserve their

memory. The Queen's
Westminsters were going
to welcome back, on the

27th inst., their representa-

tives with the C.I.V.'s.

He was quite sure that

there was no one in the
C.I.V.'s, or in their detach-
ment of the C.I.V.'s, or in

that regiment who would
wish that all the welcome
to the Volunteers who
had gone to South Africa
should be expended upon
the men of the C.I.V.'s.

They could never forget

that the C.I.V.'s formed
but a fifteenth or sixteenth

part of the Volunteers who
had left their homes and
had gone out to South
Africa, and .an equally
hearty welcome was due
to all those Volunteers,
whether they were from
London or from provincial

towns, to that which would
be given to the C.I.V.'s.

He thought he was con-
sulting the feelings of the

whole of that regiment and
of the City of Westminster,
when he said that they pro-

posed to postpone their

!ocal and regimental cele-

bration of the return of the

C.I.V.'s until they had with
them also those who had
been left behind, and who
were serving with the Im-
perial Yeomanry and other

branch.es of her Majesty's

service. He had just re-

ceived a telegram from
Lord Roberts in reply

to one of congratula-

tion on his appoint-

ment to succeed Lord
Wolseley. It was dated

from Pretoria, and ran as

follows :'—" Howard Vin-
cent, Queen's Westmin-
sters, London. My most
grateful thanks to all my
Volunteer comrades.
—Roberts." In conclu-

sion, Sir Howard Vincent
presented the sword of

honour to Lieutenant Percy
Browne, who, he said, was
their comrade, their friend

of seven years, and who,
after being secretary
of the officers' mess there,

was, he dared say, one
of the very best officers

in the infantry battalion

of the C.I.V.'s. Colonel

Mackinnon described him
as " a front rank officer."
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Lieut. Hole, C.I.V., sees

something funny
Bugler W. Reed (Civil

Service Rifles) C.I.V.

Cooking dinne

^With the Cyclists at Prieska. The Hon. H. Lambart and " Ticky," the

Kaffir "butler"

WITH THE C.I.V
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the veld Sergt.-Major (Medical) II. E.

Weeks (Artists') C.I.V.

The last of the tea. Pte. Wilkinson
draining the tea leaves

Major Pawle and the Hon. Schomberg Macdouell, C.B., watching the Boers

on the hills during the temporary evacuation of Ileilbron

SJ SOUTH AFRICA
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Lt. Bernard Mociicr
C.I. V., now in ihe Regu-

lar Army

Private Chas. F. Nesham
First man of the C.I.V. to be wounded

(Jacobsdal)

Capt. and Adj. Bud-
worth (U.A.C.) C.I.V.

who helped to save the guns outside Pretoria

Trumpever Mager (H.A.C.), C.I.V.

Xtte last Battery Contingent of the C.I.V. that left England for the front (July 12, 1900)

THE C.I.V. [Photos by Arthur Weston, 16 and 17, Poultry, E.C.
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The United States Navy giving an enthusiastic weiwome to the British North Atlantic

Squadron at Bar Harbour

This guard, consisting of one sergeant, two corporals, one bugler and twelve privates, mounted at the Rcyal Marines Barracks, Plymouth, on
August 1st, 1900, and the points of interest are as follows :—297 years 5 months 6 days continuous service, fifty-three good conduct badges, five

pood conduct medals, fifteen war decorations. The sergeant of the guard was unavoidably absent from the division when the photo was taken.

He was in possession of the medals not shown in the photo

A Record Guard of Royal Marines
(Photo by Sergt. J. Warner, Royal Marines)
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Fishing for halibut 90 miles northwest of Iceland

That ihe Local Government Board is fully awake
to the necessity for thorough measures of precaution
against any extensive outbreak of plague in this

country is evidenced by a series of official documents
issued by that department. Hitherto the cases of the
disease have been merely sporadic, but, in view of
its infectious character and the terrible nature of its

symptoms, the recommendations of the authorities

deserve fullest publicity. It cannot be too strongly
impressed upon the private citizen that it is his duty
to co-operate energetically with the health officers and
other medical practitioners in keeping a vigilant out-

look for an appearance of this dreaded malady, so

that in the event of any suspicious symptoms occur-

ring, no time shall be lost in the summoning of

expert aid to decide on whatever action may be neces-

sary. It is not at all probable that there can be any
serious epidemic, thanks to the excellent sanitary

Where the plague broke out in Glasgow

This is the building in Thistle Street, Glasgow, where the plague
first broke out. It stands behind some houses off the street, and is

approached by a wide opening. The two windows in the middle
flat to the right hand of the picture show the actual dwelling

condition of most of our great cities, but safely lies in

the rigorous observance of the laws of sanitation in the

private dwelling ot

every family as much
as in the public

thorough lares and
drainage system. All

cases of illness that

admit of no explana-
tion ought to be re-

ported at once. Suf-

ferers from plague
sometimes stagger
like drunken men.

<ue liougu Riders of the Koyal Dragoons at

Snornciiffe
The unveiling of the Blake Statue at Bridgwater by
Lord Brassey. Admiral Blake was born in Bridg-

,. water in August, 1508
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A C.I.V. bicycle, now on exhibition at Gainage s,

which was through the war

The bicycle in the illustration above was used by a

C.I.V. recently invalided home, and did some very use-

ful work throughout the campaign. It was ridden first

to Bloemfontein, and thence to Pretoria, and was in the

thick of the battle at Prieska. Its owner used it chiefly

for scouting purposes and dispatch carrying, and on

cne occasion was chased by a Boer patrol, and even-

tually captured. His dispatches, however, were

snugly ensconced in the handlebar pillar of his machine,

and were never discovered by the enemy. The machine

is one of a large number supplied by Messrs. A. W.
Gamage, Limited, the cycling and athletic outfitters of

Holborn, to the C.I. V.'s, just before they left home about

twelve months ago, and is a splendid specimen of

cycle engineering, for, notwithstanding the necessarily

rough handling which it has had, it is practically as

sound as the day it was taken from England. The
injuries, if they may be termed as such, are merely
superficial. The strengthening bands on the tyres are

cut somewhat, and the enamel on the rims is chipped

off here and there, the result of running the machine
over the boulder-strewn veld, but with these exceptions

the machine is sound and roadworthy still. With the

dust of the veld upon it, and its regulation kit attached,

the bicycle is drawing a large number of people to

Carnage's shop window, where it is now being
exhibited.

* * *
Here is Henry Howes, a Tommy Atkins of the

Crimean- period, a " good 'uri heart and
hand," who was literally taken from the

furrow and the plough in 1854 and is

now left to fight his own battle, at the

age of sixty-four, with his country's love

to him in the magnificent shape of a
pension of 4d. a dav. He enlisted in the

Scots Guards, with whom he served
over eight years. He was at the battles

of the Alma, Balaclava, Inkerman and
the Siege of Sebastopol, for which he is

decorated with the Crimean medal with
four clasps and the Turkish medal. He
was wounded in the arm at Inkerman
and in the head at Sebastopol, and was
discharged in 1862 unfit for further

service, with a testimonial from Colonel
Ridley that his conduct had been that of
a very good and efficient soldier, trust-

worthy and sober, and with an allow-
ance of 8d. a day for two years. From
1864 till 1888 he did not receive a penny
from his grateful country ; but in 1888
he was awarded a compassionate allow-
ance of 4d. a day for as much more of

life as remained to him. On leaving the army he went
to work for a large firm of London contractors as a
labourer, and was in their employ for twenty-seven
years. The firm's manager certifies during all that

time he found him a good workman, sobor, industrious,

and uniformly attentive to his duties. The contractors

say they have always found him an honest, sober and
steady workman. But he is beyond pick and shovel

work. Neither the firm nor the contractors have any
" soft jobs " to give away ; twenty-seven years of
service goes for nothing, and Tommy Atkins is

referred to the workhouse. He is trying to keep him-
self and wife and three children, who are still at school,

on 4d. a day. He can no longer dig, to beg he is

ashamed, but he will be grateful to any readers who
can help him to any honest, decent employment. His
name is Henry Howes, his regimental number 4469,
No. 1 Company, 1st Battalion Scots Fusiliers Guards.
His address is 62, Stoneleigh Street, Notting Hill, W.
He is a good artist's model.

As a soldier As an artist's model

Henry Howes, a Crimean Veteran

It is understood that Vice-Admiral Sir H. H. Rawson
will be succeeded in the command of the Channel
Squadron by Vice-Admiral Sir Compton E. Domvile,
and that a few days later the former officer will hoist

his flag in the Glory, battleship, as Commander-in-
Chief on the China Station. The Glory is under orders

to be out of the dockyard hands at Portsmouth on
October 29th, and will probably be ready for sea early

in December.

Donegal's Pride"— An old stone fireplace (about 250 years

old) to be seen by the curious in Donegal Castle
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The exterior of Spring Gardens Chapel, which is

likely to be pulled down

VANISHING WESTMINSTER
The origin of Spring Gardens Chapel

seems to be somewhat obscure and
uncertain (writes a correspondent). It

is said that in the reign of William III.

a chapel of French Hutruenots stood

inijintjton Priory, Kent, which will soon be desecrated
by suburban streets

on this site, though how such a place of worship
came to be established here is rather an enigma, unless
it was built by the King himself, for, as the " Spring
Garden " belonged to St. James's Palace, no one but the
King could have allowed its construction to take place.

Spring Gardens took its name from a powerful spring
of water which rose on its site, and was probably one
of the feeders of the great canal, now represented by
the ornamental water in St. James's Park. The
Huguenot Chapel was destroyed by fire in 1726.

Prince George of Wales (afterwards George II.)

is mentioned in a poem of the time as assisting to

extinguish this fire. The chapel was rebuilt very

ing Gardens Chapel — used by the Admiralty

shortly afterwards, and used as a chapel
of ease to St. Martin's Church. It

appears to have been again rebuilt or

enlarged not long afterwards at the ex-
pense of a member of the De Clifford

family, and was called St. Matthew's
Chapel, but it was never consecrated.

•*—

Pendecn Lighthouse (between Land's End and St. Ives) recently
opened. The light is visible at twenty miles

Antiquarians will be shocked to think
.that Orpington Prior}', in Kent, may
soon be desecrated by the trucli of the
suburban builder. This fine old property,
if not sold, will be divided into lots-.'

The priory is in excellent preservation;

dating from 1393. Dark secrets of the
past are locked up in its hidden cup-
boards and its crypt, and the monks'
walk, the rookery, and secluded dells.
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Horse Pavilion, Union Stock Yard, Chicago. The Pavilion is one 01 the thirteen barns

which go to make the yard the greatest horse market in the world. Over six thousand

horses are handled every day and sent to all parts of the world

Interior of the Horse Pavilion, Union Stock Yard, Chicago. It is brilliantly lighted

by electricity, and has seats for 5,000 people

THE WORLD'S HORSE FAIR
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Comrades " — One Guinea Prize in last month's
Photo Competition

R. W. Grubb, "130, Banbury Road, Oxford

Two Young Japs

The Old Village Tinker" — One Guinea Prize

in last month's Photo Competition

R. S. Harding, Knypersley, Congleton "Yankee Doodle
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The Cesarewiteh — Coming up to the start for the race

" Jolly Tar " " Clarehaven " (the winner)

The Cesarewiteh — Waiting to start

'Gadfly

Cheveley Park Stakes — At the starting post. The post and barrier are clearly seen in

the photo

(Photos by W. A. Rouch)

AT NEWMARKET
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The Natal Field Force Canteen Staff. During the campaign their energies were taxed

to the utmost. Now they are having a well-earned rest

A five-horned ram presented by a Boer in Christiana to Colonel Reeves, Royal Irish

Fusiliers, on the entry into the Transvaal
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The glory of war— Group of nine soldiers at Netley Hospital, each with a leg off

Left to right : Lieutenant Abadie, General Sir Archibald Hunter, Colonel Lefallais, Captain Balfour and Major Kin,

General Sir Archibald Hunter and Staff
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Commencing operations — Getting out the ferret

THE DOMESDAY BOOK
Domesday Book (called also the Book of Winchester,

because it was at one time preserved in the Royal
Treasury in that city) is the celebrated register, in

Latin, of the land of England, made in the reign of
William the Conqueror. It comes down to us in two
volumes—a larger and a smaller, the leaves of the
larger measuring 14^ in. by 9^4 in., and the leaves of
the smaller volume measure \oYz in. by 6% in. The
survey having been resolved on at a great council,

which was held at Gloucester in 1085, a Royal Com-
mission was sent through the various districts, who
called before them the sheriffs, the lords of manor, the
parish priests, the hundred reeves, the bailiffs, and six

villeins out of every hamlet ; and these being sworn to

tell the truth, gave evidence as to the amount of land
in their respective districts, its distribution into wood,

Ready lor the rabbit to bolt

meadows, or pasture, its value, the service due by its

owners, and the number of its inhabitants, both free-

men and serfs. The result of this inquiry.is in the larger
of the two volumes which together constitute the

Domesday Book. But the survey was not complete.
Durham, Northumberland, and Cumberland stretched

in a vast wild across from the mountains to the sea,

and were therefore passed over. Parts of Lancashire
and Westmoreland were rejected for a similar reason.

Monmouthshire had been reduced to a desert by the
Welsh. London and Winchester do not appear at all,

and Bristol is little more than named. The survey
of Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk fills the smaller
volume of the book, which was finished in the course
of 1086.

Domesday Book serves as a basis for national taxa-

tion and as a muster-roll for the army far down into

the time of Plantagenets. It is still of immense value

Still waiting for the rabbit to bolt Got him this time

FERRETING IN THE COUNTRY
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Doomsday Book," Vol. 1.
(Photos by Thankfull Sturdte)

Doomsday Rook," Vol. II.

for the purposes of

inquiry into the
ancient condition

of the country. Ac-
cordingly, it has
been published in

various forms —
the most impor-
tant being printed

by the process

called photozinco-
graphy — with
other similar re-

cords, and some
of them supple-
menting in a
measure the de-

ficiencies of
Domesday Book ;

but the original

manuscript which
was kept at one
time at Winches-
ter and after-

wards in the Ex-
chequer at West-
minster, is care-

The Ravensbburne Swimming Club and their championship cups
(Photo by Thomas)

fully preserved in

a strong glass

case, the frame-
work of which
is made of gun-
metal, in the

Public Record
Office, where it

may be consulted.

The word Domes-
day has the same
meaning as the

modern word
Doomsday —
Domesday Book
being an autho-
rity from which
there was no ap-
peal. Another but
less probable de-

rivation is from
Domus Dei, re-

ferring to the

place where the
book was kept
in Winchester or

Westminster.

A party of blind cyclists of the Royal Normal College for the blind
A'l are blind except the first two. The second man steers. The first man is Mr. Maxim, the i nentor. (Photo by Russell and Soas)
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NORTH , COUNTRY FOOTBALL
BY THE "TYKE"

ilii

Yorkshire.—Great dissatisfaction was expressed
.hroughout the broad-acred shire when the names of
the players chosen to represent the county against
Cheshire were made known. Everybody appeared to

igree the selection committee had not made the most
jf the material at their disposal, but had completed a
team that in nowise represented the real strength of the
:ounty. And certainly, it does seem strange to have a
premier team minus such men as Rigg, Sutcliffe,

Cooper and Broadley. The two first mentioned, to-_

*ether with Goodall, Lumley and Grayson, did not
turn out to take part in the trial match at Hull, and I

understand they were rejected in consequence.
The truth of the matter is these trial matches are of

no practical good in helping to discover the most suit-

able men. The probables, or a good portion of them,
consider their places are assured, and therefore elect

not to play, or if they do play, not to unduly exert them-
selves towards influencing the result of the game.
Broadley, of Bradford, appeared to take this view of

the matter. At any rate, he played in such a self-

saving, unconcerned fashion that it cost him his place.

I was glad to see little "Jimmy " Franks secured a
place, as he played a really good game. Dewhirst, of

Huddersfield, also did well at centre, and Taylor, the
probable's back, did very creditably. None of the
others performed anything above ordinary club form,
and it will come as a pleasant surprise to their sup-
porters if they succeed in defeating either Cheshire,
Lancashire or Cumberland.
The Senior Competition grows more interesting week

by week. With the unexpected deteat of Hunslet by
Manningham, and the continued victories of Halifax
and Bradford, the positions of the leading clubs have
undergone a change. The two just mentioned hold the
lead, each with a total of 13 points. Hunslet comes
next with 12 points, and are followed by Batley and
Hull with 11 each.
Leeds again disappointed their followers by succumb-

ing to the stalwarts from the town of cloth by no fewer
than 19 points. Hull defeated the Parish team by 6
to o ; whilst Bramley, who have two county players in

their ranks, obtained a narrow victory over their neigh-
bours from Holbeck. The game between Halifax and
Brighouse, unlike most matches between these keen
rivals, was played in good spirit, a close game result-

ing in a victory for the blue and white team by 5 points
to Brighouse's 2. Huddersfield gained a couple of com-
petition points at the expense of Liversedge, and Batley
did likewise when opposed to the team from Castleford.

Neither Liversedge nor Castleford have won a single
match up to date, and the former have scored only 2
l<bals and 2 tries against their opponent's 18 goals and
14 tries ; whilst Castleford have registered 2 goals and
1 try against 25 goals and 27 tries, or a total of 7 points
to 127 !

[In the second competition (Eastern division) York
continues to lead just in front of Normanton, Out-
vvbod, Featherstone and Ossett. Goole and Ponte-
fract, however, are nearly out of the running-

, being
placed far down the table. In the Western division
Heckmondwike still holds a good lead in spite of the
defeat— their first this season—administered by Sowerby
Bridge, who obtained a try to nil. Shipley gained a
runaway victory from Bingley by 18 points to nothing,
and Idle beat Windhill by 2 goals to 1. Todmorden
also obtained, success when opposed -to _ the sturdy
players from Hebden 'Bridge".

Lancashire.—The Swinton " Lions "are going won-
derfully strong this (as they did last) year. They now

have played 7 matches and won all, thus obtaining 14
competition points ; a number that is sufficient

to give them a lead of 4 over Runcorn, their nearest
rivals.

The match Swinton v. Salford was a case of Greek
meeting Greek. Both teams were very keen and very
confident of victory. On previous occasions the
struggles between them have been little better than
free fights, but this time a better spirit was exhibited,

though in tackling no quarter was asked or given.
Strangely enough, although Salford were stronger in

the forwards, the Swinton backs more than held their

own, and after a most exciting game, witnessed by
14,000 spectators, the home team came off victorious

by 4 tries to Salford's 3 goals and 1 try. Another try to

Salford would have made the scores equal. A goal and
a try would have given them the much coveted points.

Therefore, would it not be advisable for the Swinton
powers that be to either beg, borrow, or buy a capable
goal-kicker? Now that charging is not 'permitted, one
expects to see better results than four failures out of
four attempts.
Great interest was taken in the match at Oldham,

where St. Helens were the visitors. Local enthusiasts

were anxious to make the acquaintance of Vivian
Hussey, of Cardiff, who is the latest " capture " by the
club. There was some excuse for their curiosity too.

For it was said the club had given him, in return for

his services, a sum of ^150 in cash, a weekly salary of

^3, together' with a good licensed house. Fortunately
for the Oldhamites responsible for the transaction,

Hussey made a promising debut. He scored two clever

tries and had a hand in nearly all the leading move-
ments. The game was throughout very one-sided, St.

Helens being handicapped by absentees, whilst two of

their players were disabled during the progress of the

match.
As to the remainder of the League games, Barrow

obtained a very narrow victory over Broughton Rangers,
only a single point separating the two at the call of

time. Rochdale beat Leigh by 5 to 2, and Widnes had
a pleasant experience at the expense of Runcorn, who
were completely outplayed by the vigorous tactics of

the home team. But the biggest turn-up of the week
was at Millom, where Stockport were vanquished by
the burly lads of Cumberland.>

Intelligence has been received at Chester that thirty-

nine non-commissioned officers and privates of the 21st

Company Imperial Yeomanry, who left Chester for

South Africa under the command of Major Lord Arthur

Grosvenor, have been discharged at Kimberley in order

to enable them to join the Mounted Police.

* * *
In the heat of an election it is difficult to be vivacious

without being libellous ; but Literature quotes a genuine

French electoral address which was both. The candi-

date's manifesto to the French voters ran:— "One
of us is an honest man ; but which ? X. leads

a luxurious life among princes of finance, though he

is absolutely without resources, though his newspaper
brings him in nothing, and his relations have to sup-

port him ; while I live modestly in the provinces where
I have won an exceptional position at the Bar. X con-

fesses he has not paid his debts, while I have paid the

debts of others. His furniture is still unpaid for, yet he

has shootings and horses. I deprive myself of these

luxuries, but I owe nothing to my tradesmen."
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London Scottish v. Kensington. Breaking up a scrimmage

London Scottish v. Kensington. Intercepting a pass

London Scottish v. Kensington. Passing out from a scrimmage
(Photos by F. G. Calcott, Teeldiiigton)

RUGBY FOOTBALL AT RICHMOND. LONDON SCOTTISH v. KENSINGTON
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Bedsteads from Intombi Hospital, near Ladysmith, on the hospital being broken up
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SIR GEORGE CHARDIN DENTON, K.C.M.G.

Who has been appointed Administrator of the Gambia, is a many - sided man, "having K.C.M.G.,
F.R.G.S., and F.Z.S. after his name. After he left Rugby he served in the 57th Regiment, but left

the Army for Colonial service. He has administered the Government of St, Vincent and Lagcs,
and is a keen sportsman. (Photo by Elliott and Fry.)
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The kindly face of the Chaplain-General to the , Secretary of the Gold Coast thirty years ago, and thence
Forces,' the Rev. John Cox Edghill, D.D., is ever a

[
moved to the Gambia Settlement and Lagos. In 1891,

welcome sight, either at the
War Office or in barracks.
Many years ago, as curate
of St. Mark's, Whitechapel,
he ministered to the poor of
the East End, and great was
their grief when he was
appointed Chaplain to the
Forces in 1862. From 1887
he has been Chaplain of the
Tower of London, and Chap-
lain-General to the Forces
from 1885. He is also hon.
chaplain to the Queen and
the Duke of Cambridge.

¥ 3« ¥

Colonel Sir Frederic
Cardew, K.C.M.G., late

Governor of Sierra Leone,
has been mentioned in dis-

patches in India and Africa.

In the former country he dis-

tinguished himself in 1863 in

the North-West Frontier
expedition, and he again
came to the front in the
Zulu war. 1 He also had his

share of the Transvaal cam-
paign of 1880-81. He has
also served in China, where
he was assistant military

secretary in 1882-83.

v * *
Sir C. A. Moloney, the new

Governor of Trinidad and To-
bago, is still in theprimeof life,

having been born in 1848. After passing through Sand-
hurst he entered the Army, and served in the Ashanti
War, 1873. On leaving the military service, he became

The Rev. John Cox Edghill

Chaplain-General to the Forces. (Photo by Lyd Sawyer)

having beencreatedK.C.M.G.
in the preceding year, he
was appointed Governor of
British Honduras, and in

1897 moved to the Windward
Islands.

* * *
Since 1895 Sir H. L.

Thompson, the new Adminis-
trator of St. Lucia, has been
Administrator of St. Vincent.
He is still quite young, being
only forty-three years of age,

and is the son of Sir Ralph
Thompson. Soon after pass-

ing out of Winchester he
joined the Colonial Service,

and held appointments at

Paphos and Limassoi, before

rising to the position of Chief
Secretary to the Government
of Cyprus.

Sir F. W. Hodgson's name
will be ever associated with

the recent trouble in Ashanti,

when he and his wife, a

daughter of the late Mr. W.
A. G. Young, C.M.G., a

former Governor of this por-

tion of Africa, and therefore

no stranger to its terrors and

dangers, were shut up for

weeks, and were in a position

ot the greatest difficulty. Sir

Frederic is now going to

move to more healthy and congenial surroundings

at Barbadoes. He is still young, only forty-nine, and

his military knowledge— tor he was at one lime a

Col. Sir Frederic
Cardew, K.C.M.G.
Late Governor of Sierra
Leone. <Photo by Elliott

and Fry)

Sir C. A. Maloney,
K.C.M.G.

New Governor of Trini-

dad and Tobago. (Photo
by Elliott and Fry)

Capt. H. W. Taylor
R.H.A.

Killed near Heidelberg.
(Photo by Browning,

Exeter)

Sir Harry L. Thomp.
son, K.C.M.G.

New Administrator of St.

Lucia. (Photo by Elliott

and Fry)

Sir Frederic M.
Hodgson, K.C.M.G.
New Governor of Bar-
badoes (Photo by Elliott

and Fry)
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years at Whitehall as
Director of Naval In-

telligence he proceeded
to the Pacific in March
of last year.

]

He wears
the Arctic medal, be-

stowed in 1876.

* * *
Rear- Admiral An-

drew K. Bickford,
C. M. G. , who has
been appointed to suc-
ceed Rear - Admiral
Beaumont in the com-
mand of the Pacific

Squadron, is in his fifty-

seventh year, and was
last employed, three
years ago, as Superin-
tendent of Sheerness
Dockyard. His CM. G.
dates from 1885, and was awarded in recognition of his

special services in connection with the release oi the

crew of the Nisero from'the natives of Acheen, Sumatra.
During the Fenian riots of 1866-68 his name became
familiar, as he was one of the officers of her Majesty's

ship Research, off the Irish coast. Before this he had
fought with distinction at Simono-seki.

Rear-Admiral A. K. Bickford

C.M.G., in command of the Pacific

Squadron. (Photo by Russell & Son*)

Lord Balfour of Burleigh
(Photo by Lyd Sawyer)

captain in the 24th Middlesex Rifle Volunteers—has
stood him in good stead. I For twelve years he has
been associated with the Gold Coast, for ten years as

Colonial Secretary, and latterly as Governor.

I
* * *

It will be noted that the Admiralty are creating a
new precedent in their appointments to the command
of squadrons, and instead of bestowing their favours on
officers unemployed, of whom there are many, Rear-
Admiral Beaumont goes from the Pacific to Australia,

and Vice-Admiral Sir Harry Rawson will carry his flag I

direct from the Channel to the Far East, while his

successor is to be Vice-Admiral Sir Compton Domvile,
who, until last spring com-
mandedthe Naval Reserves.

^> ¥ v

In view of the inaugura-
tion of the Australasian
Commonwealth special im-
portance attaches to the

selection of the officer who
will have control of the

squadron at the Antipodes,

to the support of which, it

will be remembered, the

Colonists already contri-

bute. The new Com-
mander - in - Chief, Rear-
Admiral Lewis A. Beau-
mont, is in his fifty-fourth

year, and when Lord North-
brook was at the Admiralty
in 1882-5 acted as his pri-

vate secretary. As a com-
modore he flew his broad
pennant in the Training
Squadron, and after three

* * ¥

Madame de Vere Sapio, who has sun;

success at Covent Garden, is a Parisian 1

father being a Belgian noble,

English lady.

and

with such
birth, her

her mother an

<X3
>Jiss Lettice Fairfax

In " The Price of Peace." (Photo
by Window and Grove) !

Mr. Winston S. Churchill

Author, War Correspondent, and Member of Parliament.

(Photo by Lyd Sawyer")
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German troop?

The Germans are making a big1 bid for position in

Cliina, and tbe successor to Baron von Ketteler is not
likely to leave any stone unturned which might help to

build up the fabric of German supremacy in the East.

The little coaling-station in the Red Sea which the

Kaiser has secured from Turkey is not much more than
n. drop in the ocean, but the British nation would not

have blamed Lord
Salisbury if he had
been as awake to

the situation as the
Kaiser. Our Empire is big enough to run a few risks,

and we do not like to see chances go by for other more
venturous, if more ricketty, concerns to oick up.

Coolie corps en route to China on board Transport 39
(From a photo by Mr. Angus Hamilton, Our Special War Correspondent in China)
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FLOOD 1N^ CALCUTTA
Dwellers in Calcutta In recent years ought by now

to have become converts to the Hindu belief of
the recurrence of prosperity and adversity for
cities and communities in cycles. India, ac-
cording to the Hindu philosophers, nearly
five years ago entered upon a period of adver-
sity, during which time she was destined to
be afflicted with every kind of untoward luck
that Fates could
provide. Those
who have fol-

lowed the course
of events in India
during this time
will readily admit
that the prophe-
cies have been
correct. In this

ill-fate, Calcutta,
the metropolis, of
the huge depen-
dency, has, appro-
priately enough
perhaps, been in-

volved. Her citi-

zens had hardly
time to recover
from the disas-

trous effects of the terrible earthquake of June 12th, 1897
— the memory of it will be an ever-abiding impression

—

when plague, which had been ravaging Bombay, South
India

;
and the Punjab, made its appearance and led to

A Street in Calcutta under water. St. Paul's Cathedral in
the distance

scenes that all self-respecting citizens would be glad to

forget. Hardly had this abated when a fresh mis-
fortune in the shape of cyclonic storm of unprecedented

severity broke over the city: with brief, very
brief, intervals the rain poured down for a
week—from September 19th to September 25th.
A fall of more than forty inches was gauged
during that period, with the result that the
sewers of the city were unable to carry awav
the storm water, which lay at depths varying

Irom a foot to

four or five feet all

over the town and
its suburbs. The
streets and gar-
dens of houses
were flooded all

over the town,
only very limited
localities escap-
ing. The poorer
inhabitants were
driven by the
rising waters from
their huts, and
had to take refuge
in the more sub-
stantial struc-
tures. Hundreds
of men, women,

and children were huddled together in tenements, and
the scenes of suffering and want that were witnessed
in many parts of the town were indescribable. The
chairman of the municipality, the commissioner oi

After the flood. Ruins of a onee stately house

THE FLOODS AT CALCUTTA
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police and his

subordinates,
Europeans, mis-
sionaries, and
others did their

utmost to relieve

and help the des-

titute sufferers
;

a ^public meeting
was called, pre-

sided over by
Sir John Wood-
burn, Lieutenant-
Governor of Ben-
gal, and a fund
was raised to help

the poor sufferers

from the flood,

and with its

wonted generosity
Sports at Uc Aar — Physical drill, first practice

Tiiii officers of
the Convalescent
Camp at Victoria

Road, De Aar
Railway, got up
an excellent mili-

tary display
amongst the men.
There were not
two men of one
regiment taking
part, so it was
very interesting to

see about twelve
men of different

regiments formed
into one squad.
The men went
through their per-

formances very

ill

.

.

V-,
'»-

well, as the photos will show. In the
evening there was a concert, which
finished up a very pleasant day. The
guests from the village seemed to enjoy
themselves immensely, if applause went
for anything.

Sports at De Aar — Sword exercise (Cavalry)

the public of Calcutta came forward and
subscribed towards the deserving object.

In a couple ofidavs aoout Rs. 25,000 was
paid in and a strong executive commit-
tee was formed to administer the fund.
The loss of life has fortunately been
limited, but the destruction of property
has been immense. Thousands of native
huts and hundreds of brick-built houses
have collapsed, and the city in all parts
is a deplorable sight. Unfortunately
calamities of this sort always bring
serious results in the form of sickness
and unhealthy surroundings, and this

was exactly what happened : barely had
the waters abated when it was announced
that cholera in severe form had broken
out. The pictures we publish will

give an idea of the floods in Lower
Circular Road and Bhawainpore.

A good instance of the way in which
employment is being found in the
Transvaal for members of the Field

Force is afforded by what has happened
in the case of a trooper in the Imperial
Yeomanry from Devonshire. He has
applied for and obtained the post of
joint superintendent of the Zoological

Sports at De Aar— The march past of competitors

Sports at De Aar— The sword dance (Ghillie Callum)

Gardens at Pretoria, his salary being
fixed at 10s. a day, with house and
board.

¥ ¥ if

An order has been issued at Alder-

shot stating that Militiamen who join

the Regular forces before disembodi-
ment will, in addition to the gratuity

of 21s. authorised by Army Order 203,

1899, receive also any gratuity or fur-

lough pay which they may have earned
by service with embodied unit.

V * *
A cadet corps has been formed at

Stonyhurst College. The corps is at-

tached to the 1 st. Vol. Batt. of the East
Lancashire Regiment, under Lieut.-Col.

Henry J. Robinson, V.D.
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The accom-
panying photo of

Christian de Wet
was taken at Pot-

chefstroom on
August 27th of

this year, when he
was supposed to

be " cornered " by
some one or other.

It is said that De
Wet is quite

happy, as the only
General he fears

is General French.
De Wet has said

that Gen eral
French could
round him up in

three weeks ; but
for the others he
does not give a
fig. In the illus-

tration below of

De Wet and his

staff the most im-
portant man is

the little fellow,

second from the

I-elt as. one looks

at the picture.

While Lord
Methuen was oc-

cupying Potchefs-

.

troom, Jonas got
into and out of the

town no less than
three times. The
third time he was
stopped by the

sentries, but was
allowed to pass
out on his ex-

claiming, in great,

indignation,
" Confound you

fellows, can't you
sec Pm on'* of

yourown guides?"
And little Jonas
skipped merrily
away to his chief,

De Wei, when
the two nearly
split their sides

with laughter.
W h e n Lord
Roberts can screw
his conscience up
to meting out
harsher measures,
more in accord-
ance with brutal

war, De Wet and
the other little

scouts might
laugh the wrong
way. As it is, the

laugh is all [with

the Boers. Read-
ing from left to

right of the illus-

tration, the names
are :— Command-
ant Nell's son, the

chief scout Jonas,
Field Cornet Col-
son, Field Cornet
Francis, D e

Wet's secretary,

De Wet, Com-
mandant Nell, and
Commandant von
Grahn. However,
De Wet is spoil-

ing his tame as a
clever strategist

after the guerilla

type. His com-
mando has de-

generated into

marauders.
The great De Wet "cornered" at last — by a photographer

The great scout, Jonas

De Wet and his staff
De Wot
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' Several sheets in the wind,
sea

Washing day at

The home-coming of the Naval Brigade from South
Africa marks a further distinct epoch in the protracted
operations in the Transvaal and Orange River Colony,
and closes another glorious chapter in the history of the
Navy. After the burst of enthusiasm which greeted the
return of the Powerful brigade from Ladysmith, some-
what of a reaction
set in, and a feel-

ing gained ground
that perhaps we
had waxed a little

too enthusiastic
over the popular
service. This is

not a moment
for judging be-
tween the efficiency

of the rival ser-

vices, or for foster-

ing, by compari-
son, a fe e 1 i n g
which in this age
of competition
must exist. It is

a moment for

acknowledging the
loyal co-operation
and useful service
which the Navy
has always been
ready to render to
the land forces.

To many the most
striking scene in

the whole cam-
paign was the
entry of the Naval
Brigade into Pre-
toria. When one
realised that these

The handy man and the motor-car. II. M.S. "Pembroke," Chatham
Jack has a try at the Commander's motor-car to see what it is like

Washing day at sea. Nearly finished. "I could
drink a good cup of tea now"

faced and successfully accomplished. When it is

remembered that for years the military authorities have
been, with little success, occupied in discussing plans
and invention for a suitable travelling carriage for

heavy artillery, it stands to the credit of the Navy— to

Captain Percy Scott, of the Terrihle—that the sailors,

on the spot, in

spite of the exi-

gencies of the situ-

ation, were able

to improvise their

own carriages,
and that these

carriages, through
all the stresses of

war, successfully

conveyed the guns
to Pretoria and
over the passes of

the Drakensberg.

* * *
The Ravens-

bourne Swimming
Club was founded
in 1883 by Mr.
Geo. Pragnell, the

present honorary
secretary of the

Amateur Swim-
ming Association

of England, and
that gentleman
continues to be
the moving spirit

and organiser.
Perhaps the most
important contest

won by the club is

the national trophy
great and apparently unwieldy guns had kept pace for life-saving, whilst the many successes of the
with the army in its advance from Modder River, had

]
captain Mr. j. H. Hellings, who has just gone to

taken part in each successive action of importance, and
j

Australia, are fresh in the minds of all. fA unique
had never delayed the infantry in its advance, in spite

j

distinction has been gained this year by the members
of a country without roads, and prolific in unbridged whose photos were reproduced last week, viz., the win-
drifts, which blocked transport wagons for hours, one ningofall the senior championships promoted by the

understood the gigantic task which the sailors had j City of London Swimming and Life-Saving Association.
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GAMLE BERGEN
Among the most in-

teresting' wood buildings
in Bergen, the old Nor-
wegian town— in fact, in

Europe— is the ancient

"Tydske Bryggen " (the

German bridge), a relic of

the fourteenth century,

when merchants of the

"Hausa" reigned. Those
buildings are now dis-

appearing to give place

to more modern houses,
and next summer the

tourist will seek in vain
for the picturesque bridge,

which soon will be but
a memory of the past.

Not far away from
"Tydske Bryggen" is the fish harbour of the town. , ence over the king, and
Twice in the week the fishers sail from their homes on I

governed the land of

In Norway — The fish-harbour at Bergen

lived and had their shop
in the cellar still stands.

About 1507, King Chris-

tian II. of Denmark and
Norway visited the town
of Bergen, where the bur-
gesses gave a feast in his

honour. The feast was
celebrated in the Council
House, which still is to

be seen, and there the
King met the lovely

Dyvekc, who, because of

her beauty, had been in-

vited. The king directly

fell in love with the

young girl, and when he
sailed back to Denmark
he was followed by
Dyveke and her mother.
Sigbrit had much influ-

during some years she really

Denmark more than the

Bergen — The Council House Bergen — The house of Dyveke, who married the King

the coast and the islands near Bergen. They come in 1 king himself,
their small boats with red or dark brown sails and tops | Dyveke, but
in that narrow
harbour to sell

the silver gleam-
ing fishes. In
the beginning ol

the sixteenth cen-
tury a Dutch
woman, Sigbrit,

crime to Bergen
with her beau-
tiful daughter,
Dyveke. There
Was always a
mystery about
Sigbrit, nobody
knowing who she
was. The elder
woman had to

work hard and
let her daughter
sell fruits, nuts,
turnips, &c, in

a little shop at the
great market
(Torvet) in Ber-
gen. That same
house where Sig- Black and white in the days of Queen Bess. The quadrangle
brit and Dyveke of Adlington Hall, Cheshire

^"•''..iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

............. H Mi >$ MM li
llllf IIIIIIII Oil n .1111 im.,.iitiint,,it

He was still „very much in love with

that young woman took poison in some
fruit and died,

to the king's great
despair. Thus
ended the
romance of King
Christian and fair

Dyveke. which
began in old pic-

turesque Bergen.
—Annie Wall,
Bergen.

[Bergen, the

second city of Nor-
way, has been a
nourishing town
from the daj s

of the Hanseatic
League, 1445 -

1558. This League
was a politico-

commercial asso-
ciation of cities

in the North of
Germany and ad-
joining states,

and nourished
in the Middle
Ages.]
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Relics of the Eltham murder

The interesting1 and unique collection of articles now
forming the Police Museum have been got together

from time to time, and were first exhibited in a cellar

or basement at No. i, Palace Place, Old Scotland Yard,
in 1875, and there
remained until
transferred to their

present position

in New Scotland
Yard in 1890. The
primary object of
the museum was
for the purpose of
imparting instruc-

tion to young con-

stables. On enter-

ing the museum
one is at once
struck with amaze-
ment. Here hang-
ing against the

wall or disposed
on stands or in

cases are weapons
and deadly instru-

ments of all kinds,

each of which has
its own hideous
history ; scarcely

one of them but has stood in evidence of some fearful

crime, and in many cases they are still encrusted or

stained with the blood of the victims. Swords, guns,
pistols, revolvers, razors, daggers, knives, life-pre-

servers and bludgeons, heavy hammers, knuckle-
dusters, hatchets, axes, pikes and bayonets constitute

some of the innumerable means by which murder has
been effected or attempted ; but these are not all the

Relics of Peace, the murderer
He used to carry a folding ladder (on the 1

right is his false

objects of interest in the Police Museum. There
are several collections of burglars' implements and
appliances which are of great value as indicating the
modus operandi of these enterprising gentlemen.

There are articles

connected with
most of the cele-

brated murder
cases of late years.

The case contain-
ing the plant of
the base coin

manufacturer is

very complete and
interesting, show-
ing the great skill

required in the
manipulation of tl.e

moulds in which
the coin is cast.

The photos in

the heading of this

article show the
relics of the Elt-

ham murder —
boots worn by the
victim (Jane Maria
Clousen), neck
ribbon and locket,

purse, and the hammer with which the murder was
committed. The remaining photographs taken in the

order they appear represent :

(i) Relics of the notorious Charles Peace, which are
individually labelled. The folding ladder on the left of

the photo was carried under his arm. On the right is

his false arm and crucible ; also his spectacles and
jemmy.

eft of the photo) under his arm. On the

inn and crucible

Collection of card-sharping instruments used on board
the big" liners

The steel hand seizes the card when the button is pressed

Collection of .knives used in murders
The knife in the foreground laid poor Terriss low. (Photos by

Thankfull Sturdee)
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(2) Collection of
card-sharping' im-
plements which
were used on
board ship be-

tween England
and America. The
users fell out over
the distribution of

the gains, and
some shooting
took place, with
the result that

the police stepped
in and made in-

quiries that were
not profitable to

the sharpers.

(3) Collection of

knives, &c. , all of

which have been
used in murder
cases. The knife

immediately in

front was used by
Prince in the

murder of Wil-
liam Terriss at

the door of the

General
various
The dark-

view, showing cases of infernal machines used in the
Fenian outrages, coining plant, and burglars' implements
part in the centre of the picture is a flag captured in Trafalgar Square

on "bloody Saturday"

senle I it to the
museum.

(6) Relics of the
late Dalston mur-
deress (Loui a

Massett) showing
the child's scale i

and clinker wh« h
was u^cd by the
mother to commit
the crime.

(-) General view
of museum show-
ing the plaster

casts of the exe-

cuted criminals.

In this photo
graph also may
be seen the ropes'

h a n gin g from
the ceiling used
at executions.
That in the ex-
treme distance
was used for the

execution of Mrs.
Dyer, while the
next was used at

the execution of
and the one nearer the front by his partnerFowler

in crime, Millsom.

Pin-cushion worked from her hair by a female convict
on her 200th conviction. (See Article)

Adelphi Theatre, December 16th, 1897. The lantern

also here shown formed the principal link in the evi- | h
dence at the trial

of Fowler and
Millsom, who
were hanged for

the murder of

Mr. Smith, of

Muswell Hill, in

1896.

(4) General view
showing cases of
infernal machines
used in the various
Fenian outrages,
coining plant and
burglars' imple-
ments.

(5) Pincushion
worked by a fe-

male convict dur-
ing her 200th
conviction. The
embroider}' is

finely executed in

the hair from her
head. It was pre-
sented to the pri-

son chaplain, who
subsequently pre-

Gencral view of the Museum, show
execution ropes, &c. See article.

The clinker brick with v\ hich Louisa Massett murdered
her child at Dalston

The origin of the somewhat peculiar name for the

eadquarters of the Metropolitan Police — Scotland
Yard — is lost in

antiquity, but it

is believed to have
received its name
from the fact that

the Scottish kings
;md their ambas-
sadors took up
their abode in the
vicinity. In 1891
the Metropolitan
Police transferred

their headquarters
from Scotland
Yard, Whitehall,
to New Scotland
Yard, Thames
Embankment. In

that year the new
buildings, de-
signed byNormari
Shaw, R.A. , were
opened. Having
as they do a front-

age of 128 feet,

with a correspond-
ing depth, and 130
feet high, they
are imposing.

ing plaster casts of murderers,
(Photos by Thankfull Sturdee)
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are fortunate enough to gain admittance,

you may see Drake's Bible, sword and
drum. The drum is the veritable one
with which he roused his men to beat

off the Spanish invasion. It accom-
panied him on all his travels. A local

legend has it that if ever England is

invaded the spirit of Sir Francis will

come from " Nombre de Dios, where his

body lies in the vast deep, and that 1 e

will beat the drum to the confusion ai d
defeat of our enemies."

Buekland Abbey — The old hoine of Sir Francis Drake

It is now claimed by an American cousin, who says he is the rightful heir

BUCKLAND ABBEY— DRAKE'S HOME
Buckland Abbey, of which we give a photograph,

is situated within easy reach of Plymouth, and right on
the fringe of the vast expanse of Dartmoor. In view
of the forthcoming contention in the law courts on the
part of an American lawyer named Daniels to prove
that he is heir to the Francis Drake estate now in

Chancery, the ancient Abbey which was for long ihe
home of the "old Devon sea-dog," possesses peculiar

interest. The Abbey was Drake's property. He
bequeathed it to his nephew Francis. It still remains
the possession of Drake's descendants. Here, if you

A QUAINT CLOCK
The quaint old clock seen in the illus-

tration was presented to Castle Rushen,
Isle of Man, by Queen Elizabeth in 1597,
and is still running, like Charley's Aunt.
Indeed, from 1597 to the present day it

has never stopped, except occasionally

for repairs. It is still the principal c'o:k

For the decoration of hats — A pair of plucked ostriches

in Castletown, Isle of Man. The face is outside the

tower of the Castle. The photo shows the works,

which are one of the greatest curiosities in the island.

Queen Elizabeth's clock in the Isle of Man, still running

-*-<+*-*-

OSTRICHES PLUCKED ALIVE

To pluck the feathers from a living bird may seem
to some people the height of barbarity. Yet this is

merely one of the steps in the regular routine of an
ostrich farm. Our photograph—which was taken at

the Heliopolis ostrich farm in Egypt — shows two
freshly-plucked birds in their pen. They had an oddly

naked look, and shivered slightly, but otherwise none
the worse for their trying experience. Next year their

valuable feathers would have grown afresh, and when
ready would be removed once more. Thus each of the

ostriches yields several crops. ^40 is the average
value of an ostrich.
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WOUNDED COLONIALS

After all the tall talk about Imperialism and about
our gratitude to our Colonial brother for coming to the

aid of the Empire, this is what the War Office does :

packs wounded Colonials among the cattle in the

steerage, and does not even bid them good cheer. Lord
Carrington has written: "It has come to the know-
ledge of the Temporary Loan Fund for Wounded and
Invalided Soldiers in England that convalescent members
of the Colonial contingents are being sent back to their

respective Colonies as steerage passengers in passenger

Lt. Kctchen (Strathcona's Horse) wounded near Waterval

steamships. Eleven Colonial wounded soldiers

sailed from England on October 12th in the Roy
steamer Ormus as steerage passengers,

the Orient Company, with the sanction
of the Lord Mayor, telegraphed to the

commander of the Ormus at Gibraltar to

put these Colonial convalescents on the
dietary of the second saloon, and to allow
them the second-class deck and comforts.

Similar arrangements are being made
with the Castle Union Line to Cape Town
and with the Canadian Dominion Line.

It is felt that it would be within the pro-

vince of the Imperial Government to

arrange that the.' e Colonial Volunteers,
many of whom are enteric patients, re-

quiring special care, should be dispatched
to their respective Colonies in a manner
more fitting their needs and condition."

There are at present about 170 wounded
and invalided Colonial soldiers in Eng-
land. Some of these men are in serious

temporary financial difficulties, as they
are unable to obtain their arrears of pay
from their own Governments in the
Colonies. These arrears range from

£ 2 5 t0 £ ll 5 per man, of which only a

having
al Mail

Farrier-Sercjt. McMullan
(Strathcona's Horse)

Lieut. Fall
(Strathcona's Horse)

small percentage is obtainable in London. Countess
Carrington was informed of this fact by some Australian
soldiers who are in her convalescent home, and she at

once called the attention of the Lord Mayor to their

hardships, and asked his Lordship whether it would be

possible for him to advance enough money out of his
" Discretionary Fund " to ensure a loan of £1 a week
to each invalided Colonial soldier while in England.
This loan would be repaid by him when he got home
and received his arrears of pay. The Lord Mayor
approved most heartily, and generously granted the loan.

-Major Jarvis
(Strathcona's Horsc x

Capt. Mackie, Adjutant
(Strathcona's Horse)
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The lightermen's strike — Discussing the situation at Blackwall Docks

THE THAMES LIGHTERMEN
The life of a lighterman, whether by day or night, is

like that of the Gilbertian policeman— " not a happy
one. " Eleven years ag"o Lord Brassey gave an award
as to pay in a dispute, and lately the Association
of Master Lightermen and Barge Owners adopted
a resolution asking certain employers to conform to

this award. On their refusal a strike was resolved
upon, and further, the men in the employ of the
firms paying the award refused to handle the craft

or work of the firms affected.

THE NEED OF CRUISERS

Great Britain is in quite a different pes'tion from
other nations. Her food supply and imported raw
materials are her life blood. The slightest interruption

to either of these would be a very serious matter, and
the stoppage of either would mean
ruin. Consequently it devolves on

British nation to see that the

y is adequate, and to make sure

the number of cruisers is ample

—

safeguard of merchant vessels.

The new type .of a first-class cruiser—H. M.S. "Cressy." There are six of these being built.

The "Cressy" was built by the Fairfield Shipbuilding Co., Glasgow, and has just been
delivered to the dockyard
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Of the experiences of these " that go down to the sea in ships," nothing- perhaps is more terrible than
the hoarse cry that electrifies the crew—" Man overboard ! Man overboard ! " The vessel scuds before
the relentless wind, and the dark object bobbing in the ever-increasing distance is the last that is soon

of the comrade who but a few minutes before was cheerv and full of life

MAN OVERBOARD J
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Pipe-Major 4th
Ghoorkas

Two Privates of the 4th Ghoorkas
Full dress and undress

Group of the 4th Ghoorkas, the terrible fighters from
India

Private of

Balut

TYPES

Bugler and
They and the Ghoor

the Go

OF OUR INF
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;S

Subadar, 4th
Ghoorkas

Sowar, 3rd Madras
Cavalry

Subadar, 2nd Q.O.
Rajput Light Infantry

- of the 3rd Baluehis
were taught bagpipe playing by
s and Seaforths

In army in china

Three distinguished officers of the 14th Sikhs. They
caeh possess the Indian order of merit
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Group 0! the 4th Ghoorkas, the terrible fighters fro Bugler and "IP'r of the 3rd Baluchis Three distinguished officers of the lMh Sikhs. They

Thtv and "" uhcortf »«rc mught hugpipt piojing t.y caeh possess the Indian order of merit

the Gallons and Scoforths

TYPES OF OUR INPIAN ARMY IN CHINA
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THE ROAD ACROSS AFRICA
1

It is not many months now since a friendly hi lit

from Downing Street went round the Fleet Street

offices to prepare correspondents for a war with France.
Old as he was in the experience of nations, Lord
Salisbury himself hardly expected that France would
climb down so ignominiously over Fashoda—Jbe little

swampy tract on the Nile which Marchand and his

fellows had so bravely reached. Fortunately for France
and for ourselves, that war never broke out, and the

vast valley of the N
route.

swingin

lay open for the Cape to Cairo

now rapidlyThat route is

completion, and
from both sides

engineers are
shaping th.3 great
artery of Africa
with feverish
activity. From
the north, the
sudd-cutters have
re-ached and
passed Fashoda,
and the Upper
Nile no longer
bars your passage
with impassable
weeds, but yields

before the prow
of the steamer.
Rhodes's dream
and Kitchener's
real i t y—h o w
strangely history-

moulds itself to

human purposes !

But before the
Nile was open,
the pestilential

region around
Fashoda was
known, in Sir
Samuel Baker's
forcible words, as
" a heaven for

mosquitoes and a
damp hell for

men." Now not
a tree breaks the
horizon, the heat
at all times is

intense. Except
in a few isolated

spots, inhabited
by a few negroes
of the Dinka and
Nuer tribes, not a sign of human life is visible The
landscape is one huge dreary marsh through which the
Nile oozes in several streams, the more important one
wandering through the swampy Bahr-el-Gebel region.
It was in the Bahr-el-Gebel that the "sudd" gathered
most, entirely blocking the river. This "sudd" has
proved a formidable obstacle. Before and after the
annual rain)' season stormy weather prevails. The
strong winds cause large masses of papyrus and reeds,

growing in the shallow lakes, to become detached by
the roots. They are thus set floating upon the surface
of the lagoons. These floating masses are sometimes
ot several acres in extent, and move about according
to the direction of th? wind. Eventually some portions
of them find their way into the river itself and float

down with the stream. A bend in the channel, or a

narrow section-

, causes them to slick fast, and a partial

block is speedily formed. The current brings down
fresh masses of weed upon those first arrived, and the
sectional area of the river channel is quickly reduced.
The velocity of the current is, consequently, increased,
and the succeeding portions are sucked under the
original block, thus adding to its thickness. By
degrees, under the severe action of the water, Ihe
whole becomes compressed into a dense and solid

mass, which covers the river surface from bank to

bank, and underneath which the stream rushes as
on towards ! through a sluice-gate. The blocks

Clearing the "sudd'

al times, attain a
thickness of fif-

teen feet below
the water, and
four or five feet

above it. The
surface is forced

by the pressure
into what may be
best described as

a gigantic ridge
and furrow. In

places it is so

solid that hippo-
potami and even
elephants car
cross it without
danger. Natu-
rally, such a block
causes a rise in

the water-levels

up stream-, and
the river spills.

over into the
adjacent marshes,
thus assisting
fresh masses of

papyrus to float

adrift and' form
the nucleus of

further obstruc-
tions lower down.
Navigation of the

river is thus ren-

dered impossible.

The method of

c 1 e a r i n g the
''sudd" is a
tedious but tho-
roughly practical

one. First of all

the papyrus and
weeds on top are

burned, thus leav-

ing- the surface of

the " sudd " bare. Then gangs of men, set to digging-

trenches a few feet deep, dividing the "sudd" into

square blocks. Hawsers from the river steamers are

then fixed on the block, at which the vessel tugs until

the mass gives way and floats down stream. In this

manner has the Upper Nile been cleared of the rank
vegetation that blocked the way from Cairo to the

Cape.

The Depot Commandant of the City Imperial Volun-
teers has received from Colonel Mackinnon a notifica-

tion that Colonel A. G. Pawle has been appointed
Receiver of Revenue in the Transvaal, and that Captain

J. E. H. Orr has been appointed (provisionally) secre-

tary to the Military Governor.

from the Nile. An incident 011 the way —
the hawser snapped
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Miss Ethel Wynne Matthison "

Who plays charmingly in "The Lackey's Carnival." (Photo by
Ellis and Walery)

Miss Marguerite Corneille
The beautiful singer who has been charming audiences at the

Oxford. (Photo by \V. and D. Downey)

Mr. H. B. Irving
Now playing in the "Wedding Guest" at the Garrick

Miss Dorothea Baird (-Mrs. II. B. Irving)
In the " Wedding Guest." (Photos by The Biograph Co.)

BEHIND THE FOOTLIGHTS
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THE IMPERIAL BANNER CORPS.

A private of the Imperial Banner Corps, known as

the Fekin Field Force, is a typical Chinese soldier, and
has his own opinions as to the advisability of going
into action. The corps was called into existence after

the invasion of Chihli by the allies in i860, the late

emperor and his advisers deeming it wise to borrow the

liehtninsr of successtul barbarians and to fight them

when the rebels were carrying everything before them,
and were expected to descend on Fekin, the force was
awakened by Imperial edicts to an undesired sense of

its duties. Then it was discovered— but officially hushed
up by passages of coin— that nine-tenths of the arms
originally issued to the force had been either pawned or

lost ; the Krupp guns had been stripped of every mov-
able and marketable piece of metal, and no ammunition
was forthcoming. These, however, were details easily

In Fekin. The Japanese soldiers bargaining with the Chinese for necessaries

with their own devices. Accordingly some 10,000 men
from the eight Banner Corps of Manchu clansmen were
enrolled as a species of Imperial bodyguard ; match-
locks and jingals were substituted for their beloved
bows and arrows, and eventually they were supplied
with Krupp field guns, bought at fancy prices from
German pioneers. Having obtained which weapons,
and been reviewed by Prince Kung and the grand
secretaries, China's modern army went comfortably to
sleep for thirty years.

During the rebellion in Manchuria, however, in 1891,

remedied in the hour of need, since flintlocks and salt-

petre are always to be had for the buying. More
serious was the fact that not one clansman in one
hundred had any knowledge of firearms whatsoever, or

had ever been called upon to drill. By the end of the

year, however, the worthy Bannermen were turned out

somehow to pass muster, and the guns, by dint of

polishing and paint, looked bravely enough. Regular
parades were instituted, and volley-firing on the Anting
plain caused the good burghers of Pekin to revel in

belief of military protection.
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Therefore, when in September of 1894 an edict sum-
moned the force to assist in forming the northern line

of defence against the Japanese, there were found in its

ranks certain vestiges of drill and equipment— that is

to say, nearly every man had a gun of some sort hidden
in the recesses of his store bed, and recognised his

liability to active service.

The day on which the force assembled was a rainy

one, and Pekin a Stygian impasse of mud. In silence

novel and interesting. Willi much rouj<li persuasio
of ponies who had never drawn a gun-carriage before
the}' got their six Krupps near the Hata gale, by whic.
they were to leave the city. Here, however, the mu
became impassable and the street was speedily blocket
Then the rain began, and the first thought of ever
man was to keep his pigtail dry, which is a point c

honour with the Chinese. The scene became livel

with innumerable umbrellas and much swearing, until

In Pekin. Wounded American sailor and soldiers

and dirt the 4,000 Bannermen answered to the roll-call,
umbrellas open and arms as you please. The autho-
rities, recognising the need of some encouragement,
issued a month's pay in advance— an occurrence with-
out precedent in history—new uniforms were then
served out, and the place of the first camp having been
settled, each man was allowed to get there before "night-
fall according to his own lights—the roads being too
bad for marching. A few only were told off to escort
the guns.
The evolutions of these amateur artillerymen were

to the relief of all concerned, the Blue Button in charg
turned his pony's nose homeward. In the twinklin
of an eye nothing visible remained of the Pekin tiel

force but six Krupp guns embedded. in the mud. Fc
sixty-six hours they stood there in the rain, uncoverec
and unguarded, a monument to the folly of Wester.
innovations !

Such is the Chinese soldier in the north—a faithfu"

sober, and reliable man in times of peace, askin
nothing better than to eat the Government's rice, ow:
a Government gun, and compete for prizes in archer}-

.
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in pleasant fashion. And at length,
when hounds " find " and break cover
close on the tail of the "varmint," who
shall describe the indescribable plea-
sures of the chase ?

Why, 'tis a sight for the gods to
witness — an experience to make the
blood tingle through the veins— to see
hounds go helter-skelter across the
funow, followed by the red-coated
" field," mounted on blacks, greys, and
chestnuts, their forms silhouetted against
the rich, reddish soil of the hill-side or
the background of tinted trees, whilst
the "View hallo !" or the " Gone away "

of the followers is wafted on the morning
air. "My Masters, fox-hunting is a
glorious sport ! C. F. S.

AT HULL FAIR
Hull Fair" is an annual institution that is exceed-

Fox-nunting. The meet in the morning

FOX-HUNTING: A GLORIOUS SPORT
Once again the country-side is beautiful with the

|

wonderful and inimitable colour blend-
ing of the autumnal change ; every-
where the leaves are reddening to the
fall, and the fallen ones crackle musi-
cally beneath the feet of the pedestrian,
the wheels of the cyclist, and the hoofs
of the equestrian's mount ; and yet,

again, the "Tally-ho!" of the hunts-
man and the sharp voices of hounds are
heard lingering on the brisk morning
air. O ! but October is a glorious
month for the dwellers in the country,
and, most of all, for the favoured ones
who can hunt behind a good pack.
What more can a good sportsman

desire than a sound body, a sharp, crisp

morning, a plucky horse, a hard-work-
ing pack, and a game fox ? Why, 'tis

worth all the medicine in the world to

be present at an early morning " meet,"
when cheery greetings, bright smiles,
and genuine good wishes pass around
from young and old. Even the horses
are imbued with the fine spirit of their

masters, and the hounds are also in-

fected with a similar exuberance of

"fellow-feeling." As the pack trails off

to the first " draw," the eager "yaps"
ot the hounds, the harsh crack of the
huntsman's long lash, and his stern

"Back, Trusty!" "Down, lion!" are all notes oflingly popular with the population of North Lincoln-
harmony to the sportsman's ear. And even if a thick shire, Nottingham, and the East and West Ridings of
covert is difficult to "work," a lively chat with a I Yorkshire. The Fair opens on the second Thursday in
pretty female member of the hunt whiles away the time

! October, and is continued until the Tuesday following.
There is a horse, sheep and cattle market,
and a pleasure fair all combined into one
great whole ; and, needless to say, it is

attended by a crowd embracing nearly
every nationality under the sun. The
fair this yearwas quite up to the average,
and on the opening day more than a
score trip-trains carried about 20,000
visitors to the town, all intent on enjoy-
ing themselves to their heart's content.
In the space set apart for the horse fair

one saw all sorts and conditions of men
and animals ; swarthy-visaged gipsies
—in charge of a motley crowd of decrepit
ponies—tried hard to lure simple-looking
yokels to buy ; shrewd, big-limbed
farmers from the plains of York, with
practised hand and sound judg-

Fox-hunting, A likely covert ment, extolled the merits, or exposed

Taken at Kuper Island, British Columbia, by the Rev. R. J. Roberts
"Come, Dick, let us go out and troU for a salmon or two for mother"
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the faults, of various horses in

broad dialect—such as :
" Shoo's

a reight good bred 'un," or,

" Shoo's now't but a darned
1 drop deead !

'
"

;
square-jawed,

tawny-skinned dealers from Ire-

land, with strong lungs and
quaint speech, tried hard to win
the go!d from likely customers

;

whilst the strange tongue of the

Welshmen mingled curiously with
the pronounced accents of the

"Darbysheer" dealer; and the
Scotchman's thick "burr" con-
trasted strangely with the cock-
ney's "Who'll mike a bid tor the

motherly-looking dames of forty

summers, with hair awry and hat
aside, threw confetti into th<

of those around like giddy young
girls of fifteen. Young ladies,

who at church-parade would be

the very incarnation of decorum,
recklessly tickled, with feathers
on a stick-, the t;:c<s of the young
men they passed. Strong, sun-
burnt sailors from far countries,

attired in coarse blue guernseys
and greasy caps, pushed along in

close company with the immacu-
late young man about town. And
the prim Methodist class leaders

Kcquires gentle hanlling'

Interested veterans : In their youthful

days they had " high old jinks " at

the Fair

The persuasive horse-dealer

moke?" The
pleasure fair was
a veritable pande-
monium. Talk
about the wild
hilarity of the
carnivals at Nice,

Florence, and
other world-famed
places— they are
not to be com-
pared unto Hull
Fairwhen it comes
to real, thorough,
unrestrained plea-

s ure-ma king.
Here were 30,000
people—all sizes

and all ages —
crushing, squeez-
ing, shouting,
and screaming

—

simply intoxi-
cated with de-
light. Substantial Who wants a whip, a brush or a halter?

THE FAMOUS FAIR AT HULL

A typical horse-dealer

so far forgot

themselves as to

enter the Fat Wo-
rn a n ' s Show,
whilst their wives
went to see the
"Wonders of
Paris." In fact

—

to put it briefly

—

Hull goes mad
once every year.

All restraint is

flung to the winds,
and the town —
with its wife, not
to mention the

children — turns

out to have a right

jolly time. There
is an old saying
known in the

North : " From
Hull, H , and
Halifax, good
Lord deliver us.''

[Photos l.y C. F. Shaw, Batley
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The New University College Hospital Goner Street

(Photo by Raab)

F. Sleightholme

F. Sleightholme, of the Bath Cycling Club, was one ot

the most successful racing men in the West of England

during the last season. He has won nine firsts, three

seconds and three third prizes, and in August last won
outright the Bath C. C. members' challenge cup, value

twenty guineas.

Mr. Duncan's famous collie dogs. They are extremely clever, can go through many
difficult performances and, as seen in the photo, play various tunes on the bells. Mr.

Duncan's method of training is persuasion

(Photo by S. Cribb)

HERE, THERE, AND EVERYWHERE
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MISS FRANCIS OF "DALY'S"

WHO PLAYS SO CHARMINGLY

IN "SAN TOY'
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THE KOWTOW
The Chinese of wealth and distinction never walk in

the street ; they either ride on horseback or are

carried in chairs. But if by chance the person riding
or being" carried should meet a friend of equal or
higher rank, also travelling" by the same means, both
parties will alight and make the peculiar kowtow bow.

received standing. For the last two years they have
brought it so far as to address the Kmperor directly
on the Imperial platform. In China it is customary,
in addressing persons, to greet them with titles of dis-
tinction, such as " Hsung erh " (My Elder Brother),
"Lao yeh" (Your Venerable Highness), or " Ta lao
yeh " (Your Great Honour), as well as " Ta Jen "(Your
Excellency). Having addressed one of my Chinese

In Chinese Waters — A German gunboat chasing a Chinese filibuster

This kowtow, when speaking to the Emperor, consists
of kneeling and bowing the forehead thrice to the
ground. The foreign Ministers were formerly com-
pelled to do this when received by the Emperor. Lord
Amherst, British Ambassador in 1816, refused to make
the kowtow and was not received by the Emperor.
In 1873, after many years of controversy, the rule
was changed so as to allow foreign diplomats to be

friends, a graduate of the Medical Department of
Harvard College, with the title "Ta lao yeh," he
begged me to address him simply " Hsien Sheng,"
meaning Mister, as well as teacher or professor, an
honourable title.

The Chinese will always address one another in

most nattering terms, while they will speak very
humbly of themselves, their families, their country, &c.
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IN CHINA
One never becomes so well acquainted with the

Chinese that ceremony may be dispensed with. It is

possible that there may be intormal visiting among
very old friends and neighbours, but it is hardly con-
ceivable. With mere acquaintances the visit cannot be
paid until one is sent for ; then a cart arrives, more or
less splendid, according to the position of the hostess.

the late Rev. William Reid, of Auchindoir, Aberdeen
shire. He was born on August 21st, 1846, and enterec
the Army as an ensign in the 109th Foot (now the 2nc
Battalion of the Prince of Wales's Leinster Regiment.
Royal Canadians) on January 18th, 1867, being trans
ferred to the Bengal Staff Corps as a lieutenant or
May 6th, 1871. During the Afghan War of 1878-80 he
was severely wounded at Peiwar Kotal, obtained men-
tion in dispatches, and received for his services the meda'

In Pekiu. Natives staring at the soldiers of " the white savages who have come from
afar." The Chinaman is a hopeless case

It is something of an art for a foreigner to take her
seat gracefully and comfortably in a Pekin cart, and
there are those who do not think that it can be done at
all. A succinct rule has been given bv one who should
be an authority, "Tumble in, and fold up."

* * ¥
Brigadier-General Alexander John Forsyth Reid,

C. B.
,
who commands the 4th China Brigade, is a Scotch-

man and a " son of the Manse," his father having been

with clasp and the brevet ot major (March 2nd, iSSi)-

He obtained his colonelcy in January, 1894, and the
following year served under Sir Robert Low with the
Chitral Relief Force, in command ot the 29th Punjab
Infantry, on the line of communications, for which he
wears a third medal with clasp. In 1897-S he served in

thecampaign on the north-west frontier of India, under
the late Sir William Lockhart, as officiating colonel on
the staff, with the Malakand Brigade, and had charge
of the Malakand Fort.
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The Queen of Tonga, the Premier of New Zealand (the Right Hon. R. J. Seddon), and Mrs. Seddon

Fijian Chief Fijian Chief. "Say it again: "

THE EXPANSION OF NEW ZEALAND
SCENES DURING THE VISIT OF THE PREMIER OF NEW ZEALAND TO THE PACIFIC ISLANDS

From photos kindly supplied by the Right Hon. R. J. Seddon
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Orange Juggling at Nukualofa, Tonga The Throne, Parliament House, Nukualofa, Tonga

Bank of New Zealand, Suva

THE EXPANSION OF NEW ZEALAND
SCENES DURING THE VISIT OF THE PREMIER OF NEW ZEALAND TO THE PACIFIC ISLANDS

From photos kindly supplied by the Right Hon. R. J. Seddon
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THE UNDERGROUND IN PARIS
The success of the new Paris Metropolitan was too

good to last. After not quite three months' working,
during which the train service between the Porte
jMaillot and Vincennes has been managed with ad-
mirable efficiency and without any serious hitch, a bad
accident occurred on the line outside the Place de la
Concorde Station ; thirty persons were injured, of whom
fifteen were severely hurt. A collision took place be-
tween two trains, one of which was stopping outside
the Concorde Station, the block signal being closed
ahead ; the line behind ought, of course, to have been
shut up to the preceding station. Whether this was
or was not the case, a second train left the Tuileries
stoppage and, proceeding at full speed, ran with terrific

force into the stationary train. A fearful collision
occurred

; the first train was little damaged, but the
leading carriage containing the motor of the second

Entrance to the Paris Underground Railway on the Champs Elysees

was smashed to splinters. The engine-
driver and his assistant were crushed,
and the passengers in the car, who fortu-

nately were few in number, were hurled
with terrific violence to the further end of

the vehicle. A frightful panic ensued.
The wounded shrieked with pain, while
the terrified passengers in the other cars

lost their heads and shouted wildly. The
horror of the accident was increased by
the electric light going out after the shock,
the tunnel in which lay the shattered train

with its injured and panic-stricken passen-
gers being plunged in total darkness.

The tunnel where the accident happened on the Paris Underground Railway
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NORTH , COUNTRY FOOTBALL
BY THE "TYKE ;

t

YORKSHIRE
" Oh ! what a surprise !

" was the popular, if some-
what vulgar, refrain heard on the Wakefield football

enclosure during the later stages of the game between
Yorkshire and Cheshire. The week previous to the

match all the critics, without exception, had severely

condemned the Yorkshire fifteen, and foretold all

manner of disastrous defeats for the—on paper

—

unsatisfactory players who had been selected to uphold
the prestige of the country in the world of sport. And
lo ! when the all-important testing-day came round,
everyone of the fifteen Tykes played for all he was
worth, and individually and collectively completely vin-

dicated themselves, and put their critics to shame by
administering a Severe trouncing to the Cestnans by
no fewer than forty points to nil ! Immediately before

the game commenced several well-known supporters of

the Cheshire players declared they had the finest team
that ever donned the " Blue and White." The forwards
averaged more than 13 st. per man, and were Said to

be as fast as most three-quarter backs. Their combi-
nation—eight of the players were drawn from Run-
corn, and seven from Stockport—was supposed j.o be
all that could be desired, so that everyone was con-
fident of victory. On the other hand, their opponents
vvere acknowledged to be an untried and, theoretically,

inferior set of players.

But, from the kick-off, it was evident the Yorkshire
men were on their mettle, and ably led by Gath, of

Heckmondwike, they completely over-played the Ces-
trians, whose resistance was completely broken down
in the first thirty minutes. Thereafter the game deterio-

rated to a mere procession. There was no struggle for

supremacy, no quick rushes from one goal to another,
only a one-sided and uninteresting exhibition of free

scoring.

The most striking feature of the game, apart from
the collapse of the visiting team, was the really excel-

lent display of the two club-mates, Parker and Ham-
brecht, of Bramley. They ran, passed, re-passed, and
kicked with splendid judgment, and quite nonplussed
their respective opponents. Hambrecht was the hero
of the match : he obtained three tries and kicked a goal,

besides having a hand in all the principal movements.
His colleague, Parker, also scored two tries and kicked
two goals, and the other Bramley representative, Top-
ham, also gained a try. So that particular club con-
tributed a fair share to the success of the premier team.
Frank the short, of Hull, played a good game at half,

and was quite the trickiest man on the field ; his

partner, Marsden, of Bradford, also put in some clever

dodgy runs, besides opening out the play for those
behind. Dewhurst, of Huddersfield, and Robinson, of
Hull (Kingston), also did fairly well, but were over-

shadowed by the Bramley pair. • Taylor, the custodian,
of Hull, had not much to do ; what he did was, how-
ever, done well, though I consider he would do better
if he ran less and kicked more. As to the front division,

it would be" as unfair as it would be difficult to award
more praise to one than another. Every man was a
genuine worker, and strove hard to ensure victory for

his side.

The losers, I suppose, will be only too glad to have a
veil drawn over the proceedings. For them the sooner
t le match is consigned to the oblivion of the mighty
Has Been, the better. But permit me to say that
Cheshire never once gave even a passing glimpse of
their true form. To judge the team on the strength
of their sorry exhibition against Yorkshire would be as
unwise as to judge the latter team on the merits of

their display. We must use a 1 1 1 1 1* discrimination-

Yorkshire, spurred on by the taunts and sneers of un-

kind critics, played much above their usual form
;

Cheshire, who had " struck a bad patch " at a very

unfortunate time, played far below their wonted
standard. They can—and will—do much better before

the season is out.

Of the senior competition fixtures the most interesting

games were at Halifax, Huddersfield, and Brighouse.
The former club entertained the Rovers of Hull, and
rather expected to gain a couple of points during the

afternoon. But they were undeceived, as at the end of

a hard, fast game honours were divided. Kemp, Morfitt,

and Kruger did good service for the visitors, and Rigg,
who made a popular reappearance after a few weeks'
enforced absence, Wood, Dickenson, and Riley also

played hard for Halifax. At Huddersfield, the home
team disappointed their admirers by succumbing to the

energetic Leeds Parish fifteen. The game was a very
" scrappy '' affair, both teams lacking combination ; and
the churchmen vvere rather fortunate to win by a try to

nothing. Huddersfield gave a trial to their newly-
found Welshman, Llewellyn Deere, of Mountain Ash.

He brought a splendid reputation with him from Wales,
but had not a fair chance of enhancing it on Saturday,
as the centres did not feed him quickly enough. What
he had to do, however, he accomplished very well, as

also did Sutcliffe, Kitchen, Sullivan, and Chambers ;

whilst for the winners none played better than Corcoran,
whose defence was very sound ; Evans, Knight, and
Smith, who scored the winning point. Brighouse, at

home, were in capital form against Wakefield, whom
they defeated by 12 points to 3. Walker, for Brighouse.
scored a brilliant try, and Saville kicked a good goal
from near the half-way. Nicholl and Denham also

played a good game for the winners, and for the

runners-up- Howell, Goodyear, Walton, and Metcalfe-

tried all they knew to avert defeat. Castleford

obtained their first win of the year at the expense of

their companions in misfortune—Liversidge. Hull and
Hunslet had a grand tussle for supremacy on the former
ground, the home team eventually obtaining the

verdict by a goal and a try to one try. Bramley and
Leeds had a pointless draw at Headingley ; and
Holbeck gained a narrow victory over Manninghjam by

3 points to 2. Bradford and Batley, expecting to have
their best men engaged with the county, postponed
their engagement until Shrove Tuesday. The former
team filled the date by entertaining York, the leaders

of the Second Competition, whom the)' easily defeated
by 14 to 5 ; and Batley journeyed to Swinton, and vvere

vanquished after a good game by 5 to 3.

LANCASHIRE

All the principal clubs in the senior competition had
an "off" day on Saturdav, so that chief interest was
taken in the county fixture with Cumberland. Both
counties had chosen the best possible teams for the
occasion ; and while it was generally considered Lanca-
shire would win, Cumberland were expected to make a

strong bid for success. In the opening stages of the

game the big, stalwart forwards of the home county
led a strong attack on the Lancashire goal, and soon
Buckett secured a couple of points. In fact, the

visitors deemed not a little surprised with the vigour
shown by the home players, who rushed the pace in

remarkable style. But a little while before half-time

they eased off a little, and Lancashire began to play in

their true form. Their superior running and passing
quite bewildered the Cumbrians

v
the back play of
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The Graveyard at Intombi, Ladysmiih

Lancashire being very fine indeed. At tliree-quarter

time the home county were hopelessly beaten, and
Lancashire's score of 3 goals, 5 tries, to 1 goal, is a fair

criterion of the game as it went.
For Lancashire, Fish (of Warrington), Field (of

Rochdale), and the two Williams (of Salford and Old-
ham), respectively played splendidly. The two halves
— Lees (of Oldham) and Davies (of Svvinton)—combined
like clubmates, and were for ever keeping the men
behind on the move. Smith (of Salford) filled the post
of goal-keeper with credit, and all the forwards worked
hard and well. For Cumberland, none performed

better than Beckett (of Millom), Varty (of Aspartria),

Little (of Seaton), McLaughlin (of Whitehaven), and
Steel (of Workington), though, needless to say,

every man strove all he knew to reverse the result ;

but the Lancastrians showed better "class" and
judgment.

In clubland, " friendly" games were played between
several of the leading clubs, the majority of whom won
with plenty in hand. Thus Oldham defeated Work-
ington by 26 points to 2, Salford beat Lancaster by

15 to 2, Leigh vanquished Tyldesley by 22 to nil, and
Warrington got the better of Altrincham by 22 to 6.
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MANY HAPPY RETURNS OF THE DAY

Yesterday (November 9th) His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales celebrated

his 59th birthday. May he celebrate many more
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late Mr.
Yardley

Dramatic critic. (Photo
by Russell and Sons)

The late Profe
Max Muller

(Photo by Russell
Sons)

ssor

and

The late Baron de
Renzis

Italian Ambassador to

St. James's. (Photo by
Russell and Sous)

The iate ("apt. Foley
Ycreker

Nautical Adviser B. of T.
(Phuto by Maull and

Fox)

Durban, the

king

PlVWLC

hat laid

An interesting' group appears on
Soldier sons. The eldest, Barrack-
Brundish, can boast of three medals
and two stars -for the Afghan and
Egyptian campaigns—and good con-
duct medal. He is now Barrack
Warder at Gosport. The second
son, George, served his time in the
Royal Artillery, and is now engaged
as clerk to an engineering firm at

Erith, Kent. The third son, James,
belongs to the Royal Marine Ar-
tillery, and is now on board the
Canopus somewhere in the Medi-
terranean. The lourth son served
his time in the Army Service Corps,
and is now a caretaker under the
London School Board at Chelsea,
while the fifth and youngest son is

a battery sergeant-major in the
Royal Artillery now in South Africa.

He has just recovered from a severe
attack of dysentery', and is again on
duty.

%> v ¥
In a former number in the obituary

Preuss, C.I. V., who died at Pretoria

this pag
Master

e of five I one of his letters was inadvertently misquoted. In our
William ' notice he was made to say : " I am sorry I am out

here," whereas the sentence ought
to have read, "1 am not sorry I

am out here." The context showed
that the gallant fellow was not
complaining, but doing his duty
nobly.

v * ¥
The late Baron F. de Renzis di

Montanaro, the Italian Ambassador
to Great Britain, was in the prime
of life, when he died. Shortly after

his appointment to St. James's, in

1898, his health gave way, and
recently he sought refuge from
our inhospitable climate in Paris.

However, (he change produced no
beneficial effect, and he died on
the 281I1 ult.

* * *
The remains of the late Mr. Sims

Reeves, the famous tenor, were
notice of Private I cremated at Brookwood on October 31st, the funeral
an extract from

;

ceremonies being accompanied by many signs of public

live late Sims Reeves
(Photo by Elliot: and Fry)

Barrack Master
Brundish

G. Brundish, R.A. J. Urundish, R.M.A. S. Brundith, A.S.C.

FIVE SOLDIER BROTHERS
B.-S.-M. Cruutiish

R.A.
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and private sorrow. It is likely that a memorial will I Mr, A. YARDLEY, who died recently, one oi the mo t

be set up to the memory of the famous singer, and Sir' prominent dramatic critics, was also well known as a
Henry Irving has given his opinion in favour of a tablet

|

sportsman. He played for Cambridge a^ain Oxford
in Westminster Abbey. at Lord's, he won the racquet championship at the

Majot - General Trotter, Commanding the Home Distriet, who headed the C I.V.

when they forced their way through the London crowds
(Photo by Gregory)

Professor Max Muller, who died on October 28th,
from his youth loved literature, and his literary career
is one of fame. Among other important honours he
was made a member of the Privy Council in 1896. He
was born at Dessau in 1823.

'Varsity, and was an expert at tennis. Ho wrote
several plays, amongst which was The Passport.

"Australia's Cherished Dream," Mr. Joseph Gillot's

famous composition, was sung in the Houses of Parlia-

ment, Melbourne, not Svdnev, as formerly stated.-
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THE LATE PRINCE CHRISTIAN VICTOR OF SCHLESWIG - HOLSTEIN

The son of Prince and Princess Christian, and grandson of Her Majesty, who died of enteric fever

while on active service in South Africa. The news of his death created widespread sorrow in

every class of society. The dead Prince was a gallant soldier who had seen a lot of active seiv ce.

In 1891 he took part in the Hazara Expedition, and also in the Miranzai campaign. In the fol-

lowing year he served in the Isazai Expedition, and in 1895 accompanied the expedition against

King Prempeh of Ashanti. In 1898 he was a staff officer in the Soudan, and in October last year

was gazetted for special service in South Africa. He was born at Windsor Castle and died in his

thirty-fourth year. (Photo by Russell and Sons)
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LORD ROBERTS' FAREWELL TO THE C.I.V,

a brief summary of Lord Roberts' farewell speech to the CI.V.'s at
er version of it is none the less interesting at the present time. L01

Although
before, the fulle

I could not allow you to
leave Pretoria without
wishing you " Good-
bye " and "Godspeed"
on your homeward
journey.

I am glad you are going
home, because you have
well earned a holiday, but
I am more sorry than I can
say to lose you from this
command, and I greatly
regret that your early de-
parture precludes us from
the honour and pleasure
to which I have been
looking forward for some
months past of marching,
as your honorary colonel,
at your head, into London,
and being with you when
you receive that richly-
deserved tribute of ad-
miration which will un-
doubtedly be offered to
you by your fellow-
citizens.

Statistics are dull
things, but I think I must
quote a few to you, as
they will give your fellow-
soldiers out here and your
fellow-citizens at home
smie idea of what you
have gone through in the
service ofyour Queen and
country. Your total
strength when you landed
in this country was 1,729
of all ranks, including the
battery, the mounted in-
fantry, and the battalion.
Of these nine have been
killed, forty-three have
died, fifty - three have
been wounded, and 141
have been invalided, a
total of 246, or slightly
over 13 per cent.
You left the railway at

Springfontein on April
16th, and arrived at Pre-
toria for the third time on
August 23rd. During
these four months you
marched on seventy-rive
days, and covered a dis-
tance of 1,008 miles, an
average of 13^ miles a
nay—a fine performance,
ot which any regiment
might well be proud,
more especially a corps
such as yours, drawn as it

was from various sources,
and composed of men not
trained for war.
You are going home

in advance of the other
troops, because I feel that
some consideration is due
to those of you who
have given up professions,
situations, and employ-
ments to take your place
in the ranks of her
Majesty's Army, and that
some consideration is due
also to those employers
who, through motives of
patriotism, are keeping
your places open till you
return.

I have always been a
firm believer in the Volun-
teer movement, and have
had strong convictions
that some cf the best
material in the Army is
to be found in our Volun-
teer force. Some few years ago, when I was Commander-in-Chief in India,
an expedition was being prepared for service on the Eastern Frontier of
Bengal, and I strongly recommended an application submitted by the
Calcutta Volunteers that a company of that battalion might take part in
the expedition. This was agreed to by the Government of India, andme company did excellent service on that occasion. The admirable worknow performed by the C.I.V., the Volunteers attached to the Regular
battalions serving in South Africa, and the Imperial Yeomanry have, I

Pretoria has appear* '1

d Roberts said :

rejoice to say, prove
lhat I was right, and ih.t
England, relying as she
floes on the patriot io

Volunteer system for her
defence, is resting on no
broken reed.
You ha\ e proved your

ivorth, and now you re-

turn to your homes to
receive the well-merited
applause of your fellow-

countrymen ; I think I

may say, without fear of
making a mistake, 1

of

your countrywomen uU >.

ikit your work will net
then be quite finished.

You were drawn, I under-
stand, from fifty- three
Volunteer battalions To
each of these the men re-

turning home will prove
a tower of strength. You
will be able to tell your
Comrades what war is

.ike, and instruct them as

lo the manner in which
ihey must prepare them-
selves for service in the

field. And there is one
other thing you can do,

that is, to carry into the

heart of the nation what
you now know of the

British soldier, with whom
you have fought shoulder
to shoulder for some
months past. Tell every-
Liie of his bravery, his

endurance, his gentleness
md his good behaviour,
fell them what a noble
fellow he is, and how 'rt

;i moment's notice he is

prepared to lay down his

life for his Queen and
country.
One word in conclusion.

when you march thiouj.h

the streets of London gijvc

a thought to one man who,
though absent in person.

will be present in spirit,

your Honorary Colonel,

U ho will ever remember
t\ ith pride his connection
with the corps which has
brought honour to itself

and done such splendid
service for Queen and
country.

Colonel Mackinnon, his father, and Coionei Stacpole, the embarka-
tion officer at Southampton (once a Gordon Highlander), having a

chat at Southampton Docks. (Photo by S. Cribb)

March 3 to 30.—Orange River.
April 16.—Marched from Springfontein
May 26.— Crossed the Vaal.
May 29.—Doornkop.
June 5 —Entered Pretoria.
[To this date we had been on the march 1

were marching days, giving an a\ erage of > \ e 1-

June 11.— Donkerhoek.

The following ic

a concise diary of

the doings ol the

C.I.V.:—
Jan. 1. — First enrol-

ment.
Jan. 13.—E Company

and Mounted Infantry

sailed.

Jan. 20.—Remainder of
Infantry sailed.

Feb. 16. — Headquar-
ters landed at Cape
Town.

Feb. 20. — Left Cape
Town.

Feb. 23. — .Vm-ed at

Crange Riv r.

Feb. 27.— Left Cran^c
River for De Aar.
Feb. 2S. — Two com-

panies left Du Aar for

Britstow 11.

March 2. — Left Do
Air.

ifiY-otK' d.-iys, forty vf \\1;

thirteen miles per day.]
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Embarkation of the C.I.V.'s on the "Aurania" at Capetown

June 12.

[une t6.

July S.-
July 25:

July 31.

—Diamond Hill.

—Entered Pretoria second time.
Entered Heilbron second time.

—Evacuated Heilbron.
— Frederickstadt fight.

jHBH———

Aug. io.— Left Blaawbank.
Aug. 23.—Arrived at Pretoria third time.
[Distance marched 224 miles in fourteen day-., one of which was a d.iy'i

rest. Average, 17% miles per day. April 26th to August 23rd, total march
1,018 miles ; seventy-five marching days ; average, i3'4 mites per day.
Aug. 23 to Oct. 2.— Pretoria.

Oct. 2.—Left Pretoria.

Oct. 5.—Arrived Cape Town.
Oct. 7.—Sailed from Cape Town,
Oct. 27,—Arrived Southampton.

So ends a chronology which gives in a nutshell what
t-IiiJ gallant C.I.V.'s have done. The number of officers

and men who have been under Col. Mackinnon in South
Africa was originally 64 officers and 1,675 other ranks'.

Staff-Captain Glynn on hoard the "Aurania'
saying' farewell to the C.I.V.'s at Capetown

Some of the invalided officers at Claremont Sanitoriurn,

discussing the war news in the morning's paper
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THE FIRST MAN OF THE C.I.V. TO LAND FROM THE "AURANIA"
(Phoio by S. Cribb)
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THE DISBANDMENT OF THE C.I.V.

The secretary of Slate for War has decided that the

following course shall be adopted in the discharge from

duty of the members of the City Imperial Volunteers :
—

The parchment certi-

ficates of those members
who elect to be dis-

charged at the expira-

tion of the furlough to

be granted will be dated

lor November 30th, 1900,

and the discharges will

be confirmed for the

same date, steps to carry

them out being taken
as early as practicable.

There is no reason why
such men should not be

given their parchment
certificates in advance,

so that they may wear
plain clothes and be able

to resume their civil

employment without loss

of time. Being soldiers

of the Regular forces, all

the -men must be form-
ally discharged in ac-

cordance with the pro-

visions of the Army Act,

and the discharges duly

reported ; while in the

case of any men being"

discharged as medically

unfit for further service,

the prescribed invaliding

procedure for soldiers of

the RegularArmy should
be adopted; in order that

their claims for pension

may be considered by the

Commissioners of Chel-
sea Hospital. Those
members who elect to

complete a year's service

from the date of enlist-

ment will be sent to join

the provisional battalion

at Shorncliffe when their

furloughs have expired.

Forms of "Proceedings
on discharge " an'd dis-

charge and character
certificates have been
sent to the Depot Com-
mandant of the City cf

London Imperial Volun-
teers.

The following are the
rarious trades and occu-
pations of the City Im-
perials :— In the officer

ranks we find : Actuary,
1 ; architect, 3 ; Army
(late), 3; Bank of Eng-
land, 1 ; brewer, 1

;

barristers, 2 ; brokers,

3 ; clerks, 9 ; Govern-
ment clerk, 1 ; bankers'
clerks, 2 ; college prin-
cipal, 1 ; Civil Service,
1 ; estate agent-, 1

;

Eastern Telegraph, 1 ;

electricians, 2 ; indepen-

dent, 19 ; merchants, c ; meta
4; solicitors, 9; Slock Exc
student (medical), it ; surgeon

Lord Albemarle waiting at Southampton for the C.I.v

(Photo by Gregory) > .

Ilurgist, 1 ; stockbrokers,
iange, 1 ; stationers, 2

;

, 1 ; secretaries, 3 ; travel-

ler, 1. The ranks are

composed of the follow-

ing : — Accountants., 3 ;

agents and collectors,

10; architects (draughts-
men), 13 ; auctioneer, 1 :

artists, 5 ; barristers tor

law students), 41 ;

bakers, 5 ; banker, 1
;

Bank 01 England, 2
;

bookbinders, 16; rjool-

makers, 18 ; boxmakers,

9 ; bricklayers, 13 ;

brewer, 1 ; brass-workers,

14 ; butchers, 9; black-
smiths, 8 ; builders and
decorators, 32 ; confec-

tioner, 1 ; colour maker,
1 ; carpenters, 86 • clerks,

591 ; clothma'ker, 1
;

compositors, 29; Customs
officers, 3; cooks, 9; Civil

Service, 33; collarmakers,
3;cyclemaker,i ; clickers,

"2; cutter, 1; cork cutter,

1; coopers, 3; carriersand
carmen, 5; candle-maker,

1 ; drapers, 49; dentists,

5; dyer, 1; die-sinker, 1;

electricians, 5;engravers :

4; florist, 1; farmers, 7;
folder, 1 ; fruiterers 3 ;

fitters, 18; fretwOrlcers,

4; gardeners, 11; gas
fitters, 6

;
glass workers

4; grooms and coach-

men, 10; grocers, 18;

gunmakers, 3 ; game-
keeper, x ; harness
platers, 2; housekeeper,

1 ; hatter, 1 ; ironmongers
(turners), 38^ independ-
ent, 9 ;

jewellers, 10
;

joiners, 9 ,• journalist,

1 ; librarians, 2. [locksmith,

1 ; licensed victuallers, 4;
liftmen, 2 ; labourers, 87 ;

leather cutters, 5; lamp-
maker, 1 ; medical, 11

;

messengers, 12 ; metal
spinner, 1 ; machinists,

10 ; mosaic worker, 1 ;

merchants, 16 ; milk-

man, 1 ; miscellaneous,

46; mechanics, 5 ; news-
agents, 2; postmen
(sorters, telegraphists),

24; painters (paper-
hangers), 39 ; penmakers,
2

;
porters, 31 ;

printers,

37 ;
plasterers, b ;

pol-

ishers, 3 ; ohotographei>,

5 ;
pianists, 9 ; pub-

lishers, 3 ;
plate workers,

3 ;
packers, 12

;
plum-

bers, 26
;

pebble cutter,

1; saddlers, 4; surveyors,

7; stonemasons, 6 ; sales-

men, 10 ; Slock E x-

change, 6-; solicitors, 14
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Surg. -Gen. Ryarson Surg.-Capt. Sleman
In command of the C.I.V. Who was in charge of the C.I. V.

Medical Staff wounded on board the "Aurania"

(Photos by Russell and Sons)

stationers, 19 ; shoeing smiths, 3 ; shop assistants, 4 ;

soap worker, 1 ; silk mercer, 1 ; silk cutter, 1 ; silver-

smiths, 10 ; stick mounters, 2 ; slaters, 2 ; school-

masters, 5; students, 11 ; storekeepers, 2; travel-

Lieut.-Col. Sir Henry Smith, K.C.B.

Chief Commissioner of the City Police, on whom devolved

the duty of making arrangements for the entry of the C.I.V.

lers, 27; tailors, 23; tinmen, 2; tobacconists, 3; tea

blender, 1; umbrella maker, 1 ;
upholsterers, 7; varnish

tester, 1 ; warehousemen, 74.

Quartermaster R idler, C.I. A',

Colonel Stacpole

Embarkation Officer r.t Southampton who superintended the debarkation

of the C.I.V.
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Sergeants of the C.I.V. on the " Aurania "

Home again. The C.I.V.'s at Southampton on the 'Aurania."

C.I.V, Photos hy Stephen Crihb.
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Arrival of the Lord Mayor at St. Paul's

Lord Mayor receiving the C.I.V. at St. Paul's
(Photos by R. A. B. Sharp) .'_

THE ARRIVAL OF THE CXV,
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The Bicycles used by the C.I.V. in South Africa

Arrival of the C.I.V. at Southampton
(Photos by Cribb)

THE ARRIVAL OF THE CJ.V.
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The German
Emperor has
awarded the mili-

tary honour decora-
tions of the second
class to all the
men who took part
in either the cap-
ture of the Taku
forts, Admiral Sey-
mour's expedition
for the relief of

Pekin, or in the
defence or relief of
Tientsin. An
award on such a
scale is unique in

the history of the
German navy, the
nearest approach
to it being the
decoration of all

the marines who
under Lieutenant
Count Soden so
bravely defended
the German Lega-
tion. The total

number of men
who on this occa-
sion are awarded
the decoration is

248, including' the
whole crew of the

litis, 46 men of the
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Ilerlha, 42 of the
llausa, 22 of the
Kaiscrin Augusta,
3 of the Irene, and
23 of the Gefion.

All the wounded
are, of course, in-

cluded, and in the
case of the seaman
Maass, of the litis,

who was killed

while taking- a pro-
minent part in the
fighting, the deco-
ration will be
handed to the
family.

* * *
D v R

1

n G the
march of the Allies

to Pekin none were
more admired than
the British Indian
regiment. The
sight of the stately

Sikhs caused the
Russians to heave
many a sigh, and
more than once
they were heard to

exclaim :
" What

splendid Asiatics

England p o S •

sesses."
In China — 2nd Queen's Own Rajput Light Infantry

In China— Squad of the 14th Sikhs, one of the finest regiments of the Native Army
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The ruins of the house of Mr. Whittall, Reuter's Ageut

in Pekin

It shared the fate of most buildings in that turbulent city.

The Press Correspondents' quarters in Pekin

In the illustration the representative of a London daily paper is seen

enjoying "forty winks," with his face covered to keep off the flies

With the "Terrible's" guns (from " Ladysmith to Pekin") at Hsikbu, on the road to Pekin

In every dispatch from China and South Africa mention has been made o! the Naval Brigade, of the Bluejackets, and the bravest of the

brave—the Royal Marines

IN CHINA
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Legation Street : Remains of the Chinese Camp Entrance to tne British Legation, shoving barricade

.
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A rare treat on the march— Russii

Transport junks near Peitsang The British barricade in Legation Street, Pekin

IN PEKIN, TUNGCHC
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The South Gate, TungchOM Legation Street, Pekin, outside Qubeck's store

rricade of Allies near Russian Legation, Pekin

, AND PEITSANG
cmnese barricade near the Austrian Legation, Pekin
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IN PEKIN, TUNGCHOW, AND PEITSANG
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The elevated suspension railway at Elberfeld.
underneath the bridge

A LABOUR QUESTION
There is one phase of the Chinese

question which may continue to present
itself long- after the '"' Boxers " are finally
quelled and peace and order are restored.
In many countries the presence of the
Chinaman as a worker or labourer is

dreaded.
_
In a few he is still welcomed

as an indispensable agent of civilization
;

and one of the few is the Malay Protec-
torate. While the United States, the
Australian Colonies, British Columbia
and other Colonies have been passing-
laws prohibiting or discouraging the
entrance of Chinese immigrants, the
Malay States under British protection
are absorbing large drafts of" Chinese
and Indian labour and are eager to
obtain a larger supply than they get.
According to the report of the Resident-
General, the Government and employers
of labour are at their wits' end to know
what to do in the present scarcity of
hands. It is necessary to double or even
treble the wages current a few years ago.

The car^ v^na.

million inhabitants, a railway with sup-
ported track and hanging cars travelling
along a single rail. Our photos explain
more clearly than the engineering ver-
nacular could how the double track is

s'uspended from trestles at a convenient
height above road or river ; how the
cars are, so to speak, slung on the rail

above by a pair of bicycle wheels and
heavy steel connecting hook bending
round outside the line. These bicycle
bogies have attached motors which
develop electric energy supplied along
a second rail in the usual manner. The
railway runs from Barmen, through
Elberfield, to Vohwinkel, a distance of
eight miles. For a great part of the
distance it overhangs the River Wupper
(called river by respect, in reality an
inlet stream), and at other parts glides
along above the turnpike road to Voh-
winkel.

Artistic Diisseldorfers are apt to sneer
at its ugly proportions, but local people
are able to point with pride to its utility,

ingenuity and cheapness. The railway
cost comparatively very little to build,
for although a tremendous weight of
material goes to each foot of permanent
way, hardly any compensation money
was paid to private landowners, the
route selected running mostly over road,
river or other communal property.
The "hanging" railway was not

immediately devised for speed purposes,
although on a straight, level track
it could run safely at a high velocity.

Stopping at a score of intermediate
stations, trains will accomplish

A GERMAN RAILWAY
The go-ahead German commercial

towns of Elberfeld and Barmen must be
congratulated on introducing an entirely
new method of railway locomotion to
the world. There ha's been erected
between these sister-towns, having an
aggregate population of a quarter of a

The elevated suspension railway at Elberfeld.

the Wupper River

Cars crossing
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The newly-constructed high level railway in Berlin, showing the bridging of the rant

of the Potsdam and Anhalt Railway

the eight-mile run
in twenty minutes.
Thirty-six miles an
houristhedesigned
maximum speed.

The late Geheim-
rathangen, of Co-
logne, was the ori-

ginator of the idea,

but for its improve-
ment and practical

carrying out the

Engineering
Man ufacturing
Companies of
Augsberg and Nu-
remberg seem to

be mainly respon-
sible.

That Germany
has ffone ahead in

her trade and rail-

ways is not to be
wondered at, see-

ing the scientific

manner in which
the nation is
trained. As Mr.
Jerome K. Jerome
says in Litera-

ture :
—" The diffe-

rence between the
German schoolboy
and the English is

that the former
goes to school to

learn and the latter

to play. The Ger-
man father is care-
ful concerning his

son's physical wel-
fare, arguing that
a healthy body is

necessary as the
residence of a
sound mind. The

The newly - constructed deep level railway in Berlin, show iny how
the ingenious Germans cut through a house that at one time

blocked the way

English father is

anxious that his

son should not be

entirely unedu-
cated, arguing that

an active mind is

necessary to the

support of a sound
body." Work in a

German school
leaves little time

for frivolity, but

that the German
boy is not over-

worked " is proved
by the fact that he

keeps his health,

v.nd that the race

does not deterio-

rate in stature or

in stamina. " In-

deed, German
manhood would
contrast with
Anglo- Saxon
rather to our own
d i sad vantage.
Little men-figures
such as one can
meet by the thou-
sand in the streets

of any large Eng-
lish town are rare

in the Fatherland.
In Germany men
of 7 feet are as
common now as
they were when
Friedrich the First

of Prussia and his

son, Friedrich
Wilhelm, scoured
the Empire for re-

emits to their
famous Potsdam
Guards."
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She has her hair cut short to be
quite like her brother

THE MAN GIRL

When a girl takes it into her
pretty head to fashion her dress
along- masculine lines because she
envies her brother his smart
severity of waistcoat and scarf,

ilie is sure to fall into all sorts
of complications, and in the end
confesses that men have bothers
in dressing; quite as much as
women, and ten out of every
eleven will not hesitate to own
Lhat one obstreperous collar button
is harder to manage than all the
hooks and eyes in Christendom.
She is surprised, at first, to find

how hopelessly difficult it is to

really find a linen collar that just

suits her individual neck, one
which is neither too high nor too

low, too tight nor too loose, and
worse still, the question of
proper laundrying quite drives

her to despair. She wishes
from the bottom of her heart
that she had never seen a
linen collar. She tries on some
halfdozen or more ofa morning
before she settles her choice,

and when at last she is any-
way satisfied, there is a gene-
rous sprinkling of the offend-

ing ones about the floor of her
dressing-room.

Again, when the collar is all

right she finds that the button-
hole of the neck-band is worn
so that the button falls out
and disappears either on to the

floor or within the recesses of

her clothing, and then the

search begins. She looks

Stie somctiiues gives a good half-hour
in the choice of her morning tie

experienced in getting stray locks
to lay flat as becomes masculine

" grooming, and this usually ends
in her tresses being shorn all for

the sake of a faultless side part.

And then her troubles begin in

another and most vexatious
manner. She finds it a hopeless
task to wear a felt hat without a
hat-pin ; and of what earthly use
would a hat-pin be without a coif-

fure ? And to wear a hat snugly
fitted to the head as a man actually
has to would send her into hys-
terics in about a minute.

But in one way or another she
manages to grasp the situation,

and at last emerges twirling an
umbrella, and feeling immenselv
satisfied with herself and the
world in general.

How do these men do it?

She rests her foot on the dressing-
table to fasten her bootlace

everywhere, under the bed and in

the coal-scuttle, she rolls the chif-

fonnier into the centre ot the floor,

and at last locates the offending
button snugly ensconced in her
hatbox.
To fasten her boot-string with

her foot elevated to the dressing-
table is the pride of her life, but it

often ends disastrously. Some-
how she finds it not so easy to

keep her balance as in the old
fashion, for sitting on the floor is

the real " girl way ;
" but ih; has

seen her brother tie his with his
foot on the dressing-table, and
nothing short of this satisfies her,

so she finally manages to master
the situation, even though she
breaks a small cargo of 1 ices in

the doing of it.

Unless she has her hair cut
short, there is no little difficulty

Oh : well, there's an end to every-
thing, I suppose

THE GIRL WHO OUGHT TO HAVE BEEN HER BROTHER
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The accompany-
in"- illustrations

are extremely in-

teresting, all the
more so on account
of the fact that the

originals are rarely

seen. They are in

the safe keeping of

Her Majesty sSta;e
Paper Office.

The following

is the anonymous
letter sent to Lord
Monteagle inform-

ing him of the pro-

posed Gunpowder
Plot in 1605 :—
" My Lord, out of

the love I bear to

some of your
friends, I have a
care of your pre-

servation ; there-

fore I advise you,

as you tender your
lite, to devise

some excuse to

shift off your at-

tendance at this

M
jiGMUftfiff

irvow*d0j?mmpd®®$cm d^TUh^i

ks

Facsimile of the anonymous letter sent to Lord Monteag'c

informing him of the proposed Gunpowder Plot in 1605

Parliament ; foji

retire yoursc If into

your country,
where you may
expect the event
in safety ; for,

though there is

no appearance ol

any stir, yet I say
they will receive a
terrible blow this

Parliament, and
yet they shall not

see who hurts
them. This coun-
sel is not to be
contemned, be-

cause it may do
you good and can
do you no harm,
for the danger is

past as soon a^

you have burnec'

the letter. And 1

hope God wili

give you grace to

make good use ot

it, to whose hoh
protection I com-
mend you."

jU-
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The deposition of the Gunpowder Plot conspirators made before Sir Edward Coke, Attorney-General,
William Waad, Lieutenant of the Tower. The signatures of the conspirators, including that of Guy

(seen on the right) are appended to the document

"THE FIFTH OF NOVEMBER"

and Sir

l'aw kes
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SOMETHING ABOUT BAR WIGS

Wigs have always been part and parcel of theEnglish
]

Bar, and will continue so to be until the end of time.

Englishmen love the picturesque, and an official silting

of English barristers, wigged and robed, is at once
'

picturesque and impressive.
The wearing of wigs dates back to the twelfth cen-

'

tury, when it was the custom for all gentlemen of rank
!o appear in public in powdered periwig, and not until

•he approach of the last century did the fashion evolve
itself into a symbol of learning', when only men of the
law and great scholars were privileged to wear them.
There are three distinct kinds of wigs worn by the

English Bar. The full dress, or long bottom big, which
is worn by judges on State occasions, such as opening
day of the Court, and on Saint days, and also by Queen's
Counsel when pleading in the House of Lords. When

1

on the Bench judges wear what is known as theFrizzety
Wig, which is short, has no side curls, but two tails

at the back. But junior and senior counsel wear this

same sort of wig, with the addition of three rows of
curls at the sides.

When a young barrister is called to the Bar he takes

one long since outgrown, or perhaps one which has
been handed down from father to son—a bit of an heir-

loom, as it were, and no thought is given to the relative

size of heads— it was pater's wig and as such is worn
in all seriousness.

L'ntil a few years ago human hair was used in the

making of barristers' wigs, and they were powdered
profusely. Then came the heavy tax on powder, and
there was woe among the briefless members of the

fraternity. They could not go to court because their

wigs were powderless ! This brought an innovation

by way of white horsehair, which was far less expensive
and much cleaner withal. Since then the powdered
article has been relegated to oblivion.

The cost of making the Judge's wig and the ordinary
Bar wig is from five to seven guineas, while that ol a
full bottom, or dress wig, is never less than ten guineas.

«~+~»

Of all the numerous stories relating to wigs the
following, which occurred a short time ago, is not with-
out its humour. At a large dinner in the West End

Wig worn by both Junior and Senior
Counsel

Full dress wig worn by
Q.C.'s andJudges on dress
occasions or when plead-
ing in the House of Lords

Wig worn by Judges when on the
Bench

as great pride in the choice and making of his wig as a
pretty woman does in the purchase of a new bonnet.
He is proverbially " fussy, ''' and has many suggestion's
to offer when he goes in for a first sitting. Standing
before a large mirror, he takes a critical view of himself
with the assistance of a hand glass. He thinks the side

curls are a little too full perhaps, or that the tails

"bob" unnecessarily, and sometimes he has the whole
wig taken to pieces and done over, he doesn't know
just why.

one was wearing a
The dinner was pro-

in the act of handing

two gentlemen sat side by side

wig, the other was almost bald,

gressing happily until a waiter,
the vegetables to the gentleman adorned with a wig,
stumbled while picking up the dish which fell to the
floor, knocking the wig off The waiter, in his extreme
anxiety to replace the wig as rapidly as possible, put it

with careful deliberation on the head of the gentleman
who was bald, much to his and his neighbour's discom-
fiture. The error was soon rectified, with profuse

When he stands at the Bar to plead his first case, the
\ apologies on all sides, but not until the whole of the

.-hancesareheis so overcome with the dignity of his wig
|

guests assembled were holding their sides in fits of un-
controllable laughter.

¥ * *
Corporal Morris, of B Squadron, Rhodesian Regi-

ment, serving in General Plumer's force, is one of a
Norwich family of four brothers serving their Queen
at the front, a fifth being in the service at home.
Writing to another brother in Norwich, the corporal

says: " The other day I received a very nice present

—

a silver watch and chain—from Major Bird, of my regi-

ment, who was wounded rather badly at the Mafeking
siege on May 16th. I may tell you that I was the one
to carry him from the firing line. The ambulance,

that his rehearsed eloquence suddenly takes flight, and
he finds himself patting his side curls in nervous agita-
tion, like a woman who first appears in public wearing
a false front.

This applies only to young barristers, of course, for

the newness of the thing wears off and the years roll

big cases on to his shoulders—he completely forgets the
presence of his wig, but gives it a tilt first in one direc-
tion then in another until it would seem that a wig is

rarely placed at a seemly angle with the ear of the
wearer. Ten out of every eleven are for ever getting
askew and making a barrister appear ridiculous
Then, too, some distinguished and learned men of which arrived later, was disgracefully fired on by about

the law seem not to appreciate the elegance of a properly
1

fifty Boers. All the mules were killed, and we were
fitted wig, but wear misfits, or cling to an antiauated

|
stranded ; but I stuck to him, and I arrived in Mafekinsr.
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Miss Violet Lloyd Miss Kitty Mason

Miss Rosie Boote Miss Maie Saqui

FOUR CHARMING GAIETY GIRLS [««*>.

b

y w. and d. Do*™?
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so gallantly in ihc war, will not be

obliterated after the war, as is usually
the case, from the memory of the British

Public.

* v *

The cats, whose photos are given
below, are the property of Miss Gertrude
Willoughby, who, by the way, is a sister

of Sir John Willoughby, of Jameson
Raid fame. She has a number of cats
of all sorts at Fulmer Hall, and is on
the Committee of the National Cat Club.
"Champion Xenophon " would not sit

for his photo, so he was snapshottrd
when asleep.

A Prayer Book found on a soldier's grave by the banks of the Tugela

The accompanying' photo is a sad
memento of the terrible battles in Natal.

It is the photo of a Prayer Book of

Private J. White, 2nd Royal Dublin
Fusiliers, found on his grave on the

north bank of the Tugela on July 19th,

five months after his death. His name
is nearly obliterated, but it is to be

hoped that the services of our regular
soldiers and the Colonials, who fought

The Thames
Lightermen's
Strike — A
ljadedlightcr

passing down the river. (Pholo by Raab.)

The past few months have been trying ones on the

Thames owing to the lightermen's strike. The docks
have been terriblv congested.

"Champion Xenophon"
The winner of nearly a hundred prizes ; never yet been beaten : winner
of a first at the Crystal Palace. The property of Miss Gertrude

Willoughby. (Photo by Miss Maude Craigie Halkett)

"Champion Fulmer Zaida"
The property of Miss Gertrude Willoughby. "Fulmer Zaida" took
first prize at the Crystal Palace last month. (Photo by Miss Maude

Craigie Halkett)

To be let or sold. Park Plaee Church, facing Hyde
Park
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On ttic top of Van Wyke mountain, the key to

Botha's Pass

The South African Light Horse drove the Boers off this ridge

aud held it till sunset, when the enemy set fire to the grass.

The S.A.L.H. retired until the grass had burned out, then

riuUng oack to the ridge they again drove off the Boers who

had advanced under cover of the smoke. This picture w:i;

taken tender heavy fire by Trooper Harry C. Smart, of tlj

South African Li^ht Hjv;z

WORSE
The follow-

ing" i.^ an ex-
tract from a
letter written by
a trooper in

PageL's Horse,
and dated Ot-
tershoop, Sep-
tember 26th :—
" 'TheTrans-

vaal is an-
nexed,' ' the
war is over,'

'sailing- orders
maybe expected
at any moment,'
and yet I am
writing" this
with a loaded
rifle by my side

and with the
sound of rifle-

fire in my ears
;

also with the
happy con-
sciousness that
at any minute a
' sniper* • "may
honour me with
his attentions,

The attack on the Stauderton Boers

General Hamilton (on the left) is watching the

.scouts of the South African Light Horse. Colonel

Byng, commanding the S.A.L.H., is the second

-figure on the right.

and yet ' Uie

war is over,'

for do not the

month - old
papers we re-

ceivefrom home
persistently call

our attention to

this, to them,
patent fact? It

is not quite so

obvious, how-
ever, to us out
here. The
range of kopjes
fourorfivemiles
distant is occu-

pied by a com-
111 ando, the
numerical
strength of
which varies ac-

cording to the

mood of your
informer. Any
inquisitive at-

tentions, how-
ever, which may
be paid by our
scouts orpalrols

to the said"
kopjes evoke a

IN THE TRANSVAAL
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St. John's Ambulance in readiness at Trafalgar

Square during the C.I.V. crush

itrong- remonstrance from our enemy's Mausers. Day follows day,

and still the situation remains practically the same. Convoys are
escorted to and from Mafeking, patrols go out and are sniped at, or

not, according to the amount of energy Brother Boer feels capable
of. Pickets are posted and relieved and the regular routine of camp
continues uninterruptedly. Our friend the enemy remains sullenly

on the kopjes, but in all probability is not quite so content as some
would have us believe. Typhoid is said to be raging in their laager,

and they have already sent in for medical assistance. Before very
long a change may be expected. A considerable force will arrive,

accompanied probably by a wholesome supply of lyddite. The
kopies will be shelled, converted into a miniature hell, the Boers
will either-bolt or surrender, and again we shall hear that the ' war
is over.' They told us the same yarn in Griqualand West when we
had settled the rebellion there, and, as proof of it, moved us to

Kimberley, to Mafeking, to Elands River ! There we discovered
emphatically that the war was not over, and few will believe in this

oft-repeated ' fact ' until they are once more on the blue sea home-
ward bound."

"Illlll:

Lieut.-Coloxel Alderson has been appointed Brigadier-General
of the Second Brigade of Mounted Infantry, vice Brigadier-Cieneral
Ridley, who will command one of the three districts of Major-
General Baden-Powell's constabulary.

The Red Cross Officer. C.I.V,

Carrying the C.I.V. invalids on shore at Southampton
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THE JAPS

TiiEjapanese
were (he only
nation that left

a train ot dead
behind from
Taku to Tien-
tsin, from Tien-
tsin to Pekin,
and onwards.
While the other
forces were
merely moving
from day'scamp
to day's camp,
writes Mr. Pal-

mer, Collier's

correspondent,
I he Japanese
were scouting
and keeping in

contact with
what remained
of the enemy,
who was ever
promising us a
real fight, but never gave us one. We fully expected
that he would make a stand at the big town of Tung-
chow, which is thirteen miles directly east of Pekin
and the limit of navigation for the junks. From first
to last, General Fukushima had remorselessly put into
practice, by means of his cavalry, the remark that he
nade at Ho-She-Wo, when the whole army was pray-
ng in its innermost heart that we should take another
day's rest. It showed the same spirit as that which
brought Grant into prominence at Donelson and

Where the brave little Japs fell under a rain of Chinese bullets

Shiloh. Ii was
another way ol

putting Pana-
lgia's famous
sentence, which
Capt. McCalla
has had painted

on the poop-
deck of the
IVeivafk, that

1 he best protec-

tion from the

enemy's lire is

a well-directed

lireofvourown.
"We are

fired, but the

Bnemy is very

tired," he said

in his quaint,

terse English.
" He is also

.-cared ; and we
are not. If- we
keep on going,
he will not only

be aware thai

j
we are not scared, but think that we are not tired.

We shall be much stronger as he sees us than we
really are. His forces will scatter, and he will not be

I

able to make a determined stand at Pekin." By
10 a.m. on August nth the Japanese were encamped
at Chang-Chia-Wan, and their outposts were within

! three miles of Tung-chow. They had made a short

march, allowing the other forces to catch up, in order

that we should be quite prepared to attack in force a
citv whose wails are thicker than those of Tientsin.

British and American troops inarching through Pekin. Mr,
Ambassador, returning the salute

Conger, United States
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A partially submerged train at Whitley-by-the-Sea, Northumberland
(Photo by Burton Graham)

Cemetery Lane, West Hartlepool, under water, October 27th
(Photo by Gamlen)

THE RECENT FLOODS IN THE NORTH
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NORTH . COUNTRY FOOTBALL
BY THE "TYKE"

Jim Gatli

(HccUmondwiUe), Captain
of the Yorkshire County

Fifteen

J. OATH, HECKMONDWIKE.
Everybody who takes an interest in Rugby football in

either Lancashire or Yorkshire must have heard men-
tion of "Jim" Gath, the most brilliant forward of

modern times. Certainly his op-
ponents on the field of play have
good reason to remember him
with feelings of, if not reverence,

the deepest respect. He began to

play football in first-class circles

with the Morley Club, with whom
he played through the seasons
prior to 1897. He also obtained his

Rugby Union "cap" whilst a
member of that team. He joined

the Batley team at the back end
of 1897, and assisted them to win
the Northern Union Cup twice in

succession in seasons 1896-7-8.

He was elected captain of the team
in seasons 1898-9, and, largely

owing to his splendid efforts, the
team won the Yorkshire Championship Shield. Gath
is one of the most versatile players that ever stepped on
to a field, though his proper position is in the pack.
He is an untiring worker, a strong, very strong, tackier,

a good dribbler, and, in short, perhaps the finest forward
now playing with any team ; in fact, he is generally
known as " the terror of the North "—a pseudonym that
is full of meaning to the football enthusiast. Gath has
played for his county many years now, and led the.m in

their great victory over Cheshire at Wakefield the other
day. He is assisting Heckmondwike this year, but
would prefer to be at Bradford if he could obtain his

transfer.

A. HAMBRECHT, BRAMLEY F.C.

A big-boned, strongly-built fellow, the picture of

good health and strength, A. Hambrecht looks more
like a burly scrummager than a speedy three-quarter
back. He has played for Bramley several seasons, and
has earned a splendid reputation by reason of his good,
reliable play. When within scoring distance of the
line he is about the most dangerous three-quarter I

know, as his speed and great strength help him to rush
through or brush aside his opponents where a more
lightly built player would be grassed. Hambrecht has
played for his county under the old Rugby Union, and
now is a member of the Northern Union team. In

fact, he was quite the hero of the match against
Cheshire, when he obtained three capital tries and
dropped a clever goal. He and his colleague, Parker,
combine beautifully together, and it is a treat to witness
them play behind winning forwards. Hambrecht is a
very affable, good-natured fellow, and is well liked by
the crowd.

YORKSHIRE.

The sensation of the week haj been supplied by the
officials of the Leeds Parish and Bradford clubs, kindly
assisted by Herbert, of Normanlon. It seems the
latter player, by his efforts in the county trial match at

Hull, made a favourable impression upon the authorities

of the Parish club, and they approached him in order
to learn if he would care to play with a first competi-
tion club in preference to a second-rate organisation
like Normanton. Evidently fascinated with the idea of
mingling with the popular heroes of. the Northern
League, to say nothing of the influence exerted by the
Parish cheque-book, Herbert signed their registration

form. Now, it appears that the Bradford powers had

also cast an envious eye upon this youth from Nor-
manton ; but, to their own cost, have they added
another testimony to the truth of that old adage :

" Delays are dangerous." For, whilst the Bradford
officials were thinking, the Parish men were acting,

and when the former lights of the football world
approached Herbert, they found he was firmly attached
to the Parish club. Nevertheless, the foolish fellow

actually signed one of their professional forms. Of
course the Parish club heard of the late elTort put
forth by Bradford, and immediately hauled them before

the competition committee on a charge of poaching.
The committee, who, let it be said, are nothing if not
thorough in their dealings with offenders, be they indi-

vidualsor organisations, deducted two points from Brad-
ford's competition total. This is a severe penalty for a
team occupying the position Bradford held. It has
been a neck-and-neck race between them and Halifax
for the leadership, Bradford being only one point

behind, with a game in hand. The elfect of this

penalty is to give Halifax a lead of three points, and.

it will probably decide who is to have the shield.

Altogether it is a most unfortunate occurrence. Not
that Bradford deserve much sympathy, as they have
only themselves to blame. But Herbert cannot play in

any League games with them, nor can he assist the

Parish team. He can only take part in what few
"friendly" games the Bradfordians may arrange.
Rather awkward, to say the least of it.

The pick of the competition matches played on Satur-

day was the one at Wakefield, where the Hull team
received an unpleasant surprise. The Trinity team
have given some sorry exhibitions this season, and
previous to Saturday had won only three matches.
The,y have a strong, hard-working set of forwards, but

have been somewhat weak on the three-quarter line.

On the other

hand, Hull are

'supposed to

have one of the

best back divi-

sions in the

North, and a
speedy set of

scrum magers
as well, so they

rather expected
to gain a couple
of points as a
result of their

visit to the
" merrie " city.

But the Trini-

tarians thought
it time to rouse
themselves, so

they streng-
thened t h e

three-quarter
line by the in-

clusion of
Greening,
another seceder

from the Nor-
manton club,

and then entered
into the game
with a zest that

would not be A Hambrecht
denied. They . Bramley F.C.
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Tanner

obtained three points in a very

short time, and thus inspired,

held the upper hand throughout,
finishing easy winners by 13
points to 3. For Wakefield, "Met-

calfe, Greening, Price,Whi taker,

Hale, and Smales distinguished

themselves, whilst the following

tried hard for Hull : Taylor,

Lempriere, Wilson, Parkinson,
and Thompson. A capital game
was witnessed on the Holbeck
enclosure, where the home team
entertained the other Leeds club

known to fame as "The Parish."

It is a somewhat remarkable
fact that the last mentioned
should have registered all their

losses when play-

ing on their own
ground, and gained
all" their successes
in the matches
played away from
home. It is a
healthy sign, as
somebody will dis-

co v e r ere the
League games are

concluded. On
Saturday they
again won, but:

candour compels
one to confess they
were lucky in so

doing. Holbeck had the best of the
struggle for fully three parts of the time
it was in progress. They scored a capital

goal in the first half,

when p 1 a y i n g
against the wind.
Near half- time,

however, a bit of
careless tackling
gave Evans a
chance, and he
placed the oval be-

hind the post and
Wade kicked a
goal. Thus Hol-
beck crossed over
with a debit ot

three points. They
commenced the
second half in de-
termined style, and carried all

—save the ball—before them.
Yet they missed opportunity
afterepportunity, and the whistle
sounded with the score un-
changed. Another good game
was seen at Hunslet, where
Huddersfield put in an appear-
ance. The home team were
without the services of A. Gold-
thorpe, their champion goal-
kicker, and Bell, whowasunable
to make the journey trom New-
castle* because of the floods

which had inundated the Nor-
thern county. However, they
succeeded in winning by 13
points to 6, after a very fast and
interesting game. Bradford

P. I ildcs

J. Towncnii
(Cnptain)

Woedhc

realised general expectations by
defeating Liversedge, whose
cup of sorrow must be brim-
ming over. Leeds again finished

on ihe wrong side of the scoring

sheet when opposed to Manning-
ham, at Valley Parade. During
the initial stages of the game
the Leeds' front rank performed
admirably, but failed to stay

the pace. Halifax added one
more victory to their unbeaten
record, the victims on this occa-

sion being the Glassblowers
from Castleford. The game
was not particularly attractive

from a spectator's point of view,

though noone could blamejones
for that, as he
played a really

beautiful game.
Bramley and Bat-

ley, on the former
ground, had a
stubborn struggle

for supremacy, but
neither side could
gain any tangible

advantage, the re-

sult being a point-

less draw. The
match was remark-
able for the splen-

did defence of the

visiting" team,
Fozzard's siackling in particular being
greatly admired. At Hull a fluctuating

game between Brighouse and the Kings-
ton Rovers con-
cluded in a victory

for the home fifteen

by 8 to o.

In the _ Eastern
Division of the

second competi-
tion, Normanton
just defeated
Kingsley by 8

points to 6. York
had an easy task in

vanquishing Goole
by 22 to 4. Osselt
and O u t w o o d
had a good game,
which resulted

with honours easy. Alverthorpe
gained a narrow victory by

5 to 3, when pitted against
Kirkstall ; and York Melbourne
defeated Eastmoor by 5— 2. In

the Western Division, Heck-
mondwike, the leaders, beat

Hebden Bridge, Keighley got
the better of Birstal by 14 to 3,

Shipley romped home in front

of Idle by no fewer than 19

points, and Otley caused some-
thing of a surprise by overcom-
ing Dewsbury by 10 to 3.

HULL F.C.

The players whose photo-
graphs are reproduced herewith
are prominent members ot the K. Parkinson

WELL-KNOWN MEMBERS OF THE HULL F.C
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premier organisation in the northern seaport. J. Town-
end (the popular captain of the team) and J. Tannei
occupy positions on the three-quarter line as wing
and centre respectively, and are a very dangerous
twain whenever they enter their opponent's territory.

Both are favoured with good running powers, though
Tanner's strong- point is his splendid tackling. Fildes,
Parkinson and Woodhead are typical representatives
of the Hull team's front division. All three are strong,
well-knit fellows, who, in addition to rendering valiant
services in the pack, can follow up like so many three-
quarter backs or steer a ball through a " crowd " in a
manner to be envied by many participators in the socker
game.

LANCASHIRE.

Chief interest in the Senior Competition centred round
the meeting of Broughton Rangers and Salford. About
14,000 spectators gathered around the enclosure to
witness what was generally expected to be a hard,
ding-dong game. Those expectations were realised, a
very fast and exciting game following the kick-off.

First score was registered by Broughton, for whom
Wilson scored a good try. Then Howden dropped a
clever goal for Salford ; and at half-time the home team
led by 3 to 2. Soon after the re-start W. James kicked
a goal for Broughton, and then Philips and Bone
obtained tries for Salford. James then kicked another
splendid goal for the homesters, which left Salford
with a lead of one point. That was about three-
quarter time, and some very energetic work was per-
formed by both teams. But as "time " approached it

looked as though Salford would be returned the
winners, when Wilson made a mark near the centre of
the field. It looked odds against the kick being suc-
cessful, but James again served his side well by kicking

' a magnificent goal, which gave Broughton a one-point

I

victory in the last minute of the game. Rochdale

I

Hornets, who have only once been beaten this year,
entertained and vanquished Widnes by 13 points to nil.

• The play was of the most vigorous character, but only
one team was in it when it came to scientific football.

The passing, kicking, and general all-round combination
of Rochdale completely outplayed the Widnes team, who
woulddowell tostudy the ethicsof combination. Swinton
registered their eighth successive victory at the expense
of Wigan, whose stalwart forwards worked with any
amount of energy to bring about a different result. In
fact, they had much the better of the game until well

I

into the second half, when Nicholson, their best three-
1 quarter, was rendered hors de combat. This was a
great misfortune for Wigan, and Swinton were not

I
slow to take advantage of it. Tries were obtained by

j

Valentine (2), Chorley and Davies, and as none of

;
these were improved upon, Swinton finished victorious

by 12 to o. Runcorn and Warrington provided another

I

interesting game. These two clubs have long been
keen rivals, and a good display ot football is usually
sure to ensue when they oppose each other. Satur-
day's meeting was no exception. A splendidly fought
game, full of incident and change, resulting in a suc-

cess for Runcorn by 10 points to Warrington's 8.

Stockport, when opposed to Barrow, proved successful

by 8—3; Millom caused a mild "turn-up" at St.

Helens by overcoming the home contingent. The
13,000 spectators assembled on the athletic ground at

Oldham were, in the main, highly satisfied with the

result of the game they went to see, which read Old-
ham 3 tries ; Leigh o. It should, however, be said

that Leigh had a fair share of everything except the

all essential scoring.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION

The Proprietors of Black and White Budget offer the following Prizes to Amateur Photographers :

—

First Prize, .£,10 ; Second Prize, ,£"5 ; and ten other Prizes of jQi is. each. There are no restrictions

as to size or subject, and no mounting is necessary.

The Editor reserves the right of accepting any of the photos, not prizewinners, for publication, the

usual fee being paid for each photo accepted. The photos of all prizewinners will be the copyright of

Black and White Publishing Company, Limited. While not accepting responsibility for the return of

unsuitable photos, the Editor will use every endeavour to return photos that are accompanied by stamps.

Photos unaccompanied by stamps will not be returned, but will be sent to Netley and Haslar Hospitals

for the benefit of sick soldiers and sailors. The name and address of the sender, together with the name
of the subject in full, must be written on the back of each photo. Photos must be sent in by the last

dav of each month, the photos being judged on the following day.

All photos to be addressed, Photo Competition, Black and White Budget, Bouverie Street, E.C. The
Prize List fo." the month of October will appear in next issue.

NOTICES

Correspondents will kindly note that all communications concerning this papei must be addressed to

" The Editor of Black and White Budget," j<f, Bouverie Street, London, E.C.
All who use the camera are requested to send on approval any snapshots they may take oj current events—

s'ich as football matches, interes'.ing meetings, notable personages, <SfC. Stamps ought to be enclosed for return

f:
> case of zinsu liability. Payment at the usual rate.

Printed b" i .ie Black and White Publishing Company, Limited, at 33, Douverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Published
Weekly by W. J. P. Moncktox, at 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C, England. —Nov. 10, 1900.



CHARLES COMPTON WiLLIAM CAVENDISH, BARON CHESHAM
The New Master of Hounds, is a well-known sportsman, who has plenty oE room to follow the

hounds, as he owns 12,000 acres, exclusive of property in London. He is a favourite in Bucks, as

elsewhere, and has served with distinction in South Africa with the Yeomanry, whom hi was
instrumental in raisin"'. (Photo by Russell and SonsJ
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Karl of Darnley
(Photo l>y Dickinson and

Fester)

llcrr I.ugcn Wolf
The celebrated traveller,

explorer :m<! journalist

Col. Ridley
The hero of Wynberg.
(l

Jhoto by Goodfellow)

Tm-: late Karl of Darnley, the seventh Earl of

Darnley in the peerage, of Ireland and Baron Clifton in

the English peerage, has been succeeded by his brother,

the Hon. 'Ivo Francis Walter Bligh, the well-known
cricketer, of whom we give a portrait.

* * *
Herr Eugen Wolf, the celebrated traveller, explorer

and journalist, travelled 8,000 miles in China last year.

A few days ago he made a successful journey in Count
Zepplin's airship, illustrations of which we gave in a
recent number. Herr Wolf was a great friend of

Bismarck.
¥ * ¥

Colonel Ridley is known as the hero of Wynberg.
Lord Roberts described the defence of Wynberg as one
of the most noteworthy events in the war. Colonel
Ridley held out for two days and nights, and success-

fully held in check 1,500 Boers, his own force being
only 250.

* v »

L. A. Asiibv, of the Imperial Guides, is the guide
who was told off by Major Henderson, commanding
the Corps of Guides, as lead to General Sir Archibald
Hunter's force in the night attack on Gun Hill, at

Ladysmith, December 8th, 1899, when three Boer guns
were destroyed. He was also guide in the night attack
on Surprise Hill, at -Ladysmith, December nth, 189c),

and right up to Greylingstad, Transvaal. He was
guide at Botha's Pass, Hallomann Nek, also at Valks-
rust, Standerton, and other places. His brother, S. H.
Ashby, went right through Zululand with the Imperial
Scouts, and when disbanded joined General Sir Redvers
Buller's column, and was iruide to General Lord Dun-
donald's Cavalry at Botha's Pass, Hallomann Nek, and
right up to Greylingstad.

v v v

Lieutenant-Colonel Francis Charles Gavegan,
who died in London, served with the 49th Regiment in

the Eastern campaign of 1854, including the battle of
the Alma, the siege of Sevastopol, the sortie of
October jbth, and the battle of lnkerman. He was

The late Col. F. C.
Gavegan

(Photo by" Maull'and Fo\)

Sec. Lt. A. G. Bruce
2nd Royal Scots Fusiliers

—w'n'd.at Fredfei ickstadt

Late Pte. M. Bruce
CM. V., who died on board

the " Aurania ''

Lord Chcsham
The New Master of (he
Hcun-ds. (Photo by Rus-

sefi and Son^_)

S. 11. Ashby
©f the Imperial Guides.
wLu was with Dundonald

I.. A. Ashby
Ol the Imperial Guides,
who has had hairbreadth

escapes

J. A. C. Hennessey
Lieut. Indian Staff Corps.
Mortally wounded in

Wazuistan

Corpl. Wichall
.-ml l.ancs Fusiliers.

Severely wounded in
twelve places
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shot through the body

while carrying his com-
manding officer (the late

Major Dalton), who was
mortally wounded, from

the battlefield at a time

when the regiment was
holly engaged with the

enemy. He served in

all parts of the world,

his last active service

being the Egyptian
Campaign of 1882.

4> S> V

Corp. A. Wichall,
2nd Lancashire Fusi-

liers, was severely
wounded in twelve

places at Spion Kop.
The man on his right

was wounded, and
Wichall was supporting

him when a shell ex-

ploded close to them,

blowing off one of the

legs of the wounded
man and a great part of

the muscles of the upper

right arm of Wichall.

Directly afterwards
Wichall was shot
through the left hand,

lelt wrist, scalp, neck,

three times in the back
and ribs (where a bullet

is still lodged), once in

the right hip, twice

through the left thigh

and once through the

right. In addition to

these twelve severe

wounds, his back was
simply riddled by minute
shell splinters. Despite

all this, he made a mar-
vellous recovery, and
seems little the worse
for his awful experience,

BLACK AND WHITIl BUDGET

The latest portrait of Lord Edward Cecil, at the

Front
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excepting that liis left

arm is nol now of great

use to him.
"9 *

Mk. Martin Bki i e

of the City Imperial

Volunteers, who died

on board the AiCrctnia

when she was almb t

within sight of the

shores of England, was
an artist of brilliant

promise and unusual
originality. Visitors to

the Royal Academy and
the exhibitions of the

R.S.B.-A. and the- new
English Art Club must
have been struck by the

strong individuality of

all his work, which
could be classified with
the productions of no
particular school, but

stood out with the un-

mistakable signs of a

strong and independent,

if sometimes wayward,
personality. Mr. Bruce,

who was born in Elgin,

was thirty-seven years

of age, and it is not

inappropriate that he

should sleep his last

long sleep beneath the

sea, whose wilder moods
he sympathised with so

deeply and expressed so

vividly on his canvases.

Mr. Bruce was attached

to the 19th Middlesex.

V v v
Lieut. John Arthur

Campbell Hennessy,
Indian Staff Corps, 45111

(Rat trays) Sikhs, was
mortally wounded while
leading his men, in

action near Jandola.

Miss Gertrude Elliott

Who ate tug:igcd to be inanieJ. (Photc

.Mr. J. Eorbes Robertson
tjv Downey)
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Engines captured by tnc Hriusli at Avoca

They were run up by the Boers towards the Portuguese
territory, to lie om of reach. Most of them were deficient of

their driving rods, but were otherwise in good condition

Miss Louise Douste de Fortis lias received a letter from
the Mayor of Mafeking, thanking her and all who assisted

her for their kindness in giving a concert for the benefit of
the sufferers of Mafeking. The sum of ,£"40, which was
realised, is being used by the mayor to relieve distress.

* * *

Mrs. W. Thompson, and Mrs. Charles
Creenfield, Barkham Manor, Woking-
ham, are anxious to send the 2nd Bat-
talion Northumberland Fusiliers, and the

1 it Royal Welsh Fusiliers, some plum
puddings for Christmas, and they will

be glad of any contributions towards
this. They must be received before

November 15th, at the above address.

* ¥ *
Two new war books are to appear

shortly, both of which promise to be of
interest. One is Mr. Adrian Hofmeyr's
Story of my Captivity during the Trans-
vaal War, which will be published by
Mr. Edward Arnold. Since his release,

Mr. Hofmeyr has been lecturing in this

country on South African affairs, and he
is just about to return to the Cape to

take up the appointment of assistant

Imperial Commissioner of the Western
book is by one of the City Imperial Volunteers, Mr. Erskine
Childei s, who was a driver in the force and is a clerk in the House
of Commons. He kept a diary while he was in South Africa,

which will be published shortly by
Messrs. Smith, Elder. It will be en-
titled /;/ the Ranks of the C.I. V.

The Japanese battleship Mikasa,
launched at Barrow-in-Furness the other
day, is one of the largest battleships
afloat. Her displacement is 15,200 tons.

She is 400 ft. in length, 75 ft. (> in. beam,
and will have a mean draught, in fighting

trim, of 24 ft. 6 in. She will be engined
with two sets of triple-expansion engines
collectively equal to 15,000-horse power,
and giving the ship a speed of eighteen
knots. The main armour is in the form
of a complete belt, 8 ft. 2 in. deep, and
varying from 9 in. to 4 in. in thickness.

There is a further bell, 6 in. thick, over

to Lord Edward Ceci
Transvaal. The other

The largest gun that ever was placed
on a railway truck

The illustration sho
9*2—bein; moved by rail

Guns blown up by the Hoers in Crocodile

River (Hector Spruit)

The guns were a few Pom-poms, a Krtusot, ana i

British 15-pounder captured at Colenso. Of course,

the soldier who goes to "explore the ruins" is a

Gordon Highlander

the main battery to the height of the

main deck. The Mikasa will carry four

12111. guns, four bin. quick-firers, and
forty smaller pieces.

¥ * *
The illustrations on the following page

have to do with the return of some of the

Natal Volunteers to their homes. For
one year and a week they had been
fighting for the Empire, and nobly sus-

tained the reputation of the Garden
Colon} -

, which has so often made sacri-

fices for Great Britain. When it was
known that several of the regiments

—

the Natal Mounted Rifles, the Natal

Field Artillery, and the Durban Eight
Infantry-were about to return, Durban
put her best foot foremost.
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Decorations in West Street, Durban, in honour of the return of

the Natal Volunteers.
They were twelve months and one week in the field. (Photo by Midjlehurst, Durban.)
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HEROD" AT HER MAJESTY'S

"The Play's the Thing."—Shakespeare

>^ 7 7 7 7 7 !I II 11 11 11 II II II II IT II H
gaff

Stephen Phillips,

Au'.nor of " Herod." (Photo by
Rus.ell and Sons)

poetry. It is no easy task

following lines will give

those who have not seen

Herod some idea of the

stupendous height which
the verse at times

reaches :

" I dreamed last night of

a dome of beaten gold

To be a counter glory to

the Sun.
There shall the eagle

blindly dash himself.

There the first beam shall

strike and there the

moon
Shall aim all night her

argent archery,
Audit shall be "the tryst

of sundered stars
;

The haunt of dead and
dreaming Solomon

.

Shall send a light upon
the lost in Hell

And flushings upon faces

without hope.
And I will think in gold
and dream in silver,

Imagine in marble and
in bronze conceive,

Till it shall dazzle pilgrim
nations

And stammering tribes

from undiscoveredlands
Allure the living God out

of the bliss

And all the streaming
seraphims from Hea-
ven."

But to the story. Herod
is in love with the fasci-

nating and charming
Marianme, whose beauty
has bound him soul and
bod\', and for whom he
has put away his first

wife. Aristobulus, the
brother of Mariamne,
he has made High Priest,

and all the people wor-
ship him, and even call

him king. This fills

Herod with fear, and
consequently he deems it

wise to do awav with the

Herod is a play which

should establish the au-

thor, Mr. Stephen Phillips,

as one of the playwrights

of the day. He has already

made his mark in poetry,

and most certainly he has

:;cored tremendously in

Herod. The tale told in

blank verse is of much
beauty and at many points

ascends to fine eloquent

to choose the best, but the

boy priest. Having caused him to be murdered while
bathing, he sets out to court the friendship of Octavius
Caesar; meanwhile the corpse of Aristobulus is brought
in, and the curtain falls on the weeping Mariamne who
has extracted the truth from Sohemus. In the second
act, Herod returns, flushed and exalted with the friend-

ship of Caesar, to divide his triumph with his queen,
but his queen no longer loves him, now that she has
learnt the truth about her brother. When Herod dis-

covers his mistake he at first tries to rectify it, but in a
moment of anger, aroused by the sneering taunts of
his mother and sister, he orders the death of Mariamne,
and she is poisoned. Then follows by far the most

magnificent moment of
the play. Herod receives

large territories from
Rome, and forgetting

his too hasty sentence
proceeds to the palace
where his wife lies dead,
exclaiming eagerly to

her :
" Hear what Caesar

has given me."
" Hyppo, Samaria and

Gadara
And high-walled Joppa
and An the don's
shore,

And Gaza— unto these

andStrabo's towers."

" Mariamne, hear you
this?" As tiie curtain

falls the echo of Herod's
voice is heard down the

empty passages, " Mari-

amne, hear you this ?
"

The third act shows
Herod as a lunatic, mad
with regret. He insists

on seeing his queen : she

is brought in, and, as he

gazes on her body, he is

struck with paralysis,

and stands immovable
as a wax figure. On this

weird tableau the final

curtain drops.

Mr. Tree, as Herod,
excels all his previous

achievements, although
it is by far the most diffi-

cult role he has had to

play. Miss Maud Jeffries,

if at times not quite

eq jal to the occasion,

renders the part of

Mariamne with excel-

lence. Skilful acting is

displayed by Mr. C. \V.

Somerset as Gadias,
Herod's Chief Council-

lor ; also Miss Calhoun
as Salome. ' Mr. F. H:
Macklin, as Sohemus,
and Mr. Charles Fulton,

as the Physician, are

worths' of note. R. H.
Miss Maud Jeffries as Mariamne

(Photo by Langfier)
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MR. BEERBOHM TREE AS * HEROD"
When he discovers that Mariamne is really dead. Mr. Tree stands stock-still for tea minutes

(Photo by Langfier)
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and when England had become broad-
minded attain, it was transferred to

a more suitable course at Epsom,
where it has been held ever since.

The glory lias departed from the once
gay Derby Haven, and it is now an
insignificant fishing village, golf bring
its sole recreation.

i bis out-of-the-world little village—Derby Haven—was once the

Douglas of the Isle of Man
The first Derby horse-race, now held at Epsom, was run at Derby Haven. It

was founded by the Earls of Derby, who were lords of the island

THE FIRST DERBY

This is where the first Derby horse-race was run.

But it is not a view of Epsom. The fact is—and it

must be news to many folk— the first Derby was not
run on Epsom Downs, but in the Isle of Man of all

places in the world ! Our photo is of Derby Haven, the

scene of that historic occasion. It is near Castletown,
in the south of the island. The Earls of Derby
originally owned the Isle of Man. About Cromwell's
time it used to be a great resort for the young bloods
of the day,who found Puritan England too uninteresting.

The Derby race was founded by one of the Earls for

the purpose of amusing his sporting guests ; and was
known to the islanders as " the Derby." Later, when
it had become an important event in the racing world,

The accompanying illustration 01

fun on board ship represents three men
—the man on the elephant's back,
the elephant being two men. The

Fun on board ship. The Royal llorse Marines
Elephant Corps in pursuit of Kruger

(Photo by Cribb, Southsea.)

A Bhistie, or water-carrier

The faithful Bhislies, with their skins of water, bave-'been the heroes

of many a battle-field. Neither shot nor shell nor murderous knife

has prevented them tending to thirSty and wounded and dying

soldiers in the thick of the fight

skin is a commandeered big gun-cover, with the slack
tucked in, while the trunk and the tail are made up
of the part of the cover that protects the muzzle of

[the gun. The placard on the " port " side bears the

I

legend, "Where's Kruger ?—Chase him !
" Jack's the

I

boy for work
; Jack's the boy for play as the song says.

He can have a good game on board and a good game
on land, but he is gamest in the game of war.

* * *
Do women read novels backward in order to find

J

out in advance how the plot is coming out? That is

[the latest conundrum in literary circles, says the Boston
'

\ Herald, and it is being discussed with a seriousness

j
that would seem to denote that there are reasons for

) taking the affirmative side of the proposition.
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Memorial window to the late General Sir W. Penn
Symons in the Parish Church of the quaint little

Cornish village of Botusfleming. "Good luck hast
thou with thine honour; ride on"

THE PENN -SYMONS WINDOW
The very interesting ceremony of dedicating a county

"nemorial to a gallant and distinguished officer wlio fell

in the South African war was performed by the Bishop
of Truro in the parish church of .Botusfleming. This
quaint little Cornish village, which was the home of

Major-General Penn Symons, is almost unknown even
tc the great world of tourists,. for the nearest railway
station is several miles away, and it being" somewhat
off the main road, visitors to Cornwall seldom trouble
to pay Botusfleming more than a passing call. General
Sir W. Penn Symons was./a worshipper in the pretty
little village church, and beloved and respected as he
was by all who knew him, his career while on active
service was closely followed by his admirers.
The window depicts the scene of Christ meeting the

good Centurion. Iii the centre pane is the figure of
Christ, with His arm uplifted in an attitude of com-
mand. On the left, in another pane, is the Centurion,
kneeling in token of submission ; two soldiers are
behind him, and on the right are two more soldiers
bearing the banner of the legion. The colouring is

rich and subdued, the prevailing tones bein»- deep
violet or purple, crimson, orange a-id golden yellow.
The inscription on a large brass tablet immediately

below the window is as follows :

"To the Glory of God this tablet and the window
above form part of the County Memorial to the late

Major-General Sir William Penn Symons, K.C.B., born
at Hatt, in this parish, on July 17U1, 1843. He entered
the Army in 1863, joining the 24th Regiment (now South
Wales Borderer.-.). He served with distinction throusrh

the followingcampaigns: South African War, 1877-8-9;

operations against the Galekas, Zulu Campaign, Bur-
mese Expedition, 1885 to 1889 ; Brigadier-General Chin
Field Force, Chin-Lushi, 1889-90 ;

commanded the

Burma Column, Waziristan Expedition, 1894-5 ; com-
manded the 2nd Brigade operations on North-Wesl
Frontier of India, 1897-8 ; commanded the 2nd Brigade
Tochi Field Force, and 1st Division Tirah Expeditionary
Force ; South African War, 1899, commanded the force

at Glencoe. ' He was mortally wounded in the last of

these while in command of the troops at the battle of

Glencoe (Talana Hill), October 20th, 1899, and died in

the hospital at Dundee on the 23rd of that month, his

body being interred in the English Church at that place.

He was specially promoted to be Major-General for his

distinguished services to his country. Alike by his

courage, kindness, and goodness of heart, he endeared
himself to all who knew him, and his heroic death
called forth the sorrow of the whole nation and also the

sincere expressions of regret from the enemy against

whom this nation was fighting.
" Good luck hast thou with thine honour ; ride on."

The hardest "wrought" man in Scotland. He lives

near Caithness, is hale and hearty, is 94- years of
age, and for the past eighty years has been saw
ing Caithness flagstones. (Photo by Miss C M. Kncon
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THE PRESIDENT FOR 1904

"Put Gladstone's tongue into John Burns's head,"
somebody has somewhere written, " and you get a sort

of Anglicised Bryan." That is as «ood a definition as

we are likely to yet on this side of the Atlantic, but
none the less i'?. is altogether inaccurate. Mr. Bryan's
oratory resembles that oi" John Bright rather: than
Gladstone's ; an J it cannot justly be said that lie

possesses either the ample cheek or the narrow views
of the member for Battersea. The truth is that the

Democratic leader, who leads the Democrats in spite

of themselvea, is the most brilliant living type of a

speciesoi American
who is almost un-
known in this

country. lie is

from first to last a

m 111 of the West
;

there is not a grain
of the Yankee in

his composition
;

did that is why he
has been, is, and
will remain the

man for the West
until his dying day
—or until lie has
served a term or

two as President
of the United
States ! He has a
wider outlook on
affairs than the

a v e r a g e m i n e-

owner of Spokane
or mill - owner of

St.' Paul's, or

wheat - farmer of

Nebraska, but he

is one with all

three in his habit

of mind. He is

(In; brother of ten

millions of thi'

most indefatigable

and the least pes-

simistic and the

most sentimental
of those among
God's creatures
who believe thai

hard work is the

only acceptable
form of praver.
" You say He
rested the seventh
day,

-

' said the

Dakota farmer to

flit; camp - preache
a sinner for stackin

lightning on far-off clouds. To the average Western
American every sentence is the expression of one of 1 1 i —

.

own unexpressed thoughts. Furthermore, he has th

quality known as "magnetism " that definite; but in-

definable quality which, to take English instances, was
possessed byGladstone, but is not possessed by Chamber-
lain. By the help of these great qualities Mr. Bryan
lias changed the nature of his party. There are lew
Democrats left in the United Stales, but there are
millions of Bryanites, and the difference between Bryan
and Cleveland is the difference between an entity and a

nonentity. The
modern Demo-
cratic party is the

working man's
party, and the Re-

I
ublican party is

1 be party of those;

who possess thai

for which they

have not worked.
It is not yet a

question ol the
' ' have-nots''
a gainst the
" haves," but it

will come to that

some day in the

i>
-reat Republic.

The cloud is as

yet only half-way

up the sky, and
there is no telling

when the storm

.

will burst. It may-

pass harmlessly—
as happened with
us in the days of

1 he Chartists. But
I here are siyns

that Labour and
Capital must come
to their Armaged-
don before long ;

and if the Union
is to be saved,

there will be but

one man with the

power ol per-

sonality and in a

position to save ii.

And that man
is W. J. Bryan.

" and that I'm
on the Sabbath.

But you forget, to mention that He
worked hard all the rest of the week,
the same as me and the boys. 1

guess He'll forgive me for working
io-day, because I worked the other
the Western philosophy of life in

f

Ex -Judge W.
II. Moore, of

Chicago, organiser of half a dozen

gigantic steel and iron combinations,

has made it an inflexible rule never to

allow his utterances to be printed. It

was recently reported that he was
going lo Europe, and a reporter visited

e rumour. But the Chicagoan was as

nutshell. To I obdurate as' ever. "You won't say whether you are

the men who work" in the unfenced wheat- fields, I going away, judge ? " was asked. "1 never talk for

or in the porphyry depths, or among whiels that
j

publication," was the suave_ answer. " Can't you tell

never run down night or day, Bryan, the tireless ! us anything about the condition of the iron business? '

orator, seems the ultimate development of their own
j

" I do not talk for publication." The reporter pursued

manhood. To the average. Englishman his most his victim, but renouncing any ambition for the coveted

eloquent speech would be something meaningless,
|
interview, he said, "A fine day, judge." "Not for

though beautiful—as it were, a flickering of summer 'publication," was the instinctive reply.

That him ify th
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KODAKING THE PRESIDENT
OUR AMERICAN COUSINS FIND MR.

MCKINLEY VERY GOOD-NATURED

Wherever the President of the

United States goes there is sure

to be a plentiful following of

reporters and Kodak fiends. Our
democratic cousins across the sea

are so thoroughly imbued with the

spirit of independence that they

feel quite free to "snapshot" their

Chief Executive whenever and
wherever an opportunity presents

itself, and they are not in the least

danger of being reproved for the

doing of it either.

When he is off on
a "stumping" tour,

making speeches from
car platforms at tin-

rate of sixteen a day,

he is too busily engaged
to take note of " the

snappers," but when
it comes to following

him to his summer
hotel, where he has
flown to escape the

cares of State, it does
seem rather hard on his good nature to be confronted

at every step with a camera and a "Just a. moment,
Mr. President," as the kodaker gets his focus.

At Hotel Champlain, in the Adirondack Mountains,
where the accompanying photographs "were taken,

Mr. McKinley, accompanied by his invalid wife and
physician, was seeking a much needed rest during
August, and while the war in the Philippine Islands was
al its worst. Pale and worn-looking he endeavoured
1o regain in a few weeks' outing the lost vitality ot

which his long strain o\er official duties had deprived

him.
On the first dav of his arrival there were a dozen or

more ambitious young Americans at the station to

**mL

ing with tli'- Postmaster-Gen 1 il

By-and-bye they emerged into lh<

open, where they sal down for si

moment's rest on a rustic eat

beneath a gnat oak. The still-

ness of the woods was peacefulness
itself, and for once the Presidenl ol

the Great Republic was far and
away from disturbing forces; thai

is, he thought he was, but in a

moment more the pretty girl ap-
peared before him, nervously fo-

cusing her camera, and with "Just
a moment, Mr. President,'' she
snapped the machine right unuei
his very nose. This was too much
for even Mr. McKinley, and lie re-

moved his hat and gave himself
up with a laugh to (Ik; fair kodaki

.

and a copy of this very picture

is given in our article

to-day.

At the hotel the Presiden-
Ji"~"'

tial suite was in a wing
of the building and con-
nected to the main portion

by a long glass enclosed

corridor. There was em-
exit on the first lloor 1 lad-

ing on to the hotel piazza
and another on the ground floor amongst the shrubbery.
So it was that the cameras had to be on the look-out for

two places at once,, and a happy arrangement was to give
the signal to one another on the President's arrival by
means of a cough, when there would follow a general
stampede in that direction. When he went for a drive
with Mrs. McKinley, as he irequently did, the cameras
would line up to catch the start, and on his return an
hour or so later they would be stationed at the entrance
or along the driveway leading to the hotel and snap him

J

again.
One day President McKinley and Vice-President

I Hobart thought they would evade the " fiends " when
;

going for a few hours' yachting by slipping out quite

photograph him as he stepped from the car platform to unobserved by the area-way, and going some distance
the station, and as many more waiting his arrival at by foot through the bivst, and thence along the shore
(he hotel. In a few days there was a general round up to where the vsc'.il lav at anchor. They got off till

Mi McKinley walking with his medical adviser

in Champlain Forest, Adirondack

of kodakers from all parts of

the country, and whenevi r

he ventured out < f doors it

was to the niusica
click of snapshot m;
He was kodaked if

pened to step out on
balcony surrounding
ling-room window

;

kodaked when he a
on the hotel piazza, w
went to take his m
dip in the lake, w
went to church of
bath. If he happc
stroll into the woo
would be confronted
turning where the Ii

sufficient. And tin

well-known story of
girl who followed
over an hour
through the
depths of the
wildest of the
C h a m plain
Forest, as he
worked his way
ia and out, talk-

McKinlcy sets out on hi

" constitution al

"

s morning

right, but when they came
in sight of the boat they

were thunderstruck to see

lined up on both sides ot the

gang plank no fewer than
twenty-four cameras !

It is interesting to know
that the pictures then taken,

were the las( ever had of the

Vice-President, for his ill-

ness and death came
after this sojourn

mountains.
In Washington,

where Uncle Sam':
Executive must have his

home in the "White House,"
there is naturally less of the

camera nuisance, since the

novelty of hiving the Presi-

dent walk and drive about
is well worn off, and it is

only the occasional tourist

who feels inclined to take

ad\ antage of the opportunity
offered ; but it is

when o\\ lour, or

d u r
:

- 11 g s o ill e

chance visit outside

shortly

in the

D.C.,
chiel
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"Just one moment, Mr. President." Mr. Mckinley
and the camera fiend in Champlain Forest

of Washington, that the camera fraternity turn out to

do their worst.
Of course, the President has a right to order any

such person to be punished for disturbing the peace or

the community, or to send them to jail if he liked; but
America is essentially the land of the free, and not even
so annoying' a practice as kodaking from all the direc-

tions at once seems to call out stringent measures.
Lenore van der Veer.

A WANDERER
In the accompanying photograph o'f M. Michael

Milovanowicht journalism is illustrated in a curious
way. This Servian student was originally an officer

in the Servian army, but desirous of being of literary

service to his country he forsook the sword for the pen.

He is now strolling round Europe under somewhat

novel circumstances. Following the divine commands,
he has only a staff, no money in his purse, no soup, no
bread ; he does not wear two coats, but he has eight
pairs of boots, as his travels are all done on foot. He
started from Belgrade on April 8th, and has been
through Austro-Hungary, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Dal-
matia, Montenegro, Albania, Greece, Turkey, Bul-
garia, Roumania, Russia, Finland, Sweden, Norwav,
Denmark, Germany, Holland, Belgium, and France,
including the Paris Exhibition. After leaving London
he is going on to Liverpool, Scotland, Ireland, Irom
thence to Portugal, and home through Spain, Italy,

Switzerland, and Hungary. He has an interesting
little book containing about six hundred official seals
of all the towns he has visited, including that of the

M. Michael Milovanowicht, who is walking i*_und
Europe

Servian Ccnsul in London. The book which he intends

writing of all the sights and experiences that he has
witnessed should prove of unusual interest. Michael
s not afraid of the cry " There's 'air," as it is his inten-

tion not to visit a barber until he reaches home. The
'air has now reached his shoulders.

. » >^if

Crathie Church, where the Queen worships while
in Aberdeenshire

Fresh light is thrown on the still vexed question of

the sources of the Nile by Dr. Baumann's recent ex-

ploration of the country lying between the Kagera river

and Lake Tanganyika. The strange belief of the in-

habitants of Urundi in that region, that their royal race

was descended from the moon, caused them to receive

the European traveller with the greatest demonstrations
ofjoy as their last king returned from his celestial abode.

A range of mountains in the neighbourhood is re-

verenced under the name of the Mountains of the Moon,
and as the explorer traced to them the head waters of

the Kagera, there is a curious confirmation ot classical

tradition, long discredited as mythical.
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A CHANCE FOR POCKET MONEY SINGULAR ELECTION COINCIDENCES

Thanks to the Census which is to be taken next
March, some thousands of young men throughout the

country will have the opportunity of earning, in a not
very arduous fashion, from £2 to £3. Arrangements
for the counting of the people are now being rapidly

made, each district being in the hands of the
Jocal Registiar of Births and Deaths. Enumera-
tors, whose duty it will be to give out th

Sus schedules, and collect th

to be appointed over each 250
in both town and country,
cation for the post, therefore,

made to the nearest Registr
pay is higher thanjin former
and for country districts an
"mileage pay " will be m
The district which each enum
rator has to deal with may
consist of only one long
street, or several short
ones, and to any one of
average intelligence,

and a legible writer,

the duty will be
found easy enough,
and the pay
good.

Mk. Marshall Hall, Q.C, M.P., in returning
thanks to workers on his behalf in (he Southporl
Division election, calls attention to a series of remark-
able coincidences connected with his part in the con-
test. He made his first appearance in the division ( 11

August
th.and

his second
on August

22nd, which is

the first mul-
tiple of eleven.

The polling took
placeon October 1 ith.

He polled 5,522 votes,

which is again a mul-
tiple of eleven, as is also

his majority of 209, the

sum of the digits of which
is also eleven. " The long

arm of coincidence," he remarks,
"does not stop there. On the

Sunday following the election a

friend with whom I attended church
handed to me a hymn-book, opened at

page 209, which contained the hymn,
The fight is o'er, the battle won.'

"

A remarkable photo of the crowd on I.udgate Hill.

The C.I.V. are somewhere in the centre

Cookery. By Vera. (R. S. Cartwright.) The young
wife who has plunged into the troubles and trials of
housekeeping will find this book most helpful and useful.

The recipes are not elaborate, but should prove in-

valuable to the needs of the middle class for whom they
are intended.

Should I Succeed in South Africa? By A SUC-
CESSFUL Colonist. (Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilto -,

Kent and Co., Limited.) Everyone asking them-
selves this question should certainly procure a copy of

this valuable and interesting little book. The expe-

rience of the author will be found most profitable to the

novice, and might be the means of making him a rich

man or saving him from a disastrous speculation.

* * 5?

77ie Adventures of Tylor Tatlock, by Dick Donovan
(Chatto and Windus), a series of short stories illus-

trating the adventures of Mr. Tyler Tatlock, a private

dectective, are written in the usual attractive style.
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Before the battle of Zand River drift. The C.I.V.'s watching the artillery (covering the
reconnaissance of the Mounted Infantry) shelling the Boer positions

LIST OF V.C's WON IN THE WAR
An analysis of the 25 Victoria Crosses won in the

war shows that 1 1 have been won by the Infantry
branch of the service, and of these 11 the Gordon
Highlanders hav< Tlie Artillery have won (>, the
Cavalry 3, the Colonial forces 3, the R.A.M.C. i, and
the Royal Engineers 1.

Eight captains have won the V.C., 4 sergeants,

4 corporals, 3 lieutenants, 2 majors, 1 gunner, i driver,

1 trooper, and 1 private.

Captain C. Fitzclarence, Royal Fusiliers, Mall-king,
October 14th and 27th and December 26th, 1899.

Captain M, F. M. Meiklejohn, Gordon Highlanders,
Flandslaagte, October 21st, 1899.

Quartermaster W. Robertson, Gordon Highlanders,
Flandslaagte, October 21st, 1899.

Sec. -Lieut. J. Norwood, 51I1 Dragoon Guards, Lady-
smitli, October 30th, 1899.

Corporal' J. Shaul, Highland Light Infantry, Magers-
fontein, December nth, 1899.

Captain E. B. Towse, Gordon Highlanders, Magers-
fontein, December iitli, 1849, and Mount Thaba.
April 30th, 1900.

Captain W. N. Congreve, Rifle Brigade, Colcnso,
December i^th, 1899.

Lieut. F. H. S. Roberts, K.R.R.C, Colenso,
December 151I], 1899.

Captain H. L. Reed, 7th Battery R.F.A., Colcnso,

December 15th, 1899.

Sergeant G. E. Nurse, 66th Battery, R.F.A., Colenso,

December 15th, 1899.

Major W. Babtic. C.M.G., R.A.M.C, Colenso,

December 15th, 1849.

The faithful Indian hearers with the Cavalry Brigade
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Corporal J. I*. McKay, Gordon Highlanders, JoIiaur.es-

bm '^', May 29th, L900.

Corp, F. Kirby/ R.E. , near Pretoria, Juno 211 I, 1900.

Private C. Ward, Yorkshire Light Infantry, Lindtey,

June 26th, 1900.

Sergeant A. fl. L. Richardson, Lord Strathcona's
Corps, VblvespruityJuly 5th, 1900.

Captain W. E. Gordon, Gorci >i1 Higlilanders, Krugers-
dorp, J Lily 1 1 1I1, [900.

Cihazi's successor. The Gordon Highlanders' pet dog
in campaigning rig-out

Sergeant H. R. Martineau, Protectorate Regiment,
Mafeking, December 26th, 1899.

Trooper H. E. Ramsden, Protectorate Regiment,
Mafeking,. December 26th, 1899.

Captain Sir J. Milbankc, iolh Hussars, Colesberg,
January 5th, 1900.

Captain C. Mansel-Jones, West Yorks, Tiigela River,
February 27th, 1900.

Sergeant H. Engleheart, iotlt Hussars', near Bloem-
fontein, March 13th, 1900

Major Phipps-Hornby, O Battery K.H.A., Koorn
Spruit, March 31st, 1900.

Sergeant C Parker, Q Battery R.H A., Koorn Spruit,
March 31st, 1900.

(iunner J. Lodge, Q Battery R.H. A., Koorn Spruit,
March 31st, 1900.

Driver H. H. Classock, O Battery R.H. \., Koorn
Spruit, March 31st, i(;ik>.

The Gordon's dog dressed in sleeping outfit sent
kind friends at home

. GHAZI'S SUCCESSOR
When- the 92nd (Gordon High-

landers) Regiment, now the 2nd
Battalion Gordon Higlilanders, were
with Roberts in Afghanistan they
picked up a ferocious wolf-hound
pup that the retreating Ghazis had
left behind. They named it Ghazi,
and for many years the clog was the

regimental pet. When the regiment
was stopped on the South African
coast on the.way home from India
Ghazi marched at the head to New-
castle, 'and later on was wounded at

MajubaHill, where his Afghan medal
and star were stolen by the enemy.
Now that the Cordons (two batta-
lions this time) tire again in South
Africa they are attended by another
ferocious animal who is jealous of

the honour of the regiment. He
knows the black gaiter buttons, but,
strangely enough, thinks that the
words of the regimental call, "Oh
Tottie, eve, eve," are extremely
frivolous. It is said that his special

dutv is to catch De Wet.
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A HISTORIC

«,, ,. ,,..,. . :,,

-

nd
.

V ';''Ud P^'fJ-fcrian Churches of Scotland took place at the Wavcrlcy Market, Edinburgh, on".Jn^d..j, ouobci 31st, In the presence of many of the mostChurch) is taking the hand of fellowship with Dr. Mai
right) arc seen Professor Orr, Dr. Drummond. Dr. Whit

ivcr and Dr. Kennedy. On the left of Dr. Mair (rignt 1

,

.
John Watson)

; Lord Overtomi, A. B. Davidson, Dr. Ma

DAY FOR SCOTLAND
the Free ;

epreventative Scotsmen. Dr. Ross Taylor (of the
(of the U.P.J. Between Dr. Mair and Dr. Ross Taylor (left to

---*--•"""'—'"•"** ""*"= «"<* Dr. Joseph Parker; then Lord Rosehery. Principal Hutton,
,n™rZr

,
anL»r' Kc"Jiedy. On the left rf Dr. Mair (right to left) Lord Aberdeen, Dr. Murray Mitchell and Ian Maclaren

i Dods and others are also shown. (Drawn by Max Cowptr.)
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"The Camp Catch." Group of actors and workers on the staye. Dr. Balfour, uic author, holding up a sunshade

"THE
DRAMATIC

CAMP CATCH "

One would perhaps hardly look to ;i camp hospital, a
place usually enveloped in a cloak of sadness, for the

production of a burlesque sufficiently full of wit and
humour lo charge
1 he whole vicinity

with' merriment.
It has been the
proud lot of No. 7
General Hospital,
Kstcourt, to claim
1 h e h n o u r o f

launching the first

local play relating
to the war. Civil

Surgeon A. Bal-
IV ur, the writer

of the play, has
proved himself a
worthy disciple of
rVfistophanes. He
and his willing
band of helpers,

chosen from the

ffi c e r s a n d
nursing sisters,

have, by their

efforts, sent a
zephyr of hilarity

through the hos-
pital grounds,
where the at mo-
sphere, redolent of
surgeons and sick-

ness, monotony
and medicine, -is

usually somewhat
oppressive.

By the kind con-
sent of Lieut.-
Colonei

I Mac-
neece, R.A.M.C.,

PERFORMANCE AT ESTCOURT, NATAL

the piece was staged (under earn
run, when crowded houses showed
lion of the author's genius and the

" The Camp Catch:" Doctor Soor Dook (who. both drinks and
speaks Scotch) calling Sister Spyancop's attention to enable Civil

Surgeon I'ccji)s to partake of his favourite beverage

as) for a two days'

their high apprecia-

company's excellent

performance. The
Camp Catch is a
burlesque in two
acts, dealing with
hospital life as it

exists in general
hospitals. For
those who are ac-

quainted with ihe

working of these

institutions, die

play has a large
store of humour
and is full of witty

points. The plot

turns on the visil

of the Hospital
( -ommission. Mr.
Corded Boots, a
Boer spy, hearing
of the intended
visit, impersonates
the Commissioner,
and presents him-
self at the hospital,

where he hopes to

gather information
as to the move-
ments of troops,

&c. The real Com-
missioner, on dis-

covering this, ap-
pears at the hos-
pital disguised as
a Sister, under
which garb he is

able to thwart the
spy's plans and ij
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1

inveigle him into a
trap", which ulti-

mately leads (o Iiis

arrest ; and the Sis-

ter, having finished

her game as spy-aii'-

cop, discloses In r

true character. The
play is interspersed

with songs and
dances, all of which
add piquancy to the

performance.

I HE CAMP CATCH.
A I W.'CICAI. IAKCF, IN 'r\V(>

ACTS

Alt \.—SJ>y.

Scenic I.—The Doctor's Mess.
Scene 1 1.—Tlie Sister's Mess.

Act \\.— Cof>fieii.

Scene I.—The Kaffir Kraal.
Scene II.—The Picnic.

Scene III.—The Hospital.

Dramatis Persona'
Col. Pom-pomposity (A

"P.M.O," with something up
his sleeve) Civil Surgeon
Watkins Pitchford.
Major Dammon (An cl 1

" champainer ") Ci\ il Surgeon
[ngall.

Civil Surgeon Soor Dook (A
I)octor who both drinks and
speaks Scotch) Civil Surgeon
Thomson.

Civil Surgeon Peggs (Secre-

tary V.M.C.A.) Civil Sur-
geon Crosland.
Mr. Corded Roots (The so-

called Hospital Commissioner
from the Rand) Civil Sur-
geon Balfour.

Sergeant V. M. Guzzle
(Always in a mess) Civil Sur-

geon Hine.
Chewajujube (A Kaffir

Chief) Civil Surgeon Wilkin-
son.

Sister Superintendent
(Irundy (Not lost, but gone
before)Civil Surgeon Johnson.

Sister Bigg and Sister Tiny
(Of the Army Reserve) Si=ter

Kennedy and Civil Surgeon
Bayliss.

Sister Spyancop (The real

Hospital Commissioner) Rev.
M. Mullineux.

" The Camp Catch.'' Sister Spyancop asks lor a 001

Sister Grundy replies, " You'll act plenty of tea out of
tie of tea.

a teapot."

Canlanl i - fl Ik

SI t 1 -l 1 - • • ! stcouii
• Manager : J I'.

Macdougral
Hi orderlies : K- fin .

Soldiers of 1! <• Qi

Surgeon <•. K
Thomson, as Civil

S u r ice tj 11 S 00 1

Dook-

, was indis-

putably lite 1 haractei

of the cast. With
a head of hair and a

nose which threat-
c ned to scorch cvery-

1 hing in the vicinity,

set off by the kill o
his clan ; an awfu'lh

dryandcantankerout
nature, cherishing ;'

partiality, needless

(o say, for " Hieland
dew" and the ballads

of his country, Dr.

Thomson's interpre-

tation of the part was
clever and ingeniou:

10 an unusual de-

gree. His appear-

ance and attitud<

alone caused a con-

stant giggle through-
out the auditorium,
whilst his broad dia-

lect and grotesque
doings never ceased

to create intenst

merriment, punc-

tuated by hearts

bursts of laughter.

from the first scene

10 the last. In Dr.

Thomson, indeed

was centred the lift

of the play. His

aV.lity as an : do.
was strikingly em-
phasised.

Black and White at Sen
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/iiacli Russian pigs. They arc as stubborn as those from Cork and Kinsalc

CATTLE FAIR IN "LITTLE RUSSIA"

Little Russia is that part of the great white Czar's
dominions which abuts on the belt of country lying
round the Black Sea, of which the Crimean peninsula
is the southerly limit. Up north, in Greater Russia,
with St. 'Petersburg as the hub and distributing point

of empire, the historic fair and festival of Novgorod is

the yearly Mecca of merchants and sightseers. Of
this we have all heard and seen much in printed page
and picture. Similar red-letter events down South
may not be so well known to the average student of

men and manner.
Here, then, is a short series ot snapshots, taken by

the manager of an English engineering firm which
supplies machinery to South Russian farmers, and from
these we may catch not uninteresting glimpses of the

Moujik in his native haunts and meeting-places.
In the one photograph we see a group of " Little

Russian " peasants in their characteristic costumes on
the fair ground. We may notice the baggy breeches
tucked into clumsy Wellington boots, those flax-leg-

gings, oddly reminiscent of the "puttee" which India
lately gave to our soldiers in South Africa, and to our
golfers at home.
The high-legged, scraggy oxen are brought to market

with a. grass-woven rope secured to their branching
horns. In another photo we find a record of the
peculiar method of striking, very literally "striking,"
a bargain. These yokels smack hands at long intervals

and at varying elevations (the attitude seems familiar
to us, O fickle fashion !) as the dialogue proceeds, and
wind up with a tight grip when the deal is concluded.

Here, again, the dress of "Little Russia" is well

exemplified. A cluster of Muscovite, or " Great
Russian," iarmers hold converse in photo number
three. These sturdy fellows very generally wear their

shirts—let us call them jerkins, and so save the situa-

tion !—outside theirnether garments.
There is pretty sure to be a Jew moneylender, the

curse of Russian farmer life, somewhere in the crowd.
A girl in typical South Russian gala array is the most
interesting feature in our last snapshot. This is taken
just outside the fair limits, and we may shrewdly
suspect that those leggy, black swine occasionally

prove as wild and untoward as their, cousins of Cork
and Kinsale ! Anyhow, here they are, safely herded
and guarded, awaiting customers apart from the jangle
and stir of Elisabelgrad cattle fair.

F. H. Williams.

Muscovite peasants with their baggy trousers, Wellington boots, and flax leggings at a
fair. They wear their shirts outside their nether garments
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WHALE ISLAND

A correspondent writes: — "After
seeing" pictures of sports, Whale Island,

it may interest some of your younger
readers to hear of Whale Island some
forty years ago. There was no house at

that time. It was about 1861 that the
first house was put there ; my father
being- the first to live on the island, then
being gunnery instructor. The men
used to go over from H.M.S. Excellent
to be instructed by him, and the island

was then called Bora Island, and also
Rat Island— a very appropriate name,
seeing that such large numbers of rats,

and such large things, used to sit up
so daring and look at the men at work
in t'.'.e laboratory. I remember what
quantities of fireworks were made there
by the men for illuminations at sea when
the Prince of Wales was married. I have

Russian Horse Fair. Peasants of "Little Kussia." The photo shows
their costume and method cf handling cattle

was coming down. Many have remarked that mj
father's widow ought to have been compensated for loss

of hearing, but not so the Government officials. At tin

death of my father she went to service, but owing to

her deafness she had to give that up ; with many
sneers and jeers to contend with as to that deaf old

thing. Such is the hardship of an R. M.A.N. CO. widow
after her husband serving twenty-one years without a

scratch against his name. Such is the remembrance
of an R.M.A. daughter of Whale Island."

Whale Island is now the chief depot for Naval
gunnery instruction. It is there that H.M.S. Excellent

is supposed to hang out.

Russian Horse Fair. Progress of a bargain. The
Russians smack their hands at intervals and close

the bargain with a grip

cause never to forget living on this little island, having a
mark of one of the big guns on my forehead, which 1

shall always carry. I ran up against the gun. Again,
there was no fresh water supply there in those days,
and we had to go over by boat to the Wevil or Victland
Yard to fetch it. I, as a child, went over one day, but
the boat not being made fast drifted off down the har-
bour, to my horror—and I alone. Another cause for

remembrance is the worst. The men from H.M.S.
Excellent came over to practise with the big guns one
day. An officer made a mistake by giving the word
of command to fire when the guns were run up too
near the house. The drums of my mother's ears were

j

shattered, and the shock was so great that it also!
killed a canary which was hanging up in the window, i

As to myself, I was so frightened, I thought the house 1

Colour Serjeant J. lUulliiis, R.M.A., the first man
to live on Whale Island. The photo shows the

dress of the Royal Marin: Artillery in 1858
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A lion shot by Dr. Greathead on the banks of the Mabunqu River

BIG GAME ON THE BUSH VELD
PHOTOGRAPHS FROM A WELL-KNOWN SHIKARI

Whilst (he last flames of active warfare in South 1 become the grahl-beaning areas of a continent, the

Africa flicker up sharply before the inevitable end,
|
settlement ground of a South African Manitoba, when

observant eyes are focussed on that North-East portion
j

the iron roads of Empire have opened up the countrv for

of the Transvaal known as the Hush Veld. This
|
occupation and development.

region, bounded by the Crocodile and Olifants Rivers,! Our photographer exhibits this Bush Veld as the arena
was practically unknown to us ere \\ e heard of this of a sporting trip, in strange contrast to the sternei

Parthian retreat of

De Wet and his

guerilla hordes to-

wards these remote
fastnesses. Hunters
a id prospectors have
spoken of this land
as the haunt of big
game, and of such
wild tribes as the

Shangans and the

Sskukunis— a Tom
Tiddler's ground of
unknown possitili-

lics and not much
else.

Peculiar interest

therefore at-

taches to a
set of phono-
graphs lately

S311t ft) us

f r o m Dr.
Greathead, a
well - known
S h i k a r i

,

some ofwhich
are here re-

produced.
from him we learn that the country is of widely diversi-

fied aspeci, and of considerable beauty and promise.
Stretches of rolling prairie, dominated here and there

by Titanic kopjes, and everywhere dotted with big ant-

A buffalo s.hot by Dr. Greathead's party. The Doctor is on the

extreme right of the photo

business of man-
hunting with which
the countrv is asso-

ciated to-day. No. 1

shows a lion as he
dropped in his track-

to Dr. (jlreathead
-

:

rifle on the banks 01

the .Mabungu River.
In another photo-
graph we get a
glimpse of the prairie

lands with two fine

giraffes awaiting the

skinning knives of

our hunters.

The team of don-
keys in the back-
ground may remind
us that those fly-

haunted regions take
deadly toll .among
horses until drainage
and cultivation work
their magic on insect

pests. A line buffalo

lies at the feet of
Dr. Greathead on
the extreme right,

and his companions in the other photo on this page.

In our last snapshot notice the ant-heap and the

fringe; of tropic growths. A native boy rejoices in

the shot that has secured a water buck as his share
hills, alternate with vast tracts of bush and scrub and

|
of the spoils. 'The Bush Veld seems likely to become a

coarse tall grass, the lair of lions, giraffes, and deer
I
happy hunting-ground for Nimrod, Limited, before 1901

innumerable. In the far interior the Machrae Fans,
with a magnificent descent of some two hundred feet

amid an amphitheatre of frOWning precipices, hint at

water power: of inestimable value.; 'The prairie lands,

extending league after league to every point of the
compass,, seem destined in the not- distant future to

rows old.

One of the great difficulties in the way of the protec-

tion of big game in South Africa, says Captain (irogan,

lies in the fact that the Latin races and Latinised rac< s

have no conception of "the sporting idea" so dea,-

to the average Briton. A few instances will illus-
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(sic) kill at leasf twenty great brutes called 'hippo."
I myself saw natives provided with guns and sent out
to slaughter game; and, as a result, many antelope
heavy with young wen: brought into the station. There
are laws in the Congo to prevent the shooting ol

elephants
; the above is' a proof of their efficacy. i

should surest the absolute suppression of the profes-
sional hunter who flourishes on the Portuguese East
Coast, and that everv man holding a game licence

A giraffe awaiting
the skinning knives

of the hunters

Irate my point. At one of the Congo
free State posts an individual was
brought up and introduced to me as a
famous elephant hunter. Subsequently
I discovered that the feat upon which he
based his claim to this distinction was
the slaughter of fourteen small cow
1 lephants one morning. His mode of
procedure was as follows :—A native
reported to him the presence of a herd,
and he marched to the attack with
sixty soldiers. Having approached to

within 300 yards of the unfortunate
brutes, which were standing bunched
under a tree, they fired several volleys,

as a result of which fourteen elephants
dead upon the spot ; half the meat of
utilised. Another gentleman, brimming
the milk of human kindness, invited me
with him, offering as an inducement that

A native

were left 1

one was

'

over with
to shoot
"he was

sure that in morning we could easily and safelv are the only ones, feasible.

boy gazing at his .share of the spoil—a water buek

should be compelled to give an honourable record ot

slain and wounded. It is impossible to limit men tc a

certain number, owing to the exigencies of African
travel. Had I been limited during my late journey I

should have starved." Captain Giogan's suggestions

Shantung, the Chinese province in which the British
and Germans are so active, will loom still more on
the political horizon. Wei-hai-wei and kiao-chau, the

British and German settlements, are there
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IN LONDON'S DOG CEMETERY
SOME INTERESTING EPITAPHS

-*->-^->-*-

The remains of " La'ddie," the beautiful Scotch
collie belonging to Lord Afrlie, of " the bonny house
of Airlie," who recently met his fate in a cavalry charge
at the head of his men in South Africa, have been laid

to rest in London's Dog Cemetery at Hyde Park. It

was a perfect summer's day, and crowds of fashionable
folk stood about the grave. Tears came to many eyes
as the little casket was lowered into mother-earth.
" Laddie " was paying his last tribute of love to his

dead master, for in his dumb brute way he had mourned
himself ill, and died of heart-ache, waiting and watch-
ing for Lord Airlie's home-coming. And when at last

his master did come home, " Laddie " lay down beside
the Hag-draped coffin, his great brown eyes filled with
the grief he could not speak. " Laddie " did not care
to live in a world without his master, and, in a way
almost human, seemed to understand that death meant
a last trood-bve. If food were brought to him he would

and I was surprised, later, to read on his tombstone
that he had departed this life in 1893.

A good two hours' time may be spent in reading the

epitaphs. The tiny slabs and monuments that are here
erected to the memory of departed bow-wows represent

not alone a foible of the rich, but throw light upon
certain phases of human nature not met with every
day. One bit of granite makes you smile, it betrays

such frailty of mortal mind; another wins your respect

through its very humanity.
The keeper tells me that it is not infrequent for

entire families and friends of the familyto be present at

the obsequies of a dog, and that tears flow copiously.

The remains are usually conveyed from the house to

the cemetery in a special carriage, and the men doll

their hats as the body is lowered into the earth.

On one tombstone I read "Jack the Dandy—

a

Sportsman and a Pall," and I am told that he was a

London's Dog Cemetery, Hyde Park

eat a little, but he could not bear anyone to comfort
,
very swell bulldog, and when he died his {en bulldog

him ; and one morning he was found lying outside his
j
friends followed him to the grave, each with a big

kennel, his brown eyes filmed over, his body perfectly
j

crape bow on his collar.

still. Who has the heart to question that the mys-
terious something which had given the light to his eye

and the grace to his limbs, had not gone to join his

master on that playground over yonder !

The burial of Lord Airlie's collie brought me to a
study of the myriads of tiny tombstones which marl:

the graves of dogs buried in this unique cemetery.

It's a tiny place, merely the yard to the keeper's lodge
at Victoria tiate, but there must be at least three

hundred graves here. The first was made nineteen

years ago, and now there is scarce space left to bury a
canary bird. There is rdw after row of tiny graves,
and here and there a raised vault. Lilac bushes form
a hedge on one side, trailing rose and vines another

;

while all sorts of posies- are planted over the little

mounds. Any number of fresh-cut flowers are brought
each week, and it is part of the keeper's duty to fill the

urns with fresh water each day.

As I stood there a lady drove up in a swell victoria,

carrying a great bunch of orchids which she placed on
her pug's grave. She certainly looked doleful enough*

The Duke of Cambridge's dog has a modest marble
slab with the words, " Poor Little Prince," cut into it.

The ducal coat of arms ornaments the centre.

Two stone-cutters were at work over the grave of a
retriever, a late addition to this canine burial-ground.

She was buried in a polished oak casket, satin lined.

A silver plate bore this inscription :

—

Dear Little Lilly,
Died Jan. 6, iqoo,

Aged 14 years.

The grave was made in the manner of a stone vault,

and sealed. Marble slabs, twelve inches high, form a

railing above the ground, and a monument, six feet in

height, stands at its head. The base is of rough-hewn
marble, from which rises a broken column, lily-wreathed.

This is the finest headstone here, the others being mostly

in the form of simple slabs.

One other grave, a tiny one, not over a foot and a

half long, is a vault, surrounded by six little black posts,

which uphold a black chain. The tiny headstone is of

granite.
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iack view of a charming hat in black chenille

(For description see following page)

FASHION PHOTOS

FfR ! Fur !! Fur !!! is the cry on every side in

fashionland. To be without a coat or cape, a toque or

a muff in some kind of fur is the greatest crime a
smart woman can commit. Never has there; been
such a season for furriers, and everyone can satisfy

their own individual taste, for there is sufficient choice

to please the most fastidious. As long as fur is worn,
it matters not whether it be sable, broadtail ermine,

seal, fox, or chinchilla.

In the smartest set, broadtail and ermine will doubtless

be the most patronised on account of the number of

families in mourning owing to the war ; and I have
seen some charming combinations of these two furs.

¥ ¥ *
Boleros, of course, hold the first and foremost place

in Dame Fashion's affections, and these are made single

dainty finish to this handsome wrap. The toque worn
with it had a crown of lace ; the sable brim turning up
round the back stood out in a peak over the face in

front (something like the three-cornered hat), the
finishing touch being given by a most natural-looking
bunch of water-lilies on the left-hand side of the
crown-

¥ * *
Cloth dresses are also to be trimmed with fur this

winter, an effective combination being a red frieze of

the shade knswn as " Lucifer " and black astrachan.

* * *
For luckless women Who cannot afford the extrava-

gance of the more expensive fur, there are caracul and
mink marmot; a smart little bolero in either of these

furs being obtainable from three guineas, and at John

A dream of a grey felt hat — pale p\nk roses, frosted
leaves and pale grey panne ribbon

or double-breasted, as fancy dictates, with high collar

revc-pS of either chinchilla or ermine.

v S> *
Toques to match are, of course, de rigueur, and these

to be chic need only a suggestion of trimming. 1 have
in my mind's eye a dainty toque of white stitched cloth
folded carelessly round a shape without defining the
crown, and finished at the edge of the brim with a
two-inch band of ermine, the only trimming being a
bunch of Parma violets in front.

In sable one of the prettiest designs I have seen was
a three-quarter cape, curving up almost to the waist in

front, and edged with a small friil of the fur. A high
collar and rolled revers, faced with real lace, gave a

Front view of the hat. It is curved down deeply in front

and lined with white tu'.le

Lewis, in Oxford Street, pieces of turs of any length
and kind can be obtained at most moderate prices,

suitable for home millinery.

^ * *
Belts are getting more elaborate than ever since

boleros have become the fashion. The newest design
from Paris gives almost the effect of a corset in wide
silk elastic, closely embroidered with steel or jet, and
fastening in front with a long narrow buckle. The
new cut-steel and paste buckles for the narrower
belts, and also those used in millinery, are tilings to

dream of

!

* * *
The babe hats, with double frills and big bows of

glace of all shades, are becoming so common that there
is little likelihood of them lasting much longer. So I

would advise my readers to beware of tempting br gains
in this line, unless they wish to be de mode. Hats are

OK3 of the newest muffs in rrey velvet
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being' trimmed very flatly, in sonic cases the garniture
Vuig almost entirely under the brim. To illustrate my
neaning 1 give " photo fashions " of two of the latest

models from Armand's atelier, in the Rue de la

Chaussee d'Antin, Paris. No. 1 shows the back view
of a charming hat in black chenille,- threaded with pale

blue felt and trimmed with flat folds of white tulle, and
pale blue panne laid loosely around the crown. No. 2

gives the front view ot the same hat. The brim curved
down deeply in the front, and, lined with white tulle,

is raised high on the left side with a big chou of black
baiine, a smalLer one of blue panne resting under the

brim on the right side.

In the third illustration a side view of a charming
grey felt hat is given, the trimming consisting of pale-

pink roses and frosted leaves, and fold of pale grey

panne ribbon. This model is intended to be worn
rather far back on the head.

My last photograph depicts one of the newest muffs

in grey velvet, plentifully tucked and stitched ; the

inside frills are of pale grey chiffon, rather effectively

stitched with dark grey silk. A spray of delicately-

shaded hydrangea gives an artistic finish to this dainty

confection. ^ ANITE.

NORTH , COUNTRY FOOTBALL
BY THE "TYKE :

TIIK BATTLE OF THE HOSES

So one more battle has been fought between de-

scendants of those old-time rivals who took a delight in

breaking one another's heads with a bill-hook, or re-

moving prominent portions of each other's anatomy by

deft strokes from their huge swords. Fortunately the

deadly weapons of those far-off days have been super-

seded by nothing more dangerous than those provided

by Dame Nature, though the
saying about "the survival of
the fittest " is, if aught, more
applicable at fhe present day
than it was in the more serious

conflicts between the Houses of
York and Lancaster. This time
all the honour falls to the wearers
of the red favour, and I am sure

nobody will grudge their, the

just reward of their triumph, or

try in any way to belittle, or

detract from, the merit of their

Splendid performance. It was
a great victory,- nobly won by a
great team, and all who wit-

nessed the game must acknow-
ledge the winners deserved their

success, as they were the .better

team in class, combination, and
individual prowess. It was
kn >wn weeks before the match
that Lancashire would be con-
siderably stronger than their

Opponents in the back depart-
ment ; but it was also thought
Yorkshire would have a slight

pull forward, and thus counter
balance Lancashire's superiority behind. But once
the game commenced it was evident the Red Rose
forwards were going to have a say in the matter,
and although the Yorkshire brigade played a
strong, lusty game, they were held in check by the

opposing eight. Thus the Lancashire three-quarter
backs had no lack of opportunities to display

their abilities. And, let it be said at once, the oppor-
tunities were not thrown away. With machine-like
precision the ball came out of the pack to the halves,
thence to the centres, who handed it on to the wing
men, and they passed and repassed in a style which
made the Yorkshiremen gasp. Whenever the three-
quarters gained possession of the ball, if they did not
actually register a score, they invariably made con-

siderable progress towards the coveted line. Their
running, passing, and cross-kicking was beyond re-

proach, and made the back play of the Whiles look
poor and feeble in the extreme ; in fact, only Taylor,

A. Field

Captain, Rochdale Hornets F.C
guished himself in the recent

Lanes v. Vorks

the full-back, and little Frank, the half, both of whom
hail from Hull, added to their reputation, the diminu-
tive half playing best of all on the Yorkshire side, and
scoring their only try—an excellent effort. The White
Rose forwards, however, played a sterling game, par-
ticularly during the later stages of the first half, when
their side was only three points behind ; but during the
interval some of the Lancashire officials had a little

"plain language" with their

front rank, which evidently had
the desired effect, as the players
started the second moiety with
any amount of bustle and energy
and in a short time the defeat
of the White Rose wearers were
complete. For the winners every
man rendered valiant service,

though it was generally con-
ceded that D. Davies, of S win-
ton, was the best man on the
field, his passing being clean
and well-timed, and his activity

something to marvel at. J.
Williams, of Salford, made a
good second, his running and
dodging being so good as to be
a consolation to the followers
of the losing team. A. Field

( Rochdale) also performed very
well ; so did A. Lees, of Oldham,
and, in fact, every one of the
fifteen, individually and collec-

tively, played a winning game
who distln- throughout,

omity match, For
-

llle ] oserSi Taylor and
Frank (as mentioned above), and

Starks (Hull K.R.), Topham (Bramley), Laidlaw (Brad-
ford), and Gath (Heckmondwike) were most in evidence.

The four threcquarters were completely overshadowed
by their opponents, and it was difficult to believe they

were the same quartet who operated so brilliantly against
the Cestrians at Wakefield a fortnight previous. Mars-
den, of Bradford, and Dewhurst, of Huddersfield, strove

hard against big odds, but they were pitted against
better players, with better combination and greater

speed, and when that is the case you know only one
result is possible.

Of course the critics are again free to wield their

pens and splash the ink about to their heart's content.

They were completely muzzled after their drastic com-
ments on the team by the remarkable " turn up "' at

Wakefield. But now are they vindicated, and Hie

failure of the White Rose representatives at Rochdale
brings up the whole question once more. Is the present

team the best team available for York-shire ? Per-
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Second Prize, £5

sonally I have no hesita-

tion in saying- it is not.

The forwards are a good,

hard - working set, yet

with the inclusion of Sut-

cliffe (Huddersfield) and
Kemp (Hull Kingston)
they would gain in
strength. Rigg, of Hali-

fax, at half would bean
improvement on Mars-
den, his size and great

strength being all in his

favour. (ioodall and
Davies, of Batley, in

place of the Bramley
pair ; Cooper, of Brad-

ford, and W. Goldthorpe,

of Hunslet, would form

a stronger and more re-

liable three-quarter line

than the one which has
been doingservice, though
it would be stronger on
the attack than the de-

fence. Of course, nobody
anticipates any changes
in the Lancashire team
after their grand display.

They are down to meet
Cheshire at Stockport or.

December8th,and I know
Ihev do not expect to

defeat them nearly so

easily as they vanquished
Vorkshire. Football is a

curious game, or how do
you reconcile Yorks, 40
points; Cheshire, nil;

Lancashire, 24 points;

Vorkshire, 5 ?

VORKSHIRE

With the county match
being played so far away
as Rochdale, it did not
interfere to any appreci-
able extent with the
majority of club games
in the big county, and
several interesting en-
gagements took place

—

notably at -Hunslet. where

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC
COMPETITION

THE PRIZEWINNERS FOR OCTOBER

First Prize, /7io
\V. Parkinson, 31, Sussex St., Southport.

Second Prize, ^"5

H. Field, 46, Coltman St., Hull.

The remaining prize-taking photos appear in the following

pages. The full prize list is given on page 224.

THE CHARWOMAN : STILL ON THE JOB
First Prize. £10 : Walker Parkinson, 31, Sussex Street, SottthLort

the undefeated Halifax
fifteen were entertained

;

at Bradford, where Hull
Kingston made a bold
bid for victory ; and at

Huddersfield, where the

Wakefield team scored a

couple of points from
the Fartown contingent.
The game at Hunslet was
a splendid exhibition oi

Northern Union football.

Both teams were playing
on their mettle, and made
strenuous efforts to gain
the verdict, and up to

three-quarter time it was
either team's game. But
about ten minutes short
of the finish Hunslet's
defence was broken down,
and Halifax, quick to

utilise the opportunity,
finished on the right side

by 14 points to fa. For
the winners, Archie
Rigg, in his new posi-

tion as full back, played

a good game, and all the

three-quarters did well;

Stoyle, Jones, Mallinson,
and Nichol playing a

capital game. Motley
and Nettleton, at half,

were ubiquitous, and
were for ever in close

fellowship with the oval

;

whilst all the eight for-

wards gave a hard, ding-

dong exhibition. For
Hunslet, Laughlin, at

back, thetwoGoldthorpes,
Albert and Walter, with
Wright and Hannah, con-

tributed some good work,
whilst Mudd and Robin-
son performed well at

half, but were rather in-

ferior to the opposite pair.

The home forwards made
a good fight of it, but

failed to stay so well as

the Halifax set.
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THE LOWER LEVEL
One Guinea Prize : H. C. Leat, 2, Richmond Street, Totterdown, Bristol

WATER RATS
One Guinea Ptizzt W. S. Poole, 16, S. Castle Street, Liverpool

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
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NEARLY MATED
One Guinea Prize : J. C. Varty-Smith, Nandara, Penrith. (The three figures are one man)

QUARTERMASTER'S FATIGUE
One Guinea Prize: Armourer-Sergt. Handford, 2nd Volunteer Battalion, The Manchester Regiment,

3, Cedar Avenue, Weaste, Manchester

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
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AN OBSTRUCTIONIST
One Guinea Prize : G. A. Carruthers, 80, Rock Lane West, Rock Ferry, Cheshire

CINDERELLA—One Guinea Prize : W. McLean, 20, Ponsonby Avenue, Belfast

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
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THE SILVER LINING
One Guinea Prize : D. M. Steven, 9, Princes Terrace, Dowanhill, Glasgow

LIGHTNING
One Guinea Prize : F. G. Curtis, 68b, Sand^ate Road., Folkestone

THE BOTCHES AND THE BASHFIL COOK
One Guinea Prizs ; G. \V. Woodbonse, ioa, Eurleigh Street, Hull

AN OLD FIRER (OVER 70 YEARS OF AGE)
One Guinea Prizi : F. Allison, 6, Lyndhurst Street, Leeds Road, Bradford

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION

The Proprietors of Black and While Budget offer the following Prizes to Amateur Photographers:—

first Prize, £\o ; Second' Prize, ^5; and ten other Prizes of £\ is. each. There are no restrictions

as to size or subject, arid no mounting is necessary.

The Editor reserves the right of accepting any of the photos, not prizewinners, for publication, Un-

usual fee being paid for each photo accepted. The photos of all prizewinners will be the copyright of

Black and White Publishing Company, Limited. While not accepting responsibility for the return of

unsuitable photos, the Editor will use 'every endeavour to return photos that are accompanied by stamps.

Photos unaccompanied by stamps will not be returned, but will be sent to Netley and Haslar Hospitals

for the benefit of sick soldiers and sailors The name and address of the sender, together with the name

of the subject in full, must be written on the back of each photo. Photos must be sent in by the last

day of this month, the photos being judged on the following day.

All photos to be addressed, Photo Competition, Black and White Budget, Bouverie Street. E.C.

THE PREE LIST FOR OCTOBER

1st Prize, ^"lo—Walker Parkinson, 31, Sussex Street, Southport ("The Charwoman :
Still on the Job")

2nd Prize, ^5— H. Field, /6, Coltman Street, Hull ("Taken Unawares")

Ten Prizes of One Guinea each—J. C. Varty-Smith, Nandara, Penrith ("Nearly Mated"); George W.

Woodhouse, ioa, Burleigh Street, Hull ("The Butcher and the Bashful Cook"); George A. Carrulhers,

8p, Rock Lane West, Rock Ferry, Cheshire ("An Obstructionist"); Armourer-Sergt. Handford, 2nd V.B.

Manchester Regiment, 3, Cedar Avenue, Weaste, Manchester (" Q.M.'s Fatigue") ;
W. S. Poole, 16, S. Castle

Street, Liverpool ("Water Rats"); H. C. Leat, 2, Richmond Street, Totterdown, Bnstol ("The Lower

Level ") ; F. G. Curtis, 68b, Sandgate Road, Folkestone (" Lightning ") ;
David M. Steven, 9, Prmces Terrace,

Dowanhill, Glasgow ("The Silver Lining"); F. Allison, 6, Lyndhurst Street, Leeds Road, Bradford ("An

Old Firer") ; William McLean, 20, Ponsonby Avenue, Belfast (" Cinderella").

PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENTS

Now Ready.—Handsome Cloth Cases in Art Green and Gold for binding Vol. III. Black and White

Budget (to hold 26 numbers). Price of all Newsagents is. 6d,, or post free is. qd.

JllSt Published.—Vols. I. and II. (combined) Black and White Budget, bound in Cloth and Gilt

Lettering. Price 6s., post free 6s. gd.

Back Numbers from No. 1 to date can be procured through your Newsagent at the usual rates

or if difficulty is experienced direct from this office.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
United Kingdom. Abroad.

Three Months (13 numbers) 2s. 8^d. ... 3s. 3d.

Six Months (26 numbers) 5s. 5d. ... 6s. 6d.

Twelve Months (52 numbers) ... 10s. iod. ... 13s. od.

All Subscriptions are payable in advance and should be addressed to the Publisher, Black and While

Budget, 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Postage.—United Kingdom, %&. per copy. Abroad One Penny.

NOTICES

Correspondents will kindly note that all communications concerning this paper must be addressed to

"The Editor of Black and White Budget," 34, Bouverie Street, London, E.C.

All who use the camera are requested to send on approval any snapshots they may take of current events—
tucli as football matches, interes'ing meetings, notable personages, <L^c. Stamps ought to be enclosed for return

m case of unsuitabilitr. Payment at the usual rate.

Pkuhed p.v the riLAc:c and White Publishing Company, Limited, at 33, Houverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Published

Weekly bv W, J. P. Monckton, at 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C, England. —Nov. 17, igoo.
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LEO XIIL, THE 258th ROMAN PONTIFF

To whose court at the present time thousands of fervid co-religionists are flocking. The Pope is

the son of Count Ludovico Pecci, is a wonderful old man, and is a diplomatist of the first order.

In his youth he once officiated in England — at the chapel in Sardinia Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields
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The eyes of Europe have been attracted towards
Rome this year owing to the Pope having pronounced
it " a Holy Year," a year to be devoted in an especial

manner to good works by the members of the Roman
Catholic Church and to the reception of pilgrims by
the head of that Church on earth.

* * *
From all over the world "good Catholics" have

flocked in thousands to the " Holy Citv ' to catch a
glimpse of and receive a blessing from their pontiff

;

and extraordinary scenes of religious fervour are just

now being daily enacted at the Vatican and in St.

Peter's. Men and women of every race and rank work
themselves into paroxysms of enthusiasm, and may be
seen dragging themselves on their knees from point to

point in the cathedral, kissing the pavement on which
they move and bursting into tears of holy joy in the
presence of the more revered of its relics.

v * *
Indefatigably the Pope, at an age when most men

are in a state of senile lethargy—for he will soon be

91 years of age—receives crowds ot pilgrims, and
blessing them, sends them rejoicing on their way. He
is one of the most wonderful men in Europe, and has
raised the temporal importance and dignity of the ponti-
ficacy almost to its old status. He takes an active

personal part in international politics, .and himself
directs the policy of the_Vatican.

The old Royal yacht, " Victoria and Albert "

It is to the Pope's personal tact and energy that the
large increase in Roman Catholicism in this country is

chiefly due, and in other directions he has been no less

successful. As is well known, there is a historic feud
between the Kingdom of Italy and the Vatican, the

followers of the Pope feeling that the Kingship is his
by Divine right. The skill with which, whilst sur-
rendering none of his claims, he has eased the friction

between the kingdom and the papacy, is remarkable.

* * *
The Irish Guards as at present composed must, I

fancy, be the tallest regiment in the British Army, and
the A Company of the 1st Grenadiers will have to look
to their laurels. Private Jordan, who has been trans-
ferred from the Connaught Rangers (the 88th), in
which he fought under Buller in Natal, is no less than
6 ft. 6% in. in

height, and several
of his brothers in

arms fall not very
far short of 6 ft.

* * v

When-

first I saw
some of the new
Guardsmen the
other evening in

the streets, I quite
thought that we
must have been
secretly invaded by
Russia, so like the
Czar's soldiery did

the new form of
fatigue cap in con-
junction with the
Guards' great-coat
make them look.

I do not think I

like this new cap
;

it.savours too much
of the Fire Brigade
or the bakers.

* * *
At last the new

into commission,
been patched and

Private Jordan
The tallest man (6 feet 6% inches) id the

newly-raised Irish Guards

Royal Yacht is to be tinkered

For some time past she has
repatched, and three months

ago, after "very successful steam trials," she had
another rest. Indeed, so successful were the trials that

she has been lying at Portsmouth Dockyard ever since.

Of course, the excuse given is that she has been await-
ing her Majesty's commands. Now, had the new
yacht been the good old Victoria and Albert— but,

there ! They built boats in those days. It is intended
to have the new vessel ready for sea early next May.
Messrs. Waring and Co., who have the contract for

upholstering the ship, have been requested to commence
their work without further delay. The drapery is of a
delicate floral pattern, very pretty, but so light that it

was feared the chemicals used in the non-inflammable
wood would stain it. Consequently a test was made,
some of the stuff being attached to a piece of the non-
inflammable wood. The result is to be reported to the

Admiralty, and a recent order directed that a decision

upon this matter was to be come to without further loss

of time. "Without further loss of time" is right--
anything from three up to eighteen months.

v * 3>

Colonel Le Gallais, who so gallantly lost his life

recently at Bothaville, in South Africa, was one of the

most promising officers in the British Army, and the

rapidity of his advance is best shown by the fact that

whilst still a regimental company officer he held brevet
rank as Lieutenant-Colonel. He was not merely a man
of extraordinary bravery, but also of great intellect,

and was very much of the same type as the ever popular
B.-P.—a man who used his head in matters military,

and could adapt his methods to any conditions. Per-

sonally he was a rather reserved, thoughtful man, with
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Sir Charles Tuppcr
The Canadian Parliamen-
tarian who has resigned

a pleasant manner and a keen
sense oi humour. There was
just a something about him
which bespoke his French
origin, for he was, of course,

a member of a French Channel
Island Family.

Sir Charles Tapper, who
retires from political life in

Canada, has for nearly half a
century been one of the out-

standing figures in the British

Empire. As leader of the Con-
servative party in Canada he has played an important
part in the building up of the most prosperous of the

British Colonies, and the enormous strides which the
Dominion has made in the last twenty years are in

no small measure due to his conduct of affairs when he
was in office.

» * v
Cl'riously enough, the Conservatives in Canada

correspond to the more
moderate Liberals in this

country, and are the
party of domestic reform
and financial economy

;

whilst the Liberals, with
Sir Wilfrid Laurier, a
Frenchman, at their head,
are the great Imperialist

party, corresponding to

our Conservatives at

home, and, like Lord
Salisbury's party, they
have just entered upon
a second term of office

after fighting the eiection

0:1 the khaki issue.

Colonel I.c Gallais

Who was killed while
hunting down De Wet

-Miss Glennie

Married Nov. 20th. (Photos by

A third instance of the Anglo-Saxon people declaring
within a month for Imperialism occurred, of course, in

America, where Mr. McKinley triumphed over Mr.
Bryan, the issue of the campaign being what is in the

States known as the Expansion policy. One of the
features of the campaign wa; the great parade of Mr.
McKinley 's supporters in New York. A hundred thou-
sand business men turned out in a drenching downpour

to testify their allegiance to

the principles of Sound Money
and Imperialism.

Mr. J. F. Vesey-Fitzgerald,
who was married on the 20th

inst. to Miss Glennie, is son of

the late Hon. J. F. Vesey-Fitz-

gerald, who, as John Foster,

was one of the earliest Gov-
ernors of South Australia in the

days when it was a penal set-

tlement. He only died a few
months ago, and thus came

within a little of linking (he foundation of our Austra-

lian Colonies with the consummation of the great

Australasian Commonwealth. Up to the day of his

death he was as hale and as active and as energetic as

most men of a quarter his years.

* * *

Tales and rumours of atrocious massacres in Man-
churia are spreading. A
lurid light is thrown on
the matter by a letter

from a Belgian traveller,

which appeared in the

Globe. He himself saw
whole districts ravaged,
and thousands upon thou-

sands of men, women,
and children driven into

the river Amur or shot

down. The river, he
says, was so blocked with
masses of corpses tan-

gled together by their

long hair that the Gov-
ernment steamer could

scarcely forge its way
through them, whilst it

left in its wake a seething slough of mangled human
flesh.

¥ * »
Now we have the Russian excuse. ^Thc blame is laid

oriMhe Chinese, who, in Eastern Siberia, are said to

have quietly and unobtrusively assumed possession ot

the country in vast swarms to the exclusion of Russian
artisans and merchants. But even this fact, if true,

Mr. J. F, Vesey-Fitzgerald

Miss K. Pragnell, Sloane Street)

The War in China. Civilians being drilled for a possible emergency
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forms no justifica-

tion for the appall-

ing brutality of the

Russians. It is

admitted, too
(naively enough),
that the Russian
troops are not en-
tirely blameless.

This is attributed,

not to brutality,

but to "a deeply-

rooted national in-

stinct!"

* ¥ »

The terms of

settlement of the
Chinese question
are no doubt fairly

satisfactory as far

as they go, theo-

retically. But
from theory to

practice is a far

crv. To propose
certain terms, and
to enforce the car-

rying out thereof,

are two very dif-

ferent things.
Prince Tuan, for

instance, instead

of allowing himself to be quietly disgraced and
degraded and decapitated, as of course he ought,
seems in a tair way to start quite a nice little war
picnic on his own account. In the meantime the fear,

that the disturbances will spread to the South is

McKinleyites in New York — A "Sound Money" parade

leading to Euro-
peans in the
various Southern
ports taking active

steps to prepare
for trouble, and
groups of mer-
chants, Govern-
ment clerks, and
tourists may be
seen almost daily

drilling in the
Various volunteer
corps which have
been organised.

v * *
An effective

poster has been
issued by the
Liebig's Extract ot

Meat Co. It repre-

sents a fine ox,

whose shadow is

cast on to the rich

coloured downs
behind him. In
that shadow the
word " Lemco "

(the new name fur

Liebig's Extract)
has been cut out,

showing the white
chalk beneath,

after the manner of the "White Horse" in Wiltshire.

* ¥ V
W'e are indebted to Messrs. Harmsworth for the

interesting illustrations appearing on page 243 in

connection with the Yarmouth Beach murder.

Lord Cadogan driving in State. Contrary to the predictions of many, he keeps his
office as Lord Lieutenant of Ireland
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Prince George of Greece Princess Victoria of Wales

Going for a spin

The two very interesting photos of Royal cyclists,
;
starting for a spin from Fredensborg, the home of the

which appear on this page, give a fine glimpse ' Danish Royal Family. They are, of course, cousins. In

into the private life of some august personages in
|
the lower group, scorchers will be pleased to see that

whom we are just now taking a deep interest. In cne the Czar, whose illness all deplore so deeply, favours

of them Prince George of Greece (Governor of Crete), " drop-handles," and evidently intends to get a good
and Princess Victoria of Wales may be seen just i start in the race that is just about to begin.

Prince Waldemar of Denmark Prince George of Greece The Czar Prince Nicholas of Greece Prince Charles of Denmark

The start of an international race. The Czar looks as if he meant - to win

ROYAL CYCLISTS
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Mr.- Rhodes, having* to pay the penalty of greatness,

is never allowed to rest. After resisting. assaults on his

character in this country, he is now enjoying another
s,pell in South Africa. When it was rumoured that

View of the Avenue of Groot Schuu

many Boers intended trekking into German territory, as
the natural result came the announcement that Mr.
Rhodes objected very strongly, and, further, that he
daredanyBoer to settle in Rhodesia. Whetherhe objected

or not is immaterial, but, as amatterof fact, the reverse

is the case. Mr. Rhodes will welcome the decent Boerasa
settler in Rhodesia, and, further,hchas paid a compliment
to ourunwashed brother in calling his magnificent house
near Cape Town by the atrocious name of Groot Schuur.
True it has been burned down once, and that is pro-

bably why. It is a splendid mansion, for Mr. Rhodes
was his own architect, and laid out from his own plans
the lovely grounds, including the celebrated avenue
given in the accompanying photos. Another peculiarity

Waldersec is taking his time— slow but sure— and,
thanks to the Anglo-German agreement, fairly satis-

factory progress is being made. The illustrious Field-

Marshal is a naturally very religious man, and this

trait of character ^has been deepened by the uncom-
promising austerity of his Puritan American wife.

¥ * *

Simple faith may be more valuable than Norman
blood, and it requires faith to be able to contemplate

Groot Schuur, the residence of Mr. Rhodes

about Groot Schuur is that very few women—very few
indeed—have seen the inside of the house. The fairer

sex are banned. Once a lady arrived— but that is

another story.

* * *

Count Von Waldeiscc reviewing the Allied troops

with composure the arrival of three. However. Faith,

Hope and Charity Medhurst, the Hailsham triplets,

need have no fear. They were born on Februan ioth

last year, and can make very serious incursions on the

family jam pots.

In

Triplets

connection with Mr. Tree's fine production of
Count Von Waldersee took a movable asbestos

house with him to China, and it was supposed to
j

accompany him everywhere he went. Strangely ! Herod at Her Majesty's, Messrs. Langfier are to pub-
enough, notwithstanding the German mania for use- lish a souvenir of the play. The photos which have
less detail in military affairs, the house is not following

j
appeared in Black and While Bridget are included in

him to the parade ground. However, Count Von ; this interesting memento of the play.
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The hospital, at Deelfontein. The men in bed are suffering from enteric fever. The
group are awaiting the summons to go to Cape Town and return home to England

Wounded and convalescent of the Naval Brigade at the base hospital, Wei-hai-wei.
The men took part in the arduous operations in connection with the relief of Pekin

BROKE IN THE WARS
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British wounded being brought to the Chinese
Theatre, Tientsin (the temporary hospital)

Boxer prisoners with their pigtails tied together
being brought to the bar of justice

A Chinese convict afflicted with dropsy Chinese convicts being inspected by a doctor

THE CHINESE WAR
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General Sir Redvers Buller arrives at Alderslnot

CPhoto by Charles Knight)

THE SOLDIERS' WELCOME
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SIR REDVERS BULLER'S RETURN
WELCOME HOME

When the Dunvegan Castle, with General Sir Redvers

Duller on board, swung into her berth in the South-

ampton Docks, it was thirteen months to a day since

Four years of his life have been spent in hard fighting

1 in Southern Africa. It was there, in the Zulu War, that

he earned the much coveted Victoria Cross foi three dis-

tinct actions of conspicuous gallantry, all, curiously

enough, performed on the same day.

He is essentially and above all things a lighting

General Sir Redvers Buller with Lady Audrey Bu'.lcr driving to Southampton Station with the Mayor and

Sheriff of the town, after having been presented with the Freedom of the Borough

he left England to take command of ihe British forces

'

in South Africa.

Thirteen months of hard fighting, hard work, and

sometimes hard criticisms.

In those blacker days of the war's history, now luckily

effaced from the minds of the generality by happier

events, in the days when Natal stood in gravest peril, I

and despondency and disgust were prevalent", one heard

much of the ubiquitous "man in the street," and still

more of his criticisms. He had his use, no doubt, and
|

much wear and tear of good red-tape was obviated by

his advice ; but, at the same time, he was apt, too apt,

to blame or praise with a lavish hand, and, as often as

not, unhampered by either technical knowledge or good

judgment.

Sir Redvers Buller, in his interesting speech at

Southampton, gave one or two examples of the way in

which our troops were handicapped, more especially in

the earlier period of the war. He raised one point in

particular which was never taken into consideration

when the newspapers and the ubiquitous person before-

mentioned were filled with consternation at the way in

which our men were constantly meeting with the un-

expected, and that is the superior powers of sight of the

Boer as compared with town-bred Tommy Atkins.

The quaint old town of Southampton was crowded,

uncomfortablv crowded, with people far and near wait-

ing to greet Sir Redvers on his return, and t® give him
the welcome cheer he has deserved so well of the

English nation.

soldier—a man possessed of the greatest pluck and
bulldog tenacity—qualities so dear to every English-

man.
It is his straightforward, relentless determination to

overcome obstacles, his personal bravery, and his iron

will that have endeared him to the soldiers serving under

his command and won their confidence.

He resumes his command at Aldershot, which the

Government kept open for him during his prolonged

absence. It is & post to which he was but lately

appointed; and, to quote his own words, "a military

honour which I had alwavs looked forward to holding."

The engine that took General Buller from Southampton
to Waterloo
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THE RECEPTION OF GENERAL BULLER AT SOUTHAMPTON
(Photos by Cribb and Russell and Sons)
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The White Star liner "Britannic" which sailed from Southampton on the 12th with
the representative body of picked troops who are to take part in the inauguration
ceremony early next year in connection with the Commonwealth of Australia. The

" Britannic " is passing the Needles

The contingent of St. George's Rifles who are part of the Duke of York's Bodyguard
(Photo by Russell and Sons)

GOING TO REPRESENT THE MOTHER COUNTRY IN AUSTRALIA
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The contingent of the Irish Guards in undress for Australia. The hats have not been
borrowed, as alleged, from the London Fire Brigade, but are the new Army pattern

Part of the Duke of York's Bodyguard. The Irish Guards in full dress who sailed for

Australia in the "Britannic." Lieut. McCalmont in command
(Photos by Gregory and Ball)

GOING TO AUSTRALIA TO REPRESENT THE MOTHER COUNTRY
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SOCIETY CHATTER
At Sandringham, the

shooting parties which
he always gives in early
winter. At the first the
principal guest was
Prince George of Greece,
or, as he is now known
in the Grand Monde, the
Prince of Crete. He is

a very pleasant and
rather opinionated man,
and everyone liked him.
If the rumour that he is

to be Princess Victoria's

husband proves true, he
will be warmly wel-
comed in English So-
ciety. They seem very
fond of one another, as
of course, being cousins,

they have a right to be,

even if the rumour is

unfounded.

These shooting parties
of the Prince's are most
enjoyable functions with
very little formality
about them. The Prince
is an ideal host, and
lays himself out to make
his guests enjoy them-
selves. Apart from the
shooting, one of the fa-

vourite pastimes is

snapshotting", and very
amusing are some of

the photos taken. Al-

most everyone tries his

or her hand at the work,
and the more grotesque
tli 2 result the greater
the merriment. Among
the regular members of

these parties are the

Prince has started his series of

Grey, Lord James of Herefoi
Mr. and Mrs. Willie James, M
Edward Sassoon, and several

The water balance lifts at Penrhyn quarries

The lifts run more smoothly than " the sliding scale " of wages, which

was one of the principal causes of the recent strike

Duke and Duchess of Devonshire, the Duke of Cam- j in the very smart set that we
bridge, Lord and Lady Londonderry, Lord and Lady

j
what he intends to do. He

Mar and Kellie, Lord and Lady Cadogan, Lord and 1 nating, at the same time so
Lady Warwick, Lord Rosebery, Lord and Lady de I heresy to say so—so indolent.

rd, Mr. Harry Chaplin,
Jimmie Low 1 her, Sir

others ol the " Prince's

set."

* *

A ROYAL divorce
savours more of the

stage than of real life,

and 1 am much aston-

ished that so little notice

has been taken of the

separation between the
Prince and Princess

Aii bert of Anhalt. The
Princess is, of course,

daughter of our own
Princess Christian, and
is a girl of about four
or live-and-twenty, very
charming and very
popular. She won
golden opinions in

Berlin, which is very
sorry to lose her, but it

has long been an open
secret that she and her
husband were not on
good terms, and now a
formal decree of separa-
tion has been signed,
Princess Aribert has re-

turned to England, and
the Prince, who had to

resign his commission
in the 1st (Queen of

England's) Prussian
Dragoon Guards, has
gone for an indefinite

tour in the East.

One of the principal

topics in the world of

Society is Lord Rose-
bery's future. He is

such an important and
such an intimate figure

are all very interested in

is so brilliant and fasci-

cvnieal and—if it is not

%fi€

The officials at Penrhyn quarries
During the recent strike at these quarries, when feelings ran high, their position was not an enviable one
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ROYAL ANGLERS
Of the lady anglers who have plied the rod on the

banks of the silvery Dee beneath the shadow of Loch-
nagar, none have been more enthusiastic than the
Duchess of Fife. She is an expert angler, and knows
even' inch of her fishings at the Linn o' Dee. Although
the season has been a disappointing one, the Duchess

Th
verc
Dee

Royal Fishings at Old In-
auld Bridge on the river
Lochnagar, covered with

snow, is in the distance

At the Linn of Dec—the fishings of the Duchess of Fife.

The Dee is extremely narrow at this place

Balmoral, practically lives on the water, and he is never
so happy as when fishing in some secluded spot away
from the cares of the world. Another royal angler is

the Duchess of Argyll. When her husband (then

Marquis of Lome) i,was Governor-General of Canada

J

she was able to pursue her hobby of fishing to her
;
heart's content, and at the present moment possesses a

of Fife, possessed of a cheery nature
like her brother, the Duke of York,
has not been cast down, albeit her casts

have not always been successful in the

past season. But the poorness of the
sport was not her blame ; the fish took
a long time to go up river, and since

the floods passed and the salmon began
to run, first-class sport has been an
impossibility, for the simple reason that

the river, like British weather, has
never been the same on two consecutive
davs. Nevertheless, the Dee claims
the disciples of the immortal Izaak, be
the weather foul or fair, the sport good
or bad. The Duke of York, when on
a visit to his roval srrandmother at

Abave the Linn of Dee, where the Duchess of Fife fishes

Royal FisLings at Balmoral Castle on
the Dee

fishing on the Fraser River, famous for

its salmon—mostly tinned on this side

of the " pond." The late John Brown,
the Queen's servant, was a devotee
to the " gentle art," indeed so much so
that his hobby once brought him a
Royal rebuke. One day he hied with
his rod to the river, but no sooner had
he ' cast his line than a messenger
arrived and requested his attendance
on the Queen. John replied that he
was engaged. The messenger retired,

but again came with an urgent request.

John again answered that he was busy.
The messenger again retired, but re-

turned a third time—with a demand
on this occasion. John fairly lost his

temper and retorted that he would not
move from the spot. And he did not

—

hence the rebuke.
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GALA DAYS IN
With the approach of warrn weather, or, in fact, on any excuse, the black popula

the natives employed by the De Beers Company filling in an evening 1
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SOUTH AFRICA
II of South Africa love to sport themselves in the v*ater. Our illustration shows
lhaving a game at walking the greasy pole in their swimming pond
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Wtththe ^Pjr=H
ftran or, ta on" Ci ""Ployed by the De Beers Co,

GALA DAYS
—ciisc, the black pop

ipimy filling in ail cv

the mater. Our mustrarfon shows

their swimming pond
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BEEFSTEAK BEHIND BARS
NEW YORK GOES ONE BETTER THAN THE CABARET DE NEANT

fourth Street, on the sunset side
]

Think of a dinner party in a dungeon—the menu
served with such accompaniments as clanking chains
on ponderous doors, great iron-barred windows, and
swarthy, low-browed attendants in prison garb stalking
in and out with steaming viands! It makes vou
shudder, doesn't it ? Yet just such dinners as these
are quite a fad of New York Society folk.

"The Jolly Dungeon," for such the scene of these
gruesome festivities is designated, is a distinctly New
York production, and equals for weircmess anything in

the Old World. It affords a lot of fun to the man who
enjoys springing surprises on his friends. He asks a
score or more to dine with him at the Waldorf, mayhap,
and when they come he bundles them, one and all, into

a rickety stage coach and whisks th&m away to the
dungeon.

Arrived at Twents
of Fifth Avenue,
they are led
through a long,
dingy passage-
way toward a
flickering light,

which is seen on
coming nearer to

be set back in a
recess, half hidden
by cobwebs. The
air is musty. The
dull, half dead-
ened fo o t fa 1 1 s

make the flesh

creep.

The men won-
der what is to

come next, and
their fem i n i n e

companions are
nearly frightened
out of their wits.

Then the host
fetches forth a
monstrous key
and coolly tits it

into a padlock the
like of which was
ne'er seen before,

when clang! the "The Jolly Dungeon," the scene of
great iron door
swings back, and he solemnly bows his guests in. There
is more rattling of chains and the monstrous key has 1

locked the door behind them. A series of " O's " from
the ladies intermingle with " Great Scotts" from the men.

I

WHAT NEXT !

Each one wonders what next. They would be in
j

total darkness except for two straight shoots of light
irom bull's-eyes opposite and a faint green gleam
through a crevice in one corner. At the furthest end
great iron bars loom dimly, and in the red light from
beyond are glimpses of dusky figures in convict stripes

|

walking to and fr.o. Low, weird music, as of muffled
voices, sepulchral in their dirge-like chant, seems to
come from under ground.
A moment for all this. Then an electric switch is '

touched and the place is flooded with light. Such a

!

commotion! In one breath the ladies declare they;
are frightened to death, and in the next that it is

"perfectly jolly."
" But what on earth is it ? " they ask. "A real, true

dungeon ? My, but those bars make me shudder !
"

"We can't have dinner in such a place," says
another. " Why, there are no tables and chairs !

"

" What is that wire thing over there in the corner ?
"

a third wants to know.
Some man explains that it is a rat-trap, and every-

body shrieks accordingly, and from that moment
Bedlam reigns. Opera wraps and top coats are got
rid of, and everyone enters into the spirit of the

occasion. It's a jolly lark, and they like it immensely.
Butcher's aprons are passed around, and thare is a lot

o-f fun in helping one another get into them.
Then the beefsteaks come on, and the coloured

attendants in convict garb whisk to and fro. First they
bring in a tray of cocktails of the old-fashioned kind.

The beefsteaks are then served on thin, square pieces of

bread, and are taken directly in the fingers, for there

are neither plates nor forks to be had.

shocking !

" This is shock-
ing !

" the femi-

nine novices in

Bohe>mianism de«

clare, " but it is

also delicious."

And they are
served again and
again.
The guests are

seated on benches
built into the

wall. A rickety

wooden'box stands
in front of each,
and on it a stone
mug and a clay

dish filled with
salt.

In the centre of

the room an old

soap box supports
the huge clay

celery bowl, and
" all hands help
themselves."
The kitchen is

separated from
the revellers by a
formidable - look-

ing doer of iron bars—the same through which the red

light had gieamed upon their entrance. Tempting
whiffs and sputters from English chops and the beef-

steaks cavort through the opening.
The cook peers out every now and then. Sometimes

he is greeted with cheers and shouts of " Long live

Bennie, King of the Dungeon!" He is short and
rotund, with a face as red as a Christmas apple. Ale
flaws like water from a cask embedded in the wall, and
a great part of the fun lies in drawing it.

"A toast to the jolly dungeon!" a pretty woman
laughs, and it is drunk with hearty goodwill. "A
toast to our fair companions !

" some masculine voice

proposes, and it is given again and again.
There is a piano over in one corner, and someone

plays a rollicking tune : the boxes are set aside and
dancing is begun.
Between the dances there are songs and choruses.

The banjo and guitar are taken from the coloured

attendants, who have twanged out their racial melodies

during the early evening, and the dungeon echoes with

the merrymaking.

gruesome festivities Ln New York
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Benjamin G. Lake
The Lincoln's Inn solicitor, charged

misappropriating ^3,200

Although cases of
fraudulent and dis-

honourable conduct on
the part of reputable
law firms is compara-
tively small, yet the
miser}' and ruin brought
about by wicked trans-

actions is no small evil.

The burning question of

the day in legal circles

is whether the law is

strong enough to cope
with this evil or not.

Not a few urge that the

Incorporated Law
Society ought to have
more power, but the so-

ciety officials say they

have enough.

wiih

Herbert John Bennett
Who is charged with murdering his wife

Yarmouth Beach

The trial in Paris of Salson, •who attempted to murder
the Shah of Persia

Julian T. B. Arnold
The solicitor charged with misappropriating

a large sum of money

The Yarmouth mys-
tery, as the murder of

Mrs. Bennett is popu-

larly called, has provided

a few ephemeral sensa-

tions. Mrs. Bennett (as

Mrs. Hood) was found
strangled with a boot-

lace on the beach at

Yarmouth, and several

days afterwards her
watch and chain were
found in her husband's
room at Woolwich. He
says that she had not

worn the watch ; other

people say she wore it

on the day of her death.

Therein lies the crux of

the question.

The Yarmouth Mystery. The house in William Street,
Woolwich, where Bennett was arrested

The Yarmouth Mystery. The murdered woman E»rs.

Bennett, who was found strangled on the beach.

This photo led to her identity and the arrest of her husband
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FEMININE CLEVERNESS
London florists will have to look well to their laurels

as they may be outdone by the progress of feminine
intuitiveness, since the latest development in this direc-

tion is of two fair North-country maids who have come
to London town to invade the realms of floral decora-
tions. They are doing remarkably well and are full 01

ambition tor the future. In truth, so artistic have been
the results of their efforts that their services are in

constant demand.
In their country home they were, of course, in the

atmosphere of flowers, and have all their lives been in-

terested in floral cultivation. When they came to

No woman, they declared, could be guilty of sue'?,

incongruity, and they at once set about to impress a
new character on floral decorations. Their first ordc "

was for a dinner, and their decorations were so effec-

tively original that suddenly they found themselves in
great demand.

Society saw, was delighted, and stamped with her
approval the exquisite designs traced with flowers
upon the table, and gracefully adjusted trailing vines
on wall and chandelier.

They not only assume all the responsibility of the
work, but furnish the flowers as well, going to the
flower market in the early morning hours.
The sisters talked entertainingly of their work to me,

Searching for dead amongst the ruins of New York Buildings demolished by fire the other day
(Photo by James Burton)

THE END OF TEN SKYSCRAPERS — THE WORK OF AN HOUR

London a few months ago, for the purpose of musical
ntudy, they set about to devise some original plan for

ths increase of income, as their purses were very flat

inieed.

It was the floral decoration of a church wedding
which first inspired them with the notion that the
arrangement of flowers must be a woman's work. For
to these aesthetic maidens the decorations by London
florists were simply awful to behold.
Arranged side by side along the chancel railing were

cut palm leaves in a fashion to closely resemble a fine

collection of centipedes. More distressing still to their

idea of fitness of things were the huge bunches ot

white chrysanthemums tied in the top ofgrowing palms.

explaining how few persons realise the judgment re-

quired to make a decoration really artistic and like to

nature's grouping. They tell of such ordeals as a long
day's work ruined by the insistence of the hostess to

place gift flowers in the midst of harmonious settings.

Sometimes, when they have just finished an ideal

reception-room, done in warm, red berries and green
leaves, a huge box of pink roses, the gift of a
guest, will arrive, and despite their protestations,

will be banked upon the mantelshelf with such
effect that the little florists, ten chances
will sit right down and have a good cry

ruinous
to one,
.bout it.

Lenore Van der Veer.
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Instruction in the Russian Army. Cadets learning to put up telegraph wires.

Still Holy Russia desires no territory

Barrack-room in St Petersburg. The care oi arms
and ammunition

In the Infirmary. A soldier visits his

comrade

Cadets going on Sunday leave. Each answers his name, salutes, passes out and
makes his way home or elsewhere

HOW RUSSIA TRAINS HER OFFICERS
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Notwithstanding that Uncle George could not come
till later in the afternoon, Mrs. Elliott was kind enough
to insist that I should go to lunch ; and I enjoyed myself
extremely, not only at lunch, but also while Adelaide I

showed me round the picture-gallery afterwards. Ade-

1

laide was really enchanting— tall, stately, yet slender,
j

pale, with relief of delicate rose. I had met Adelaide I

once or twice before, and the second time had
been unnecessary ; wherefore this third was- an oppor- ;

tun it}'.

We were alone in the picture-gallery. I had just

thrown the cigarette, which had been graciously allowed
j

to me, out of the window, and (seeing that we were, as !

I say, alone), I was just about to But suddenly 1

Adelaide spoke.
" Do you see that picture ?

"

" What, the fat old lady ?
"

"Yes, the fat old lady," said Adelaide, laughing.
\

" It's mamma's sister, Lady Hamlyn."
" O, I beg pardon," I murmured. " I took her for a *

more remote relative."

Adelaide threw her charming head back and surveyed
Lady Hamlyn.

" Mamma always says," she observed, " that Aunt
Lucia was exactly like what I am now, when she was a
girl."

I started violently.
" O, it's prepost " I began, but the word fell un-

finished. I drew nearer to Lady Hamlyn's portrait.
" The features are just the same," observed Adelaide.

"And that sort of complexion gets -"

" Deeper," I put in, pleading for a merciful word.
" Yes, deeper. And 1 believe Aunt Lucia was a very

slim girl— thinner tnan I am even."
I was silent now ; not in indignation, but in speech-

less recognition of irresistible, mournful truth.
" I daresay you don't see the likeness," said Adelaide

archly. " But the family does."
Alas ! I did ; even as the family did.
" Do you see tfie likeness?" asked Adelaide, with

the slightest hint of uneasiness in her tone.
" There— there's a look," said I, apologeticallv.
Adelaide looked at me and then at Lady Hamlyn's

portrait. But 1 could not meet Adelaide's eye, nor
now, for the matter of that, Lady Hamlyn's either.

"Just a look," I repeated, guiltily. 1 wished I could
deny it altogether.

There was a pause. Then Adelaide said tentatively : .

" I don't call her bad-looking for an old lady, do
you ?

"

" She looks good-natured," I managed to gasp.
" O, thit means you think her very ugly ;" and

Adelaide turned a shoulder ji me in high dudgeon.
" Not ugly,"' 1 cried, " but rather "

"Well, 'Mr. Danby? "~

" Rather —rarher stout and— and "

"Well, Mr. Danbv?''

" Homely," I murmured, stealing a furtive, fearful
glance at Adelaide.
There was a long silence. Then Adelaide said very

coldly :

" Do you care to see any more'pictures, Mr. Danby ?
"

" Not ior the world," I cried, impulsively.
We walked out of the gallery in gloomy silence. I

was enraged at myself— full of sorrow for the wounded
pride which was evidently oppressing Adelaide— full of
resentment against that unconscionable old lady, who
had her portrait painted with the express object (so I

accused her) of spoiling my romantic dreams.
" What did she want to be painted for?" I exclaimed

petulantly, as we reached the door which led into the
garden.

Adelaide said nothing at all. She kept her lace
turned away from me.
The tension of our uncomfortable attitude to one

another— so different from what it had been when we
entered the gallery—was happily relieved by the
approach of Mrs. Elliott. I saw a question in Mrs.
Elliott's eye, and I avoided her eye, as I had avoided
Adelaide's eye and Lady Hamlyn's jeye. I knew that
-we had not been sent round the picture-gallery together
for nothing.

" Well, Mr. Danby, I hepe you like our pictures?"
said my hostess.

" They are delightful," I answered. '" I'm so grateful
to Miss Elliott for showing them to me."

I could hardly have put it more unfortunately.
Adelaide shot a glance of angry scorn at me. " I know
you're grateful," the glance said.

" The one of my sister has only just come. We con-
sider it so like Addie."

" It's not the " I began desperately, but Adelaide
was too quick.

" Mr. Danby was immensely struck with the like-

ness," said she, with an icy air.

" He saw it, did he?" cried Mrs. Elliott, apparently
much pleased. " But really everybody must, I

think."

"Then why don't you burn the wretched thing?"
was on the tip of my tongue, when Mrs. Elliott most
luckily prevented its utterance by crying :

" Why, here comes Sir George ! Earlier than he
said ! How delightful !

"

Across the broad lawn, slowly coming towards us,

was Uncle George's heavy broad figure. He had
the gout, poor old man, and walked leaning on a

stick
" Poor old chap, he doesn't get any younger," I

observed, chiefly in order to cover Adelaide's frozen

silence.

Mrs. Elliott put up her double glasses and surveyed
Uncle George's approaching figure. She took a long,

critical, exhaustive view of Uncle George. Then she
turned and looked at me with some particularity.
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"Well," she ob-
served, drawing a long'

breath, " talk about like-

nesses !

"

I was inclined to im-
plore her to choose any
other topic under heaven,
but I could not do
so while Adelaide stood

by.
" Talk about like-

nesses !
" said Mrs.

Elliott. " Addie is like

her aunt, no doubt "

" All right, mamma.
Mr. Danby knows that

now," came suddenly
(and, if I may be allowed
the word, snappishly)
from Adelaide.

" But it's nothing,
absolutely nothing, com-
pared with your like-

ness to Sir George, Mr.
Danby."
For the second' time I

started violently.
" My likeness to Uncle

George !
" I cried.

" Why, my dear Mr.
Danby, it's afmost ludi-

crous."
Adelaide gave a short

laugh. We stood re-

garding Uncle George's
approaching figure.

" If he were your
age you'd be as like as
two peas," said Mrs.
Elliott in a final ione

;

and with that she walked
off to meet Uncle George,
leaving Adelaide and me
standing together.

" Do—do you see it ? n

I asked, after a long
pause.

Adelaide is a girl of
spirit. She answered
incisively :

" Have I eyes, Mr.
Danby ? " And she has
very fine ones.

Receiving this answer,
Uncle George, who stood leaning on his stick, talking
to Mrs. Elliott.

" 1 don't call L'ncle George bv any means unpre-
possessing in appearance," 1 observed, as the result of
my scrutiny.

" O, poor old man ! How he
Adelaide. " We mustn't think about
Mr. Danby."
That was all very well for Adelaide,

think about his appearance.
"Of course, he's rather fat, and—

well— red in the face."
" All that's only because of his health," said Adelaide,

not joining issue on any point of my description. I'm
sure he's nice, though."

I looked at Adelaide. I drew a step nearer to
Adelaide.

"Is Lady Hamlyn nice?" I asked.

_
Adelaide made no reply, but, looking still, I saw her

lips curve ever so slightly.
" And, after all, she can't help her looks," I said, com-

passionately.

Do you sec the likeness '

I fell again to studying

suffers 1 " said

his appearance,

I was bound to

•er— bald, and

—

"No more can poor
laide.

" They would mak
said I.

" O, I can't imagine it !
" cried Adelaide

Sir George," conceded Ade-

a funny old pair, wouldn't they?"

Can't you ? " I asked.
"No, I can't,"' said she, with mighty determination.
" But suppose he had met her when she was young —

and like you ?
"

" O, she wouldn't have looked at him,'-
' protested

Adelaide.
" But suppose," I persisted, " that he had been young

also, and "

"Like you?" asked Adelaide, with a lift of her

lashes.

"What would have happened then .'

" I— I don't know," murmured Adelaide.
It was some moments later that I observed :

" You're not a bit like her really, ycu know."
"And mamma's very absurd about you

George," said Adelaide.
Well, we shall see— some day. And Ihen-

nd Si

shan't know ! A. H.
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Miss Irene Yanbmgh
Has just gone to America with " The Gay Lord Quex

(Photo by Mendelssohn)

Miss Muriel Beaumont
Who charms the Haymarket audiences. (Photo by Bassano)

Miss Decima Moore
V/ho has taken the place of Miss Kate Cutler in " FJorodora,"

(Photo by Bassano)

Miss Ellen O'Malley
Who is making a hit in the provinces. (Photo by Window and

Grove)

SOME BEAUTIES OF THE DRAMA
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LOIE FULLER AS AN ANGEL IN HER THOUSAND YARD DRESS
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A THOUSAND- YARD DREJS
LA LOIE AND HER DANCES

Loie Fl'Ller, who is now charming British audiences,

has the science of drapery down to a fine point. She
ran twirl about a stage in a frock fashioned of 1,000

vards of material and never make a hitch, but keeps
ivery inch of it in motion from start to finish. She
.eels a bit tired, after a quarter of an hour of such
?xercise, to be sure, but then it is a triumphant
tiredness, a triumph of feminine ingenuity over multi-
tudinous yards of silk : a triumph of which La Loie,

is the French call her, is alone, of all women in the

world, capable, and this in itself quite makes up for any
amount ot exhaustion.
This 1,000-yard frock is made only l'or one dance;

and it is when all the silk is falling and rising in

iiillows, waves and ripples about the half darkened
itage, that the wonder of it all comes over one, the
wonder of how the silk keeps out of Loie's way, or how
Loie keeps out of the silk's way, for they seem to be on
the most understandable terms with each other, and
gallop and frolic in perfect harmony.
The tulip dance is done in a 600-yard silk costume,

which seems to Miss Fuller like a very' insignificant

showing for a frock, and she does not like to talk about
it a bit, though it is most artistic and would make
many of the costumes in the stalls look like a patch on 1

1 bazaar apron in comparison.
Miss Fuller tells me that there is a wonderful

difference in the silks used for dancers' costumes.
Some there are of exquisite softness, but which do not

lend themselves to the gentle art of dancing, and it is

simply impossible to get on well with them, while
others, of no more virtue, apparently, seem born to

the life and in every way conform to help the wearer in

her work. The finest quality of sheer Indian silk is

used in the making of all Miss Fuller's costumes,
though considerable firmness of texture is required.

No one but Miss Fuller herself knows just how they

are made, for her imitators are many, and a good part

of their failure to equal her performance is due to the

fact that their costumes are not made on the scientific

La Loie and her London cabby

'Oh: there's Mary. I must stop and kiss her'."

lines which Miss Fuller is so strong upon, for even-
thing about Loie's dances, from the toss of her head to

the flash of her lights, is based on scientific principles ;

and she keeps these scientific principles tight within
her own grasp.

1 believe that everybody in the theatrical world has a
hobby, and Loie Fuller's hobby is hansom cabs. She
simply dotes on them, and would rather ride in one
any day than in a private victoria with two men on the

box, a 3 our American cousins express it.

Perhaps it is because a cab is said to afford the best

possible background for a pretty woman, but she rides

to the theatre in one, she does her shopping and makes
'ier calls in one, and she takes her afternoon drives

along the Bois and the West-end boulevards in a
hansom, and if she decides to go to church of a Sunday
she tells her cabby overnight that he must call for her.

The first thing Miss Fuller thinks about on getting
into a town is to hurry out and charter a cab for the
length of time she is to remain, after which she feels

absolutely safe and at peace with the community.
She likes the London cabby best of all—she finds

him better natured, and less apt to extort than the Paris
or New York cabman. The New York ones, she says,

are simply fiends, and are the worst lot to be met with
the world over. Miss Fuller tells a story of a two
hours' calling in a New York cab, which cost her just

fifteen shillings, and it was quite right according to

the cabby's reckoning. Four and six an hour and one
shilling for each stop ; and again when she has made
a bargain, to be taken, with her small baggage, to the
steamship docks, some ten minutes' distance, for six

shillings (the regular fare in New York), she found it

necessary to give six shillings more on account of three

stops on the way.
" You simply have to pay what they ask, as they

make such a scene, and the police come up and march
you off, cab and all, to the station. But in London the
cabman who tries to extort an excess fee is liable to

lose his licence if the fare is acquainted with the laws."
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Lord Rothschild's staghounds

Of the few packs of staghounds, supported privately,

perhaps the foremost is that of Lord Rothschild, as

seen in the illustration above. Lord Rothschild is

keeping up the family name in Bucks for sport and an
ever ready helping hand.

V * ¥

There were hardly as many entrances as had been
expected for the Automobile Club's tour to Southsea
and back. There were 103 actual starters, and a
proportionate number of breakdowns. Though it is

only fair to say that the majority of the mishaps were

due to ill-fortune rather than defects in the engines
themselves. One of the most interesting features of

the tour was the way in which the 24-h.p. and 22-h.p.

cars negotiated the hills. Mr. Henry Edmunds won
the Harmsworth prize for the neatest turn out at the
end of the journey inhis6-h.p. Daimler car, "Antrona."
The illustration below also shows Mr. Edmunds' car,
" Rhoda." The first car, "Antrona," has on board the
Mayor of Portsmouth, Mr. Alderman Emanuel, Mr.
and Mrs. Edmunds, and Mrs. Staplee Firth. The
second car carries Mr. Alderman Ellis, Mr. Staplee
Firth, and the driver. The photo was taken in front of

the Town Hall, Portsmouth.
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The great motor-car race. The winner (Mr. H. Edmunds) of the Harmsworth prize
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Fashionable Lady Aborigines of " Darkest Africa." They belong to the Red Blanket tribe

of Kaffirs and smear their faces with clay. They think this extremely fetching

"The Fighting Cocks," St. Albans, Herts, said to be the
Oldest licensed public-house in the United Kingdom

PUj| Up she goes. Blowing up a wreck on the Uincoln-
shire coast

Tiuvk photography. Four figures, two people A trout ladder in Forfarshire

A PAGE OF CURIOSITIES
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MADAME LA MODE
That historical little cherub who sits up alott 10 look

after the fate of poor Jack has had his hands pretty

full for these many months. Poor Jack had need of

goodwill and sympathy, certainly, and they have been
generously given in unstinted measure. Nor has his

brave brother- in - arms been forgotten; for whom
another cherub must have been even more fully occu-

pied. Week by week our pages have been eagerly
scanned by half a million

readers in all parts of the

habitable globe. The
eyes of all the world have
been turned upon our
warriors, tears have
flowed for their misfor-

tunes and defeats, and
the skies have resounded
with our plaudits when
the ingrained British

pluck reasserted itself,

and, against all odds,

turned the tide of war.
And now that the

" grim-visaged " one is

engaged in "smoothing
his wrinkled front," and
our troops are homeward-
bound, a duty— till now
discreetly laid aside— is

before us.

Jill must now have her
turn.

During all the weary
days of the passing year
she has been sad and for-

lorn. Bad news from the

front, and worse fears for

the future, ate into her
poor solitary heart as she
waited alone and uncom-
forted through the long,

long months. But now
the clouds of war have
rolled away, the sun
shines out, and all are

filled with hope. The
anxious wife awaits the

return of her husband,
the maid her lover (for

whose delight she is even now designing some ravish-

ing costumes, of which more anon), and even the
widow (small blame to her) casts aside her weeds and all

the trappings of woe, and joins in the general rejoicings.

And what rejoicing in any real sense can there be
without its accompaniment of dainty raiment and gay
colour? Through all recorded time there has been a
correspondence between a light heart and a bright
costume, and sackcloth and ashes are the fitting accom-
paniments of sorrow. And now, with this welcome
turn in the ever-changing kaleidoscope of life, your
"special cherub" takes up his quill to record,

week by week, the salient features of the gaily

moving crowd of womanhood as observed from his

coign of vantage id the clouds. He considers himself
well equipped for the congenial task. His bodily con-
stitution— if such a phrase is allowable in his case—is

admirably adapted to his role. To begin with, he is

A toque of crinoline straw

invisible, and there is no assembly of the fashionable

I

world that he may not enter unobserved. He will be
at your elbow when you least think it, my dear young
ladies. In the park, on the river, at the first night and

,

the private view, he will hear all your gossip, and
gauge the trend of the world in which you move. And
your sayings and doings shall, when deserving, be
recorded and disseminated for the improvement of

others ; and when extravagance and mere folly are in

the ascendant, the Cherub will openly restrain and
reprove. He must perforce hear many little secrets"

while flitting about, but these he will never disclose-
no, never—on the word of a cherub.
His exquisite levity provides your chronicler with an

attribute which is not easily distinguishable from
ubiquity. It is nothing to him to be in Paris,
Berlin, Vienna, where you will, simultaneously.

His peculiar immunity
from the trammels of

drapery and adornments
of all kinds (except

feathers, which are much
worn in his sphere) will

enable him to form quite

independent judgments
and appreciations, can-
did, and free from any
taint of envy. And all

the news he gathers con-
cerning Woman (with a
capital W), your Cherub
will faithfully set down
in the Black and White
Budget, embellished with
the special work of

artists of adequate skill

and experience.
And here

—

par exemple
—allow us to introduce
this charming dame in a
simple little dinner-gown,
which could be carried

out in a variety of ways.
In our sketch it is shown
in thick while silk, the

tunic over rich guipure
lace. Tbe tunic has a

narrow edging of gold.

The fichu of spotted mus-
lin, which also forms the

sleeve, is finished off in

a charmingly novel way,
caught at the waist with
a black velvet rosette and
again half way down the

tunic. The shoulder-strap
in gold galoon, also the

narrow waist-belt, giving
just the necessary touch of gold, without which no
dress is a la mode.
Here again is a dear little toque of crinoline straw,

trimmed in front with a monster bow of Tartan silk

and two handsome feathers falling over the charmingly
coiffured head.
Now for our other illustration we have a beaver

cloth coat wonderfully stitched and strapped, with
revers and storm collar of mink— such a perfect fitting

frame for your pretty faces !

Nor shall the subject of dress alone monopolise our
sympathies in which jewellery, furniture, the decorative

arts, and the various artistic amusements of the home
shall have their share : all, in short, that tends to

make woman lovable and her home a delight.

The centre of gravity of the fashionable world shifts

with "the progress of the suns." Once Paris was
without a rival as the purveyor of all the elegances ot
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life. Then followed her time of trial and sadness, and I We intend to lay before our readers select examples of

the monopoly passed for awhile to Berlin. Vienna . the best achievements in all the wide domain of applied

followed as the chief home of invention and supply, and art, which is a term of such capacious range as to

now London is the source and centre of much that the include all art from the "artist in hair" to the artist

I

indeed.

That the most delightful and delicate art of shopping
will not be overlooked, goes without saying. What
would life be without shopping ? As well ask, What
would London be without shops? Think of the flower-

shops alone, the most tasteful and marvellous display

of the " art which is Nature to advantage dressed " in

the whole world, and to which the Cherub is burning
to devote an entire article.

Some day your Cherub must set clown a plain, un-
varnished account of a day's shopping in London ; the
eager journey thither ; the perplexity of choice, when
all are so bewitchingly attractive ; the store of beauties

I

from the choicest homes of all the world; the bright-

ness, charm, civility, quiet, and the elegant little lunch
and delightful tea. Alas ! even cherubs have their

J

drawbacks— they can't take tea ; they can only look on
and admire.
Shopping indeed ! It is the sweetener of existence

—

the universal antiseptic : wholesome, stimulating, and
refreshing, and the only nerve-tonic worth a rap.

" This tiresome Cherub !
" we hear dear Chloe say.

A wonderful beaver cloth coat

world at large most admires and covets. The Cherub
felt a glow of satisfaction in noting that his favourite

wall-papers, furniture and brocades are displayed at all

the best shops in Vienna, Munich and in the Conti-
nental cities generally, where " English " on a tasteful

placard gives them the requisite cachet.

In all the foreign schools of decorative art the name,
of Walter Crane stands in the greatest esteem, and his

principles and practice are the theme of the professor,

and the emulation of the student ; and so it is in many
other branches of art, both high and domestic, including
English dress, English furniture, and English cookery.
With a general dislike of the Briton, there is, never-

theless, a particular admiration of him and his ways
which, with'a better acquaintance in the domain of art,

and some mutual tact and forbearance, may grow and
expand into perfect friendship.

These pages will do what may be possible to bring
about so desirable a result by impartial references to

all things excellent, whencesoever they may come.

A charming dinner gown

" He tells us all about what we know already, or don't

want to know ; and things we are dying to know about

he doesn't even mention. Why doesn't he say whether

it is true that the sylph-like tenuity so long in vogue it

really going out, ' slimness ' having, they say, been
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discredited by recent experience, and that the more
natural and healthy embonpoint is coming in ; so that in

the changed condition of the time we may be not only
blithe, but bonnie, to the everlasting discomfiture of
Burne-Jones and his lanky, languid school."

Patience ! dear Chloe ; what wouldn't a Cherub do
to oblige you ? Put your questions shortly (on one side

onlyj on a sheet of paper, enclose it in an envelope,
addressed to the Editor of this paper, with " Cherub "

written in the left-hand corner, and you will see what a
nice answer you will get ; and if there be other ways in

which further aid and assistance can be given to the
female portion of the entire human race die Cherub
would be glad to hear about it.

It is natural to wish for something in return, and the
greatest proof of your esteem you can afford is an in-
crease in our number of readers ; so that with the dawn
of the new century which begins with Peace, we may
have Plenty, and that there will be no British house-
hold with any taste for the arts of peace without these
little weekly contributions to the good cause by

The Cherub.

The Old Carthusians : The winners of the first round of the London Charity Cut-
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THE DUCHESS OF MANCHESTER
And her bull-pup, which, by special request, was given in lieu of an engagement ring. The
Duchess, who is described as a "blonde and very good-looking," is the daughter of Mr. Eugene
Zimmerman, the Vice-Chairman of the Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton Railway. She was
quietly married to the Duke of Manchester the other day at Marylebone Parish Church, anc^
l.ki most of our American cousins, claims close relationship to one of the foremost English

writers of this centurv
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I WENT to a most amusing meeting1 the other day.
Everyone, ot course, has heard of the agitation which
Lord Durham has initiated against the American-
isation of the turf, and much has been spoken of the

The native who won the donkey-race at the Military
Sports at Belfast, Transvaal, near the Portuguese

Border

mysterious process known as "doping," said (o be
practised by the more shady of the American racing
fraternity. With much blowing of trumpets a great
meeting of representative vets, of light and leading on
the race-course was called to consider this important
matter, and to take steps to put a stop to a practice

so evil.

after some half a dozen worthy gentlemen had
expressed this fact in six different ways, the meeting
was dissolved, and the* representative vets, went their

respective ways without so much as passing a platitu-

dinous resolution.

As a matter of fact, 1 happen to have come
several cases of this evil practice. Doping is the
artificial methods to make a horse win a race,

times he is galvanised
by means of an electric

spur or an electric

whip. At others he is

stimulated either by
means of a powerful
drug or by means o
an external lotion

across

use of

Some-

J. Reiff (the jockey, at home with his favourite cats

One means of administering the latter is to make
the horse roll in a sand bath strongly impreg-
nated with skin irritants and strong stimulants just

before the race. The poor beast is half-maddened, and
naturally surpasses itself in its temporary frenzy.

* * *
Of course, these methods are as strongly condemned

by the better-class Americans as by ourselves, and they

arc strictly and specifically forbidden in all decent

races. There is no doubt that in this country the

American jockey has shown himself an adept at

winning races. The records of the two Sloans and
the two Reiffs are sufficient proof of this, and, of course,

such men would never stoop to the kind of methods 1

have mentioned. The two Reiff brothers are model

v V »

"Doping" Horses in America

boys—the youngest a mere scrap of a lad who is still

at school when at home on his holidays—to perpetrate

ja bull. In America he is, that is to say, in statu

So far well and good, but unfortunately no one at ipupilari, and his winnings on the turf are all hoarded
the meeting knew anything about doping, or had ever up in the savings-bank—an example that many of our
come across a single case of it in this country. So indigenous jockeys might with advantage follow.
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amusing. It shows the boy and the mule that won
the mule race at the recent sports in South Africa in

honour of the King of Portugal's birthday. The
sports were held at Belfast, near Koomati Poort, on the
same day as the great review of English troops, and
were highly successful. On other pages will be found
further illustrations of the sports, in which the ubi-

quitous Gordons, of course, distinguished themselves,
and also of incidents in the great review.

This review and the courtesies which were exchanged
between the two nations are a further evidence of the

friendly feeling between this country and the little mari-
time Power in the South. Portugal, like ourselves, has
been a great pioneer of civilisation in foreign lands and
all over the world its Colonies may be found. Havinerso

OHr Intelligence Department through Foreign Spectacles

General Euller with an Intelligence Department Map in his hand :

'* Hillo! there's a mountain."

much in common with us in these respects, a traditional

friendship between the two countries has been fostered
in those many outlandish parts where the two rub
shoulders.

t %> v
Portugal is the only Romance country with which

we are on such terms, and over and over again we have
shown her how sincere the feeling is on our side. At
the very outset of the present war it would have been
easy for this country, had she wished, to have foreclosed
on Delagoa Bay in settlement of Portugal's debts to
us, and so have won a short cut for our troops into the
Transvaal. But not only did we forbear to do so—at

enormous cost to ourselves— but went out of our way
to avoid embarrassing Portugal in any way in connec-
tion with the war.

V * v
In a supplement published bv Lc Rire, M. Caran

D'Ache. publishes a series of most witty and artistic

British Prisoners at Nooitgcdacht. Xotc the palatial
accommodation

cartoons on the Boer War from a French point of view.
Nearly all the sketches are full of genuine humour,
and, with only one exception, there is nothing to offend
even the most sensitive—a much happier condition of
things than a year ago, when Paris and Parisian
papers, and especially Le Rire, were full of scurrilous
and objectionable drawings.

¥ ¥ ^
By next spring it may be hoped that we shall see

the much-talked-ot Army Reform in full swing. As
yet, in spite of the assurances of sweeping measures to

be adopted, there is nothing much that is definitelv

new. The general idea is that the period of military

training has hitherto been limited to six weeks. As a
matter of fact, training continues practically through-
out the winter, with this difference—that road-marching
is substituted for manoeuvres. As regards the new
areas secured, Cannock Chase, Dartmoor, the New
Forest, &c. , have always been available. The great
thing to be hoped for is improvement in musketry in-

struction, scouting, and reconnaissance, together with
development of the individuality of the men. Companv
drill and hard-and-fast routine are excellent things in

their way, but the soldier of the future must possess
self-reliance and the power of independent thought, in

addition to being a well-disciplined lighting machine.

Religion under difficulties: Roman Catholic Service
at Nooitgedacht
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The motor-car is now a common sight in even the
most secluded villages in this country. But still it has
not got the hold on us that it has on our neighbours
across the Channel. In Paris it is quite one of the
ordinary methods of locomotion, and the President of
the Republic himself is an enthusiastic motorist. Over
here, the Prince of Wales is sometimes to be seen
driving about in an autocar, and both the Duke of
Argyll and the Duke of Fife, as well as their royal con-

at the time of the Moorish risings of 1802, had I ever
before seen a mob that inspired me with such a sense of
dread. One heard it coming like a cataract along the
street, the hoarse dull roar of thousands of angry
voices, the confused rumble of many feet, gradually
rising to a thunder of menace as the crowd "swept by
with irresistible force at a jog trot. It was an awful
sound, and perhaps the most awful sight on the day
was the poor President himself when he arrived from

'liie President of the French Republic (M. Loubet) taking an airing in his favourite
motor-car. The President is on the right

sorts, have taken kindly to the horseless carriage. The
Duke of York, too, 1 believe, sometimes patronises one,
but only rarely. It is, of course, somewhat natural
that a Republican President should have rushed in

where more conservative royalty has feared to tread,
and should make the motor-car his usual means of loco-
motion.

^ ¥ ^
I well remember the election of President Loubet.

A was stationed in Paris at the time, and not even in Fez,

Versailles at the Gare St. Lazarre. A small whitish
man, cowed with fear, he shrank back in his carriage
from the threatening fists that were shaken in his face,

looking far more like a man going to his death than
one returning from receiving the highest honour his

country could confer on him.

* * V
It was, of course, an organised demonstration cf

hostility, and was a very good instance of the way ia
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THE RECENT MURDER OF MISSIONARIES ON THE UPPER YANG-TZE
Drawn by Thirkell Pearce. from particular* and 'ketches nipplied by an eye-witness
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which those things are done in Franco. A few violent

political agitators with money at their back can give

a wholly false impression of public sentiment and
thereby very often succeed in actually changing1 the
sentiment to suit their own purposes. The out-
burst at Marseilles on the

arrival of Kruger the
other diy was a case in

point. The whole feeling

of Southern France where
Britain and the British,

as the great tourists of

the world who bring
millions of money into

the district, are as a
rule immensely popular,
was completely swayed
by the well - organised
demonstration got up by
Leyds, Michael Davitt,

Drumont, et hoc genus
omne—a. nice crew, by
the way.

Sir Arthur Sullivan,
who died the other day,
was a great friend of
mine of many years'

standing. He was a
most charming man
when one knew him well.

One had, however, to

ge't used to his some-
what morose, ungra-
cious manner, which was
merely an outward form
of nervousness in a quiet, reserved nature. At
heart he was one of the kindest and most sensitive

of men. His one great passion apart from music was
gambling, and rhany a time I have sat by his side

at Monte Carlo and admired the absolutelv callous

"Over went the show." Pekin Cart with Mails
upset into a stagnant muddy pool on the road

just outside Tung-chow

way in which lie would wear down his invariable

ill-luck. He would go on almost mechanically
placing stake after stake on the board, without a word
or a sign that he took any notice of the regularity

with which the Croupier raked it in. He was at such
times almost like a
somnambulist, yet at the

end of the day, when wc
came to talk his losses

over he could recall almost
every jeu that he had
made, and could recall

the run of the play fur

scores of coups in suc-

cession— a wonderful
fact.

v ¥
I met the other day a

most wonderful man—
one of the many sentinels

on the outskirts of our
vast Empire, the Ad-
ministrator of Lagos.
He is a monumental
example of what a
genius for detail and (In-

capacity for taking pains
can do when coupled
with Scottish shrewdness
and a scientific training.

A short, brown-bearded,
quiet man, there is no-
thing to impress you
about Sir Willian Mac-
gregor (with endless
letters after his name).

You would not turn round in the street to take a
second look at him, yet here is his record : A provincial

doctor, who rose to be resident-surgeon and resident-

physician, first of one of the greatest- hospitals, and then
of one of the most important asylums in the kingdom :

On the alert in China. The Scouts of Shanghai returning after a successful

day's reconnaissance
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he was sent out as
assistant medical
officer to the
Seychelles, and
gradually works
his way up to be
chief medical
officer of Fiji. Tak-
ing an interest in

finance, he becomes
Receiver - General
(local Chancellor
of the Exchequer)
of the Colony, and
ihen administra-
tor. He is next
Consul-General for

the Western
Pacific, and then
employed on
Colonial commis-
sions. In 1888 he
was Administrator
of New Guinea, and in

1895 Lieutenant-Gover-
nor, and now he is Ad-
ministrator of Lagos. He
is only a little over fifty,

and doesn't even look
that. Such a career in

the past augurs well
for the future of Laaros.

To a Modern Sappho.

When a charming maiden
Avrites,

And indites

To a man,
Lines so smart and witty,

As vour ditty,

He must plan

In verse to make reply,

Or must try

All he can.

'Tis a duty more than
pleasant

Just at present

—

So I do it ;

For a cabbage you'd in-

spire

With the fire

Of a poet,

And a heart of Hint, or

harder,

Fill with ardour

—

See, I show it?

All my heart is brimming o'er

With a score

Of the things
That a proper serious bard,

When hit hard,
Always sings,

And I'd soar aloft in song,
If mv tongue
Had but wings.

But I find this jerky metre
Far from sweet—

a

Horrid bore :

It makes my soul's confession
Lack expression.

So no more.
Some day I'll try another

Less a bother.

Au revoir.

British and Portuguese Flags side by side. The
Governor riding into British territory to meet ou

Army at Koomati Poort

Portuguese
r victorious

Portuguese Guard at the Frontier Station,

Koomati Poort

jP
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A Curiosity at Staly. Note

the Face and Beard

Miss Francis,
whose portrait is

reproduced on page
284, is, despite her

English name, a

young Parisian ac-

tress of great
beauty and talent.

She is now appear-
ing as Welling in

Realism at the

Garrick Theatre.
Shemade herdebut
at the Odeon two
years ago, and has
now come to Lon-
don, I hope to stay.

In appearance she
is tall and dark,

with a very slight

graceful figure.

Her English has
just sufficient ac-

cent to make it delight-

fully piquant, and she
also speaks Italian and
German. Miss Francis
has had several offers to

go in for musical comedy,
but she is too fond of

serious work to think of

giving it up. She will,

in all probability, appear
during the Bernhardt-
Coquelin season at Her
Majesty's.

It is not likely that the

new Parliament will be

called upon to transact

much business before the

New Year. As at present

arranged they meet on
December 3rd to vote;,

more money for the
expenses of the war.
This matter will probably

be got through suffi-

ciently quickly to enable
members to spend a
peaceful Christmas, and
to overcome the effects

thereof before setting
ai'

seriously to work.
¥ * *

Here is a very curious photo that

was sent in in the photo com-
petition : it is a natural reflection,

that is so perfect as to be quitej

remarkable in itself, and I doubt it

many of my readers could say off-

hand which is the right way up of

it. But a still more curious feature

about it is the fact that when put
sideways, as shown here, it gives a
very good presentment of an abso-

lutely diabolical ogre with an open
mouth and white moustache and
beard. The scene of this curious

picture is Stalybridge, on the

London and North-Western Rail-

way's canal between Staly and
Mossley in Cheshire. The photo
was sent by Mr. William A. Dearn-
aley, of Stalybridge. I shall be
glad to see any other curious photos.
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An ex Member of the French Transvaal
Brigade

Selling pcrtraits of Kruger for the benefit of the

Boer Committee

Oom Paul's youthful double, little
Gerald Kioff,

Kruger's great-grandson, sitting on his mother*s lap
at the Hotel de Noailles, Marseilles. He is tw'O

years old and very, very obstinate

]5L- Violle and M. Thorel, President and Secretary of the Marseilles

Committee for the reception of ex - President Kruger
M. Thorel thought it would she an air of being very hus.y if he held the telephone to his ear

THE ARRIVAL OF KRUGER AT MARSEILLES
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The accompany-
ing pictures give

forcible point to the
" Philosophy of.

Clothes." A man
is very often judged
bv his coat ; but

it were bad policy

to judge the 1st

Bengal Lancers by
thetopillustration.

It shows a squad
of the regiment in

"undress" after

their arrival at

Wei - Hai - Wei in

one of her Ma-
jestv's transports.

The Bengals, after

messing about in a
very messy vessel

at sea, could not

be expected to look

verv brilliant ; bat

what a change ap-

pears in the bottom
picture. The Ben-
gals are ready, and The arrival of the 1st Bengal Lancers in China. A squad in undress

on board a transport at Wei-Hai-Wei.

are what they are

—a first-class, ser-

viceable lot ol men.
However, it is

almost a misnomer
to call them "Ben-
gal " Lancers, for

very few of the

men hail from that

province. The
Bengali is rather

an effete sort of

person, who is

much more at home
chewing bang and
boiling a pot than
at fighting. The
" Bengal " Lan-
cers are mostly
hillmen — particu-

larly Mahrattas,
the hardy race that

gave Great Britain

so many a hard
fight before they

were subdued.
Now they are sons

of the Empire,

The 1st Bengal Lancers in full dress, ready to land from Transport No. 5
(ss. "Gambia") at Wei-Hai-Wei

THE BENGAL LANCERS IN CHINA
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ODD CUSTOMS OF THE COMMONS
BY AN OLD PARLIAMENTARY HAM)

Illustrated by photos by Sir Benjamin Stone, M.P.
The fifteenth Parliament oT her Majesty's reign,

which meets at Westminster this week, is remarkable
for the unprecedented number of new members who

j

will make their first acquaintance with the House
and its elaborate forms of parliamentary etiquette.

The budding M.P. always proves a source of endless
amusement to the veterans of the House, who take a
keen delight in the tripping of his unweary feet into
the countless pitfalls yawning beneath them.'
For instance, almost every new member comes to

grief over the mysteries of hat etiquette, which only
time, and often bitter experience, will leach him to avoid.

Probably he forgets to take it off when he enters the
House, unwittingly violating the cast iron rule that
unless he is sealed his head must always remain un-

tt

I lerMajestyoften proves anotherScyHa and Charj bdis
over which many a brand-new craft sails to grief. For-
getful of the fact that the Sovereign is held to be above
party controversy, he commits the heinous offence of
mentioning her name. Swift and sure is his condemna-
tion.

In like manner the House ol Lords may only be re-

ferred to as "another place," in order, no doubt, to

work out consistently the theory that until each House
is officially apprised of the other's doings, neither has
the slightest idea as to the line of action that other is

carrjing out.

Another " nameless thing "' is the M.P. himself. He
can only be referred to as "the hen. member for so-

aad-so," the one exception being that the Speaker can
" name " a refractory or disorderly legislator as a ter-

rible and disgracing retribution for his offences.

Woe betide the memberwho attempts to cross between
the Chair and the Mace when it is taken from the table

Archdeacon Wilberforce
Ch.iplain to the House of Commons

Right Hon. Wm. Court Gully
The Speaker of the House of Commons

II. D. lirskine

Serieant - at - Arms

covered when the Speaker is in the chair ; or he com-
mits the grievous sin of omission when he rises to
speak, probably, even in a moment of nervous for-

getfulness, he plants it firmly on his head. The
howls of "Hat! hat !" which greet him from every
quarter recall his wandering mind, and the only con-
solation the transgressor can solace himself with is that
Lord Rosebery, in the beginning of his career, made
the same mistake.

Perhaps worse than all, after sailing uneventfully
through these first intricacies of hat etiquette, heated
and flushed with the conscious triumph of his maiden
speech, the youthful Disraeli subsides gracefully into
his seat, crushing remorsely out of existence the for-

gotten " topper," which he had carefully placed behind
him, amid the shouts of laughter of -those who have,

witnessed the scene scores of times before, and who have
placed their own headgear out of harm's way b'eneath
the seat.

by the Serjeant-at-Arms, for this is an offence of which
the Speaker may take every opportunity severely to re-

primand.
By the way, few people are aware of the important

part which this "gilded bauble " plays in the legisla-

ture of the country. Without it the House of Commons
simply ceases to exist ; it is as essential to every debate
as the Speaker himself.

At the opening of a new Parliament, before the

Speaker is elected, the mace is thrust under the table

out of sight, but the moment he is elected out it comes
from its hiding-place and is deposited upon the table,

where it ever after remains during the sitting of the

debate.

No matter how desirous a member may be of putting
a question to. the House, he cannot do so, except in

writing, if the mace be anywhere but on the table.

While it is under the table the House is merely a com-
mittee ; while the Serjeant-at-Arms holds it on his
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A message from the Crown. " Black Kod " summons the faithful Commons
to the bar of the House of Lords

snoulder only the Speaker has a voice, and while it is

out of the House absolutely no business can be done.

One of the very sternest rules, which even the most

absent-minded politician seldom fails to observe, i:i that

no member shall walk between the member who is

addressing the House and the Speaker.

The Mace in position on the table of the House of Commons.
that the House is sitting

Photos by Sir Benjamin Stone, M.P. for East Birmingham.

This is a sign

CURIOUS CUSTOMS IN THE COMMONS
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Lord Melbourne
The Prime Minister

The Earl of Minto

First Lord of Admiralty

Spring Rice

Chancellor of the Exchequer

Sir John Russell
Home Secretary

Lord Palmerston
Foreign Secretary

Lord Morpeth
Irish Secretary

Her Majesty in 1837
When she reviewed her first Parliament

Sir J. C Hobhouse
Board of Control of India

Marquis of Lansdowne
President of Council

Lord Holland
Chancellqr of Duchy of Lancaster

Lord Taunton
President Board of Trade

THE QUEEN AND HER FIRST CABINET
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Lord Salisbury
Lord Privy Seal

Duke of Devonshire
President of the Council

Lord Lansdowne
See. for Foreign Affairs

Lord Londonderry
Postmaster-General

Earl of Sel borne
First Lord of the.Admi'ty

:
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;.
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Earl of Halsbury
Lord Chancellor

Earl Cadogan
Lord Lieutenant of Ire-

land

Lord James of Here-
ford

Chancellor of Duchy of
Lancaster

Lord Ashbourne
Lord Chancellor of Ire-

land

Lord George Hamil-
ton

Secretary for India

Lord Balfour of Sir M. Hicks-Beach Mr. A. J. Balfour
Burleigh Chancellor of the Ex- First Lord of Treasury

Secretary for Scotland chequer

Mr. Chamberlain
Secretary for the Colonies

Mr. Ritchie
Secretary for the Home

Department

air. uroarick
Secretary for War

Mr. Akers- Douglas
First Commissioner of

Works

i>ir. Geraid Balfour
President of the Board of

Trade

Mr. Walter Long
President uf the Local

Government Board

Mr. Hanbury
President of tue Board of

Agriculture

HER MAJESTY'S LATEST CABINET
(Photos by Bassano, Fradelle and Young, Russell and Sons, Lafayette, Chancellor, Robinson and Hinton, Dickinson and Foster)
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SOCIETY CHATTER
-r

If I were asked who is the most charming man in

Society I should unhesitatingly reply the Duke of
Norfolk, and the fact that if you allude to " the dear
little Duke " everyone knows whom you mean, shows
that my answer would be that of most people. There
never was such an unassuming', simple-minded, good-
natured man as the present premier Duke and hereditary
Karl .Marshal. He has but one thought in life—to do
good and to make others happy, and it does not matter
whether he is among a crowd of yokels as muddy and
as dishevelled as himself down near his lovely place at

Arundel, or in full dress at a grand
Court function, he makes everyone
about him feel equally at home.
One cannot imagine his having a
single enemy: he is the very soul of
kindness and sympathy.

» v *

In appearance there is little about
the little Duke to suggest his high
station. If you were to meet him
you would never think that he was
the first peer in the Realm and a

descendant of kings. He is a very
short, almost insignificant - looking
little man, with straggly black hair

and a scraggy beard, and is always
badly dressed His habits and his

tastes are the simplest possible, and
his whole aim in life is to do his

duty conscientiously, to perform with
scrupulous exactness the multifarious
duties which he voluntarily under-
takes and to devote his vast fortune
to the good of others. Whether as
Lord Mayor of Sheffield, or member
of the London County Council, as

Postmaster-General, or as an officer

in the Imperial Yeomanry, he is

equally punctilious about the minutiae
of his work, equally painstaking,
equally willing.

v ¥ ¥
He has, of course, vast estates in

Norfolk, Yorkshire, and Sussex, but,

as head of the Roman Catholics in

this country, he feels it his duty to

.spend his resources almost entirely in

religious and charitable benefactions. At Arundel
Castle he has built a magnificent cathedral, and his

donations to his Church amount
to hundreds of thousands of

pounds, whilst he stints himself
to the uttermost in his private

expenditure in order to be able to

help people in distress. Of his

brothers, one, Lord Edmund
Talbot, has been much before

tlje public recently, both in the
war and in the general elec-

tions ; whilst another, Monsig-
nor Howard, is a cardinal at
Rome.

So at last the Duke of Man-
chester is married. Time and
time again Society has expected
him to take the plunge, but now

did it with amazing suddenness just when no one was
expecting it. He is a versatile if rather extravagant
young man, with a distinct talent for the stage, though
he was at the last moment dissuaded from adopting a
theatrical career. It is difficult to say what his future

will be, as he is his own worst enemy. If he could but
turn his undoubted ability to some practical purpose,
and acquire a strength of character which he has so far

lacked, he might vet do well in life.

* * *
The new Duchess of Manchester

whose father is

enormous wealth,

is an
a mill

and

The Duke of Norfolk
(Photo by Barraud)

American,
ionaire of

though it

is somewhat doubtful whether,
now that she has taken the
law into her own hands with true
American independence, she will

inherit his money, she is in the ordi-

nary course ol nature his heiress.

She is young and good-looking, and
will in many ways be an acquisition
to English Society ; so that for her
sake it is to be hoped that her father
will overcome his dislike to the union
now that it is a Jait accompli. The
new Duchess is a very pretty girl, a
year younger dian his Grace, and a
keen enthusiast at all outdoor exercise:

she swims splendidlv, rides well, and
is a very fair shot. In character she
is a typical American, full of love of
independence, with a charmingly-
naive way of asserting herself. Her
strength of character she inherits

from her father, who i: a dogged,
determined man of business, and
has made his own fortune. There
are now three Duchesses of Man-
chester.

Miss Roberts, who is, I am glad
to say, well on the way to com-
plete recovery, has now acted for
some time as her distinguished
father's unofficial secretary. Lord
Roberts's high opinion of women
has often been shown, and never
more so than in the touching
dedication s>f lus book, Forty-

India, to his wife. Lady Roberts
daughter have done all" in their

Hiss Roberts
Who is now convalescent
at Pretoria. (Photo by

Rullxnghatn)
that he has become a Benedict he isee them again.

one Years in

and her elder

power, while at Pretoria, to alle-

viate the lot of the sick and
wounded, and, just before she
fell ill, the Commander-in-Chief's
daughter had distributed, with
her own hands, an immense
consignment of comforts and
necessaries forwarded to her by
Lady Airlie. Miss Roberts, who
has the pretty Irish name of

Eileen, was born in India, and
there also she spent much of

her childhood and girlhood.

During the period Lord Roberts
held the Irish command, his

two daughters became very much
liked in Dublin, and their de-

parture was hailed with sincere

regret. However, Dublin will

Duke of Manchester
Who has just contracted

a romantic marriage
(Photo by Russell)
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The Czar and Prince George of Greece take possession of their little cousins'

toy cart

Princess Charles of Denmark in the children's chariot. Note the chariot I

ROYALTIES AT PLAY
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The Colonial contingents that are now arriving in this country teas

of the gallant services rendered by these loyal sons of the 1 lire,

THE QUEEN REVIEWING WOUNDED COLONICS
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z as the guests of the nation, and Her Gracious Majesty, mindful

re, makes a point of personally inspecting each detachment

S IN THE ST. GEORGE'S HALL, WINDSOR
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of the gallant services rendered by these loyal son

THE QUEEN REVIEWING WOUNDED COLONIALS in THE ST. GEORGE'S HALL, WINDSOR
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ROYAL UNITED SERVICE MUSEUM
The Museum of the Royal United Service Institute

boasts of one of the most interesting collections of

curios in the whole world.

Until a few years ago the institute—whose roll-call

of membership numbers 4,000 naval and military officers

representative of every branch of both services— held

court in its historic birthplace, known as the "Goose
Pye," in Whitehall Yard.

Ever since 183-1, the

dale of its nativity, the

institute has flourished,

;ind its museum, con-
tributed to by members
in almost every part of;

the globe, has grown !

apace, till it is now a

Two other models which call for special mention are
a large one of the " Battle of Trafalgar," which gives
a realistic idea of Nelson's last and greatest victorv,

and a smaller one of the " South Crimea " and " Siege
of Sebastopol."

In the Asiatic Room there is a rich collection of
Indian and Afghan arms, Chinese and Japanese
weapons, and a curious Chinese cabinet full of strange-
looking oddities of the Celestial Isle. The Afghan
Room contains an equally varied collection of Moorish,
Abyssinian, Ashantee and Central African armours and
arms.
Noteworthy in the collections of early and recent

weapons is the baskct-hilted cut-and-thrust sword ot

Oliver Cromwell, and lost by him at the siege of Drog-
heda. It has two curious musket-ball marks on the
well-worn blade. There is also a sword worn by
General Wolfe when he fell at Quebec ; and a pathetic

relic of Corunna is the
sash with which the body
of Sir John Moore was
lowered into his grave
beneath the ramparts.

In another case is Cap-
tain Cook's chronometer,
some sad relics of Sir

John Franklin's expedi-
tion to the Arctic regions
(which were discovered

by Sir Leopold M'Clin-
tock, of H.M.S. Fox, in

'In; weathercock that
Charles I. used to watch

well-known feature on
London's entertainment
programme, and is well

worth a visit.

Some years ago War
Office officials swooped
down on the old " Goose
Pye," and sweeping awav
its historic associations and
traditions, annexed the site

tor purposes of the State.

So new quarters were
sought for and found in

the only remaining portion
of old Whitehall Palace,
the [Banqueting Chamber,
and here, it is hoped, the
institute and museum has
found a permanent home.
Among the many unique and interesting collections,

the arms and accoutrements are deserving of more than
a passing notice ; recalling to mind, as they do, many
great and perilous events of history-making times.

There are specimens of the primitive weapons which
were employed by the savage warriors of Borneo and
the South Sea Islands in warfare ; and, in contrast to

these are our modern quick-firing guns, torpedoes, and
the latest improvements in the armour-plating of our
ironclads.

There are souvenirs of the Crimean War, relics from .

the scene of our latest China disturbance, trophies
from our frontier expeditions, and some beautiful

models illustrating historical events. Noteworthy
among them is a representation of the "Field arid

Battle of Waterloo," made by Captain Selborne. It is !

full of life and tragedy, and contains over iod,oooI
metal figures.

|

The clociv and bell of the
keeping in the Royal

Hotel de Ville, now in safe

United Service Museum

1859), and an equally sad
memento of the Royal
George, which was sunk
off Spithead in 1782.

There is the skeleton of

Marengo, the barb-horse
which Napoleon rode at

Waterloo ; and near by a

part of the deck of the

Victory, on which Nelson
fell, with his sword and
other relics.

Where there is so much
to claim the attention, it

is difficult to particularise,

thousands of curios

The jawbone of the shark
that swallowed the tin box

but among the many
grouped about the walls, un-

doubtedly one of the most prominent is the jaw of

a shark, resting on a tin case.
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It is all that is left to tell the tale of its killing- by part of the fittings of an old fire-ship. The mechanism
Lieutenant Felton, R.N., of H.M.S. Abergavenny, off was so contrived that at a given time it would set fire to

San Domingo, and a good killing it was, too.

According to Mr. John Timbs :
" A ship on her way to

the ship as it neared the enemy.
Another method of setting fire to a ship, though

without a time fuse, is to allow a colony of rats to con-
gregate and indulge their taste for phosphorus by
leaving unused matches about for their delectation.

On board the Revenge early one morning a strong
smell of fire was detected, and after a diligent search
it was discovered that a rat's nest tucked snugly under
the lee of a cable tier was on fire. It was detected at

the right moment to save a disastrous fire on the ship,

but not soon enough to save the rats living in the nest

from a brimstone death. The nest was subsequently
placed in the United Service Museum.
The Banqueting Chamber itself, apart from its trea-

sures of history and art, is well worth a visit. Its

ceiling is one of the most beautiful in the world.

Rubens, who executed the design, received a sum oi

Entrance to the hall of the United Service Museum

the West Indies fell in with and chased a suspicious-

looking craft, which had all the appearance of a slaver.

During the pursuit the chased vessel threw something
overboard. She was subsequently captured, and taken
into Port Royal, to be tried as a slaver. In absence
of the ship's papers and other proofs, the slaver was not
only in a fair way to escape condemnation, but her!

captain was anticipating the recovery ot pecuniary'
damages against his captor for illegal detention. While
the subject was under discussion, a vessel came into

port which had followed closely in the track of the pur-
suer and pursued. Her crew had caught a shark, and
found an indigestible tin case safelv stowed away in

Trophy of swords and small arms

^"4,000 for his work. There were four hundred yards
done, and this works out at jQ\o a yard ; later, Cipriani,

who retouched the work, received ,£2,000.
Here were high revels and feastings held in those

balmy days preceding the Civil War, and from its cen-

tral window ill-fated Charles Stuart was led out to

meet his death on the executioner's block.

Later, the Chamber was converted into a Royal
chapel, but was never consecrated, and here, in

1812, five eagles and four other standards, captured
from the French in the Peninsula, were publicly

deposited.

The basement, which until 1890 was used as a store

room for Government affairs, now contains the heavy
guns and shells belonging to the Museum.

Structurally, the Banqueting Hall has not been
its capacious maw. They were the missing papers of ; altered to meet its present requirements, and the pan-
tile brig Nancy, then under arrest, and upon this j elling of the bases of the walls and tiers are con-
evidence she was condemned.

j

structed out of the oak pews with which it was fitted

An interesting relic of a bygone system of naval
j
when Royal service was held there. Our photos arc

warfare is found in a piece of clockwork which formed by Thankfull Sturdee.

The skeleton of Napoleon's famous charger, Marengo
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Although the
nursing' staff in

China have had
quite enough
work up to tlie

present, it is more
than likely that
they will soon
have their hands
more than full.

The sanitary con-
dition of Pekin is

becominga matter
of grave concern.

At any time the

city is like a pig-

stye. The refuse,

thrown out on
the streets, soon
rises into minia-
ture mountains,
upon which the

sportive native

pigs delight to

routatall day long.

But now, the re-

moval of rubbish
has not been dealt

with at all except

in the British part

of the city, and as

the natives have
been forbidden to

Three of the nursing sisters at Hong Kong

desposit garbage on the streets, they have carefully,

packed their spare rooms with the refuse. Further,
owing to a report that funerals would be interfered

with, corpses have been hidden away in the houses, and
|

as a natural result smallpox and other infectious

diseases have broken out. Every winter Pekin is I

scourged by small-
pox, but the
coming months,
unless something
is done, ought to

bring the highest
death-rate known
in China — and
that means some-
thing. Since the
occupation of the

city by the allied

forces large num-
bers of Chinese
have died, the
cause of death in

most instances
being smallpox.
In most cases the

Chinese have
simply placed the

bodies in coffins

and kept themB |P " « in their houses or

«Bm§ m£ in the court yards.

IP^JP*^ Mi""; At any time the
Chinese are not
particular, and
very often leave

the bodies of their

dead enclosed in

a box in their

gardens or out-

houses. What with the influx of foreign troops, the

neglected state of the city, and the tremendous accu-
mulations of filth piled up in the houses the danger ot

the dreaded epidemic is vastly increased. As yet only
the British have moved in the matter. They have
organised a system of rubbish collection by carts.

Convalescent : Lieut. Colomb, R.N. (who was wounded in the leg whilst with Admiral
Seymour's column) going out for an airing.

Lieut. Colomb was operated upon four times byThe nurse in front of the door (the entrance to the officers' hospital) is Sister Barr.
Dr. Sutton and Surgeon Reed

THE WOUNDED IN CHINA
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A Canadian Patient and Sister Pope, a Canadian.

Enteric Ward, No. 3 General Hospital, Rondebosch
A Special Ward, No. 3 General Hospital, Rondebosch.

The Sister is a New Zealander

Group of men of the 1st Royal Scots mentioned for distinguished acts of bravery

during the campaign

IN SOUTH AFRICA
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5c-gt. Parlce Cronje's grandson and secretary Cronje Mrs. Cronje
Peter Cronje, son of Oonje

Gen. Cronje's aujUtanE

Cronje enjoys himself immensely after his own manner. He is guarded by men of the

3rd Gloucester Regiment, who sport Martini-Henrys

THE LATEST PORTRAIT OF CRONJE

Guarding the Jines of communication in South Africa. A six-inch gun mounted on a
railway truck

ON GUARD — ST. HELENA AND SOUTH AFRICA
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WAR OFFICE REFORM — SOME VALUABLE OPINIONS
(From the picture by W. Bennett}
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" Give me that letter !"

" I am sorry Aunt Eleanor, but it is quite impossible.

This letter is mine, written to me, and intended for me
only. It has nothing- to do with you, or—or that man,"
answered the girl in a hard, dry voice, the tears of open
rebellion dimming her eves. Lady Causton fumed,
and would have dearly liked to box her niece's ears,

had she dared.
" You silly little fool," she retorted sharply. "Can't

you see that you're behaving perfectly scandalously.

It's worse, it's ungrateful. Here have I been spending
ever so much more than I can afford in dinners and
goodness knows what else to give you your chance, and
now that I've at last managed to get you off my hands,
and secure your future, instead of helping me and
doing ycur best, you're running the risk of upsetting
everything for the sake of some schoolroom non-
sense."

" I am sorry ; I can't help it," repeated the girl

doggedly. " I'll marry the man if you say I must; but
I'm not going to pretend that I care about him. If

he likes to take me knowing that, he can."
" For goodness' sake don't talk like that, Evelyn,"

cried Lady Causton aghast, " and don't pretend to

make a martyr of yourself. The idea of you, the
penniless daughter of a country parson, presuming to

turn up your nose at a man with ,£,40,000 a year.

What if he did make his money in trade ? Everyone
is in trade nowadays. Causton goes into the City
himself. It's true he doesn't make anything, but then
he's awfully busy."

" I've given you my answer. I've promised to marry
the man, and I will."

" Well, then, the sooner you stop all this sentimental
nonsense about young Vanson the better. He hasn't
got a shilling to bless himself with. I shall have the
invitations sent out to-morrow. Mr. Polling is coming
to dinner to-night, [so you'd better hurry up and get
dressed ; do in heaven's name try and look a little more
cheerful. I will send Emilie in to you to dress your
hair." Whereupon Lady Causton sailed out of the
room conscious of having performed a good action.

Now, when she said that Lord Causton was accus-
tomed to go into the City, she stated an undoubted fact.

He did go there ; but being a vague, placid individual,

whose obvious role in life was that of a country gentle-
man, he managed during the few short hours which he
weekly spent east of St. Paul's to eat some extremely
indigestible luncheons in company with his broker, and
to lose money by injudicious speculation at a positively

astonishing pace.

The deficiency in the Causton budget had been made
up from time to time by the complaisant Mr. Polling,
on the understanding that he was to marry the niece,

Evelyn Dane, who—so Lady Causton had assured him
—was filled with respectful admiration for him and his
works, though reticent by disposition.

But then the intricacies of Lady Causton's tongue
surpassed the bounds of ordinary human understanding.
Her father had once been in the Diplomatic service.

Mr. Polling came to dinner with aggressive punctu-
ality, redolent of gold, and with the hall-mark of the
counter indelibly stamped on him.

His clothes, made by the most expensive tailor, were
self-consciously ashamed of their position ; and the

wearer, as if cognisant of this latest antagonism, tried,

vainly, to adopt towards them an attitude of unconcern.
Lady Causton came down a quarter of an hour late

;

and Mr. Polling, to whom unpunctuality was a crime,

looked at his watch—a proceeding hardly conducive to

a peaceful evening.
Evelyn followed shortly afterwards, and offered him

the tips of her fingers.
" Hullo ! Evey, my dear," said he, " What's up with

you ? You're looking pretty cheap."
Now, if there was one thing in the world Evelyn Dane

hated, it was to be called "Evey;" also, she loathed

anything approaching a public demonstration ; and Mr.
Polling evinced a lively desire to embrace her then and
there.

In fact, if the truth be told, Mr. Polling had but a
very slight acquaintance with the ultra refinements of

life, and held them in some contempt.
He would probably have enjoyed his dinner more if

he could have dismissed the servants, and eaten it with

one arm round Evelyn's waist.

As it was, the meal was certainly a qualified success.

Evelyn sat like a marble statue and answered in mono-
syllables. Lady Causton, furious with the girl and
detesting Polling for looking at his watch, was in a
vile temper ; whilst Causton himself, having had
another disastrous trip to the City, combined with an
attack of indigestion, was wondering why on earth he
hadn't dined peacefully at his club.

Even Mr. Polling, though usually the most thick-

skinned of individuals and brimming over with self-

complacence, became dimly aware that something was
amiss.
Once he went so far, when the opportunity offered,

as to ask Evelyn in an undertone if anything had gone
wrong, or if " she," furtively indicating Lady Causton
with his fork, " had been pitching into people ?

"

To which the girl responded with a dreary shake of
the head and a muttered " No."
Mr. Polling was very fond of his inner man, and ate

noisily and without discretion, as if the great object in

dining was to consume the largest quantity in the
shortest period of time ; but the threatening state of

the atmosphere had its effect on his appetite, and he
allowed two dishes to pass him unnoticed.

After dinner he expressed to Lord Causton a wish to

have "a little chat with his fiancee," as he persisted

in calling her. So, leaving his host to drink in soli-

tude, he wandered in search of her, holding in his

hand a large red leather case, conspicuously new. The
butler assured him that " Miss Evelyn was in the
billiard-room," and there he finally hunted her down.
She rose hastily as she heard him come in, and stood

confronting him, with a white set face and great dark,
sullen eyes.

" I say, Evey, give us a kiss, my dear," he began
jauntily. " I've got something for you— diamonds :

beauties they are too."

The girl shivered a little, but held herself erect.

Mr. Polling looked at her more closelv, and a puzzled
expression came over his fat, good-natured face.
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" Evey, Evey, my girl, what's the matter—don't you
want them ? There, never mind. I thought they'd

please you. Come and sit down, and let's have a talk."
" No ! no !

" she answered, shrinking' from him.
" Not to-night—I'm— I'm not well—my nerves are

upset. I might say something you'd be sorry for

—

don't touch me."
" Come, Evey—come. What ! don't you want me to

kis

The girl sank in a sobbing heap on the sofa. Mr.

The vulgar face was piteous and strained, and his
lips quivered.

" There has always been someone else," she said.
Mr. Polling stood stock still without attempting to

touch her again.
" You and me have got to have a talk, Evey," he

said, with a poor attempt at cheerfulness.
Evelyn glanced at him, and the sorrow in the man's

face touched her. In the presence of realities his vul-
garity disappeared, leaving a man face to face with pain.

"She sank in a sobbing heap on the sofa.'

Polling bent over her, and laid a podgy red handkindlv
on her shoulder.
"There, my dear, don't cry—don't cry. I don't

want to bother you, my girl " Suddenly he
stopped, all the -colour went out of his face, and the
podgy red hand trembled like a leaf. A crumpled tear-
stained letter had slipped from the girl's dress to the
floor, and a few sentences were plainly visible.

"Evey,"" said he, and in spite of himself his voice
shook. •' Evey, is it—this? Don't you care for me, dear ?

Has that woman been telling me lies all this time ?
"

The girl looked up. " I'm so sorry," she began.
" Don't you care at all ? I'm not a gentleman, dear,

I know. I'm just a plain business man, Evey. I am
afraid I don't quite understand. She told me there
was no one else."

She told him everything, and he listened quietly and
gravely, ignoring his own troubles.

" Yes, yes," he said, nodding comprehensively as she

finished. " You leave it to me, Evey, I'll pull you
through ; and perhaps Mr.—Mr. Vanson " the

name stuck in his throat a little
—" wouldn't mind my

trying to give him a lift, eh ! we'll see." He held out his

hand, his face turned to one side that she might not see.

Evelyn hesitated—then, leaning forward, she kissed

him lightly. " Good-bye," she said, very low.

When the -door had closed behind her, Mr. Polling

was left staring at the reflection of his own white,

drawn face.
" It's all for the best," he muttered brokenly. " Back

to the works again— it's all for the best. O ! my God,
the loneliness of it !

"
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The cock is a historical,

if somewhat noisy biped.

Ho has dona many thing's,

but the latest wonder is

the cock of the South
African Field Force. Of
this wonderful bird, an
illustration of which is

given on this page, Lance -

Corporal Gibson, Military
Foot Police, 5II1 Brigade,
writing from Krugerdorp,
says: — " This bird was
hatched by the sun at

Chieveley Camp, in Natal,
on I he afternoon of 15th
February, 1900, at about

3.45 p.m. I found an egg
in the sand, and by picking
at it I discovered that there
was a chicken in it. I then
laid it in the sun again,
and then the chicken ap-
peared from its cover. I

then put it in my sea-kit
cap, and about three hours
after it was running about. ..*

We stayed at Chieveley five •,

days, and as I fed him on
rice, he got very strong.
He was also present at the
relief of Ladysmith with
the Irish Brigade, and he
has camped at the following
places : Colenso, Monte Cristo,
Pieter's Hill, Ladysmith, Modder
Spruit, Elands Laagte, Durban,
East London, Albert Junction,
Aliwal North, Warrentcn, Four-
teen Streams, Vryberg, Bloemion-
tein and Krugerdorp, where he is

now encamped."

The Coldstream Guards, like
the other regiments, have been
doing some fine work in South
Africa, and a propos of this
famous regiment two interesting
illustrations appear on this page.
The one is a repre-
sentation of the
mug given to each
soldier present at
the commemora-
tion dinner (the
Grand Jubilee)
of the Cold-
streams, given at

Portman Street
Barracks, on
May 22nd, 1850.
These mugs are
now very rare.

The first Colonel
of the Regiment
was George
Monck, the first

Duke of Albe-
marle. As the
poem, written by
A. J. Austin, on
the Coldstreams'
Jubilee, says :

—

a cock thai was hatched by the sun

A commemoration cup of the
Coldstream Guards

/A /I,,./.,/

swas* 3IOSCK 111 s >\ m hi: of cumuli*;*:,
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A commemoration of the Coldstreams, May 22nd, 1850

A PAGE OF CURIOSITIES

" George Monk, the Duke
of Albemarle (first of that

peerage lie),

Was Colonel of that chosen
band— a Puritan was he :

He led them on to many a
siege, of castle, fort, and
towns

—

The capitulated barons fled,

and they with laurels

crowned.
Then up again I sav, my

lads, be loyal, brave, and
free :

And let us join each heart

and hand, to keep the

Jubilee.

"Peace restored, they
crossed the Tweed, with
fife and beat of drum,

With hearts so light, and
arms so bright, to Lcn-
don town they come

;

The Roundheads they were
all surprised, not knowing
what to say

;

The London troops gave up
their room, for Monk's
corps to make way.

Then up again I say, my
lads.be ready, and be free,

And join each comrade,
Heart and hand, in this our

Jubilee.

" King Charles the Second, then

in France, a refugee was he,

By Monk invited to come o'er,

and set his country free :

Coldstreams received him on Black-
heath, and brought him safe to

town

—

By this distinguished service they

were raised to high renown.
Then up, I say, and to the feast-
none are so marked as we

;

Then let us join each heart and
hand, to keep the Jubilee.

"Our Colonel, his

Royal Highness
each soldier still

reveres,

May God showed
on him bless-

ings, and many
happy years ;

And when that he
is tired of every
earthly joy,

May guardian
angels take
him to a realm
beyond the
sky.

Uncovered let us
toast him, with
health,and three

times three ;

With honour let

us boast him,
at our merry
Jubilee."
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The Tug-of-War. The team of the Royal Irish pulling against the Gordons.
They pulled well, but the Gordons, true to the hieroglyphics on their

sporran shield, stood fast

Private .Mair, of the 1st Gordons,
throwing the hammer 124 Teet

;unner Willies, R.A., winning the high
jump, 5 feet

Pte. Honeyman, oi

the 1st Gordons, is

second in the long Lt. Mitford, of the 1st Gordons, jump
jump ing 5 feet

I.ieut. Alexander, 1st

Gordons, wins the
long jump, 1 8 ft. 1 in

The team of the 1st Gordon Highlanders win the tug-of-war. Owing to incessant and
useless beeswaxing of rifle butts, the Gordons have developed very powerful

muscles

THE RECENT SPORTS IN THE TRANSVAAL AT BELFAST
IN HONOUR OF THE KING OF PORTUGAL'S BIRTHDAY
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Miss Francis
Who is playing at the Garrick. (Photo by Fellows Willson)

Miss Agnes Delaporte
Who is playing in " The Gay Pretender." (Photo by Bassano)

Miss Beaumont
Who is acting Miss Octavia Gresham in "-Th-J Noble Loid'

(Photo by Bar.sano
-

*

Miss Olga Nethersole
(Photo by Fellows Willson)

A FAGE OF BEAUTIES
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GOOD NIGHT I

Pkotographic Study of Lady Mary Sackville

(Photo by Mendelssohn)
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MADAME LA MODE
The wild November weather cut short my walk the

other day and drove me for shelter into the hospitable
doors of some of the great West End establishments.
I learnt much which will interest you. Amongst other
things skirts will still stand out boldly and well at the
hem, either by horizontal tucks or else gored out
sharply from the knee.

* * *
Buttons once more take their place on dresses, but in

most cases not to serve any useful purpose, being merely
ornamental to further embellish our already much-
adorned blouses and bodices. Elastic waistbelts are
with us again ; they have great advantages, but are
liable to role up in a disagreeable manner after a little

wear ; however, studded with nail-head paillettes and
buckle to match, they are decidedly pleasing to the
eye, and so atone in some measure tor their slight draw-
backs.

" () ! be careful" of the muslin flowers which are ap-
pearing on blouse and gown. They are certainly one
of the modes of the moment, and so worthy of con-

My pretty American friend's blouse

A churm.-iig soirc

sideration for those who wish to reflect every passing
whim of Dame Fashion. Indeed, Dickins and Jones
are now busy fashioning dainty ball dresses so adorned
with these flowers that they owe their charm as well as

name to these " stars of the earth."

¥ * *
With the approach of winter thoughts turn to furs,

and luxuriously beautiful are the newest fur coats :

alluring especially are the fur boleros. Let none but

the woman " divinely tall " and most divinely contoured
embark on these tempting little things. No ! let the

woman not so favoured be content to hide her lesser

charms under the kindly sac. Lace and fur combined
in our grandmother's day would have been thought
quite wicked extravagance, but how charmingly they

go hand in hand, the one enhancing the other's beauty.

Tulle and fur are not such a pleasing combination, the

white being in too sharp contrast to the fur. However,
their juxtaposition bids fair to have a certain vogue this

winter, so eager and ready are we to seize upon any
novelty although it lacks beauty.

* * *
Chatelaine bags, so necessary in these pocketless

days lor our mouchoirs and (in your ear) powder puffs,
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are also fashioned in fur-. Carried out in ermine mink
or chinchilla with gold or silver mounts and quaint
clasps, they are most desirable possessions, as they
combine beauty with utility, not always the case in

our hanging- appendages.

» ¥ »

By the bye, the " note of gold " has taken the
place held by the " touch of black,"
although the black still lingers as if loth

to leave the gowns it has so adorned. I

tremble to think what the " touch of gold"
will become in the hands of poor 'Arriet.

My artist this week has sketched one of
Messrs. Dickins and Jones' very latest

successes. With the sketch before you it

is sufficient to say this particular gown is

carried out in mushroom zibeline cloth,

piped with black satin and turquoise-blue
velvet and a little touch of gold embroi-
dery. The toque was specially designed to

harmonise with this grown.

I saw a blouse walking in Bond Street
this morning which has quite taken my
fancy captive. It was built of rich Otto-
man silk with a satin stripe. The pouched
bodice hangs back and front over a deep
belt of blue velvet. The edges are finished
with narrow gold braid and a score or so of
gold buttons further elaborate this very up-
to-date blouse. Its happy owner is one of
the best dressed American visitors, who is

always on the look out for what is smartest
and most attractive. It is well adapted
for life in the large hotels, where variety
and smartness are so essential.

The chief reason why our American
cousins always look so well dressed is

that they are nearly always appropriatelv
dressed. There are t\vv. things that as a
race we Britons lack—one is artistic taste,
the other is practical sense. Your Parisian
possesses the first inborn in her, the
American is blessed by nature with the
other : we as a rule are devoid of both.
You will see two sisters walking together
dressed exactly
alike quite regard-
less of the fact that
the one is tall and
dark and stately,

whilst the other is

short and stout
and fair, and the
chances are that
their clothes are
hopelessly un-
becoming to both
and inartistic in

themselves to boot.

Such a fault no
Parisian could

COOKERY CORNER

Messrs. Dickins and Jones' very latest success

STOCKS
There is nothing that so visibly betokens skilled

housekeeping as a constant supply of stock in the

kitchen, and this, not where there is a large staff 01

servants, but possibly only one under the superintend-
ence of the mistress. Unfortu-
nately, stock - making is not

always practised in small
households owing to two facts
— (1) that it is considered an
extravagance

; (2) that it is not
infrequently a failure.

The first is chiefly due to the

demands of the average cook

for a large and frequent supply
of stock meat or bones. The
second is due, on the other
hand, to the prevailing but
erroneous impression among
housekeepers that the stock pol

is a kind of culinary dustbin,

and may have anything' tossed

into it that can serve no other
purpose. I can point my moral
with a tale. A lady of my ac-

quaintance, who evidently holds
very strongly by this theory, is

reputed to have included a slice

of Christmas pudding among
the contents of her stockpot

!

And I have frequently heard of

cheese being considered a valu-

able addition.

Now, with regard to the

cook's theory, I do not deny
that a few fresh bones (of

which a sufficiency may be had
from the butcher for 2d.) form
a useful foundationforthe stock-

pot, but it is by no means neces-
sary to have these unless the
supply of cuttings and already
cooked meat and bones has
fallen very low.
The "cuttings " may be had

from either the neck chops or

the loin, whether they are to

be cooked whole or in cutlets.

The end bones (which are usu-
ally chopped) should be sawn
off. This is called chining, or

removing the chine bone, and
can be done at the butcher's or

at home.
Before giving details as to

the making of stock, 1

let me ex-

plain that four kinds are often

referred to in cookery books.
The stock for clear soups and
the white'stocks which involve
special preparation we will dis-

miss, at all events tor the pre-

sent.

First and second stock
(which are constantly men-

commit, whilst no American would dream of sacrificing
;

tioned), as the name implies, come from the first and
her sense of the fitness of things, as so many English-

j

second cooking of the same bones. The first time the

women do. by wearing, say, a floral headgear on the stock is only brought to the boil, and then allowed to

top of a shirt or skirt when cycling, or a boater-hat ! simmer gently, and the result should be a clear limpid
with a "costume" at an "at home." Some day Illiquid. The second time the bones are submitted to

shall devote myself to these two subjects, and give you ' prolonged boiling, thereby extracting all the gelatine,

the benefit of my cogitations. It is a subject on which ! and the result should be a firm jelly-like mass. After
I feel very strongly. ; the second boiling no, further nourishment can be ob-
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tained, and the bones should be thrown away, or given
to the dog or eat. Directions :—Some fresh or cooked
meat and bones ; one medium-sized turnip, carrot,

onion, cut in half. Put these in a large saucepan, cover
with water, and bring gently to the boil ; draw on one
side and allow to simmer gently for four hours or more

;

strain through a colander or sieve. Take out the vege-

tables, as these are apt to become sour, and keep the

remainder for second stock. Never allow either stock

or bones to remain in the saucepan, as they are sure to

acquire an unpleasant flavour. For second stock the

bones should be returned to the saucepan with some
fresh vegetables and water, and with or without fresh

bi»nes ; the whole allowed
to boil quite four or five

hours, and then strained.

I will give here a list

If properly given, this morning tonic—for it is a tonic
— will do nothing but good to even the most delicate

child. The best way to give it is to stand the child in

its bath, and then squeeze a large sponge over its head.
Next quickly sponge its chest, back, and loins—just one
spongeful in each case. Then take the child out of the
bath, stand it in the roughest Turkey towel obtainable,

and dry briskly with perfectly dry soft bath towels.

Never leave the child standing in the bath to dry it, and
remember that the friction is as essential as the bath
itself. See that the room is warm, but not stulfv, .and

f the child is a verv delicati

at about 100 deg. to 1 10 deg.

warm
one
Fall

stand it in the water
when sponging it.

s> *f v

If these directions are
followed out your child

will be in a warm glow
after the bath, with a
keen appetite for its

breakfast, and will be
practically immune from
cold for the day. The
bath and the rubbing
brace the whole system,
and area healthy, natural
tonic to the skin. On no
account give a hot bath
in the morning — your
child will shiver all day
and have a cold in the

head by night.

¥ v

So many people think
one a heartless Spar-
tan if one advocates a
sensible hygienic treat-

ment for children, but as

a fact any doctor will tell

you that in middle-class

families more children

are killed by kindness

—

literally coddled into

their coffins— than die

from over severity. I

don't mean that the sill)'

idea of hardening chil-

dren by subjecting them
to needless hardships
such as draughts, lack

of clothing, and so on,
is for a moment defen-
sible. A child should be
very loosely, very lightly,

but very warmly clothed:

it should be encouraged
to take a healthy enjoy-
ment in life, and not to

be everlastingly afraid of
the cold. Don't be perpetually worrying yourself about
the little ones—whether it is too cold for them to go out,

whether they are getting chilled ; on the other hand,
don't run needless risks. The happy medium will

repay the trouble it takes to attain to it.

* * *
The present cold winds have played havoc with many

fair skins. A good soap goes a long way to ensure you
The against this horror. The Vinolia Company, Limited.

morning bath should be cold in summer, and as the . lately appointed soap makers to her Majesty the Queen,
winter comes on the temperature should be gradu- have sent me a soap absolutely free from all deleterious
ally raised, but should never exceed 75 deg. Fahren- ingredients ; it is simply delightful to use, and would not
heit.

I hurt the most sensitive skin.

and may not be added to

the stockpot : — Things
to be added—Bones of

meat, poultry, game,
gristle and sinew, trim-
mings of vegetables,

giblets, cleaned and
scalded, bacon rind,

ham - bones, liquor in

which meat or haricot
beans have been boiled.

Things to be avoided

—

Fat, pieces of potato
(raw or cooked), pieces
of cabbage, sauces (par-

ticularly those contain-
ing flour and milk),
cheese, bread.
With regard to vege-

table flavouring's, no one
kind should predomi-
nate ; carrot, by the way,
tends to sweeten the
stock over-much.

In hot weather turnips
should be added spar-
ingly, and also stock
should be reboiled every
day, or the heat will turn
it sour.

Stock should be made
and strained each after-

noon (put on before the
mid-day meal), so that it

can be easily freed from
fat before using, and the
fat may be left on, or till

it is actually required, as
it helps to " keep ' it.

A Dainty Toqua

NURSERY NOTES
In reply to several correspondents, I am most happy

to give occasional notes on matters of interest to
mothers. I often hear so much nonsense talked about
baths that sometimes I can scarcely contain myself on
the subject. Every child should, of course, have a bath
every morning for health's sake, quite apart from the
evening tub, which is a purely cleansing process.

Punted by the Black and White Publishing Company, Limited, at 33, Bouverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Published
Weekly by W. J. P. Monckton, at 63, Fleet Street, London. E.C.. England.—Dec. t. moo.



LIEUT. -COLONEL W. G. CROLE WYNDHAM
Has gone to Australia in command of the Imperial Guard of Honour, of which the Lancer Contingent
is supplied by his own regiment, the 21st (Empress of India's) Lancers. He fought in the Zulu War
of 1879 with the 1st (King's) Dragoon Guards, in the Nile Expedition of 1884-5 with the 21st (then

Hucsars). and ia the Khartoum Campaign as second in command of his regiment. (Photo by Lafayette.

)
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J. Grant Lawson, M.P.

Mr. Arnold Forster, who is Parlia-

mentary Secretary to the Admiralty in the
new Ministry, is a most able political

specialist, and his appointment augurs well

for the intentions of the present Govern-
ment, as it shows that they are alive to the

necessity for those who administer the

affairs of the Navy being- highly qualified

experts. Recently we have come to look
upon Mr. Forster as a military expert,

owing-

to the attention he has paid to

Army affairs during the present war ; but
this only shows his g'reat versatility, as it

i ;, of course, his knowledge of naval matters which has
brought him to the front, and it is the subject to which
he has devoted much of his life.

V V ^
T;-I3 fact that Lord Salisbury has appointed his eldest

son, Lord Cranborne, to be Under-Secretary for Foreign
Affairs clearly shows that the Premier intends still to retain a
near intc:'C.t in the Foreign Office, and Lord Landsdowne
will have the benefit of Lord Salisbury's mature experience

and diplomatic ability. Lord Cranborne is a typical Cecil,

a good speaker, a keen High Churchman, and very quiet

and reserved in private life. Physically, too, he is very like

his brothers and his father, the same drooping' head and tall

frame, the same high forehead and pensive eyes, the same
characteristic upper lip. He is, however, much better

dressed than either Lord Hugh or the Premier, and is at

times quite smart in his appearance.

"Sf If ^>

Another new occupant of one of the subordinate posts
in the Ministry is Mr. Grant Lawson, a conscientious party

Rt. Hon. II. O. Arnold
I'orster, M.P.

man of large means, who was formerly
the spokesman of the Charity Commis-
sioners in the House of Commons. His
fortune came to him through his mother,
who was a niece of the great firm of Grant
Brothers, of Manchester. Grant Brothers,
by the way, i.re supposed to have been the
originals of Dickens' Cheeryble Brothers
in Nicholas Nickleby.

Viscount Cranborne
An interesting addition has lately been

made to the Zoological Gardens in

London in the shape of four Tenrecs,
now seen in England for the first time. This animal is a

,
kind of hedgehog- of peculiar malicious expression and a
quaint grotesqueness of form. It is essentially a nocturnal
beast in its habits and spends most of the day asleep, though,
unlike its first cousin, the porcupine, it does not roll itself up
to go to sleep. The skin of the Tenrec is pink and nearly
bare on the snout, which is covered with three rows of
wart-like excrescences on each side of the nasal bone
From these spring stiff bristles.

* v »
There has been a lull in the exciting series of interesting

events that have engrossed the newspaper-reading public's

attention each week for so long. Mr. Kruger's arrival

on the Continent, and his triumphal progress through
Europe, has afforded a mild sensation, but it has quite

failed to rouse the bitterness of feeling- in this country which
some of our nice, kind friends on the Continent had looked
for. The poor old man himself seems to have been made
rather a victim of by his too ardent admirers, and to have
been simply used by misguided enthusiasts as a stick with
which to beat this country.

Curious animals (Tenrecs) from Madagascar
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Lord Minto, the present Governor-General of Canada,
i ; a man of great enterprise—too great, some of his political

detractors would say. Be that as it may, he has won
enormous popularity in Canada by undertaking a journey of

inspection through the westernmost portion of the Dominion,
visiting even North-West Territories and the Goldfields of

the "Yukon district. This is the first time that these far-

di itant portions of the great British Empire have ever

been officially visited by the representative of their

Sovereign.

engine. In the Indian settlements they were rega'ed by
bands of native music and entertained at a full-dress pow-
wow. Hundreds of miles were traversed on horseback—.all

the Elliot family being excellent horsemen.

* * *
The coast scenery of the Pacific was visited in a

Government steamer, and at Skagway the party saw the
most typical "jumping-off ground" in the world, and
evinced the keenest interest in the lurid local colouring and the

The Countess of Minto riding on a cow-catcher on the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Earl of Minto is on the platform

The

How keenly the visit was appreciated is shown by the
fact that the tour, which lasted eighty-eight days, and
covered ten thousand five hundred miles, was one long
triumphal progress. Pretty Lady Minto accompanied his
Excellency, as did also two of their charming daughters,
Lady Eileen and Lady Ruby Elliot, all three of whom
keenly enjoyed the trip. The incidents of the tour were
many and varied. Crossing the Rockies, the Viceregal
party entered so thoroughly into the life of that wild region
as to perform part of the journey in the cow-catcher of the

mixed population of the place. The Yukon was navigated
in a stern-wheel paddle-boat, and whatever was woi th

seeing in the great centre of the richest gold-mining district

in the world was visited. Altogether the present Viceroy
of Canada and his family have seen as much of the inside

of every phase of life in the Dominion as perhapr, any
persons living, and the enthusiasm that their presence
everywhere evoked is a strong testimony alike to the loyalty

of the inhabitants and to the charm and tact of the Queen's
representative and his family.
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Lord and Lady Minto and. escort starting for Klondykc

Lord and Lady Minto at a Pow-wow (meeting of Indian chiefs) in Manitoba

AT THE OUTPOSTS OF OUR EMPIRE
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The Volunteer Company of the King's Own Scottish Borderers just arrived from the front

The Volunteer Company of the Royal Irish parading at Southampton on their arrival

from South Africa

VOLUNTEERS FROM THE FRONT
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The Ashanti campaign, owing- to the
public interest having been absorbed by the
exciting events that have been enacted this

year in China and in South Africa, has not
attracted as much r Mention as otherwise it

would have done, but there is no doubt that
it'deberyes to rank as one of the most notable
small campaigns on record. The heroism, the
skill, and the dogged pertinacity that have
been shown by the chief actors in it — our
coloured fellow-subjects equally with those
of our own race deserve their full share of
the credit—reflect the highest possible honour
on all concerned. The interesting photos
that are published elsewhere in this issue will

g'ive a vivid idea of the difficult nature of the
country in which the scene of the drama was
laid.

v ¥ ¥
At home our thoughts have been occupied

by the return of the gallant troops who have
so nobly upheld the honour
of the flag in South Afii:a,
and who now are arriving
almost daily in large drafts
to enjoy the leisurethey have
so well earned. Most of
the infantry volunteers are
now on their way to resume
again the humdrum routine
of civil life, and some of the
regulars are making their

appearance again intheirold
familiar haunts. The House-
hold Brigade met with a very
poor reception in proportion
to that which-theydeservied,
but unfortunately the public
has. had most of the fresh-
ncorubLcd ofFits cordiality.

Wc have been glutted with
a surfeit of enthusiasm, and
are now in a rather lethargic
condition after the orgies oi'

sentiment that were held in

honour of the earlier inci-

dents of the war and of the
return of t.'ie C.I.V.'s.

At the same time the
spbnuid fellows who are
now coming home must not
suppose that we do not ap-
preciate their services less
than the earlier coiners. Ii

our gratitude is less noisily

expressed, it is none tha
less sincere—and the same
remark applies to the
Colonial troops who are

Boer Prisoners buy
pots 'ust

Group of Boer prisoners at I.ydenburg

Boer prisoners playing a* shove-penny at Maohadodorp

now visiting us as the
honoured guests of the
nation. We are by nature

a phlegmatic race ; and
we find it impossible to

keep our feelings screwed
up to the shouting pitch for

any length of time. But,

like the parrot, if we do not
say much, we are the very
deuce to think.

v ¥ ¥
The picture of the Boer

vrow on the following pag'e

is typical of the Boer
woman. She. was photo-
graphed while cursing our
soldiers, calling down
Di 'inc vengeance on their

heads. At the same time
several thousands of Mau-
ser cartridges were found
in her bedroom. Now that

Lord Roberts has left, it is

to be hoped that these

people will be dealt with in

the proper and only way.
For months they have
treated the British nation

as a people of " Jug-
ginses." Now is the time

to show the mere}' exhi-

bited at Culloden.

V * *
Miss Maid Gonne must

have been disappointed over
Krugcr, although her truly

exuberant Irish nature

would not allow her to

remain long "in the dumps." It is a pity

that such a beautiful and engaging woman
should throw a kiss to old Mr. Krugcr, but

then there is no accounting for taste ;. How-
ever, even Miss Gonne's theory that hatred of

England must excuse all mistakes in art, is

not tenable. She is so beautiful, and Kruger
so ugly ; but, as remarked before, there is

no accounting for tastes.

V V V

The father of the Navy, Admiral of the

Fleet Sir Harry Keppel, is a wonderful man.
He is ninety-three years of age, and has just

c o lcluded a pleasure trip round the world. He
is known as " Uncle Harry" by the younger
members of Royalty, and when some months
old was given up for dead. His little body was
placed in a basket and reverently covered with

a cloth. However, the irreverent baby kicked

oT the cloth and stuck hi. foo. up half-mast

mg jam.
brought

They scramble for the few
in by a merchant
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Of the Making of Book.s.

The God-, did smite with madness that primaeval man
Who first devised the sin of sins when he began
To write. Two books he wrote, which faithfully portrayed
Those times. The first described a youngster and a maid
Who were in love, but who, when kept apart by Fate,

Had but one wish—to die. The book of later drte

—

That madman must meantime have married—show'd them
wed.

Each still had but one wish—to sec the other dead.
The author liked those books, and promptly wrote-two more
That he thought new. They were the same two' as before !

He handed down this madness to his sons, and they,

In turn, to their sons' sons, till in this present day
A countless host of men make books. Yet all they do
Is copy out those first two books, and think them new.

It is quite unnecessary to our readers to point out tha':

the Encyclopedia Britannica is a work which we cannot
compare with any other, because it stands entirely apart
and entirely above any other publication by the manner in

which it conveys, in the best possible way, the best possible

things and the best possible knowledge with which people

could desire to be acquainted. Great interest has been
aroused in the publishing world by the very spirited offer

made some weeks ag-o by the Daily Mail, and we can
hardly be surprised to find that the public has responded in

very large numbers to the offer that has been made to them,
so largely in fact that our contemporary has to give notice

that the number of sets at its disposal will very shortly be
exhausted, and that those who wish to avail •.hemselves of
its present offer—more particularly if they wish to make a
Christmas present of the volumes—will have to act with the

greatesr~pronTptnesss—— "'

A Boer woman cursim] the British who are search-

ing her farm for concealed arms

high to show th^t he was not dead, and that he was
He .lined to fight in every part of the globe in the British

Navy. '.

V V V

The Marchioness cf Bute arrived insjeruialcm a short

time ago with her daughter and three sons, and also in com-
pany of the Roman Catholic Bishop of Galloway, for the
purpose of interring the heart of the late Marquis of Bute on
the Mount of Olives, in accordance with the terms of his

will. Lady Bute, on November 13th, carried out the object

of her mission in a quiet and strictly private manner, the

ceremony being performed at an early hour of the morning.

JtDGE Bacon*, of the Bloom bury and Whiiechapel
County Courts, has been adding to the stock of moral and
social maxims which the nation already possesses. To a
mistress who pleaded that she could not pay her hand-
maiden six shillings wages he caustically remarked: "Then
you shouldn't have kept a servant. Go away and find the

j

money." When a witness who came forward with a jaunty
air and a broad smile objected to be sworn, on the ground
that he had no religion, " Don't laugh as if you were proud
of the fact," said his Honour, "because it only further
shows vour emptv mind."

I!* answer -to several inquiries, I ha-ve much pleasure in

stating that the photographer of "Rodney Stone," Mr.
Craker's dog, which appeared on the cover of Black and
Whife Budget, i-, Mr. Tom Reveley, Wantage. Effigy of lirugcr at Marseilles
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Kruger at Dijon Station imagines he looks like Napoleon

Miss Maude Gonnc, the beautiful Irish agitator, kissing her hand to Kruger, notwith-
standing he had refused her admittance

KRUGER IN FRANCE
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Mr. Krugcr salutes Marseilles on his arrival

Mr. Krugcr drives through throngs of excited people

MR. KRUGER ARRIVES AT MARSEILLES
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VIVE_KRUGER!
Afte? his artistic reception by our neighbours across

the Channel, Mr. Krugaire, as I suppose he must now be
called, ha^ the con-
solation of knowing
that at least Boer
" independence " has
fizzled out to a musical
accompaniment. The
music was not sweet,

but it may be reminis-

cent of the " sound of

the voice that is still
"

— in the Raadzaal.
Of course everybody
knows that our neigh-
bours are not particu-

larly fond of Oom
Paul, nor he of them,
but they both cordi-

ally hate us—which is

something for us to be
thankful for. What
the poor old purblind
ex- President really
thinks of his reception
is immaterial, but it

would break the heart
of his devoted grass
widow to know that
he has had two new
hats since his arrival
in La Belle France.
However, it is a
mercy that the Press
Censor still reigns in

South Africa, and that

important piece ofnews
will never pass his staff

of clerks. But to the
point. Underthe direc-

tion of his cicerone,

Dr. Leyds, Mr. Kruger
purchased a new hat
it Marseilles. This hat
was embraced on
several occasions en
'route to Paris. Hence
the second purchase,
which so immensely
pleased the shop-keep-
ing instincts of the

Parisians. The pan
tomime season is not
yet on, but this how
Paris enacted the pre-
liminary farce :

—

Cheers
}

fai ntly
heard in the distance,
then swelling to a
thundering roar, an-
nounced the approach
of the new popular pet
of Paris, who drove up
through the swarming
crowd to the hotel at
twenty minutes to

twelve. R a p i d 1 v
alighting, Mr. Kruger
strode along the hall,

hardly giving time to

two Dutch delegates
to rattle out a speech,
each in his native
tongue, and made
straight for the lift, fol-

lowed by Dr. Leyds.
Quivering with expec-
tation, the deputations on the floors above were hurriedly
getting ready their discourses. But once in the lift Mr.
Kn-ger was determined not to stop on the way to his Own
rooms. Women of the various deputations on the first floor

Mr. kruger is assisted off the "Gelderiand"

Mr. Kruger acknowledges the crowd at Marseilles

had just prepared their best bow ami cleared their throats

when the lift reached their level, but, instead of Stopping,
passed on with its occupants, leaving the delegates in an
undignified noslure of arrested expectancy, gaping at the

receding elevator, and
too much taken aback
to think of cheering.
On the floor above, all

heads were uncovered,
and there was a shout

of " Vive Kruger

!

when the lift stopped.
But Oom Paul, stolid

as 'Nci-, strode past

the delegates, raising
his hat, to go to his

room. On the thres-

hold he stayed a mo-
ment to listen to two
speeches in Dutch, de-

livered by a lady and
gentleman from South
Africa, then went into

his apartments.
There a surprise was

i\ store for him. As
he entered the clear

creble of children's

voices piped the Boer
Anthem, accompanied
by Mrs. Pierson on
the piano. Oom Paul,

visibly touched, hur-

riedly wiped his

wearied eyes as he
listened to the Volks-
lied. There was a
rush among all the

visitors and delegates
on the staircase to fol-

low Mr. Kruger into

the coom, but Dr.
Leyds barred the way,
exclaiming :

" C'est

intime, messieurs —
this is only a family
gathering." M. Gre-
bauval, the President
of the Municipal Coun-
cil, put his head in

through the half-open

door, but, like the

pressmen and dele-

gates, was firmly re-

quested to retire. In

his room Mr. Kruger
sank into an arm-
chair without saying
a word. No sound
from the room reached
tho»;e on the landing
for several minutes,

while outside the roar
of cheers in the street

was incessant. At
last the deputation of

French lady sympa-
thisers grew impa-
tient, and Dr. Leyds
prevailed upon Mr.
Kruger to admit them
and listen to their

speech in French, of

which he could not,

of course, comprehend
a word. After this,

still prompted by Dr.
Leyds, he got up and
went to the balcony.

The redoubling of the roar outside told those, in the hotel

that the new Parisian hero was bowing to his people.

Fashoda was avenged ; but, as the old saying has it—save
us from our friends.
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The West African Frontier Force—Maxim gun detachment. These men repeatedly

distinguished themselves for pluck and dash

In Kuinasi— Dressing the wounds of an officer

THE ASHANTI CAMPAIGN
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The hansom cab of Ashanti — Our correspondent's hammock

Native carriers at Prahsu taking a well-earned rest

THE ASHANTI CAMPAIGN
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CURIOUS MILITARY CUSTOMS
riMONG all that lias been written round the records of

the British Arm} -

, the military honours and customs of the

different regiments have been practically untouched by the
historian's pen.
This is not so much, perhaps, from lack of desire as from

the fact that authentic information is not readily obtainable
and is not without difficulty extracted from the facilities

placed in the way of those who would know by those who
sit in high places.

No doubt those pages of history upon which the " reasons
why " are writ the pluckiest prove of the greatest interest

to the curio-hunter, who cannot fail to notice the continuity
ot tradition which is handed down through the ranks ot the

British Army right

from its very begin
ning.
Many a puzzled

observer has un-

doubtedly que s-

tioned the reason
why the sergeants
of the 13th — the

Somersetshire
Light Infantry —
wear their sashes
across the left

shoulder instead of
across the right,

as is the case with
all other non-com-
missioned officers.

Tradition has it

that at the battle

of Culloden all the
officers of the 13th

were killed, and
that the sergeants
took it upon them-
selves to command
the raaks, winning
a victory after a
prolonged engage-
ment. In memory
of this they are
accorded the privi-

lege of wearing
their sashes as
though they were
officers.

In 1865, on the

application of the
Colonel of the regi-

ment — Lord Mark
Kerr—this custom
was officially con-
firmed at the Horse
Guards. The black
line in the lace worn
on the uniform
of the 13th is also

another distinction

conferred upon the

regiment forgallant
service on the Cul-
loden Field.

The dual helmet
shield worn by the Gloucestershires—familiarly called " The
Old Braggs " or "The Slashers"—is another relic of
ancient glory which has been carefully preserved.

While fighting at Alexandria, the ranks of the gallant

2Sth, under Colonel Paget, were unexpectedly attacked
simultaneously both in front and rear. Nothing daunted,
the left flank wheeled round, and, back to back, they held

the enemy at bay till the day was won. Ever since the

regiment has been distinguished by the privilege of wearing
a helmet shield behind as well as in front.

The Royal Welsh Fusiliers, which has often conspicuously
distinguished itself upon battlefields abroad, distinguished
itself at home by its many quaint customs and the rigid

observance of its traditions. Nowhere in its history is the
hall-mark of officialdom set upon its leek-feasts, which are

Major Weston and Staff at lurasu, Ashanti

I'he photo shows the bridge built by him during the campaign. At time

bridge is completely submerged

held annually- upon St David's night. Nor is there anv
record which dates the beginning of the custom. Yet, as
surely as the anniversary comes round every officer or
guest who has never eaten a leek before is called upon to

taste. With one toot upon the dining table, the feastcr
gravely discusses the savoury morsel, while the regimental
drummer drums a roll behind him, and none asks the reason
why. The leek is taken just as much for granted as is the

regimental goat, which has always marched at the head
of the regiment with a garl'anded shield between its

horns. «

Another of its interesting relics is the wearing 01

"flashes' by the officers and staff- sergeants. These
"flashes' are broad black silk ribbons, with long ends,

attached to the collar of the tunic behind. These arc all

that is left in the

Army to-day to re-

mind us 01 our pig-

tailed ancestors,
and their custom
of tying up the hair

behind to keep the
tunic from getting
dirty.

The 1 7th Lan-
cers-

— " The Death
or Glory Boys,"
nicknamed from the

skull and cross-

bones, which is

their device—wear
a black mourning
lace on their deco-
rations, in memory
of General Wolfe,
who fell at Quebec.
This is probably a
survival of the
badge which was
formerly embroi-
dered on the left

breast of the tunic

to memorize the

hero's fall.

A like relic of
antiquity is the
" White Horse of

Hanover," which
decorates the back
of the Scots Greys
bearskin. These
badges are almost
concealed in the

long thick fur, but

they are the only
surviving reminder
of the old Grenadier
Corps, who were
all decorated by
the same white-

horse badge.
The "Buffs" —

East Kent Regi-
ment—are allowed
to march through
the City of London
with colours flying

and drums beat-

ing-
. This privilege is accorded them 111 honour of their civic

origin—an honour shared by the Royal Marines, the Royal
Fusiliers, the H.A.C., and C.I.V.
The Royal Scots—the 1st Foot—pride themselves upon

the length of their pedigree, for it is the longest in the

British Army. Although it is perhaps scarcely within the

scope of this article to give the story of their nicknaming,
it is well worth repetition here.

In the beginning of things when the regiment was known
as " Le Regiment de Douglas," some soldiers of " Le
Regiment de Picardy " were vaunting their claim to

antiquity, and to support their assertions remarked that

they were on guard on the night of the Crucifixion. " Well,"

promptly replied one of the Scots, "if ivc had been, we
shouldn't have slept at our posts, but that night we were

tin
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acting- as Pontius Pilate's Body-Guard.*' And the sobriquet

his clung1 to the regiment ever since.

The Border Regiment, the 34th, claims as its badge of

ancient honour a
laurel wreath.
Only twenty vears
agj did the badge
receive official re-

cognition, yet it

was won as far

b '.ck as the battle

of Fontenov.
Another unique
honour conferred
tipan the 34th is

the right to bear
the name " Arrovo
des Melinos " upon
their colours and
appoint me n t s.

This is the cn'v
case on record in

which any name
but that of a gene-
ral action has been
thus inscribed.

Of course this

article would be in-

complete without
brief mention of the

famous "Red
Heckle" of the
famous " Black
vVatch." These
ed vulture plumes
ivhich distinguish

:hem from all other
•egiments were won at Gueldermalsen, in the Low
Countries, for the recapture of some guns by the

undaunted kilties under their leader, Major Dalrymple.
Haversack.

group

Much has been said of the facility with winch latter-day

inventions bring realism into our very homes. The tele-

phone transmits the latest comic operas to the bedroom of
the invalid ; the
telotograph writes

and signs a letter

in a friend's hand-
writing in the
sanctity of one's

study, while the
stereoscope pre-
sents the pictures

of outdoor life

—

especially scenes
from the war

—

with startling ac-
tuality. The
stereoscope, by the
way, has a wonder-
ful power oflending
a sense of reality

to an ordinary
photograph, and
readers of Black
and White Budget
will be all the more
pleased to know
that the many fine

war pictures (taken
by Messrs. Under-
wood and Under-
wood) they have
seen in the paper
may be brought to

the fireside in a
very vivid manner.
The photographs,

or rather war stereographs, are being- sold in almost entire

sets, consisting of seventy-two of the most interesting

and striking incidents of the war in South Africa. The case,

in red letters, bears the title " For Empire, Queen, and Flag."

of Hausa Chiefs

ASHANTI

A Palaver at Kumasi. Captain Donald Stewart, Her Majesty's representative,
addresses the Chiefs
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Some two hundred mounted Boers during an acrion on the Koow
Dragoons and two Canadian guns. 1

AN UNPRECEDENTED EVENT IN SOU
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River suddenly charged the British rearguard of Canadian
Boers were practically wiped out

H AFRICA — A CHARGE BY BOERS
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AN UNPRECEDENTED EVENT IN SOUTH AFRICA - A
"
CHARGE BY BOERS
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Lord Ampthill, who has just gone out to Madras as
Governor, is an amiable young; giant, whc inherits con-

>iderable administrative talent from his father, the late Lord
Odo Russell, the eminent diplomatist, who was created

Lord Ampthill a
few years before
his death. The
present young- peer
i 3 almost better
known in the
world of athletics

than in the political

arena, although he
has already won
great distinction in

the latter sphere.

Up at Oxford he-

was president in

the boat club, and
rowed for three
years in succession
in the winning
boat in the 'Varsity

boat-race. After
finishing his college

career, he still kept
up his rowing, and
rowed at Henley
for Leander, and
also, in conjunction
with Mr. G u y
Nickalls, for the

Goblets. Until
quite recently, he
was a welt-known
riverside coach,
with a stentorian
voice and a quiet

manner, which used
quite to overawe
any crew he was
training.

V v ^

T H e p r e s e n t

LadyAmpthill, who
is one of the pretty
women of society,

is .a .sister ot one of

Lord Ampthill's
contemporaries at

Christ Church —
young Lord Beauchamp as he now is—Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of New South Wales. Curiously
enough Lord Ampthill's subordinate at the Colonial Office
during the term he was private secretary to the Colonial
Secretary is another Oxford friend of Lord Ampthill's, Mr.
G. Craig Sellar, who won distinction in- his 'Varsity days as
coxswain and afterwards as coach- .of the Balliol Eight. He
was, owing to his lack of inches, familiarly known to his

intimates as "the insect," and the contrast between Mr.
Chamberlain's enormous private secretary and his diminu-
tive as i ,tant private secretary lias given rise to many a
k- t.

Count and Countess Kleiner I.onyay

THERE was a large number of budding- celebrities up at
Oxford just at that period —men who have won fame in

very different walks of life. At Balliol were Lord
Kerry (Lord Roberts's personal A.D.C.), Hon. Hubert

Howard (Lord Car-
lisle's son, who
lost his fife as Times
war correspondent
at Omdurman), Mr.
G. W. Stevens, the
famous Daily Mnil
correspondent, who
died at Ladysmith
this year), Lord
Basil Blackwood
(Lord Dufferin's

son), who first made
his name as
"B.T.B.," the
clever artist in

Boasts for Bad
Children, and other
books of the same
kind, and is now
Deputy - J udge-Ad-
vocate-General in

South Africa), and
Arthur Ponsonbv
(the late Sir Henry
Ponsonby's son),

who is the Queen's
private secretary.
Then, at Magdalen
were Mr. H. B.
Irving and Lord
Rosslyn ; at Uni-
versity was Lord
Hugh Cecil ; at

New College was
Mr. Freddie
Smith, M.P. for the
Strand ; and at
other colleges were
many others who
have since won dis-

tinction quite apart
from their social

position.

* * *
Many misfortunes

were prophesied
when the widow of

the AustrianCrown Prince, nie Princess Stephanie of Belgium,
resolved to marry Count Elemer Lonyay, who, though an
aristocrat with a lineage traceable back to a celebrated

knight ot the tenth century, was not considered a fitting

husband for a lady of the House of Hapsburg. There was
a movement among other members of the Imperial family

and some of the nobility of Austria to boycott the uncon-
ventional Crown Princess. The Emperor Francis Joseph,
however, took her part, and has more recently declared that

he fully approves of her choice. Her second marriage has
proved a very happy one. Count and Countess Lonyay are in-

separable and have the appearance of newly-engaged lovers.
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Duchess Carl Tbeorior of Bavaria Claries Theoilor) German Crown Priiure Dulte Ludu-ig Wiflielm r.f Bavaria

Duke Franz Josef of Bavaria German Princes Deer-stalkinq in Bavaria I
Photo by Kreuth, Bavaria

Princess Charles of Denmark, Prince Charles of Denmark, and Princess Victoria OI
Wales ready for a spin

THE SPORT OF ROYALTY
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Signora Ccla Knrici
A favourite in her native town, Venice

Traulein Ida Timling
A famous comedienne from Dresden

Traulein Else Gadcmann
A clever actress from- Munich

Fran Joscfinc Dora
A vivacious Viennese actress

FOUR CONTINENTAL ACTRESSES — NOW IN LONDON
(Photos by Felbwes Willsort)
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THE FISHERMAN'S RETURN
Lay my head on your shoulder, daddy,
Turn your face to the west

(From the painting by Joseph Israels)
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They were standing at the cottage-gate, the man and
he girl. She was inside, leaning her arms on the top of
Ihe palings ; he, outside, watching her face with an ex-
pression almost dog-like in its anxious, hungry devotion.
They had been silent for some

minutes ; the only sound that

broke the stillness being the
faint rustle of the golden elm-
leaves as they floated slowly
down to their grave in the
warm, dark earth. He was
the first to speak.
" What's the use of waiting,

Annie ?
"

His tcne was pleading,
almost hopeless ; but the girl

took no notice of his question.
"It was just such a day as

this he went away," she mur-
mured softly, looking down at

the dahlias, blackened with
frost, and at the mossy edge of
the narrow path, still white
with rime. "Yes; just a year
ago ! It was first frost, I mind,
and I plucked him the last sprig
of rosemary. That's for remem-
brance, rosemary !

" she added,
unconsciously quoting.

" Annie, won't you listen to

me?" he pleaded again, and
there were tears in his eyes.
" What's the good of waiting
any longer?

"

A sudden smile shone out on
the girl's face.

"He asked me if I'd wait,

and I said 'Yes.' And I'll do
it, if he's twenty years a-

coming." She crooned the last

words to herself, gently nodding
her head like a child.

A spasm of pain passed over
the man's face.

"Annie," he said, almost
inaudibly, laying his hand
gently on the reddened, work-
worn one on the gate. "He'll
never come back, dear. He's
dead ; you know he is. You
saw it in the paper !

"

The girl rounded on him
almost tiercel}'. " It's not
true," she cried ;

" he isn't

dead, he isn't ! " Then her
mood changed suddenly, and
her eyes wandered far, far

away over the misty, sunlit

landscape, and again a smile
—wonderful in its intensity of
love—spread over the homely
features, and beautified them,
as she continued softly :

" D'you think I'd not know
if my love was dead ? I know
he isn't. I know he's coming
back to me "—and she clasped her hands and gazed with a
rapt expression, as if already seeing the fulfilment of her
hopes.
The man outside watched her. He was not listening ;

and as the sun, triumphantly struggling through the
enshrouding- mists, shot suddenly one long, straight beam,
and wove a golden aureole round -the- girl's head, he said

irreverently :

J

Master Denis Terry

Son of Mis. Fred Terry (Miss Julia Neil-ion)

(Photo by Lafayette)

" Annie, you've lovely hair !

"

"He told me so; he thought it pretty," she answered.
" He said"—and the eyes grew dreamy again— " hesaid it

was like the chestnut leaves in autumn. We were standing-
jusi underneath that chestnut,
a week before

"

„, He caught the outstretched
hand almost roughly.

" Annie, you must, you shall
listen to me. O Annie, I love
you ! She was still looking at

the chestnut, stripped now of
its leaves, and waving its bare,
brown arms disconsolalelv.
"Annie, if only you'll have me,
you shall have the prettiest cot-

tage in all the village. I've

a nice little bit saved up, and
we'i'i start life together and be
so happy. Annie, darling, say
' Yes.' " He could say no more,
but his very soul was in his

eyes.

She turned slowly and looked
ai him.

" I've promised," she said.

He made one last despairing
effort.

" Annie," he said, in a
strained, calm voice, though
the hand that still held hers
was trembling violently, " what
if your promise is never
claimed? Annie," and he came
closer, passing his arm round
her wais-t, above the garden-
gate, and his face was set anil

drawn.. " I can wait, too,

and I will wait for you, my
darling !

"

She made no resistance, and
he continued, reviving hope and
chilling fear making his breath
come quick and short :

" Annie, if he never comes
back to claim that promise, if

—if the papers were right, if

I wait ?" There was an
agony of suspense in her eyes,

and he held his breath as he
awaited her answer.
She pushed him away, and

retreated a step. "No," she
said, still looking away. " If

my promise is never claimed,
then I shall wait—for ever!"
He had heard his sentence,

but he still lingered ; and she,

too, stood motionless, looking
down the road where it de-

scends into the valley. Sud-
denly she started, her face
changed — a look of wonder
and joy came over it—and with
a low cry of " He has come !

"

she burst open the gate and
ran swiftly down the road, heeding nothing, hearing-

nothing, seeing nothing but the one limping, khaki-clad
figure that was just coming into sight over the brow of the

hill.

The other man stood watching here for a moment ; then

he stooped, picked up his tools, and, without one backward
glance, walked swiftly away.

Dorothea Forester.
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WOMAN'S WAYS

MADAME LA MODE
My Paris correspondent sends me some sketches from the

Gay City, tog-ether with the accompanying- interesting

notes :

—

I haye spent a delightful week rushing around the big
Parisian ateliers inspecting the new winter models — a
pleasant but at the same time tantalising task—and haYe
returned with a bewildered impression of dainty confections,

a great admiration for the originality and taste of the great
leaders of Fashion, and exceeding envy that I could not

invest in all the prettY things I fell in loYe with.

T » ¥

Cloth still holds its own in the modistes' affections, and
is to be seen in great Yariety—smooth-faced, satin and dull-

faced, thick and heaYy cloth, fine, soft cloth, ribbed and
fancY desiarns of all kinds.

After cloth comes velvet, velveteen and panne. A great
novelty is a cotton velvet resembling panne, and patterned
with foulard designs so dear to our hearts in the past sum-
mer. This material makes up charmingly, and as it

requires very- little trimming it is particularly effective when
worn bv the lucky woman possessed of a good figure.

I was allowed to snapshot three very dainty models at

the Maison Tcmplier, which were on the eve of being sent

off to Madame N'icol

in Half Moon Street,

London, who is re-

sponsible for the
gowns of Mrs. Corn-
wallis West and her
beautiful daughters,
and of Miss Gertrude
Elliott (who is just

engaged to Forbes
Robertson), and a
great many other
smart women.

Uress of black and
white panne

Evening coat of cerise

velvet, trimmed with
bands of guipure lace

.1 pretty Empire gown

The first costume of black and white
figured panne has an underskirt of pleated
glace silk, and is trimmed with pale blue
cloth with a narrow edging of astrachan
round the bottom.

* ¥ *
The opera cloth of ruby velvet, trimmed

with applique bands of guipure lace, had a
big roll-collar and revers of sable, and was a
veritable triumph of the modiste's art. It

was lined with silk and had a deep chiffon

flounce from the knee downwards on the
inside.

The last illustration shows a pretty Empire
gown specially designed for a well-known
Society woman. The gown itself is tight-

fitting and severely plain, and veiled by a
fine lace slip falling loose from the de'colletage,

where it is held in place by an exquisite
design of wheat-ears in twisted gold ribbon.

~ ~ ~

The Maison Templier is noted amongst
Parisiennes for unique as well as artistic

designs, and one has the satisfaction when
dressed by them of knowing that one's

gowns, besides being becoming, have also

the cache" of originality, which is, after all,

the paramount consideration with a chic

woman nowadays.
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Mow that the great Exhibition is closed " Richard is

himself again," and the Gay City is .settling down into its

old groove. For the past year I have hardly recognised

the Avenue des Acacias, flooded as it was with tourists dis-

porting themselves daily in the weirdest of costumes, and
pas.iing audible and often personal remarks about every-

body and everything in every language under the sun.

Now dainty Parisiennes take their morning constitutionals

unmolested, and show themselves in the latest creations of

their pet modistes in the afternoon as of old, notwith-

standing the cold. A great many of the grand inonde have

returned to town, and the winter season promises to be

vary srar. Vanite.
-**+.

THE TOILET -TABLE

A well-stocked toilet-table is as necessary to the

woman who wishes to present a smart appearance as the

well-stocked wardrobe. And how infinitely delightful it is ! Do
you not revel in a whole array of dainty knick-knacks and
appliances on your dressing-table, and in innumerable soaps,

.scents, and toilet waters, suitable for every purpose and
every season, on your washing-stand ? I do. And are not

the pleasantest parts of the toilet those that one spends
before the mirror or by the basin—those refreshing, exhila-

rating moments spent on the hair, the hands, and the com-
plexion ?

¥ ¥ ¥
A woman's character is more clearly told by her toilet-

table than even by her handwriting, or any other recog-

nised key to one's inmost self. Nearly everyone with any

the rest of you goes unperfumed. A woman should exhale

her characteristic perfume as an impression of her entity

which floats vapourously about her every part. For this

reason dried scents, are preferable to liquid "ess," e.g.,

"extraits." Put your linen in drawers in which scent

bags find a place, and keep your handkerchiefs, your gloves,

your little collarettes, &c, in scented sachets ; sew scented

"sacks" in your bodices, and hang your skirts in ward-
robes scented with loose powder.

¥ ¥ ¥
In this way you will not "smell" of white lilac or

" violettes de parme," but will suggest them wherever you
go and leave a memory of them behind when you have gone.
And the memory will linger and associate you pleasantly

with these scents in the minds of your friends whenever
they meet them. The science of scents is a subject worthy
of a great genius—yet how neglected it is ! Of course, you
will use soap perfumed with your own particular odour, and
add a toilet water similarly scented both to your bath and
to your basin, and if you use a toilet powder—alas ! we all

do now—you will have it prepared with the same delicate

odour. Your hair you will dress with a wash that contains

the same scent, and your tooth powder or mouth wash will

suggest it tco. You will, in fact, have a harmony in one

typical perfume, which is an inseparable part of your very

being.
¥ ¥ ¥

Of course, there is one so-called scent which will find a

place on every toilet-table, quite apart from its perfume
aspect— I mean Eait de Cologne. It is an essential equip-

ment of the toilet, and its uses are innumerable. As a

The rising generation

character at all has a natural affinity for some particular
scent, and from this scent your whole philosophy of life may be
learned. A scent harmonises with you—or misbecomes you
—just as does a dress or a toque. The strong, languorous
Oriental perfume that you admire so in connection with the
till, dark, mysterious-looking girl who has so much that is

Eastern and Southern in her composition, is absolutely repel-

lent on her dainty little doll-like friend.

¥ ¥ ¥
It is, therefore, very important that in your selection of a

perfume you should find one that is inherently becoming to

you. And once having chosen it—if you have any taste at
all, the choice will be a matter of instinct—never change it.

Your perfume should be a part of you and inseparable from
you. How many associations a scent will call up ! How
instinctively one recalls certain individuals and certain scenes
of one's life on recognising a particular perfume ! Why ?

Simply because a perfume attaches itself to an extraordinary
degree to a person. To change one's perfume is to lose

character.

* * ^
I need scarcely caution you against the essentially vulgar

perfumes—the odours with undesirable associations—pun-
gent aromatic perfumes, patchouli, pure musk, or white
rose. Your own good taste will forbid them. They can
never be in place, any more than can those cheap abomina-
tions that stamp one as a mass of frauds, and so soon go
stale and noisome on the handkerchief. Choose a good,
"quiet," lasting scent, and use it sparingly but thoroughly.

* * *
\Vh VT I mea.i by "sparingly but thoroughly " is, do not

deluge your handkerchief with a "triple extrait, ' whilst all

healthy, cleanly toilet water, in conjunction with your own
perfume, it is invaluable. It is a skin tonic of the first rr n'c,

and a water-softener unsurpassed ; whilst, as an invigo-

rating refresher, a bath of tepid water freely sprinkled with

Eau de Cologne has no equal after a dance, or when you
have to be up early after a late evening. A whole treatise

might be written on the virtues of Eau de Cologne ; but it

does not really come into the category of scents. It is too

heterogeneous to be characteristic of anyone, and its use is

too universal. You will find that I shall mention it in nearly

every department of the toilet, for I purpose writing syste-

matically about the various phases of this most attractive

feature of a woman's life.

¥ ¥ ¥
Every woman values the stimulating and refreshing pro-

perties of perfumes. As far back as Henry V. it was the,

custom to carry the perforated ball of gold with a strong
scent inside to keep away infection and the plague. From
this habit our own vinaigrette is derived.

¥ ¥ ¥
So it is a healthy as well as pleasant practice to attach

scent sachets in our bodices. No one who wishes to be

healthy should be sparing in the use of perfumes. The full

fragrance of a scent is best enjoyed from a spray.

¥ ¥ v

Mr. Andre Hugo has a simple little spray, very

suitable for travelling, as the pefume is so well encased. It

is made in various patterned glass bottle; and has a metal

lid, by pushing aside a portion of which the spray is

worked.
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MISS MARIE STUDHOLME
(Photo by Downey)
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Admiral of the Fleet Sir Harry Keppel, and his son Captain Colin Keppel. R.K.

THE FATHER OF THE NAVY
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Field-Marshal II.R.H. the Duke of Cambridge, his second son Admiral Adolphus
FitzGeorge, his grand-daughter Mrs. Archibald Hamilton, and her little son, the

only great-grandson ol the Duke
(Photo by Mayall and Co.)

THE FATHER OF THE ARMY
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Nothing comes amiss to our cousins across " the herring
pond," and consequently when an American in the Western
States does not like the street he lives in he moves his house
holus bolus to another part.

The matter is simple. The
foundations of the house
are dug under ; several

planks are thrust below
the flooring ; the house is

raised on jacks and placed
either on rails or on rollers ;

an engine is attached and
the business is done.

The working men of

Yorkshire and Lancashire
are proverbial sportsmen,
and will flock to a dog
race, pigeon-shooting
match, or knur and spell

contest much as you.-

Southerner would go to a
cricket fixture, say between
Surrey and Middlesex. Ol
course, these Northern
sport lovers invariably have
"a little bit on" in order to

to the event, and to make it a thorough sporting affair.

As an illustration of the great fascination such sport has for

certain classes of the North, I could not produce a more
suitable instance than
a remarkable pigeon-
shooting match held

near Halifax on Mon-
day last, when the

two principals were
aged seventy-two and
seventy - seven years
respectively. The
elder one, J. A'ns
cough, came from
Horwi h, in Lanca-
shire ; and the
younger one, \Y.

Westwood, was a
native of Eccleshill,

Yorkshire. Thus th'j

event was a genuine
county match, and
was looked upon a;
such by the specta-

tors who gathered
around to witness the

unique contest. When
the two veterans took
up their positions for

shooting it was some-
what amusing to hear
the difference in the

dialects of the dif-

ferent countrymen as
they walked about
trying to make a bet

on the event. Thus
the Yorkshiremen
cried, in broad, strong
tones :

" A'wll tak
haw'f ! A'wll tak
hawf ageean told
'un !

" A nd the Lancastrians shouted : "I'll take.haaf!
I'll take haaf on the Lencashire mon !

" You know in these
pigeon - shooting matches the birds are placed in a trap
about thirty or forty yards aw*ay from the men with the
gun. Each man has- his own trap, and when they have
sighted their guns a long string is pulled which opens the
trap and releases the pigeon. Immediately the bird gets
on the wing the one whose turn it is to shoot tries to bring
it down. Then his opponent releases his bird and does
likewise. Sometimes fifteen, at other times twenty-one
pigeons—for each man—are released, and the one who
kills most out cf the total number is declared the winner.

shireman won by killing five out of fifteen, against the
Lancashire man's three out of fifteen. Both men, considering
their great ages and the bad light which prevailed, shot won-

derfully well, and expe-
rienced very hard luck in

hitting birds which fell out

of bounds. I suppose the
result of this contest is

another testimony to the
truth of the saying :

"There's now't to beat
told uns but young 'uns."

For out-and-out fiend-

ishness commend me to

simple John China-
man. In the matter cf
torture he is a past-master,
but backward as he is in

other things, he can still

invent fresh cruelties—de-

moniacal acts that make
one's flesh creep. In the

illustration on the following
page a victim is seen being
done to death in a most

lend an additional interest
I
horrible fashion. In the first place his thumbs have been
firmly tied together, while his arms are securely strapped
from behind. Attached to the ropes binding his arms is a
stick which the man in rear twists slowly, with the result

that after excruciating pain the

The method of moving houses in the United States

poor wretch's thumbs are
slowlv torn out by the roots,

white the bones of the arms are
smashed. In order to give-

greater pain the man behind
stands, or attempts to stand, on
small logs of wood, so that

every time he staggers the
victim may feel the wrench al!

the more. But this is not all.

Another man is manoeuvring:

A remarkable shooting
match : "Billy" AYcstwood

(the v inner) aged 72

In the match between the above-named veterans, the York-
|
to. death.

with the doomed man's leg-.

They are also firmly bound
together. A-stick is inserted

between them while torturer

Xo. 2 uses another stick as
a lever, the consequence
is that the thigh and shin

bones are broken. In this

condition the victim writhes
until life flickers out. Un-
ortunately such scenes are
common, and, indeed, ptac-
tically form a kind of
national sport. The crowd
in the illustration is typical.

Some look on the work of
horror as a matter of course

;

some are curious" as to how
the man bears the pain,

while others, one in- par-
ticular, gloats over the

fiendish acts, thrilling with

ecstasy over every frightful

detail. * Another" common
Chinese method of punishment is to bury a man up to the

neck, shave his head, sprinkle it with honey or treacle,

and leave the gnats and other insects to sting the man

A remarkable s h o o

t

i 11 g
match : J. Ainscough, aged 7 7
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liie work of a gust of wfnd in St. Vincent, West Indies

The effect of a tornado in the West Indies is almost
incredible to those who are unacquainted with such violent

outbursts of nature. Arising- very often on a comparatively
calm day, the hurricane will strike a locality with irresistible

force, and with such suddenness that the first impact of
the wind against buildings and trees rebounds like heavy
artillery. In a moment everything in the path of the squall

is levelled to the ground, and the result of months and
years of man's patient labour is swept like matchwood or
thistledown before the wind. In the wake of the storm
nothing but wreckage is left, and the above photo gives a
vivid impression of the destruction that a tornado will do in

a few minutes. The picture was taken just after the storm
had passed.

"""""- -

A horrible Chinese torture
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HOW THE NATIONS MARCH
THEORY is one thing- — practice another. If theory

won the day, German soldiers ought to be the finest

walkers in the world;— and they are not. France can
claim the finest marching army in the world ; that is,

the army as a whole. At the end of his three years'
service, the French soldier can walk his sixty miles a
day and take his temporary sweetheart out for a walk
afterwards, but there the thing ends. The British

soldier has always marched the number of miles re-

quired, and there the thing ends also. The French trust

to practice, the British in the Lord. In the first year of
' his service the French soldier is trained to march a
certain number of miles per day. The distance is

gradually increased until he is a splendid marcher,
carrying a very heavy -k-k, almost as heavy as the

American outfit, of which more hereafter. On the

march the Frenchman is not bothered with red tape or
regularity. He slouches along
—a first - class go - as - you -

please. He is not stifled by a
stiff collar, because he can open
his tunic, and he may adjust
his equipment to allow his

muscles full play. Not so the
British soldier, for the British

Secretaries of War have been
pre-eminently the Chinese of
Europe. Many a man in the
old clays in India has been
punished for the fearful crime
cf unloosening- his stock —
the old-fashioned "choker"
* oldiers wore round their necks.
In this choking apparatus our
soldiers assaulted towns, a few
plethoric officers in manv cases
paying more attention to the
fastened stocks (while men
were dropping with sunstroke)
than to the most suitable places
for assault on the walls. In
modern davs route-marching

—

as the spasmodic efforts to

train men in marching is

called — takes a back place
to old women's work in the
barrack - room — polished
sight protectors, beeswaxed
butts, and other details ab-
solutely useless on active
service. But to return. The
British soldier has invari-

ably done more than has
been required of him — and
that, too, in painful equip-
ment—not because he has
been trained, but because he
is the best man. It is true
that in forceJ marches en
active service he does not, as a rule, carry his valise (it

is left at the base of operations occasionally). But why
train men to march i;i a choking serge, stifling valise

braces, and utterly useless cartridge-pouches ? By the
way, they are not exactly useless, because the ammuni-
tion cannot remain in the pouches while skirmishing,
and that is good for the army contractor. The training
of" British soldiers consists of a route march once a week
from October 15th to March 15th, the distance being
gradually increased as time goes on. But as foreign
service claims a large part of our army, the men who
commence the route-marching process are not the men
who finish it. It is generally a matter of marching
recruits, for the home battalion has to fill up the gaps in

the battalion abroad, which is a very serious matter at
times.

On the route-march the greatest latitude consistent with
discipline is allowed, although the authorities do not go so
far as the French, and not nearly so far as the Americans.
The French slouch along. The sight is not a pretty one

;

each man chooses his own step, his own " swing," and
marches as he pleases. But the regiment is there at the

;
finish. The spectator—who i: pcilt of fact has nothing
to do with the matter, except in England and Germany—

I

becomes accustomed to the double shuffle and splash French
march, although at first sight the movement does not at all

appeal to one's sense of effect or fitness. However, tin re

the French soldiers are with their equipment. Generally
six men, or at least four, carry, in addition to their great-
coats, boots, &c, the cooking utensils. One man carries
the pot, the others the appurtenances. The French con-
sider this a very efficient method, but it would be a case of

i

hard luck if the man carrying the pot were shot, as has
happened often in the recent Algerian campaign. Result—
no dinner for four. Perhaps it is better than the British
method, which consigns the kettles, pots and pans to the
transport. If the transport is captured, then ro food for

I the regiment. But really it docs not matter, for when tin-

kettles do arrive it is ten to one that there is nothing to
cook. Still, glorious reports appear in the daily papers

! of the splendid feeding of the army — yes, at Cape
Town or seme other per-

manent station ; but in (he

He'd it is as it has been

—

starvation and no complaints,
notwithstanding a formidable
array of figures from quarter-
masters, contractors, and the

War Office. The public like

figures, and there you are.

A German regiment at a
review, or on the march, pre-
sents a very striking appear-
ance, but, nevertheless, the
German parade step in itself

is a ludicrous exhibition. It

is in fact a travesty on the
ballet-step, and an exaggera-
tion of the old British "goose-
step." In the first place the
foot is drawn far back, and in

the second place thrust as far

forward as possible with the

sole of the boot showing, and
turned slightly inwards when
the step, or rather lunge, is

taken. With a mass of men
the step is impressive, but to

the undrilled man a mild pur-

gatory. At first the motion
was intended merely for show,
but seeing that the German
army has seen no active ser-

vice since 187 1, it has become
part and parcel of German
" manoeuvres."
As ' to the American soldier

on the march, the more one
knows of him the greater he
rises in one's esteem. The
special correspondent of the
Daily Telegraph, writing of
the advance on Pekin, in his

graphic description gives a fine insight of the .American
soldier: "When Uncle Sam's force started from Tientsin,

every man was provided with a great-coat, blanket, haver-
sack, canteen, water-bottle, spare socks, shirts, boots, and
so forth. When the army reached Pekin half the men
carried nothing more than their rifles, ammunition-belts,
and water-bottles. They had even thrown away their tunics.

The retreating- Chinese army left behind tangible evidences
of its flight. The victorious Americans left behind similar

evidences of their march. The road to Pekin is strewn
with blankets, tunics, haversacks, marked with the mystic
letters, U.S.A. I asked an officer whether the men would
not get into trouble for throwing away their kit. ' Waal, I

reckon '—the American officer still speaks American, in

spite of rumours to the contrary— ' those who cast off their

blankets won't get another.'

"On the march, it appeared to me, the American soldier

pleased himself as to whether he would ' hike,' as they
called it, with his company or by himself. There were always
American soldiers wandering up and down the line. They
were very friendly with the British marines and sailors, and
a few individuals were to be found with our Naval Brigade."

Sikhs 011 the march
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French soldiers on the march British volunteers on the inarch

The German parade step—first position The German parade step—second position

HOW THE NATIONS MARCH
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71 (sbristmas Dialogue.
A. (The Man Who Has Not Bought the " Encyclo-

n edia Britannica.") " I'm worried oil" my legs, looking
;or Christmas presents."

B. (The Man Who Has.) " I'm not."

A. " Lucky man. Aren't you going to give any ?
"

B. " Yes ; including a real Royal present."

A. " You've more money than I, evidently."

15. " Less, I fancy."

A. " Well, more luck than I. I can neither think of

anything worth giving, nor ot how to make my cash go
:is tar as I want it to go."

B. " I've done both."
A. " Then the least you can do is to tell me how to

do it."

B. " Buy an ' E.B.' "

A. "An 'E.B.'? Perhaps I may, if you'll tell me
what it is."

B. " You don't know what the' E.B.' is? I thought
you were a reading man."

A. " I believe 1 am, more or less ; but still I don't

?ven know what ' E.B.' stands for."

B. "The ' Encyclopaedia Britannica ' to be sure."

A. " Oh, ah ! That's ratiier a big Christmas present,

isn't it ?
"

B. "Just the right size ; big enough to hold every-

thing, and not too big to use."

A. " You've got it already ?
"

B. " Rather. I did not wish to run any risk of

being left out ill the cold. The chance won't be open
lor ever."

A. " And you're pleased with the book.-> ?
"

15. "
I should be difficult to please if I were not.

They're exactly what they are described lo be— just the

greatest work ever published. Besides, 1 saw them
before I bought them at one of the offices where they

are on show."
A. "Well, I'm glad you like it. I daresay I should

1 if I could alford them ; but I'm not a millionaire."

B. "Am I ? I haven't heard it yet. Why, my dear

I

fellow, all you have to do is to s°nd in 5s., and they send

you all the twenty-live volumes'—and the bookcase--,

too— for that first payment."
A. " Really?"
B. "Very real 1

.}', as I know."
A. " And what about the rest of the price ?

"

B. " Well, first of all, you get it at less than half
price, and you pay the rest of the price by monthly
instalments of 12s., which, as it doesn't amount tc

sixpence a day, is not heartbreaking, is it ?
"

A. " I wish 1 had known all this before. I suppose
I'm too late now ?

"

B. " Not if you hurry up—but I shouldn't delay if i

were you."
A. " Right, I'm off."

So the Man Who Had Not quickly

becomes the Man Who Has, for feat

he should become the Man Who
CAN Not.

It is very easy ; no offer coutd be

more convenient. Five Shillings is

all you need send NOW. And Then
you Receive in Return the Finest

Christmas Present in the World.

THE SPECIAL BOOKCASE
AND

THE BOOKS IN THE THREE=
QUARTER LEVANT BINDING.

The Book is " The Times " Reprint, and it is

in all respects precisely like that for which the

publishers—Messrs. A. and C. Black—charged
more than twice as much in a lump sum. It is

an open door to the world of all arts and all

sciences. It is the largest and most

THE complete assemblage of the world's

knowledge ever put before any public.

BOOK. Its twenty-five royal quarto volumes
contain the records of all lands and

of all ages ; of all arts, literatures, and sciences;

and they arc prepared, not by dry-as-dust

pedants, but by the most brilliant as well as the

most learned men of the present generation.

Five Shillings Now, but ^
Printed by the Black and White Publishing Ccmfany, Limited, at 33, Kouverie Street: and at Edinburgh; and Published

Weekly ey \V. J. P. Mo'ncictox, a'i 6;, Fleet Street, London, E.C., England. —Dec. 8. iqoo.
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The late Henry Russell

There is one section

of the hospitality extend-
ed by the denizens of the

Old Country to our cou-
sins from over the seas
which will live long in the
memories of the members
of the Colonial contingent
that is now on a visit to

the Motherland ; and
that is the recent occasion
on which the Duchess of

Argyll (Princess Louise)
personally entertained
them all to luncheon in

her apartments in Ken-
sington Palace, and after-

wards herself showed
them round the historic

building and told them
anecdotes about the many
objects of interest to be
seen in it.

The diminutive bugler
of the Canadians in par-
ticular will cherish a
happy recollection of the

day, for her Royal High-
ness singled him out to

be presented to her, and
chatted at quite consider-

able length with him.

* * *
The Queen of Spain,

whose portrait stands at
the head of this page, will

soon reach the end of her
term of Regency, which
expires on the 16th of
May next, when the little

King Alphonso completes
his fifteenth year, and
thereby, underJ Spanish
law, attains his majority.
He is, of course, a post-
humous child, and for a
short time his elder sister

was Queen. [It is a curious
fact that among his official

titles that will be "de-
clared" when he comes
of age are "King of
Gibraltar, of India, of
Oceania, of the two] Sici-

lies, of Jerusalem, of Al-
geria," and of several
other places. Nothing else

could speak so eloquently
of the fall of Spain from
its former high estate.

Queen of Spain

Back of the Kruger sympathy postcard

Poltfmtc.

Bn den

Prdfidenten Paul Kruger
z. H. des Hasfdiufies fur diu Syinputltie-Beieiijjwifj

SammelWe: „£llfiffer Sournai" (Ludwig Zorn)

Sirafrburg i. £.

Chomasplafi.

Front of the Kruger sympathy postcard

Max O'Hell

The ruling SpanisO
Royal Family is, of

course, the Bourbon
family, while the Queen
Regent is a member of

the Austrian Imperial
Family. The innumer-
able intricacies of the

rulers of Spain would tax
the ingenuity of a heraldic

expert to set forth clearly.

? * <$

Poor Henry Russell,

who died the other day,
was a delightful old man.
It is .sad to think that the

two British composers
who have done more than
any others to popularise
music among the masses,
should have been cut off

within so short a space of
one another. There was
nothing in common be-
tween Sir Arthur Sullivan
and the composer of
" Cheer, Boys, Cheer,"
" Woodman, Spare that
Tree," and hundreds of
other popular songs, be-
yond the fact that both
raised the standard of

public taste in music by
not feeling ashamed of
devoting their great
talents to providing the
public with good, virile,

healthy music.

* * *
Personally, Henry

Russell was one of the
sweetest, most amiable,
and most domesticated of
old men. To realise his

age, it
J
is only neces-

' sary to state that in his

early days he appeared
as an actor by Royal com-
mand before George IV.
His debut on the stage
was- made at the immature
age of three years ; and
when hegave up the stage,
his first idea was to be-
come an instrumentalist.

He was a pianist of
ability, and afterwards
played the piccolo at La
Scala, Milan. During
those days he became the
friend of such men as
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Rossini, Bellini, and Paganini. When, finally, he took to

song-writing and singing his compositions, he produced over

Soo songs ; and it would be hard to point to any one of

them as being more popular than any' of the others. Yet
the onlv pecuniary remuneration received for this enormous
work by the most popular song-writer of any time was

General. Lemercier, urging- on the French Senate a scheme
for the invasion of England. Max O'Rell is, of
course, himself a Frenchman, and his real name is

Blouet. He was earlier" in his life French master
at St. Paul's School, previous to which time he had
won distinction on active service as a cavalry officer in fie

The captured "Long Tom" that Lord Roberts is bringing
home. The gun was smashed by British shells

under ^400, or less than ten shillings a-piece. Truly, music
does not pay.

»
Mr. Max O'Rell is perhaps best known as a humorous

lecturer. Xow he has appeared on the scenes as a tren-

chant writer in favour of a better understanding between
this country and France. It is somewhat remarkable that
almost simultaneously with the publication- of his- article on
this subject there should appear a report of the speech of

Passenger carriages burnt by Boers at Koomati
Poort

French army. He has travelled almost all over the globe
and it is a great testimony to his ability that this typica 1

Frenchman should haye become one of the outstanding
features of the English-speaking world.

¥ * *
In Germany just now some of the newspapers are organ-

ising a postcard campaign of sympathy with Kruger, and I

reproduce a specimen of this way of giving expression to

the feelings. The particular postcard shown is issued by

A Kaffir boy being birched for putting stones on the railway
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A zealous farmer leads a warder and a constable in the A warder in searching the woods nearly loses himself
trail of two black pigs asleep under his haystack in a disused drain

Immense excitement is caused by pursuing two tourists, who being in a hucry prefer
to trust to their legs than a Chatham and South Eastern train

SEARCHING FOR THE ESCAPED CONVICTS IN KENT
Sketches by Our Special Artist
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Landing firewood from sampans at Lin-King-tan Landing a wounded officer in a doolie

Sikhs on the way to Taku Preparing th.e midday meal in the nati\ e camp

A company of Sikhs parading at Wei-hai-wei on their way to the fighting round Pckin

THE FIGHTING IN CHINA
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' The Sympathy Testi-
monial Department " of a
Stuttgart paper, and con-
tains the printed senti-

ment "Our sympathy to

the true father of his

people," with a space for

any original remarks by
the sender, and his name
and address. They are
trying to get a million of
these post-cards sent in.

Perhaps they will suc-
ceed. We can afford to

watch their efforts with
amiued indulgence.

* * *
If the converse of the

proverb that ''none but
the brave deserve the
fair " be true, the union
of a Y.C. hero to the
loveliest giri in English
society is peculiarly ap-
propriate. Miss Leila
Crichton, or, as she now
is, Lady Milbanke, was
for two seasons the belle

of the year, and she is

charming- as she is sweetly
pretty. She comes of a
military race. Her father

is Colonel Crichton, a son
of the late Lord Erne

;

and her mother was a
daughter of Major Col

playing good Scottish
pibrochs and reels and
strathspeys on good Scot-
tish pipes. Vet such is

the fact, and the accom-
panying illustration shows
the pipe band that they
have with them in China.
The Indian hill regiments
took so kindly to the
screel of the bagpipes
when they first heard it

that the authorities very
rightly gave them permis-
sion to establish a pipe
band, and the Gordons
were responsible for in-

structing- their dusky
brothers in the art of
"producing sounds from
a goat-skin and a bundle
of disconnected tubes."
It is curious, by the way,
that all the hill races seem
to have a natural affinity

tor this form of wind in-

strument, which finds its

counterpart among high-
land races, civilised and
uncivilised, all the world
over.

The most lovely woman in England—now Lady Milbanke

The French are, among
other things, an ingcniou

.

race, and a late instance of

ingenuity is the construc-
Hamilton, a descendant of one of the Earls of Enniskillen ; tion of a novel form of life-saving raft. As is known to

while of her brothers, one has been distinguishing himself ; almost every cyclist, acetylene is a very light gas formed
in South Africa in the 10th Hussars, another is in the King's when carbide of calcium comes in contact with water.
Royal Rifles, and a third is in the Navy. Sir John Mil- : A smart Frenchman saw the advantage of this, and his

banke, V.C., is also in the 10th Hussars, and was A.D.C. to raft is simply a wooden platform, at each end of which
General French. The honeymoon is being passed at Lord is a canvas bag so constructed that a small quantity of

Alg'ernon Gordon-Lennox's place, Broughton Hall. water will enter it when it is flaccid, but that the moment
if if V it is expanded no gas can escape from it. In these

Not everyone is aware that the Sikhs have pipers bags is a little calcium carbide. The moment the raft

Our Indian Army in China. The pipe band of the Sikhs
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touches water acetylene is formed and fhe bags become
;
Navy, and the Governor and Auditor of Greenwich Hospital

very buoyant floats.

17 * v
Two very curious vegetable freaks have been sent to me

in response to my recent request for curious photos. The
first is a potato that was left, forgotten, in a drawer for

some months. When found again, it had put out roots that

had so sapped the potato that it exactly resembled a weird
imp. The second is a carrot, recently dug up, in the form
of a human hand. The hand is not a very perfect one,

still the resemblance is sufficiently striking.

Carefully preserved at Greenwich Hor-pital is the famous
Chatham Chest. It is a great box, curiously wrought, its

An acetylene iife-saving raft. The gas is generated, in
the bags as soon as the raft is floated

iron body being crossed" and re-crossed by strengthening
bands of steel, and bearing locks big enough for a peni-

tentiary. It was the nearest approach the artificers of
Elizabeth's age ever made to the modern iron safe, and was
worked with especial care, since it was the repository of the

funds of a great naval charity. In 1588 it was felt that

something should be done for England's disabled sailors

who had so nobly upheld her prestige on the sea against
practically the whole world. So the Chatham chest was
instituted. To it master mariners, shipwrights, and sea-
faring men generally made small monthly contributions,

and the Government added a quota, and from it were given
pensions to maimed or injured sea-dogs. The shipwrights
seceded from it in 1671, while in 1704 the mariners joined

A curious potato. It was left in a drawer and grew
like this

the chest, and in 1803, by an Act of Parliament, £2 6s. 8d.
per cent, of all Admiralty prizes were ordered to be paid into
it. The chest was under the direction of four supervisors

—

the First Lord- of the Admiralty, the Comptroller of the

The scale of annual allowances paid from it was a verj

curious one. Thus, for total blindness, £20 per annum
was allowed ; for the loss of the sight of one eye and the

The Chatham Chest, famed in history
(Photo by Sturdee)

other impaired, according to the degree of blindness, from
£6 to £18; loss of arm taken out of socket, each ^20;
above the elbow, each £16 ; below the elbow, each £14;
loss of leg above the knee, ^14; below the knee, £12; a
thumb or forefinger gone entitled the seaman to .£6 ; or if

first joint remained, £4. All these injuries had to be sus-

tained in action, and smaller ones received no pensions, but

a sum of money down as compensation. In i8i4the institu-

tion of the Chatham Chest was consolidated with the funds

of the Royal Hospital for Seamen, and emptied of its money.

A peculiar carrot
(Photo by Silk)

The following is part ct a tribute to Miss Marie Corelli,

which appears in the Melbourne Book-lover

:

—
Amid the cloudy region dense
Of nonsense, where her talents lie,

She has her gleams of common sense

—

Well, so have I.

And when those flitting gleams are gone,
She never hesitates—not she ;

But twaddles amiably on

—

The same with me.
On Love, Religion,, Truth, and Right,

She preaches holy things and high ;

She doesn't understand them, quite

—

No more do I.

We scarce can call her writing good ;

What's goodness but an empty name ?

She's boom'd herself; and, if I could,

I'd do the same.
The truth is sometimes rather unpleasant, is it not ?
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Canadians watching the mountings of a 9*2 gun being tested

Our Canadian cousins examining the effect of shells on armour-plates at Whale Island

(Photo by Stephen Cribb)

THE CANADIANS AT THE GUNNERY SCHOOL, WHALE ISLAND
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The Canadians and Life Guards arriving at Southampton

When the train conveying the Canadians reached
Windsor Station the" other day, the band of the Grenadier
Guards played " The Maple Leaf," the Canadian anthem,
while the spectators gave a hearty cheer. Colonel Otter and
his officers—who were accompanied by Colonel Mackinnon,
C.I.V., representing the Royal Colonial Reception Com-
mittee — immediately descended to the platform, where
Colonel Legge bade them welcome on behalf of the Queen.
The troops, who numbered fifteen officers and 250 men, were
accompanied by twenty Volunteers from metropolitan regi-

ments as guides, conspicuous amongst whom was the
gigantic pipe-major of the London Scottish. His towering
height and immense bulk formed a landmark visible from all

points. As soon as the greetings of the officers with the
official representatives of her Majesty and her loyal town of

Windsor had been exchanged the men detrained, and, form-
ing column cf fjurs, marched to the Castle, headed by the
Grenadiers' band, appropriately playing "Soldiers of the
Queen." The sight of the khaki-clad warriors, with their

rifles at the slope, as they stepped out with splendid swing
and go, was the signal for a mighty cheer. The people
packed along the sides of the roadway shouted themselves
hoarse, while ladies waved handkerchiefs and diminutive
Union Jacks from the balconies and windows as' the
Canadians passed. It was a stirring and picturesque
spectacle, enhanced by the bright sunshine and the grim
battlements of the ancient towers, looking down for the first

time on armed subjects of the Queen whose homes were far

across the seas, but who had voyaged many a thousand mile

and faced death on the battlefield lor Empire and Queen.

The Queen addressing the gallant Canadians at Windsor

THE QUEEN AND HER SOLDIERS
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Several members gfthe
nursing1 staff of the Royal
Berkshire Hospital at Read-
ing, who left England in June
for the purpose of attending;

to the sick and wounded in

the South African Campaign,
have been performing' excel-

lent work in the Imperial
Yeomanry Branch Hospital
at Pretoria, and Miss Easton,
the Matron of the Berkshire
Hospital (of which her Majesty
the Queen is patroness), h:i

;

iust received from the nurses
in question most interesting

letters, describing their expe-
rience and work among the
sick and wounded, including
the late Major Prince Chris-
tian Victor of Schleswig-Hol-
stein. Sister Sharp, writing
from the Branch Yeomanry
Hospital it Eastwood, Ar-
cadia, Pretoria, under date
October 16th, says :

—

"Just now I am a little

excited, and wondering if you
have seen or heard in the
papers that Prince Christian
has come into our hospital.

I am his night sister. I have
General Howard here, and
nineteen officers altogether.

The Prince is very nice indeed,

and I am quite proud of the

Xursc Sharp, who nursed the late Prince Victor

on his death-bed at Pretoria

honour of attending him."
Writing two days later, Xur e

Sharp says: "The Prince's

temperature to-night was 103,
but it is now only 100, ai d I

hop e it may keep down now.
He asked to-night where I

was trained, and came from,
and how long I would be on
right duty. He says he is

afraid he is giving me a lot cf
trouble, but I like tending
him, and besides, I must k< ep
up the credit of the Royal
Berks Hospital." In a later

letter, dated October 22nd,
the same nurse, writing to

Nurse Wise at Reading, says :

" We are still increasing our
number of enteric cases—the
latest is, as you will probably
have heard, that of Prince
Christian Victor. We do not
generally nurse enteric cases
with others ; they have a sec-

tion quite to themselves, but
we could not put the Prince in

the enteric tent (although
several officers are nursed
there) ; so he is in a separate
room. It was asked specially

that he might have a room to

himself. He has now two
special sisters and two special

orderlies—one for the night
and another for the day."

Transport difficulties in South Africa — An ox=team going down hill
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transport aiiiiculties in South Africa. The ubiquitous bath the cause ot several

disasters

The staff of the Ordnance Store Corps at De Aar. They are very skiMul artificers
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Major-General Sir Norman Stewart (in sable coat). Major Leonard, Provost-Marshal,
is standing on his le.ft. The weather at Pekin has been bitterly cold, so that a sable

coat is no mere idle luxury
(Photo by Christopher Pilkington, Our Special Correspondent)

Japanese soldiers buying souvenirs in Pekin

WITH THE ALLIES IN CHINA
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The advance of the Allies on Pekin as depicted by a Chinese artist. It will be observed
that the Chinese cavalry on the left are hewing the allied forces to pieces

An unique picture,, This is a reproduction of the only photograph taken of the Welsh
Fusiliers on the inarch surmounting the difficulties of the road around Pekin. The
Welsh Fusiliers is the only white British regiment (always excluding the Marines and

sailors) taking part in the Pekin onerations
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THE FIRST EMBASSY TO CHINA
Apropos of the Chinese Empress hiding- in her strong-

hold among- the hills west of Pekin, the following- descrip-

tion of the place, given in an account of the first Embassy to

the Chinese Court, is of much interest. While the business
of establishing- .the Embassy was in suspense several of
the g-entlemen of the Embassy made a short excursion in

the environs cf Zhe-hol (where the Empress is now in

hiding-). They were not encourag-ed to do so by the man-
darins,, who always were in dread that some inconvenience
mig-ht result from indiscretion or imprudence on the part of

the strang-ers, or from the disposition to insult foreigners,

which is not uncommon in the rabble anywhere. The rigorous
maxims of the
Chinese Govern-
ment render the

mandarins respon-
sible for whatever
evil it is supposed
possible for them to

have prevented. On
this account, pre-

cautions were taken
to shut out the com-
mon people from
entering within the

enclosure inhabited
by the Embassy, as
well as the servants
and inferior persons
belonging to it,

from passing the
gates without
leave. The Chinese,
especially men of

business, such as
are most of the
mandarins, have
little idea of the use
or pleasure of walk-
ing abroad, merely
for the sake of exer-

cise, or for seeing
prospects, or the

situation of coun-
tries, unless with
military and conse-
quently suspicious

views. Under the

general instruction,

however, which
the}' had received

of attending to the

accommodationand
wishes of the Em-
bassy, they sup-
plied horses and
guides upon tha
occasion of this ex'

cursion.

The gentlemen
who were of the

party soon as-
cended heights,
from whence they
had an oppor-
tunity of overlook-
ing the valley of Zhe-hol winding between the hills ; which
was fertile indeed, but not cultivated with the care or
art displayed within the proper boundaries of China. It

was watered with a stream gliding, at that dry season,
gently through it, and wafting in its sands many par-
ticles of gold. The adjoining hills were neither steep
ncr lofty. They consisted, at least near the surface, of
clay and gravel. They presented no salient and retiring

angles, such as are produced by powerful torrents making
their way through mountains ; nor did they form any
regular range ; but, taken collectively, resembled a con-
fused sea, in which the broken billows lie in different

directions, as tossed by opposing gales succeeding suddenly
to each other. The figure indeed of those hills, and the
matters of which they were composed, indicated nothing-

The precipitous mountain passes

Empress beat

like the original action of the fire upon them ; but left

sufficient traces of the operation of water covering for

a long time, and mouldering this portion of the surface of
the globe. It had the appearance of having been once
clothed with wood. In the upper and most exposed parts,

however, nothing of that kind remained that was not
stunted. Timber was scarce in all this neighbourhood.
The improvidence of former generations, in not planting
young trees in proportion as they cut down the old ones,
was now severely felt by their posterity.

The hills, thus bare of trees, were it ' sufficient to

attract much moisture. The gardens of the poorest people
were not suffered to depend en the chance of rain ; but
had each a well dug in it for the purpose of irrigation.

The bucket for
drawing up the
water, instead of
being made of
staves, was com-
posed ofoziertwigs,
wattled or platted

together with so
much care and in-

genuity as to be
perfectly capable
of holding any
liquid. Those gar-
dens abounded in

garlic and other
acrid and aromatic
vegetables, serving
as a relish to the
millet and other
grain on which the
peasants princi-

pally subsisted.

From the heights
several handsom?
buildings were ob-
served in pleasant
situations in the
valleys. They were
first thought to! be-

long to some of the

principal families

or great officers

about the Court ;

but proved to be
different convents
of lamas, founded
by the Emperors of
the present dy-
nasty.
On the return of

the party towards
home, they per-

ceived beyond the
town of Zhe-hol,
upon an eminence,
with a ridge of
higher mountains
within sight, such
another inverted
pyramid of earth
or stone as has
been already de-

scribed in the last

day's journey from
Pekin. Some of the gentlemen had an inclination to go
and examine it ; but the mandarins very gravely told them
that there would be an impropriety in attempting to do
so ; as, from the eminence on which it was situated, a view
might be had of that part of the Imperial gardens conse-

crated to the use of the ladies of the palace, and from
whence they might be observed walking throug. the grounds

;

though at the distance of three or four miles.

On the day of the Ambassador's presentation to the

Emperor, most of his family attended. No marked pre-

ference was perceptible or extraordinary respect shown to

anyone of them above the rest. On that morning the

Ambassador and gentlemen of the Embassy went before

daylight, as was announced to be proper, to the garden of

the Palace of Zhe-hol.

beyond Pekin, through which the

a hasty flight
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AN OBJECT OF CURIOSITY TO THE NATIVES

A CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY IN HOLLAND
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Whatever our opinions politically may be as to the
attitude of Russia in international affairs, we are all

genuinely and sincerely glad that the illness of the Czar has
proved to be only a tem-
porary indisposition. He
has always been very popu-
lar in that cosmopolitan
society that revolves round
the Courts of Europe, and
the anxiety felt on his be-
half was very sincere and
genuine. He is a great
contrast both physically and
mentally to his august fa-

ther, who was one of the
biggest and strongest men
on earth. Everyone has
heard how he could bend a
steel poker between the fin-

gers and thumb of his left

hand ; how he used to fold

a crown piece in two as if it

had been paper in the same
way ; of the enormous
weight he could lift above
his head with one arm ; of
the ease with which he
would by himself pull over
a whole tug-of-war team.
In stature he was, of
course, a giant, standing
6 ft. 10 in. in his socks
and measuring 56 in. round
the chest. Mentally he was
of the same sturdy type as
he was physically—a man
of strong resolute will,

against whose determina-
tion nothing, nobody,
availed aught.

¥ ¥ ¥
His son is as frail in

constitution, as small in

physique and as weak mus-
cularly as his father was
robust and big and strong ;

and in character he shows
an equal contrast to the late

Czar. He is of a gentle,

almost retiring, peaceable
disposition, easily led, and
always anxious to' please,

whilst he has a heart that

is genuinely pained by the
idea of suffering and misery.
His abolition of transporta-
tion to Siberia, his well-

meaning, if rather visionary,
schemes for making an end
of all war are typical of the

man.
¥ * ¥

When it was announced that he was suffering from
yphoid everyone who knew him was alarmed, and when
'ie further news came that probably a regency would be
ppointed, the worst was feared. As a matter of fact, he

was very dangerously ill, and the fear was at one time
len-eitained that the delirium, which was unusually severe

\
and prolonged, might incapacitate him for some time from

discharging the active
duties of Government. For-
tunately these fears have
not been realised.

The Czar has, unfortu-

nately, no boy, a fact which
is a great .sorrow to both
him and his consort, though
they are devoted to their

little girls, and the Czarina,
like her Royal cousin of
York, takes the keenest
personal interest in nursery
matters. She is never hap-
pier than when herself

superintending the most
intimate details of the baby's
toilet, or when romping
with the two elder girls

on the plain felt with
which their playroom floor

is covered. Among all the

multifarious cares that natu-
rally occupy the attention of

one in so exalted a position,

she rarely misses kissing
them "good - night," .and
finally tucking them up in

their snug, but almost
severely simple, cots.

Sir Charles Rivers
Wilson, who is best known
to the world as a giant in

the world of political

finance, is a most delightful

man socially, a frank, good-
natured, clever conversa-
tionalist whose only vice is

excessive cigarette- -

smoking, a habit con-
tracted probably in Egypt,
where he was Minister of
Finance. He is, of course,

now President of the
Grand Trunk Railway, and
also one of the British

members of the Suez Canal
Council. Before he went
to Egypt, he was first a
Treasury official and
afterwards Comptroller-
General of the National
Debt, the most important
financial office next to

Chancellor cf the Exchequer
in this country. His pre-

sent (and second) wife is a sister of Lord Vaux of Harrcden.

The Czar of all the Russias. A unique pl.ctcgrcfli

There are few women known personally to a
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H.H. RAMA VARMA MAHARAJAH OF TRAVENCORE
One of the most enlightened Princes of India. He entertained Lord Cur2on recrntly
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wider circle than Lady
Jeune, the wife of the Pre-
sident cf the Divorce
Court. Sir Francis is her
second husband, her first

having1 been the late

Colonel the Hon. Constan-
tino Stanley, a brother of
old Lord Stanley of Alder-
ley, and of Lady Carlisle,

the great temperance
advocate. Lady Jeune
herself is a sister of Col.
Mackenzie of Seaforth,
and therefore of Julia
Lady Tweeddale. Of her
two daughters, one is

the wife of Mr. Allhusen,
M.P. in the last Parliament
for Salisbury, and now for

Hackney. In this way
she is connected with some
of the principal families of
England and Scotland.
But it is more owing to

her own individuality than
to her mere family connec-
tions that she owes her unique position in society. A woman
of no mean literary and artistic talents, she has for years now
gathered about her all the most notable people of the day
—politicians, writers, artists, actors, soldiers, sailors, and
distinguished foreigners. Her house has been the nearest

approach to the old-fashioned salon that there has been in

recent times ; in it has been brought together everyone of

note in the country, and owing to the kindly interest she

takes in the younger recruits of the artistic profession,

many rising or already distinguished members cf those

professions owe their present position to the first invitation

they received from Lady Jeune, and the subsequent sympa-
thetic friendship of this generous-hearted woman.

In the world of politics

and of military and naval
affairs, her influence is

scarcely less than it is in

the artistic professions, and
through her husband, who
in all probability will be
the next Lord Chancellor,
she wields, of course, a
great power in the legal

world. Someone went

The Czarina kissing her baby "Good-night"

Lady Jeune
(Photo by Thomson)

so far as boldly to

state in print recently that

no young man could now
afford to do wiihout the

entrie to Lady Jeune'::

drawing-room as the most
essential and only abso^
lutely indispencable outfit

in life.

v ^ *
Personally, Lady Jeune

is a sweet - mannered,
cweet-voiced, quiet yvoman,

with grey hair and keen
eyes. She has been de-
scribed by some unkind
cynic as being convention*
ally unconventional, but
tin- fact i-, she is abso-
lutely free from artificiality.

She was one of the first

women in the country to

take to bicycling, and at

Prince's Skating CI ubisone
(I those who are the most
closely observed of all

observers when on the ice,

as she skates beautifully.

She has written extern ively

both in book form and in

the principal reviews and
newspapers of the moment,

V * »
When Lord Onslow was

on the London County
Council, Mr. John Burns
said of him that " he was
such a thoroughly good
chap it was a pity he was

a political peer," and everyone will agree with the premise if

not with the conclusion. He is one of the most charming of
men, free from all affectation or swagger, kind-hearted to a
fault, and very painstaking in his work. The son of plain
Mr. George Onslow, he succeeded a distant relative in the
title when he was a clerk in a great mercantile house, and
though the dignity did not come to him altogether unex-
pectedly, he was by no means unprepared nor unfitted to
make his way in the world. Since he came into the
estates and title he has devoted himself most conscientiously
to politics, and is one of the ablest and most thorough
members of the Ministry, though in a subordinate position.
As an Alderman of the London County Council, his versa-

tility and his clear-headed
business methods were cf
great advantage to
London.

Lord Kesteven has been
presented by the tenantry
en Casewick Hall Estate,
Lincolnshire, with a silver

i ikstand of George I. pat-
tern, in recognition of his

service as a lieutenant with

Sir Charles Rivers W.lson, G.C.M.G., C.B., &c, &c.

Chairman of the Grand Trunk Railway, and one of the greatest financial

authorities ill the world . .

The Karl of Onslow
(Photo by Dassano)

the Imperial Yeomanry in

South Africa. His lord-

ship's health has during
the last month given
cause for much anxiety
among his friends, but,

happily, he is now rapidly

recovering. He assured
the donors of the gift that

it was not at all improbab'e
that he would shortly re-

sume his duties with his

comrades at the front.
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THE GERMAN EMPRESS LEADING THE FIELD

Drawn by L. Thackeray and L. Edwards
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of the armless artist—his chccrfjlness. Ever
since he was eight years old he has been
obliged to rely upon his mouth to carry on the
artistic career he, as a youngster, set his In art

upon, and though the fight has been an up-hill

one, never for one moment has he lost heart.
Previous to the tram - car accident which
deprived him of both his arms, he had shown
marked predilection for drawing and colour-
work, and after the first sharp grief of his loss

had worn away, he made up his mind to

educate his mouth to take the place of the
missing arms.
So he set to work. At first he could only

hold a pencil, but after two years of patient

courage and determination he trained the

muscles of his throat and mouth to such a
degree of perfection that he could not only
write legibly, but could execute intricate design

9

in pen and ink. A "first-class excellent" for

freehand (!), awarded to him at school when
only ten years old, is still one of his dearest
recollections.

Then came four years of study and hard
work at the Merchant Venturers' Technical
College at Bristol, till the mastery of the

facial muscles was so complete that brush
work was as readily undertaken as pen or
pencil. Nor did he confine his efforts to draw-
ing and painting, for included in his list of art

certificates is one for modelling.

Later, the boy-artist won a scholarship upon
which he had long ago set hb heart. It was
awarded to him by the National Art Training
S:hooI, tenable for two years and valued at

one hundred guineas. Here he also won,
among many other awards, one silver and two
bronze medals.
The next step was a trip to Paris. Scarcely

anything more than a flying visi to the museums
and studios, then back to London full of impres-
sions and ideas, to settle down in real earnest

Design by Mr. Bertram Hiles, the armless artist

There is at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, just now a
collection of works of art, whicii, if only for excellence of

design and precision of touch, would merit more than
passing praise. As it is, the exhibition is absolutely unique,

as the artist is armless, and all his work has been done by
his lips.

Without being an eye-witness, the fact is almost incredible.

Everywhere one sees evidence of creative genius carried

out by the touch of a master-hand. The walls of the little

A specimen of the work of Mr. Hiles, the armless artist

studio in the south nave, where the artist is to be seen daily

af work, are covered with beautiful designs for wall-papers,
cretonnes and friezes, oil-paintings of rare beauty, dainty
little water-colour sketches, and decorative black and white
designs for books.

Notwithstanding his physical defect, Mr. Bartram Hiles
is a rapid worker, and he says, with his quick, bright smile,

that he can work as many hours as the longest worker who
can call a pair of hands to his aid.

Perhaps that is one of the most striking characteristics

to work. As
a preliminary
young Hiles
married a wife.

His first

com m i s sion
was to paint

pictures for an
exhibition at

Bristol— his
birthplace :

thisledto many
orders for de-
corative work
as well as
studies ; but,

nevertheless,
the fight has
been a hard
one, though
Mr. Hiles is

confident that

the turn in the
long, long lane

has been reach-

ed at last.

In spite of
his physical de-

fects, not be-
cause of them,
the work of the

armless artist

has found fa-

vour in many
high places.

Not long ago
the Queen pur-

chased one cf Decorative scheme by Mr. llilcs
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his oil - painting's

^^fc S"^ which was on exhi-

^Wjjf'" , " bition at the Royal

ffiSFs. ^^--v '"^\. Society ot British

TVrT\r^ ^J- -«J\ Artists, and the
Prince of Wales is

the possessor of
another. The Ba-
roness Burdett-
Coutts, Lady Ran-
dolph Churchill, Wal-
ter Crane, and Gerald
Massey have also

expressed their ap-
preciation by pur-
chasing work exhi-

bited at the Dudley
Gallery and else-

where, where the
exhibits were all

hung entirely on
their merits, the

hanging committee
being quite ignorant
of the method used by
Mr. Hiles.

Just at present there

are some beautiful

Christmas cards,
Another specimen of -Mr. Hiles' work buaint and original

in design, to be seen

at the studio, and the artist is receiving orders for almost

as many as he can execute. Fashion, always on the look-

out for the latest noveltv, is pleased with
the idea of lip-drawn Christmas wishes,
and they are likely to find their way into

many of society's post-boxes this season.
Perhaps one of the greatest difficulties

that confronts Mr. Hiles, and one which
no amount of ingenuity can overcome, is

the necessity of working at such close

proximity to his eyes. A long pencil or
brush is impossible, for firmness and
power are lost, unless only three or four
inch lengths are used.
Mr. Hiles is by no means the first

armless artist who has earned the laurel

wreaths of Fame. Last year, at the
Museum of Hyeres, a painting which at-

tracted considerable attention on account
of the exquisite finish and delicacy of touch,
was the work of Francois de Mentholon, an
artist remarkable for his wonderful skill and
his physical deformities. He was born
without arms, and his work was all done by
the toes of his foot—the only one.

World - known instances of armless
artists are M. Xoel-Masson, of Paris, and
Miss Biffe, who died some years ago. She
was the first artist, however, who trained
her lips to wield the brush ; and all cases
differed from that cf Mr. Hiles, insomuch
that the defects were from birth, and that,

therefore, from the very beginning they
were accustomed to the deformity.

Mr. Hiles is enly twenty-seven years of
age, and consequently at the beginning of
what can be confidently predicted a remark-
able artistic career.

they were a very low-class race like the aborigines ct

Australia ; a third theory is that they were a North African
tribe, while yet a fourth conclusion, based on a study of
Egyptian literature, is that they were of Asiatic origin.

Quite recently the authorities of the British Museum
acquired a very fine specimen of one of these bodies, taken
from a Neolithic grave, which now occupies one of the cases
in the Egyptian Room. The body is that of a man about

5 ft. 9 in. in height, and of distinctly intellectual form of

head. The single remaining lock of hair- on the scalp
declares him to have been fair-haired, and suggests also that
his skin was fair. The hands and feet are small, and little

doubt is felt that he was one of a by no means inferior race.

There is necessarily a certain amount of surmise in tracing the

orig-in of such an acquisition, but the best archaeologists
believe that the mummy is that of an aborigine of Egypt,
one of the race that was conquered during an Asiatic inva-

sion, which some have fixed as late as 8,000 B.C., and that
mingled with the conquerors forming the ancestors of the

Egyptians known to Egypt. The original grave was a

mere oval hollow dug-
in the sandstone, and covered with

rough-hewn slabs of stone. This, of course, it was impos-
sible to remove with the body, but an exact counterpart has
been made from similar material, and the body is exposed
in the precise position in which it was found, with the
original flints and earthenware jars disposed around it.

From a comparative archaeological point of view, the

mummy is of invaluable interest.

The Queen has given £5 to the fund for the relief of the

widow of Trooper Vandle, of the 1st Life Guards, who diet

on his voyage home from South Africa from brain fever.

TEN THOUSAND YEARS OLD

A HOST interesting addition has been
made to the contents of the mummy room
at the Dritish Jlu'cum in the form of a
body which is believed to be the oldest
extant, and of especial value as throwing
some light on the doubtful origin of the
ancient Egyptians. Seme archaeologists
have contended that the Egyptians origin-
ally inhabited mid-Africa, and were there-
fore negrce?;. Others have contended that Mr. Hiles, the armless artist, at work
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PULL DEVIL, PULL BAKER
A COMPLETE SHORT STORY

By CECIL HAYTER

The whole .affair was really a mistake from beginning to

end ; of that there is no doubt. It happened in this way.
Archie Langdon and Miss Amylon, being" in everyone's

opinion utterly unsuited to one another, as a matter of course

became eng'aged. Nov/, any living- person who has the

privilege of Miss Amylon's acquaintance will readily agree
that she is beautiful beyond the ordinary ;

" but," they will

add, " she has a—well—a rather hasty disposition."

Personally, I like Miss Amylon very much. I go to tea

there once a week—not the days when Archie is there; we
quarrel pleasantly for half an hour or so, and then I take
myself off, vowing" never to g"0 near the place again.

I should explain that I was once in love with her myself,

but the episode was painful, and I shall not allude to it

again. Miss Amylon is not the only person who has a
temper. Lang-don— I may be prejudiced, mind but—in my
opinion, Langdon has the temper of a fiend. As soon as I

heard of the engagement, I, metaphorically speaking,
booked a seat in the front row. There was sure to be a
battle royal, and I confess to a desire to see the fun. They
were both obstinate as mules, both absolutely immovable
when they had once made up their minds, and both by
nature very much addicted to getting their own way. The
battle came off sooner than I had expected. It is true there

were a few preliminary skirmishes, but of those I took no
notice.

The fatal evening was the night of the Orme's dinner.

Miss Amylon was the e with her aunt ; Langdon, of course

;

a Miss Delaton, a very pretty girl; I myself; and some
other people of no particular importance, including the host
and hostess. Miss Delaton sat next to Langdon, and I

noted, with some curiosity, that conversation between them
was at a premium. The girl, for the most part, kept her
eyes steadily fixed on her plate ; whilst Langdon looked
uncomfortable, spoke in jerky sentences with bare civility,

and kept stealing furtive glances across the table at Miss
Amylon.
After dinner a lot of us younger members of the party

adjourned to the billiard-room. The Ormes, thank good-
ness, never worry much about formalities. Someone sug-
gested an idiotic game— I forget the name of it ; but you
ake sides, a lot of balls are put at either end of the table,

and everyone tries their level best to ruin the cloth. Miss
Amylon wouldn't play ; I openly confessed that the game
1 o ei me; so we two sat out and made flippant remarks.
As luck would have it, Langdon and the Delaton girl were

again drawn as partners.
The game became fast and furious. I successfully

ihielded Miss Amylon from the more dangerous of the bal's

/vhich came flying off the table at frequent intervals, and,
mder cover of feminine screams of inability, the laughter of
-he men, and the general confusion, I managed to entice her
into quite an interesting conversation.
So far, matters seemed to be going smoothly. Noise, for

some reason or another, produces geniality in the British

:emperament. Even Langdon had lost his furtive look, and
was instructing Miss Delaton in the art of ho'.ding a cue
with quit; an unnecessary attention to details.

A new gam; was started. I was really getting quite

interested in whit I was saying, and Miss Amylon was in

one of her gr£ cio is moods.
I was speaking, perhaps, with a 'ittl; more fervour than

discretion, when there came a sudden lull in the noise of the
billiard players—one of those audible silences, if one can use
such an expression—and in the midst of it Langdon's voice
rang out clear and unabashed. " Delia, darling, you've cut
the cloth !

" Miss Delaton turned crimson (her name is

Delia), whilst I literally quivered in my chair, not daring to
turn round. I heard a vicious little snap, and out of the
corner of my eye I could just catch a glimpse of one of the
sticks of Miss Amylon's fan hanging limp and useless.

There was a very awkward pause, and then some kind-
hearted ruffian sang out " Go on, Langdon, it's your turn."
Miss Amylcn laid her hand on my arm. "You were say-
ing ? " said she interrogatively. Her voice was won-
derfully level and calm, but there was a cold, steely ring in

it, that gave me chills all down my spine.

I blundered along, but my flow of eloquence was gone
from me— it drooped, faded, and died away—and just about
the same time the hilarity of the billiard players flickered

out, and we all slunk back to our elders in the drawing-
room.
Langdon was to drive Miss Amylon home, but he funked

it ; and I saw him sneaking off to the club.

Next morning, about luncheon-time, he came to look me
up. I think he regards me as rather an authority on all

that concerns Miss Amylon.
" What on earth am I to do, Dick ? " he asked dismally.
" Lunch," said I.

" Luncheon be hanged ! I made a horrid mess of things

last night, didn't I ?
"

" You did," I agreed with cheerfulness. " Have you been
to see her?

"

" She won't see vie."

"What!" said I. The thing was really going further

than I had expected.
" She positively refuses even to let me catch a glimpse of

her ; added to which Watson, their butler, told me that he
had orders to return any notes or letters I might send."

" Bribe him," I suggested.
He shook his head dolefully.
" I did try the effect of a sovereign—but it only elicited a

look of discreet compassion. It's an awful hole."

"What on earth possessed you to be such a fool?" I

asked. " Delia darling, indeed."
" It just slipped out unawares. You see, I—that is, we

—

Delia and I, were by way of being engaged for a bit

—

nothing serious, you know. But we found it was a mistake,

and so we—well, anyhow, after that I met Muriel."

"And you hadn't even the common decency to tell Miss
Amylon about it," vaid I, chuckling.

" What ! tell Muriel. Heavens and earth, man, no.

There would have been a row as sure as fate."

"Honesty," I began sententiously, "is
"

" O ! for goodness' sake don't reel off platitudes ; but tell

me the best thing to do. And, by the way, what were you
saying to Muriel just when the critical moment came ?

"

" Miss Amylon undoubtedly wants firm treatment," said

I, evading the question. "1 should make an opportunity of

seeing her and then insist on being heard. After all, to have
thrown over a pretty girl like Delia for her sake is an action

full of delicate compliment."
"I didn't throw her over; she chucked me. But wha'

were you
"
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" The great thing'," I interposed hastily, " is to prove to

?>Iiss Amylon that voir are the stronger of the two. Once
do that, and there will be peace."
Langdon looked doubtful. " I hope you're right," he

said : but his voice lacked confidence.
" She is going to stay at the Towers for Satur-

day to Monday—why not go too ; I know you've been
asked."

" Is that what you'd da, if you were in my place?"
" If I were in your place," said I, " I should seize the

first opportunity of putting mv arm round her waist, and
preventing further argument with ?. kiss."

sorry that the distance was so short. There were no signs

of Archie, so I basked in the sunshine whilst I might, and
conjured up visions of matrimonial happiness— visions

in which Miss Amyion's shapely head showed to much
advantage.

After luncheon I proposed a stroll through the woods—
again Miss Amylon was complaisant, and I can !-tate with

accuracy that for the first time in my life I appreciated the

real beauties of a country existence.

It was late" when we got back, and everyone war, in the

hall where tea was going on. I came clown just after Miss
Amylon. A tall figure came forward out of the half light

She offered him a limp hand

Langdon decked a little uncomfortable.
" I believe you would," said he.

"Undoubtedly," said I. " Now let's come and have some
luncheon."

Eleven a.m. Saturday morning found me on the platform
of Charing Cross. If I am going to stay with people in

the country I always like just to arrive in time for a meal

—

it saves any awkward half hours—on this particular occa-
sion I was manoeuvring for luncheon. I had originally
intended to go down in a smoking carriage, but happening
to catch sight of Miss Amylon and her maid, I changed my
mind.
We had a very pleasant journey down ; in fact I was quite

I saw her start a little. It was Archie ! She offered him a
limp hand, which he took, and then bending down he kissed

her before them all, before mc too.
" So sorry to have missed you the other mornirg, dear,"

he said coolly ;
" come along and have some tea."

She couldn't faint, she didn't know how. To make a
scene would have been absurd, so eventually she did the

wisest thing—smiled sweetly on Archie and asked him to

get her a second lump of sugar. Then she turned to me
' and laughed. I didn't see the humour of the thing in the
' least—for, hang it all, it was my suggestion, so I main-
tained a dignified and reserved attitude towards both of

them.
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NOT QUITE COMFORTABLE
First Prize, £102 B. R. Boyd- Demelie, Murrayfield, Midlothian

A GIANT SPLURGE -AN OUT-GOING WAVE MEETING AN IN-GOING ONE
Second Prize, £5 : Robert E. Dora,, 7, Ferncliffe Villas, St. Luke's, Cork

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
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Fig. 1.—Johannes
Wolff's ear

Fig. 2.- Rev. II. R.
Ilawcis' ear

Fig. 3. — Thomas
Hardy's, ear

Fig. 4.—The Queen's
ear

Fig. 5.—Archbishop
of York's ear

THE EARS OF CELEBRITIES
BY RICHARD DIMSUALE STOCKER

Author of " The Human Face," "Physiognomy Ancient
and Modern," &c, &c.

Of all the features of the human face,, none, perhaps, has
been so completely ignored as the car.

We must remember that, no matter whatever indications
the ear may give (for the law of comparative anatomy
enables us to deduce a good deal in addition), it is primarily
the instrument of the organ of hearing.
Hence it is that, provided "all else is equal," the construc-

tion of the ear is rightly indicative of musical or non-musical
tastes. The most musical ears are found to be circular, and
set out from the head in such a manner as to enable them to
catch the tones which impringe upon them.

Look, for instance, at the ear of the popular violinist,

Herr Wolff (Fig. 1). It is of sufficient size, rounding in its

outline, and so set as to facilitate the reception of musical
notes. Such an ear as this accompanies no little artistic

perception, constructive talent, and sociality ; it combines
the muscular and vital functions in a high degree, as a
careful analysis of its constituents will abundantly prove.
An ear like that of the Rev. H. R. Haweis (Fig. 2), again,

is essentially "musical." Observe the "bell," the height,
width, and depth of the opening, testifying to an intense
love of the " concord of sweet sounds," tune, and melody.

|

It is also an eloquent specimen, for it approximates to the
type mostly seen upon orators.

The famous novelist, Mr. Thomas Hardy (Fig. 3), exhibits

a well-formed, artistic ear of the " mental " type. It is

well - proportioned and symmetrical — constructive and
esthetic. Its position upon the head, moreover, two-thirds
or more of the brain lying, in front of it, gives evidence of
mtellectual capacity of no common description.

The ears of her Majesty the Queen (Fig. 4) are long

—

conservative and persistent. The length of the lobule,

which is due not merely to the wearing of " drops " or ear-
rings, shows an excellent fund of vital force and hold upon
life. This, ear averages the length of the nose, showing not
a little caution and restraining power. It is a highly domes-
ticated feature.

The Archbishop of York's ears (Fig. 5) are decidedly
long, and somewhat angular in shape. In this they corre-
spond with the outlines of his head, which show an excel-

lent development of the phrenological organs that endow
him with perseverance, dignity and determination of char-
acter. This is essentially the "plodding " type..

With the Bishop of London (Fig. 6) we have another
specimen of the long and relatively narrow ear. There is

the conservative spirit, the love of antiquity, of established
customs, of time-honoured usages. Any unseemly want of
"decency and order" would be highly disgusting in the

eyes of his lordchip.

Mr. Forbes Robertson's ear (Fig. 7) is of the artisticc-

intellectual type, showing excellent mental development,
and, by the fine texture, exquisite sensibility, ft is the ear
of the speaker par excellence, and indicates, by the enlarge-
ment of its upper part, high aspirations and laudable
ambition.

Fig. 8 is'the ear of Tom Mann, which is well-formed, of
proportional dimensions, and well thrown out from the
head, indicating physical courage and executive capacities

of a by no means ordinary description.

Mr: Hall Caine's ears (Fig. 9) are delicately formed,
fluted, and curvilinear. They indicate intense susceptibility

of mind, intensity, and less physical than intellectual power.
The lobe of the ear is short, indicating no great bodily

strength or overplus of vitality.

Mr. Rutland Barrington's ears (Fig. 10) are another illus-

tration of the artistic type. They are distinctly long, show-
ing a tendency to procrastination, the lobe especially telling

of the capacity to enjoy life to the full.

Of course, the foregoing ears have been but brief! v

noticed, and each gives evidence of other qualities besides
those pointed out.

Thus the longest ears—resembling- those of the hare

—

belong to the most cautious ; the most round, to the most
courageous. Those which are thinnest pertain to the most
refined and sensitive ; whilst those which are the least regu-
larly formed are possessed by the most brutal and
animalised.

In long-gone-by ages, man moved his ears, to enable him
to detect sounds coming from any quarters with ease. N'ow,
the muscles which enabled his doing'so areatrophied, partially

or completely.
The largest ears, or those exceedingly obvious, it is

found, mostly accompany a tendency to criminality, deeds
of violence being but a reversion to the habits of our animal
ancestors.

*• Hill «

Palmistry being frowned on by the law, we must tell

characters in another way. Why not study necks? Thus,
according to a writer in Sanaow's Magazine, the most stupid
animals and birds, such as the giraffe, the ostrich, the swan,
and the goose, have the longest necks ; whereas the most
docile of brutes,, the elephant, for example, possess the

shortest. Those, again, which are the most powerful, have
the thickest necks ; the most feeble generally possess the
slenderest. "A fine, strong and powerfully-outlined neck is

that of Lord Roberts. It tells of dignity, self-reliance,

firmness, and resolution. This, is the neck of a man who
will see" a job right through to the bitter end, who could
never cringe nor crawl, and whose motives are of the most
unimpeachable kind. No

. man devoid of the high moral
and mental qualifications of ' Bobs ' ever possessed so
upright and well-developed a neck. Xo one dare take him
by the throat with impunity !

"

Fig. 6.—Bishop of
London's ear

Fig. 7.—Forbes
Robertson's ear

Fig. 8.—Tom Mann's
ear

Fig. 9. -Hall Caine's
car

Fig. lO.-Rutland
Harrington's ear
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FOUR BEAUTIFUL PARISIAN ACTRESSES
(Photos by Reutlinger)
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MADAME LA MODE
Dame Fashion seems to

be suffering- rather severely
from "gold" fever. It Ls,

I trust, a good omen of a
year of prosperity which is

generally the outcome of
"Wars' Alarms." Or— as
Paris sets the fashion for
women — perhaps it Ls a
symbol of the wealth spent
there by all nations during
the run of the Grand Ex-
position. Whatever the
-eason, it is certainly a fact

that nothing is complete
without a touch of gold

;

even one's shoes and stock-
ings must be gold embroi-
dered now. Frankly, I am
more than tired of it.; it is

more ^insinuating than the
Jubilee or war favours and
emblems, and it is impos-
sible to get away from it.

The one comforting thought
is that it is becoming so
universal and so cheap that
it will soon be tabooed By
the smart woman. Vaniie'
writes me from Paris, that
even now French women
are wavering in their alle-

giance to it, and show a
decided disposition to let

gold severely alone in the
latest models created by
les arbit.rcs de Tdldgance.

After this tirade rt is

rather inconsistent, per-
haps, to tell of a charming-
and simple toque I saw
yesterday at one cf the
biggest modiste-s in Dover
Street, but though Lhe ori-

ginal cost a sum that
makes one breathless, it

could be evolved so easily

by the home milliner that I

cannot refrain from de-
s:nbing it.

The shape had a round
crown and a round brim
curling upward slightly all

round, but not so much as
the bolero hat. This was
swathed with loose folds of
black tulle covering the
entire shape. Across the
front and left side was a
spray ot rose leaves gilded
.vhich were thinly veiled A charming dinner-gown (See following ppge.J

with black tulle. The hat
was tilted off the hair on
the left side by a black
velvet stand covered bv an
enormous chou of black
velvet caught, to '.he crown
by one of the new long gilt

buckles. The daintiest and
most chic model I have
seen for many a day.

* * *
During my last trip to

Paris I was exceedingly
reckless in my expenditure,
and as I am always of a
very economical frame of
mind after having been
particularly extravagant,
let me give others the
benefit of my pondering.
" Necessity," they say, "is
the mother of invention."
Well, necessity with me
helps me to unravel the
enterprising inventions of
clever women not ble t

with a long purse, jet who
manage' (o make a little go
a long way with surprising

effect.

Perhaps one of the most
important items in a
woman'i" attire is the cor-

set, and yet Englishwomen
will not give it the attention

it deserves, and which is,

doubtless, more than half

the secret of the style we
so envy in our French sis-

ters. " Of course," you
will say, "this is all very
well, but I do not feel in-

clined to pay two or three,

or even four guineas for

one of the new straight-

fronted corsets. I would
rather spend it on an extra
dress," Well, you may do
so, and I will give you a
tip I gleaned from a. little

American friend who al-

ways caused me great
wonderment by the chic

way she dresses on a very
small allowance. She
bought a pair of short-

waisted corsets (a good
three inches smaller than
her waist measure) with
the. waistline well defined,

and put it on with the

lacing at the back opening
V-shaped—touching at the

bottom and wide open at
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the top. Then her inventive

genius came to her aid and she
made a dainty triangular-shaped
silk pad of cotton wool scented
with Sachet powder and put in-

side the corsets in front, which
held them well out and immedi-
ately gave the straight busked
appearance so sought after", and
her gowns fit as well over these

stays as if she had expended
pounds instead of shillings. Of
course, the secret lies in making
the pad iust the right thickness,

and shaping it down to fhe

bottom point so that it does, not

feel uncomfortable in any way.

v v v
My little triend can only wear

the long American shoe with
flat heels, and so to obtain the

effect of a high instep she gets
her shoemaker to put in a little

pad of cotton wool under the

tongue, which gives a most
realistic curve and makes, the

foot look a far better shape.

These little ideas are, after all,

so simple when once thought
out, and it is every woman's duty
to make the very most of herseif

in everv wav she can.
Demi-transformation Toupee at Andre Hugo's

Last year's evening dresses of silk, satin or brocade can
be charmingly utilised this season if cleaned and shaped up-

to-date bv being covered with plain or fancy net, or one of

the lace robes obtainable everywhere at moderate prices.

The daintiest effect I

have seen fcr a debu-
tante's dress was of
white, net, made in

graduated tucks
around the skirt,

starting very small at

the waist and getting
wider as it reached
the hem and finished

with fussy frills of

chiffon. The bodice
was simply made, the

tucks starting small
at the waist and
widening to the
ctecolletage, which
was edged with
chiffon frills. The
model I saw had
appliques of coarse
cream lace, and a
short bolero of fhe
same of the bodice
with transparent
elbow sleeves-, but
this was^not all neces-
sary. Black spotted
net over silver tinsel

makes a most charm-
ing evening gown.

I am very proud
of an evening cloak
that is the envy of
all beholders, which
I have just evolved
out of my " inner
consciousness " at
comparatively little

cost. A short time
ago I attended a
bargain sale (I had
almost said fight !)

and emerg-ed the

a spray of black
skirt consists of
at bottom with
black velvet bow

dishevelled but triumphal,
possessor of a slightly soilet

cream latce robe for the sum c

one pound. I mounted the skir

on a remnant of deep pink sill

cut in the new Curved cap<
shape, three-quarter length a

the back and short rn froni

This was edged with frills <

!

pink and white chiffon, and th

high lace cottar was lined wi't

gathered pink chiffon, and m
cape looks worth five or si:

guineas at least. The bodic
piece made a charming thcatn
blouse over white silk, with bi;

choux of black velvet and trans

parent sleeves. Now who say.

I cannot be economical (when
necessity compels it !) ?

My artist has sketched .'

charming dinner gown. The
bodice is composed of a bolerc

Of thick lace, with fur edging
over a pale yellow front, crosset

with black velvet and g'olc

buttons. The neck forms a V.

finished with band of golc
galon, the same as compose:
the belt ; row of black velvet,

with long ends on one side, anc
flowers with gold centres the other. The

lace slip over pale yellow underskirt, edgec
fur lace, mittens fastened at the top witl.

HOUSEHOLD

The Servants' Training Home at Rruton

THE SERVANT UIFFI

Cl'LTY

The ever-increas-

ing difficulty of ob
taining servants is ;

fact which no one cat

afford to ignore. A
the same time, thos<

who understand life

as lived in remot<

English, Scotch, am
Welsh villages an
aware that many ;

cottager finds it 1. =«t c

to discover suitable

places for her daugh
ters — utterly inex

perienced and un
trained an they are.

The surrounding
mistresses of large

country houses dislike

receiving into theii

service maidens from
a neighbouring vil-

lage, which entails

gossip and a habit oi

" running home,'
both of which arc

objectionable ; so the

raw material remains
still raw material, for

want ofa link betweer
it and that domcstii
machinery which
should convert it intc

a responsible, well

trained servant ; and
this, when in Londor.
alone there is an abso-
lute hue-and-cry afte*'
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those estimable young women entitled "'tweenies," whose ladies anxious to help the cottagers in their neighbourhood,
position is the position of all others suited to a girl who and I shall be pleased to send its address to any reader who
seeks a first place; for is not a "'tweenie" a person ! wants it. Why cannot other registry offices of a similar
who, from the housemaid in the morning and the cook in nature be started by those who are willing to benefit their

the afternoon, must perforce learn something of domestic
j

sisters and also supply a great want. Surely if every
service before many weeks have passed over her head ?, village had its registry office, and every town its training-
While, for that matter, even better positions are open ' home for servants, the domestic problem would be less

to the village girl, since, in these days, so great is the difficult to solve,

dearth of trained servants that mistresses have to <f V 9
engage whom they can, and train them, rather than ' I KNOW of an excellent training-home, too—Bruton Hos-
do without ser-
vants a f

. all.

* v *
The country

jnaid pure and
simple, if she hail

from a decent cot-

tage, is far more
easily taught than
is her town-bred
sister, who, when
she enters service,

seeks for a situa.

tion in a cheery
abode where even-
ings out are da
rig 11 ear. So
anxious are they
all about this vital

question of even-
ing junketting,
that after they
have shut the doo. 1

behind them, pre-
paratory to an in-

terview, you will

observe a nervous
desire to learn at

once at what hour
you dine, and when
you answer '

' At
eight" a shadow
crosses their
youthful features,

and they regard
you with a dis-

pleased air and
decline your situa-

tion. They patter
out of the house
without loss of

time, and hie them
to a different species of household where things are " pro-
perly arranged." No wonder, then, that there are no
"'tweenies" to be had, and no youthful embryo parlour-
maids to train unless one seeks t'hem in the country and
obtains them by accident as it were, for few villages own a
registry office to which one could write.

¥ * *

THE PRIDE OF THE HOUSEHOLD
One Guinea Prize : E. E. Shell, 6, Rectory Road, Canton, Cardiff

pital, Bruton,
Somerset. Here
there is such a
demand for the

girls that they
are engaged
months before
they are allowed
to leave the hos-

pital, and one has
to rise early and
be excessively pre-

vious to obtain

their services at

all. It is con-
ducted on philan-

thropic but at the

same time tho-

roughly practical

lines.

9 * *
In the early part

of this century
Sydney Smith was
asuccessful trainer

of servants. He
states in a letter to

a friend: "I
caught up a little

garden girl, made
like a milestone,

christened her
Bunch, put a nap-
kin in her hand,
and made her my
butler." He de-

vised a species of

catechism to
teach his maid
what not to do.

It ran somewhat
after this fashion:

" What is bluebottle fly-catching, Bunch ?
"

" Standing with my mouth open, sir."

"What is plate-snatching, Bunch?"
"Making a grab at your plate, sir, before you have

finished."

Bunch was a robust person who adored her master. She
married his coachman and was succeeded by another village

There is one, indeed, that I know of, where country girls ! girl, who after her master's death lived in York and was
enter their names, and where every help is given them to never weary of extolling his virtues. Yet I doubt if Sydney
procure suitable places. This office is organised by two ' Smith's training would answer nowadays.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPETITION
THE PRIZE LIST FOR NOVEMBER

rst Prize, £ 10—B. R. Boyd, Demelie, Murrayfield
;
Mid-

lothian. .

2nd Prize, £5—Robert E. Dora, 7, Ferncliffe Villas,

St. Luke's, Cork.

Ten Prizes of ,£1 is. each—Miss Florence Crickett,

Governor's House, H.M. Prison, Wakefield (" Ida ") ; Rev.

J. Gardner, The Rectory, Formby, Liverpool ("A Ghost
Photograph ") ; W. S. Carter, 42, Limesfora Road, Nun-
head (" What Larks ") ; E. E. Shell, 6, Rectory Koad, Canton,

Cardiff ("The Pride of the Household"); Mrs. G. Garrett,
Hairdresser, Whiteway Road, St. George's, Bristol ("Waiting
for the Bath "); J. F. McKerchar, 20, Tyndale Place, Upper
Street, Islington ("Chums"); Miss Evelyn Margaret Peters,
Comely Bank, Arbroath (" Wayside Greeting ") ; W. A.
Downing, Brisbane Road, Smethwick (" Feeding Time ") ;

Mrs. Morris, 33, Randolph Gardens, Salisbury Road, Dover
("The Klondyke Dustman"); O. H. Armstrong, 114, Pem-
broke Road, Dublin ("A well-known Dublin Bill-sticker").

This Competition is now closed.

Printed by the Black and White Publishing Company, Limited, at 33, Bouverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Published
Weekly by W. J. P. Monckton, at 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C., England. —Dec 15, 1900.
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SIR ALFRED MILNER, G.C.M.G., K.C.B.

High Comm ssioner of South Africa and Governo of the Orange River and the Transvaal Colonies,
is the right man in the right place, much to the disgust of the few who, hoping that a weak man
might hold the reins, clamour for his recall. Sir Alfred has had a brilliant career — at Oxford as
a scholar, in Fleet Street as a journalist, in Egypt as a financier and author, and in South

Africa as a statesman. (From the painting by L. Davie!. J
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CURRENT COMMENTS
A MERRY Christmas to all : For the

been my happy lot to offer my humble
readers of Black and While Budget.

second time it lias passed from the hands of the authorities at Lourchco
felicitations to the Marques to the Cabinet at Lisbon, such temporary <. u 1

may have cxi: ted dL ; !"J3(
(I. That

* *

isl year we were for complaint
under a pari, it did exist there
With bated can be no doubt,
breathand quick- but that is Imp-
elling pulse we pily all past.
watched the un-

|

folding of the

gri.m struggle in The Portu-
Soulh Africa, but guese Govern-
now, thank Pro- ment, as well as
videh.ee, the the German
cloud has been Government, has
lifted, and we are declined to
on a fair way to identify itself
seethe rights of with Mr. Kruger
civilised man up- and his fruitless

held in the new expedition to the
continent. Last [Courts of
Christmas there Europe, and t>he

was the one topic Parisian journal-
- war- faithfully

j

ists who accept
reflected in this this as a proof
paper, the pub- 1 that Portugal has
lie mirror. This become "asatel-
Christmas there lite of England

"

r.rc varying interests. In South Africa our kith and kin are
j

do not show themselves as respectful ;\s they have recently
still fighting valiantly, and uncomplainingly bearing the thought it proper to be to the Emperor William. It is right

Our Ally King Dcin Carlos of

Portugal
The Queen of Portugal, the daughter

of the late Comte de Paris

horrors of a campaign. To them I say, " Keep your pecker
up! The end must come soon." At home there are many
bereaved. To fehem I say, " Be comforted. " And there are
others who, week after week, have been in close commu-
nion with No. 34, Bou-
verie Street,

say, " Here's
To them I

to another
Christmas" — and to all

again a happy Christmas-
tide.

There is no longer the

least menace to the peace
ofthe world in Mr. Kruger'

s

pilgrimage. Even the for-

mal rupture of diplomatic
relations between the
Netherlands and Portugal
is a light interlude in the
last act that brings the
tragedy of Mr. Kruger's
public career to a close.

The Lisbon Government
declined to have anything
further to do with the
Dutch Consul, Mr. Pott,

for reasons entirely per-

sonal to him. Mr. I'ott

exceeded his office as the
representative of a neutral

Power. He aided and
abetted the Boers. The
French newspapers have a
great deal to say about .the

action of the Portuguese
Government; but they
must remember that in

East Africa there are only
two Powers who have
any right to deal with ter-

ritorial questions. Those
Powers are Portugal and
Germany. It is easy to

H. M.S. " Majestie'"

The flagship of the Channel Squadron decorated at Lisbon on the
occasion of the visit to the King of Portugal. The King and Queen

dined on board, with Vice-Admiral Sir Horry Kawson and staff.

to point out that even in Holland, where blood-reiations'nip
and long-standing sympathies go far to explain the ardent
and unreasoning desire for the success of the Boers, the
Government has behaved correctly. There is nothing in

the reception ofMr. Kruger
at the Hague at which it

would be consistent with
the dignity of this country
to take exception. In

Holland, as in Germany
and even in France, men
of sense cannot pretend to

ignore the absurdity of a
demand for arbitration,

where one ofthe claimants
is not in possession of any
settled machinery of Go-
vernment, or of any
organised force in the

field.

<9 "9 -9

THE breach caused be-

tween Lisbon and the

Hague by the refusal to

continue Mr. Pott's ex-

equatur will be healed
without any real difficult'',

and probable without any
very prolonged delay. In

the meantime, Portugal
has had the less reason to

dissemble her love in 01 r

regard, now that the con-
flict is settled and the elo-

quent eulogy pronounced
by King Charles upon the

friendship between the

Lusitanian realm and the
British Empire — and re-

ciprocated in the telegram
from the (Jueen— is the

genuine expression of the

sentiments between the

understand the difficulties in which the Portuguese Go-
,
two countries in the main for five or six centuries. A Boer

vernment was involved at the beginning of the Transvaal
[
success in the present struggle, if such an event were

war, and one need not go back upon the then subsisting I conceivable, would have been a death-warrant ot the

close relations between some ofthe local officials and the I Portuguese, as holders of Delagoa Bay. On that spot the
ruling ring at Pretoria. But, as the problem of the war

]
Boer Executive had cast a longing eye, for the Transvaal to

came to be worked out and the control of the situation ' be great required a port, and that at no distant date.
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All Paris is Christie sold a number of Nel-
agog over the W'il- . son relics fry auction. A sword
helmina thimble, presented to the hero alter the
In giving the hand- victory of the Nile Fetched some

£, 1,500, and a small oak and
brass inkstand 'vent for £700 ;

whilca little silver toast-rack was
knocked down at the phe-
nomenal price of over £y> an
ounce. The estimate formed
in some quarters of £'5,000 as
the value of the stolen relics is

They
1

probably a long way below the

mark, and it is far more likely

that under die hammer the
articles in question would fetch

double that sum.

Mr. Edward Lloyd
The singer who has retired from profess!

life. (Photo by Russell and Sons)

some silver thimble,

Mr. Kruger inti-

mated that he did

not reserve the de-
sign to himself.

That was the hint

to fanc\ - goods
merchants to copy
therewith,

have not been slow,

it n d hence the
boom of the Wil-
hclmina thimble, of
which an accom-
panying illustra-

tion is given.

:-.d
«J> V V

Meanwhile

•f s? v

While the Naval Hospital
has lost, the Royal United Se'r- I lie Queen of Holland
vice Institution in Whitehall has Whose Govern

the trained. To the fine collection

The thimble presented by Mr. Iiruger to the Queen of Holland
as a marriage present

young One en ot

Holland :s busily

preparing for her
forthcoming mar-
riage. Her wed-
ding-dress, be it

said for the benefit

of the fair sex, is

being cut out and
made up by a
Parisian couturiere

from stuff specially

woven in Holland.

The embroideries

will be worked by
Dutch needle-
women on the
dresF, when it has
been sent back
from Paris. At
present the train

of silver brocade
has left the cou-

turiere's hands,
and is now in charge of the National School of Industrial

Art at Amsterdam. Six of the most proficient pupils, under
the direction of the head-mistress, have commenced em-
broidering the train in a design worked in silver threads
and paillettes. The whole dress will be similarly adorned.
The bodice will be entirely finished in Paris, except as
regards the embroideries, which will, as in the case of the

skirt and train, be supplied from the Amsterdam Industrial

Art School.
sj> V V
that the robbery at the Naval

Hospital, Greenwich, was com-
mitted for the sake of the
precious metal of which the
relics wcie composed. Although
the intrinsic worth of the stolen
relics—as apart from their senti-

mental and market value—is

s tated to be small, the question
is largely one of comparison.
The six medals taken from the
Painted Hall are of gold, and
are worth as bullion not less

than £4 or £5 apiece. The two
sword-hilts are composed almost
entirely of precious metal, and
their weight cannot be much
under forty ounces, the value of
which would be about £150. If

we add the metal on the sword-
scabbards, snuff-boxes, &c. , it

Mr. Pott will be seen thai the worth of the
l-ate Dutch Consul it Loureaco booty, as so much gold, is not far
Marques, who by exceeding his short ofj£.>oo. As forlhcirmarket
fi'ity created unpleasantness be- ,

-~
, . , .

ix..™ his Government and p,r- value, it maybe pointed out that
rngal a few* \ ears ago Messrs.

ment is at daggers
drawn with Portugal

of Nelson relics

there has been
added a figure
of the g r e a t

Admiral, cut out of
a solid block of
silver, and weigh-
ing no less than
873 ounces. This
valuable trophy,
which is a beauti-
ful piece of work-
manship, was pre-

sented to Nelson
by George III. on
the anniversary of
his victory at the
Nile, and bears on
the pediment the
inscription, " To
N.," with a crown
and a coronet.

Therf. no doubt

The Painted Hall, Greenwich
The Nelson- Relics were stolen from casts- standing beside the door-

way shown in our illustration
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Lieut. F. V. Young
1st Canadian Mounted Rifles—Wounded

at Broflkhurst Spruit

Captain J. R. M Taylor
U.S Army—Mentioned by Gen. Gaselee

for gallantry in China

Major Allister P. Gordon
Gordon Highlanders—Promoted for dis-

tinguished service in West Africa

Lieutenant F. V. Young, 1st Canadian Mounted Rifles,

whose portrait is given above, has distinguished himself in

South Africa. In the first place he was wounded at Bronk-
hurst Spruit, and in the second place he and twelve men
captured two of the enemy's guns at Klip Kop on the

Crocodile River.
For this daring
act he was men-
tioned in dis-
patches.

¥ v v

It is only the
other day that the

British flag was fly-

ing at the Capitol
of Washington for

the first time since

181 2, and it was
only the other day
that an American
officer, serving
under an English
one, was recom-
mended for dis-

tinguished service.

But to the point,

which is not a little

interesting. Gen.
Sir A. Gaselee, in

command of the

expedition that re-

lieved Pekin, men-
tioned the name of
Captain John R. M.
Taylor, of the
United States Army, for having "gallantly supported our
fighting line " in the action of Yang-tsun. This good news
is all the more interesting from the fact that Captain Young
comes from an out-and-out American stock—that is really

good old English. He is the great-grandson and name-

The pursuit of De Wet. A council of war at Richmond
Colonel Le Gallais, who was killed, and who run De Wet closely, is standing away

from the group, thinking hard

sake of Commodore John Rodgers, of the famous frigate

President, at or from which—it is a disputed point in history
—the first shot of the war of 1812 between Great Britain and
the United States was fired ! Captain Taylor's father, both his

grandfathers, three uncles, five great-uncles, his brother, and
cousins were and
are officers of the

U.S. Army and
Navy. The gal-

lant Captain, by
the way, is also a
nephew of Mrs.
Archibald Forbes.

¥ v ¥
It is only ten

years ago since

Major Allister F.

Gordon joined his

gallant regiment

—

the Gordons—as a
"beardless boy."
From the very first

he was voted a
jolly good fellow,

not only by his

brother officers, but
by the rank and
file, with whom he
was an especial

favourite. There
was something so
taking in his ap-
pearance, some-
thing guileless in

his clear blue eye,

career. Even thethat everybody prophesied a brilliant

furrows on the face of the grim old gallant Colonel — the
" Iron Duke " was his regimental name—lightened as he

approached the company under the command of his pro-

j raising " sub." Now that " sub " is Major. Hedeserves it.
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In the vanguard of civilisation. The opening of the new Mosque at Khartoum. Borhan
Bey reads in Arabic the speech of the Acting Sirdar, Jackson Pasha

At the opening of the new Mosque at Khartoum. The cosmopolitan crowd — British,

Egyptian and Soudanese officers watching the ceremony

THE REHABILITATION OF THE SOUDAN
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The Alaska Goldfields — The beach at Cape Nome showing the encampment of those
who took part in the recent rush to the new diggings

OWING to the gold rush a few months back, a farge and
flourishing; town has now sprung- up at Cape Nome, on the
Alaskan shores of Behring Straits, on a spot which only two
years ago was a barren Arctic desert. The remoteness of
Cape Nome may be realised by the fact that it is only

30 miles (across the Straits) from the Siberian village of
Oumwaidjik, where the traveller, De Windt, was turned back
by unfriendly natives in 1896 on his land journey from New
York to Paris. Our illustrations are supplied by Mr. Adrian
Graves, who has several claims in the Klondyke, and who
has just returned, after an adventurous journey, from the

new American mining camp.

Tins Christmas will not be a particularly brig"ht one for

many hundreds of people in Rome, for just the other day
the houses in the neighbourhood of the River Tiber were
cleared of their inhabitants. This drastic measure was

rendered necessary by the destruction of the river embank-
ment by the floods that have worked havoc right and led.

Not only was the renowned Forum under water, and the
Protestant cemetery so covered that one could not get
within 600 feet of it, but 1,000 yards of the embankment
was carried bodily away into the river. The now empty
houses in the vicinitv stand like grim spectres with rents

from top to bottom. The amount of damage is incalculable,

but over ^2,000,000 will be required for the repair of the
embankment alone. One's mind naturally turns to the
great floods of December, 1870. Then the clerical party
pointed out that it was the finger of God because Rome had
been wrested from them ; now their opponents—the Liberal
party—retort that it is the finger of God in the Holy Year.
However that may be, the fact remains that Rome would
have been completely under water had it not.been for the

embankment. It will take two years to make good tile

damagre.

The Alaska Goldfields The Snake River blocked with the boats of the ciold-seekei'o

(Photos by Hegg. Dawson City, Klondyke)

CAPE NOME -THE LATEST "MUSHROOM" TOWN
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The Flood* in Rome — The Forum, the ancient market-place under water. The floods
did immense damage, sweeping away the Tiber embankment, which cost £'3,000,000

1 he Catholic Church in Paris. A clever photograph of his Eminence Cardinal Richard
coming from " Red Mass "

ROME AND ROME
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A touching ceremony at St. Vincent. The funeral of a British soldier who died on board
the "Aurania." The Portuguese feelingly sent the funeral party seen in the illustration

Of all the incidents connected with the recent dealings of

Portugal with this country, the most touching was that of

St. Vincent. A wounded British soldier died on the Aurania
on the way home and was buried in the little cemetery of

St. Vincent. When the Portuguese heard of the death they

at once sent a funeral party, and the illustration above
shows our Portuguese allies walking by the coffin that was
to fill one of the little plots on which the sun never sets—the

British soldier's grave. A detachment of sailors was sent

from the Cambria, the remainder of the mournful procession

being made up by men from the Aurania. It is the chance
of war, and our thanks go out to the Portuguese.

^ * ¥
People who have money to spare during this festive

season, and who desire to increase the comfort of our
soldiers at home, had better refrain from contributing to

funds that go to swell the money in the hands of the Com-
missioners of the Patriotic Fund. No doubt those who

control the fund mean well. They have much money at

their disposal, and, on the other hand, many men who have
fought and bled for their country have died in the work-
house or by the wayside. The amount of red tape and the

upkeep of a clerical staff have put this fund beyond the pale

of use for the rank and file. People had far better subscribe
to some practical scheme. For instance, the Daily Tele-

graph Fund is, and has been from the beginning, a splendid

and gigantic undertaking. Further, money may be sent

to soldiers' homes, but it is better to discriminate. There
are homes devoted to affairs in which certain forms of
religion take prominent parts, and there are "homes" that

are homes. In the latter category is the Soldiers' and
Sailors' Hotel in Moreton Street, Vauxhall Bridge Road.
It is supported by voluntary contributions and is an insti-

tution to take the place of home—a place of rest and recrea-

tion for our soldiers. The illustration below is from a
flashlight photo by F. G. Hodsoll.

A glimpse of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Hotel, Moreton Street, Vauxhall Bridge Road.
It is supported by voluntary contributions

THE CHANCES OF WAR
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ENGLAND AUSTRALIA

ILLUSTRATED BY L RAVEN HILL

Year by }
-ear the Butcher's Carnival is held at the Agri- I

cultural Hall under the direction of the Smithfield Club, and
it may be as well to say at the outset that the fat cattle

shown at Islington are primarily butcher's beasts.

The Smithfield Club
is, strictly speak-
ing', an agricultural

society founded for

the purpose, not of
improving the
breed of cattle, but
of offering prizes

for improvements
in feeding and fat-

tening cattle.

The Smithfield
Show is a supple-
mentary gathering
to those held at

Xorwich and Bir-

mingham. The col-

lection starts in the
fine old Xorfolk
town. It then jour-
neys south, taking
in Birmingham, by
the way, and the
prize-winners fight

out the rubber at
Islington.

The British com-
missariat, so far as
meat is concerned,
although having its

head - quarters at
Smithfield, is by no
means dependent
upon home sup-
plies, as everyone
knows. These are
supplemented by
live cattle sent
chiefly from the
United States and
Canada, by " cloth
meat" from Ame-
rica, by frozen
meat from Aus-
tralia, and by mut-
ton from Europe

—

in fact, dead meat
reaches the Central
Market at Smith-
field from all parts. Christmas Cheer — From Australia to London

A large amount of the foreign meat, the live cattle being
slaughtered at the place of landing—Liverpool and Dcpt-
ford—gets to Smithfield Market and, necessarily, enters in-

to competition with the home produce which is either sent,

alive to Copenha-
gen Fields, where
the average oi" live

British beasts is

3,500, with 12,000
sheep and 250
calves at each Mon-
day market, and
600 beasts and 5,000
sheep at the supple-
mentary market on
Thursdays, or is

killed by the grower
and consigned to

Smith field in
"quarters." And
here it may be re-

marked, enpassant,
that the railway
rate for British

meat from Liver-

pool to London is

about twenty-five
per cent, in excess
of the rates charged
for the conveyance
of American meat,
nevertheless more
of the native meat
does get to London,
and there is nothing
quite so good as
the real article.

The best of all

British beef conies

from Scotland, and
is killed in the
neighbourhood of
Aberdeen. It must
not be supposed
that all meat that

comes from Aber-
deen is Scotch beef,

however, any more
than all oysters
that come from
Whitstable are
Royal Whitstable
Natives. A great
deal of Irish beef
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becomes Scotch. The process is simple. In .1886, tor

instance, 1,687,505 Irish cattle were shipped across the Irish

Channel as store cattle. About two-thirds of these were not

destined to stop at Bristol, but were again shipped to

Scotland, where they enjoyed three or four months' feed-

ing and found their way into the London and provincial

markets as " prime Scotch," and made " top prices," or
about one-halfpenny per pound more than any other meat
that was offered.

Unfortunately, the immense impetus given to the foreign

r.ndColonial meat trade of late years has had its effect upon
the Irish industry.

And whilst we are neglecting our home markets, another
consideration not to be lost sight of is, what would become

should be otherwise, and there are those who llijnk, with
apparent reason, that we can provide ourselves with all the
meat we require. The importation of live, dead or pre-
served cattle from America, the Colonies and the Continent
is of comparatively recent date, and prior to 1840, when the
first cattle were received from the Continent, we readily
produced all the meat that the people wanted, while
farmers made ample profits at much lower prices than they
now receive. Population has increased, but so has the
science of meat growing, else the Smithfk-kl Club must
confess itself a failure.

We pay not less than two millions sterling per annum to

America alone for products such as meat extracts, potted or
collared heads, and brawns, the material for which in

Getting ready for Christmas — Bringing in halves of beef at Smithficld Market

of England's food supply from abroad in the event of a
European war ? Such a thing is possible^ and then prices
must rise at least 40 per cent. However great may be the
advantages of having access to the best markets of the
world, this must cause certain misgivings. The Navy, upon
which so much reliance is placed, might prevent anything
in the shape of a.complete blockade of the shores of Great
Britain, but privateers might hinder the access of half the
food for which we are at the present time dependent upon
foreign States. Food cargoes might have to be transferred
from British to foreign bottoms, and there would be a con-
sequential rapid rise to famine prices. Scotch cattle is

prime cattle from Scotland and Ireland, Welsh mutton- is

eiily for the epicurean dabbler in " haunches "—the peo-
ple's meat is not generally home grown. It cou'd and

England is at present either discarded or solcFat a- miserablt

price under the present wasteful system of sending live

cattle to London. This is a sad fact, and yet it is pretty

generally conceded that meat killed where it is grown is

much better in flavour than that which has stood a journey
by road or by rail, as its weight is superior. " Shrinkage

"

may be put down at £2 a head, and it is lost to farmer,

landlord, and consumer alike. But this is not the only

trouble. As to Smithfield Market, the Corporation of Londcn
has created a monopoly in food, or, if not quite that, it

controls the food supply of the people. The rich can take
care of themselves. It was inaugurated on November 24th,

1868, and opened on the 1st December following, and its

evil deeds have increased with its age. The market is

registered to contain 154 tenants, 149 salesmen, four carcase
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butchers, and on; meat con-
tractor in the meat market, and
28 meat salesmen in the poultry

and provision market. The
large proportion of these men
are dealers or middlemen, who
purchase meat from those to

whom it is consigned for re-sale

to retail butchers. Others are
carcase butchers, or dealers,

who buy live stock at the Isling-

ton Market, and after slaughter-

ing the animals, bring the meat
to the Central Market for dis-

posal. Thus the meat supply of

London is in the hands of a very

few privileged special tenants,

for Smithfield is not a market
where the actual grower or his

servant meets the actual pur-

chaser, or even the immediate
retailer to the public. The
commission charged ranges
from 2]/z per cent, and upwards,
and if this were all, who should

complain ? It is probably one
of the easiest methods to con-

sign meat on commission to

Smithfield, but the intermediary
profits are very heavy, and go
neither into the pockets of the

producers nor the consumers.
What is badly needed is an
open market, where the" pro-

ducer could, if he wished, sell

either to the retail " butcher " or

to the public direct. The pre-

sent system of a closed market requires very careful in-

vestigation. The public regarded with complacency the
closed gates of the market, for the major portion of the
business is now transacted at Smithfield between the hours
of 2 and 7 a.m. The public cannot go marketing in the

night. That is left to the
912 butchers and 530
porters. How important
their work is may be
seen from, the fact that
there are 5,000 butchers
in London, with about
i,oco slaughter-houses.
There are, therefore,

4,000 "butchers" who
supply their customers
with meat thev have not
"butchered." These find

the supply varying at the
Central Market from day
to day, and the only con-
trol that a salesman has
over the amount con-
signed, coming as it does
from all parts of the
world, is to wire a " Stop
supplies " to the English
consigners. The Ame-
rican and foreign meat
comes in fitfully, and
practically rules the mar-
ket. The retailer gets
the benefit of an over
supply in the cheap rates

thai rule ; the consumer,
who knows nothing about
the vested interests of
the privileged middleman,
underwhatever conditions

may obtain, gets an al-

most unappreciable ad-
vantage and pays nearly
the same if " sides " are

A good judge at 2s. 6d. or 4s. 6d.

Pork

Everything in the Central Meat
Market is a puzzle. The meat
is sold by the 8 lbs., which used
to be called a " stone." He
doesn't want a " side," and
when there is a " pull " the
middleman "comes in." It is

the same from January to De-
cember. The heaviest week in

the market is generally before

Christmas, and although 2,000

tons is looked upon as a heavy
day, the quantity could be
doubled were it not to some-
body's interest to keep the

prices up.

The producer is told that his

meat is not wanted, the con-
sumer goes on paying tenpence
a pound, and the middleman
finds it simpler to sell eight

pounds of beef for three shillings

and sixpence than to sell sixteen

pounds for five shillings. There
is a market for the sixteen

pounds at fourpence a pound,
but a pretty little arrangement
is made to keep down supplies,

and to maintain prices, and
the great down-trodden public

bows to the tyranny of Gog
and Magog, and is afraid to

enquire into the secrets of the

only meat market which is per-

mitted by the Fathers of the

City to flourish within the sound
of Bow Bells. The farmer

gets poor prices, and is told that it is American com-
petition, and that his meat is not wanted ; he has no
means of ascertaining and after a time gives up growing
beef and mutton, because he knows that, so long_ as

the monopoly is permitted in the centre of distribution,

so long as there is a
barrier of fat profits

between him and the
actual retailer, he can
only get interest on the
money sunk in his cattle

and its feeding grounds,
and if he has to pay
interest on money he has
borrowed to start the
business, there is no profit

for him, and no rent for

his landlord. And yet,

just because they know
how to manage the thing
on the other side of the
Atlantic, there are cattle

kings and pork palaces
in plenty.

The Corporation charge
their toll. It is their

business to see that the
public is not debarred
from enjoying the rights

of buying in London's
meat market ; that the
consumer can, if he so
will it, send his meat to

Smithfield in his own cart,

and under the care of his

own servant. The users

of Billingsgate, with all

its disgraceful " corner-

ing," have this privilege.

Why are meat growers
to be treated differently

and to give up the
battle for a livelihood in

disgust ? Porter—no arsenic

OUR FOOD SUPPLY-CHRISTMAS AT SMITHFIELD MARKET
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Tt.E FLEET AND THE EMPIRE Admiral, is only consistent with the traditions of an alii ai e

that runs back for more than a hundred years before the
momentous day when Arthur Wellesley took over the com-
mand in Portugal, which he did not give up until lie was
welcomed in Paris as one of the conquerors in 1814, and is

in a sense even as old as the Plantagencts. As the Portu-
guese Minister of Marine said in his speech :

" Welcome
to our allies ; that is the greeting of all Portuguese who
knowand can appreci'ate the great value of the visit of the
powerful British Fleet. Portugal aid England are two
essentially Colonial countries.

THE VISIT TO LISBON
Tin-: Navy created the Empire, and the fishermen of the

Cinque Ports created the Navy. The Portuguese explored
the world, the Dutch
beat the Portuguese,
and we beat the
Dutch—all of which
is interesting at the
present juncture,

while we are great
friends with the
Portug'uese, and arc-

reminding the Dutch
that we are still

strong- to strike.

And we are strong,

in the first place, in

our Navy. Not so

many hundred years
ago Eng-land—un-
known in those days
as Great Britain,

because the Scots
were at war with
her— was nowhere
as a great Power.
As Mr. I.J. Green, the historian, says:—"What Wolsey
and Henry had struggled for, Elizabeth had done. At her
ascension, England was scarcely reckoned among European
Powers. The wisest statesmen looked on her as doomed I with Portugal, which had long existed in treaties, and was

Jack at gun drill. After tossing the

gun about as if it were a plaything

Jack takes a rest

guese Government, said he desired

British nation in the person of its

ointing then to the

British flag, hung
on the walls, the
Minister exclaimed :

" Thereisthe British

flag ; let us salute it

with respect and
affection, as the

Portuguese flag was
saluted at Koomati
Poort. These two
salutes were tin-

public affirmation ot

the alliance between
the two countries."

And the Portu-
guese Prime Minis-

ter, speaking in the

name of the Portu-

to salute the great

august Sovereign,

Queen Victoria, and to salute the alliance of Great Britain

to fall into the hands of France, or, to escape that fate, by
remaining a dependency of Spain. But the national inde-

pendence had grown with national life. She now stood on
a footing of equality with the greatest Powers of the world.
She had sprung at a bound into a Great Sea Power."
That settled the matter. At that time Spain and Portugal

were the foremost maritime Powers ; and, by the way, the

decline of Portugal commenced with her incorporation with
Spain. Portugal had established Colonies in the East. Her
great sailor, Bartholomew Diaz, had rounded the Cape
of Good Hope in i486, and three years later Vasco de
Gama first saw the waters of the Indies. In a few
years Portugal was the Power in the East ; but the
fishermen of the
Cinque Ports upset
all her arrange-
ments. These
fishermen were
tired of staying at
home ^11 the year
round, although
theiravocationwasa
dangerous and lively

enoug-h one. The
wonderful stcr.es
brought home by
those who had been
in distant parts in-

duced the youngc;-
men to serve with
the great English
pirates ; and hence
came the men who
thrashed the Dutch.
The latter had, per-
haps, better seamen
for leaders, but the
English— I use the
term advisedly—as
man to man, were superior. I iiat being the case, they
~;ot at the Dutch, and stuck to them until they gave in. As
with the Army, the best men won ; and thus the Empire has
been founded, not on strategy, but on strength—sheer
animal strength. When that strength decays, so will the
Empire. But Christmastide is not the time to prophesy ; it

is the time for peace and goodwill ; and, consequently, the
attitude taken up by the Portuguese Government is emi-
nently satisfactory.
The cordial and friendly reception of the British Fleet at

Lisbon, which met with an equally hearty response from our

An effective movement — the point salute

(Photos by Keleher and Co.)

confirmed in recent acts. The significance of the alliance,

which had its roots in the past, its confirmation in the pre-

sent, and its promise for the future in the sincere under-

standing of the two peoples, was the assurance that their

rights would be respected and their dominions maintained.

It was a guarantee that the interests of civilisation and pro-

gress would be defended and proclaimed."

In reply to the King's felicitations, Her Majesty sent

the following message :

—

"I am greatly touched by your kind telegram.

I sincerely thank you, dear nephew, for it, as well as

for the good wishes which you entertain for me and my
people. It is again with the greatest pleasure that I

recognise the cordial

and friendly under-

standing between
Portugal and
England.

"Victoria."

After the banquet
given by the King,
the British residents

held sports, to which
the Navy con-
tributed.

^ v ¥

Christmas is kept
with great jollity

aboard every British

man - of - war, and
ancient customs are
rigidly observed.
That there is good
cheer in plenty goes
without saying—for

where is the Briton

at home or abroad
who would spread a niggard board at Yuletide ?

In Jack's case, however, the accident of his geographical
situation sometimes has an important influence upon the

menu of his Christmas dinner. But roast beef and duff

(i.e., plum-pudding) always figure in it. And" though Jack
has no girls to kiss beneath it, yet he hangs up the

mistletoe-bough between decks, with as much of other

greenery as he can get hold of. The lower deck of a
battleship is generally a perfect bower of evergreens on
Christmas Day. Immediately the day is ended down comes
the decorations, and the decks assume their normal appear-
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ance—for it is Service custom not to allow the greenery to
|
small one, perhaps the fiddler only, playing the "Roast

remain about, as we do in our houses ashore. Jack takes
j

Beef of Old England." At each table stands a smart tar,

o-reat pains with the decoration of his table for Christmas
|
who proffers to the captain and his attendant officers a

share of the good
things which the

table contains. The
officers taste the
" duff," and the

midshipmen, who
bring up the
rear, seldom fail,

boy-like, to fill botli

stomachs and
pockets with all

the good things
they can get hold
of. When the cap-

tain has finished

his round, the men
attack their dinnei
with a sea-sharp-
ened appetite that

many an epicure

ashore would give

much to borrow for

the day. Dinnei'

cleared away, there

comes a kind oi

go- as - you - please

time, during which
the men hold a

sing-song, drink

toasts, or perhaps
" chair " popular
officers around the

deck.
The 25th of De-

dinner. The pud
dings, &c, are
plentifully adorned
with the photo-
graphs of mothers,
wives and sweet-
hearts.

A sailor usually

has a good number
of photographs in

his ditty box, and
thev all come out

for the Christmas
dinner - table. A
certain amount of
topsy-turvydom is

enjoined by cus-

tom. For instance,

on Christmas Day
the boy of the

mess is its gentle-

man, the work
usually done by
him falling to the

lot of the petty

officers. Carving
is done by the

oldest hands in the

mess, and number
one rig {i.e., best

clothes) is de
rigiteur. Church
precedes the din-

ner. As soon as

Jack's Christinas 'dinner. The meat cart going to the ship

the service is over, the captain and officers make a round I cember is a day much looked forward to by Jack, for

of the decks. A picturesque ceremonial this is too. In Christmas is always kept in right merry fashion aboard
front of the captain march the band, or, if the ship be a her Majesty's chips.

A working-party hurrying on board to get dressed for the Christinas dinner

CHRISTMAS ON BOARD A WARSHIP
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Mir .™h° Channel Fleet to Lisbon was signalised by splendid receptions and sports. Our illustrationthe numbers (not so easy as it looksl ; (2) two ways of bringing in the flag; (8) the scratched " man wi
cropper," and (S) more shandygaff? The ayes have it.

THE CHANNEL FLEET IN PORTUGAL

show (1) taking
; . (4) a •' stoncy
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Serving out grog. On this day only the junior boy becomes senior petty officer, and
the drummer is sergeant-major. They are standing by the tub

A. few young sparks of the Navy who are going to amuse children invited on board ship

CHRISTMAS DAY ON BOARD A CRUISER
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Leslie Stuart, the composer of
"Florodora," &c, &c.

San Toy is not a boy but
a girl

Mr. Huntly Wright in "San
Toy" at Daly's

T. R. Benson, -who is again to charm London audiences Lewis Waller, who has produced " Henry V," at the
with his Shakespearian characters Lyceum

COMEDY AND TRAGEDY
Photos by Mowll and Morrison, Downey, Bassnno, and Lan^Ecr
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T'.'.e remains of a gun blown up
by the Boers when they fled

from Koomati Poort

THE REAL HERO
The following- interesting letter has

reached me from South Africa. A few
months ago an artilleryman (a bombardier)
called at Black and White offices represent-

ing that he was Corporal Money, who helped to save the guns
at Colenso. An interview appeared (full of technical errors)
in the issue of July 7th. The man was a fraud. Corporal
Mooney (the hero of the guns at Colenso) is still at the front,

and has not been home. We are very sorry that such a
gallant soldier should have been put to so much chagrin
and discomfort. The "old soldier," who victimised the
sub-editor, bore a striking resemblance to the photo alleged
to be that of Corporal Money. Corporal Mooney writes :

7th Battery, R.F.A., Natal Field Force,
South Africa.

Sir,—The freedom of the press and freedom of speech

In the vicinity of Jacobsdal

It \v:.s on this kopje that the Boers hid during the day previous to their

creeping into the \ illage and surprising the Cape Highlanders in their camp.

are both institutions of which I am an ardent admirer ; but

freedom of the press may be abused by unscrupulous per-

sons just as freedom of speech may be abused by an
unbridled tongue. I hold it to be the duty of editors to see

that they are not imposed upon by unscrupulous persons,

and whether their papers are intending to publish eulogies

or censures, praise or blame, it is only right to expect

editors to satisfy themselves, as far as possible, of the

absolute correctness of what they intend to publish as facts.

This is intended to lead up to the enclosed most interesting

account of an interview where the interviewer is spoken of

editorially as "We" and the interviewed as "Queen's
Corporal R. J. Money, V.C." Very nearly the whole
boiling of that reported interview is fiction, and I request

that you will be so good as to put something in the nature

of a correction in one of your near future issues. This I

consider to be due to me as I have friends and acquaintances

who read your periodicals, and what must they think of my
qualifications in the George Washington line, or my
attempts to emulate Ananias ?

Breakfast on the veld
The Army mule is a hard worker, but he would .rather be. kicking

bis be^ls untrammelled by the regulation crupper

Scene in a native kraal
The natives are all smiles now that their task-mas;er " the ei lightened

Boer" has been deposed

WITH THE ARMY IN SOUTH AFRICA
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time to publish it to the world. Rather, the fact should be
noted, and no time lost to introduce improvements and
innovations such as will bring the British army up to the

ideal of the practical soldier. It will never reach the ideal

of the fireside and library soldier, who, with his war map
and packet of pin flags, will commence and end any cam-
paign in an hour.

I am afraid that your representative was imposed upon
by some unscrupulous person, who invented a tale in ex-

change probably for a drink, and embellished his tale with
lies in the hope of getting more drink. No doubt he was

In the winter time in China the cold is intense

;

hence the necessity for building bamboo huts. The
illustration shows the 1st stage

The facts, as far as affected by your report of the inter-

view, are these. I am Corporal R. J. Mooney (the mistake
of name is not yours, as even my medal is engraved Money
instead of Mooney). I belong to the 7th Battery, R.F.A.
I was one of a party of thirteen (not seven) who attempted,
under Captain H. L. Reed, V.C., R.A., to save the guns.
I have been nine (not sixteen) years in the service. I am
not touring the country- with the Royal Military Tourna-
ment. I arrived in South .Africa in November last year and
am still here. I have not been out of South Africa in the

Building bamboo huts at Shanghai
for winter quarters—3rd stage

meantime. I never saw active service
in Burmah, don't know General Ward,
nor was I with Kitchener at Omdurman.
I did not get the D.S.O. for bringing in

Lieutenant Higginson of the 5th Fusiliers.

The D.S.O. is an order which is not given
to the rank and file of the arm}'. I was
Corporal Mooney (not Bombardier) when
I left England, and I did not get the
"glorious three penn'orth of bronze" for
bravery at Colenso — I got the distin-

guished conduct medal. I don't know
Toga Hill from Kamschatka. The rest

of this paragraph is rot ! I was not at
the battle of Dundee nor the affair at
Stormberg, and have had the good fortune
to go through the campaign up to now
without being wounded, so am not able
to say how it feels to be wounded. My
admiration for Buller is unbounded, but
this is the first time I have recorded the
fact. The last paragraph but one in the
interview is rot, and as regards the last
paragraph, I have not ventured to express
an opinion as to whether the war has
enlightened us or not. If the British army
is behind the times, the present is not the

WITH

Building bamboo huts for winter quarters at

Shanghai—the 2nd stage

assisted in this by a certain resemblance to the photo with

which the interview is illustrated. I may add that the

photo is mine, and was taken in a group by Mr. Knight, of

Aldershot, on October 21st, 1899.
Trusting you will see your way clear to put some sort of

correction in print in accordance with the above,
I am, yours truly,

R. J. Mooney, Corporal.»
WHEN the Allies started from Taku for Pekin, many

prophesied a coming Moscow. It was said that owing
to the hurried departure of the troops half the

necessaries had been left behind or forgotten. How-
ever, the mistake was soon rectified. In Shanghai
bamboo huts were built to keep out the cold.

The Bund, Shanghai, where the residences of foreigners are situated

THE ALLIES IN CHINA
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The international wrestlers at the Crystal Palace. Pietro, "the
terrible Greek," and Masson, the French champion, fighting for

the mastery. Pietro is on the right

The recent fencing tournament
in Paris. MM. Pitzbacher and

Louis Perie cross foils

Wherever the

Briton travels he

takes his sports

and pastimes with

him. Little he

recks of cold or

heat ; the point is

the game, whether
football, polo,

hockey, or cricket.

He has been seen

panting-, breath-

less, hatless, fol-

lowing- the ball

with the ther-

mometer standing-

many degrees over

a hundred ; he has been . known to play cricket with the

water round his ankles, and it is an everyday occurrence

for him to try to break his neck down the side of a kopje in

his enthusiastic pursuit of what he alleges is polo. What
matters it if the veld is not all flat, or the caking bog-land

not all dry, or the sun-scorched plains not all soft, for the

point is the game and not the weather. On the veld at

present one of" the best exponents of the game of polo is

Viscount Acheson, the son of the Earl of Gostord. He
belongs to the Coldstream Guards, but has recently done

some good service as aide-de-camp to General Pretyman.
Notwithstanding his wound at Modder River, he is as well

as ever, and enjoys his favourite game with zest.

* ¥ ¥
In Erance they do things differently. As a rule they do

not care much for horseflesh—that is to ride on, although

they eat plenty of it—but they do go in for fencing. Per-

haps they are no match for the Briton with his dander up

in a hacking and hewing match, but they know how to use

a foil. For practical purposes they are adepts as they are

in the theoretical, and they are aware of the vantage of

fencing in bringing all the muscles of the body into play.

At the same time our neighbours across the Channel occa-

sionally dabble in feats of strength. At the Crystal Palace

the French champion is a fine specimen of a fine race, and

tussles with might and main against the strength and art

of the "terrible Greek," and Nourlah, the Persian giant.

The positions those wrestlers assume, as seen in the illus-

|

trations, are nothing short of horrible, and one wonders

when their limbs or necks are to be wrenched out of

joint. Still, strong and supple as tigers, they come up

smiling, and form one of the Christmas attractions at the

noted place of popular amusements.

Wherever the Britisher is there is his sport. Our
illustration shows Viscount Acheson, aide-de-camp
to General Pretyman, having a game of polo on

the veld

An ugly position. The International wrestlers at

the Crystal Palace. Pietro, "the terrible Greek,"

and Masson, the French champion, locked in a
tussle. Pietro is uppermost, and is guarding against

a throw

SPORTS NEAR AND FAR
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"Dora cut off the wool with a snap. 'My dear Watson,' she expostulated"

A FRIENDLY OPINION
A COMPLETE SHORT STORY

WRITTEN BY J. A. FLYNN ILLUSTRATED BY W. DEWAR
.•>!<

" I never should have thought it." I stared with dismay
at the hug-e roll of MS.

•' Men are as blind as bats !
" said my sister complacently,

darning the fifth hole in Tommy's stocking.
" But Laura is such a quiet, shy girl that no one on earth

would suspect her of writing a novel."
" Watson Richards"—that is my name—" is such a steady,

mercantile gentleman of forty
"

" Thirty-nine," I corrected.
"That no one would suspect him to be ' Morton Howell,'

the writer of love stories."
" Unless his sister betrays him."
Dora cut off the wool with a snap. " My dear Watson,"

she expostulated, " I've told you three or four times already
that I haven't done so. I merely promised the child that I

would get a successful novelist to look through her story
and give a friendly opinion upon it. If it should be good,
you can have the pleasure of telling her so yourself. If it

is rubbish
"

" It's sure to be."
" Well, then I will be the medium for conveying the fact

to poor Laura. You must admit that I've shown you every
consideration."

" It will waste an evening," I grumbled.
" You'll read it, then ?

"

" I suppose I must."
" She's a nice girl," said Dora absently.
" Very nice—but rather childish."
" Some people would think her pretty."
" I don't see how anyone could question it. Laura has

great brown eyes, a lot of pretty, soft hair, and a charming
way of looking up at you—when she isn't looking down.

" Miss
She is,

Hit

She generally looks down when she is talking to me. f sup.
pose I seem old and staid to her, and inspire awe ! But
we've always been good friends."

" You don't mind, really, old boy, do you ? " Dora asked
suddenly, taking up another stocking.

" No—o," I said slowly, " I should be pleased to help'the
child. I rather like her. But it's a thankless tash gene-
rally, looking over MSS. I suppose it can wait for a day
or so ? I'm frightfully busy."

" I told her it might be a week."
So I carted the bulky roll off to my study, and almost

forgot it in writing a sketch for the Mirror.
" There !

" I said, half aloud, when I'd finished it.

Laura has suggested a charming heroine, anyhow,
as Dora says, an exceedingly attractive young lady,

a cigar, and puffed away contented 1

}
-

in my armchair.
" Let us see what are her ideas of a lover," I continued

after five minutes' idleness. " A big cz ;alry officer, I sup-
pose ; Lord Some-one-or-other. " I untied the MS. and
started lazily skimming the pages.
The first dozen folios were description of tne locality

—

fairly well done. "All this would have to be cutout," I

muttered. "Public won't stand it nowadays." Then the

characters appeared, and I found, with a succession of
smiles, that I knew most of them. The fiery Indian General
was old Colonel Dowson, the genial doctor was her father,

the dude was young Higginson, the kind-hearted widow-
lady was my sister, and little Reginald was nephew Tommy,
with his company clothes and manners on. Upon my word,
I prefer the real Tommy

!

The heroine, of course, was the authoress herself, though
the description failed to do justice to her bonny looks. I
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skimmed along- with interest to find what sort of a girl

Laura was to herself ; and I must confess that she was a
revelation to me. " I must talk to the child and draw her
out," I resolved. " She is distinctly interesting-. She might
make a writer in course of time. It isn't half bad for a girl

of twenty. I doubt if she's that.''

Premonitory symptoms of the hero's approach then
appeared: dark night, lonely road, heroine's ankle sprained,
tears springing unbidden into her eyes, &c.—all the time-

honoured preparations. "Now for' the cavalry lord !
' I

chuckled.
It wasn't a cavalry lord, however—merely the charming

widow's elder brother, who had long cherished a secret

passion. I hardly knew whether to be amused, alarmed, or
horrified at his speeches—a sort of conversational sandwich,
in which my remarks were interlarded with others that I

shouldn't dream of making. As the tale went on a dozen of

my traits were introduced, magnified and glorified, till at

last I put down the MS. with a feeling of mingled vanity and
fright.

" The child is surely not so absurd !
" I muttered. " YVh»v,

I'm old enough to be her—uncle, anyhow !

"

Then a suspicion flashed upon me. Of course, she would
find out later that she wasn't in love with him at all. That
would be making a laughing-stock of me, you know. I

didn't like it much, so I looked hurriedly at the third volume
to see if the Guardsman came along in the end. But he
didn't. The fanciful heroine kept steadfastly in love with
her backward admirer, but couldn t see that he was in love
with her ; and the elderly admirer kept faithfully in love
with the dainty maiden, but couldn't see that she loved him.
So it went on to the end of the book, when he departed for

Africa as a social missionary. I certainly shouldn't do that.

Whilst she became a hospital nurse—the last resort of the
feminine (or quasi-feminine !) novelist. She didn't even
bring them together on his death-bed, which, at Jeast,

showed some literary taste.
" The stock of true love in the world seems so hopelessly

iiadequate to go round,'' she concluded, "that it is saddest
of all when any is wasted. But perhaps there is more than
we think, if only he were frank with her, or she with him.
Perhaps true love comes in almost everyone's life, if he and
she were not afraid to look for it, and see it. Perhaps—O,
I hope it is so !—it makes good men and good women, even
when unavowed and unsuspected ; and when we call it

wasted, it is not wasted at all—which is the moral of my
little story.

"An old moral, little Laura," I said gently to myself ; "but
you have put it prettily." There was .something very
touching in this glimpse of a white little woman's heart

;

something calling me to be better in her estimate of a few
small charities. Her father, being a doctor, is my usual
channel for dispensing trifles out of my superfluity. Could
she really mean
"Time you were in bed, Watson," said my sister, enter-

tag. " What ! reading the great work already ?
"

"Merely skimming here and there," I answered, care-
fessly.

"And the verdict ?
"

"Well— I think I may say that it shows considerable
promise."
" I always said there was something in Laura. You've

no idea, Watson, how deeply that child thinks and feels, or
how much she is attached to her friends. She is loyal to
the core."

It is rare for Dora to make such an outburst.
" I can quite believe it," I said.
" What is it about ? " she asked, returning to her usual

talm manner. It was lucky she hadn't read it !

" The invariable subject—a man and a woman—and
inc'd:ntals."
" OuAe your sort," laughed Dora. "You ought to col-

laborate ! Good-night, old boy ! Don't lose your beauty
sleep." Then she tripped off to bed.
But I sat up and reviewed the subject untj two in the

morning. Apparently Lau.ra was in love with me in an
innocent, girlish way

;
probably she was capable of falling,

deeply in love with me if I wished. I wasn't exactly in

love with her, but I easily could be. She was so very fresli

and good and charming. Should I ? I went to bed without
answering the question.
During the next week my sister asked Laura in several

times, and I took the opportunity of having some long con-
versations with her. After the second conversation the
situation became quite clear. I must have been blind not to see
that she was the prettiest, nicest, and dearest girl that ever
was. The fact was so perfectly evident when I found it out !

" I think my verdict upon the novel is so far favourable
that I can tell Laura myself," I told Dora. She turned her
back upon me, and I should have thought she was laughing,
if there had been anything to laugh about.
So I came home early the next afternoon, and called at

the Doctor's. It was in the middle of spring, when the
primroses make such a show in Horbury Dell, and I asked
if Laura would come and see them. She smiled and blushed,'

and said she would like to ; it was so very kind of me to
take her. When she came downstairs in a bright hat and
smart little jacket, I thought I had never seen anyone look
<;o beautiful before.

" In the spring," she said, " when we come to the dell we'
notice things that we overlook at other times. There is so
much in nature that we miss."
"There are more things in people, that we do not see cf

know, don't yon Lhink, Laura ? "
I suggested.

" For example, I have been surprised during the Last few
days to find that you have grown into a woman—and such a
charming one '.

"

" O, you shouldn't flatter me like that, Mr. Watson '.

There was a ring- of delight—a spring-ring !—in her voice.
"Again, if I were to tell you that I was a story writer,

under the name of ' Morton Howell,' von would be sur-
prised.

"

" O, she cried, clasping her hands, excitedly, " they are
such very, very nice stories, Mr. Watson. I ought to have
known that no one could write them, but you."
"The other day," I continued, "a relative asked me to

read the MS. of a novel by a young lady " Laura stopped,
and the colour began to leave her face—" who means to be
a writer."

"O!" she cried, "she shouldn't have—I—I—O, Mr.
Watson, I didn't dream she meant you!" Her mouth
drooped at the corner, and her big eyes looked tearful.

" It is a very promising work indeed," I said, quickly.
" Of course it hasn't quite the ease of expression that you'
will acquire by practice ; otherwise there are only threej

faults. It is very rare that one can say so much for a first'

attempt."
" And the faults ? ' She was trembling with excitement...
" The first is, that you have not made the heroine quite

so attractive as—someone I know." The cheek next to me.
went crimson.

" Of course she—and all the characters—are purely
imaginary," she said, unsteadily.

" The second fault is that yo.u have left out the numerous
bad points which the hero must have."
She shook her head, and drew lines on the path with her

parasol. " I don't see why he should. And the third fault ?
"

"The third—O Lorry, the third is that the end is all

wrong. They would find out

—

he has found out—my sweet
little girl !

"

When I told my sister that it all happened through the
book, she smiled a superior smile. " Men are as blind as,

bats !
" she said. The End
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The Drury Lane Theatre — Children waiting their call to the stage

I 1 g
-oe < without

Raying that Mr.
V'lhur Collins has
"gone one better

this year in the pro-

duction of the Drury
Lane pantomime
Sleeping Beauty and
theBeast—than even
thai historic home
of gorgeous panto-
mime production lias

ever gone before.

Without a 11 y
doubt, the scenery,
'.I age effects, dre ises

and "talent " is right

down to date, and
the all - important.
piece de resistance

more wondrous,
mysterious, artistic

than ever - and
more profoundly a
secret till the magic
moment of the " first

night arrives."

Anyone who has
seen " the other side

of the picture " will

understand what the

mi'- in v of a Christ-

mas pantomime at

the " Lane " mean .

;

but unless one has
seen it, it is impos-
sible to understand
the months of work,
organisation, origin-

ality and thought
put into the pre-
liminaries by Mr.
Collins and his ( Jenii

of the Ring before
even the first re-

hearsal can be
called.

The services of a
whole army of scene-
painters, costumiers,
electricians and car-
penters are engaged
months ahead to put Dan Lena and Herbert Campbell arrange some business

PREPARING THE DRURY LANE PANTOMIME

the initial touches
to their several de-
partments and set

the ball a-rolling.

The hopelessness,

the chaos, the worry,
the good-humour of
a first rehearsal !

Three or four hun-
dred performers, all

profoundly at sea,

and all talking at

once. The chorus-
master, Mr. Robert-
son, in a dozen
places simultane-
ously striving to

marshal his class.

Mr. John D'Aban,
the ballet-master, in

a corner teaching
the latest in Court
bows to a dozen
dancers. Mr.' Glover
pounding away un-
concernedly at t he-

score on the bass-
throated piano. Mr.
Moore, with every-
body's business from
the fireman's to the
leading lady's to

look after, as well

as his own, and Mr.
Collins' quietly de-

ciding in his own
mind where a touch
or two in the score

he is reading will

be needed to light

the picture up.

In another cor-

ner the inevitable

unget - on - without-

able Dan Leno, with
Herbert Campbell
sandwiched in a
funny story between
a running fire of
comment on llrcir

scores, for Daniel is

to play the Queen to

Herbert's King. The
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four thin men of the

fat man's ballet are
working' their way
out among' the stage
carpenters, back-
wards on all fours,

; s required of them
in their part, un-
conscious of the

hav.oc they are
working- behind
them, and the bow-
wow quartette are
humming' harmoni-
0.1 -slv together the

cjorus of their
" doggy " song".

Downstairs in the
" schoolroom " some
of the children are

h.-ird at work upon
their lessons accord-
ing" to Board School
requirement, while
others are revelling
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A busy corner of the wardrobe

" Catherine-wheel,'-
while a willing' little

mite of twelve bang's
out a waltz tune on
an old properly
piano. Across the
road, on the bal-

cony of Covent Gar-
den, another group
of youngsters are
whiling- away the
tedium of waiting
for their call by cn-

gaging the passers-
by below in spirited

conversation about
having: their photo-
graphs " took " for

a mysterious insti-

tution called " a
piper!" Back again
on the stage Mr.
Collins is " walking
through " the lead-

ing lady's part, to

.Mr. Kaney in his paint room Mr. Collins is quite satisfied

in .the dilight-s of
Xylophone practice.
" Six beats all to-

gether on riumber
three," says the

instructor patiently,

as he goes over and
over again the fir.st

few bars. For, in-

stead of notes, the

little wooden keys
are numbered, and
the youngsters learn

to play as it were
by rule -of- thumb.
Quick little pupils

they are too, for in

about ten minutes
they are able to

hum the tune of
the first few lines,

and incidentally
show their neigh-
bours how it should
be done.

In old skirts, with
many faded relics

of ancient glory
clinging to their

tattered laces and
frills, more children
are learning to -Messrs. Collins, Dan Leno, .Moore, and Ernest D'Aubail comparing parts

PREPARING THE DRURY LANE PANTOMIME

show her how it

should be done, or

instructing the
" spinning - wheel
chorus" in the mys-
terious art of spin-

ning and how they
should place their

hands in imitation oi

the action.

Everywhere it is

the same thing

—

unreadiness, mis-

takes and good
humour — till one
wonders in despair
if the pantomime
will be ready six

months hence in-

stead of in a couple
of weeks, and one
realises that no-

thing" short of a Kit-

chener -which, hap-
pily for Drur}- Lane,
it possesses in Mr.
Collin's— could pull

it out of the chaos
in time to meet the
demands of those in

search of Christmas
pleasure.
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BREAKING IN CHARGERS
FOR CHINA 5

Baden, a small country town in the San Mateo hills, not
more than a dozen miles from San Francisco, is the scene of
a fierce warfare of man versus beast, a struggle such as
probably could be seen nowhere else on such a large scale.

Near the outskirts of this little town 300 men are engaged
in breaking- in 5,000 young horses and mules for the use of
the Kaiser's army in China, whither the animals are being-

shipped as fast as they are ready.
The contract calls for horses and mules of from six to ten

years of age, weight about 1,050 pounds (though animals
are accepted, if free from blemish, if this weight is exceeded),
for light artillery work. Otherwise they are broken in for

cavalry duty. The stock has been bought up on the large
ranges in California, and herded and then driven across
country to the corrals. Some of the most skilful vaqueros
in the country are engaged in the difficult and dangerous
task of taming these wild brutes, for up to the time they
reach the breaking ground they have never had a halter on
their necks, and are utterly /

unused to the presence of
man.
As soon as they arrive on

the ground they are turned
in batches of a hundred or
so at a time into one of the
largest yards. Several of
the cowbays on horseback,
with lariats, then enter, and
riding after the herd as they
canter round the fence-line,

each singles out his victim,

and deftly whirling the rope
round his head, launches it

out into the air. Almost as
surely as it leaves his hands
it encircles the head and
neck of the running horse
or mule. Such treatment
he has never known before,

so off he goes with a dash
until the slack of the rope is

exhausted. He is brought
up with a jerk that throw >

him upon his haunches, for the other end of the lariat is

firmly secured to the horn of the vaquero' s Mexican saddle.
The animal is instantly on his feet again, plunging, kicking,
rearing, jumping, and throwing himself many times in his

fury, sometimes going heels over head and using all his

strength to get away from the rope.

His struggles, however, have tightened the noose until he

can scarcely breathe. If the fight lasts too long another
vaquero lassoes him round the fore legs, and it is a pretty
sight to see the skilful way the noose is dropped just where
the animal's feet will be the next instant. Securely caught
round neck and legs he cannot last much longer, for his

breath is cut off

and his fighting

powers greatly cur-

tailed by the second
rope. Fight, how-
ever, he will until

the very last, when,
exhausted and
sweating at every
pore, he goes down
for good in a cloud
of dust.

Heis thenquickly
haltered and led off

to another corral,

A wild horse throws himself and where he is allowed
almost strangles in his fury to to run about for a

break away few days, dragging

Hearing anj plunging to csc.ipc

the tamer

his halter rope
with him to get
accustomed to

the idea, while
his captors are
busy with others
of his kind. Al-
though he may
fondly imagine
now and then
that he is free

again, he is for-

ciblv reminded
of the fact that

it isonlyadream
whenever one of
his companions
in misfortune
steps on his hal-

ter rope, giving
him a jerk that

is very irri-

tating. After this stage he is tied up to a strong post for a
time, and this always provokes another struggle to get
away from the halter. When he has come to his senses and
given up the struggle he is led to a round corral, where,
without more ado, a saddle is tightly clinched upon him.
This is a ticklish business, and is not done in a hurry by

anj' means. Very carefully

he is approached. While
gently stroking and coax-
ing the animal, the cowboy
quietly places the saddle on
the creature's back, all the

\imc keeping a careful

watch, for an apparently
peaceful animal may in less

than a second become a
very devil in his wild at-

tempt to break loose and
shake the saddle off.

The vaquero, watching
his chance, leaps to his seat

in the saddle, and then the

fun begins in earnest. Buck-
ing, kicking, rearing, and
bucking again, the horse
tries to shake his tormentor
off. The latter, armed with
a whip, is steadily belabour-
ing the creature on shoulder
and flank as fast as he can
rain the blows. But buck-

ing like this is very tiresome. Soon the horse gives it up ;

then the gate is opened and he is taken to the main road.

His spirits rise at once. Now or never is the time, for

surely nothing can withstand him on open ground. A
frantic dase down the road follows, with all his old tactics

repeated, but this is again in vain, for the cowboy keeps his

seat, smoking a cigarette and apparently much at home.
Soon horse and rider come back along the road, the former

!
with all the starch
out of him, and the
first stage of break-
ing a German
cavalry horse is

finished.

A similar pro-
gramme is followed
for several succes-
sive days, and then
the animal is driven
down to the wharf,
ready for duty in

China. Whatever
of his old pranks
he may have left in

him will probably
be forgotten by the

time he reaches his

destination and is

among his older The cowboy deftly leaps from the
associates. saddle of a fallen wild horse

Breaking in a tough customer
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Manchu woman and her children
The Manchu women do not bind their feet, have lovely blue-black

hair and always wear large earrings

Better he than I. Winter bathing — the crouch dive

Peter," the favourite dog of U.K. 11. the Prince

of Wales

The latest arrival at the Zoo — the Albino Roebuck
It Is dazzlingly white, has pink eyes and nose, and likes to lick

himself clean. (Drawn by Miss L. Beatrice Thompson)

Happy Ireland. Xo water rates. A natural shower-

bath in County Tyrone

QUAINT AND CURIOUS
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Madame Sarah Bernhardt has srt a fashion in Paris with

her play L'Aiglon. A loose sleeveless Inverness coat for ladies

with different coloured facing's is called by that name and
is particularly popular. There are .all kinds of eagle charms
and jewels, the prettiest being a brooch in brilliants, the

design being an eagle with outspread wings.

* * *
I have been the round of the millinery establishment.';

this last week, and I noticed that hats are still increasing
in size, the "flatness" of the trimming making theni look

even more enormous than they really are. A lot of the

models noticed were turned up at the back-—a mode very
popular five or six years ago. A large flat bow in velvet

or silk on the crown at the back, and one of the new long
buckles round the crown in front, is often the only trimming.
These hats are worn quite on the forehead.

¥ ¥ 3>

The new feather toques are quite the most chic of all the

small hats. The favourite shapes are the boat, sailor, or
toreador models, which
are covered with the
tiniest feathers from the

breast of an eagle,

pheasant, or any other
bird with pretty plum-
age, and ornamented
on'v with a wing to

match on one side. I

think halt the charm of
these ..toques for the
smart woman is the fact

that they are very ex-

pensive, and they are
also very fragile, the

little feathers being
easily ruffled and dis-

arranged. I noticed

also several large velvet

hats, trimmed with soft

birds' breasts in some
contrasting- colour, put
closely together around
the crown, but they
struck me as being verv
stiff", and not paiticu-

1 n lv pretty.

V V V
Violet May, of

Duke Street, Grosvenor
Square, has a very
pretty taste in millinery,

and her models are so

(heap that her place is

well worth a visit. . I

invested in a pretty but
simple travelling hat of
black felt, with loose-

folds of black glace
(wired) around the

crown. The hat was
tilted well off the head
on the left side, with a
bandeau covered with a
black velvet bow, and
a long steel buckle.
The shape was particu-

larly becoming, as it

was very wide- on both
sides and narrow at
the front and back,

three-corner shapes in felt

A VERY pretty woman in the Row the other morning
had a rather Startling but charming hat on. 1 1 was of pah-

grey fell, of the soft wide-awake style, the only trimming
being an enormous seagull with outspread wings on the

crown. This hat was worn tilted well over l In- face, and
the wearer attracted a good deal of attention during her

constitutional.

* * *
PERHAPS one ol the most important items ol a woman's

wardrobe are the collars and ties, and these are obtainable in

such a large variety of styles and materials that everyone
should be able to discover something: to suit them.

Promenade Toilet

This costume consists of Zibeline cloth.

The bodice is made in bolero shape over
figured -ilk and edged with fur. The
skirt is cut in tuii; fashion, and is also

o\yen to show the silk ot the- fur edges it

round. The wide corslet

is of plain silk

She has several very
for travelling also.

pretty

Klegant Visiting Govui
It is composed of smooth-faced cloth with a cross-way stripe in it, trimmed
with fiannc velvet'. The bolero is of a novel shape, especially in the front,

where it finishes with two pointed ends that fall below the waist. It also

has two pointed ends draped at the neck instead of lace. .Machine stitching

finishes the edges of the cloth

A VERY dainty collar can be made with a band of gold
galoon, with a narrow edging of black velvet at the top and
a narrow ribbon around the bottom, looseiv knotted in front,

the ends being finished with gold tags or slides.

ANOTHER pretty model was of white mousseline, pleated

with a turned-over collar of blue velvet. The jabot of

pleated lace is finished by a bow of black velvet, with large

silver tags on the ends.

J¥ . » _^£ . , .

Short-WAISTED people should always rememb-r when
putting on their corsets in the morning .to pull them well

down in front before drawing in the laces, and also to draw
down the skirt before fastening the waistband. Parisian

I dressmakers arc cutting the skirt-bands into a decided point
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in front, which gives more length to the figure and makes
j

the skirt sit better also.

The new skirts—in spite of all that has been said to the

contrary—are as full as ever, and some of them have a large

oox-pleat in front and two smaller ones on the hips. These
ane stitched down to the knee and fall wide open on the

*>r.-und all the way round the figure.

*i ¥ » *
My dres maker tells me that nearly all her customers are

now wearing stockings to mateh their dresses for day as

well as evening wear. In the case of brown dresses, dark
brown shoes are also worn. With evening dresses, of

course, coloured shoes must also be worn ; but these are

obtainable at most shoemakers now, with Louis XV. heels,

from 8s. 1 id. upwards.
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The latest buckle

been one of the principal attractions at the Paris Exhibition.

1 This buckle has a very original design < f scrolls and cupids

in gold, shaded from deepest gold to palest yellow. In the

centre is a lattice-work of fine gold, each square being

joined by a brilliant. The buckle is backed with royal

blue velvet, but the colour, of course, could be altered tci

mateh the dress.

THERE has been a flutter of excitement in the Palais de

Justice, Paris, but not over a cause tie. rclibre this time. It

was nothing less than the swearing-

in of two lady lawyers.

Mdlle. Jcane .Chauvin, although she missed .being the. first-

lady lawyer to take the oath prescribed by the Order of

Barristers, is, nevertheless, the first and only lady Doetoress
of Law in France— that is, siiie is fully qualified. The other

lady barrister, Madame Petit (ncc Mdlle. Olga Balachowski,
born at Kiev, where she commenced her legal studies),

although she happened to be sworn in before Mdlle.

Chauvin, is not yet a full-fledged lawyer. She is styled
" Avocate a la Cour," and, let it be ad, the members of

the junior Bar find their time fully occupied in comparing
Madame Petit s cap and gown wiih that ( f Mdlle.

Chauvin.

.Mrs. Cornwallis West, l.ajj Filzpatrick and. Miss Sheila
Cornwallis West. The latter is engaged to the Duke of

Westminster

(Photo by G. W. Webster)

THERE is something pretty in the announcement of
marriage between the Duke of Westminster and Miss
Sheila Cornwallis \Vest r the younger daughter of Colonel
and Mrs. Cornwallis West, of Ruthin Castle, Denbighshire.
The Duke and his flanctfe have been companions almost :

since childhood, so that, together with the renowned beauty
of the bride and the well-known manliness cf the bride-

groom, the marriage ought to be an ideal one. The Duke
returned from service in South Africa a few weeks ago, and
is now on duty with his regiment at Knightsbridge Bar-
racks. He recently attained his twenty-first year, and suc-

ceeded to the title on the death of his grandfather twelve
months ago. Miss West's elder sister is the noted beaut}'.

Princess Henry of Pless, who was married in 1891 ; while
her brother quite recently became the husband of Lady
Randolph Churchill.

V v q>

The illustration herewith shows a charming specimen of I

L'Art Nouveau, Saliques' wonderful jewellery, which has I

.Mdlle. Jcanc Chauvin, the first and only Doetoress
J.aw in France

of
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Mr. Kruger's last public appearance. In answer to the cries of a youthful crowd he

stepped forward on the balcony of his hotel at the Hague and bowed acknowledgments
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LORD ROBERTS AImD THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT
The Commander-in-Chief and the prospective Adfutant-General of the British Army. The
Duke of Connaught took over the Irish command from Lord Roberts when the latter left

for South Africa. (Photo by Chancellor, Dublin)
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CURRENT COMMENTS
V.IE exact Jal ; oV th: beginning1 of the twentieth century

ha; riven rise O much discussion, but after all there is no
difficulty about it : tl : twentie. \ century commences on
Tuesday, January 1st, 1901. It is true that many people
hold and have hel .1 that th:: century commenced with the
first day cf 1900, b-f '.hey forget that (in counting) the
hundred i > net completed until twj noughts have appeared.
That is, the fir' t century ended \vi''i the year 100. The
beginning of th; seco» I hundred, cr, as we know it, the
second century, d I no1, of course, commence until 201. So
that, just as the year 100 marked the close of the first century
a ii 201 commenced the second, so the year 1900 finishes up
the nineteenth century and iqoi begins the twentieth.

* * *
The first people to live in the twentieth century wil. be the

Friendly Islanders, for the date-line, as it msy be called, lies

in the Pacific Ocean
just to the east of
their group. At
that time, although
it will Le already
Tuesday to them,
all the rest of the
world will be enjoy-
ing soir .- phace of

Monde/, the last

day ci" the nine-

teenth century. At
Melbourne, the
people will be
going to bed, for it

will be nearly ten
o'clock ; at Manila
it will be two hours
earlier in the even-
ing ; at Calcutta,
the English resi-

dents will be sitting

at their Monday
afternoon dinner,
for it will be about
six o'clock ; and in

London, "Big
Ben," in the tower
of the Home of
Commons, will be
striking the hour
of noon. In Bos-
ton, New York,
and Washington
half the people will

be eating breakfast
0:1 Monday morn-
ing, while Chicago
will be barely con-
scious of the dawn.
At the same mo-
ment San Francisco will be in the deepest sleep of what is

popularly called Sunday night, though really the early dark
hours of Monday morning, and half the Pacific will be
wrapped in the darkness of the same morning hours, which
become earlier to the west, until at Midway or Brooks
Island it will be but a few minutes past midnight of Sunday
night.

The posta' o:der came into being on January 1st, 1881,

and celebrates, therefore, its twentieth birthday on the
dawn of the twentieth century. As presaged by lusty
childhood, it has attained to a remarkably vigorous man-
hood. The grand total of postal orders issued to the
pufclic, from January, '81, to March 31st, 1900—this being
the Oat: ©f the Postmaster-General's latest report—was
860^ millions. The billionth-postal order should be sold
.some time during the latter part of the new 'year. The
value of this enormous total was 327 million pounds, and
'.he commission earned by the Post Office on the inclusive

deal is roughly four million pounds—a fact which very

clearly shows the remarkable earning power of the insidious
leaflets.

* * *

With such astonishing figures before us, here is obviously
an opportunity to drag in St. Paul's Cathedral, to place the

orders side by side and end to end, to pile them on high
(perhaps they woe I reach the moon), and to perform other
arithmetical juggling feats. Instead, a plain little tabic i;

given, showing the periodical growth ot the business :

—

No. of orders Their Profit to

issued. value. P.O.

During the 1st year... 4,462,92c ... £2,006,917... £25,657
During the 10th year 52,659,545 ... £20,563,750 .. .£21*. 93
During 1O99- 1 qoo ... 82,115,674 ... £2^,633,884 ...£3^3,737

Postal orciers for the sums of I-2S

Globe showing, by clotted lines, M here each new day begins. The
white star indicates where the twentieth century Mill open

6'J. and 17s. 6d. were
abolished three
years after the
starting of the

scheme. At the

same time the or-

ders for sums of
2s., 3s., 3s. 6d., 4s.,

4s. 6d., and 10s. 6d.

were introduced.
The most popular
among postal or-

ders — that is the

sum which has
most frequently
been applied for

—

is that for 20s.

Then follow in the

order given the
orders for 5s., 10s.,

is., and 2s. Of
late years the is.

order has been
most in demand,
and bids fair to

out - distance its

rivals. A happy
new century to the

postal order—may
it continue to swell

the Revenue !

v * »
Recent events

in China have
given a fresh in-

terest and signifi-

cance to the efforts

that Russia has
been making for

years past to open
a line of railway

communication east and' west throughout her vast Siberian
Territory. That she is

1 mistress of that vast Empire, is due
in no small part to Yermak, one of the Russian conquerors
of former times. Young Russia, fighting many times with
Turkey and entering into combinations very difficult to

recognise or understand to-day, passed beyond the Caspian
Sea. She subdued the Christian Kingdom of Georgia,
obtained a considerable part of Persia, disciplined the

hordes of Kirgua, advanced her frontier to the banks of the

Purth and the Danube, seized the country from the mouth
of the Terek to the Kur, annexed Mingrelia and Circassia,

gathered in Armenia, Batum, and Kars for man}' a conquest ;

extended her domain through Mongolia and Turkestan to

the capital of the Grand Mogul, drank the waters of the

Oxus, so much desired by Alexander, held a Protectorate

over territories like Kiva and Bokara, arrived at China by
the lett bank of the Amor, while from Merv she threatened
Persia, and from Afghanistan menaced India, constituting

with so many varied tribes an empire so contradictory, that

while they took a superior culture to the barbarians, t'eey

threatened civilisation with irremediable barbarity.
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The only effective method of dealing with guerilla- war-

fare is not one that can be adopted in South Africa. Where
regular troops are engaged, the soldier's uniform proclaims

the man. He may not be shot as a spy (according to inter-

national military law), however near he may be to the

enemy's lines, but the case of a man not uniformed is

different. Armed men in plain clothes may be shot with

compunction, either as spies or guerillas, and that is where
our trouble lies with the Boers. They are all irregulars,

and consequently we cannot finish up a campaign in the

short, drastic manner employed by the Germans in 1871.

They shot ever}- " franc-tireur."

But we are doing our best to stop the war, and one of

those hastening the end is an old Haileybury boy, Colonel

Charles James Blomfield, of the Lancashire Fusiliers. The
other dav a large force of Boers attacked the small garrison

at Yryheid, on the Natal border, near Dundee, but Colonel

Blomfield came to the rescue, and inflicted heavy loss on the

life " Gneiscnau", " . the German training-ship
That was \vrecked at Malaga, near Gibraltar, wiih heavy loss of life

The disaster was all the more tragic in the coincidence
that, about the very hour when the capital of the German
Empire was preparing' to celebrate a day of honour for the
navy by its reception of the men returning from China, the
comrades of these men were struggling for their lives, with
the waves of the Mediterranean. It is not a little strange
that the Gneiscnau formed part of the fleet which appeared
before Zanzibar in 1886, under the command of Rear-
Admiral Knorr, in order, as the Berliner Neucste Nach-
richten puts it, to " break down the influence which the
English exercised over the Sultan to the disadvantage of
Germain." The British fleet was the first to give a helping-

hand to the unfortunate vessel, and the German Emperor tele-

graphed to Admiral Fisher :
— " My Consul telegraphs that

you have kindly sent two ships to assi; t our poor men at

Malaga. I hasten to thank you sincerely. Your action
shows once more that sailors are comrades all the world
over, and that blood is thicker than water." And so it is.

*> ¥ ¥
•Penny wise and pound foolish characterised the action of

a stubborn Dutch tug-master the other day on the Clyde.
He absolutely refused to take a pilot from Glasgow down
stream, and paid some uncomplimentary remarks anent
British seamanship. Besides the charge of 30s. for a pilot

was preposterous, he said. Consequently, he started
" doou the waiter," taking the wrong channel, and ran his

vessel high and dry. He had to pay ,£80 for the r.s.i: tancc
of tutrs to float his boat.

Colonel C. J. Ulomfield, of the Lancashire Fusiliers
Who drove an attacking lorce of the Boers from Vryheid, on the Natal

Border

enemy. Colonel Blomfield was wounded in the early part
of the war, and has distinguished himself in India and
Egypt.

¥ ¥ ¥
The loss of the German- training-ship Gneiscnatt, with

many hands, on the breakwater at Malaga, near Gibraltar,
is a sad addition to the list of similar disasters that the
German Navy, in its thirty years of existence, has had to

chronicle. In i860 the schooner FrauenTob was lost in a
typhoon in the Far East. The training ship Amazon sank
a few years, later off the coast of Holland, while in 1878 the
cruiser Grosser Kiiffiirst sank after a collision near Folke-
stone, and in 1884 the training-ship Undine foundered off I

the Danish coast. In 1885 the cruiser Augusta went down
in a storm in the Red Sea, and in 1889 the cruisers Adler
and Eber were lost in a hurricane in the Bay of Apia. The
gunboat litis sank off the Chinese coast in 1896, and a year
later the torpedo-boat 5 26 was lost at the mouth of the
Elbe, when Duke William of Mecklenburg perished.

A Dutch tug stranded in the Clyde
The master, in -an attempt to save 30s., had to pay /fio. (See above)
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THE GREATEST MARTYR
OF THE AGE

As the Pope, so the Sultan. The Pope
as Spiritual Head of his Church has power
more or less over the members of all

nationalities, so has the Sultan, as the

representative of the Prophet Mahomet,
the power over all Mohammedans in the
world. As the Mohammedans living'

under the protection of the British flag-

are much more numerous than those of
the Christian faith, we have to be very-

civil to the present Sultan, although it is

well known that he is not the rightful

ruler. But Abdul II., leading the miser-

able life he does in his own grounds,

I.Iourad V., the rightful Sultan of Turkey
Who has been imprisoned for twenty-five years

knows his spiritual power over the Mos-
lem world (particularly India), and laughs
at all attempts of the " infidel " to force
him to do what he dees not care to do.
His elder brother is the rightful Sultan,
and, of course, nowadays it would be
practically impossible to place him on the
throne. For only two months he reigned,
and in that short space of time Abdul, the
present Sultan, and his advisers observed
that he was impregnated with Western
ideas. That sealed his fate. When
Mourad V. came to the throne all Turkey
went wild with joy. The confusion that
had existed was to end ; order was to be
restored ; progress was to commence, and
equal rights to be given to all classes and
religions. But this joy did not please the
plotters at the Yildiz Kiosk. But they
bided their time, and Abdul, giving out
that his brother the Sultan was mad, had
him cast into prison. That was in 1876,
and since that time the unfortunate man,
as sane as the sanest, has had to languish
in durance vile.

His friends and counsellors were put to
death, as the easiest method of prevent-
ing awkward questions in the future ; and
since then anyone who has dared to ex-
press sympathy for the unfortunate pri-

soner has been " removed." Married to
one woman only he was at first denied

The carriage of Abdul liamid II.

It is always accompanied by Albanian footmen, chosen specially on account of ihclr

ferocity and savagery of disposition

the consolation of her company, but afterwards she was allowed to visit

him. He passes hLs solitary life amusing- himself with his piano, the only
consolation he has. About twelve years ago one of his faithful friends

attempted to see him at the risk of his life. Pale and disfigured he fell

into his friend's arms, and crying with joy he said : "I am not mad.
Tell my people that my brother, the Sukan, is passing me off as a lunatic.

I love my people, I have been shut within these four walls since 1876. and
now you come to find me in this tomb where I am buried alive. You try

to save me ? Ah ! Well, I love you better than to try and escape from
here. If my people are fit for civilisation, if they want a civilised

monarch, let them come. Let them tome and unbar these gates and I

will lead them."
V 5? V

The photograph above shows the Sultan's carriage with Albanian
footmen, who are of the fiercest and most savage type possible. This is

the carriage in which Abdul Hamid II. drives round his grounds, for he
has never left his palace grounds since his accession, or walked amongst
his people, as he fancies they would cry out, " Where is your brother ?

''

A group of Persians at Teheran
As good Mohammedans they look to Abdul II. as the head of their (aith. although ihcy

know that the imprisoned Mourad V. is the 'ightful representative cf the Prophet
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A starving family arrive at the relief

depot

INDIA
Unfortunately,

famine and plague
still devastate the

fair lands of Nor-
thern India, and,
consequently, more
funds are required.

Notwithstanding'
the gigantic efforts

of the Government
and the generosity
of the people in giv-

ing- mone_v, the twin

scourges have not

yet been banished
from the land. The
difficulty of coping
with the calamitous
state of affairs is

further augmented
by starving natives

£>tar\ iug — waiting aie turn for the precious cup of water

in the States ad-
joining her Ma-
jesty's dominiens
swarming into
British territory.

These poor people

are not turned
away, and most of

them are at their

last gasp. Many
fall by the wayside
to die long before

they can reach the

relieving depots
and works. The
rush for water is

sometimes a ter-

rible affair, and as
water is scarce a
clever device has
been found. It alio

ensures an equal
share all round.

Natives at the relief works carrying water ror the starving people
coming in from the country

Emr.ciated men ou the relief works coming for pay The effect of the ravages of Famine

THE FAMINE IN INDIA
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AUSTRALIA
The closing- day of the Special Session of Parliament was

niarked bv unfortunate statements in which Australia's fair

name was dragged. Mr. Bryn Roberts told a sensational

story on the
strength of a letter

from an Imperial
Yeoman. The story

was to the effect

that a body of Aus-
tralian troops threw
down their arms
when informed that

thev could not be
allowed to leave
South Africa, and
threatened the
authorities when
the latter turned
their rifles upon
them. Lord Kit-

chener's reply to

this allegation, in

answer to a query
by Mr. Brodrick,
was short and
sweet.:—"The re-

port vou allude to

regarding' the Aus-
tralian troops is

absolutely without
foundation." The
accusation was a
silly one, and no
doubt was made on
the strength of hearsay—the outcome of a perverted camp I

rumour, or the result of the imagination of " a loyal Boer >

farmer." All farmers are loyal, by the way. But to the I

point. Without dwelling on the subject, it is unnecessary

to sav that men who volunteered to shed their blood for the

A small part of the crowd on the flat at Melbourne on the Gup Day

I Motherland are not the men to turn tail. That they may
' have objected—and rightly too—to the pipeclay and popin-

jay discipline of a certain class of the " Imperial " officer is

not to be wondered at. The grievance is an old-standing
one. Colonials, especially Australians, hate with the

deepest hatred any
approach to flun-

keyism, and that

word, unfortu-
nately, still repre-

sents the holy name
of discipline in a
few of our officers.

Fortunately, t'ie

number is small
;

but, unluckily, they
are not all yet in

Stellenbosch. As
Mr. Botha, an old
Boer, puts it in his

recently - published
book :

— " A seem-
ingly minoi ques-
tion, but which is

really of q'reat im-
portance, is that
the Englishmen
you send out here
must recognise that
this is a country
without caste. The
lofty and superior
demeanour affected

by some of the men
frcm England is

most galling to the
independent mind of the Colonials, who are accustomed to
consider one white man as good as another so long as he
behaves himself decently." However, on days like Mel-
bourne Cup Day—a time of jollity and fine Weather—little

differences are tor-rotten.

The race for the Melbourne Cup Hurdle Race. Two horses fell on the extreme right
while jumping

MELBOURNE CUP DAY
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NEW ZEALAND
Just fifty years ago, the foundation of what ts now the

thriving community of Canterbury, New Zealand, was laid,

and were the origi-

nal citizens now all

alive to see the
immense progress
made by the com-
munity, at whose
birth they assisted,

they would heartily

congratulate them-
selves on the initia-

tion of what has
turned out to be
so prosperous and
thriving. To give
my readers proof
of this prosperity

I need but quote
the account given
by the Pfess, a
very able Christ-

church newspaper,
of the Jubilee cele-

brations : "In fifty

years, as his Excel-
lency the Governor
pointed out, what
was a solitude has
become the home
of nearly 150,000
people of the Anglc-
Saxon race. The
imports into Can-
terbury have grown from ,£83,920 in 1853 to ,£1,569,000 in

1899. In the same period, the exports have shown a still

more astonishing increase, having grown from £3,396 to

The

British enterprise and labour. The capital value of Canter-
bury land to-day, it appears, is no less than thirty millions

sterling. As Colonial Treasurer, he receives from the
Canterbury district over ,£700,000 a year in Customs, rail-

ways, and land re-

venue alone. What
is the secret of
the. marvellous pro-

gress which has
been made in this

young settlement,
within the sight

and experience of
men who are even
yet o lly middle-
aged ? His Excel-
lency the Governor
made it plain, in

pregnant sen-
tences :

' It simply
means,' he said,
' that the sons of
England, when
they leave British

soil go forth not
to idle, but to

work ; go forth

to produce ; go
forth to add glory
to the Empire,
of which we are
all so proud.'
And when they
have gone forth,

do thev forget their

Fatherland ? The
line of this ode I have before me s " In England's cause we
tarried not. Canterbury did not tarry when men were
wanted for active work. No part of New Zealand tarried,

" Britannic " carrying the Imperial Guard
of Honour to Australia at Port Said

£3,037,769. The Premier gave some striking figures as to
j
either. All were readv, and, in my opinion, will always be

the value of the p operty which has been created here by 1 ready, too, when they are wanted."

18E0-1900. The opening of the Jubilee Exhibition at Canterbury, New Zealand. Mrs.

Reece, the Lady Mayoress, is here being presented with the golden key to open the hall
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A LAPLAND GIRL IN HER WEDDING DRESS
(Photo by Foulsham and Ban field)
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Mr. Benson as
Henry IV.

In these days of comic opera
and light drawing-room comedy,
the good old Shakespearian play
fills hut a comparatively small
place in the theatrical world.
Those who used to stand for

hours at the pit to see
Hamlet now find the musical
comedies and such like more
compatible with their taste, con-
sequently this style of enter-

tainment
1
has grown and Shake-

speare has diminished. In the
olden days to be able to recite

Shakespeare was the beginning
of an actor, and every would-be
Thespian imagined himself a
Hamlet or a Romeo ; but to-day"

a place in the chorus, a walking'-
011 part in the light comedy is

more often the start of the

actor. It is with much pleasure
that we welcome Mr. R. Ben-
son's Shakespearian Company
to the Comedy. Mr. Benson
is well known and greatly
appreciated in the provinces,
and he is now paying London
a visit, after a most suc-

cessful tour in the country. Mr.
Benson's company is having a
splendid reception, backed up
by full houses, for there are still

many who gladly visit a Shake-
spearian theatre where they will

go to no other. Mr. Benson i ^

going to give Londoners a good

Mr. Benson as Hamlet

COMEDY-THEATRE
SHAKESPEAMNWN
n^MrfSON'SGOMPM

D£CEMB£R191900T0aPRlL9190li

.j^£jm l^k

Hr7 - V

Mr. Benson as Charles
Surface

.Mr. Benson as
Richard II.

time right up to April of next
year, when he again starts on a
provincial tour.

Further, Mr. Becrbohni
Tree, conscious of the great
attraction of the Shakespearian
drama, has arranged to revive

Twelfth Night early next month
at Her Majesty's Theatre, and
has almost completed the entire

cast. Mr. Tree's mdeavour is

to secure the very best talent in

London for this production.

The recent visit of Mr.
Osmond Tearle to Bacup goes
far to show that the Shake-
spearian cult is decidedly not on
the wane. He left the week's
programme in the hands of the

inhabitants of the Rossendale
Valley, of which Bacup is the
centre. A poll was taken, there
being twelve plays to be
selected from. Each person
had six votes, and the result was
as follows:

—

Virginias, 4,c6i ;

Othello, 3,748 ; Hamlet, 3,553 ;

Merchant of Venice, 3,068

;

Garrick, 2, 1 34 ; and Richard III.

,

2,007. These form the week's
bill of fare, the discarded plays
being Macbeth, As You Like It,

Julius Ccesar, Schoolfor Scandal,
Lady of Lyons, and Romeo and
Juliet.

Mrs. Benson as the
Queen in Richard II.

Miss Genevive Ward as
Volumnia in " Corio-

lanus"

Mrs. Benson as
Ophelia

Mrs. Benson as
Rosalind
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AFTER THE THEATRE
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THE KORTII POLE AGAIN

Still another attempt is to be made
to reach the North Pole; this time by
an expedition fitted out by Mr. W.
Zeigler, ;. New York millionaire. For
more than four hundred years the North
Pole has lured on men of ?.M races to

untold suTering and death. 1 ne world
will not be so much wiser when it is

discovered (.unless La Joie'. ale of a
new race be true); science will not have
gained an equivalent for the capital and
human lives irretrievably lost within

the Arctic circle, but the everlasting-

curiosity of man will have been satis-

fied in that direction and human daring
turn toward the less accessible South
Pole. And after that? Man must
scale the stars or penetrate the core

of Mother Earth to solve

new mysteries of explora-
tion.

All recent Arctic litera-

ture agrees on two points,

once disputed. It is now
admitted that the North
Pole is not inaccessible,

and that in the distant
past human beings have
visited it — perhaps re-

sided there for consider-
able periods of time. Who
these people were is not
known. They may have
been wanderers of the
present race of Siouans
Jeisurelj" crossing from
Asia to the new continent.
They may have been
quarter- civilised Tura-
nians pursuing a new
home. In their time the
North Pole was not an
object of curiosity. It

was left to the white race
to invest it with mystery,
to demand its uncover-
ing, to offer on its altar
the purest of daring blood
and the treasure of
nations.

The white races of
Europe in the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries
were eager for a new and
.speedier route to India
than the one then made
use of. These same
races believed a speedier
route to China existed.

Columbus was but a
searcher for this route.

There is no positive his-

torical evidence that he

Captain .1. JJ. Bernier

The leader of the Canadian North
Pole Expedition

T-he most northern point of the mainland of Great
Britain, where there is nearly always a gale — the

lighthouse "hooter" at Dunnet Head

Mr. E. B. Baldwin
WIid is at out to lead an expedition

to the North Pole

sought more than this when
he left Spain. And he was
preceded by scoi'es of
searchers braver and wor-
thier than he in this quest.
Those who came after him
for decades did not accept
America as a continent
with an entity of its own.
Jean Nicollet, coming in

1634 to what is now Nor-
thern Wisconsin, dressed
himself in the robes of a
Chinese mandarin when he
met the Menomeni, because
he believed he was on the
road to China, and was
about to confront one of

in file spring, a*nd the party
reached to 83 deg. 20 min.
26 sec, or within 400 miles

of the Pole, and here the

Union Jack was planted.

In 1881-84 Lieut. Greely,
of the United States, was in

command of an expedition
which got a few miles further

north, Lieut. Lockwood, in

charge of a party, reach-
ing 83 deg. 23 min. 8 sec.

This was in 1881. Since
then no other explorers ex-
cept Dr. Nanscn and the

Duke of Abruzzi have pene-
trated so far within the
realms of the Ice King.

the rulers of that country. In this

chase for the royal road to the Celestial

Empire, it came about that the firat

lines of the tragedy of the North Pole
were written — the last are yet to be
inscribed. The white men from Europe
were not alone content to search for
this way through Central North Ame-
rica ; they pushed north and west of
Labrador; they penetrated Baffin Bay;
they came to the open sea that sur-
rounds the ice pack of the Pole, and
they sunk their ships there and died
like men for the honour of their native
lands and the spirit of discovery. The
geographers and the map-makers gave
them the location of the North Pole;
legend makers threw their deceptive
veils over its seas; Governments offered
rewards for its discovery, and so apace

grew the tragedy until to-

day the piles of its victims

and sunken treasure mark
innumerable spots in the

northern wastes.
Of previous attempts to

reach the North Pole,

brief mention may be
made of the more note-

worthy. One of the most
successful was that of

Captain (afterwards Sir

Edward) Parry, who on
his fhird voyage to the

Arctic seas attained, on
June 22nd, 1827, to with-
in 435 miles of the Pole.

Sir John Franklin and
other explorers devoted
their efforts not to the
attainment of very high
latitudes, but to the dis-

covery of the North-West
passage ; but in : 1874 an
Austro-Hungariaii expe-
dition sailed northward,
and discovered Franz
Josef Land. In 1875 a
determined effort was
made by England to

r.each the Pole. Captain
Nares in the Alert and
C.aptain Stephenson in

the Discovery sailed from
Portsmouth in May of
that year, having receiv-
ed before starting a tele-

gram from the Queen
wishing them God-speed.
The ships wintered in

latitude 82 deg. 87 min.,
being further north than
the most northerly settle-

ments of the Eskimo. A
sledge party was started

Mr. William Zeigler
A New York millionaire who is send-
ing an expedition to the North Pole
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A portrait of Mr. Choate not previously published

THE HOUSE OF THE
U.S. AMBASSADOR

The close kinship which exists be-
tween England and the United Stales
renders the subject ' ot this article of
special interest, not only to the people
of the great Republic whom the Hon.
J. H. Choate so well and worthily re-

presents, but also to the British nation,
among whom he i.; so welcome and
honoured a guest.

No. 1, Carlton Ho^se Terrace, is not
in any sense the official residence of
American Ambassadors in this country.
Asa matter of fact, it belongs to Lord
Curzon of Kedleston, Viceroy of India,
and is rented from him by Mr. Choale.
Like all the houses in this fine residential

thoroughfare it is of a Georgian style

of architecture. The massive double
front doors open on to a square half
furnished with a simplicity amounting
almost to severity. Its prominent features
are a large octagonal rosewood table in

the centre, and a big old-fashioned por-
ter's chair, in form like the sheltered
seat arrangements one sees at Continental watering places, but made in

leather and studded with brass nails. On the wall to the right are two
interesting sporting trophies, in the shape of two huge heads with
great curving" horns, an inscription setting forth that they are specimens
of the " Ovis Poli," and were shot in some unpronounceable Indian

district, on September 25th, 1894, ty
George Nathaniel Curzon.
A door on the left of the hall leads

into the library and study. This is the
Ambassador's favourite room, where he
and Mrs. Choate spend most of their

spare time. It is spacious and lofty,

but has no special scheme of decoration.

Along three of its sides run bookcases
in light oak. Mr. Choate'sdesk is placed
in an oblique position before one of the
windows, while Mrs. Choate's small
writing table stands immediately under
another window. Mr. Choate's col-

lection of books is a splendid one, cover-

ing almost every possible field of litera-

ture. Included among them are some
valuable editions of Shakespeare, their

close proximity to Bacon's complete
works raising vague suspicions in the
mind as to the Ambassador's views on
Donelly's fantastic theory. Complete
editions of the works of Scott, Dickens,
Thackeray, Kingsley, Kipling, Con-
greve, Pinero, Hawthorne, Ariosto, and
many other great writers, all in sump-
tuous bindings, make up an impressive
literary show, and display the catholic

tastes of their owner.
A quaint effect is unconsciously pro-

duced by the practice which Mr. Choate's
predecessor adopted of labelling the
bookshelves. Evidently the former
tenant had most methodically classified

his books, and was determined to save
all possible delay in looking them up,
for he had the shelves plastered at inter-

vals with paper slips stating the particu-

lar subjects embraced by the works
placed there. None of these labels have
been removed, and as Mr. Choate, in

arranging his library, ignored their
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existence, a decidedly humorous effect

is here and there produced. For in-

stance, under " Stock Produce," we find

Charles Kingsley's novels; under "Free
Trade " Ladv Randolph Churchill's

Anglo-Saxon Review; under "Liquor
Trade " appear With Kitchener to Khar-
tum and Penelope's Expedition ; while

under "Racing-" are Mrs. Craigie's

The Ambassador, and George Moore's
Evelyn Inncs.

Leaving the library and turning
sharply to the left the visitor finds him-
self in the spacious and lengthy hall,

at the opposite end of which is the
dining-room. On the right lies the
great staircase, which is of noble dimen-
sions, and somewhat curiously situated

in a sort of bay, or annexe, fronted with
massive columns. The dining-room is a
long and lofty apartment decorated in

cream and gold. The French windows,
hung with dark red curtains, open on
to the well-kept and extensive demesne
in the rear of the building. There is a
fireplace at each end of the room, the
presence of armchairs and a lounge at

one end, together with an adjacent
screen, suggesting possibilities of a
cosy arrangement in winter evenings.
Leaving the dining-room and ascending the stairs

cne arrives at the Reception Gallery, where the atten-

tion is at once attracted by a fine old Chinese cabinet
covered with a profuse and fanciful inlaying of coloured
stones and woods. In fact the whole gallery has a
distinct Far Eastern flavour, some of the furniture
being rich in Chinese silks and embroidery. An
unfinished panel by the late Burne-Jones, which hangs
facing the stairs, constitutes a valuable artistic treasure.

There is a distinct Alma Tadema aspect about its rows
of graceful nude figures showing up in striking relief

against a background of Roman marble.
Leaving the music room and recrossing the gallery,

the visitor passes a quaint little room with a big alcove
window, and a prettily decorated dome ceiling. This
is Mrs. Choate's boudoir. Its window commands any-
thing but an inspiring- view of whitewashed walls and
servants' quarters. Within, however, there is plenty

of material • to

captivate the artis-

tic eye. A hand-
some Chippendale
writing cabinet,

delicate to the
point of fragile in

construction, occu-

Mr. Choate's library

and study

pies a convenient position in the alcove. A round

table covered with a tapestry cloth, comfortable

lounge chairs, and a thick Turkey carpet lend a

general air of comfort and elegance to the room.

On the walls are various illuminated addresses,

including a specially interesting one evidently pre-

sented to Mr. and Mrs. Choate on their marriage,

and containing such signatures as Grover Cleveland,

Frances Cleveland, Daniel S. Lamont, Levi P. Morton,

and Julian Pauncefote.

Immediately to the left on leaving the boudoir is the

drawing-room, a very large and splendid apartment

equal in size to the dining-room, over which it is

situated. A fine view over St. James's Park is obtained

from its windows. Its scheme of decoration consists

of white and gold with touches of pale blue. The
furniture is framed in gilt with coverings of pale blue

or deep crimson, varied with Chinese embroidery. The
artificial lighting is very elaborately arranged ;

four

graceful cut-glass electroliers being supplemented by

rows of electric globes projecting from the cornice

round the room. Among the works of art that adorn

the walls are some curious and ancient panel pictures

of the Italian school, and a Madonna by Vivarni, with

a peculiar gold-leaf background. Some small sketches

by Burne-Jones are also to be noted, one ot them
representing a figure in one of his

great paintings, called The Car of

Love. There is an exquisite little

portrait of Marie Antoinette, with cupids

a la Boucher supporting the medallion-

like centre-piece, and some splendidly-

framed examples of Old Eastern em-
broideries in delicate tints of pale blues,

pinks and creamy whites, touched with

gold and silver. Seen at night under
the full effect of the electric light, this

apartment, by far the handsomest in the

house, presents a very striking and
stately appearance.
The portrait of the Ambassador is

reproduced from the much - treasured

photograph that hangs in Mrs. Choate's
boudoir, and is now published for the

first time in this countrv.

Mrs. Choate's boudoir
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inference in the world. Some are joyful, some are sorrowful ; some meet
,and some bring the last token to a comrade's widow
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THE LATEST FASHIONABLE PASTIME

THE BARTITSU CLUB
The Bartitsu School of Arms and Physical Culture,

6/B, Shaftesbury Avenue, is stamped with the hall-mark of

f islvon, for Society has voted it .smart.

The institution has been founded by Mr. E. W. Barton-
Wright, and the committee list is a veritable roll-call of well-

known names.
Lord Alwyne Comp-

ton, the Hon. Herbert

J. Gladstone, and the
Hon. George E. Hill

Trevor are a few taken
at random, and no
trouble or expense has
been spared in intro-

ducing' Mr. Barton-
Wright's novel system
of self-defence, which
is Bartitsu spelt an-
other way, into this

country.
Bartitsu has been

devised with a view to

impart to peacefully
disposed men the

science of defending
themselves against
ruffians or bullies, and
comprises not only
boxing, but also the

use of the stick, feet,

and a very clever and
tricky style ofJapanese
wrestling, in which
weight and strength
play only a very minor

Instructors Vigny and Hubert giving exhibitions of walking-
stick defence

The Bartitsu style ol stick play, besides being mo:,t

graceful, is certainly most practical and telling. It seems
to be quite impossible to hit a good opponent upon the

fingers from the peculiar way the guards are done ; a good
swordsman who attempted to use a stick in the same way as
a sword would immediately have his hand broken.

Professor Vigny, the world's champion, is the chief in-

structor in this branch of Bartitsu, and it appears that in

six months it is possible to become a very good exponent of
this style. Our illus-

tration shows Instruc-

in the walking-stick
defence. The guard
and repost is what is

known as guarding by
distance — that is to

say, the keeping out of

the range of one's

adversary's stick, and
the keeping of him
within one's own.
Another branch of

Bartitsu is that in

which the feet and
hands are both cm-
ployed, and which is

an adaptation of box-
ing and Savate. The
guards are done in

a slightly different

style from boxing, be-

ing much more
numerous as well.

The use of the feet is

also quite differently

done from the French
Savate. This latter,

Mr. Barton - Wright
explained, is quite use-part.

Mr. Barton-Wright contends that although boxing is a 1
less as a means of self-defence when done in the way

most excellent and efficacious form of defence, provided
i

Frenchmen employ it.

one's opponent confines himself absolutely to the strict con-

ventional rules governing the recognised style in this country,

it is of very little use against an opponent who enjoys fouls,

a stick, a knife, or who might suddenly seize and pinion

one from behind without giving a chance of striking.

Therefore, Bartitsu has been instituted with the express
object of enabling an exponent to meet or defeat every
possible kind of subterfuge or foul play.

At the Bartitsu Club there are also some very clever

Japanese exponents of the secret Japanese style of wrestling

—another art of self-defence. It appears to be entirely a
matter of skill, combined with a knowledge of anatomy and
balance. The throws are terrific, but the wiry Japs have
mastered the art of falling to such a nicety that hurts or

bruises arc unknown. There arc positively no rules to

gfovern this style of wrestling. A man is not considered to be

The Bartitsu method of using hands and feet. It is a
combination of English and French boxing

Two very clever Japanese wrestlers who exhibit at the

Club, but who will not appear in public owing to their

high caste
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beaten until his op-
ponent has forced

him into such a
position that to move
means fatal hurt.

Then the vanquished
signifies his defeat
by lifting his hand.

This is certainly

a most effective as
well as sensible form
of wrestling-, as it

is carried out under
precisely similar
conditions which
would obtain in a
row, where anything
and everything
would be considered
fair, and one had no
chance of help from
a policeman or a
friend At tne Bartitsu Club—massaging through clothing

Japanese wrestling

will enable one t.

close and throw him
without running any
risk of getting hurt

oneself.

The art of walk-
ing-stick defence is

taught for a variety

of purposes. It mai
be used safel)
against an opponent
armed with a dag
ger—in which case
the latter has nc
chance at all —
against a quarter-
staff, against kick-

ing, boxing, &c.
Mr.Barton-Wrighl

does not profess tc

teach his pupils how
to kick each other,

Neuralgia cured by the electric

light massaging-machine

Bartitsu therefore
resolves itself into

this : if one gets into

a row and plays the
game in the recog-
nised style of Eng-
lish fair play—with
fists— the opponent
will very likely rush
in and close, in or-
der to avoid a blow.
Then comes the
moment for wrest-
ling in the secret

Japanese way. In-
stantly the unwary
one is caught and
thrown so violently
that he is placed
hors de combat,
without even suffi-

cient strength left

to retire unassisted
from the field.

Again, should it

happen that the
as >ailer is a better
boxer than oneself,
the knowledge of

The light bath The patient sits in a cabinet surrounded by
powerful electric lights

but merely to know
how to be able to

return kicks with
interest should one
be attacked in thi;

manner.
Armed with a

general knowledge
of Bartitsu, Mr. Bar-
ton-Wright contends
that Englishmen can
go out into any pari

of the world and
be able to hold their

own against ail

comers.
Bartitsu also com-

prises a system ol

physical culture
which is as complete
and thorough as the

art of self-defence.

Besides these sub-

jects, fencing, duel-

ling - sword, and
Italian sword - play
and Elizabethan
sword-play an
taught at the clul:

The throat cure. In five minutes diphtheria is cured by a
very powerful ray of light

AT THE BARTITSU CLUB
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principally in order to assist actors in rendering the
different methods of ancient sword-play upon the stage
correctly.

In fact, the institution is the most complete of its kind in

the world, and is well worth a visit of inspection to would-
be athletes.

Mr. Barton-Wright has also been over to Berlin, where
he studied under two well-known specialists in Light
Therapy. At his club are to be found the most complete
and up-to-date apparatus in the country for the treatment
of rheumatism, gout, lumbago, sciatica, neuralgia, deafness,
relaxed and sore throats, bad sprains, &c.
The treatment, which has been signally successful, is car-

ried out under the auspices and supervision of some of our
leading medical men, and is a combination of electricity and
chemical light and heat rays.

The light-bath—which is the only one of its kind in this

country— is a stout oak cabinet lined with asbestos, and
fitted up with numerous electric lights. In this the patient
is seated on an adjustable stool, and a circulating aluminium
coil is placed on his head to prevent headache or a rush of
blood to the head.
Should any particular disease call for treatment, shutters

in the light-bath are opened, and the strong rays from a
search-light are brought to bear upon the affected part
through a violet glass screen. As an alternative to the
light-bath an electric massaging machine has also been
fitted up by Mr. Barton-Wright, and has never failed to
cure even the most obdurate of neuralgia pains. The
machine is not unlike a dentist's filling apparatus in appear-
ance, and it revolves at the rate of two thousand revolu-
tions per minute. The most accomplished masseuse
would take three - quarters of an hour to perform the
same feat.

The throat cure is effected by means of light-rays passing
through a strong magnifying glass, which is inserted into

a sheet of asbestos, containing a solution of sulphide of
copper. The rays in passing through this liquid, which is

The wonderful discovery in Cleveland,
relic of the past

Yorks, of a

intensely blue, are cooled, and the red rays—which would
be injurious—are shut out, leaving only the blue rays to pass
through the glass and be reflected down the throat.

Scientists have for some years past recognised the extra-
ordinary influence of the chemical iays of the sun, and more
especially of the electric light, in the wholesale destruction
of microbes, but the honour of introducing it in perfection in

this country must be credited to Mr. Barton-Wright : his
experiments and investigations have resulted in supplying
to the Bartitsu Club the most complete apparatus for the
administration of lisfht and heat treatment in the world.

With the French in West Africa. Method of "punishing" natives

The prisoner has to stand four hours at a stretch with his hands tied and his head
tilted back, as seen in the illustration

STRANGE DISCOVERY IN CLEVELAND
A FEW days ago, whilst some workmen in the employ of

the Normanby Brick Company were excavating the)' un-

earthed the lower portions of an effigial figure. The figure,

which is in armour, is in excellent condition, due no doubt to

its having lain so long in a clay soil. The discovery has
caused no little amount of interest

amongst those in the district who are
concerned with archaeological affairs.

Opinions differ as to the period in which
the work was done, who it represents, or
as to how it came to be in such an un-
expected spot. As will be seen from the
illustration, the figure is in mail and is

spurred, the heels resting upon a lion,

which is having a close encounter with a
dragon. This animal has, apparently, as
much advantage as the lion, having a hold
on the lower part of the lion's neck. The
most striking point in connection with the
find is the wonderfully perfect condition,

every link in the armour being intact. The
period is evidently early Norman, and the

excellent character of the work points to

the possibility of its having been executed
in Normandy. In that case it would be
conveyed by sea to Hartlepool, and in the

course of its transit by the old road to

Guisborough, which, by the way, passes
close to where the stone was found, it was
broken. Likely enough the party were
attacked by marauders, and the effigv

smashed and left behind. That it was a
memorial to one of the Bruces, to be placed
in Guisborough Abbey, there is every pos-
sibility ; but which ? Peter de Brus was
a Crusader, and may not the allegorical

combat between the lion and dragon sug-
gest such, and the even position of the

antagonists the state of affairs at the time
of his death ? It is worthy of note in this

connection to remember that his grandson,
King Robert the Bruce, was so desirous of

taking part in the Crusades that, finding

it impossible, he commissioned the Douglas
to carry his heart there. It has been
asserted by some historians that Peter de
Brus died in the Holy Land. Has this

statement been prompted by the absence
on any tomb at Guisborough Abbey of
an effigial monument representing- him ?
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The method of herding sheep in the South of France. The ground is so soft and mossy
that the shepherds walk on stilts

STILTING gam °°o metres. Not being a professional runner, I could
.

"
I not boast of much ; but I was utterly beaten. You might

In the South of France, in the Province ot Landes, stilting 1 think that the shepherd was out of breath, and anxious to

is a very common sport, attached to which there is a great get down ; but not a bit of it. When I had finished mopping
charm. In the French schools the children are so accustomed my face he quietly returned to his flock of sheep. I never
to stilts that they
often take exciting
trips on them.
They run about
after the sheep in

the fields with sur-

prising agility.
But what is most
curious in the
Landes are the
shepherds, who
stroll about calmly
on these stilts,

following their
flocks of sheep,
seated on their

crutches, flute in

hand, singing
songs, while others
dance in step, so
well that it appears
truly wonderful to

anyone who does
not understand this

curious kind of
sport.

An interesting

little anecdote is

recorded in the
following lines :—

I

was walking one
day over some
charming plains
when I met a
shepherd on
stilts, who was
quietly playing his

flute, and at the
same time follow-
ing the sheep.
After a short chat
with him, feeling

Uerding sheep in the South of France. The shepherd sounding the
call for the sheep to assemble

saw any running
so cleverly and
neatly done before.

An agitation
which must com-
mand general sym-
pathy is being
carried on in the
United States for

the protection of
the national flag.

At present the

Stars and Stripes

can be used by an)
advertiser or put
to any purpose of

decoration or per-

sonal adornment
that eccentric per-

sons may fancy.
Efforts have been
made for years
past to carry legis-

lation on the sub-

ject, but so far

without success.
However, the de-
mand for a law to

protect the flag

from " civil and
commercial dese-
cration " is now
growing in inten-

sity. The Flag
Committees have
recently issued a
pamphlet dealing
with the question at

some length, and
quotingthcopinions

annoyed that I could not give him anything, I bet him I in favour of legislation from a number of prominent Ameri
would race him across the fields—he on stilts and I on foot
The bet made, we decided to make the race two kilometres,
the winner to be he who first reached the post arranged
upon. After a few strides I saw him spin past me, and

cans, including President McKinley. This pamphlet is beirg

sent to every member of Congress, and it is hoped that it

may have a good effect in arousing public opinion still

further. - -
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COCKLING
Near P e n -

clawdd, a secluded
and rather Isolated

seaside village in

South Wales, upon
the Gower coast,

stand the dis-
mantled Gongleton
tin works, which at

one time gave em-
ployment to 600
people. The ruins

remain now as a
monument to the
cockle, and Penclawdd, once an
industrial centre dependent on the
works and made by them, flourishes

still—on cockles, not on tin.

Its population is 2,000, but its

industry is changed, its very name is

dying in favour of a title in keeping
with its fortune—" Cockleton." Ten
years ago, during the depression in

trade so keenly felt throughout
South Wales, hundreds of men were
thrown out of employment, and, to

the dismay of the Penclawdd vil-

lagers, their works were ultimately
closed. Many a home was deso-
lated ; many felt the pinch of hunger.
Men — bread - winners — could not
work when there was not work to

be had.
Then the women—how often has

woman's work and wit come to the
rescue when men gave way to

despair !— bethought themselves of
a story told of their sea -divided
neighbours at Laugharne, upon the
opposite coast. It was said that

long years back the cockle had
chosen the sandy sea-beds at Laug-
harne for its home (for the cockle is

itinerant, though few who see it

upon the dish would easily believe

the fact, and travels long distances
to take a life-lease of a favourite

stretch of coast). A brisk trade
sprung up on their advent, but the

Laugharne folk quarrelled so much
among themselves that the cockles
resented it and went away ;n

A rc!£o of the past in South Wales— Dismantled tin work
county now flourishes on the cockle, not tin

The

wrathful indigna-
tion to Penclawdd.
The cockling <x

peditionS) going
and returning', are
amongst the quaint
sights of quaint
Cockleton. Cockles
in their shells soon
make a load too
heavy even for the
sturdy Go w e r

women to carry.
So a family don-
key's keep conies
out of the cockling

profits. Immediately behind the
receding tide women and donkeys
wend their way in a long file over
the sands to the cockle beds, three
or four miles from the village. The
cockles are scooped up singly with
a spoon, or scratched out with a
short iron rake, the handle some-
twelve inches long. One at a time
the round grey shells are added to a
rising heap, and from these heaps
dotted over the waste the sacks are
filled. An hour before the turn of

the tide the loads are lifted oh the

donkeys and the homeward journey
is begun. A returning cockle-caval-

cade is picturesque. The donkeys
—good-tempered, stolid animals

—

lurch on with their heavy burdens
over the soft track ; the women and
young girls, each with a heavy pail

poised on her head, beguile the

march with songs and harmless
banter.

But the gatherers' labour is not

yet at an end. The donkeys' share
of the work is the lightest. The
animals are turned to graze ; the
women light fires along the shore,

where the huge shell-heaps have
accumulated with the years. In an
interval they get their dinner—not

of cockles, for the cockle is little

consumed in Cockleton. By this

time the open-air boilers are heated,

and the air is full of the peculiar

scent of cockle-cooking. It is ea:y
to know vou are near Penclawdd.

Preparing to cook cockles

A Welsh donkey loaded with cockles Washing cockles. Not so easy as it looks
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Mr. Sam Torrans
A popular Irish footballer

An incident for which
it would be difficult to

find a parallel in the
annals of the chase oc-

curred a short time ago
in connection with the
proceeding's of the Cot-
tesmore Hounds at Til-

ton Wood. A fox had
been "chopped," and
on the huntsman hurry-
ing up to secure its

mangled frame he no-
ticed to his amazement
a second fox perched in

an ash tree, at a height
of 40 ft. fromtheground,
and immediately above
the hounds, which were
still worrying' and tear-

ing- at their victim. The
latter's obsequies hav-
ing been duly perform-
ed, the pack was with-
drawn, and then, and
only then, the second,
fox descended and ac-

cepted his mission,
which resulted in a bril-

liant run to Whissen-
dine. A probably cor-

rect interpretation cf

what looked like a most
extraordinary coinci-

dence is that both the

foxes were originally in

the tree, or adjoining
trees, and that the one
which was "chopped"

[863, when the Prince of Wales was elected !

delayed his flight until

it was lust too late.

Several people wit-

In answer to Ireland's

Saturday Night, to decide

who was the most popular
footballer of the county, the

choice fell on Mr. Sam
Torrans, ' of the Linfield

Club, Belfast. He comes
of a family distinguished in

more than one branch of

athletic sport. In 1886 he

and three of his brothers

—

James, Robert, and Thomas
—joined the Linfield Club
as playing" members on its

formation ; while the late

John Torrans, the eldest of

the five, rendered valuable

services in founding the

organisation, and subse-
quently acted as secretary for many years. Sam and
Robert played in Linfield's opening match, when Distillery

visited them at the Meadow, at the back of Linfield Mill.

The Distillery were the local cracks at that time, and it

came as a great surprise when the new combination beat
t'lem by seven goals to five. The club, aided materially by
t' e brothers Torrans, proceeded on the successful career
inaugurated on that occa ;ion, taking better grounds at

L lsterville, and eventually their present enclosure at Bal-

moral. Save in the first \ ear, when Mr. H M'Curry held
the position, the " most popular footballer of Belfast " has
held uninterrupted possession of the captaincy. He is still

playing one of his strongest games, and his influence, apart
from this, is great.

* * »
Golfers learned with regret of the death of Mr. Robert

Forgan, head of the well-known firm of Messrs. Robert
Forgan and Son, club makers, St. Andrews. He was
seventy-six years of age, and, for nearly half a century the

deceased was identified with the golfing industry of St

Andrews. In
captain of the Royal ancK Ancient Club, Mr. Forgan was
appointed club maker to his Royal Highness, an honour
rjich was aftei wards extended, in 1883, to the firm.

nessed the incident.

J. Thompson, a c!c\er jockey

By the way, he rode " Berrill," the
winner of the Cambridgeshire

Exercising the hunters rDrawn by N. Arthur Lor.iine
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THE HIGHWAYMEN'S GUEST
A COMPLETE SHORT STORY

BY S. WOOD

It was not later than five in the afternoon, but darkness
had already set in, and there was no prospect of moonlight
for several hours. The atmosphere had gradually thickened
rince noon ; snow had been falling- heavily for the last hour,

and it was bitterly cold. On the high road which pierces

the moorland between the hamlets of Ashford and Wardlow
the Derby mail-coach rumbled along with a muffled sound,
the horses plunging and slipping in the newly-fallen snow.
Every inside seat was occupied, and the only outside pas-
senger—a finely-built young man about twenty-four years
of age—sat with the driver. He was the son of a Yorkshire
squire, his name being Hugh Saville, and was on his way
to Ford Hall, in Derbyshire, whither he had been invited for

the Christmas festivities.
" I'm afraid we're in for a bad night, Dick," remarked

the young- Squire, as the driver buttoned his cape closer

about his throat.
" So we are, Squire, so we are ; but I reckon we shall get

through all right if we encounter nothing worse than a foot

or so of snow."
"There's no danger, I hope?" was the quick interro-

gation.
" I don't know about that. Between you an' me, Squire,

I've felt a bit suspicious lately. It seems to me that

Brougjton and his gang have only been waiting for the
chance to make a good haul."

" When was the coach last stopped, Dick?"
" About the middle of October. It was rather a take-in

far the roadmen though. You should have heard how Spence
cursed when he found only half-a-dozen passengers, and
not a guinea a piece i' their pockets."
With that the driver cracked his whip and jerked the reins

to urge on the stumbling- horses. The young Squire was
growing inattentive ; he appeared to have something on his

mind. Presently, however, he again questioned the coach-
man.

" Dick, do you remember the coach being robbed two
years ago ? " he asked.
"Yes, two years ago exactly. But I weren't on the box

that night, Squire, as it happened. I were laid up wi' a
broken arm, and it turned out that the fellow who took my
place was well in wi' the Broughtons. His name was Jos
Lang-ley ; they put him on the gibbet last ;tar."
"But you heard all about the robbery and the—the

murder of Margery Wentworth, Dick?"
" Just so, Squire ; 1 heard a lot, but I don't believe every-

thing- I hear," said the driver with a knowing inflection,

eyeing his companion attentively.
" How say you, man? What do you mean?" asked the

Squire, anxiously.
"Well, I don't think that the foreign soldier fellow was

murdered, Squire ; and, between ourselves, I don't think the
girl was either. If I hadn't seen Spence Broughton hisself

dressed as an Italian Count I might ha' believed the story.

. . . Gee up, Smiler, get along ; what's the matter now ?
"

One of the front horses had suddenly raised his head, and
was hanging back in the traces. At the same moment two
horsemen sprang into Che road just in front of the coach,
and the coach horses came to a dead stop.

" Out with your pistols, Squire, quick," whispered the
criver.

The young man instantly seized his weapons, but before

he could present them a light flashed in his eyes and a hand
holding a pistol appeared in the rays.

" Move at your peril !
" cried a commanding voice from

behind the lantern.
" In the King's name, who are you, and what is your

business?" asked the Squire fearlessly.

"To your first question I have no answer; as to the
second, you will soon find out, and for the rest, if you value
your life you had better sit still and hold your tongue,"
insisted the highwayman.

" For God's sake keep quiet, sir," whispered the coach-
man.
"Keep quiet be hanged! " returned the Squire; "am I

to sit here like a scarecrow and be robbed of my last

guinea? "

For an instant the light was turned aside, but in that brief
space the young man brought his pistols into position as if

he meant to use them. In a moment the lantern was again
turned upon the driver and his companion, but the high-
wayman quickly observed the Squire's defensive attitude.

" I will give you while I count six to throw down jour
arms, sir. If you refuse you must take the consequences,"

be said. " One, two, three, fo
"

A sharp report interrupted the counting, and a bullet from
one of the Squire's pistols struck the lantern. Without a
moment's hesitation the highwayman returned fire, with the
result that the young Squire, uttering a cry of agony, rolled

off the coach into the ditch, where he lay moaning in an
unconscious state.

After that the robbers had no more trouble. The inside

passengers were so terrified at the report of the pistols that

they readily gave up their money and valuables. The " toll
"

was rigidly enforced, though it was accepted with mock
g-raciousness.

This matter being successfully accomplished, the coach
was allowed to proceed, but the driver, in his terror and
anxiety, quite forgot his injured companion.
As the coach rolled away one of the robbers approached

the ditch, and the light from his lantern revealed the pro-
strate form of the unfortunate young Squire.
"Poor devil!" he exclaimed ;

" that's the result of having
more courage than wisdom. What shall we do with this

rash fellow, Hal ? " he asked, turning to his brother-high-
wayman.

" Better leave the young fool to the care of some good
Samaritan, Spence ; we have quite enough to take home for

one night," replied Hal.
"But if I mistake not the Good Samaritan woifld be he

who comes on a white horse. If he is left here on such a
night as this, it will be the death of him, and we have no
murder on our consciences as yet.

"What is he like? Let's have a look at him, Spence,"
said Hal. "Gad if it isn't young Saville, of Barley Hall !

Why he'll be good for a hundred guineas' ransom ! Fling
him across my saddle ; we'll take the boy with us and act

the good Samaritan with a vengeance."
"Stay a moment; what about the wench?" objected

Spence.
"'Tis hardly likely he will know her, and even if he should

we have them both. We'll take him and risk it."

The slim, unconscious form was placed across the bows
of Hal's saddle, and the two highwaymen at once quitted
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the scene of their latest act of felony. Taking- the opposite

direction in which the coach had just gone, they kept to the

highway for a distance of about half a mile, and then
turned, down a narrow lane. Presently they came to a
woody thicket where several narrow paths branched off at

the end of the lane- Here the horsemen separated, but

some ten minutes later they met again on the margin of a
shallow stream. Plunging into the water the horses waded
up stream for a distance of three or four hundred yards,

and on leaving this uncomfortable path they entered upon a
gloomy, unfrequented track which led along a narrow strip

of woodland. After some fifteen or twenty minutes' further

riding they ap-
proached a pile of
ruinous-looking
buildings at the
edge of the moor-
land, and here the
horsemen alighted.

One of them took
charge of the
horses while" the
other carried off

the still unconscious
form of the young
Squire. Taking
his burden to the
other side of the
building he came
to a dark archway,
which he entered
without hesitation,

although there was
not the faintest in-

dication of a light

anywhere at hand.
Presently he gave
a kick at what ap-
peared to be a wall
within the arch-
way, but proved
to be a door. In
answer to the high-
wayman's sum-
mons the door was
opened by a damsel
of graceful figure,

and a flood of light

suddenly illumed
the archway. The
girl gave a startled

cry' the moment
her eyes rested on
the unconscious
face, but she
quickly suppressed
herself.

" Mistress Mar-
gery-

) here is some-
thing for you to

do," said the rob-

ber, as he carried

his limp burden
within and laid it

upon a low settle.

" We iound him
by the wayside on
our way from Shef-

field. He has evi-

dently been in some
quarrel and got
the worst of it, so you had better get him a posset and
look to his wound whilst I help Hal with the horses.

If he should come round before we are back, remember
your oath."
"There is no need to remind me of that," she said, re-

gaining her composure with a strong effort ;
" you may

trust to my discretion in such a case."
The door closed, and the maiden listened until the high-

wayman's echoing footfall passed out of the archway. Then
she gave vent to her emotion.
"O, God !

" she cried, despairingly, "to think he should
be brought to me thus ! My poor Hugh !

"

"In answer to the highwayman
by a damsel of

The young man moved- uneasily on the settle, uttered a
low moan of pain, and slowly opened his eyes. Then, with
a start, he sprang to his feet
"How's this? Where am I?" he cried. "What!

Margery Wentworth !
" he exclaimed, Sinking back upon

the settle.

" Hush, hush !
" whispered the girl, anxiously. " Lie still

and I will endeavour to explain. You are in the retreat of
Harry and Spencer Broughton, two of the most reckless
highwaymen in the country. What has induced them to

bring you here is more than I can imagine, unless it be that

they guess who you are and expect to receive money for

your release. Ever
since they brought
me here, two years
ago this very night,

I have never ceased
to hope that you
would find me and
carry me away
from my captors
like a true knight,
but -"

"Ah, my darling,

if you only knew
how I have
searched for you,"
interrupted the in-

jured man, with a
sigh which told

both of pain and
emotion.
"Listen, " insisted

Margery, " I must
be brief: we must
leave here this very
night, before they
have time to sus-

pect our designs."
" Then you will

have to be the
knight and carry
me off. Margery,
for I am utterly

helpless," saic- the
young Squire, hold-

ing his arm
pathetically.

" I will see to

that," she said,

proceeding to at-

tend to his wound
while sne talked*
" And now, pay
good heed to what
I am saying, for we
may have but little

time to soeak of
my plan. The rob-

bers have not been
unkind to me,
though, each in

turn vented me to

marry him. They
'-ept me prisoner
fo a time, but I

wa ; allowed a cer-

tain amount of
liberty in the sum-
mer days, on my
oath that I would

not attempt to escape. Other conditions of my own making
were in tne oath, and if the robbers bethink themselves not

of these, our escaspe may be the easier. Should they come
in, as they almost certainly will, remember that we are

strangers ; or perhaps it were better that you feign to be
still unconscious. Remember, Hugh, a word or a look

might betray us. You might keep silent, and I will attend

to the rest."

When the Squire's coat was removed, a bullet fell with a
thud on the paved floor ; it had passed through the fleshy

part of his shoulder, causing great pain. Margery bathed
the wound with a fomentation of herbs which she had

s summons the door was opened
graceful figure"
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hastily prepared on Ihe log' fire, then she carefully bandaged
it, and afterwards helped the patient to draw his coat

lightly over the injured arm. This done, Hugh kissed her
underly, and would have repeated the act but for tire sound
of footsteps 1*11 the archway.
"Quick, Hugh, lie you down ; heYe they come! " whis-

pered Margery.
H; had just time to throw himself prone on the settle

when the door was hastily opened and the highwayman
bounced into the apartment. As a result of their successful
night's work both ir. -n were in a high good humour.
"How goes it wit li our guest, Mistress Margery? Has

he yet opened his

mouth ? " asked
Spence, eyeing the

fair damsel inquisi-

tively.
" He is none the

worse since his

coming- ," replied

Margery; " and to

having opened his

mouth, I nui -it

needs say the fel-

low has uttered
strange words,
which it were not
likely any woman
could understand."

"Ah, doubtless
hj will be rambling-
somewhat."

" Most likely he
will ramble much
of the night, sir,"

returned Margery,
with difficulty re-

pressing a smile at

her own wit.

S u p p e r w a s

spread in the ad-
joining room, and
the hilarious high-
waymen bade Mar-
gery bring up the
oldest wine to cele-

brate the double-
event— Yuletide'
and a successful
night.

" Give our g
-

uesl

the best cheer of
the house when he
wakes, Margery,"
said Spence g'lee-

fully; "he will stay
with us the longer.'

"The fellow shall

have my best at-

tention, I assure
you," replied the
girl.

Fresh logs were
piled upon the fires,

and more wine was
brought up, until,

after some two
hours had elapsed,
the robbers began
to dose over the
board. Margery stepped cauticiu.lv into the archway and
glided like a ghost towards the stables. Ten minutes later

she returned to find the house just as she left it. Hugh was
sleeping in reality, the pain of his wound having abated. She
entered the inner apartment, and busied herself in the pre-
tence of arranging the bottles. The highwaymen made no
sign of movement, and she was satisfied they were soundly
asleep. She stepped into the other room, and, having quietly
donned her cloak and hood, roused the slumbering Squire.

" Come," she whispered, " all is ready. Not a word until

we are quit of this place. Here are a pair of pistols ; we
may need them."

Stealthily the lovers crept into the archway, and Margery

led the way toward the stables. The two horses she ha
saddled were standing patiently at the entrance. They knew
her voice, as she spoke to them softly and patted their necks
in turn.

''Now, Hugh," she Laid eagerly, "help me into the
saddle, mount the other horse, and we're off". Yon may trust

to me. I know what direction to take for the highway, and
the moon will soon be up. An hour's riding and we shall be
in the company of friends."

THE Emperor William has been

Conveying seasonable "rich green ginger wine" to the
Channel riect

found guilty, by an
industrious enume-
rator, oft he delivery

of no fewer than
seven hundred
speeches in the
course of the last

(en years. This
works out an aver-
age of nearly a
speech and a half

for every week of

the decade, and is

a decidedly liberal

allowance, even for

a Sovereign as fond
of addressing him-
self iirbi et orbi as
the Kaiser, whose
extraordinary
fluency is said to

be more embar-
rassing to the
stenographers than
it has occasion-
ally been to his

Ministers. His
rate of speaking is

described as extra-

ordinarily rapid,

and since an in-

accurate report of

any of his voluble
addresses might
possibly entail upon
the offender or his

employer the pains
and penalties of
lese majesty, it is

not surprising that

the duty of " first

publishing " the
Imperial speeches
—as Lord Salis-

bury would de-
scribe it — is re-

garded as an'
honour too exact-
ing and responsible
to be coveted by
the prudent re-

porter of Teutonic
oratory.

v ¥ q>

Bees flitting
about within a
week of Christmas
form a spectacle of

considerable rarity, but in the southern part of Lincolnshire

they were evidently of opinion that the summer was not

ended, for hundreds were seen out in the bright sunshine
in the middle of the day. The season is so extraordinarily

mild that spring flowers are blooming in profusion, and
thrushes and other warblers may be heard singing as
cheerily as if it were the middle of September.

... V V V

The term "Commanding Royal Engineer" as the
designation of a Royal Engineer staff appointment has
been abolished and " District Eno-ineer " substituted.
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A BOER APPEAL

411

From Boet to Boer and Englishman is the title of

a very interesting- appeal written by Mr. Paul M.
Botha, member of the late Orange Free State
Volksraad for Kroonstad, and now published in an
English translation, by Hugh Lees (Limited). Mr.
Botha was one of the leading representatives of the

Moderate partv in the Free State whose leaders

were President Brand and afterwards Mr. J. G.
Fraser. A great part of the pamphlet shows with
striking clearness how the Krugerite and extreme
Nationalist partv, by playing on vague ambitions
and by actual use of money in the Press and at the

elections, completelv swamped the Moderates and
led to the crisis which ended in the war. Of the
history of South Africa Mr. Botha, who took part
in the Great Trek as a boy of five, is well qualified

to speak. The mistakes of the British Government
Mr. Botha touches upon with no sparing hand :

—

"In the past England's first and greatest mis-
take in South Africa was to refuse to accept the
responsibility and trouble of governing the country
which she had acquired—whether that country was
acquired by treaty or conquest makes not the
slightest difference. England said it was her
country, and she ought to have governed it.

" One day England blew hot and the next cold.

One moment she insisted on swallowing us, and the
next moment she insisted on disgorging us. For
example, the Orange Free State was declared
British territory, because a Governor said :

—
' You

can never escape British jurisdiction.' Then we
were abandoned because the next Governor said
' the country was a howling wilderness.' The
Transvaal was annexed, and Sir Garnet Wolseley
declared : ' The rivers will sooner run back in their

course than that England will give up the Trans-
vaal.' Shortly after that the Transvaal was retro-

ceded, after Majuba, because the British Minister
said : 'We have been unjust in annexing this

country". . .

The summary he gives of the external relations

bf the Free State shows well that the danger to its

independence was far greater from the designing
and ambitious Transvaal than from the British
Government. For Mr. Kruger himself Mr. Botha
has nothing but the severest condemnation. To
quote his own words :

—

" I have been told that there are people in

Europe, in England, and in America, who admire
Paul Kruger. I can understand our ignorant
Boers being misled by a man of powerful per-
sonality, who, knowing them well, can play upin
their weaknesses and prejudices like an expert
player on the strings of a violin. But that Oom
Paul should dupe well-educated people, that I can-
not understand. The only way I can explain this

mystery is that a veil of romance has grown round
this rugged old man, and that Europe, being 6,000
miles away, accepts him as seen through the eyes
of his duped burghers. . . . Let me tear this veil of
false romance from him, and let me try and show
the man to you as he really is and as those Boers
whom he has not succeeded in duping always
knew him to be. We know him—an avaricious,
unscrupulous, and hypocritical man, who sacri-
ficed an entire people to his cupidity. His one
aim and object was to enrich himself, and he used
every- means to this one end. His ambition for
power was subordinate to his love of money. He
used the Transvaal as a milch cow for himself, his
children and his following."

Equally unreserved is his condemnation ot the
terrorism which the Krugerite party exercised all
over South Africa, through the Bond, the Press,
and the pulpit :

—
"A religious people's religion was used '.o urge

them to their destruction. A minister of God told
me himself with a wink that he had to preach anti-
Ensdish, because otherwise he would lose favour
wwh those in power."
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SHARKS
Sharks, the " vultures"

of the sea, may be reck-
oned to turn up where
there is anything-—especi-

ally a carcase—to eat. The
sharks in the accompany-
ing illustration were cap-
tured in Simon's Bay,
South Africa, and were
attracted thither by the
bodies of whales that were
being cut up. Both were
horrible, repulsive brutes,

the larger one (showing
its gaping, cruel mouth in

the illustration) measuring
15 feet in length.

ymmanmum

* &

Couple of sharks captured near Simon's Town, South Africa

Sailors declare that sharks foretell death
when they keep fol-

lowing a vessel ; but

certain it is these fish

stick closely to a
fever-stricken ship.

Guildhall Rifle Club. This
club numbers over one
hundred members, and is

affiliated with the National
Rifle Association, and it

has been able to render
valuable assistance to the
Ladies' Club. The range
used is the safety enclosed
type. It comprises a
galvanised steel tube 75
feet in length and reach-
ing from the firing-room to

the iron target box. The
firing-room is well equipped
and admirably adapted for

its purpose. The lighting
is a special feature, and one

SHOOTING
The Newbury and

District Ladies' Rifle

Club was recently

opened by Mrs. A. J.

Carstairs, the charm-
ing and energetic

President, of whom
a striking portrait is

given in the oppo-
site column of this

page. The honour
of originating the

Ladies' Rifle Club
must rest with Mrs.
Carstairs, of Welford
Park, near Newbury,
whose husband,

obvious advantage is that practising can be carried on in

any weather and at any time of the day, as both natural
and artificial lights are available. Should the ladies wish
to shoot under the
" Queen's Bisley Rules,"
the arrangements permit
of this being done, as
firing can take place in

the three positions, viz.,

standing, kneeling, and
prone, but this is, of

course, optional. A very
good expert instructor

has been engaged in the

person of Sergeant-In-
structor J. Berry, late of

the Oxfordshire Light In-

fantry.

¥ ¥ ¥
The question of the

rifles for the ladies has
been well considered. A
lady's Lee-Enfield Sport-
ing '303 bore, fitted with
a Morris tube, is specially

for the more expert shots

:

Captain Carstairs, is
j

it weighs about 7% lb.

;

now attached to the . while a light " Win-
3rd Battalion York- Chester " *22, weighing
shire Regiment, about 4^ lb., is for

Blocmfontein. There i beginners. The ammuni-

Headquarters of the Ladies' Rifle

Club—the Guildhall Club, Newbury

is not such an inno-

vation in starting

ladies' rifle clubs as
many people are apt

to think. The Guildford and District Rifle Club admits
lady members, and
Lady Pirbright is

an active suppor-
ter. When Mrs.
Carstairs suggest-
ed a club for South
Berks and North
Hants she met
with very enthu-
siastic support and
co-operation of the
Master of the
Craven Foxhounds,
Mrs. Portal, of Ed-
dington House
(wife of the ex-

Master of the
Hounds), and
several more wil-

lingly gave their

aJ.ierence and co-

operation.

Fortunately,
very suitable head-
quarters were found
at the Newbury

Mrs. A. J. Carstairs
President of the Newbury and District

Ladies' Rifle Club

tion is cordite, so as to

be smokeless. Revolver
practice will be indulged
in, and it is hoped shortly that competitions will be started
and prizes given. The range is equal to a 200-yard open-

air range, and it

has been proved
that good practice

can be obtained.
1
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LANCS.

The 1st East Lanes—Winners of the Johannesburg Football Cup

The many regi-

ments furnished by
the royal and war-
like county of Lan-
caster have covered
themselves with
glory in the present
campaign on more
than one occasion,

and recently the

1st Battalion of the

East Lancashire
Regiment gained
for their county the

cup of the Johan-
nesburg Football
Tournament. The
cup was played for

by teams within a
radius of fifty mil«s.
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Some smart Jabots

?X~EL ** **• **• *r xx *x ** ** a :

1

•.,•» vf vv yf "»

A friend whose jewellery is always my great admiration
gave me the other day some tips on the care and cleaning
of it, which will doubtless be of benefit to most of my
readers. However little jewellery one has, it should be
made the most of, and yet I continuously see women with
nice rings that have been allowed to get so dirty and dull

that the stones have lost all their brilliancy and look cheap
and common.

¥ ¥ v
Diamonds should be cleaned with a soft brush and soap

and warm water first, and finally rinsed in alcohol and dried

in fine bran or sawdust, which is easily dusted oft wherr the

stone is quite dry. Imitation diamonds are cleaned in

exactly the same manner. The lustre of pearLs is best

revived by mixing some Spanish whiting with a little

ammonia and water, and put the mixture into a cup with the
pearls, seeing that they are well covered.

* * ¥
TiROl'OlSES are said to change colour and go green if the

health of the wearer is not particularly good. My friend,

who has a big collection- of this pretty stone, always places
her rings in clean cold water when -she takes them off, and
leaves them there all night, which she find^s the very best

way to keep them a good colour. Rubies, emeralds, sap-
phires, garnets, and similar stones should be cleaned witl 1

alcohol and a soft brush, and dried in sawdust. Gold anc

silver can be quickly cleaned by being washed in some
ammonia, rinsed at once thoroughly in plenty of water, and
dried quickly, so that the ammonia has no time to cat into

the metal.

¥ ¥ «?

Steel buttons and buckles are •viuch worn just now, and
with the wet and damp of winter arc very liable to become
rusty. At the first signs of rust, steel ornaments should be
rubbed with a piece of soft wood (such as elder), or, if that
be not obtainable, a paste made of flour of sulphur and
tripoli, dissolved in oil, and rubbed well into the steel with a
piece of flannel. Jet is best cleaned with a piece of stale

bread, and afterwards polished with flannel.

* * ¥
I hear that Parisiennes are wearing their fox furs.slightly

different to English women. The two heads meet at. the
back of the neck in somewhat of a point, the bodies going
round the neck and the legs and tails hanging down in

front. This is a very sensible model, as the heads are very
warm, and form a kind of a tippet.

Another item. The long chains arc no
longer worn straight round the neck, but

twisted once round; and the two ends arc

not joined, but hang loosely, with a t:i 1

of charms as a finishing touch.

* * *
Chenille and silk fringes are in great

demand this season. The newest finish to

the long ends of fur boas, pelerines and
tippets is a fringe of silk the same colour,

and it looks most effective. For ermine
white silk fringe is used, chinchilla lias

grey, sable brown, and astrachan or broad-
tail are trimmed with black.

T * *
FOR evening wear, long soft sashes of

tucked tulle or chiffon, with chenille fringed
ends, are much favoured.

v f <*

Sable capes are being trimmed with
pleated frills of mousseline-de-soie, and
sealskin with antique guipures.

* * *
Evening dresses have never been so elaborate and costly,

and some of the painted muslins and pailletted nets are

veritable works of art. Nearly all the ball and evening
bodices are in LouLs XV. style—the outcome of the new
straight busked corsete.

A Promenade Costume
It consists of'red cloth underskirt with handsome raised embroidery for

the top slashed in a very novel manner, showing tucks jn each opening.

The neck turns back with velvet revers again showing tucked vest and
collar. The sleeves finish with velvet cuffs. The hat is a boat-shaped

felt, the same tone as the dress, ornamented with two birds of grey
ulumage
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Tiny green leaves
are the most popular
ornaments for the

hair, ineitherrosettes,

bunches or coronets ;

they are also very
pretty gilded in dark
hair. Some of th/

hairdressers are tr

ing to bring in je
long curl coiffili"-' ot

the early seventies ;

but although it was
a very graceful mode,
I think it very doubt-
ful that this fashion

will catch on. Women
are very conservative
to the present style

of wearing the hair

dressed on top of the

head, and the many
attempts to change
it during the last two years
have not been at all suc-

cessful.

As this is essentially the

dinner-party season, a few
words anent table decora-
tion will no doubt be wel-

come. A well-known Bond
Street florist informs me
that red is to be the colour

this winter for floral deco-
rations, the most popular
flower being hernie, with
its spiked scarlet blossom.
A charmingly rural arrange-
ment of berries and red-

brown leaves in a coarse
woven rush basket tied with
wide scarlet ribbon, took my
fancy particularly. There
is a great demand for

novelty in the way of floral

ornaments, and the stuffed

doves, swans, and other
birds generally associated
with bonbonnieres are all

being pressed into service ;

a group of doves of various

sizes holding fruit and
flowers alternately and
joined by ribbons to match
the flowers, makes a
very effective centre
piece. Groups cc

cupids, niggers, and
Chinamen holding
baskets of flowers on
their arms, are also

amongst some of the
many novelties shown
m?.

* n »

Table centres have - |
been resuscitated once
more, the newest
model being made of M
real military cloth in

scarlet and trimmed
with gold braid.

Parisian. %.

It may, perhaps,
be regarded as one
of the penalties at-
taching to the pos-
session of great

"Grace first, p.'aase.'*'

(Photo by Ernest Sponcir)

A Bt'lqM New Year
'Photo by Cauheriiit Edmonds)

We arc enjoying our.se.lvcs "

CPhoto by Ernest Spencer)

riches that the pos-
sessor 10 made the

target cf an incessant
fire of appeals for
financial help from
all sorts of people for

all manner of pur-
poses. Probably no
owner of a large for-

tune suffers more, so,

to speak, from a'

B| reputation for larg-

and noble philan

||< thropy than Mi:
Helen" Gould, th

1R.. American million
airess. She spends
her life in doing good,
and her gifts for

charitable, educa-
tional, and other
worthy objects are
frequent and of largj

proportions. But if Miss
Gould should comply with
all the demands made upon
her for gifts of money, even
her millions would hardly
last for a fortnight.

v * v
The actual truth of this

statement was verified by
the appearance in the daily

press a few days ago of a
circular prepared by Miss
Gould, showing the number
and characterof the requests

made of her in a single week,
and giving- the amounts she

was asked to contribute. A
copy of this circular is now'
sent by Miss Gould's secre-

tary to all persons asking
favours of her which she
feels compelled to deny.
The tabulated statement of

the requests received in 0112

week leads off with one ask-
ing for ,£200,000 to "form
a colony in Cuba." Two
hundred and thirty-one re-

quests for cash total £37,576;
ninety-one requests to raise

mortgages, £33,401 ; forty-

three requests to aid_.

churches, £11,660 ;

and five requests to

buy places, £1,040.
Among- the hundreds
of other petitions are

those for money to

buy inventions, to

erect monuments, to

pay expenses of sick-

ness, and to redeem
iewels. Thirty-four

persons write for old

clothes, fifteen for

tickets and passes,

seventeen for advice,

and one for permis-
sion ta sell Miss
Gould's photograph.
The total number of

requests for the week'
is 1,303, and the total

cash asked for

,£309,700. Since the

is ;ue of the circular

the number ofappeals
mac!.' to Miss Gould
has been falling off.
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THE HON. EDMUND BARTON, Q.G, M.A
One of the great leaders of Federated Australia. Mr. Barton was asked to form a Cabinet after
Sir William Lyne, the Premier of New South Wales, had declined. Mr. Barton rendered
excellent service when in England recently as one of the deputation for Australian Federation.
He was born at Glebe, Sydney, on January 18th, 1849, and has had a distinguished career as a

politician and barrister
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Italy is busy with her Anarchists just now, and some of i putes. One of the most remarkable peace demonstrations
the precautions taken savour just a little of the over-much, i of recent years was that made a few weeks ago at an in-

For instance, it is related how, at Milan, a few days ago, a
j

ternational gathering- of workmen in Paris. The most
traveller was pulled out of
his train for carrying a
"weapon," which, on pro-
duction, turned out to be
the harmless necessary pen-
knife of us all. The searcher
swore that it was a "pro-
hibited weapon."

There is an excuse for

those people who may be
under the impression that
the entire British Army is

composed of Gordon High-
landers. That is not so,

although the Gordons, who,
by the way, do not ad-
vertise, seem to be every-
where at once. At the
very least, they "are
there " when wanted. Until
recently, notwithstanding
their glorious records, they
were rarely mentioned in

the press. Perhaps there
was a reason for this. They
never seized the opportunity
for 'display. While other
regiments rightly made a
show-day of the distribu-

tion of war medals, the Af-
ghan Medal and Star
issued to the Gordons were
handed round, in manvcases,
in meat-trays by the orderly
corporal in the barrack-
room, the men having to

fish about for their particu-

lar decorations. Lord
Roberts has a Gordon
Highlander as a supporter
of his coal-of-arms, which is

upheld, on the other side, by
a Goorkha.

It is a fact, the signifi-

cance of which can hardly
be overrated, that the la-

bouring classes all over the
world constitute the
strongest force now work-
ing in the interests of uni-

versal peace. Especially is

this true of the more intel-

ligent and progressive class

of workmen, such as those
forming the trade g-uilcls

and unions. It is the la-

bouring people on whom
the burdens of war fall

eloquent and stirring speech
made on this occasion was
that of a stalwart French
iron-worker, who, came to

the meeting direct from his

forge. Speaking to the
English workers present, he
said ; " You Englishmen do
not understand the misery
of war ; you do not have
your children, as soon as
they grow to manhood,
marched away to the vicious

life of the barrack. Why,
every man here is liable to

be put under arms at

twenty-four hours' notice."

Never has the "misery of
war" been more succinctly

and accurately delineated
than in this brief appeal.

* ¥ *
Facts of large interest

and significance were re-

cently brought out by a
statistician who from the
basis of biographical dic-

tionaries and obituary no-
tices, sought to find an
answer to the inquiry,
" Whence does the British

Empire get its most emi-
nent men?" The period
taken under consideration
was the reign of Queen Vic-

toria, and the number of
men included in the list in-

vestigated was a little over
3,000. Of these, 1,754 were
found to be Englishmen,

445 Scots, 254 Irishmen,

45 Welshmen, 31 Anglo-
indians, 27 Jews born in

England, 19 Anglo-French,
18 West Indians, 16 men of
other colonies, and some
smaller classes. Remark-
able testimony to the
strength and acumen of the

Jewish race came out in

the fact that Jews, to-

gether with Scotchmen,
stood highest in the list on
the basis of proportion to

population.

V "¥ V
Survivors of the Sikh

War of 1846, belonging to

the 16th Lancers, will be the

guests of members of the
heaviest in the way of taxes and personal suffering and I Aliwal Dinner Fund, at a banquet which is to take place on
sacrifice, and their voice is beginning to be heard more and

|
the 28th of this month at the Hoiborn Restaurant, to cele-

more in favour of peaceful methods of settling national dis- I brate the fifty-fifth anniversary of the glorious charge al

"Who stole the flom ; " A Gay Gordon Highlander
helping himself to flour left by the fleeing Boers at

Koomati Poort
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Aliwal, in which the 16th Lancers so greatly distinguished

themselves. They are one of the few cavalry regiments
that have ever penetrated or broken a square of infantry.

The Sikhs had
thrown themselves
into squares. Again
and again did the
scarlet Lancers
strive to break
through the sullen

masses ; again and
again scores of
saddleswere emptied,
and the British
were beaten back
with slaug hter.
Whenever the Lan-
cers got close enough
to strike, their lances
smashed in splinters

upon the stout shields

of their swarthy foes.

Suddenlv the Lancers
were ordered to shift

their lances to their

left hands, and the Sikhs, unprepared for this, received the

deadlv lance-head in their bodies instead of on their shields.

Into and through the squares swept the 16th with lances as

Lieut. -Gen. Pole-Carew
Who are about

crimson as their tunics. Even then so great and sustained
was the resistance that the Sikh square had to be ridden
through again and yet again ere it was destroyed and

dispersed.

* * *
A story is going

the rounds of Sir

Alfred Milner, the
High Commissioner
in South Africa.
The other day he
was on the point ot

being made a pri-

soner of war, his

captor being a very
opinionated Irish
soldier with a strong
sense of duty. After
his return from Pre-
toria, Sir Alfred was
wandering about in

the neighbourhood of

Kroonstad, and one
day he was promptly

arrested by the private. Sir Alfred Milner recommended
the soldier to his commanding officer an a man who could be
trusted to do his duty without fear or favour.

Lady Beatrice Butler
to be married (Photo by Lafayette)

With the Viceroy of India — The Regatta at Quilon
Photo by D'Cruz. Trivandruin

THE VICEROY'S TOUR IN INDIA

Lord Clrzon, the Viceroy of India, has finished one of
the most exhausting tours ever undertaken by a Viceroy.
In the space of about two months he has gone completely
round India, travelling six thousand miles by rail, river,

road and sea
;
and visiting several places of historic interest

never before visited by a Viceroy. India is such a big
continent that it is difficult even for a Viceroy, with all the
comforts and conveniences he can command, to obtain
access to all its remote corners ; and Viceroys were generally
contented with going over the broad and beaten tracks
adopted by the European globe-trotter. But Lord Curzon
has made a new departure for which no justification is

required. He has, by visiting several native States under
the direct sway of Indian princes, impressed upon them
that the head of the Government of India is not merely a
figurehead of Imperial authority, but also their counsellor
and friend, and that he takes a personal interest in their

well-being.

v * »
Lord Curzon left Simla, the summer capital of India,

towards the close of October, and arrived at Karachi, a
flourishing town of commercial importance, where he was
welcomed by the leading representatives of the people.
One of the inevitable incidents of a Viceroy's tour in India

is the presentation of public addresses, and Lord Curzon
had his due share in this town. He was also requested to

lay the foundation-stone of a hospital, which he gladly

undertook. From Karachi he proceeded to the native

State of Khairpur, ruled by a Mahommedan Prince. After

enjoying the hospitality of this ruler for a day, he visited

Cutch, one of the important native States in Nbrth-Western
India. The ruler of Cutch is a man of many accomplish-

ments. He is well educated and well gifted, and has travelled

far and wide, having had the honour of being received even

by her Majesty the Queen. But he had never before the

pleasure of welcoming a Viceroy in his dominions. And
Lord Curzon met with a most enthusiastic reception.

* * *
The character of Lord Curzon's tour was next varied

by a visit to a small settlement called Diu, still under
Portuguese rule. The native State of Junagadh, the

premier State in Kathiawar, was not far off, and Lord
Curzon paid that State the compliment of receiving its

first Viceregal visit. This interesting State contains

several places of historic importance, and among ether

I
things, Lord Curzon had an opportunity of visiting the

far-famed and sacred hill of Girnar, with its sculptured

shrines, the ancient temple of Somnath and the granite
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Lord and Lady Curzon seated on the top of the cabin » boat, leaving for the second
landing place in Trivandrum, where they met with a grand public reception

rock that has preserved till modern times the precious I Rajahs and Nawabs who had earned a reputation

edicts of the great and far-famed Emperor Asoka. > as capable administrators, as well as those who had
only been recently

V ^ *
At the request of

the Nawab of
Junagadh, he laid

the foundation-
stone of an Arts and
Technical School,
and permitted his

name to be con-
nected with some
new irrigation
works in the Na-
wabs capital. He
next proceeded
to Ragkot, where
he discharged the
most pleasing func-
tion of holding a
durbar (or as-
sembly) of all the
leading princes in

Kathiawar. Rarely
has such an as-

sembly ever been
held. It was an
assembly of princes
from the different

corners of Kathia-
war congregated
together in their

picturesque cos-

tumes to do
homaare to the

Reception Pavilion at the beach, Quilon, where Lord and Lady
Curzon were received by the Prime Minister of the Marajah of

Travencore (Photos by D'Cruz, Trivandrum)

installed as rulers
;

princes who had
offered their per-

sonal services, both
in South Africa and
China, on behalf of

the English, as well

as those who had
willingly supplied

the sinews of war.
Presiding over the

grand assembly,
Lord Curzon de-

livered a speech
befitting the
gravity and dignity

of the occasion.

Lord Curzon be-

took himself to

Bombay next,
where he met with
a cordial reception

at the hands of the
Municipality of that

great city. From
Bombay he pro-

ceeded by steamer
to Goa, the capital

of the Portuguese
possessions in

India. As a mark
of the very friendly

relations between
highest representative of her Majesty the Queen-Empress

[

Portugal and Great Britain, Lord Curzon was received with
in India. There were among them men old and young, I,great cordiality by the Governor-General.
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THE RETURN OF LORD ROBERTS

The devoted Sikh who sheltered Lord Roberts with his body at the battle of Charasiab

(Drawn by S. H. Vedder)

SAVING BOBS' LIFE
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" AND FOR BENEFITS HKSTOWEI), THANK YOU, HOBS "

Lord Roberts did nothing nobler, in a life full of noble

deeds, than in obeying- the call of his Sovereign and country
at a moment when a bitter private sorrow might have been
proffered as an excuse. Only those who knew of the strong
ties of love that knitted the Roberts' family together, only
those who were aware of the devotion of Lord Roberts
to his wife, of Lady Roberts to her husband, and of the

children, the son and two daughters to their parents, can
fathom the cruel blow that Fate struck at the veteran soldier

through the death of his only son, Lieutenant Roberts, on the

field of battle. But Lord Roberts is a noble man. Not only

was there the grief at the death of a son, out there was the

bitter parting from his devoted wife and daughters. Further,

it might be urged that a man in his sixty-ninth year whose
whole life has been one ofturmoil ana anxtetv, oug;nt to have
a rest, especially when 1Y1 possession or a magnificent Dome,
Vet this home had to be broken up. When Lord Roberts
was appointed to the Commandersnio-in-CUief of the Forces
in Ireland he must have regardec1 hie active military life

—

has on ever)' occasion been most marked. On following up
the retreating enemy on January 2nd, 1858, at Khodagunge,
he saw in the distance two Sepoys going away with a
standard. Lieutenant Roberts put spurs to his horse and over-
took them just as they were about to enter a village. They
immediately turned round and presented their muskets at

him, and one of the men pulled the trigger, but fortunately
the cap snapped, and the standard-bearer was cut down by
the gallant young officer, anJ the standard taken possession
of by him. He also, on the same day, cut down another
Sepoy who was standing at bay, with musket and bayonet,
keeping off a Sowar. Lieutenant Roberts rode to the
assistance of the horseman, and rushing at the Sepoy, with
one blow of his sword cut him across the face, killing him
on the spot."

* * *

THE DEVOTED SIKHS.

D i ring the whole Afghan campaign * from 1878 to 1880,

On parade in India — Lord Roberts on his famous white Arab charger — " Vonolel

"

From a painting by Charles Furse. Reproduced by the k'.nd permission of Macmillan and Co., publishers of" Forty-one Year.-, in India,"

by Lord Roberts

so far as regarded service in the field—as over. In his

old age, however, he is indefatigable, and this may be shown
by the fact that when he went to Ireland he found that a
residence in the quiet country near Dublin involved delays
in reaching his office ; he at once settled down at Kilmain-
ham with his family, and such pets as his grey deerhound
and his white Arab charger Vonolel. The old charger, by
the way, died not long ago in Curragh Camp. He was a
pure white Arab steed, and wore the medal and star for the
Afghan War of 1878-80. He helped his master through
many a hard-won fight, and followed him to Ireland.

^ * *

THE v.c.

How he won the Victoria Cross is best told in the concise

Lord Roberts had six orderlies—two Pathans, two,

Goorkhas, and two Sikhs. The latter four were with Lord
Roberts all the time, and their devotion was most touching.

Whenever Lord Roberts emerged from his tent, two or
more orderlies appeared and kept close by him. They
were well informed of what was going on, and Lord Roberts
could usually tell whether there was likely to be fighting

that day or not by the number in attendance. They
arranged everything themselves, they put themselves on
duty, and decided how many were required. During every
battle they kept close round him, determined that no shot

should hit him. At the battle of Charasiab Lord Roberts
was struck in the hand with a bullet, and on looking round
to see where it came from, he saw one of the Sikhs—

a

gigantic, faithful fellow—stretching out his arms to shield

his master from harm. Devotion, less laving down one's
vends of the dispatches : " Lieutenant Roberts's gallantry life, cannot go further than that.
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The late General Sir Abraham Roberts, G.C.B.

father of Lord Roberts, known as the " Patriarch of Indian Generals"

Lord Roberts's
father was the old

Indian general, Sir

Abraham Roberts,

who, living- to the

ripe old age of

ninety, was known
as " the patriarch

oflndian generals."

Of him, "Lord Ro-
berts says, in his

Forty-one Years in

India

:

—
" It was a great

advantage as well

as a great pleasure

to me to be with

my father at this

time. I had left

India an infant, and
I had no recollec-

tion of him until I

was twelve years

old, at which time

he came home on
leave. Even then

I saw very little

of him, as I was
at school during
the greater part of

his sojourn in Eng-
land, thus we met
at Peshawar al-

most as strangers.

We did not, how-
ever, long remain
so ; his affectionate

greeting soon put

an end to any feel-

ing of shyness on
my part, and the

gonial and kindly

spirit which en-

abled him to enter

into and sympa-
thise with the feel-

ings and aspira-

tions of men
younger than him-
self, rendered the

year I spent with
him at Peshawar
one of the brightest

and happiest of my

The late Lady Roberts

Mother of Lord Roberts

Lord Roberts's faithful Sikh orderlies

(These photos are reproduced by the kind permission of Messrs. Macmillan and Co.)

early life. In one

respect particular-

ly I benefited by
the intercourse and
confidence of the

vear in question.

"My father spoke to

me freely of his

experiences in Af-

ghanistan, where
he commanded dur-

ing the Afghan
war first a brigade,

and then Shah
Shuja's contingent.

The information I

in this way gather-

ed regarding the

characteristics of

that peculiar coun-

try, and the best

means of dealing

with its still more
peculiar people,

was invaluable to

me when I, in my
turn, twenty - five

years later, found

myself in command
of an army in Af-

ghanistan.
" Eleven years

only had elapsed

since the first Af-

ghan war, when
my father went to

Peshawar and
found himselfagain
associated with se-

v e r a 1 Afghan
friends ; some had
altogether settled

in the Peshawar
district, for nearly

all of those who
had assisted us, or

shown any friendly

feeling towards us,

had been forced by
Dost Mahomed
Khan, on his re-

turn as Amir to

Kabul, to seek re-

fusre in India."
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Hon. Ailecn Mary Roberts
(Photo by Chancellor)

lion. Ada Edwina Stewart Roberts

(Photo by Chancellor)

Lieut, the Hon. F. H. S. Roberts, V.C.,

Killed at Colenso in a noble attempt to save the guns

(Photo by Chancellor)

THE ROBERTS FAMILY
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EXPERIENCES
Why "Bobs," as Lord Roberts is familiarly called, should

have captured the heart of Tommy Atkins is a question

very easy to answer. He knows Tommy, and very few do.

He generally sees the real reason of thing's, and the follow-

ing extract from Forty-One Years in India shows that he
did so at an early age. " One very painful circumstance,"

savs Lord Roberts, "stamped itself on my memory. I was
obliged to be present at a flogging parade—the only one, I

am glad to say, I have ever had to attend, although the

barbarous and degrading custom of flogging in the army
was not done
av.av with until

nearly thirty
years later
(i£8i). A few
years before I

jcin?d the ser-

vice the number
of lashes which
might be given
was limited to

fifty ; but even
under this re-

striction the
sight was a hor-
rible one to
witness. The
parade to which
I refer was or-

dered for the
punishment of
two men who
had been sen-
tenced to fifty

lashes each fo.-

sellingtheirkits,

and to a certain

term of impri-

sonment in ad-
dition.

v * f
" They were

fine, handsome
young horse ar-

tillerymen, and
it was hateful to

see them thus
treated. Be-
sides, one felt

it was produc-
tive of harm
rather than
good, for it

tended to des-
troy the men's
self-respect and
to make them
completely reck-
less. In this

instance, no
sooner had the
two men been
released from
prison than they
committed the
same offence
again- They
were a second

"Bobs" and one of his beloved " boys"
'* The day after the hatile of Driefontein, Lord Roberta when riding over the battlefield came
across a wounded soldier, and, dismounting, gave him a drink from his own water-bottle."
Il was a characteristic act, and one which serves to bi-irl the Commander-in-Chief still moie

closely to the rank and file. (Drawn by Stanley L. Wood.)

time tried by court-martial and sentenced." Now, the
common or garden officer, who, as a rule, knows nothing
whatsoever of the soldier under him, but who thinks he
does, would unhesitatingly say that these two artillerymen
were hardened ruffians, instead of two good " men
with broken hearts. But what does the young lieutenant,
afterwards our greatest soldier, say ? " How I longed
to have the power to remit the fifty lashes, for I felt
that selling their kits on this occasion was their way of
showing their resentment at the ignominious treatment
they had been subjected to, and of proving that flogging

r! -.-, to prevent their repealing the off-nce. A

parade was ordered, as on the previous occasion. One man
was stripped to the waist, and tied to the wheel of a gun.
The finding and sentence of the Court-martial were read
out—a trumpeter standing ready the while to inflict the
punishment—when the commanding officer, Major Robert
Waller, instead of ordering him to begin, to the intense relief

of, I believe, every officer present, addressed the prisoners,
telling them of his distress at finding two soldiers belong"-

ing to his troop brought up for corporal punishment twice
in a little more than six weeks, and adding that, however
little they deserved such leniency, if they would promise
not to commit the same offence again, and to behave better

for. the future,

he would remit
the flogging
part of the sen-
tence. If the
prisoners were
not happy,
I was ; but
the clemency
was evidently
appreciated by
them, for they
promised, and
kept their
words. I did
not lose sight
of these two
man for some
years, and was
always grati-

fied . to learn
that their con-
duct was uni-

formly satisfac-

tory, and that
they had become
good, steady
soldiers."

* * ¥
As already

mentioned, Lord
Roberts, while
still plain Lie. -

tenant Robert'

,

won renown fi r

himself. Whi'e
at Peshawur in

1858 the troops
were stricken

with fever, and,
with the in'e::-

tion of checking-

it, a detachment
was moved ft om
the city to camp
out. The men
marched about
for some weeks
amongst the
hills, and it wa:,

the dutyof Lieu-
tenant Roberts
to find a good
watering - place
by which the

troops could
camp. The
sun was ex-

tremely hot, and consequently the marching had to be
done in the early morning or at night. One day Lieu-

tenant Roberts chose a place a few miles from the

main road. So far good and well ; but it was a different

matter in the night time. In a bleak country with only the

stars twinkling tantalisingly above, it is no easy job to find

one's way. The contingent had struck tents, and were
ready to march ; but Lieutenant Roberts, who had to lead

them, found the advance guard drawn up in an entirely

opposite direction to where the water was. Brigadier
Cotton was certain that the men faced the proper direction,

and Lieutenant Roberts was as certain t'.ey did not.
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All the other officers

backed the brigadier, but
Lieutenant Roberts, care-
ful soldier that he always
was, had made a correct
note of the position and
also of the stars. In the end
the matter was settled by
the brigadiersaying- that as
Lieut. Roberts was respon-
sible; he must lead. During
the march the officers
" chipped " their guide,
who was very anxious to

reach the place before the
sun rose. On and on they
tramped ; not a tree in

sig-ht, not a thing- to guide
them. The distance seemed
great. The officers began
to talk loudly— "Roberts
has lost his way." The
brigadier then galloped up
and said they had gone
the wrong way. While
the gallant lieutenant was
expressing the opinion that
he was on the right way
his horse stumbled into a
ditch. This ditch was the
boundary of the main road,
and the water was but a
few yards away. Lieu-
tenant Roberts had the
"bump of locality," which
he also proved during the
Afghan War.

V » ¥
After a succession .of

years at Eton, Sandhurst,
and Addiscombe, Lord

Lord Roberts before he left for South Africa

CPhoto by Chancellor)

Roberts entered the Bengal
Artillery in 18511 and re-

turned to India, Where,
later on, he inaugurated
his brilliant record in the
field by winning the proud
distinction of the Victoria
Cross. Soon after the
conclusion of the Crimean
War the .Mutiny broke out

and shook our Indian
Empire to its foundations.
We had to meet, not the
native levies, such as Clivc
and Wcllesley had con-
quered with a handful of
troops at Piassey and
Assaye, but soldiers whom
we had aimed and disci-

plined. This gigantic re-

bellion brought out the
great qualities of great
men, and here Lieutenant
Roberts not only proved
himself a brave and gal-
lant soldier, but a fit leader
of men, and an organiser
of victory by his resource-
ful career as Assistant-
Quartermaster-Gcneral in •

the campaign of Cawn-
pore, as subsequentlv in

the Looshai expedition and
in the Abyssinian cam-
paign. His services since
then would be super,

fluous to enumerate, but

it may be remembered
that he was twenty-three
times mentioned in dis-

patches before the Afghan
War.

Lord Roberts before lie took command in the Afghan
War of 1878-80

Lord Roberts in khaki in the "seventies"
(Photos by Maul! and Foxl
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LORD ROBERTS AS HE APPEARED IN THE TRANSVAAL
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MAGALIESBERG

Capt. J. A. McBcan
Dulilin Fusiliers, killed ;

Mapaliesberg

In the sharp fight at Maga-
liesberg, where the British

position was attacked by
Boers, many promising sol-

diers were laid low. Among
them was Captain McBcan of
the, Dublin Fusiliers. His
death is a great loss to the
Army, and he fell nobly in the

successful retirement. The
track of the retreating British

guns was marked by the
bodies of the dead and
wounded of the Mounted In-

fantry who heroically covered the retreat. The places of
the fallen were at once filled by their comrades, eager to
save the guns or die. The devotion of the Mounted Infantry
was the admiration of all. Their fight was one of the
grandest feats of successful heroism during the war. The
New South Wales Medical Corps did magnificent work
under a terrible fire.

¥ S> ¥
YOUNG Corporal Trumpeter Reid (he is only fourteen

years old), of the Middlesex Yeomanry, has been serving
with Roberts's Horse at the front since that corps was
raised, and he must smile as he stands' in his ragged khaki
when he thinks of the regal uniform he wore as the escort
trumpeter to the Lord Mayor at the Show in 1899. The
young lad has done well in South Africa, and is on the look-
out to beat the records of other daring trumpeters.

* * ¥
The appointment of D.A.C at the Cape, offered to

Colonel C. Kennedy, D.A.G. at Aldershot, has been

The Earl of Radnor in his bivotiac at the front

" Black and White-'' at the front
Trumpeter James Reid, Middlesex Yeomanry, of Roberts's Hor.«,

and the cook's mate of the corps

declined on medical grounds, his health not warranting him
in accepting the post.

* * v
The annual returns of the Volunteer musketry training',

1900, in the Scottish district show that a figure of merit was
attained of 158. The number of men exercised was 28,190,
as against 28,675 ul '899. The figure of merit for recruits

was 106, and 12,527 men were exercised, as against 6,353
in 1899.

¥ v ¥
It was a magnificent act of courage that places

Private Ward (a native of Leeds), of the 2nd Battalion

King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry, among the heroes
of the V.C. On June 26th he was with a picket near
L'indley which was surrounded on three : ide ; by 500 Bojrs.

The two officers and all but
six of the men were wounded,
when Private Ward volun-
teered to carry a message to

the signallingf-station in the
rear asking for reinforce-

ments. His offer was at first

refused, his commander point-

ing out the practical certainty
of his being shot dead. He
begged to be permitted, and
consent was reluctantly given,

and, though he passed be-

tween a rain of bullets, by a
miracle he was unscathed.
Even that was not enough for

him, for, having delivered his

message, he ag-ain crossed the

fire-swept zone to inform his

officer that the dispatch was
sent, and to resume his

duties, but in doing this he
was severely wounded in

the hand and arm. But for

his gallantly the whole
party would have been anni-
hilated.

w

Private Ward, V.C.
King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry

IN SOUTH AFRIC
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YULETIDR REVELS ON A HOMEWARD-BOUND
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St. Martin'slc-Grand. Central Hall (looking west). The
Newspaper Section

THE GENERAL POST OFFICE

centuries, it may be inferred that the use of the mode cl

conveyance was not restricted to the use of the Government,
In 1481 Edward IV., then at war with Scotland, is said to

have established a system of relays of horses (probably
from York to Edinburgh), the post-stations being' twenty
miles apart, so that dispatches were conveyed two hundred
miles in three days. In 1548 the charge for " post "-horses
improved, for the service of the crown was fixed by Statute

(2 and 3 Edward VI., cap. 3) at a penny a mile. There
seems to be no evidence of the existence of any system for

conveying the letters of the public during the reign of
Elizabeth, although posts for forwarding the public dis-

patches were doubtless arranged, inasmuch as one Thomas
Randolph is mentioned as being Chief Postmaster of Eng-
land in 1581. The first establishment of a letter post by the
Government was in the reign of James I., who, as it is

staled by a proclamation of Charles I., set on foot a Post-
office for letters to foreign countries for the benefit of the
English merchants ; but nothing of the kind seems to have
been done for the accommodation of inland correspondence,
and special messengers were still employed to carry the

letters of the State.

Having briefly dealt with the past b"story of the Post-
office, the more recent development of the service claims

The postman's " rat-tat " is familiar to most people ; but
how little is known of the history, the internal arrangements,
and the working of the Post-office.

It is extremely doubtful if there exists a British institution

which has made more wonderful strides in the direction of
development than this branch of the Government service ;

but before proceeding it would be as well to look into its

ancient history, and thus compare the past with the present
mode of delivering the nation's correspondence.
The first establishment in this country of a postal service

for the conveyance of letters of the public is involved in some
obscurity. The letters, both of private and public person-
ages, were orig-inally sent by special messenger only, and
more recently by common carriers, who began to ply regu-
larly with pack-horses about the time of the Wars of the
Roses.
As these carriers travelled the journey through with the

same horses, this mode of transmission must have been very
slow, yet it was for many years the only conveyance avail-

able by the public.

Government "posts" (that is, relays of horses and men
under the control of the Government) were not established
till nearly two centuries later; but as early as the time of
Edward II. horses were kept by private individuals for hire,

so that a messenger might travel "post ;" and as " Haste,
Post Haste " is found written on the backs of private letters

at the clcse of the fifteenth and the beginning of the sixteenth

Martin' s-lc-Grand. General Packet and Miscellaneous Section

The Controller of the London Postal

Service, J. C. Badcock, C.B.

attention. Prior to the building ot the

General Post-office in St. Martin's-lc-

Grand, the work was carried on at Lom-
bard Street. The site was originally

occupied by a noted tavern, which was
destroyed' in the Great Fire of London in

1666. In order to make room for the new
Post-office, which covers two acres of

ground, it was necessary to sweep away
congeries of alleys, courts, and thorough-
fares, thereby displacing a thousand in-

habitants. The building stands on no less

than six parishes, those bearing the pic-

turesque names of St. John Zacharay and
St. Michaels le Querne amongst them.

Lfpon the completion of Smirk's famous
building in 1829 the whole thing was
transferred. The Post-office from that lime

has gone on by leaps and bounds ; but it

was not until the introduction of the Penny
Postage (January 10th, 1840) that the work
has so marvellously developed.
According to the Postmaster-General's

most recent report it will be found that

during the financial year of 1899-1900, the
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enormous number of letters delivered in the
United Kingdom amounted to 2, 246,800,000.

The number- of letters delivered in the

United Kingdom ten years previously was
1,705,800,000. Bv comparing' these figures

ive have at a glance the rapid progress the

Post-office is making'. In order to give
some little idea of the modus operandi in

dealing' with the letters, &c, entrusted with
the Postmaster, let us imagine ourselves

for the moment posting- a handful of letters

on the borders of Hampstead Heath, among-
them one in a distinctive pink envelope
addressed to, say, Birmingham. Soon the

collecting postman with his bag clears the

box and carries its contents to the local

s : rting-office. The letters are there turned
out on a table and "faced," i.e. arranged
with the addresses uppermost, the stamps
cancelled bv means of the date stamp and sorted,

now follow our Birmingham letter to the General Po

Mount Pleasant Post Office — Suburban and Home Section

Let us

t-ofnee,

on the face of the shelves at the sorting-tuble ; we find

them to read thus : Chester Road, Warrington Road,
Preston, Learning-ton Spa, Wolverhampton, Worcester
Road, "Blind" (indistinct addresses). On the face of the
shelf below we find letters for Burton Road, Redditch Road,
Cornforth Road, Birkenhead Road, Birmingham; here we
shall find our distinctive pink envelope for Birmingham
showing- among the others for that place. It is now taken
away to the Birmingham sorting-table (each great town
having- a road to itself) there to be tied in one of the many
bundles and dropped into the Birmingham sack ready for

,
the travelling' mail at Euston. Upon arrival at Birmingham

;
it is again thrown out for the Iocp.1 postman to deliver.

I
For the privilege of obtaining the accompanying photo-

graphs, and for much valuable information, I am indebted
to J. C. Back-cck, Esq., C.B. (Controller).

St. .Martin's-lc-Grand before the General Post Office

was built

and there turned out for further sorting and
The big- letters are separated from the ordinary
any stray newspaper or packet from both ;

they are then carried forward for assort-
ment to the several departments, inland or
otherwise. There . the first step is to

arrange the letters in twenty-eight divi-

sions at the general sorting table. Three
shelves, one above the other, and the flat

surface of the table, each divided into:sevcn
spaces, do duty for twenty-eight pigeon-

. and then begins the process of sort-
ing from London from those from the
provinces, and letters for places abroad
from both. Twenty-eight neatly-cortcd
heaps, seven -in -each,. now are found by
experience to cover as much space as a
sorter can conveniently reach. The twenty-
eight divisions must be now further dis-
tributed into the inevitable twenty-eight.
This time they are sorted into " roads."
Let us now try to find our Birmingham
letter by going to the North - Western
Railway division where the second sort-
ing has taken place, and read the labels

division,

ones, and

When the tons of mail bag's are shot into the holds of the

Atlantic Liners they pass down an elevator-shaft arrange-
ment where two or more clerks work by electric light night
and day. During the height of the season when the foreign

mail is large these clerks sort letters at the rate of 1,200 an
hour, and keep it up on some trips for twelve hours a day
from six to seven days. The mail must always be sorted out

before the steamer reaches New York, and if the weather is

stormy it is no easy work flipping letters into their appro-
priate racks with the ship rolling like a log-. Down below
decks the post-office room is fitted up with tiers of pigeon-
holes and racks. A photograph of the room might well be
taken for a model pigeon-cote. But each compartment is

labelled with familiar words such as " New York,"
"Boston," "Chicago," "Ohio," "London," "Berlin,"

!

" Paris," " Russia," " Norway-Sweden," &c. Into these
compartments the clerks fling the letters, sorting them over,

so that when the steamer reaches port they can be bundled
away in sacks for immediate delivery. It is because of this

work on the high seas that mail matter reaches its destina-

tion so soon after the steamer arrives.

A view of the Post Office when newly built, showing the mail
carts preparing to start
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Houdini won 500 dollars for freeing himself from the
Boston handcuff

THE HANDCUFF KING
It has been my pleasure from time to time to record

eminently successful "shows" from across the "herring-
pond." One of the latest and best—certainly the most
mystifying;—is that of " Houdini," who is styled the " King
of Handcuffs," and certainly fully deserves his monarchical
sobriquet. He is the only living- individual—no doubt
tlenizens of spirit-land could perform the trick with celerity

^-who can readily accomplish what would appear to be the

impossible task of extricating- himself from securely-locked

manacles without the aid of a key or other implement.
How does he do it ? Quite so. That is what everybody

who sees him perform asks, but what nobody can answer.
He is now performing- at the Alhambra, this being- his second
visit after having- conquered Germany. In the latter

country he won g'olden opinions, and encountered some

Manacled as a lunatic
Fig. 1

The double handcuffs
smashed

Manacled as a lunatic—free. Tig. 4

singular experiences. At first he was received with incre-

dulity, tinged with suspicion. Not unnaturally. Our cousin
German is sceptical, but quite open to be convinced. It

appears that when Houdini arose upon their horizon certain

public entertainers—alleged magicians, seers, and other
transparent frauds—were undergoing a process of summary
incarceration at the hands of the police officials. It was
inevitable that the "Handcuff King" should find himself
within the shadow of the prevailing prejudice. They

|

regarded him as ' another of the kidney," and ordered him
to give a thoroughly exhaustive exposition of his seeming-

ly

incredible skill.

Now, cnlre nous, this was what Mr. Houdini most desired.

Official interference is a thing he dearly loves. Think of
the advertisement 1 'Tis a wise son that knows its own
father, and Mr. Houdini is shrewd in his business genera-
tion. Well, the German police came to scoff, perchance to

penalise, but remained to applaud and to testify. Yea, to

testify, for does not Mr. Houdini now possess an official

German epistle, setting- forth that the- performer • has
thoroughly "proved himself." 'Tis even so.

Another experience of Mr. Houdini's, while in Germany,
was the periodical advent of the man who was going to

expose him. In every instance it was a superfluous threat,

for the performer regularly invites this sort of thing-

.

Strange to say, however, the exposure never once took place.

Now, on behalf of the Black and White Budget, I begged
Mr. Houdini — I

did not command
like uncouth
police officials

—

to kindly perform
certain of his acts

before the tell-

tale camera.
This he gene-
rously agreed
to do.

First, then, he
allowed himself

to be bound—
arms, hands and
feet—in the same
complete manner
that they would
secure a dange-
rous lunatic. He
was muffled,
strapped,
chained and
leg-ironed, and it

appeared no-
thing short of an
impudent pre-

sumption to en-
I loud ini surprises the prosaic Germans,

lie smashes their great handcuff
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the committee—Mr. Houdini always calls for an
independent "jury' from among the audience

—

and in a few minute; proceeded to truss their

"bird." Then they waited for the laugh. The
laughter, however, took the form of applause, and
the "handy men" went away discomfited. Mr.
Houdini promptly added the navy irons to his col-

lection.

The German handcuff is a big affair, the lock of

which would not look out of place on a kitchen

door. The picture showing the performer secured
behind presents a Boston handcuff, in connection

with which there is an interesting story. The
man who invented it offered 500 dols. to anybody
who escaped from it without assistance. This got
to the ears of the " King," who just went over and
took the money.

Several other complicated handcuffing acts

were indulged in by Mr. Houdini for the special

behalf of the readers of the Budget, all of

Manacled as a lunatic. Fig. 2

tertain the idea that he could by any
possibility release himself without
aid. Yet in almost as short a time
as it takes to tell he was a free man !

Another interesting performance
was that in which he demonstrated
how they place refractor}- individuals

in irons on board ship. It is very
like being "trussed." A broomstick
plays an important part in

it, and the irons used are
very formidable. It would, !3IHI
of course, be useless to try

and locate Mr. Houdini, re-

fractor}' or otherwise, in

this manner, a fact which
brought home very forcibly

night at the theatre to some men
from H.M.S. Powerful. These
"boys" turned up at the perform-

ance with some of their extra-special

irons, inwardly chuckling at the

"fun" they were going to have at

the performer's expense. They duly
stepped upon the stage to help form

was
one

Double handcuffed

The men of the " powerful " ["put Houdini

in irons without avail

which were skilfully and expeditiously per-
formed.

It is amusing to go round with Mr.
Houdini, as I did on one occasion, to the

various locksmiths and to the several police

centres on what he himself would probably
describe as a tour of "spoof." The main
object of this journey was to demonstrate
that what he performs upon the stage he
can do equally well elsewhere—in fact, any-
where.
We went into several shops, in the win-

dows of which handcuffs were displayed.

My companion donned modesty, and
sedately inquired of one self-important

shopman if he had a good pair of hand-
cuffs in stock. The shopman unbent
slightly, and produced two pairs, " latest

pattern." To Mr. Houdini's inquiry as to

whether it was possible to escape from them

Manacled as a lunatic. Fig. 3

without a key, the shopman re-

sponded with a look of concentrated

scorn. The former had both pairs

snapped upon his wrists, retired into

a dark corner, and returned in a few
seconds, free, and holding up the

open handcuffs. A severe rigor set

in with the shopman, and he looked
dazed. He, however, again breathed

freely when the mystical one
revealed his identity.

Then to Bow Street. No
doubt the police are as
proud of their handcuffs as
a soldier is of his rifle. It

would only offend the latter to tell

him that he could not shoot straight ;

and the former do not like their

"irons" brought into., .cqntempt.

Tlersfoie our reception was no'

cardial— th^y had been " operated
"

on by Houdini before. They would
not undergo it again—they had some-
thing better to do with their time.

The} - did not appear happy under

Houdini is handcuffed
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fhe refusal—indeed, they looked hurt. Said Houdini,
triumphantly, " Now, that's just what I wauled you to

:;ay !
" Then the official brow grew darker. As we were

near 'he place where they were taking charges, I counselled
my companion to depart as expeditiously as might be. And
accordingly we went quickly.

The " King of Handcuffs " has been subjected to every
possible test, but the process ofdethroning him has yet to be
accomplished. And it is likely he never will. H. L. A.

Owe of the droll-

est of anecdotes
possessing what
might be termed an
"animal subject"
was told recently

by Lord Ribbles-
dale at a meeting
of Progressives in

London. To cheer
those who were
about to enter the
electoral fight, he
narrated this fable,

which it is no ex-
aggeration to call

unmatched even
in the pages of
the great ^Esop
himself: Two frogs
fell into a bowl of
cream. One was an
optimist and one a
pessimist. The
pessimist frog, at

once growing hope-
less at the general
look of his sur-

roundings, let him-
self sink, to rise no
more. Not so, how-
ever, the optimist
frog. He reflected

that he had never
been in any such
situation before, but
that he should do

best to get
of it. And
he swam
swam, and

(hough he soon be-
came convinced
that he couldn't

possibly emerge
from the bowl, he
at length grew as-
sured that the fluid

through which he
paddled was
g-etling thicker.

He did not at aJl

understand this

state of things, but
continued to paddle
about, here and
there, till at last,

lo ! he was en-
throned securely on
npatof butter which
he himself had un-
wittingly created !

his

out
s o
and

A New York woman, little accustomed to travelling
and nervous rather than otherwise, found herself on the
Empire Slate express the other morning, bound fcr

Buffalo. The train had hardly passed Tarrytown when
the old lady asked the brakeman if there was any I it

of an accident.
" Yes, ma'am," he replied. " Plenty of fear, but no

danger."
"Why?" asked the anxious woman.

" Because every
wheel has a brake,"
was the reply.

" But, sir," • he
returned fearfullv,
" .suppose some-
thing- should get
wrong with the
brake ?

"

"Well, then the
engine could be re-

versed, or a pres-
sure could be put
on strong enough
to keep the cars
from slipping."

" But, ' brake-
man," she replied'

with deep anxiety,
" suppose eve n
that should give
way, what would
become of us all

then?"
" Well," replied

the braktman
slowly, as if weigh-
ing a momentous
question with all

the care it de-

served, "that,
ma'am, wouM de-
pend on the kind
o' life you'd been
leading."

* T *
A CONTEMPOR-

ARY tells a good
story of an old

country minister in

Scotland who was
recently made the

recipient of a cask
of treble stout. He
was a temperate,
spare - living man
unaccustomed to

luxuries, and he
li k ed the stout.
His wife, with true

Scottish foresight,

proposed to keep
the liquor for high
occasions of com-
pany. So it was
agreed. But the

memory of the se-

ductive stout
proved too strong
for him, and he
said to his wife

the following
evening: ' ' I

think we'll just
Rural ideas on ecclesiastical abbreviations are represented I have another glass o' the stout. The maid who went to

by the following colloquy between a Lincolnshire labourer draw it, inexperienced in these things, left the" tap open and
and a curate of High-Church proclivities. "Beg your the cask ran- dry. ""

' ' '

'

pardon, sir," said the former, "but what do the letters
' R.I. P.' mean after the gentleman's name who is dead?"
The parson explained in English the meaning of the Latin
words for which the letters stand. The parishioner
appeared much relieved, and remarked, "Thank you, sir;

1 always thought they stood for ' Reformed Igh Priest.'
"

Silas : How do ihe Boers fight ?

Patrick : Behind the kopjes, sor.

Silas : How do the English fight ?

Patrick : Behind the Irish, sor.

Silas : O, I think it is lime to go.

On .the third night, in face of renev.»

vows to keep the stout for company, the minister craved

another glass. His wife was forced to break the dreadful

news. She was little prepared for her husband's terrible

rage, and ventured to recall to his mind the example of Job
in calamity. " Dash Job," said the erstwhile mild minister;

"Job never had a cask o' stout like that I

"
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The typhoon in China. A collapsed pier matshed
driven by the wind into the river near Hong Kong

The typhoon in China. Sorting the wreckage

CHINA ; refuge in their

I engaged durin

Most people will be surprised to learn that, notwithstand- i attempt much
ing its gTeat population and the fact that the Chinese were

i
brutes, but dui

the first to invent and to

use firearms, China is the
greatest game preserve
in the world. Even in the
region about Pekin, where
villages cover the plain,

and the population outside
the city walls exceeds two
thousand per square mile,

foxes, weasels, raccoons,
and wolves are so nume-
rous as to be pests. The
wolves are bother-
some, and so fearless that
no winter passes by with-
out many lives being lost

and much stock destroyed
by them.

It is a common thing
in mo.-jt parts of China to

see wolves trotting along
the public highways, fol-

lowing travellers, or dash-
ing across the roads from
cover to cover. Partly on
account of the wolves,
and partly to e.cape the
banditsand robbers which
infest the most of China,
t le farmers do not live on
the places which they
farm, but gather them-
.'.-lvc.s into villages, which
are surrounded by mud
walls for protection
against these terrors.

Among the curiosities of
Chinese villages are the
large white rings painted
on these mud walls for the
purpose of frightening
away the wolves. The
Chinese believe that the
beasts, seeing the rings,
ihink them to be either
traps or else the rising
.-.tin, from which they will

folk away and seek The Opera House, Valetta

airs. The Chinese villagers are too much
g the summer months with their crops to

in the line of exterminating these hungry
ng the winter they gather in crowds, armed

with swords and pikes,

and beat out the fields.

The Chinese are rather
chary concerning the kil-

ling of foxes, for they
believe in the transmigra-
tion of souls, and think

that foxes are preferred

by departed human spirits

to any other animal.
They also believe that

foxes have the power to

change into human beings,
and many are the won-
derful tales which arc
told of myterious warriors
who have rescued forlorn

hopes, and beautiful
maidens who, fleeing from
pursuers, have changed
themselves into foxc:; and
thus escaped.
The moors and plains

of China abound in part-

ridge, grouse, plover,

.snipe, and rabbits, and
the abundance of game is

not peculiar to any par-

ticular part of the empire.
The chief reason wl y
game still abounds ii.

such quantities in Chinr.

lies in the fact that the

Chinese musket, orgingal,
has never been developed
to the point where it is of

much service for hunting.
The barrels arc cast, and
most of them look as il

they had been made out
of pot metal, while the

stocks are not modelled
after a plan to give much
certainty of aim, as they
look like exaggerated
pistol-handles. Also the

Chinese gun has no per-

cu. ision-r/ap.
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Track of the Ice-breaking steamer across Lake Baikal

ACROSS SIBERIA
For a number of years

the Russian Government
has been experimenting'
with vessels built pur-
posely to smash up the
ice that blocks so many
Russian ports in winter.

Not long- ago the experi-

mental stage was passed,
and a first-rate ice-

breaker, the Jermak
(named after the conque-
ror of Siberia), has evolv-

ed. This vessel success-
fully opened up the ice-

bound Neva ; and when
St. Petersburg was thus

placed in communication
with the world by sea
during- the winter months, , The Ice- breaking steamer

naturally the Governiru nt

turned its eyes towards
Siberia. And the great
question of Siberia was,
and is, the line that is to

give Russia a seaboard
on the Chinese Sea. In

the line of route is Lake
Baikal, which is now kept
open by an ice-breaker in

winter. What advantage
this railroad may be to

Russia from a military
point of view has already
been demonstrated by the
comparative ease and
dispatch with which the
Russian Government has
been able to forward large
bodies of troops and
munitions of war to the

Manchurian frontier.

Lake Baikal in wintei It is the largest fresh water lake of Asia, and is situated

in Southern Siberia

A RUSSIAN ICE-BREAKER
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Boers giving information. Naturally they tell just as little as they want to and no more

Yeomanry officers on the top of Oliphant's Nek after capture in last year

AT THE FRONT
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MISS CONSTANCE COLLIER
(Photo by Downey)
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He had lost"

BLOOD-RED GOLD
A COMPLETE SHORT STORY

WRITTEN BY H. E. WEST-TAYLOR ILLUSTRATED BY CLEMENT FLOWER

>~*~«

I.

The salle de j'eu at Monte Carlo was more than usually
crowded when Reggie Turnbull entered it. It was raining
persistently outside, and even those who were least wont to

frequent the tables had gone in to get out of the wet.
It was Reggie's first visit to this particular shrine of

fortune—the alluring Circe whose gaze, like that of some
poisonous reptile, seems in some inexplicable manner to
fascinate her beholders, so that almost involuntarily they
fall into her clutches and are swallowed up in destruction.
It was, moreover, his first experience of gambling as a
serious business, for though he had occasionally thrown
down a few francs at petits chevaux, he had never indulged
in the more elaborate baccarat or roulette.

He paused for awhile at the entrance, taking a mental
note of the scene before him. It was not the appearance of
the room or even of the tables which particularly attracted
his attention ; nor was it the glare of the lights or the voices
of the officials droning out their monotonous chant. It was

|

the heterogeneous, cosmopolitan crowd of human beings
]

that pressed round the tables, some idly looking on and
occasionally throwing down a coin on to the green baize

;

others—the inveterate gamblers these—glued to their chairs,
clutching feverishly at their winnings, watching the progress
of the game and listening for the croupiers' announcement
as though their very lives depended on his verdict. A con-
demned criminal, hoping against hope for a reprieve, could
scarcely have betrayed more feverish anxiety than did the
faces of some there.

What a crowd ! what a collection of all nationalities !

There were mercurial Frenchmen, stolid Germans, veneered
Italian scoundrels, non-chalant Americans, Englishmen
against whom Society had shut its doors, Russians from
St. Petersburg, Jews from Poland, all bent on one object,

the winning by chance of gold which the} - were too indolent

or two depraved to win by honest toil.

Women, too, were there—women degraded and unsexed,
in glaring finery, with faces whose natural paleness and
viciousness were but accentuated by the rouge on their

cheeks and the pencilling of their eyebrows; women fighting

and struggling to secure their winnings, or having lost all

they possessed, shamelessly appropriating the winnings o(

another.
Some were playing by an " infallible system " of their

own, which, to their surprise, was proving less infallible in

practice than on paper ; others, absolutely at hazard, but

one and all with a feverish, unhealthy eagerness and greed
that betokened utter desperation. With many it was clearly

the last stand against crushing, overwhelming adversity.

They were like "swimmers struggling through a raging
flood," gradually being sucked under, but clutching fran-

tically at this last hope of saving themselves.
Reggie's eyes were held fixed in a fascination of horror

upon the face of one of these. It was a face which, though
stamped with the viciousness of the confirmed gambler,
still retained a certain faint indication of former nobility in

some of its features. It was the face of one who had been
born to higher and better things, but who had gradually
sunk lower and lower until he was now in extremis. He
was playing doggedly and sullenly, gaining a few francs

at one moment only to lose it all in the next deal. Pre-

sently he paused ; the heap of money in front of him, which
had been slowly dwindling, was now reduced to one gold
coin. In despair he felt in all his pockets—nothing was
left. A deadly pallor spread over his whole countenance
and his mouth twitched convulsively. The " red " had come-

up three times in succession, and now the voice of the

croupier sounded in his ears, far away and distant, but as
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'orribly distinct and monotonous as that of Fate itself, I

Faites vosj'eus, messieurs -dames. ' He1

hesitated, and then
iaked his last coin on the red, hoping 1

, but scarcely daring
) believe, that the run would continue. " Rien ne va plus,"

|

lied the croupier, and his voice sounded farther away than
ver to the unhappy wretch whose whole life depended on
le next word. The suspense was fearful ; the man's face
.as livid, the perspiration was streaming from his forehead,

|

nd every muscle was working convulsively. The ball

obbed backwards and forwards on and off the wheel, and
len finally settled down in one of the partitions. Presently
j.ime the death sentence :

" Sixteen—black."
He had lost.

Reggie watched him sink back in his chair in mute, utter

'.espair. Presently he pulled himself together, passed his

and wearily over his eyes, then rose, and passed out to

.veil the muster of those mysterious disappearances which
le authorities of Europe's darkest, fairest corner so assi-

uously hush up year after year.

It was too much for the young Englishman. He had
>me to Monte Carlo, obedient to a sudden impulse, with
le greater part of his small stock of money, bent on win-
ing enough to enable him to woo the girl whom he had
>ng adored from afar or never see her again. But he
mid not bring himself to play that night.

He passed out into the grounds and went back to his

.otel.

II.

He slept late next morning, and ih'jeiener was already in

progress when he left his room. He was in rather an
ncertain frame of mind, for the scene he had witnessed on
:e preceding night kept recurring to him. It even seemed
) him once or twice as though it had been sent as a warning
> himself not to approach the tables, and he found himself
uestioning the prudence of his hastily-conceived plan, and
ondering whether after all he had better not return to

ondon, and be content to work and wait. But he remem-
2red what slow work it would be, and how long a time
uist elapse before he, briefless as yet, could reasonably
cpeet, even with luck, to be earning a substantial income;
ad he fortified himself with the reflection that having come
) far it would be a confession of weakness to turn back.
o, getting the better of his momentary superstition, he
•solved to think no more of the unfortunate man whose
Liin he had witnessed on the previous night, but to go and
ry his own luck after dinner that evening.
" Besides," he argued with himself, to allay the last twinge

f doubt, and compromise the matter with his conscience,
1

I do not know that the poor devil has killed himself!
"

After dinner he strolled leisurely up through the Casino
.rounds into the brilliantly lighted halls. He had thought
at a plan of action during the afternoon whilst walking
lto Nice and back. It was to take with him part only of
'ie sum he had drawn from his bank and to start playing
ith small stakes. In the worst event he would only lose

bout ^150. Were he to gain, he would deduct the amount
f his original stake or the amount he had previously lost,

nd continue plaving with the remainder. In no case would
e risk more than half of what he had won in a previous
ound.
He did not remember that in drawing up such a scheme

a was estimating his own powers of self-restraint very
ighly, and was making no allowance for the fascinations
t the game, which would tempt him to increase his stakes

i' he won and to go on risking sum after sum if he lost.

Hit against this must be set the fact that he was new to the
,ame and had never felt the fever which impelsja man to

,0 on and on against his better judgment ; that he was a
lirly hard-headed young Englishman, whose native caution
vould probably act as a check upon him the first time at
ny rate that he started playing ; and, finally, that he was
>repared to lose all he took with him, which was only a
>art of his total resources. Whether, in the event of his

ising, he would be able to resist the temptation to return
gain the next day—or in the event of his winning either,

jr the matter of that—was another matter which he had
lot stopped to calculate. At any rate, as far as this par-
ticular night was concerned, he felt secure.
He was actually speculating not only on the roulette ball,

>ut on his own powers of self-control.

He managed to secure a temporarily vacant chair, and
>egan by staking 50 francs on the "7." The banker spun
,'ie wheel and the ball dropped into the " 5." Reggie had

lost his first stake. He next risked 50 francs on the " 1,3"

inakind of defiance to the feeling of superstition which had
just come over him again at losing the first coup. Once
more the banker spun the wheel and presently droned out—
" C'est le treize qui gagne."
Reggie first deducted the 100 francs from his winnings in

accordance with his "system," and' then risked half the
remaining francs on the "5.". This time he lost again.
Without a moment's hesitation he placed 800 francs on the
"9," and lost that too. This still left him 25 francs to the
good, so he placed Another 100 francs on the " 9.''

Then occurred one of those remarkable runs on one
number which very occasionally take place in this strange
game. Not only did Reggie win the second time that lie-

staked on the " 9," but for some reason for which he could
nor possibly have accounted—for it was beyond all reason
to expect the same number toxontinue winning -he stuck to
that particular figure, and into that number, red or black,
the ball rolled consecutively six more times.

Naturally he was soon the centre of attraction. The
other players were furious, a crowd collected round the
table (for the fame of his luck had spread rapidly), and
many were the comments that were heard on all sides.

The other players were muttering curses at his continued
luck ; the bystanders were inclined to congratulate him ;

all were more or less envious.
" Seven times running," remarked someone, standing

immediately behind him, who had been watching him from
the commencement, and the latent superstition in Reggie's
nature was at once aroused. This time he had no wish to

defy it. Seven was a lucky number; he had always regarded
it as such. Excited as he was, the thought possessed him
that he would be wise to stop ; but the temptation to continue
was almost irresistible—the gaming fever was rapidly
getting a hold upon him. At any rate, he would not risk the
"9" again ; he would pause while he counted his winnings.
They amounted to more than 1,500,000 francs, in spite of

the fact that, after winning three times in succession, in

accordance with his plan of action, he had started afresh
with 100 francs, and only staked quarter of his winnings on
the two last. ^60,000 ! The immensity of the sum, in

comparison with his former scanty fortune, dazzled him.
But his first thought, when he had begun to realise a little

what it meant, was that the hopleless barrier of poverty,
which had alone hitherto made it impossible for him to realise

his fondest dream, was now for ever removed.
It was the first time that this aspect of the question

had occurred to him since he had entered the Hall,

and the thought brought him salvation. Pocketing the

remainder of his winnings, he hurriedly pushed his chair

back, and made for the entrance. The bystanders
regarded him with a curious mixture of admiration and
derision—admiration for a man who had the courage to stop,

derision for one who shrunk from following up his success.
" Comme ils sont flegmatiques, mon Dieu, ces cochons

d'Anglais," remarked an extravagantly de'collete'e woman to

her neighbour as Reggie passed.
" Au moins ils ont de la courag'e, ma chere," her

companion, whose mother had been an Irish woman, replied

wistfully.

As Reggie approached the door, an official touched his

cap to him and said, "Monsieur has had good fortune.

Monsieur would do well to allow two of us to accompany
him back to his hotel."

The hint was not lost upon Reggie. He was acute

enough to realise that it might well be dangerous for him to

pass at night alone through the grounds with that sum of

money upon him, and he accepted the proffered escort. On
reaching the hotel, he tipped the men handsomely, and as

they were leaving one of them remarked, knowingly:
" A demain soir, monsieur."
Reggie laughed at the fellow's assurance, and then made

arrangements with the proprietor of the hotel to lodge his

money in the safe for the night.

But he could not sleep. He was too excited by the events

of the evening. And then the official's scarcely veiled hint

that he would be back at the tables the next night haunted
him. Would he have the strength Xo resist, or would he

return and lose heavily—possibly all he had gained, and
more ? He knew that this was the usual course of things ;

that the croupiers were pleased to see a new-comer win,

even if they did not actually connive at his doing so in some
cases, knowing by long experience of the frailty of human
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nature that in nine

cases out of ten the

winner would re-

turn again the next
day to be inglori-

ously fleeced.
Would he be the

one exception, or
would the tempta-
tion prove too
strong- for him ?

' After all," he
argued to himself
as he tossed to and
fro, "why should
he lose, why should
he not rather re-

peat his success ?

He might even
break the bank,
and for a few days
all Europe would
ring with his
name !

"

But then the
thought of what he
had seen on the
previous night re-

curred to him, and
he turned cold
with fear and
doubt. Would he,

too, end like that,

he wondered, if he
allowed the fever
to gain a hold upon
him ?

And so he swung
to and fro on the
pendulum of uncer-
tainty until, to-

wards morning, he
fell into a deep
sleep. He woke
late, but with a
clear head, and
went down for a
bathe. This had
the effect of bracing
his nerves for the
final struggle ; and
on his return
through the Casino
grounds—rich with
varied perfumes, and resplendent with semi-tropical flowers,

lying peacefully beneath the bright sun and clear sky as
if there were no such plague-spot as the Casino within
a hundred miles—he experienced that which finally put
all his doubts to rest.

A group of men
were carrying a
stretcher whereon
lay something
hastily covered
with coats, while
from beneath the
improvised cover-
ing protruded a
small foot and
ankle, daintily clad
in a fine silk stock-
ing and glac£ shoe.

It told its own
ghastly tale only
too well as it

swung backwards
and forwards with
the jolting move-
ment of the bear-
ers, and Reggie
shuddered as it

passed. The whole
smiling garden
seemed to have
grown black and
chillv, as with the
mists of death ; but
his last lingering
thought of hesita-

tion vanished as he
overheard one of
the men say to the
other, with a cal-

lous laugh, as they
passed him :

" That's the gent
as won such a lot

last night. P'raps
we'll be doin' this

for 'im ter-morrer."

Hurryingback to

the hotel as soon as
he had sufficiently

recovered from the

shock produced by
these words to

move, Reggie ar-

ranged for the dis-

posal of his money
and left MonteCa rlo

by the next train.

He has married
the girl of his heart now ; but their comfortable income is the
result of honest work, and only Mrs. Turnbull knows the real

identity of the eccentric but anonymous Englishman who
made himselfa nine days' laughing-stock of Monte Carlo, by
returning a million and a-half of francs to the Casino bank.

A historic spot in London about to disappear — Booksellers' Row

ThabaVchu. To the hills around this village De Wet fled whenever he desired to drum
up a new force. Then he created another "corner"
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SPORTS
A rather amusing story is going- the rounds of Mr. A. J.

Balfour and the Cassiobury Golf Club. Not long- ago Mr.
Balfour and Lord George Hamilton went down to have a
game of golf at the Cassiobury golf links near Watford.
There is rather a sensible rule in force at this club which
enables members to always get into a cab which is going to
the club from the station by paying sixpence. The rule,
however, on this occasion was the cause of rather a sur-
prise for a golfer and the two right honourable gentlemen.
The expectant golfers had ensconced themselves in their
cab, and were just driving oft, when an excited-looking
individual with golf clubs rushed out of the station and
stopped the carriage, merely uttering a mumbled phrase
about their being room for another, and got in. Mr.
Balfour and his friend were considerably surprised, as they
were unaware of the rule.

But when they arrived at
the end ofthe shortjourney,
and their fellow-traveller
calmly offered Mr. Balfour
sixpence as his share of
the fare, their surprise
quickly changed to amaze-
ment. However, when
the bye-law was explained,
Mr. Balfour not only
laughed at their experi-
ence but commended so
exceedingly convenient an
arrangement.

3> V V
Exercise is exploited as

the cure-all of every disease
of the day. Matter is

being given precedence
over Mind, for Mind had
its innings with the two
preceding generations, and
left Matter, especially femi-
nine matter, in a decidedly
bad condition. But the
athletic woman is now no
idle dream. She has come
to stay, and, so far as her
physical limitations permit
her, is striving to be
strong. In New York she
is about to build an athletic

clubhouse, which, with the
land, will cost one million

dollars, and, consistently
with woman's love of
luxury, it is to contain a
bath modelled upon those
marble marvels which made
Caligula's name of: future

note. Think of a marble
pool 100 ft. by 60 ft., with
all the accessories, in-

cluding, we presume, the
couches and attendants !

One wonders if this club

had been exported to the value of .£195,300 ; and, inasmuch
as only those in good condition, with few shot-holes, arc
capable of being disposed of, it is estimated that during the
period in question as many as a million of these much perse-
cuted creatures must have been massacred in the Gold Coast
district alone. Indeed, the slaughter only showed signs of
decreasing when the traders, having depopulated one
district, found themselves obliged to go farther into the
interior, a risk many of them were indisposed to undertake.
Thus, in 1894, as many as 168,405 skins, valued at .£41,000,
were exported, whilst two years later the number fell to

67,660, the value of which was £8,66.2. Alas that the
ancestors of'the human race (see Darwin, passim) should
thus be ruthlessly killed to satisfy the vanity of ladies for

sealskin jackets and the pride of man to wear bearskin-
lined overcoats! For monkey skins are capable of any
development that the brain of man can devise.

Lord Llangattock is

as popular in his beautiful

country home as he is in

London, the reason, pro-
bably, being because' he
is keenly interested in

almost every kind of sport.

One of his particular hob-
bies is yachting : the hap-
piest hours of his are
occupied in cruising about
in his yacht, the San /a

Maria. When not yacht-
ing he is breeding horses,
in which art he is most
successful, and' he is the
proud possessor of a case
of gold medals, which he
has won at various shows.
Again, he often turns his

attention to horticulture,

and may be said to be a
horticulturist of repute ;

and in connection with this

pastime he has also a
handsome case of prize

gold medals. His country
house is lighted by elec-

tricity, installed under his

immediate direction- and
supervision ; in fact, even*
hobby which he goes in

for he conquers.

Another typical sports-

man is Lord Ely. His
favourite pastime is walk-
ing, and his hobbies are
horses and dogs, whereas
Lady Ely interests herself
in collecting foreign stamps
and photographs.

Mr. Balfour very much at home

will degenerate into a mere cultivation of the horizontal bar,

as so many of the men's athletic organisations have ? But
perhaps not, for woman really does seem to be determined
to be athletic, and she is going about it in such a systematic
way that it is difficult to believe that her interest will flag
in the near future.

* * *

An official statement to the effect that during the past
year there was an increase of nearly six thousand pounds
in the value of the monkey-skins exported from the Gold
Coast tends to show that the warnings issued by the past
Colonial Governors have been unheeded, although for a
time there certainly was a slight relaxation in the indis-

criminate slaughter of these animals. To what an extent
this is carried on, even to the danger of extermination, may
be gathered from the fact that in 1896 it was reported that
during the six previous years no fewer than 884,768 skins

Cricket is not, perhaps, the first sport which we
turn our^ thoughts to just now; but the recent decision to

suspend certain of our most prominent bowlers from throw-

ing the ball next season may remind us that the summer is

coming. The decision came as a great surprise to all

followers of the great game, and in some cases has been
met with indignant attitudes of protest. One of the most
marked, and certainly one of the most important, of the

many letters received on the subject was the one from Mr. A.

C. MacLaren. In the course of his letter he stated that he
was in entire sympathy with his fellow-captains as to the

question of investigating the matter of throwing, but as to

whether Mold—who was one of the suspended ones—was
strictly fair in his style of bowling, he was careful to refrain

from giving any definite opinion. He further goes on to

say that a good result is bound to follow from the investiga-

tion. Mr. Ford thinks the final way out of the difficulty will

be to legitimise throwing.
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A proper winter holiday—no rain, no fog The rink at Davos Platz

Starting the toboggan race down the hill The Canadian methoa
of toboganning

The Swiss style of toboganning

The Balcony at Davos, where consumptives take the A " tailing party " passing through Davo_§ Plg.tz
open air cure

IN SWITZERLAND
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WOMAN'S WAYS

Tin; close of the year—and indeed of a century—is a
fitting- time to make good resolutions and to .stick to them,

so before I begin to describe the bewildering beauties of

the winter " shows " of

/ .
the principal Parisian
maisons, I am going to

say a few words about
the fitness of thing's.

* * *
French women, from

La petite grisette to

Madame la Pn/icesse,

seem to have intuitively

mastered the meaning of

"fitness," and hence are
all in the truest sense of

the words well dressed.

We all wis'h to be well

dressed, and it is pos-
sible on the most modest
dress allowance, with a
little good sense and
forethought. The young
girl restricted to, say,

three new dresses a year,

who invests in the latest

shade (however light or
easily soiled it may be),

and a "gem of a hat " of

perishable gauze, delicate

silk, or common fur, is

devoid of the instinct of
fitness.

V ¥ V
One commonly sees in

the London thoroughfares
young'girls, pretty of face

and form, in gowns fit

,V pretty Theatre Gown of Parma on ]v for carriage wear,
cloth or satin

the long skirts sweeping
The front is of soft Parma coloured mush,, the djrt pavements, and
with a darker stripe through it and sequins ,

J L
,, ,:r, ,

between each stripe. The bodice is com- w
.

hen occasionally lifted,

posed of puffed muslin, ornamented with displaying underskirts
pointed revers, trimmed with rows of nearly as" long, and shoes
galon. The sleeves are of the sequmed Knots that from a
muslin finished with, a narrow black bow. Or DOOtS that, trom a

The waistbelt is of black velvet point ot beauty and
utility, leave much to be

desired. Take those who dress fairly well and expensively,

the tout ensemble is often marred by some incongruity that

a little thought would have obviated—a new gown worn
with a hat, the costly feathers on which look sadly be-

draggled ; but, worse than all, the obviously dyed hair and
the made-up face.

» ¥ *
" The London streets on a wet day," a male friend once

told me, "enabled me to make a wise choice of a life

partner, and I am proud to say that my wife, in the house,

out of doors, at any function or social gathering I take her

to, is always admired for her elegant dress. I am happy
to say she does not run up ruinous bills ; she chooses her

gowns with a view to utility and economy, and her own
innate good taste gives the finishing touches which trans-

form the simple gown or costume into Dame Fashion's

latest and most expensive whim, stamps it with the cachet

of perfect good taste."

Practical lessons are so much more satisfactory than
mere word pictures, that I would like to transport my
readers for an hour or so to Paris. Stand in one of the

principal thoroughfares on a wet da}', mark the little work-
woman, cook, or maid, crossing a muddy roadway, the

hair perfectly coiffe, dark dress, skirt daintily lifted, dis-

playing a petticoat superior to the upper skirt, trim ankles,

in neat black stockings and faultless shoes. The faces and
figures of our sisters in La Belle France will not stand com-
parison with those of foggy England. But they are born
coquettes and have learned to develop to the utmost what-
ever charms or advantages they do possess. In other
words, they have learned to avoid incongruities.

* * *
Our English matrons, wives and maidens can hold their

own with any nationality on earth, judged from the stand-
point of their own natural gifts, but they hide them under
the bushel of ignorance, and want the sense of fitness.

A Walking Gown
This gown is of mulberry-coloured cloth. The vest is of white silk

veiled in string-toned lace. ^ The bolero is of the same cloth with

chenille spots, and edged with a very handsome gold and black-

braid, which also ornaments the skirt
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Obviously dyed hair, whitened face, painted eyebrows, and
carmined lips, make one long- to treat the face to a bath of
vaseline, the hair to a soda boiling', to restore the face to

what Nature intended it to be—fresh, young, and lovely.

That the French do make up, I do not for one moment
deny, but it is done so artistically and naturally that only those
in the know could possiblv detect it, and they also use
cosmetics and ingredients that in most cases have a bene-
ficial effect upon the skin, and act as a preservative more
than an actual make-up.

If the Parisienne wants her hair a different shade she puts
herself entirely in the hands of a competent hairdresser,
and visits him periodically as she would her dentist. The
Englishwoman contents herself with amateurish applica-
tions of peroxide of hydrogen or henna, never heeding the
fact that the roots are black and the hair itself—through
the careless way the wash is applied — every colour under

In the North —A Skye woman spinning outsrJe her
cottage door

the sun. Surely a thing that is worth doing at

all is worth doing well ?

Just a whispered word to those wearied with
work or pressure. Before retiring to rest bathe
the face for a few minutes in tepid water to

which may be added either a few drops of lemon
juice or of simple tincture of benzoin. Finally,
when in bed sip slowly a glass of hot milk. The
first clears the complexion of impurities and
gives it firmness and tone, the second ensures
a good night's rest and vigour and freshness for
another day's duties. Vaxite.

In all injuries to the head the patient should
be kept in a state of complete quiet. Iced water
should be kept constantly about the head, and
the room should be somewhat darkened. The
diet should be low in proportion to the severity
of the case, but always nourishing. The head
should be elevated, placed upon rather firm
pillows instead of soft ones. The dressing

A champion girl team in the United States

about the head should be just enough to support and pro-
tect the wound from draughts of cold, without being heating.

¥ * *
By far the most remedial form of treatment for obesity i

to be found in increased exercise. This should be taken ii

the open air, and should be such that all the muscles are
fully employed. But it should not exhaust the strength,
otherwise imperfection- of digestion win be the result.

Especial attention should be paid to the exercise of the

lungs. Medicine must be looked upon as of secondar;
importance. Obesity which is due to disease calls foi

treatment at the hands of an experienced doctor.

The Alms Houses, or " Old Church,'' as it is known by
in the neighbourhood, stand out prominently in the pic-

turesque little village adjoining the town of Great Berk-
hamsted, Herts. The building is a very old one, and the

story goes that it was left by two maiden ladies ever st

long ago, but the date is not known. In the group of nine

old people, all living, the average age is seventy-seven, the

total amounting to over 697 years.

* * *
The centre figure is Daniel Wineter, who a few year'

back was to be seen at the parish church early one morninr
with his second wife, a sweet, mellow young thing of about
seventy-four summers. It is remarkable how the}' all stili

retain their faculties. It is a pleasure to hear them tell the

tales of their younger days.

397 years — a remarkable group of old people
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delay. ~ •

Emile Zola, the eminent Freneh author, is still the 1 His Royal Highness the Duke of York, 111 addition to
champion of truth, and intends to speak out ,0011 on the

|
being- made an admiral, has been appointed Colonel-in-Chiel'

Dreyfus case, which is

not dead, but sleeping-.

When twenty years of
age he had to live i.n

abject poverty, but eventu-
ally entered a book-store
as a packer. Two years
afterwards he published
his first book, Co?Ucs a
Ninon, and thenceforward
he has been a prominent
man of the world.

v * *
I have just received a

copy of a bright little

monthly, The Bandolier,
the organ of the Cape
Police. This gallant corps
is an old-established and
well-known one in South
Africa, and the most that
I can wish The Bandolier
is that it will be as suc-
cessful in the future as the
corps has been in the past.
May the Bandolier never
be empty !

* «* *

of the Royal Marines.
This latest distinction to

be conferred on the regi-

ment will be hailed with
the liveliest satisfaction by
officers and men. Much
as the corps has been
praised, proud as is its

badge of the Globe and
Laurel, reminiscent of iis

all-world service, and dis-

tinguished as have been
the parts that it has played
in the Empire's wars, it

has enjoyed little Royal
favour, though until the
time of his death the Duke
of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha
continued to be honorary
colonel, and took great
interest in its welfare. In

its early days this body cf
" soldiers and sailors toe

"

basked in the smiles of the

Royal Family of the seven-
teenth century, when it

was raised
;
for service

during the :Dutch war.
After hostilities, however,
this "Admiral's Regi-
ment " was disbanded : but
from its ashes in 1684
sprang the organised bat-

After the talion of Marines which, curiously enough,' in view of

Emile Zola, the eminent French author, in his study,
thinking how :usticc may yet be done to Dreyfus

A very curious mistake 31.

was made in No. 64 with
reference to the exact date
of the beginning of the twentieth century
statement of the fact that the twentieth century commenced

,
the above announcement, was styled "His Royal High-

on Tuesday, January 1st. 1901, it was alleged that the ness'the Duke of York and Albany's Ma'ritime Regi-
sceond century would commence on January 1st, 201.

j
ment of Foot." In the following century the history of the

Of course, the mistake was quite evident, the correct date
j
corps was most chequered. It was raised for temporary

being 101, the third century commencing in 201. I service on board ship from time to time, and disbanded or

Lord Roberts in tweeds on the "Canada" at Cowcs,
hefor; lie ciranged into his Field-.Marshal's uniform

(Photos by James Young)

I.ady Roberts on boaTd the *' Canada " busy making
final arcangements with hord Roberts's private secre-

tary, berorc disembarkation
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merged into other regiments so repeatedly that one recent

chronicler felt justified in claiming' that "the bulk of these

earlv regiments of Marines formed the nucleus of the

modern British Army.''

* * ¥
The Indian famine is not yet over ; there are still mil-

lions of people in need of aid. In addition to the Mansion
House Fund, which, notwithstanding the comparatively
large amount subscribed, is quite insufficient for the needs of

our Indian brethren, there have been many willing helpers.

Among the latter have been Mr. H. G. Blake Thornton, the

editor, the British Underwriting and Shipowners' Gazette.

Since last May he has, in conjunction with Mr. J. B. Petit, of

Bombay, organised a famine relief fund, and, independently

ofthe many other funds established for the same purpose, has
collected and remitted to Bombay upwards of £800. This
money has been distributed in Bombay by Mr. J. B. Petit, and
has been the means of alleviating a very great deal of

distress by means of Mr. Petit's Relief Committees, which
otherwise could not have been reached by the Government
relief. All amounts received have been and will be acknow-

branch of the service, and he docs not pat one on the back
and talk twaddle.

* *
It is twenty years since Lord Roberts was previously

engaged in active military operations, and these have been
years of great and important changes in armament. Yet,
while the majority of men would have rested on their laurels

and adhered to the notions current in their own time of
activity, Lord Roberts lias shown the alertness, the vigi-

lance; and the versatility cf youth. Before the declaration
of war he had shown that he had measured with re-

markable exactness the changes involved by the vast
extension of the range of modern weapons, and had antici-

pated the difficulties which generals earlier in the field seemed
slow to comprehend even after repeated lessons in tne
costly school of experience. To that elasticity of mind
and continual adaptation of theories to new facts must
be ascribed no small part of the success achieved by Lord
Roberts. To contentment with musty text-books and
ignorance of the conditions, general as well as local, under
which the war had to be conducted, must, in like manner,

Already 011 the spot. Lord Roberts at work in Ms room at the War Office

ledged from month to month in the columns of the British
Underwriting and Shipowners? Gazette.

Lord RoBERfs never ajJows the grass to grow under his

feet, and already he has been busy with his new duties as
Cammander-in-Chief. Those duties, perhaps, are the most
onerous he has ever undertaken, for they entail the reform of
the one and only originator of the "muddle-through''
policy—the War Office—and that reform is a harder iob
than that which old Hercules had to perform when he
cleaned the Augean stables. All that can be expected from
one human man in the way of reform of the " War Office
trade union " is to sow good seed, and the good seed is

decentralisation. It is a nice job-making game for a com-
munity in London to direct the details of the mending of an
old tin-pot in the Hebrides, or some far-distant spot ; but it

is not business. But Lord Roberts is the man, and this is

emphatically the time that we want a man rather than men.
He is eminently fitted for the task, for he possesses those
qualities that keep a man young in spite of his years, and
the absence of which makes him a fossil ere his prime. He
understands the new science of the day ; he has familiarised
himselfwith all the consequences of modern fire-arm.-, in every

be largely referred the confusion and incoherence of t he
situation he had to deal with on reaching the Cape. The
other great qualities displayed by Lord Roberts—the bold-

ness and surencss of his strategy, the grasp of determining
factors which do not appear vpon the face of a military

situation, and the perspicacity which enabled him to fasten

upon the essential while disregarding side-issues even when
apparently formidable—these make up what we call military

genius. They are not to be communicated or acquired, nor
can any man be blamed because it had not pleased Nature
to endow him in that way.

The well-merited honour of Lord Roberts's appointment
to the Order of the Garter recalls the fact that very few
soldiers or sailors have received that Order from the hand:;

of their Sovereign on their return from successful warfare.
The first Duke of Marlborough was thus honoured by Queen
Anne in 1702, and the Duke of Wellington received the

same dignity on his return from the Peninsula Campaign in

1813. Wellington's right-hand man, the first Marquis of

Anglesey, who lost a leg on the field of Waterloo, also got
the Order of the Garter three years after the great battle as
a reward of military valour. His lordship joined the army
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Prince Arthur of Connaught Lord Roberta Princess Beatrice

On board the Royal yacht at Cowes
Admiral Fullerton

under the Duke of York as a subaltern", and .served through
all {he Napoleonic wars in which this country was engaged.
The first Earl Howe was admitted to this most noble order
by George III. in 1797 for his splendid work as an Admiral
of the Fleet. Nelson would undoubtedly have received the

same honour had he not been killed at Trafalgar.

In connection with the Duke of York's visit to Australia,

it has been decided to furnish the magnificent liner, Ophir,
with a crew from the Royal Navy, with the exception of the
engine-room staff, which will be supplied by the owners of
the vessel and will consist of picked men. She will cany
two 32ft. steam pinnaces and one 30ft. galley.

Sir John Aird

The Corporation of Paddington in their brand-new robes waiting to perform their first

public function — the reception of Earl Roberts and the presentation of an address at
Paddington Station. Sir John Aird is in the centre ; on his left is the Town Clerk

holding casket containing address

THE RETURN OF LORD ROBERTS
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The Prince and Princess of Wales leaving Paddington in the Roberts procession

EARL ROBERTS LEAVING PADDINGTON
(The photos on this and the opposite page have heen supplied bv the Illustrated Press Bureauj
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On deck of the "Stella Polare," the vessel in which the Duke of
Abruzzi went nearest of any discoverer to the North Pole

ARCTIC EXPEDITIONS, PRESENT AND FUTURE
Some two months ago, when Dr. Kann arrived in Scotland from the Far

North, lie brought not only the welcome assurance of the safet}' and success
of the Peary relief part}', of which he was a member, but of the Peary
Expedition itself, concerning- which some distressing- doubts had existed.
It was a year ago that Dr. Kann. together with two companions, Messrs.
Stein and Warmbath, set out from Brooklyn in the Diana to carry stores
and mail to Peary. They were put ashore near Cape Sabme, and remained
in that region several months for the purpose of obtaining fresh information
regarding the boundaries, size, topography, and natural history of Ellesmere
Land, a hitherto little known region on the west side of Smith Sound. Dr.
Robert Stein was at the head of this expedition, and the full results of it will

not be known until he returns. He is now at Cape York, awaiting trans-
portation to the United States.

v v v

It Ls worthy of note, in this connection, that the summer of 1901 will

witness the entry of no less than three expeditions into the Arctic zone, and
the goal of each will be the North Pole. One will start from some European
port, and will be led by two men already famous in Polar voyaging,
Dr. Fridtjof Nansen, the brave Norwegian, and the Duke of Abruzzi, the
no less intrepid Italian. These men are promised the support of their

respective Governments, and a million of

money if they need it. Another expe-
dition (the photo of the principals ap-
peared in No. 64 of the Budget) will set

out from New York, and will be led by
Mr. Evelyn B. Baldwin, who will .be

backed, it is said, with practically un-
limited- capital. The third party to go in

search of the Pole will hail from Canada,
and will be under the command of Cap-
tain Bernier. an old-time navigator.
Thifs will be the first enterprise of Hie

kind to go out under purely Canadian
auspices, and it will lack nothing in the

way of resources that Canadian capital

can supply. If with all these parties,

Ted by such men and with the equipment
promised, the North Pole is not brought
within the range of thing's seen and

The crew of the "Stella Polare L*

An important member of the

crew — tlve cook

known early in the twentieth century, it

will be a marvel indeed.

I.11 1266, a few years after the Magna
Charta became part of history, a band
of Norse sailors, men of Nansen's type
and race, lost themselves in the wilds of

Iceland. They came to as far north as

75 deg. 46 min.—that is, it is supposed
they did, for traces of their wreckage
were found as far north as this latitude

centuries afterward, but not beyond. If

the}' made record of what they discovered

the "ice and the Polar waters swallowed
it up. They did not come within 900
miles of -the Pole, but even at that the

baleful infkience>s of the world of cold

came upon them and they perished in

Xing' William's Land.

THE SEARCH FOR THE NORTH POLE
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A wonderful motor ride—A breakdown on the way. The motor was put in the
railway carriage of a special train seen above

JOHN O' GROATS TO LAND'S END
A WINTER RUN

It is unnecessary nowadays for an Englishman in search
of excitement and adventure to suppose that the Alps or the
Rocky Mountains are the only fields open to him. A motor
trip from John o' Groats to Land's End at all times provides
more than moderate sport for the hardy and the daring ; but
in the winter, when the roads are rushing torrents, when the
sting of the northerly gale cuts like whipcord, when every
turn in the mountainous roads may prove veritable death-
traps, there is a spice of danger in it that would appeal to

the sporting instinct of every Britisher, and make him
satisfied with the opportunities for adventure afforded him in

his native isle.

The well-known automobilist, Mr. Hubert W. Egerton, of
Weston Vicarage, Norwich, has just returned from the trip

—the first undertaken . on a car during the winter, and
hitherto looked upon as an absolutely impossible feat. The
account of his ride—880 miles of rain, hail, and storm

—

reads more like a chapter of Mayne Reid romance than
hard, solid fact. The difficulty of finding an adequate
supply of water for the boiler was an ever-present source of
anxiety, which only perseverance and ingenuity successfully
overcame.

While journeying over the Highlands to Perth—the first

twenty-five miles of which is an uphill climb the whole way
—with a full gale blowing from every quarter of the globe
at once, and the track covered with ice and snow, Mr.
Egerton discovered that the water supply was running
short. There was nothing for it but to slow up the car, and
to walk In search of a stream. After a few miles one was
discovered, a few inches wide. The only alternative which
presented itself was to scoop away the hole till it was large
enough to admit the bucket. This Mr. Egerton and his

assistant proceeded to do with their hands, and a long,

cold task it was, too, for the bucket was large, and even
then it could only be half filled at a time, and the mud had
to settle at the bottom before the water could be passed
into the tank. On another occasion, to obtain water, Mr.
Egerton had to climb a high wall and drop into a flooded
field on the other side many feet below. Several times he
was almost swept off his feet by the terrific wind, and he had
to wade knee-deep for nearly half a mile in order to get it

clean.

* v ¥
While crossing the ferry from Burntisland to Edinburgh

the' little steamer— a two-funnelled barge-like arrange-
ment—was all but capsized, and the car, which was lashed
to the deck, looked very much like being washed away.
Quite a crowd assembled on the Edinburgh side, and rousing
cheers greeted the safe arrival of the intrepid automobilist.

The famous house of John o' Groat Mr. Egerton's car outside John o' Groat's house

A WONDERFUL MOTOR RIDE
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The success of the revival is due very considerably
to Mr. Lewis Waller, whose fine presence, whose
voice of uncommon power, and musical wilhal,

lend themselves to the character of King Harry
probably better than any other actor. The whole
way through the evening Mr. Waller's perform-
ance is a noble one, and what is most striking

about his impersonation of the role is, that he can

Mr. J. H. Barnes as " Williams"

Of all the revivals of Shake-
speare which have taken place,

undoubtedly KingHenrv V., at

the Lyceum, is the most superb.

Jllr. Wm. Mollison as "Pistol"

.Sir. Bassctt Roe as " Charles VI."

work—and so creditably, too

—

simply on the part, and does not

have to rely on little tricks and
dodges, with which it could be
elaborated. Miss Hanbury, the

beautiful Chorus, is simply ideal,

as she is, in every way, thoroughly
well qualified for this character.

Every single performer does his

or her part in a most satisfactory

manner. Miss Zeffie Tilbury is a
regal Isabel, whose daughter,
Katharine, is well acted by Miss
Sarah Brooke. Miss Kate Phillips

executes the part of hostess at the
Boar's Head, in Eastcheap, cre-

ditably ; and Miss Dorothy Scott

is good as Lady Alice. Some of

the scenes are very striking, es-

pecially the taking of Harfleur by
the English. The lighting of the

scene by Hawes Craven, repre-

senting the English lines in

Picardy, and also the scene where
the dawn breaks slowly, is simply
beautiful, and quite a feature of
the production. The performance
throughout is animated by a truly

military spirit, and night after

night the efforts of the manage-
ment are appreciated by an en-

thusiastic audience. Next week
the portraits of Mr. Lewis

Mr. W. Butt,- French messenger

Waller, Miss Sarah Brooke, and
Miss Lily Hanbury will appear
in our theatrical pac :.

R. H.

Air. Chas. Rock as " Nym

'

MR. LEWIS WALLER'S COMPANY — KING HENRY V. AT THE LYCEUM
(Photos by Lanffier, Old Bond Street, W.)
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For months we have been accustomed to theatrical Boer
stories of the ill-treatment of women in South Africa by
British soldiers. Anyone who had the pleasure of seeing

the masculine female usually found on Boer farms will -be

quite read}' to admit that even a seven-foot Guardsman
would have little chance of holding- his own in a scuffle with
the Boer fair sex. However, apart from the mere possi-

bility, it remains that these stories gained credence, and it

is all the more refreshing to quote the letter sent by Mr.

are happy, have no complaint, and are quite content to

stay where they are until they can return to their hon es.

I shall return to Steytlerville -and let everybody know
how humane the treatment is. As for the statement
that women so ragged and bare-footed had to bathe
within sight of military, it is a shameful falsehood." Mr.
Ferreira made this statement of his own accord, and
asked that it be given the widest publicity in both Dutch
and English.

"The Daughter of the Regiment"
(Photo by Trooper Harry Smarl)

T. J. Ferreira, of the Dutch Reformed Church, Naauw-
poort, Cape Colony. He says :—ti

I came down here on
the reports current at Steytlerville of the bad treatment
exiles are receiving from the military. I was determined
to find out the truth and publish the same in the Dutch
and English papers. I stayed in camp all day and dined
with the exiles. The food was excellent. I had roast
lamb, .soup, potatoes, bread, coffee, and biscuits, all well
cooked and perfectly satisfactory. The soup and meat
were especially well cooked. The women and children

The great war painter, Verestcliagin, was obliged to
destroy one of his pictures because it showed the Russian
soldiers in retirement. His countrymen could not bring
themselves to acknowledge that a Russian soldier would
retire before the foe. They were willing to look at a canvas
depicting victory, but not defeat. Count von Moltke went
to see the same artist's pictures at Berlin, but he would no'
allow his soldiers to do the same. Why? Because th<y
were too awful. A battlefield, regarded in cold blooc1

,

reflects more of death than of glory.
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THE ROYAL
CANADIANS
When the Cana-

dians left Canada
for the war in

South Africa they
started with the in-

tent ion of staying'

to the end. How-
ever, according' to

the stereotyped
agreement, they
had to go home.
How this agree-
ment has been re-

ceived in Canada is

best exemplified by
the following ex-

tract from a Ca-
nadian paper

—

The
Journal — which
says : — "Some
800 Canadians,
Mounted Rifles,

and artillery have
started home from
Cape Town. They
are the very sort of

troops most needed in South Africa—yet here they come,
while Boers are still capturing British regiments. After all,

sending Canadian troops on this basis of a year's engage-
ment is a little of a toy business. Next time the enlistment

ought to be for the term of the war, or else stay home.
'Grip is a good dog, but hold fast is a better.'

"

V ¥ *
The 2nd Royal Canadian Regiment, while on its way

home from the Cape, was stationed at Kensington Barracks
for nine days, and during that too short stay further

cemented, by their gallant bearing and behaviour, the great
esteem in which they are held by all in this country. Many
had seen active service before. Colonel Otter has " trailed

where the panther glides," and fo ight with the red man.
Sergeant G. Hampson, whose portrait is given in another
page, fought in the Cuban War. In South Africa, he helped
to work No. r Maxim gun, and was twice wounded at

Paardeberg, where so many gallant Canadians fell in rush-

ing Cronje's trenches. During the Cuban War he never
missed a fight, and never was sick one day. At Paardeberg

Th

Colonel Otter

gallant Chief of the Royal Canadian!;

a bullet pierced his arm
and a shell carried

away a piece of his fore-

head. Again, Surgeon-
Major Fiset, belonging
to the 89th Battalion
Canadian Army Medi-
cal Staff, and attached
to the and Royal
Canadian Regiment,
was mentioned in dis-

patches for bravery on
the field of battle by
General Chermside.
He was also mentioned
for taking 185 sick and
wounded from Heilbron
to Kroonstadt, through
the Boer lines, without
losing a man. He was
mentioned a third time,

on Col. Otter's recom-
mendation, to General
Smith-Dorrien for dis-

tinguished conduct on
the field.

* * *
Bugler D. Stevens

marched with his regi-

ment all the way to

Pretoria without falling

out or being sick "a

day. When the regi-

ment visited Kensing-
ton Palace, where it

was entertained by the

Duke and Duchess of

Argyll, young Stevens
was signalled out by
the Duchess, who shook
hands with him. Hand-
shaking seems to have
been much in evidence,
for Lord and Lady
Aberdeen, after an ad-
dress by his lordship,

at Kensington barracks,
shook hands with every
man of the resfiment.

But)ier D. P. Stevens
2nd Royal Canadians, who was iritl'o-

uced to the Princess Louise "

The officers of the Royal Canadians with Lord and Lady Aberdeen
(Photos by J. W. Russell and Co., West Kensington)
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3apt- W. Thetvles-Law less

2nd Royal Canadians

L-'eut.-Colonel Bucliau
2nd Royal Canadians

Capt. and Aaji'. Macdouell
2nd Royal Canadians

Np^jh* ^s^^P88#^»h

Capt. I". L. Vaux
2nd Royal Canadians

The Rev. J. Almond
ChaDlain to Lhe 2nd Royal Canadians

Sergt.-Major Campbell
2nd Royal Canadians

Snrgeon-Major Fisct
2nd Royal Canadians

Scrijt. G. Hampson
2nd Royal Canadians

(PIjoios by J. \V. RusseJ) and Co., Wcj.t Kensingron)

THE ROYAL CANADIANS

Quartermaster Gallon ny
2nd Royal Canadians
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Group of the non-commissioned officers of the Royal Canadian Regiment that so
distinguished itself in South Africa

After that Lord and Lady Aberdeen were photographed
with the officers. According- to the gallant Canadians De
Wet is a very good man, but a better runner than a fighter.

¥ » *
When Colonel Otter and his men arrived at Toronto, the

citizens paid a magnificent tribute to them. Five hundred
prominent men from all parts of Ontario sat down to the
ban'ouet. The scene was a brilliant one. The galleries of
the large and beautifully-decorated horticultural pavilion
were occupied by ladies. The Governor-General, in his

speech on the occasion, intimated that the Government
would not forget suitably to reward Colonel Otter for his
good work. Colonel Otter graphically described the chief
incidents of the campaign, and the reception of the contin-
gent in England. "The regiment," said Colonel Otter,
" was very raw when it left Canada, but the fervent feeling
ot love for the Mother Country and for the flag in the
breast of every man, made it easy for the officers to turn
it into one of the most efficient battalions on the veld." Mr.
Ross, Premier of Ontario, expressed the hope that a Cana-
dian Colonel would soon rank as high as a British Colonel.

A group of Royal Canadians who distinguished themselves in South Africa
(Photos by J. W. Russell an J Co., West Kensington)'

THE ROYAL CANADIANS
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The mobilisation of the French Army. A group of reserve men who, if necessary,
are ready to invade England

A CURIOUS PIPE
A SMALL village in the Bernese Oberland possesses

curiosity known as " the villag-e

pipe." It is made from the root
of a walnut tree, and is beauti-
fully carved. Every Sunday
morning' after divine service the
pipe is brought out and lent, Sun-
day by Sunday, to every man in

the village in turn, who solemnlv
smokes it in the presence of the
assembled population in the vil-

lage street. The photograph
represents the owner of the pipe
(who, by the way, is one of the
village big-wigs, and a sort

of town clerk) enjoying his
own property.

Not long ago General de
la Rocque propounded a
scheme for the maintenance
of the French Empire, but
the whole keynote of his
plan was an impending con-
flict between France and
England. Inferentially, he assumes
that such a war is not only a cer-
tainty, but a certainty within a
very short time. Except in the
most casual way, the possibility

of a struggle with any other
country is hardly mentioned.
England is the enemy, England is

the Power with which France
must measure her strength ; a war with England, an
attack upon England, an invasion of England, Ireland, and
Egypt—these are the central points toward which all
French energy and activity must converge.

A curious pipe

All General de la Rocque's comparisons of French sea
power are based upon the corresponding efficiency and
deficiency which he finds in England's marine armaments.

His verdict is that France has
nothing to fear. Notwithstanding
the enormous numerical prepon-
derance of England's navy, he
believes that the French warships
are better built, better armoured,
and better armed than those of

Great Britain. He believes, fur-

thermore, that the personnel of the
French navy is superior to that of

the English navy. Headmitsthat
he is optimistic, and purposely so,

as an offset to the tendency that

prevails in France, even
among French statesmen,
lo look up to England as

the standard in all things
pertaining to the sea, and,
on the other hand, to ignore
and belittle every French
effort in the same field.

s« ^ ¥
A well-known traveller

and authoress called when
in China upon the wives of a
great Mandarin. They examined
her clothing, and were shocked
by the fact that her feet were not

confined by bindings. Finally, onv
of them said through the inter-

preter: "You walk and run jus':

as well as a man ?" "Certainly."
" Can you ride a pony as well as a
" Then you must be as strong asman?" "Of course-

most men ? " This was a poser to the visitor, who hesitated
"Now I understand," she cried, "why foreigners never
take more than one wife ; they are afraid to !

"

ON THE CONTINENT
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THE OLD INVERNESS CROSS
The Market Cross of Inverness, which has been restored

and artistically improved, was unveiled by Lady Finlay the

other day, the ceremony being; witnessed by a great con-
course of the public. The old cross was recently drawn
from the obscurity to which it had been relegated when the

present Town Hall was erected, and Sir Robert Finlay, the
member for the Inverness Burgh, generously offered to have
the cross restored at his personal expense. The offer was
gladly accepted by the Corporation of the Burgh, and the
work having been completed, it was at the invitation of the

magistrates and Town Council that Lady Finlay performec
the unveiling' ceremony.

¥ ¥ ¥
The old Cross of Inverness had its share of vicissitudes.

Towards the close of last century it was removed from the
conspicuous position it occupied in the middle of High Street,

finding a resting-place for the next century against the front

wall of the old Town Hall. When the present Town House
was built, the old relic was semi-concealed in a recess in

Castle Wynd. It now re-emerges into publicity renovated
and- added to according to modern ideas, and should com-
pare favourably with other artistic Scottish crosses. The
carving of the restored cross was executed in Rome by
Mr. Andrew Davidson, the designs being prepared by Mr.

J. H. Gall, Architect, Inverness. Messrs. D. and A. David-
son, Sculptors, Inverness, manufactured the base and erected
the cross in its present position.

The exact age of the venerable cross is unknown. There
are those who think it of very great antiquity ; others again,
as Provost Macbean pointed out, are of opinion that it took
1 he place of a still more ancient one, destroyed in the latter

years of the sixteenth or beginning of the seventeenth

A typical o:J Salt. John Fox ("Ctnley "), who died
the other day at Teignmouth

The tun citing of the .Market Cross at Inverness by I.ady

Finlay. Sir Kobert Finlay making a speech

(Photo by MacMahcn)

century, during one of the many clan raids made upon the

burgh at that turbulent period of Highland history. Sir

Robert Finlay, in speaking for Lady Finlay, reminded his

hearers of another stone. " I shall not," he said, "make-
any call upon your classical reminiscences of Troy and
Rome, but I may remind you of what is nearer home to our-

selves, the famous Stone of Destiny of Scotland, which so
long stood at Scone, where our Scottish Kings were crowned,
which was carried to London by Edward the First, and
which is now in Westminster Abbey, and forms the base of

the coronation chair, on which each succeeding sovereign ot

the United Kingdom is crowned. That stone, with which
Scottish associations were so long' and intimately bound up,

has fulfilled the old prophecy so aptly rendered by Sir

Walter Scott :—
" ' Unless the fates are faithless found,

And prophet's voice be vain,

Where'er this mystic stone is found,

The Scottish race shall reign.'
"

A TEIGNMOUTH SALT
The accompanying photograph, entitled, "A Typical Old

Salt," is that of the late John Fox, otherwise known as
" Curley," because of his very curly hair. He died at

Teignmouth, South Devon, and although he spent all his

I seventy-one years there he was well known all over the
count} -

. Through his occupation of pleasure yacht and
boat proprietor he came in touch with all the visitors to

that well-known seaside resort, and with them he was a
special favourite. He was always smiting, and one of his

great speeches when twitted about it was, "Well, sir, Why
not? I believes in the old saying, 'Laugh, and grow fat.'

"

With Curley's death, Teignmouth has lost one of its old

landmarks. We are indebted to Mr. Croydon, of Teign-
! mouth, for the photo.
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THE PERILS OF THE SEA
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With the approach of every winter comes an increase" in

the perils and privations of those " that go down to the sea

in ships." Round our sea-beaten coast the sands are
strewed with wreckage ; many a noble deed is done, and
alas ! many a breadwinner perishes in the waves. But still

the lifeboat must be manned, and while there are brave
men on the spot to do the manning:, it is the duty of those

who have not to

face the perils of the

sea to make sure

that there are life-

boats to man. For-
tunately, the British

people have not

been backward, but
there are still far

too few lifeboats.

Over 8,000 casual-

ties occur to ships

of the United King-
dom every year

;

that is, some 500
are totally lost

while others are
seriously damaged.
The loss of life is

great.

v +

During the past

130 years the fol-

lowing have been
the principal
wrecks \ — Royal
George, Aug. 29th,

1782 ; Forfarshire,

Grace Darling
saves lives, Sept.

6th, 1838 ; Royal
Charter, Oct. 25-

26th, 1859 ; Ocean
Monarch, March
9th, 1862; H.M.S.
Racehorse, foun-
dered Nov. 4th,

1 864; H.U.S.Bom-
bay, burnt Dec.
14th, 1864; London
foundered in Bav
ofBiscay, Jan. nth,
1866; City ofBos-
ton, sailed from
Xew York, . Feb.
nth, 1870; H.M.S.
Slaney, wrecked
Mav 9th, 1870 ;

H.M.S. Captain,
capsized Sept. 7th,

1870 ; Northfleei
collision Jan. 22nd,

1873 ; La Plata,
foundered Nov.
29th, 1874 ; Cospa-
trick, burnt Dec.
6th, 1874; H.M.S.
Vanguard collided

with Lron Duke,
Sept. 1st, 1875 ; Warspile, training-ship, burnt Jan. 3rd,
1876 ; H.M.S. Eurydice, foundered March 24th, 1878 ; Prin-

j

cess Alice collision, Sept. 3r-d, 1878; H.M.S. Dotterell ex-
ploded, April 26th, 1881 ; Clan Macduff foundered, Oct. 31st,

|

1881 ; H.M.S. Lively stranded, June 7th, 1883; collision!
between the Elbe avid Crathie steamships in the North Sea,
the former sunk with nearly four hundred people, only one
woman and thirteen men saved, Jan. 30th, 1895 ; Drum-\
mond Castle, wrecked off coast of France, March, 1896.

* * V
The violent weather falls mo.st heavily on the ocean

Saved from
Drawn by S.

tramps ; andthat remark brings us to the consideration of
what a "tramp" really is. Briefly, it may be said that
a tramp is a merchant steam vessel that runs on no
regular route, and is ready for the service of anybody
who wants to pay her owner a reasonable sum to take a
cargo to any port, remote or near, in the world. The
owner of a tramp finds it more profitable sometimes to

charter her for a
year to a line that

needs her pending
the building of a
new ship, than to

run the chance of

getting a series of

paying cargoes
within that period.

Some of the old,

slow, single-screw
liners have degene-
rated into tramps,
and even a few of

the Transatlantic
record - holders of

twenty years ago
or less have gone
cargo - seeking in

many ports. That
might have been
the fate of the old

Guion steamship
Alaska (which as-

tonished the world
in 1883 by covering
the sea space be-
tween Queenstown
and New York in

six days and
twenty-one hours),

if she had not been
a greedy coal con-

sumer, and there-

fore too expen-
sive for tramp
iservice."

ss * Sf

' Above all things,

the tramp must be
economical in the
use of coal. As the

Alaska was not fit

to be a tramp, and
was too old, and,
comparatively, too

slow for a first-class

liner, all that her
owners could do
was to sell her for

old junk, which they
did last June. Pre-
vious to that she
had been used for

sometime as a tene-

ment in an English
harbour. The
tramp tonnage runs
into the millions,

and over half of it is under the omnipresent red merchant
ensign of Great Britain. More than three-quarters of the

tramps are of British build. They fly the flags of all

nations, but the flag does wot always indicate the nationality

of the owners of the ships. Many tramps over whese taff-

rails the Norwegian flag floats are owned by Americans,
and some of the old sea nomads of British registry are the
property of speculative Yankees. Next in order of number
to the British tramps are the Germans, with the Norwegians
a close third. There are comparatively a small number of

French, Russian, Italian, Austrian, Swedish, Spanish,
Chinese and Japanese tramps.

the Wreck
M. Burton
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Hope : Between life and death A lifeboat approaching a dismantled brigantine

Hoisting the cone—the danger signal—at a Coastguard statioli . _'_~i

Thee is communication all round the coast by the men who patrol. The Coastguard service is no longer used for preventive purposes, but as

a na ional life-saving institution. When the storm signal is hoisted, the boats at sea make a rush for harbour. (Drawn by W. Rainey, R.I.)

THE PERILS OF THE SEA
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DISABLED SOLDIERS
L"p to the present time scaiewtiat over 2,050 soldiers

returned from South Africa,

and discharged from the

Armv, on account ofwounds
or disease, as unfit for

Airther service, have been
aided bv Llovd's Patriotic

Fund, which has its head-
quarters at Brook Hou; e,

Wallbrook, E.C., andseeks
especially to provide such
persons with the means ot

earning- a livelihood for

themselves. -The amount
placed at the disposal

of the fund for this pur-

pose, partly through the

Mansion House Fund, and
partlv throug-h private sub-

scriptions, now stands at

,£120,600, and of this sum
about £21,000 has been ex-

pended, leaving- £100,000
still available, though, in

view of the larg-e number
of cases now coming- to

hand, and in view, also, of
the prolong-ed disablement
of some of the sufferers,

there is no probability of

the money subscribed ex-

ceeding the requirements.

The grants to the 2,050
men referred to above have
all been made in this coun-
trv, Lloyd's Patriotic Fund
having distributed £10,200
among the Colonies which
sent conting-ents to South
Africa, thus enabling them
to deal with their own cases.

The relief afforded to the

men at home has, in most
cases, been especially wel-

come because of the delay
ihat invariably occurs
between the discharge of

a soldier from service and
his receipt of a pension or
of his back pay, owing to

have naturally varied according to circumstances. One
interesting instance is that of two men who, provided with a
phonograph and cylinders, made a good living.

T * V
In addition ic its efforts

on behalf of .ie soldiers

from South Africa, Lloyd's

Patriotic Fund has been
endeavouring to collect

money with which to help

those who have been dis-

abled in China and Ashanti.

Of the Royal Welsh Fusi-

liers in China 44 were dis-

abled, in addition to the 31

who were killed, while in

the Ashanti Expedition 82

officers and non-commis-
sioned officers were
wounded, in addition tc

the 14 who were killed. An
appeal on behalf of these

men was made in Novem-
ber by Lloyd's Patriotic

Fund (the money in hand
being available only for

cascs from South Africa),

but the result has been the

receipt of only £230.
While, therefore, there has

been so much practical

sympathy shown for the

disabled soldiers from
South Africa, there has
been little or none for

those from China and
Ashanti. Hence various

anomalies, of which the

following may be given by
way of illustration. For a

soldier shot in the head at

Paardeberg, so that he lost

the sight of both eyes, i\

sum of ,£500 has been
raised by means of con-

certs and subscriptions, in

addition to the £20 given
to him by Lloyd's Patriotic

Fund, and his pension o(

3s. a day for life ; while a

seaman of the Centurion,

who was totally blinded in

China, as the result of a
gun-shot wound, and ha;

The Union Jack in Colonel Hoarc's fort at Kland's River

It was continually shot down by the Boers and immediately rehoisted

by the garrison. The fort was reported captured, was given up by the

relieving force, but the gallant little garrison worked out its own salvation

.he necessity of awaiting the receipt of his papers from I now returned home, g'ets nothing beyond his pension, except
South Africa^ The methods adopted for helping- the men ' his share of the £230 referred to above.

The only gun in Colonel Hoare's fort at Eland's River. The "fort" had no natural
defences, but the garrison successfully held out for sixteen days

IN SOUTH AFRICA -
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SPORTS
Great excite-

nent has been
created lately
imongst billiard

enthusiasts by
several sensational
games which have
been played be-
tween various well-

cnown players.
One game between
Dawson and Ste-

venson had a par-
ticularly exciting
finish. In the after-

noon the scores
stood : Dawson
[,964, Stevenson
[,869. When the
players again met
in the evening,
Dawson made a
break of 117, and
'hen made a long
stride in front of
Stevenson with
breaks of 24, 31,
r 5 1 , and 26,
aga ; nst Steven-
sons 39 and 43,
bringing the scores
to : Dawson, 2 ,440

;

Sievenson, 2,033.
It thus looked any
odds on Dawson,
but Stevenson came
out in marvellous
form, putting on a
grand 212, followed
up by 50 and 102,

which enabled the
marker to an-
nounce 2,492 all.

Then Stevenson
ran away, and A spot stroke

played in such
superb form, compiling breaks of 306, 49, and 207, that he
gained a truly remarkable victory by 468 points. In
another game in which these two were struggling for the
championship, Dawson made the huge break of 534 with
only one fluke, which is the highest break ever made in the
final round.

» » ?
Tl-IE crocodile has acquired in literatura a character for

deceitfulness which
is largely wide- '

served. Spenser
describes

:

"Cruell craftie
crocodile,

Which in false

griefe hvding
his h arm c ful

guile,

Doth weepe full

sore and shed-
d e t h tender
teares."

But there is really

no reason for this

and similar senti-

ments. The croco-
dile has certainly

a somewhat craft v
appearance, but it

is sluggish rather
than crafty in cha-
racter. Crocodiles
are predominantly
aquatic animals,
and are very
clumsy when
ashore, as they
suffer from being
stiff-necked. They
feed on fishes, es-

pecially in their

youth, and on
quadrupeds which
they catch by the
river side and kill

by drowning. If

the prey cannot be
rapidly torn, it is

often buried till it

begins to rot. For
their shore work
they prefer dark-
ness, but they also

like to bask in the
sun. One remark-
able point about

these animals. is that they are very slow in growth, which
hardly seems to reach a limit as in other animals. There
are altogether a dozen different forms of crocodile proper,
some of which grow to a length of 30 feet. Their only real

antagonist is man.
^ ¥ *

To watch the lady cycle races is one of the great delights

of the Parisians. At this time of year there are many of

The cycle races in Paris—Two of the fair competitors

SPORTS NEAR AND FAR
The cycle races in Paris — Competitors receiving their

numbers
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Sport on the Nile — the capture of a crocodile

the races in the Gay City. The Parisians show their good I A CURIOUS incident happened some time ago to thai
taste in admiring- this sport, as the pretty French girls eminent sportsman, Lord Milton. He had a slight accident
adorned in equally pretty, though very French, costumes, 1 in the hunting-field, which fact caused the report that he
form a very lively picture as they go whirling round the

j
was killed to be set abroad. The noble lord, however, was

track. Would that we had more
feminine races here in this prosaic

country of ours.

¥ ¥
Mr. Dan Leno, not contented

with kicking about at the Lane,
has unkindly kicked a hole in our
type. Dan, however, looks as
cheerful kicking our type as his

heels.

Everybody does not know that
Sir Henry Irving is a pianist, but
some time ago, to use his

own words, he "made a
clean breast of it." Sir
Henry- is not an ordinary
musician. For instance,
when giving a pianoforte
recital, he requires two
pianos and a screen, out
of which he discourses
to all appearances very-

pleasing music. What the eminent
actor explained was that the piano
he plays on is a dummy, and
behind the screen he has a friend
playing on the other piano. How-
ever, sin will out, and when asked
to play at social gatherings his

friend and the screen were not
available ; but Sir Henry was

sitting quietly at home reading
some very flattering obituary
notices about himself. A friend

' took the opportunity ofpresenting
him with Milton's Paradise Lost,

and a few months later supple-
mented the gift by a copy of
Paradise Regained on the oc-

casion of Lord Milton's marriage
to Lady Maud Dundas.

sf ¥ V
Since the Prince of

Wales took the lead in en-
couraging automobilism,
the "upper ten" have fol-

lowed suit in goodly num-
bers. Lcril Savilei-s now a regular
and an enthusiastic motorist, and
spins here, there, and every-
where in his new and very smart
" voiturette." The young Duke
of Manchester, before he went
to America, was often to be seen
running about in his beautiful

grounds at Windsor in a vivid

yellow motor. The Earl of Clon-
mell hopes to do a good deal of
touring in " Ould Oireland " this

summer in his "sociable," which
he recently purchased. ,

¥ 3> v
The use ofthe Oadby Racecourse

at Leicester has been granted for

Dan Leno as a sportsman in his new
pastime of kicking holes in type

driven to many subterfuges before his growing reputation as I the purposes of the National Cross-Country Championsnip
a musician was dashed to the ground. Of course it was contest in February. v «? v
early in his dramatic career thathe practised thesedeceptions,

|

The fourth annual banquet of the English Quoiting Asso-
but it is interesting to see so eminent an actor place himself I ciation will take place at the Holborn Restaurant, W.C., on
on the penitcntive sheet and free his conscience. I Wednesday, February 6th,

SPORTS NEAR AND FAR
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A remarkable trick.

Balancing three
cards on end

THE KING OF CARDS
It is really remarkable what the

quickness of the hand will do in the
way of deceiving' the eye ! This
was never more fully exemplified
than in the case of Mr. Howard
Thurston, the " King of Cards,"
who is just now delighting audi- :

ences at our premier temple of

variety entertainment, the Palace
Theatre.
This gentleman, who hails from

the home of smart " turns," the
!

United States, is a most skilful mem-
J

berpfthe "light-fingered" fraternity.

The fact that on one occasion he
j

succeeded in completely mystifying
the great Herrmann, one of the most
prominent exponents of his own art, I

in his native land, is in itself ample
confirmation of this. He succeeded

Vanishing cards— the illustration shows Iiom they are
concealed behind the hand

first gentleman what particular card he had selected.
" Ten of diamonds," was the reply.

"Then," said Thurston, "let the ten of diamonds
appear !

"

Slowly, as though impelled by some supernatural infill-

in doing this with what is known as ! ence, the ten of diamonds rose out of the pack, and floated

the "rising card" trick, which is ! gently up to the performer's right hand, outstretched to

indeed a regular puzzler. It came to the knowledge of I receive it.

Herrmann that this trick was being performed, so he took | Then the second gentleman was asked to name his card,

an early opportunity of witnessing it from the front of the I "Jack of hearts," quoth he.

house. So delighted was he with what he saw that he
|

" Jack of hearts appear !" demanded Thurston ; and tin

invited Thurston to present it before his ( Herrmann's)' obedient card promptly rose out of the pack, and ascended
company.
This was a rather trying

task for Thurston, to per-

form an illusion before a com-
pany of illusionists. How-
ever, he gathered together
his "props," and set out to

entertain the Great One and
his satellites. The meeting
tool; place at a theatre where
Herrmann was appearing, at

7.30 in the evening, on the

stage while the curtain was
yet down. In addition to the

illusionists, there were also

present stage hands, car-

penters, &c, and a repre-

sentative of a local news-
paper.
Thurston preceded his

trick with a little speech, in

which he ingenuously hinted

that certain objects while

appearing inanimate might
•eally be animate. Feeling

Vanishing cards — A half-pack of cards being returned
one by one

distinctively that he had "taken in" very few of his audi- nor indulging in "cake walks
ence by this allusion, he proceeded to shuffle a pack of cards,

afterwards inviting several of those present to each select a
card, carefully noting the denomination. Four members of
Herrmann's company, including the chirf himself, selected

cards, and after duly noting them returned them to the

pack. Then came the surprising part of the trick. Holding
the pack of cards in his left hand, Thurston asked the

into the performer's hand.
The same thing happened

with the third card, and t!"'
-U

of Herrmann himself. Ths
latter agreed that Thurston
was a "winner," and offered

to purchase the trick.

Of course "the man who
mystified Herrmann " per1

forms many other tricks

equally skilful. For in-

stance, he will palm half a

deck of cards—for the benefit

of the uninitiated let me ex-

plain that " deck" is Ameri-
can for " pack "—in a most
remarkable manner. For
this trick he has the assist-

ance of a " darkie " boy,
who is possessed of a most
expressive countenance. He
does not, however, use such
words as "sah,""yo'" and
" fo' " ; he is not constantly

singing" The Swanee.River,
He may have a " yallcr

gal" way down home, and find enjoyment in "ragtime''
festivities ; otherwise he is much like one of our own boys.

Well, anyway, George—that is his name, or one of his

names—holds out the cards, which Thurston takes from him
one at a time, and "disappears" them. Then he repro-

duces them one at a time, and hands them back to George.
The palming—and this so.inds somewhat paradoxical— is

Vanishing cards— Producing them one by one Vanishing cards — Gone : They are behind the hand
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The passing card
trick — It reap-
pears in the left

hand

done on ihe back of the hand. You see by
the accompanying- illustrations how the trick
is done. It is really quite easy. Try it.

To balance three cards, one above the other,
by the corners, is one of Thurston's most mar-
vellous "feats"; and the way in which he
throws cards from the stage to the roof of the
theatre, with a kind of boomerang- moticn, is in
itself sufficient to prove that he is a thorough

master of the mani-
pulation of cards.

He informed me that

he could direct the
cards in almost any
spot he desired, and
make them describe

a variety of tortu-

ous and eccentric
motions. At the
first blush this seems
a tolerably easy
thing to accom-
plish. I tried it

innumerable times,

and finished up with
a great loss of tem-

per, and a feeling ot bewildering impotence.
It is the smallness and fragility of a playing
card which makes it difficult to manipulate,

j

Another very pretty disappearing trick or

Thurston's is where a card passes from one
hand, apparently through the outstretched
arm, into the other hand, and back again. The
card is first held just below the arm, into which
it seems gradually to disappear, emerging at

The rising card trick

—The explanation

,€

The rising card trick

—Three

The rising card trick

—Two

The passing card
trick—It appears

at the elbow

the fingers of the hand. It again suddenly
disappears, and reappears in the first hand.
It is very delusive, and gives one the impres-
sion of a " flitting" motion. I might tell you
that I know precisely how this trick is done ;

it is very simple, but in the words ofa jpopulftr
poct, " I ain't ag'oin'

to tell."

Thurston is a son
ofJohn M. Thurston,
United States Sena-
tor, of Nebraska.
Strange to say he
was intended for

the ministry, and
underwent four
years! Bi* 1 : study
at North!/ M Mass.
He, however,' be-

lieved himself a bun
magician, and went
heart and soul info

the craft. The seeds
of his ambition were
first sown in his

early boyhood when
he got possession of
a copy of Professor Hoffman's Modern M'agic,

and from that time, he informed me, he always
" kept his hands supple." He subsequently
graduated through Dr. Elliott, of Boston, an
expert card manipulator, Adrian Plate, and
William Robinson, also card experts.

. That he was -an apt pupil is only to state

that which is obvious. H. L. Adam.

How Mr. Thurston
holdsa card when lie

throws it from the
stage to the gallery

The passing card
trick Gone

!

The rising card trick
One

e passing card

;k—It appcai;

11 the hand
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The palace is one of the oldest and most beautiful pieces of architecture in the North

THE PALACE OF THE BISHOP OF DURHAM
Drawn by Tom Dudley
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GLASGOW EXHIBITION

The Exhibition buildings is the great
centre of interest in Glasgow just now,
and artizans of all nations may be seen
busily engaged on the various structures.

The photo herewith indicates that those
directing affairs will not fail to be ready in

time for the opening day in spring. Even
now exhibits are being placed in position.

» T V
So far as can be judged there will be

none of the hurry-scurry with unfinished
buildings that marked the opening of the
Paris Exhibition, for the city fathers and
citizens of the second city of the world have
put. their shoulders to the wheel. This year
is also to witness a great exhibition in the
United States—that of the Pan-American

E x h i bi-

tion at
Buffalo.
All the
different
peoples of the American
Continent are to exhibit,

and by this means the in-

habitants are to learn each
other's good points. Such
is the promoters' intention.

An early sewing machine

by Charles Kyte, a native of Snows-
hill, near Evesham. A four - legged
wooden stool supports the table on which
the machine is carried. The treadle acts
upon a cranked axle carrying a wooden
fly-wheel, which is weighted near the cir-

cumference by lead run into augured holes.

A small pulley on the spindle of the machine
is driven by a belt from another pulley on
the fly-wheel, and a crank in the spindle

communicates a vertical reciprocating
motion to the needle-bar by means of a
long rocking lever. A steel ring, fixed

eccentrically to the side of the upper pulley,

acts as a cam, and gives motion to a long
arm which works the shuttle-carrier. On
the other side of the crank which works the
needle-bar, is a small cam, giving a side

motion to a horizontal rocking lever which
feeds forward the work. The light, flat

spring, fitted with a small pulley on the
table, appears to have been a tension
arrangement. The needle and shuttle are
missing, and their form is unknown."

V * V
The King of Spain has not yet been able

to show either his taste or his pluck in

riding, for his mother is so nervous about
it that she did not even like to see him get-

ting too bold on his wooden horse. The
hour of the riding lesson on the real thing
is always one of anxiety for the Regent.
They say this fear comes from a prediction

which was once made to her by a gipsy.

EARLY SEWING
The accompanying illus-

trat'on is from a photo-
graph of an early sewing-
machine in the South Ken-
sington Museum, lent by
the late Mr. Lawson Tail.

The following are the par-
ticulars given of this

quaint invention :
—" This

roughly - constructed ma-
chine is said to have
been made about the

year 1842

Getting ready for the coming Exhibition at Glasgow. It is to

put the recent Paris Exhibition into the shade

Still another story of the German Emperor. As is well

known he has pronounced ideas in regard to the education
of his sons as well as in matters of government policy. Not
only does he keep them at their lessons for the greater part
of the day, but the regime of the school savours of the
barrack. All unnecessary titles are dispensed with, the
ordinary form of address being "You," not "Your Royal
Highness." An amusing incident is told of the Prince
Adalbert in this connection. He and his younger brother,
Augustus William, were walking along together in the
Thiergarten, when a general passed by on horseback. The
younger brother immediately saluted him without waiting
for his brother to first set the example. This displeased Prince
Adalbert, who saw therein a slight to himself as elder

brother ; he therefore sharply rebuked his younger brother,

but was himself immediately punished by his father for his

arrogance by being ordered to treat his junior for a whole
week as if he were older than himself.

* * ¥
Chauncey Mitchell Depew is one of those e'ever

Americans who stop at nothing. He is a barrister, an orator,

and politician, besides holding important public appointments.

Mr. Chauncey Depew, the prominent American statesman, financier,

and barrister, in his New York office
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"There is something uncanny about the locket

AN OLD LOCKET
WRITTEN BY J. A. FLYNN ILLUSTRATED BY L. DAVIEL

Al and I found it in the quiet coraer of Mrs.' Faoshawe
Smith's conservatory. It was just an antique gold locket,

containing- a wisp of' chestnut hair. We ought not to have
opened it, but we did. Also we ought to have looked for

the anxious owner, but we did not. It was such a very
secluded and cosy corner.

We whispered a lot of things to one another for ten
minutes ; then Al opened the locket again and sighed. She
is generally cheerful.

" There is something uncanny about Che Locket, Walter,"
she said, looking wistfully at me. " I feel as if two bygone
lovers were sitting beside us on the seat ; two who were
very, very sorry and sad." She shivered.

I twirled my moustache and considered. " It mayn't
have anything to do with lovers at all, Al," I objected.
" You are in love, aren't you? "

"You know," she answered, softly. Her usual reply
would be a saucy denial, followed by a confession of " the
very, very least bit."

""Accordingly you fancy that everybody,
and everything'—even a harmless old locket .'

— is connected with love."
" O, Walter ! there is a lock of hair in it."

I rook it up and examined it critically.

'*A Lock of a long time ago," I pronounced,
half to myself.

"Along time ago," she echoed, shaking
her curly head. " And some day " The
tears began to glisten in her eyes, and I put
my'arm right round her. It is a very quiet
corner.

" Dear," I whispered, " let us hope it was
a good time for them—say, even hall as good
as ours." She nodded, and tried to smile.

We had "been engaged about six weeks.
" It makes me feel sorry, Wal," she apolo-

gised. " Don't you understand ?"

"My dear girl," I protested, "you don't

know that there is anything to be sorry for.

Perhaps they married and lived happily
ever after, and all that sort of thing. Now

^ this is a cherished family heirloom

—

i talis-

man, worn for luck by a charming .lady of
the next generation to bring her a handsome
husband."- But she snook her head again.

" I daresay I am very sill)'," she said,

but I'm sure its history is a sad one. He
and she used to sit just where we are sitting.

See, the couch is quite an old one. Then he
went away, and this is all she had left."

She touched It reverently.
' '•' Until he cameback," I suggested cheerily.

" If she Avere anything like you, Al, he-

would be bound to come back."
" Perhaps he couldn't comeback—perhaps

he died. O, Walter !
" She began to cry a

Little.

" Why, Al
!

'"
I said in astonishment, "my

dear •' But it doesn't matter what I said

to comfort her, except that it succeeded.
" Put it over there," she commanded, "on

that chair right in the far corner ; so that I

don't feel it can bring anyone's ghost to sit

beside us." I did. "Now find something
nicer to talk about or look at."

'

' Me," I suggested.
• "You! You aren't nice to look at—O,
don't !—extept to one very foolish girl. O,
Walter ! here's someone coming to look for

it .'
" We sat half a yard apart, and com-

menced talking about the Passion Play.

Then the curtains parted, and Aunt Sarah
Jane walked in, with her sternest counten-
ance and stateliest tread. She is the most
severe and prim of my maiden aunts ; but

she was ahvays pretty good to me, really.

"Are you looking for anything, aunt?"
I a.sked.

"Well—yes," she said, very hesitating;} -

,

for her. " A little while ago I was rather tired, and sat

here. Then I thought I ought to vacate for the benefit of—
foolish young people." She gave us one of her grim
glances. " I fancied I left a locket here."

"

" It—O !—er—yes. I put Lt over there," I said, rather

foolishly. Of course, I fetched it.

"Why did you move it?" the old lady demanded,
sharply. I hesitated, but Al looked pleadingly up at her.

" It made me feel sad, aunt," she said, simply. " I don't

know why." Aunt Sarah Jane bent suddenly and kissed

her.
" It was given me by someone who used to sit here with

me," she said, quietly. " Someone who died. Perhaps I

will tell you about it, my dear—another time." Then she
wrapped the locket carefully in her handkerchief, and put it

in her pocket.
" Don't disturh yourselves, my dears," she said, cheer-

full}-. "This corner is sacred to happy memories, anc
lucky young people, like you." She walked off more slowly

than was her wont, and' I was rising to offer to go with her,

but Alice shook her head.
" She'd rather be alone," she said, with a little sob. " O,

Walter, I could feel it— I knew !"
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•"Politeness pays in tbe end, lie mused"

NOBLESSE OBLIGE

He was an extremely polite old cock, and you could see
that he was a thorough gentleman, from the highest point

oiliis comb to the tip of his long spurs.

He lifted his feet as daintily as though he were walking
on ve.vet instead of the sooty run of a backyard in a small
town villa.

And then it was such a refreshing sight when a cabbage
stalk was thrown out, to see the way in which he called his

two wives to the feast, and waited until their keen appetites

were blunted before hewould help himself—not like the vulgar
cocks one frequently sees rushing at some dainty morsel,

and endeavouring to gobble it up before the weaker sex has
time to discover it. His two hens were devoted to him, and
proud to strut along by his side ; but there was an ever-

present bene of contention to mar their domestic harmony,
viz., they never could make up their minds which stood first

in their lord's affections.

The old hen said she was, because she was nearer his

age, but the young hen had come there first, and, therefore,

maintained that she was the favoured one. " Besides,"

she queried, "how do you know that he is not nearer my
age ? Prove it !

"

The old hen did not know, so all that she coula say was,
" How do you know that he is not nearer my age? Prove
it !

" And this argument silenced them both until the dis-

pute cropped up again. It was reallv very awkward not
knowing which had the right of precedence. Especially
when they retired to roost, for the hen-house doorway was
extremely narrow for two hens to walk through at the same
time.

The dignified oM dorking heard all that they said, but
pretended not to hear. He was too lofty to trouble himseL
over their little disputes, and would not have known how to

settle the weight}- matter even if he had been appealed to,

but the hens never thought of such a thing ; they would
sooner have invited the archbisnop to play leap-frog than
trouble their lord with frivolous ques^lons.

And so it went on day after day. When food was thrown
out both hens would rush for it in a mast disgraceful manner,
and night after night t'hey narrowly escaped sticking fast in

the doorway in their hasty efforts to be first upon the
p;rch. And the old cock stood first on one leg and then
on the other, spreading out each claw as he did so, and
mused— "The one has beautiful feathers and she is the
older, but the other has the finer comb and she came
here fiast."

But one day s'omething happened which put an end to

the dispute for ever. Next door to them lived an old gen-
tleman—a very eccentric old gentleman the fowls thought
him, for frequently in early morning he might be seen rush-
ing to the window and closing it with an angry slam,
tearing his hair meanwhile, and showing other certain

proofs of a disordered mind. Once he had thrown a jugful
of water into the run ; the dorking politely informed him
from the shelter of his doorway that they were well supplied

with water, but the only answer
was, " Missed him, by Jingo !

as the window shut with a
bang.
They were all rather surprised,

therefore, when one morning the old

gentleman emerged from his house
with some small pieces of meat in

his hand which he proceeded tc

empty over the hedge. He seemed
delighted to see the two hens run
out with their usual greediness to

seize the delicious morsels, and re-

turned chuckling and rubbing his

hands.
The gallant dorking said nothing

when his two thoughtless wives
gobbled it all up without leaving
him a share, but he thought a great
deal when half an hour later he saw
the hens lying side by side quite

stiff and motionless. " Politeness

pays in the end," he mused ;
" if

they had not been so anxious to

get before one another I should stil!

wife alive. The question is—which would it have
The one had beautiful feathers and she was the

jut the other had the finer comb and she came here
L. E. C.

A young Patriot
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The story of the Kim.
berley Mines, which pro-
duce about 95 percent. 6f
the annual output of dia-

monds in the world, is a
most fascinating one. In

1750, a missionary
marked a map of Africa
at the point where Kim-
berley now is with the
words, " Here be dia-

monds " but it was not
until the year 1867 that
this source of wealth was
discovered, and the great
elevated desert of Coles-
berg- Kopje, just outside
the western border of the
Orange Free State,

began to teem with life.

The wilderness had been
given over to the Griquas,
a tribe or nation of mixed
Dutch and Kaffir origin.

In 1867, John O'Reilly
obtained of a Dutch
farmer, named Van Nie-
kirk, a stone which th;
latter had bought of s.

little Griqua boy.
O'Reilly sold the stone
and divided the ^500
with Van Niekirk, who
bought another one from
a little Hottentot boy,
and it was sold in Cape
Town for ;£ 10,000. This
was the famous " Star of
South Africa," weighing
&3/4 carats. Prospectors
began to flock to the
region, and in 1869 Kim-
berley was formally
founded. The territory

was ceded to the British

authorities, and became
" Griqualand West," a
territory of Cape Colony,
comprising 15,197 square
miles, and a total popula-
tion of 83,375. Kimberley
itself had in 1891 a popu-
lation of 28,718.

The rush to the dia-

mond fields was usually

made by means of ox-
trains, and the prospec-
tors suffered many priva-
tions, which were more
than compensated for

by the rich harvest.

The pioneer miners
simply dug and sifted,

each man for himself,

or for self and partner.
The methods employed
were the crudest imagin-
able, rough cradles being
used. The results were
phenomenal, and soire
men became rich in an
hour. The first dia-

monds were discovered
along the Vaal River,

some twenty miles from
Kimberley, but in 1871
diamonds were dis-
covered at Dutoit's Pan,
a short distance from
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DIAMONDS
that place. The crowds
rushed to the new fields, or

the " drv dig-gang's " as they
were called. The discovery
of the stones was soon made
at "New Rush," or Kim-
berley, which shortly became
the supreme centre of the

mining: industry.

The original Kimberle^
mine had an area ot thirtee

11

acres, and this was soo11

converted into an enormous

hole, which has been ex"

tended until now it is about
1,100 feet deep. The dia-

monds come in what are
known as " pipes,"which run
down throug-h the layers of
shale, which were stratefied.

Twenty years ag-o the mine
presented a most remarkable
appearance. The edg-e of
the rock which surrounded
the mine was termed the
" reef," and from it could be
obtained an excellent view
of the mine itself, which
seemed at first to be a col-

lection of houses of cliff

dwellers. It was perhaps
1,000 feet across, and the
whole surface was covered
by hundreds of wire ropes
which run up to staging; at

the top, which consisted of
a framework carrying- three

sets of sheaves superim-
posed. It should be said
that each of ttie new comers
to the mine staked out a
claim 31 feet square. It was
s:aked out by a surveyor,
and when this was done the
owners could dig- out all

that section of the earth as
far as they could gx>. There
was a small tax of 10s. a
month on each claim.

Some of these claims
proved to be much better
than oilers, and some were
worked much more rapidly
than others, the result being-

that no two adjacent claims
seemed to be of the same
altitude, and it made a most
picturesque appearance ; but
the accidents from falling-

earth were cf grea't fre-

quency and were very
serious. Each claim was
connected with the staging-
by a wire rope which ran
over wheels about 4 feet in

diameter, the wheels being-
turned with the aid of
cranks by four careful work-
men. The ropes ran at all

angles, some of them being-
a'mtwt vertical, where they
served the claims almost
under the staging-. Each
wire ro^e was secured to a
post which was driven in

the claim, and the bucket ran
on the wire rope.
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WOMAN'S WAYS
The mildness of the weat'Iier for the

season has effected quite a revolution in

modes this winter, and when one visits the
haunts of fashion and notes the delicate
tints, the thin fabrics, and the wealth of
floral millinery indulged in on all sides, it

is indeed difficult to realise that Christmas
is but a' thing- of the recent past. The
vagaries of the seasons haye certainly the
charm of novelty, which I for one do not

grumble at, the snowy, frosty Christmas
of the good old coaching days having- no
attraction whatever for me.

* * *
Englishwomen of recent years— prob-

ably throug-h the increased facilities for

me, and its pretty wearer seemed so utterly
oblivious of the " becomingness " of her
gown and of the attention she was attract-
ing, that she filled me with envy.

* * *
Pale grey and biscuit - coloured cloth

are very much en evidence for dressy frocks,
and I have also seen several tea-gowns of
cloth in delicate shades made up most
effectively with fur lace and chiffon. On
several I noticed the bolero effect (which
lends itself so well to the neglige' style) in

either lace, tucked chiffon of panne*

* ¥ ¥
While visiting a well-known dressmaker

in Dover Street last week I was permitted
as a great favour to inspect two charming
and novel gowns designed for the trousseau

Child's Dainty Coat

of thick white cloth cut short-waisted,
with collar covered with gold braid,

edged with mink fur

gold thread. The skirt was long
and plain, the bolero having four
flat buttons in dull gold on either
side opened over a blouse of white
panne spotted with gold. Around
the neck was a white fox accom-
panied by the inevitable muff to

match, while the finishing touch to

this triumph of modiste's art was
given by a white fur toque simplv
trimmed with a large black velvet
flower with a gold centre on either

side. This costume simply fascinated

A charming Dinner Gown
This frock is usually dainty in rich pink set with
narrow bands of black velvet and many appliques of
lace. The velvet revers and the black bands at the

top of the sleeves come against the skin in a very
effective way

foreign travel—have grown much more
liberal in their ideas, and where a few
years ago they would don their warm
clothing at the close of the calendar
autumn and wear it religiously until the
commencement of the calendar spring-,

they now dress according to the tem-
perature of the day, with much happier
results and far greater comfort. The
delicate pastel shades are seen in frieze

on the dullest days, while a bright sun
brings forth a regular epidemic of white
cloth and fur.

V * V

In the Row last Sunday I saw a
dainty confection of white cloth with
appliques of black panne outlined with

Chic Skating Costume
of blight red cloth with bolero of Persian
lamb over waistcoat of ermine. The inner
vest is of lace. The skirt has a double

band of Persian lamb and ermine

A smart Walking-out Costume

of a very popular society belie whose
wedding is to take place very shortly.

The wedding dress, which was dar-

ingly original, was composed of whit:
banne with tucked chiffon and appliques
of real lace : around the corsage a piece

of priceless lace was draped fichu-wise,

caught on the right shoulder with a
diamond clasp, the other end hanging
loosely down the left side of the bodice.

The evening gown, which was very
simple in comparison with the dress just

described, was composed of thin golch

gauze covered with a robe of coarse
lace, belted in at the waist with a
supple band of gold fastenecf with
an Empire clasp.
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The costumes of the past century depicted by ladies of Rye

I was also shown an elegant opera cloak which was not

yet finished : it was made of rich ivory satin, shaped like a

sacque coat and reaching- to the feet, with bell-shaped

sleeves and a high collar. It was perfectly plain, without

any trimming outside, but
the inside was lined _
throughout with ermine,
which, I understood, was
a wedding present. This
is one of the most chic and
costly opera cloaks I have
seen for many a day, and
it will give rise to many
envious pangs when it

makes its appearance in

public.

» V v

Many people do not
realise what a good invest-

ment fur is, nor do they
comprehend that however
old-fashioned a coat or

cape may become, if the
skins are good a competent
furrier can transform them
into a smart up-to-date
model. Thus one of last

year's capes can be con-
verted into a bolero at

comparatively little ex-

pense if a capable working
furrier is discovered, and
there are many In all parts
of London who work at
home for the big West End
firms, and are only too
glad for extra work.

Now that the sale sea-
son is on great bargains
should be obtainable by
those who have the cour-
age to struggle for them
at the remnant counters of
the different large West
End shops. A friend of
mine who always dresses charmingly buys nearly every-
thing during the sales, and therefore expends about a
quarter of the money she would otherwise have to lay out.

Daniel Wineter, of Great Berkhamsted, who led his young
wife of seventy-four to the altar not long ago

She declares the great secret is to know what 3'ou intend

to buy before you leave home and get it, and not be tempted
by wonderful barg-ains which a little thought would convince
vou are less than useless.

¥ ¥ *

Dress materials are the

most useful things to

invest in, but unless it is

something very out of the

way don't be lured by
fancy figured goods as
they go so quickly out of

fashion. Remnants of
plain cloth, black or

coloured, are always a
bargain, as they can be
laid aside to be made up
at some future occasion.

Blouse lengths of pretty

silks, velvet, panne, or

velveteen, renmants of

piece lace, chiffon, or

crepe-de-chine, are always
useful ; while undercloth-

ing, gloves, hosiery and
handkerchiefs are certain

to be good investments.

* * V

Costumes and millinery

should always be pur-

chased at some good
West End house in the

neighbourhood of Bond
Street, Piccadilly and
Regent Street, so that

you can be sure of ob-

taining the latest fashions,

which will not become
common immediately.
Great bargains are often

obtainable in coats and
skirts, model gowns and
silk blouses, and particu-

larly in shoes, which
should always be bought
at sale time. Although

many are sceptical about the "genuine clearing sales" at

comparatively unknown houses of business, there need be no

hesitation in dealing with well-known firms. MARIEIAN. '
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The Nestor of the German Federal Sovereigns, the 1 many important offices in 1898 he became Premier and Chief
Grand Duke Carl Alexander of Saxe-Weimar, has passed

]
Secretary of Queensland. In that capacity he was made a

away at the age of 82. He was born
June 24th, 1818, at a time when his
parents had almost abandoned all

hope of having- a son and heir. He
lived a life of extreme and almost
painful regularity. Life was so dear
to him that the bare mention of the
word "death" was forbidden in his
presence. He regarded death, indeed,
in Goethe's phrase, as "in a sense
an impossibility which suddenly be-
comes a reality." The Duke is suc-
ceeded by his son, Wilhelm Ernest,
who was born in 1876, and is an
officer of the 1st Regiment of the
Prussian Foot Guards.

* ¥ *
The first Ministry of the Common-

wealth of Australia has suffered an
untimely loss by the death».of Sir
James Robert Dickson, K:©*M.G.
Sir J. R. Dickson was born jrt Ply-
mouth in 1832, and educateiKmi

The New Grand Duke of Saxe-
Weimar

K.C.M.G., his name figuring in this

last list of Xew Year's Honours only
ten days ago. He was chosen a
fortnight ago to fill the important
post of Minister of Defence in the
new Federal Cabinet, in which ca-
pacity he appears in our double-page
of this number.

* ¥ »
The Royal Marines, whose Colonel-

in-Chief is the Duke of York, were
held high in Royal favour throughout
the earlier periods of their history,

but their honours, won in all our
hard-fought battles, ashore and afloat,

at length led to some difficulty. The
Duke of Clarence announced that the
list of actions in which the corps had
been distinguished was laid before
the King, and was so extensive that
his Majesty determined that, in lieu

of the usual mottoes and badges, the
globe encircled with the laurel would

Glasgow. Emigrating- to Australia, he was in business for I be the most appropriate emblem of a corps " whose duties
some time in Victoria. He became a member of the Legis- carried them to all parts of the globe, in every quarter of
lative Assembly of Queensland in 187*3, and after filling which they had earned laurels by their valour and good

The Duke of York as Admiral. Witnessing the bluejackets embark.
Michael C. Seymour is standing in front of him

Admiral Sir
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Derelict schooner driven ashore on the sands
(Photo by J. Coster, Eastbourne)

conduct." Its motto is " Per Mare per Terrain," with the 1 of a century later the Duke of Clarence, who was Lord High
word "Gibraltar" above the globe, commemorating- its

many important services in defence of
that fortress. There was once a general
efficer of the force, Sir E. Xicholas, who
had been in 107 engagements.

This all-world emblem has always
been the special pride of the Royal
Marines, who, since 1804, have con-
sisted of two bodies—the Artillery with
a blue uniform, and the Lig-ht Infantrv
in red with blue facing's. In Egypt, in the
Soudan, as in West and South Africa, the
officers and mes have added fresh lustre to

the history of the amphibious reg-iment,

which was never held in greater popular
esteem than to-day for its splendid
bearing and daring heroism, whethei'
ashore with a naval brigade or forming
part of the crews of her Majesty's
ships.

FOR the past 150 years the corps has
had continuous existence. Many heroines
in the eighteenth century served in the
ranks of the Army, and the Marines had
one female ranker, Hannah Snell, %>f
Worcester, who fought " with dis-

tinguished courage" on board the
Swallow, in the victory in Lagos Bay of
the celebrated Admiral Boscawen, who
was himself a General of Marines. In
the spring of 1802, for their services in

the "late war," the corps were, by order
of the King, styled " Royal." A quarter

The pet of me 2nd West Yorks.
A baboon, having a drink at

Harrismith

Admiral of the Fleet, as well as General of the Force,

presented new colours at Portsmouth.
And once more, after a lapse of years, a
royal Duke is the Colonel-in-Chief.

¥ * ¥
A soldier never travels without his

pets— and they are many. On the

march it is nothing- to see a dog or a
cat's head peeping out of every other
haversack. Perhaps it may be a hawk
or a parrot perched on the " braces," or

a pig- routing along- the line. In the

present instance it is a baboon. This
tricky animal has been adopted by the
2nd West Yorks, and he is always on
the look-out for cigarettes. He has not
the slightest compunction about thrust-

ing his little hairy hand into the nearest
haversack in quest of his favourite weed.
He can do everything but speak, and it

is alleged that he can even do that, but
he knows that if he did he would be put

down on the duty roster as next for

picket or orderly man !

* * *
At the Glasgow Exhibition, which

opens in May, space will be set apart for

a collection of implements and trophies

connected with Scotland's national game.
In many Scottish country houses, pos-
sibly in some English ones, there must ,,

be curious and interesting rel'cs of golf^a
which have lain aside neglected in so«\ftJP'

cupboard or corner of the hall for many'
years, perhaps for centuries. For such

. &
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Coaling a steamer in the West Indies/; The coal-heavers (women)
at work

articles, as also for old prints and documents—in short, for

any golfing curios that might fitly find a place in the pro-
posed exhibit—the Rev. Mr. Kerr makes an earnest appeal.
He is entrusted with the arrangements by the Exhibition
authorities ; his address is The Manse, Dirleton, East
Lowthian, and he invites communications from those who
have articles to lend. The executive council practically

guarantee the safety of all objects entrusted to them, and it

is to be hoped that Mr. Kerr's appeal will meet with a
i

generous response. The exhibition will
have a special value as illustrating the
history -ind progress of golf, and will be:

altogether unique.

* V V
So we are to have telegraphic communi-

cation with Mars. The distance of millions
of miles is to be annihilated in the future.
Signor Marconi, the inventor of wireless
telegraphy, regards the idea as not an
impossible one. The difficulty of distance,
he thinks, might be overcome provided
that planet were populated, but he is not
prepared to say exactly how the earth
might get on talking terms with its distant
neighbours. It has been stated that New
York would very shortly be in wireless
communication with England, and that
messages might be sent for ]/z A. a word.
Signor Marconi is not so sanguine. He
thinks there is no immediate prospect ot
such a consummation, although he regards
wireless communication with America as
possible at some distant date.

* ¥ *
The coaling of a vessel at any time is a

huge work of labour, but, perhaps, in the
West Indies it is more so than ever. The
women, however, who act as coal-heavers

do not seem to mind the work a bit, but cheerily trudge
backwards and forwards with their basket-loads on their
heads.

* ¥ ¥
Miss Maude Day, care of Mrs. Keenan, Inniskilling

Dragoons, Curragh Camp, county Kildare, appeals for
comforts for the men of the 1st Battalion Border Regiment,
now serving in South Africa.

Coaling a steamer in the West Indies. The coal-heavers (women) at work on the beach
(Photos by Bryon, New York)
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Going out in the harbour Getting ready

Ready Going Down

Under Up

THE GOVERNMENT DIVERS AT PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR
(Photos by Cribb)
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SOUTH AFRICA
Red tape is at any time

an entanglement not loss

formidable than barbed-
wire fencing', but when the

red tape of the Colonial
Office is entwined with that

of the War Office, and into

both is plaited the red tape
of .the office of the Agent-
General for Cape Colony,
the withs used in the at-

tempt to bind Samson are
gossamer fetters com-
pared to the result. And
it is this finest blend of red
tape that has been respon-
sible for the continual
muddling in South Africa.

At first mounted men, for-

sooth ! were not wanted ;

the mounted infantry were
overlooked ; then the cry
was for mounted men who
would afterwards serve as
policemen. In the first

place mounted infantry-

men were the men for

South Africa, in which
country we had previously
so much experience, and in the second
place a good soldier does not necessarily
make a good policeman. However, we
shall muddle through all right. The
order at last is for mounted infantry

—

for more men like those who have been
doing such heroic work under Major-
General Alderson. When the war is

over, then the Colonial Office may take
over the reins, but at the present time
the attempted amalgamation of military

and civil authority in the persons of
military men, who are supposed to act
as policemen afterwards, is entirely out
of place. First get mounted infantry

to beat the Boer guerillas, who are
all M.I.

» ¥ ¥
The following is an extract from a

letter by a trooper in Paget's Horse,
written from Ottoshoop, and dated
December 13th :

—
" The papers at home

seem to imagine the war is

over, but I should be very
sorry to take a quiet ride

five miles out from this,

and it would be very easy
to find trouble much nearer
in than that. The Boers
were firing on our pickets
yesterday. The day be-
fore, we were on convoy
duty to Zeerust, and one
poor fellow, a member of
the Stock Exchange, was
sniped off. I had been
chaffing with him just a
few minute.'; before I heard
the shot. Then I saw his

horse running loose, and
soon after found his body.
Poor chap, he could not
have lived five minutes,
and must have, been shot
at not more than seventy
yards. I wish I could
explain to you the exact
nature of this district, and
then you would probably
think—as we all do—that

Major-General Alderson
The clever Commandant of the Mounted Infantry at the front

(Photo by Bassano)

Lieutenant MacPherson
Who distinguished himself at Pelun
(Photo by Debenham, Southsea}

Colonel L. S. Peyton, 14th Bengal Lancers
Who is in charge of the Indian Contingent in Australia

some of the villages cr-
real hornets' nests, and
ought to be burned. When
we go to Zeerust we know
exactly where we are going
to be fired on. It comes
from the same place every
time, and yet the autho-
rities leave clusters of
farmhouses standing there.

For my part, 1 don't see
v/hy the Boers cannot last

at this sort of warfare for

months and months to

come. The)' are short oi

nothing except sugar, I

believe, and have plcnlj

of ammunition. Their
ponies quite outclass ours,

and when they start run-

ning it is a case of ' good-
bye ' until they want to sec
us again.

" Lord Methuen has just

left this, but he won't catch
them. Each Boer has a
couple of ponies, either of

which could trot away from
ours, and this, with their

knowledge of the country
makes the odds heavy."

->

CHINA
Lieut. MacPherson, who left Eng-

land lastsummerforChina, distinguished

himself in the operations round Pekin.

The following dispatch from that place

says :

—

" Colonel Tulloch has arrived here,

and reports an exciting experience.

His detachment was fired upon at a
distance of eight miles from Pekin, but

could not discover his assailants, who
used smokeless powder and modern
guns. He camped for the night near

Kaoliying, eighteen miles from here,

meeting with slight opposition, but

he was informed that he would be

attacked the next day by Boxers from
Dehhalying. Colonel Tulloch sent for

reinforcements, and fifty men under
Lieut. MacPherson were
dispatched to his aid.
" Immediately after their

arrival, Colonel Tulloch

attacked the town, which
had to be entered with
scaling ladders. Lieut.

MacPherson distinguished

himself in the attack. He
led the scaling party, and
after reaching the top of

the wall, jumped down on
the other side and emptied
his revolver, killing five

Chinese. He then drew
his sword and defended
himself until the men
arrived in force and saved
him from certain death.

Colonel Tulloch speaks
highly of the lieutenant's

action. He jumped to

what was apparently cer-

tain death in order to let

the men come up unmo-
lested."

Lieut. MacPherson is

the son of Lieut.-Col. R.
N. MacPherson, late
R.A.M.C, Southsea.
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The visit of the Allies to Pekin — Burning down the Chicn Mini Gate

The latest portrait of Li Hung Chang and his Staff
Although ihe cunning old fellow is not in the best of health he uses his alleged decrepitude with much skill in his outmanoeuvring ot

the diplomats of Europe

THE LATEST FROM CHINA
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THE NINETY-THIRD
The old 93rd (Sutherland) Highlanders, now the 2nd

Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders — belter

known, perhaps, by the initials on their shoulder-straps,
" A & S H "—are again in India, where they distinguished
themselves in the Mutiny, particularly at the taking of
Lucknow. They still retain the old tune they played at the
relief— " The Campbells are Coming." The regiment did
magnificent work in the Crimea, and is the only one of the
infantry bearing " Balaclava " on the colours. The 93rd
was " the Thin Red Line topped with steel " that, two deep,
hurled back the furious charge of the Russian cavalry. At
that time the 93rd depot was in Aberdeen.

A GOOD STORY
Canadian papers tell a good story of Lord Wolseley

when he was a captain in her Majesty's service in the
Dominion. It was not long alter Captain Wolseley 's

the insult would entail his being tomahawked. Any fears
that he may have had on the subject, however, were
promptly dispersed by the forest chiefs plaintive query :

"Couldn't you make it half-a-crown ?
"

.

THE MILITARY TOURNAMENT
ALTHOUGH the name of Colonel E. W. D. Ward will te

missed from the list of the executive staff of the Royal
Military Tournament for 1901, Colonel F. C. Ricardo,
A.A.G., the lion, secretary, is arranging for a programme
which will render the military competitions at the Agricul-
tural Hall as popular as they have ever been. The Tourna-
ment will open to the public on Thursday, May 30th ;

mounted competitions and mounted and mixed combats lor

Auxiliaries will begin on Thursday, Ma)' 30th, at 10 a.m.;
dismounted combats on Friday, May 31st, at 9 a.m.;
mounted competitions and mounted and mixed combats for

Regulars on Tuesday, June 4th, at 9 a.m.; dismounted
combats on Wednesday, June 5th, at 9 a.m.; officers' dis-

The Manoeuvres among the Kumaun Hills, North-West India. An outpost of the 93rd
(2nd Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders)

arrival in Canada, and the young officer was imbued with
an ardent desire to see an Indian at close quarters, and
study him in his own surroundings. His ideal of the sons
of the forest had been formed largely on the Fenimore
Cooper model. At length an expedition into the interior of

the Dominion was arranged, and young Wolseley was
ordered to go with it. After a fortnight's hard travelling,

word was brought to the camp one night by a guide that a
small band of bond fide Indians was bivouacking a few
miles ahead. Thereupon Wolseley rode forward to inter-

view the chief, whom his fancy pictured as a being of
impressive demeanour, and clad in the conventional garb of

feathers and war-paint. To his undisguised dismay, how-
ever, the individual to whom the guide presently introduced
him turned out to be an extremely ordinary-looking person,
robed in nothing more romantic than a discarded dress-coat
find a pair of very dirty flannel trousers. Concealing his

disappointment as best he could, however, Wolseley entered
into conversation with him. At the end of five minutes or so
the guide hinted that the noble redskin would not be averse
to drinking his distinguished visitor's health. Thereupon
Wolseley presented him with a florin, rather wondering if

mounted combats on Tuesday, June nth, at 9 a.m.; officers'

riding and jumping on Tuesday, June nth, at 1.30 p.m.;
officers' mounted competitions on Wednesday, June 12th,

at 9 a.m.; and officers' mounted and mixed combats on
Thursday, June 13th, at 9 a.m. There will be, as usual, a
morning and an evening performance, and the competitions
will be varied with the following military displays :—

A

cavalry display ; display by a combined force of all arms ;

exercises by a detachment of the Army gymnastic staff and
classes of non-com. officers under instruction at the Head-
quarters gymnasium, Aldershot ; the ever-popular display
by the Royal Navy ; a cavalry melde{ Balaclava) ; wrestling
on horseback ; double ride ; and artillery musical drive.

Each performance will close with the usual military pageant.
The precise nature of these displays will be finally settled

at a meeting of the committee which is to be held this

month. In view of the recent operations in South Africa
and the anticipated return of both Regular, Colonial,

Yeomanry, and Volunteer troops from the front, it is hoped
that a really popular and up-to-date element will be brought
into the performances. The nature of some of the com
petitions, of course, may require some change.
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The 93rd Highlanders ("The Thin Red Line" of Balaclava -now the 2<nd Battalion

Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders) in camp at Bhowali

THE MANOEUVRES IN THE KUMAUN HILLS, NORTH-WEST INDIA
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The famous German battleship the " Furst Bismarck " saluting the German Emperor
on his way to inspect the German sailors home from China

Fifteen years ago Germany had no navy, but, thanks
to their native pushing- character when they see a good
opening, she lias now a fairly decent one. The Em-

peror, knowing that the com-
mand of the sea means the com-
mand of the world, has spared no

pains to make a navy ; but, fur-

ther, lie is always on the look out.

Quite recently an American in-

vented a new engine of some 200-

horse power. The German
Emperor heard of this, sent for

the inventor, and arranged terms, one of which was that the

engine is to be built in Berlin. Further, a German syndi-
cate is ready to pay the inventor's price if the thing is a
success. The engine has a rotary motion instead of the
huge piston pumping up-and-down arrangement. This
effects a great saving in space. Again, Great Britain is

not half wide awake enough. For instance, to most Eng-
lishmen the Rhine is merely a river of pleasure ; to all

Germans it is, of course, very much more. It is not merely
the Western frontier line of the Fatherland, and therefore
full of patriotic associations ; it is a great commercial high-
way, along- which the tide of German success is rising most

German ambulance at work

OUR TRADE RIVAL - GERMANY
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The opening of the Teltow Canal. The German Crown Prince cutting
The Canal will be of great importance to German commerce

rapidly. The tourist—with wisdom, from his point of view . shows, situated on the Rhine, or the tributaries of the great
—usually joins the Rhine steamer at Bonn, or even Cob- river, at least six towns of rising- importance in the com-
lentz, and therefore sees nothing- of the industrial aspect I merce of the world. And the trouble is that there is not
which the river has now obtained between the former place one British consul to look after our interests in one of these
and the boundaries of Holland. But reference to statistics places.

The opening of the Teltow Canal. Three cheers for the Kaiser. The Kaiser is standing
at the salute on the steps of the Pavilion. The Canal will connect Potsdam and

Brandenburg

OUR TRADE RIVAL — GERMANY
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Bareilly GymKhana — The horse hurdle race. The winner

ALCOHOL AND ATHLETICS
A GREAT many laboratory experiments have been made

by different investigators for studying- the effects of alcohol
upon voluntary muscular power and muscular fatigue. For
instance, tests are made by lifting- weights with one finger,

apparatus being provided for measuring and recording the
results. The results of such tests made under ordinary
conditions are compared with those made after the subject

has taken alcohol. The methods and apparatus are very
ingenious, and the information gained is decidedly valuable.

While all investigators agree that any larg'e quantity
is injurious, the results with small doses are conflicting,

and are often rendered doubtful because the conditions of

the experiments are not known and controlled with sufficient

exactness. The most : reliable testimony seems to be that"

of experiments on a large scale with men who are subjected
to the muscular strain under ordinary conditions. In one
experiment of several days' duration with strictly regulated
diet and routine, it was found that alcohol greatly increased
the work of the heart and shortened its period of rest, with
the result that the subject became fatigued more easily than
when no alcohol was given. A number of practical experi-

ments with marching soldiers, as well as the observations

made during several military expeditions, were generally

unfavourable to the use of spirits in times of great muscular
exertion.

THE gymkhana held last month at
Bareilly, India, was, as is usual with
military sports, a very successful affair,

notwithstanding the manoeuvres. Recently
the troops in Northern India have been
busily engaged at hard work among the
Kumaun Hills, but hard work never
interferes with a Britisher's sport. Hence
the gymkhana flourishes.

* * *

Jibaland is one of the many outlying
portions of the British Empire in Africa,

and came into our possession in 1890 by agreement with
the Germans. It is on the East Coast, and the recent
expedition was fitted up from the opposite coast, namely,
Aden, known in the emphatic if somewhat sulphurous

The horse hurdle race •

over
the last

Bareilly Gymkhana The pony hurdle race,

the winner
The first over —

THROWING
The recent bowling censure has smitten the army

in two places. Captain Bradford has
been termed by the Australians "as the

very worst thrower in England," and
presumably with some reason, because,
unlike other bowlers, he has been very
often no-balled by umpires. It is a great

pity he cannot modify his bowling action,

but he is a thorough good batsman and far

too good a sportsman to resent censure.

* * ¥
Captain W. C. Hedley, R.E., is by

no means a new offender, for he was
omitted from the Kent eleven in 1890 by
Lord Harris. In addition to being an
excellent batsman, he is a billiard player of

considerable capability. He is always
popular as a sportsman wherever he goes,
and having a very humorous side to his

rather quiet and reticent nature, is always
looked upon as ajolly companion. Mr. A.

C. MacLaren recently contributed a special

r.rticle on the vexed question of " throw-
ing " in the Manchester Courier.

vocabulary of Thomas Atkins as. the
Mouth of Hell. Others aver that there is

only a sheet of tissue paper between Aden
and the nether regions; Jubaland is no
better, and still Tommy uncomplainingly
does his duty.

* * *

The Empress of Russia was recently

presented with a shawl of a remarkable
kind. It is contained in a box only a few
inches square, in which it fits easily, yet
when shaken out it is ten yards square.
This notable gift was the work of some
women weavers in Orenberg, Southern
Russia, by whom it was presented. The
it is of wood, with hinges, hoops and

The shawl will be worn by
box containing
fastenings of beaten silver,

the Czarina only on State occasions

.

IH^M

<'
•

Ready for the J 11 ha Iand (East Africa) Expedition. An ambulance cart
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Trapping roebucks in France— a good day's catch

Trapping roebucks in France—arranging the net Trapping roebucks in France—a capture

SPORT IN FRANCE
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IT WAS HER WAY
"

I was always discriminated against in our
family," said impetuous Annie Fosdick in a
burst of confidence to the handsome and eligible

Arthur Barrowcliff.
" How so, Miss Fosdick ?

"

" Why, my older sister had any quantity of
money lavished on her accomplishments, but
w In n it came to poor me I was left out in the
cold. I wanted very much to learn to sing". I

thjpught I had a good voice ; but papa said no.

Then I thought I'd like to take piano lessons
and become a famous player, but papa put his

foot on that. Then I suggested that I be
allowed to take china-painting; lessons like all

the other girls. He wouldn't have it. The
same way with everything else. Papa said he
was determined that one of his daug'hlers should
learn to be a housekeeper and not be filled up
with iu;cless accomplishments. That's what he

The Dog: Oh, I thought I saw a cat over there

called them. And the consequence is that not a girl I know is a
better housekeeper than I am. I can cook things that papa says
are better than he gets in any restaurant in the city, but I don't

know how to play a single tune on the
"

"My dear— Annie — er— beg- pardon,
Miss Fosdick !

" cried Mr. Barrowcliff,

interrupting her. I can control myself no
longer. I love you to distraction. Will you

J marry me ?
"

"Yes, Arthur," replied Annie, coyley, as
she nestled her curly yellow head on the

young- man's white vest.

-*•

The Dog : Who the deuce is this running at such a rate?

Little Willie :
" This paper says Mr.

Othello Smither received an ovation. What
does that mean ?

"

Father: "The word ovation, my son,

is derived from the Latin ova, which means
an egg. Ovation means a shower of eggs."

* * *
" All the world's a stage, Sam, and the

men and women merely players."
"Yes, massa, but if dat's so, whar yo

gwine to git yo' audience and orchestry ?"'

* * ^
" Have you saved anything in the last

year ? " asked the irate father of the pro-

digal son.
" Yes, dad," said the prodigal. " I've

saved my vermiform appendix."
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SONS OF THE SOUTHERN SEA
SOMETHING ABOUT AUSTRALIA AND THE RETURN OF HER HEROES

Disraeli described the English- as the most enthusiastic

nation in the world, and Australians fully share that agree-

able capacity for appreciation which distinguishes the parent

stock. Australia's brave sons, the flower of her manhood
and the glorv of our race, left twelve months ago to fight

for Britain, to give a grim and stern reality to the rhetorical

fancy of the crimson thread of kinship by spinning it in

the glorious woof that makes the fabric of the Empire.
Australia's hearts beat with jubilation and hope at the

magnetic emblem of world-wide power and that matchless
union of sentiment and brotherhood, symbolised in those

s-allant sons of Greater Britain who strode forth at the call

f-

lined the streets, the walls gay with bunting, the windows
and balconies alive with animated colour—thejoyous shouts,
the waving plumes, the streaming flags, the expressions of
joy, gratification, thankfulness—no one could look upon the
scene without feeling its inspiration. And the bold
warriors ! Their faded, weather-stained, brown jackets
were a more eloquent story than the glowing words that

told the deeds of war. Their wearers came with glory pur-
chased at the risk of life, the cost of blood, of suffering and
privation. Surely they deserved that the people should go
wild in their praise. The God-speed with which these men
left their native shores was an ovation the echo of which

The return of Australian soldiers from South Africa. Passing the Melbourne Town H-all

from Swanston into Collins Street. Splendid horsemen as they are, the mounted men
had difficulty in keeping their seats, for they were often nearly hugged to the ground

(Photo by J. R. Mann, Melbourne)

of battle. The pulses that thrilled with the inspiring thought
of the marvellous cohesion of the British people, in drawing
strength from the remotest confines of their dominions, have
been stirred to a still more ennobling enthusiasm by the
spectacle of the valour, the resource, the finest attributes of
exalted manhood, displayed by Australian soldiers fighting
side by side with the trained veterans of the Motherland.

Jt'sT as Henry- V. told his comrades their names would be
remembered " from this day to the ending of the world," so
the sons of Australia have carved in the annals of the
Empire an indelible token of that unity and universal power
which have given a deeper lustre to the grandeur of the
British name. Therefore Australia welcomed back her
heroes with the honourable pride of satisfaction in their
having played such an illustrious part in upholding the
Imperial flag. Xo man, save one with a heart of stone,
could have looked upon the frantic cheering crowds that

still rings in our ears. Their home-coming- was a triumph
that will never be forgotten.

The discovery of enormous gold deposits in New South
Wales in 1850, and two years later in Victoria, marked the

actual beginning of Australia's development. Population

began to flow that way from all parts of the world, and in

the next two decades it had increased to over 1,500,000, and
that figure was more than doubled by 1890. And the tide

has only just begun to roll in. In comparison with most
other civilised lands, Australia has had a remarkably quiet

and uneventful history. It has been under the strong and
kindly sway of the British crown from the beginning, and
no internal wars, insurrections or invasions have ever dis-

turbed the peaceful current of its existence. It has been
left singularly alone by the rest of the world to work out

its own destiny in its own way, according- to the natural

laws of industrial and political development.
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The City of Kingston, Canada, showing the buildings and parade
grounds of the Royal Military College

MILITARY EDUCATION IN CANADA
For some years there existed in Canada "Schools of

Military Instruction," the object of which was to train

"Candidates for commissions in the
Militia." While Imperial troops were in

the country Ihese schools -were supplied
by them with instructors. They were
finally abolished—not, however, before a
large number of officers had been trained

in them. A second-class certificate quali-

fied the holder to command a company,
and a first-class certificate qualified for

the command of a battalion.

Under a new system there are at present
"Royal Schools of Military Instruction"
at the following places connected with the

permanent force : Cavalry — Winnipeg-,
Manitoba, and Toronto, Ontario ; Artillery

at Quebec, Q., and Kingston, Ont. ; In-

fantry at London and Toronto, Ont., St.

John's, Quebec, and Fredericton, New
Brunswick.
The Royal Military College, Kingston,

Ontario, was established, by Act of the
Dominion Parliament, in 1874, and was
opened for students, "gentlemen cadets,"
in 1875. The period of instruction was for

four years, but about three years ago it

was reduced to three years. The staff of

the college consists of a Commandant, a
Staff Adjutant ; a Professor of Military
History, Surveying, Military Topography,
Reconnaissance, Strategy and Tactics ; a
Professor and an Assistant Professor of
Fortification, Military Engineering-

, Geo-
metrical Drawing, and Descriptive Geo-
metry ; a Professor of Artillery, Administration and Law

;

a Professor of Civil Engineering and Architecture ; a Pro-
fessor of Surveying, Physics and Chemistry ; a Professor
of Mathematics, Mechanics and Astronomy; a Frjfessor

of English j a Professor of French ; an As-
sistant-Instructor in Mathematics ; and a
Medical Officer. The first Commandant
of the Royal Military College was (he late

Lieut. -General Hewett, R.E., Comman-
dant of the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich, at the time of his death. lb
was succeeded by Major-General Cameron,
R.A., « son-in-law, by the way, of Sir
Charles Tupper, Bart., and upon his re-

tiring, in November, 1896, the position was
tilled by the appointment of Lieut. -Colonel
Kitson, recently appointed to succeed
Lieut. - Colonel Lee, M.P., as military
attache at Washington. The position at

present is vacant, but, according to a
dispatch in a recent issue of the Times, it s

to be given to Colonel Otter, who com-
manded the Canadian Infantry Regi-

ment in South Africa.

Including the first class (1880), over 300 young men have
graduated at the college, and many of them have obtained
commissions in the various branches of the regular army,

The Royal Military College, Kingston,
cadets

March past by the

The Royal Military College, Kingston, Canada,
inspection

Some have distinguished themselves on active service.

Lieut. -Colonel Girouard, Director-General of Railways, who
first made a name for himself in the Soudan, and lately in

South Africa, graduated at this college in 1886. His father

is a judge of the Supreme Court of Canada.
Illustrative of the thoroughness of the

training received at the Kingston College,

it may be mentioned from time to time
graduates, after some years' service in the

Armv, are given positions on the Staff.

The most distinguished of the first gradual •

ing class of the college (1880), Major
A. P. Penny, is now in command of the

North-West Mounted Police. He was a
short time in the Royal Engineers.
The Royal Military College buildings

are most charmingly situated on the south

side of Kingston Harbour, on a former
well-known military site, which commands
a magnificent view of the city, situated on
Lake Ontario, and of the incomparably
beautiful Lake of the Thousand Islands,

which commences near Kingston. A
more delightful location for the college

could not have been chosen. The Ro\al
Military College is one ofthemost important
educational institutions in the Dominion.

At the general
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CANARDS
NexLately th

an account of a
great meeting1 on
board the British

flagship Barfleur
at Hong Kong ; but

our American con-
temporary would
seem to be exempt
from all blame for

giving the canard
to the world, as the
storv first made its

appearance in the
local papers of
Hong Kong, which
one might have
thought hadenough
horrors to chronicle

from the mainland
to be spared the
necessity of retail-

ing idle tittle-tattle

from the docks,
reflecting upon the
character of British

seamen. It is time
that a stern pro-

test was raised

against the dis-

semination of
highly - coloured
fables of this de-
scription, the ac-
curacy or false-

ness of which those
to whom they are
cabled frcm afar
can have no means
of gauging'. The
alleged mutiny, as
might have been
known, has dwin-
dled down to a
petty act of insub-
ordination, which
occur at times in

the best-regulated
service, where men
are full of animal
spirit.

Bit to magnify
this trifling occur-
rence, and the
alleged grievances
to which it is at-

tributed, into an
obstinate mutiny oi

the whole crew of

so distinguished a
ship as the Bar-
fleur, is needlessly
to alarm the public
at home and to cast

an undeserved slur

upon the Navy of

which we are all

so justly proud.
Sailors the world
over are proverbi-
ally grumblers
from habit and tra-

dition rather than
from any real feel-

ing, but a more
1 nal and devoted
set of men than
those who serve in

the Royal Navy no

Still another

II. M.S. Argonaut," which is cruising the Chinese seas
(Photo by Hopkins, Southsea.)

Front row: From left to right—Mr. C. Bowra, Imperial Chinese Customs; Mr.
Tanabe, Japanese Consul; Mr. Fulforcl, C.M.G., British Consul. Back row

—

(no name given); M. Ostroverkow, Russian Consul ; and M. Bandinrfl, German'
Consul

The Consuls at N'ewchang. They held to their posts when the Chinese
attacked and burned part of the town last August

IN THE FLOWERY LAND

Admiral need ever ask to command. No
wonder that we learn from Renter tha
the men ridicule the reports and laugh a
the use of the word "mutiny." Ofcours
they do, and chuckle at having taken in some
and-lubbers with a very marine yarn.

^ * *
canard comes froni

China in the shape
of a highly sensa.

tional dispatch re-

cently issued by ar
American new::
agency, to the

effect that the

Chinese had been
much scandalised
by a public enter-

tainment given bv
British officers in

the " Temple 01

Heaven " — which
was described as
ihe Holy of Holies
of the Chinese. It

was alleged that in

this sanctuary the
Chinese religion

and dignitaries

were held up to

public scorn. The
story recalls the
famous definition

of the crab as a
red fish which
walked backwards.
The definition was
excellent, save for

the fact that the

crab is not a fish,

is not red, and
does not walk
backwards. So
with the alleg'ed

outrag'e on the
religious suscepti-

bilities of " the

heathen Chinee."
No performance
was given in
" The Temple of

Heaven "
; no Chi-

nese were scandal-
ised by the bur-

lesque, for none
were present at the

military entertain-
•' meiit

—

identical
with those in every
camp—which took
place in the " Hall
of Harmony," to

which no particular

sanctity attaches ;

and one of the

highest authorities

on Chinese senti-

ment, at present
staying" in London,
asserts that had
Chinamen attended
the performance
they would not

have cared a cash.

As a matter of

fact, the entertain-

ment was a harm-
' --'less pantomime,

which ran for three

cl a y s d it r i n g
Christmas week,
and could not hurt

the most sensitive.
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ROUND THE RING
ABOUT SYDENHAM'S CIRCUS

M-. Felix and the dog-
elephant

I DO not suppose there

is at the present time a
more cosmopolitan corner
in the United Kingdom
than the Crystal Palace,

at Sydenham. The prin-

cipal item on the enter-

tainment menu is a cir-

rus. It is called a
" Russian Circus," but

it might more accurately

be dubbed a European
circus, for the "company "

is a veritable linguistic

polyglot. If you cannot

speak one of their tongues, your education must have been

sadly neglected. There is the picturesque love-language

of sunny'ltaly ; the harsh guttural Teutonic tongue ; the

soft, sibilant speech of our Gallic "friends,", and the

impassioned periods of those from the land of snows and
Czars. There is a " leetle " English—not much : and that,

by the way, is the weak part of the comic element. The
clowns are numerically strong, but are handicapped by
their inability to make themselves understood—verbally.

And what a crowd of circus comedians are there ! Clown,

"Auguste," and tumbler—about a dozen of them. They
make their first entrance en masse, with a whoop and a yell,

and take the ring by storm. I did not know there were so

many different kinds of clowns in existence. An official

document refers to "talking clowns," "tumbling clowns,"

"musical clowns," and "silent clowns "
; the actions of the

last-named, of course, speaking louder than words.

But, hist ! I have forgotten the ladies. They should un-

questionably have come first. And such ladies ! They are

seven, all divinely fair of face and bewilderingly beautiful of

figure ; all gifted with the very poetry of graceful ag-lity.

Add to these charms a wealth of exquisite taste in dress,

and you will have a slight notion of the ordeal I underwent
in keeping heart-whole on the occasion of my visit.

It were almost invidious to make distinction where
ability and general attractiveness are so evenly distri-

buted ; but I cannot resist the temptation to individualise

Madame Beketoff, the wife of the director and proprietor,

Mdlle.Josephine, Mdlle. Dolindade la Plata, and Mdlle.Wilma.
Madame Beketoffs act consisted of driving a "sulky"

round the ring, and incidentally causing the horse to indulge

in the most remarkable evolutions. Madame is an expert

with the "ribbons," and could give many points to some of

the drivers who
help to impede
progress in our
London streets.

A " sulky " is a
peculiar vehicle,

with a body like

a chariot, and
shafts converg-
ing to the centre

of the horse's

back. At the

point is a swivel

a r r angement,
which enables the

horse to turn in

almost any direc-

tion. At the will

of the fair driver
he will gracefully
bend the knee,
and remain so
for several se-

conds.
Mdlle. Wilma,

I should imagine,
could do almost
anything on

" La Mouton " imitating an elephant horseback, with
j

(Photos specially taken for

or without saddle. I first saw her appear, attired in a
kind of a pantomime "boy" costume, sitting astride the
horse. She then indulged in various perilous - looking
"alarums and excursions," with the utmost ease and facility.

Mdlle. de la Plata was described as a " star equestrienne,''
and her performance was certainly brilliant enough to
warrant the heavenly substantive. With a very gaily
bedizened steed, and wearing a costume to match, the
handsome little lady went the round of the ring many times,
good-humouredly and gracefully defying all recognised
laws of gravitation. Knowing thoroughly well how to
maintain her equilibrium, she was equally well able to fall

safely. And doubtless that is one of the things a circus
rider must be expert in. Just when you imagined Mdlle.
Dolinda was coming what is known in the hunting-field as
a " cropper," and your heart beat with unwonted vigour, she
alighted quite safely upon her feet, and you felt just a slight
bit annoyed at having perspired for no purpose.

Mdlle. Josephine's act was much the same as Mdlle. de la
Plata, and she went through it as " to the manner born,"
which is very likely the case. She jumped, pirouetted,
revoK'ed

s
stood on one leg. turned somersaults, all upon the

back of her galloping and faithful steed. And Mdlle.

"La Mouton," the dog-elephant, in one of his quaint
tricks

Josephine's smile ! it is one of the most attractive features
of her performance—simply irresistible ! And that is

anotiier act an equestrienne should acquire.

I was very pleased that Madame Beketoff gracefully
consented to undergo the ordeal of the camera. I regret
that none of the other ladies did— I will not say that they
mould not, but did not. I think it was a case of becoming
modesty. It is a well-known trait in the Continental dis-

position.

Now, gentlemen, I regret that I should have kept you
waiting. Yes, Mr. Pearson, yours is unquestionably the
finest juggling act on a bare-backed horse which has been
seen in this country. I regret that you also were unable to

appear before the camera, but, as you say, it would have
been a difficult and probably an unsatisfactory task.

Mr. Pearson, readers, is a kind of Cinquevalli on horse-
back. He juggles with w®nderful ease and dexterity on the

bare back of a galloping horse, and his performance is

unquestionably a valuable feature of a very big show.
Of performing animals we have no end. Man is ever

exercising his patience and perseverance with the brute
creation. Whether the brute creation appreciate this atten-
tion or not is quite another matter. I think it very doubtful
if the Indian elephant and the Russian stallion, which appear
in a "high school" act (literally a high school act in the
case of the elephant), under tbe 'guidance of M. Enrico
Gautier, consider they are legitimately fulfilling their re-

spective missions in life. The elephant appeared particularly

Black and White Budget)
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bored, and trumpeted con-

tempt several times. The
stallion seemed to regard
it as a huge joke, espe-

cially when he looked at

the elephant. The per-

formance principally con-

sisted of the latter imi-

tating:, as precisely as
maybe, the movements of
the horse. It is all very
clever, but it is a pity that

the fun is so largely ele-

phantine.
Until my visit to the

Russian Circus, I held a
verv poor opinion of the

domestic cat. I always
regarded its virtues as of

Madame Beketoff in her remarkable performance with

the "sulky"

The)' have several per-

forming bears in the cir-

cus. One is made to go
round the ring on horse-

back, and jump through
hoops, in imitation of the

ordinary equestrian per-

formance. He does it with
very bad grace, but he
does it. We succeeded in

getting this hairy per-

former before the camera.
The gentleman who di-

rected matters during the
operation was unquestion-
ably a humorist of a high
order. My acquaintance
with bears being of a dis-

tant kind, I ventured to

The performing bear on horseback

the negative order, and
its vices unpleasantly posi-

tive. Its two chief occu-
pations appeared to be
stealing surreptitiously and
disturbing nocturnal rest.

But M. Felix, a French
" Auguste," has very- mate-
rially shaken this belief.

Under his direction cats
learn to leap through paper
hoops, climb ropes, descend
in a parachute, and draw
one another in Liliputian
vehicles. They also prove
themselves possessed of
comedy powers of no mean
order. The cat which can
quietly slip away from its

master when it is wanted
to perform a trick, and
hide itself away in a bas-
ket, is intended for higher
things than catching mice.
Perhaps the new century
will solve the riddle of how
to* turn latent feline intel-

ligence to account.
M. Felix also possesses

a remarkable dog which,
dressed up as an elephant,
causes roars of laughter
with his quaint antics. It

is what the French call
'• La Mouton," and what
we call a sheep-dog.

The fine performance by an elephant (who imitates a

horse) and a Russian stallion

(Photos specially taken for Black and White Budget)

ROUND THE RING

Two of M. Beketoff's performing horses

inquire, before Bruin was
introduced, whether things

were "all right." This
was how the gentleman
" reassured " me. " O,
yes, he's all right," said

the gentleman ;
" I'm a

stranger to him, and I

often handle him." Then,
after a slight pause, "It's

true that he bit a piece out

of a woman on the Con-
tinent, and ate up a foal

on one occasion, but he's

all right !
"

Well, I steeled my nerves

and stood by, uneasily

conjecturing whether the

"subject" had a taste for

journalists. He began by
having a struggle with his

keeper. No doubt he ob-

jected to special shows.
He was, however, at length
induced to " pose," and all

was well.

Another bear act is that

under the direction of M.
Max Hill, who puts five

full-grown animals through
various acrobatic move-
ments. They roll barrels,

turn somersaults, walk on
their hind legs, indulge in

an al fresco feast, &c.
For this performance an
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iron cage is erected, after the style of that
which was used at the Hippodrome for the
performing- lions.

A very good feature of the show is the
burlesque imitation of an equestrienne's

performance by Daniel Gregory, a very
excellent clown. Attired and made up
grotesquely, he hits off the salient points
of the act in a most diverting manner.
There is also a skit of a gentleman's
equestrian act by M. Rudolf, which is

distinctly Continental in its conception.
The performance of the Ploetze Larellas
is a very wonderful act. I think
the word " contortionists " would meet
the case, for a contortionist act it unques-
tionably is. The two, lady and gentleman,
appear to be endowed with elastic joints,

for they get into the most "impossible"
positions. Every movement is made with
the most remarkable ease and neatness.
I have left M. Beketoff to the last. I am
quite sure he will not object : he is most
courteous, urbane, and impersonal of
gentlemen. It is to him, and the initiative

of the indefatigable manag'er of the Crystal
Palace, Mr. Gillman, that we owe this in

all respects admirable entertainment. M. Beketoff intro- 1 various directions, always promptly and intelligently,
duces a number of thoroughbreds, which are trained to a

|
M. Beketoff 's stud must certainly be a very valuable one.

very high pitch of competence. They do his bidding in I A word is due to M. Prucha, who directs a very excellent

A study in black and white — a winter day on the farm

orchestra. H. L. Adam.

Plucking ostriches in California — the bird's head is in a bag

THE OSTRICH
The ostrich is the largest existing

bird, reaching a height of from six to
eight feet. The speed of the ostrich
is famous, and when it f rst starts out
is said to be not less than sixty miles
an hour, but it is not capable c\ keep-
ing this speed up for very long. It

runs in a curve instead of a straight
line, which gives great advantage to
those hunting it. When their pluck-
ing lime comes they are put into a
" plucking-box," which is made of
solid wood with just enough room for

the bird to stand. The feathers are
then cut out before the quills are
quite ripe.

A HIGHWAYMAN
The memorial stone illustrated on

the following page stands on Chit-

terne Down, Salisbury Plain, and
marks the spot where Benjamin Col-
clough, a highway robber, fell dead.
The occurrence took place on the even-
ing of October 21st, 1839. As a cer-

tain Mr. Matthew Dean was returning"

from Devizes Fair to Imber, he was
suddenly dragged from his horse by
four men and robbed. The men
made off, Mr. Dean following them on
foot. On the way he met some friends

who joined in the chase on horseback.
Thcv presently came in sight of the
men, one of whom ran for some miles

at a great speed, and they were unable
to overtake him until about midway
between Tilshead and Imber, where
he fell dead from heart disease. The
other three were eventually captured,
and sentenced to fifteen years' trans-

portation. Two memorial stones were
set up, one at the spot where Mr. Dean
was attacked, near Gore Cross, West
Lavington, the other about midway
between Imber and Tilshead, Chitterne

HERE, THERE, AND EVERYWHERE
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The spot where Colclough,

tl e highwayman, fell dead

Down, where the man
fell dead.

9 ^> ¥
The inscription on the

stone is as follows :

—

"This monument is erected

to record the awful end of

Benjamin Colclough, a
Highway Robber, ;\vho fell

dead on this spot in at-

tempting- to escape his

Pursuers after robbing- Mr.
Dean, of Imber, in the

evening- of October 24th,

1839, and was buried at

Chitterne without Funeral
Rites.

"'The robbery of the

wicked shall destroy
them.'—Prov. xxi. 7.

" His three companions
in iniquity

—

"Thomas Saunders,
Georg-e Waters, and Rich-
ard Harris, were captured
and sentenced at the ensu-
ing Quarter Sessions at

Devizes to Transporta-

tion for the term of Fifteen Years.
" ' Though hand join in hand the wicked shall not be un-

punished.'—Prov. xi. 21."

Mathias, A.D.C.,
an d formally
handed over to the

Lord Provost as
representing- the

city. It is interest-

ing- to recall that

the original inten-

tion was to have
t h is memorial
erected in Edin-
burgh, but through
the exertions of
Lord Provost
Fleming- that ar-

rangement was de-
parted from. Why
Edinburgh should
have been men-
tioned at all in con-
nection with the

Gordons is hard to

divine, for although
Edinburgh is the

capital of Scotland
it does not repre-

sent Aberdeen, and
certainly not the

Gordons. The only

other spot for tha
monument, if not
in Aberdeen, was

-H<£=»4-«-

NATAL
The sacrifices made by Xatal in the

present war have impressed the whole
British ration with the sincerity of her

belief in the justice and righteousness of

our cause. But we must not forget that

it is not the first time that this loyal

and loving daughter of the Mother-
country has given her sons to us. In the

Zulu War, which saved the Boers from
annihilation, some of Xatal's noblest sons

fell at the call of Motherland and duty ;

and Xatal, as grateful as patriotic, has
commemorated the names of her heroes

by a monument in Pietermaritzburg, its

capital. We are glad to give a sketch

of this handsome memorial, which is

inscribed as follows :

In TvIemory of Honour
AND

In Love of Peace,
this Monument,

Inscribed with the Names
of

Xatal Colonists
who fell during the Zulu War,

is erected
by

Public Subscription.

They being Dead vet Speak.

BYDAND
An interesting

gathering took
place in Duthie
Park, Aberdeen,
the other day, when
the granite memo-
rial to the Gordon
Highlanders, who
were either killed

or died of wounds
during the Indian
Frontier War, from
1892 to 1898, was
unveiled bv Colonel

Natal's monument to her sons who fell in the Zulu War

To the Gordons Mho fell in India

the Thames Embankment. And, after all,

there could be no more fitting place for

such a memoi ial than Aberdeen, which has
such a striking historical connection with
the Gordon Highlanders where the regi-

ment was raised. Colonel Mathias, in a brief

speech, referred iff fitting- terms to the

object of the gathering-, and concluded by
unveiling- the' memorial, and formally ask-

ing the Lord Provost to accept its cus-

tody on behalf of the city. The Lord
Provost, in accepting the memorial, de-

livered a short speech in reply, and this

practically concluded the proceeding's.

The memorial takes the form of aji

obelisk rising above a circular form about
seven feet in diameter, and two triangular

bases. At the top of the column there is

the allegorical figure of Victory in bronze.

The total height of the memorial is about
twenty feet. On the base there is the in-

scription :— "Erected by the 1st Battalion

Gordon Highlanders in memory of the

officers, non-com-
missioned officers

ai d men who we e

killed or died cf

wounds or disease

during- the tour < f

service in India

from January,
1892, to Novem-
ber, 1898." On the

face of the column
the names of thoce

who fell in action

cr died of wounds
are inscribed. And
they also being-

dead yet speak.
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Miss Simeta Marsden
"Crusoe" at Kennington

Miss Jessie Hatcman Miss Ethel Sydney
In a "Message from Mars" Principal Girl, Alexandra, Stoke Newington

Miss Geraldine Oliffe

La Belle Oter.o

Miss Margaret Halstan

Mdlle: Cussine

(Photos by Downey, P.assano, Reutlinger of Pans, &c.)

Sifjnora l.ubriola

Miss Beryl Faber
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LACROSSE
Saturday,

January 5th, was
the last "county
day " of- the la-

crosse season, so
far as the South of
England was con-
cerned, Surrey
being- matched
ag-ainst Essex, and
Kent ag-ainst
Middlesex. Essex
started with a re-

cord of two county
victories to her
credit, Surrey with
two defeats ; but
an excellent game
resulted, Essex
winning at the last

moment by four

goals to three. A
somewhat similar

game took place on
the ground of the

Lacrosse — The Middlesex Team

Blackheath Club at Manor Way, Lee, where Middlesex
|

(French, crosse—hence its name),

met Kent. Each county started with

season of one victory and one defeat, and

the complexion of

the game, thanks
mainly to the bril-

liant efforts of E.

P. Jones, who was
responsible for five

of the six goals
scored by his side.

The brothers Dod,
of Blackheath, also

played splendidly

for Kent. Middle-
sex only added two
goals in the second
half, and were con-
sequently beaten
by 6 goals to 5.

^ ¥ *
Lacrosse is a

Canadian field-

game, played with

a ball and a long
stick—five or six

feet oflight hickory,

bent at the top like

a bishop's crozier

Strings of deer-skin are

record for the
j

stretched diagonally across the hooked portion of the

played for second I crosse in different directions, forming a network—not so

Mr. A. J. Miller

Match Secretary of the Mid-
dlesex Lacrosse Club

Captain J. Lupton
Of the Middlesex Lacrosse

Team

Captain A. J. Dodd
Of the Kent Lacrosse Team

Dr. J. J. Collins

Pres. of the Kent and Blackheath
Lacrosse Club : also Pres. of the

Wrottesley Cycling Club

place to Essex in the championship. There were not more
j

tightly as in battledore or tennis racquet, nor so loosely as

than 200 people present, for lacrosse is a game for the I to form a bag. Only one ball is employed, made of india-

player rather than the onlooker, who hardly knows where I rubber, eight or nine inches in circumference. Posts, or

to stand on a field

which has no
boundary lines.

The referee was
Mr. T. R. Sachs,
who, with his

brother, was
mainly i nstru-
mental in introduc-

ing the game into

this country. It

was a keenly-con-
tested match, and
the Middlesex men
played so well in

the first half—W.
Crosbie, J. Lup-
ton, and J. H.
Stamp especially

d i st i n guishin g
themselves — that

they led athalf-time
by three goals to

two. It was not
until towards the

finish that the men
of Kent, outstay-

ing their oppo-
nents, changed Lacrosse — The Kent Team

(Photographed specially for Black and White Budget by J. Wi Russell and Co., W. Kensington)

poles, about 6 feet

high, with a high
small flag at the

top of each, com-
plete the equip-

ment. The players

are usually twelve
on each side, but

their number,
as well as the

distance of the

goals apart, is

really optional.
The object of the

game is for one
side to drive the ball

through their oppo-
nent's goal. The
ball must not be
touched with the

hand or foot, but is

scooped up from
the ground with
the bent end of the

crosse, on which it

is carried horizon-

tally, while the

player runstowards
one of the goals.
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THE COMPARATIVE METHOD
A COMPLETE SHORT STORY

*V\. > 0>jCr J? ff
i jJV^ OsLc ri <" }>^-> <.

WRITTEN BY J. A. FLYNN ILLUSTRATED BY L. DAVIEL

When first I saw Shakespeare Jones he was vacant-eyed I to stand on one side of the chair and be pointed at aa
and bald-headed, and Jones pcre was Irving' to make him " man," whilst Jones stood on the other side and described
appreciate the difference between a blackball and a white

|

himself as "father." "In this way," he explained, "I
exercise his powers
of discrimination

—

the basis of the

comparative me-
thod of education,
as you doubtless
know. The faculty
of assimilation will

develop later."
" I see," said I.

From Shake-
speare's treatment
of the apple I fan-

cied that he would
. shine more in the

assimilative pro-

cess.

Jones then illus-

trated the diffe-

rence between the
c'ock and my
watch to Shake-
speare, who ex-
hibited a nice sense
of distinction by
clawing'off the long-

hand of the latter,

and remarking-,
" Dorn !

" He fur-

ther upset the tea-

tray in distinguish-

ing cup from sau-
cer, and poked his

finger in his
father's eye— I was
g-lad — in showing
that it was not.

his nose.
These untoward

occurrences, Jones
assured me, were
merely accidental
accompaniments of
the method, and
should not preju-

dice me against it.

I am proof against
prejudices, I flatter

myself ; but I felt

that the society of

Jones did not in-

terest me, and I g-ave up calling there altogether. My
wife told me that Shakespeare got on as well as could be
expected—poor child !—and he seemed a nice little chap
when she had him round to tea. Otherwise I saw little of

him for three years.
Then I ran up against Mr. and Mrs. Jones and the youth

at Lordship Lane Station one drizzly spring morning when
I was late for office. Jones had a holiday, he explained

one. " He doesn't
take much notice
yet," his father
apologised, " but
he's only three
months old to-mor-
row."
My wife put up

her veil, took
Shakespeare in her
arms, and danced
him up and down
to a mysterious
clucking accom-
paniment, until he
contorted his small
features into some-
thing like a grin.

"That's the waj
to make him
notice !

" said she.

Jones shook his

head solemnly.
" Spasmodic ac-
tion," he protested,
" has no value in

intellectual train-

ing. It is essential

to exercise the dis-

criminative facul-

ties in the first

instance."

My wife said
nothing then. On
the road home,
however, she re-

marked that Jones
was not fit to be
allowed to bring
up a child ; and if

slie were his wife—

'

but this is irrele-

vant.

I don't call there
very often, because
Jones is a man to
be taken in small
doses and at long
intervals. So a full

year passed before
I saw Shakespeare
again, perched in a high chair, with a very big bib and
a very small apple. He received my overtures with distinct

friendliness, offering me a kiss with a wet mouth, and
greeting me as " farver." I was about to cement the
friendship by letting him hear my watch tick—that's how
/ teach youngsters to notice !— when Jones hastily inter-

rupted. "Excuse me, Brown, we must correct his mis-
take ; it is an essential feature of the method." So I had

Jones stood on the other side and described himself as ' father
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and they were taking- Shakespeare up to town to see the

trooping of the colours at St. James's Palace, and convince
him that soldiers walked like other people—first one leg

and then the other. All approved theories of education,

they pointed out, insist upon the importance of teaching-

children to observe thing's for themselves -. and Shakespeare
had alreadv shown original thought upon the subject of

human equilibrium. "I can stand on zis leg," he was
reported to have said, "and I can stand on uzzer leg;

but I can't stand on no leg." Which showed that he was
in grave danger of growing up a logician.

Meanwhile he fetched a wet mop from the porter's room
to compare with our umbrellas, and messed his fingers with

label-paste to see if it were cornflour. He rubbed some new
paint off" a seat to see if it were wet, and on to his gaiters

to see how soon it would dry. He trod on an old gentle-

man's boot to see if it had a foot in it ; he pulled his

mother's dress to try if it were weak, and my coat-tails to

try if they were strong ; finally he set up a howl, and his

father took him up in his arms to show him how much
prettier it looked to smile.

Thereupon he tried whether moustaches and whiskers
were different to pull, and punched Jones's hat to find out

whether it were soft or hard. " A felt hat," said his parent,

pushing out the dent and replacing the headgear, "is
harder than a coat and softer than a boot. But you must
not touch it again, my son." Shakespeare, however, was
not satisfied upon the subject, and in his disgust he bit

nearly through the rim ; and his father dropped him suddenly
upon the ground without anv explanatory note as to the

distinction between " up " and " down."
" He was merelv carrying out the method in an extreme

form," I suggested ; but Jones made no answer. It is an
axiom of the method to count twenty before taking action

when you are annoyed. When he muttered " nineteen," I

marched Shakespeare off to the automatic machine, and
we had two draws, so that he might learn that butterscotch
was not ehocolate.

Twenty minutes after time the train came in—even a
London, Chatham, and Dover train comes in if you wait

long enough. In spite of Shakespeare pulling it along by
the strap, it became still later during the journey, and when

we arrived at Victoria they discovered that it would be too

late to see the soldiers. So they went along Queen Victoria
Street, through the drizzle to show Shakespeare how rain

came down—one drop at a time ! As we parted, I heard
Jones recommending the youth upon his shoulder to notice
that it was less fatiguing to ride than to walk.
The next time I enquired after Shakespeare, Jones shook

his head. " He has been very naughty lately," he said.
" Yesterday he smashed two window-panes to see if one
pane cracked like another ; and the day before he broke
that big pot in the conservatory— I gave thirty-five shillings

for the thing—to see what it was made of."

"The method," I insinuated; but Jones wouldn't hear of

it. " The method is all right/' he said, " but the fact is

one child is different from another child. Shakespeare is

so naturally inclined to investigation that he requires no
additional stimulus. However"—Jones brightened up

—

"the method cannot fail to be of service to him now that
he is about to begin his school studies."

So Shakespeare was sent to the Kindergarten at the
Girls' High School. There he learnt that two bricks were
more than one and less than three ; that seven red beads
on a wire were made up of four and three, and even then
were less than eight blue beads two wires off; that a few
straws made a mat, if the}- were plaited together, whereas
loose and in sufficient quantities they only made a mess ;

that A was not B, and B was neither C nor D ; in short,

that everything- was different from something or other, and
nothing was anything else. Such a philosopher did he
become that he would pause for half a minute when he
played garden football with my small boy, wondering with
which foot he should kick ; so that he usually lost by some
forty goals, which, however, he would explain was not so
bad as losing by fifty !

Fortunately for Shakespeare, who was really a nice boy,
there came a time when he was sent to the college, and old

Dr. Birch is not of the modern school. "The lad has been
taught to mix up with everything else," he said, " but we'll

soon alter that. " So they put him a form and a-halt below
my young rascal, who is just an ordinary intelligent, tiresome
boy ; but then he has had the rare advantage of an old-

fashioned bringing up, without an}- method at all !

Out with the menagerie elephants — the morning wash
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MARGATE
The ancient town of

Margate, chiefly known
as a place to paddle in the

sea, is full of old associa-
tions, and among' the

latest " sights " is the
grotto. This grotto is an
extremely interesting spot
entirely underground, com-
posed entirely of shells.

The designs on the wall
are exquisite, each panel
being distinctly different.

The grotto is supposed to

have been a subterranean
place of worship in the
early days of the last cen-
tury, when the Christians
were persecuted and had
perforce to hide themselves.

NOT FORGOTTEN
The accompanying photograph is

that of a silver tea and coffee service,

subscribed for by the members of
A and G Companies ot the City Im-
perial Volunteers, and forwarded to

Mrs. Andrews, of Britstown, Cape
Colony, in recognition of the valuable
services she rendered gratuitously to

the sick and wounded in that town.
Though in somewhat humble circum-
stances, the kindness and hospitality

of Mrs. Andrews was extended to all

corps passing through Britstown,
without reference to rank. Every
morning reg'ularly coffee, with cake,
or such other food as the
patients could take, was
sent to the sick and
wounded in the hospital.

She would gather waste
paper in the town, and,
after cutting it into small
pieces, would make dozens
of much - needed pillows,

thus adding greatly to the
men's comfort. Her smiling
face was welcomed every
afternoon, for she never
missed visiting the patients
daily, and would stay for

hours doing what she could
for them—in many cases
writing letters to their

relatives. She now tends
to the graves of the killed,

and those that died of
disease there.

The 44th Field Battery,
R.A., the Warwick
Mounted Infantry, the
Suffolks, and many Colo
nials will be glad to know
that Mrs. Andrews has
not been forgotten. While
homeward-bound the pro-
position to send her a
memento was unanimously
approved. The subscrip-
tion had to be limited, as
the feeling was against
any suggestion of payment
for this good woman's
kindness, and in favour of
a simple gift, which, it

was believed, would be
dearly prized. The inscrip-

tion is as follows :

—

" Presented to Mrs. An-

drews by A and G Com-
panies 01 the City Imperial
Volunteers, as a mark of
deep gratitude for the
kindness and devotion
shown by her in nursing
the sick and wounded of
these Companies at Brits-

town, March, 1900."

The Grotto, Margate

Plate presented to Mrs. Andrews, of Britstown, South

Africa, by A and G Companies of the C.I.V.

A New York ferry boat

Another serious dock
fire has occurred at New
York, but this time, hap-
pily, without loss of life.

At the recent great fire

the ferry-boats rendered
great assistance, as they
did before. The ferry-

boat is a New York " par-
ticular," and is perhaps
somewhat of a misnomer.
The ferry-boat of the pre-

sent day is a good steam-tug with
nothing whatsoever to do with the
ancient ferry-boat of the wheel and
wire rope. Still, one is ferried across,

and consequently the vessel is a
ferry-boat all the same.

* * *
Already, before the suicidal tor-

pedo-boat has had half a fair trial in

actual warfare, she bids fair to be
superseded by the submarine. This
quiet little turtle-back is exceedingly
business - like. Starting from an
absolutely safe distance, and sub-
merging herself in that cheapest and
most effective armour—salt water

—

this little viper can, if ne-
cessary, clamp torpedoes
to the battleship's keel as
thickly as buttons on a
soldier's tunic. The ex-
periments made the other
day at Cherbourg, under
the auspices of the French
Ministers of War and
Marine, were very suc-
cessful. The Morse, the
new vessel in question,
followed battleships about
with ease, and saw every-
thing. In the words of

one of the occupants, " the
Morse is about to immerse
itself. The captain takes
his place amidst all sorts

of electric manipulators
with his eyes fixed on the

mysterious optical in-

strument, the periscope,

of which the other ex-
tremity floats continually

on the surface of the water,
whatever may be the depth
to which the vessel de-
scends. This instrument
will furnish the captain
with a clear and absolutely
faithful image of all that

is passing on the surface
of the water. The order
is given for total immer-
sion ; the distant hills dis-

appear ; and the whole ot

the outer world is effaced.

The vessel could remain
under water for sixteen

hours without causing
pulmonary fatigue ; our
journey only lasted two."
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Mr. Lewis Waller as Henry V. Miss Sarah Brooke as Katharine

HENRY V.

Last week we pointed out
that the huge success of the

revival of Henry V. at the

Lyceum was due to the

amount of fine talent repre-

sented by Mr. Waller and his

company. In giving further

portraits, it is unnecessary to

say that the success of the

play has not diminished, but
increased. The play itself, it

is interesting to note, was first

printed in 1600, and this copy,
which, it appears, differs most
materially from the text of the

folio, was reprinted in 1602,

and again in 1608. It is a
noteworthy fact that the re-

print of the quarto of 1608, in

Steevens's collection of twenty
plays, runs only to 1,800 lines

;

whilst the lines in the folio

edition amount to nearly twice
that number, namely, 3,500.

Xot only is the playaugmented
by the additions ofthe choruses
and new scenes, but there is

scarcely a speech, from the

first scene to the last, which
is not elaborated.

In the Lyceum revival the

Chorus, which some deem un-

necessary, has been retained,

and there is good ground for

so doing. Taking the Greek
drama as his model, the Poet,

Mr. George Warde as the Archbishop of

Canterbury

(Photos by Langfier)

to preserve the continuity of

the action and connect what
would otherwise be detached
scenes, introduced the Chorus,
whose mission it is to narrate

and describe intervening inci-

dents and events. Every care

has been taken to present the

play at the Lyceum in the

most striking and effective

form. Some of the less im-

portant scenes have been
omitted altogether, while

others have been amalga-
mated so as to avoid a too

frequent change of scene and
irritating delays in the pro-

gress of the play.

v ¥ ¥
Miss Lily Hanbury, in

classic costume and standing
upon a pedestal, recited the

lines of the Chorus with fine

elocutionary effect. When
Mr. Benson revived Henry V.

last February the Chorus was
omitted, but at the Drury
Lane revival the part was
also allotted to a lady, Miss
Brabrook Henderson. That
Miss Hanbury was in every

way well qualified for this

character could not be

doubted, and her success

was highly gratifying. Mi;;s

Zeffie Tilbury was a queenly
Isabel, whose daughter
Katharine had a charming
exponent in Miss Sarah
Brooke.

HENRY V. AT THE LYCEUM
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Parisiennes—who never do anything- by halves—have
developed a regular infatuation for fur of every description.

They are not content with hats, muffs, tippets, and boleros,

and even long
coats of it, but
now they have in-

troduced entire

dresses of fur. Of
course the prin-

cipal charm of this

new craze to the

mondaine must be
that the fashion
can only be in-

dulged in by those
possessing a long
purse, and as these
lucky ones are not
so very numerous
there is little or no
fear of the fa-

shion becoming-
common. The
great drawback
must bethe weight
of the dress, but
the e f f e c t is

charming.

* * *
I saw a tall,

fair, slim woman
ina Princess gown
of sealskin with
tiny dull-gold but-

tons fastening the

dress on the left

side, from the
shoulder to the

hem of the skirt.

A row of buttons
also ornamented
the sleeves, and a
narrow gold
waistband fasten-

ed with a jewelled
clasp outlined the

waist. The whole
ensemble was
most effective, and
a bright turquoise
toque gave just

was most chic, while a Japanese costume of b!ack satin,

most effectively worked with sprays of japonica and con-
ventional tulips and grasses, particularly took my fancy.
It is so difficult to find a novelty for a dress that is at the

same time artistic, that those in need of a new dress should
pay Miss Swinhoe's studio a visit and inspect her designs.

* * V
From Vienna I hear that brown and gold are the favourite

combinations for- the tailor-made gowns this winter, and
large, soft, gold roses are quite the smartest ornaments
for sables, toques, and muffs. Perhaps the greatest noveliy

in coats is made of white caracul encrusted with guipure ;

on one model the lace was faintly outlined with gold, which
was very effective worn with a heavy, white cloth dress.

Severely but smartly cut, the tout ensemble should be
charming, though perhaps not particularly durable in our
climate. I mentioned a week or two ago how popular
white and very light shades were this winter, and on the

Continent white caracul (embroidered with jet) and ermine
and the imitations thereof seem to be in great demand.

A Cosy Cloak

That looked sweet in pale grey cloth with lace

over bright cerise yoke. It had a quaint hood
draped round the shoulders, edged with a ruf-

fle of lace and finished in front with a rosette

of lace and long ends. The sleeves were
loose and had a big cuff and lace ruffle. The

entire cloak was lined with cerise silk

the touch of colour necessary.

* * *
Many of the ball dresses I have seen have wide bands of

fur around the hem—sometimes reaching to the knees,
and generally of sable or ermine—the top part being com-
posed of the most fragile material, such as embroidered
chiffon or gauze.

v ¥ v

Ribbon-work is exceedingly popular for evening gowns,
and beautiful effects can be obtained with this new trim-
ming. Miss Edith Swinhoe, of 29, Church Street, Ken-
sington, makes a spc'cialite

1

of ribbon-work and embroidery
for dresses and opera cloaks, and I saw some exquisite
specimens in preparation.

v » v

A DAINTY opera cape of ivory satin had sprays of almond
blossom artistically arranged over it, the lining being of
soft gathered pink chiffon, the same tone as the petals. A
half-mourning dinner gown of black silk had a charming
design of clematis, with a border of purple iris around the
hei:;. A debutante's frock of white silk with Guelder-roses

A Theatre Gown
This simple but charming gown was of a very soft black satin with a
waistcoat of ivory panne, having a pattern over it of blue, pink, and
green flowers ; the bodice is gathered up to the front, caught by a
diamond buckle, and terminates in two coat-tails at the back ;'> icross

the shoulders are a few folds of muslin and lace, which give the appe.11-

ance of a fichu, and the sleeves end at the elbow with lacs ruffles
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The cottage in the country

I saw a very original evening cloak last week ; a shaped
flounce of handsome black lace was mounted on gold tissue,

and the pattern, of flowers, was outlined in some way with
very narrow black ribbon velvet ; around the edge were
frills of black chiffon ; the lining I could not see, but I

noticed that the high collar was fastened with a charming
dull gold buckle,

which looked uncom-
monly like one of

Lalique's designs.

V * *
While speaking of

gold tissue I may
mention that the

latest use it has been
put to is for collars,

or dress trimming
with, appliques of

pale-coloured velvets

outlined with cord.

On fur coats this

makes a particularly

charming finish, and
I have in my mind's

eve a charming
broadtail bolero with
large rounded collar

of gold, appliqued
with black velvet

ro^es outlined with
fine black and gold
cord

* * ¥
Light combs inlaid with gold are the latest thing at the

coiffeur's, and are likelv to be in great demand, for they are
far more chic than those inlaid with brilliants and turquoise
that were so popular a short time ago.

¥ ¥ »
Fringes are gradually becoming demode ; the hair turned

back from the face, fluffy, loose, and bouffant, is a style

that generally suits most faces, and those who are not lucky
enough to possess naturally wavy or curly hair can obtain
the same effect by using the lead wavers, or going once a
week to a good hairdresser's, &c. A good 3s. or 5s. wave
once a week keeps in longer and looks far better than the
almost daily is. 6d. crimps that disappear before the
evening is over.

» 3> *
Those possessing dull brown hair and wishing to bring

out the golden lights in it, should shampoo the hair with a'

wash known as the "Fairy Wand,'' and obtainable (so a
friend tells me who highly recommends it) from a hair-
dresser in Sutherland Avenue, Maida Vale.

This cold weather has a very bad effect on one's hands,
and it is exceedingly difficult to keep them soft and white
One of the best things I have found is to wash the hands
thoroughly with warm water and good soap, and, before
drying, rub in glycerine thoroughly. This should be done
each time the hands are washed, and it will be found most
beneficial. Vanite.

THE COTTAGE IN THE COUNTRY
Most people who live in London all the year round dream

of a time when they shall build for themselves a cottage in

the country, into which they may retire during the months
of August and September, unmolested by landladies, trip-

pers and brass bands ! For a time comes in everybody's
life when lodgings are abhorrent to them, when hotels pall,

and when even country-house visits suggest the feelings
that prompted Mrs. Poyser, in Adam Bede, when she said :

" There's no work so tirin' as danglin' about an' starin' an'
not rightly knowin' what you are goin' to do next ; and
keepin' your face in smilin' order like a grocer o' market
days, for fear people shouldna think you civil enough. An'
you've nothin' to show for it when it's done, if it isn't a
ya'low face wi' eatin' things as disagree."

It is with feelings of this kind that many persons are
possessed after a series of country-house visits. They are
too well-bred, and also not clever enough to express them-
selves even in their own hearts in as clever a manner as
Mrs. Poyser ; but it is the same kind of feeling working
dimly in their minds that induces them to think of and plan
a country cottage where they can enjoy fresh air and never
smile unless they feel so inclined ! It is with the creation of
such a cottage scheme that this short article deals. It is

quite possible to own a cottage in the country and discover
it to be the most uncomfortable place in the world ; possible,

too, to grow to hate the cottage with a dreadful hatred and
to sit and gloom in the damp verandah with earwigs
tumbling from its roof on the top of your hat.

One rule shall be laid down at once— never have a
verandah ; it darkens the sitting--rooms and tends to make
them damp and dreary. Do not allow 3-ourself less than
seven bedrooms and three sitting-rooms, for then it enables
you to have a larger market wherein to dispose of your
cottage if you are at any time disposed to do so. A
thatched roof has two advantages— it is warm in winter and
cool in summer, but it harbours rats and mice and is easily

set on fire. The most perfect -cottage I ever saw had a
tiled roof with gabled ends, had long low rooms, and was
only two storeys high. In the country a low room is easily

aired, is less expensive to furnish, and can be made to look
exceedingly picturesque at a small cost. The cottage I

think of as I write was furnished with absolute congruity
and most perfect taste, and maintained a cottage character
throug-hout in style and decoration. Outside it was all red
tiles and black and white woodwork. The house on one
side the species of yard round which it was built, the stable
opposite it on the other side the yard. It recalled a species
of settlement in some English colony abroad.
Now to describe the house. The front door opened on to

a passage ; to the left was a staircase, while opposite were
green-painted, latched cottage doors that led into three of
the most picturesque sitting-rooms it has ever been my lot

to behold. The dining-room was low and long, with white-
washed ceiling and black beams across it ; low, wide seats
in the recessed latticed windows. An old oak settle, chests
and chairs formed, its furniture. A deep crimson Indian
carpet lay in the middle of the polished floor, a carpet that
suited the style of the room, which was good, solid and
comfortable, a series of words which we can seldom apply
to a room where the picturesque has been carefully studied
as well. Over the fireplace hung a beautifully wrought iron

jack for roasting meat ; it was not used for this purpose,
but it carried out the idea of a cottage living room.
Space dees not allow a description of the other rooms, but

they were all furnished to carry out the same tale of

Mrs. Smith, who lived all her life in a caravan
and died the other day, 109 years old
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comfort and art. The kilchcn, too, was well thought out,

and let no one who builds a country cottage forget that on
the kitchen and its comfortable or uncomfortable arrange-
ment hangs the family temper. Let them build into it deep
cupboards where things can be put and kept in their places.

Let them remember that a large and cool larder spells the

proper management of food supply. And last of all, that a
large coal cellar spells economy, since coals can then be
stored when they are cheap.

*-$--

One of Worcester's celebrities passed away on the 5th inst.

in the person of Mrs. Ann Smith, grandmother of the wife

of Mr. Harry Strickland, the well-known merry-go-round
proprietor, of Worcester. She was born on June iolh,

1 792, so that she was in her 109th year. She died from
natural decay, and as an instance of her remarkable vitality,

it may be mentioned that she retained her faculties until very
near the end. For nearly the whole of her life she has liyed

in a caravan—a picturesque, bright yellow one, which may
have been seen any time in Worcester—and up to a few
months ago was in the habit ofaccompanying her grandson-
iri-law to the various fetes and shows in the neighbourhood,
at which his roundabouts were a great attraction. No doubt
this nomadic life, spent in the open air, has had its effect in

prolonging her life. In winter, however, the old lady has
usually taken up her abode in one of the lodging-houses
owned by her relatives.

V * *
A remarkably complete and useful almanac has recently

been issued by the proprietors of Holloway's Pills. The
literary matter and the numerous artistic wood-cuts it con-
tains are alike worthy of high commendation, and each copy
carries with it a Railway Accident Insurance Policy for

;£, 100. This booklet will be sent gratis by Mr. Thomas
Holloway, 78, New Oxford Street, London, upon receipt of
halfpenny stamp to cover postage. The same firm are pre-

pared to send samples of coloured cards entitled " The
Pastimes of Man}' Nations," post free, and they will send
the whole set of fifty in return for five penny stamps.
These cards are illustrated in a very creditable manner,
and give some decidedly interesting information regarding
the sports in which most foreign nations indulg'e.

»» •

CORRESPONDENCE
" Tommy Atkins."

Dear Sir,—Will you kindly inform me, in your next
issue of Black and White, the 2d. number [Black and White
Budget, please.

—

Ed.], why every soldier is called Tommy
Atkins? I take the Black and White [Black and White
Budget, please.

—

Ed.] in every week, and think it is a
very nice paper.—Yours truly,

An Admirer of the Brave.

[The origin of the name is said to have originated with
Private Thomas Atkins, a typical old soldier, one of those
fine, smart, grumbling old fellows who used to be as com-
mon as peas in the Army. Now we have fine, smart young
men, and they are all Tomm}' Atkinses. The name is

more familiar in civilian circles than in the Army.

—

Ed.]

¥ * *
The Hen of the R.A.

Dear Sir,— I beg to send you an item which will pro-
bably interest the readers of your most excellent journal.
A driver in the Third Cavalry Brigade Ammunition

Column possesses a hen which he captured in Cronje's
Laager at Paardeberg. During all the succeeding opera-
tions in which his battery has taken part the hen has
accompanied him. In a box on the limber of one of the
ammunition wagons the hen (presumably) contentedly
remained, and as a reward for the solicitous care bestowed
upon her she almost daily lays an egg, her master and his
captain sharing it on alternate days.

I can guarantee the accuracy of this story. I would also
like to suggest that in the event of the hen safely reaching

England the Zoological Society should find it a home.—

I

am, Sir, faithfully yours, Joseph Dickson.
4, Clare Cardens, Cardiff.

* * *
" Guerilla Warfare."

Dear Sir,— Will you kindly print in your paper the origin

of the term " guerilla warfare " ? We have had a long di ,-

cussion and wish it decided. [ have taken the Bridget from
the first number, and like it better each time. " Woman's
Ways,'' &c.| improve it very much, and as one week you
invited questions on fashions being sent, will you kindly
say whether smart -blouses are admissible for evening and
afternoon functions ?—Yours faithfully, A. G.
[The word guerilla is a diminutive of the French guerre,

war, and consequently means petty war. The term was
first applied by the French to the Spaniards in the Peninsular
War. The guerillas harassed the French army, but were
regarded with contempt by the French. Smart blouses are
admissible for evening and afternoon functions.

—

Ed.J

¥ * *
" Correction."

Re sketch, page 436, January 5th, Black and While
Budget.

Silas : How do the Boers fight ?

Patrick : Behind the kopjes, sorr.

Silas : How do the English fight ?

Patrick : Behind the Irish, sorr.

Silas : How do the Irish fight?

Sandy : Behind the Scotch, sir.

Birmingham. McG.

The Cause of Oir Veterans.
I have to thank " W. D. E.," of Durham, very much

for sending 5s. to Mr. Henry Howes, the Crimean veteran,

whose portrait appeared in a recent number. It would
have done " W. D. E.'s " heart good to see the thankful-

ness in the old man's eyes when the kind message was
conveyed to him. I have also to thank " A Constant
Reader," whose straightforward letter explains the real

reason why our Empire Makers end their days in the work-
house :

—
Dear Sir,— I have read the account in this week's

Black and White Budget of the career of Henry Howes,
and also of the straitened circumstances that he is now
in. I think it is a great reflection on a country like

England, who are so read}' to praise Tommy Atkins and to

push him to the front in time of trouble, that he should be
allowed to end his remaining days in poverty and the work-
house after being turned adrift from the Army as " unfit,"

and perhaps maimed for life, and thus debarred from earn-

ing a livelihood. The English people are not slow in

showing their admiration for a hero, be he a hero in the

cricket-field, football-field or on the battle-field ; but in the

case of veterans, I think it is simply because they are un-
aware of the existence of such cases until they are brought
to light by the press. I think this would be a splendid
opportunity for showing our appreciation and admiration
for the men who "saved" and made England what she is

at the cost of their own health and even lives, and gave us

of this day all the privileges and freedom which we enjoy,

by giving Henry Howes a "shilling" or even a "six-
penny " testimonial. No one would miss this sum, and as
" Many can help one, where one cannot help many," if

every reader of Black and White Budget would subscribe,

it wpuld be the means of helping this brave old soldier to

finish his days in a manner befitting an " Empire Maker."
I enclose P.O. value is., which, though very small, will

help to make a sovereign, if, as I earnestly hope, many
others will do the same. In any case, will you kindly let

him have this in such a way as not to let him think it

"charity." It will at least be three days' extra pay.
Thanking you in anticipation, and apologising for taking
up so much of your valuable time.— I am, yours truly,

Abergavenny. A Constant Reader.
[I should be very pleased to open a list for the Crimean

veterans, or, better still, to forward any subscription to

Mr. Roberts, the well-known newspaper proprietor, of

Fleet Street, who has done so much for the Crimean heroes

a id who still has the Veterans' Fund open.]

Printed by the Black and White Publishing Company, Limited, at 33, Bouverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Published
Weekly by W. L P. Monckton, at 6j Fleet Street* London, E.C., England.—Jan. 19, 1901.
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grandfather George III, died From a photo by Hughes and Mullins, Ryde
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Our Gracious Queen has not only reigned the longest of
any British sovereign, but has also lived the longest life.

On the 1 8th of this month Her Majesty completed 81 years
239 days, the exact age of her grandfather, George III.,

who died on January 29th, 1820, he having been born on
June 4th, 1738 (new st}'l^e). Long may Her Majesty reign.

* * ¥
The Prince and Princess of Wales are to open the Glas-

gow Exhibition on May 7th. As mentioned previously, the
exhibition bids fair to be a
huge success, the Russian
Government, among others,
having decided to send the
best possible exhibits that
can be made in the Muscovite
Empire.

* * *
" Police - constable

Jack," the dog shown in the
accompanying illustration, is

a pathetic figure at South-
ampton Docks as day by
clay he watches for the troop-
ship that is to bring back
his lost master. Every troop-
ship that arrives is eagerly
scanned by the faithful dog,
and every returning soldier,

as he crosses the gangway,
is wistfully examined from
head to foot. At times the

expectant animal quivers
with delight when he fancies

he can see the long-lost,

familiar form, but almost at

the same moment his ears
droop and his eyes resume
their wistful look, for his

master has not yet returned.

A year ago he was left be-

hind by an officer going to

the front, and since then he
has taken up his station on
the quay. He has been
adopted by the kind-hearted
dock policemen, with whom he makes his rounds daily.

Jack's faithfulness has been noised abroad, and offers to

give him a good home have been received from all parts of

the country, but naturally the police decline to part with
him. However, many people, if denied Jack's company,
have sent money against his keep, one admirer undertaking
to make him a quarterly allowance until the return of the

dog's original master.

* * *
Cats'-meat men of the metropolis were highly honoured

the other evening at the dinner and entertainment arranged
on their behalf at the City of New York Restaurant,
Holborn, by a letter from the Princess of Wales expressing
her Royal Highness's best wishes for its success, and her
regret that absence from London prevented her having the

pleasure of being present. Mr. Louis Wain, the famous
cat artist, presided, and, rapping on the table with a soda-
water bottle, explained that the gathering was not a charity,

but the guests were invited as cat lovers, and met as
" pals.'' Visitors were impressed by the youth of many of
the vendors of pussy's favourite dainty. They were a
hilarious assemblage, and greeted the appearance of the

"Jack," the derelict dog
soldier, now

soup, the roast beef, and the boiled legs of mutton with

prolonged cries of " Mee-att !
" in the familiar notes of the

street. At the end of the repast Mr. Wain said that all

knew the old torn who ran after the cart and "sneaked''
his ha'porth, and her who said " Meaow " till she got her
bit. They were all right, but he appealed for pity for those

poor cats who by chance, circumstances, or cruelty were
thrown.out into the world.

¥ * *
During the dinner the Duchess of Bedford rendered

invaluable assistance by pas-
sing the sprouts at a critical

iuncture. Lady Reid was
there, and Mrs. Stannird
Robinson, of the Ladies'
Kennel Association ; also the
editor of Our Cats, by whose
efforts the dinner was organ-
ised. By the nature of

his calling the cats'-meat
man's voice is singularly
well developed, and as the
evening went on things be-

came very merry. Several
theatrical people very kindly
came and sang. Mdlle
Janotha brought her cat,

and the Duchess of Bed-
ford gave the men 250 half-

pound tins of tobacco.

¥ * V
It has been proposed by

a number of officers of the

garrison of Ladysmith that

a dinner should be held in

London on the day of the
relief (February 28th). Any
officer of the besieged gar-
rison willing to dine is re-

quested to write as soon as
possible to Captain Hon.
H. S. Davey, 18th Hussars,
at the Cavalry Depot, Can-
terbury, stating where he
would have dinner held.

* * ¥
H.M.S. CRUISER Sybllle, which went ashore the other

I day at Saldanha Bay, near Cape Town, had landed guns

J

and bluejackets for the defence of Piquetberg, in Cape
! Colony, and was cruising- about the treacherous coast of
Lambert's Bay. Originally she cost ^174,670 without guns
or stores, which probably increased the outlay upon her to

over»,£200,ooo. Her armament consisted of two 6-inch and
six 4*7-inch quick-firers, besides eight 6-pounders, one
3-pounder, and four maxims. She has a protective deck of

from 1 inch to 2 inches in thickness. The cruiser is one of
twenty-one similar second-class vessels constructed under
the Naval Defence Act, all having a displacement of from
3,400 to 3,600 tons. Pleasing in their lines, all these ships
have proved most successful, and are excellent sea-boats,
with a nominal speed of twenty knots. Built by contract in

1890, the following are the main dimensions of the Sybllle :—
Length, 300 ft.; beam, 42 ft.; draught, 16/2 it. ; indicated
horse-power, 9,496. A picture of the Sybllle will be found on
page 517.

v * *
The Emigrants' Information Office, 31, Broadway, West-

minster, S.W., warns emigrants that there is no demand in

Canada during the winter for anyone except female servants.

of Southampton,

a policeman

Once
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The largest book in the world

the possession of the nation
when his Majesty King
George III. bequeathed the
whole of his library to the
British Museum, where it is

now most tenderly guarded
under the immediate care of
Mr. C. H. Coote, who has been
good enough to furnish this

brief account of what is be-
lieved to be the largest book in

the world.

The photograph above is a
proof of what even rats will do
to protect their young. Mr.

This unique atlas

is a collection of the

finest engraved Dutch
maps of the period
bound in red leather,

beautifully orna-
mented in gilt, and
secured by three mas-
sive gilt clasps. It

measures 5 feet
10 inches high ; the
dedication page is

hand - drawn and
richly illuminated.

It was presented to

King Charles II. im-

mediately before his

leaving Holland on
his restoration to the

Throne in 1660. The
only kno\Vn contem-
porary reference to

this volume is given
by John Evelyn in

his diary under date
1666, November 1st :

" I went with some
of my relations to

Court," says John
Evelyn, "to show
them his Majesty's
cabinet and closet of

varieties. There I

saw a vast book of

mapps in a volume I

necre 4 yards large. '

|

The book came into

The ingenuity of a mother rat

Livingstone, Portaskaig Hotel, who kindly lent the trap,,

says he had been in the habit of getting two and three
young rats in it of a morning, and his surprise may b«

imagined when, the other morning, he went as usual anc
found that the opening had been completely closed up with

some teased roped. This occurred within twenty-four hours,
and the only explanation is that during the night the mothei
rat had teased a piece of rope which was lying in the place,

and closed up the trap-way (as will be seen in the photo),

to prevent the young ones being caught.

* ¥ *
It is an old adage that the

world is small, and the saying
is particularly true at the pre-

sent time. Many of our
Christmas turkeys came from
America, and just the other day
the market was inundated with
partridges from far Manchuria.
Evidently the Russians have
not made a bad start in their

occupation of that distant coun-
try. The Manchurian par-

tridge is a pretty little bird,

and is distinguished by a black

horseshoe mark on its breast.

" Ca-doe-mee " — The dinner given to cats'- meat men of London
(Photo by W. D. Dando)
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The old church of St. Marylebone, which is threatened
with destruction (Photos by Sturdee)

OLD CHURCH OF ST. MARYLEBONE
At the top of High Street, Marylebone, stands a small

unpretending' church, unknown to many lovers of antiquity

and unnoticed by the general public, but full of historic

interest and associations. This building- was until the year
1 81 7 the parish church of St. Marylebone, but on the
building of the present parish church in that year, it was
converted by Act of Parliament into a parish chapel. The
original foundation of the building dates from 1400, when
Robert Braybroke, then Bishop of London, granted licence

to the inhabitants of the parish to take down the old Church
of Tybourne, which stood on the site of the present Mary-
lebone Police Court, and to build a new one on the site of
the one here shown, which was dedicated to St. Mary the

Virgin, and stood until May, 1740, when, owing to its

ruinous condition, it was taken down and this one built.

On an altar tomb to the family of Deschamps, near the

vestry door on the south side of the graveyard, Hogarth
has represented the " Idle Apprentice " playing marbles
with his companions, while the interior of the previous
building on this site is shown in Hogarth's picture of the

Marriage of the Rake.
* ¥ v

In this picture the monuments are represented as they
then existed, and the following inscription, which is still

to be seen on the front pew, is clearly legible, and is as
follows :—

WfflS

The interior of the old church of St Marylebone, showing
innral tablets to eminent people of a byegone age

these : PEWES : VNSCRVD : AND : TAN : IN :

SVNDER : IN : STONE : THERS I GRAVEN : WHAT :

IS : VNDER : TO : WIT : A : VALT : FOR : BVRIAL :

THERE : IS : WHICH : EDWARD : FORSETT : MADE :

FOR : HIM : AND : HIS.

The present building is plain to ugliness. It is an oblong
brick building with a small bell-tower at the west end. It

has galleries on the north, south, and west sides ; the com-
munion table occupies the east end, which, with the pulpit
and reading-desk, is beautifully worked in mahogany.
Over the table is an oil-painting representing the Nativity,
and was presented to the parish by the artist, Benjamin
West.

•» ¥ *
The mural tablets with which the walls are nearly

covered are second to none as a collection for appropriate-
ness of taste and
harmony of de-
sign. Among
those baptised
here were the
poet Lord Byron
(George God-
son), on March
1st, 1788, and
Horatia, the
daughter of
Lord Nelson by
Emma Lady
Hamilton, in

1803. The list

of those who are
buried here is a
long one, includ-

ing John Wes-
ley's brother
Charles ; Gibbs,
the architect of
St. Martin's-in-

the - Fields;
H o y le , the
author of Whist/
Caroline Wat-
son, the en-
graver ; Bower,
author of the

History of the

Popes; Allan
Ramsay and
Vandebank, the
portrait painters;

John Terres, the
marine painter ;

Rystrack, the
sculptor ; Fer-
guson, the astro-

nomer; and
James Figg, the
celebrated prize-

fighter, whose
portrait figures

in one of the en-

gravings by Ho-
garth in his never - to - be - forgotten Rake's Progress.

Staff- Sergeant Mullineux of the 2nd
V.B. Manchester Regiment. He is a

famous shot

A VETERAN VOLUNTEER
A correspondent writes :

—

The above photo is of Staff-Sergeant Mullineux, 2nd V.B.
Manchester Regiment, who has now served 50 years con-
tinuously. He joined the Yeomanry in 1851, starting his

shooting career the following year for the Yeomanry prizes.

He was very successful in this year, taking the Yeomanry
Prize at Altcar Rifle Range, near Liverpool, and soon after

joined the Volunteers, taking also his share of their prizes.

Some of the principal prizes won by him are :—Champion-
ship of Scotland Gold Badge, he being the only English-
man to win the prize for 24 years, also the Burroughes and
Watts' 100-guinea Billiard Table, the" Wimbledon Cup,
the Secretary of State for War's Prize, &c. As will be seen
by the above photo, he has three Queen's Badges, four Scotch,
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eight English, fourteen
County, one St. George's
Badge, five Aggregate
Medals, and the well-earned
Long Service Medal. He is

certainly one of the best and
jolliest type of Volunteers
in the kingdom, and is well
known to be a craftsman
second to none.

He is the inventor and
patentee of the Mullineux
Vernier Wind Gauge, one
of the best now in use ; Mul-
lineux Orthoptic, Mullineux
Cartridge, Bullet Catcher,
and Breech Adapter.
Besides this, he won two
prizes for wood-carving in

1865. It may be said here,
he has three sons who are
well up in honour, the
oldest being one of the best
organists of the day, play-
ing for the post at St.

George's Hall, Liverpool,
coming second for this hon-
ourable post ; the second is

a fine rifle shot, and holds
a high position in the Civil

Service ; and the third is

BOW Acting Chaplain to the
force in South Africa. Lord
Roberts, when once in

Manchester distributing

H.M.S. "Sybille," which stranded at Saldanha Bay, near Cape Town
(Photo by Cribb)

prizes, asked what all these
honours were for, and on be-

ing told that they .were all

for shooting, said: "Well,
my man, you have some-
thing to be proud of."

Should any of your readers
happen to meet Staff-Ser-

geant Mullineux, and can
get him to tell you about
his first ride out with the
Veomanry, having to con-
tend with a blind horse and
a big instrument, they will

hear something to amuse
them. He has been, and
is yet, a good all-round shot,

and, in spite of advancing
years, he is a great enthu-
siast in the corps, and
takes great interest in the
rifle.

—*«

During the pursuit ot

De Wet, 150 of the Com-
mander - in - Chiefs Body-
guard were surrounded by

The late Colonel D. T. Laing
Commander of the C.-I.-C.'s Bodyguard, killed near Reitz

(Photo by the Biograph Co.)

Boers
Bodyguard, seeing
hopelessness of the

tion, determined to

their lives dearly,

galloped to a donga, whicli

afforded some cover, and
fought like tigers, Col. Laing
being" shot throughthebody.

Thc
the

posi-

sell

They
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Sergeant II. R. Martineau (with one arm) of the Protectorate Regiment, who won the Victoria Cross at
Mafeking on December 26th, 1899

THE V.C.

Not for man}- years has a single isstie of the London
Gazette contained as many
announcements of the
award of the Victoria
Cross as were published on
January 15th. For services
in South Africa the blue
ribbon of chivalry for cour-
ageous conduct in the face
of the foe has been awarded
by the Queen to three
officers, a serg-eant, and a
private, while an officer and
a serg-eant who earned dis-

tinction during- the opera-
tions in Ashanti have also
been .similarly honoured.
Upon ten officers the Queen
has decided to confer the
Distinguished Service

Maj. Brown, 14th Hussars
.(Photo by Knight)

Order, in recognition of
their work in West Africa
under Colonel Sir J. Will-
cocks ; two civil officials

have also been chosen for

the C.M.G. ; and several
officers have received brevet
promotion, including- Lieut.

-

Colonel Burroughs, who will

be especially congratulated
on this testimony to his

ability as a leader under the
most trying- circumstances.
Sergeant Mackenzie, of

the Seaforth Hig-hlanders
has not been forg-otten in

this distribution of favours.
In the dispatches of Sir

J. Willcocks his splendid

of the past year of many acts of splendid heroism, and this

non-commissioned officer well deserves the commission
which has been bestowed upon him, in addition to the

Victoria Cross, which her
Majesty has decided to

confer.

MAJOR E. V>. BROWN
Major E. D. Brown, 14th

Hussars, won the V.C. for

the following- :—On Oclobe,-

13th, 1900, at Geluk, when
the enemy were within 400
yards, and bring-ing a heavy
fire to bear, Major Brown,
seeing- that Sergeant Her
sey's horse was shot,

stopped behind the last

s juadron as it was retiring,

and helped Serg-eant Her-
sey to mount behind him,

earning- him for about

Major-General Smith-Dorrien
Who since Paardeberg has been doing splendid service in South Africa

gallantry and spirit when he led his company of Haussas
ag-ainst the enemy and saved the British force from disaster
was fully described. It was one of the most stirring- stories

Lt. Inkson, R.A.M.C.

(Photo by knight)

three-quarters of a mile to

a place of safety. He did

this under a heavy fire.

Major Brown afterwards

enabled Lieutenant Browne,
14th Hussars, to mount by
holding his horse, which
was very restive under the

heavy fire. Lieutenant

Browne could not other-

wise have mounted. Sub-
sequently Major Brown
carried Lance - Corporal-

Trumpeter Leigh out of

action.

DOCTOR INKSON

Lieutenant E. T. Inkson,

Royal Army Medical Corps,

on February 24th, 1900, carried Lieutenant Devenish (who

was wounded and unable to walk) for three or four hundred

yards under a very heavy fire to a place of safety.
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The difficulties of commandeering in South Africa— Catching a mule, very excitable

The difficulties of commandeering in South Africa— The mule thrown but not conquered
(Drawn by Stanley L. Wood from photos)

WANTED, HORSES -OR MULES
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THE BRAIN OF A BATTLESHIP
A BATTLESHIP is like a human being in one respect : its

brain—the part whence emanates the power that directs the
vessel's motions—is situated, so to speak, in its forehead

;

only, in navigator's parlance, a physiological term is not
applied to the seat of a warship's reason, which is called by
sailors the fore-bridge, though the functions here performed
are exactly analogous to those which the brain does for the
human machine. There are two bridges in a battleship

—

the after-bridge, on which the signal-staff is posted, and the
fore-bridge, where the work of navigating the ship is car-
ried on. Our illustration shows the latter, and was taken
on one of her Majesty's leviathans in the Atlantic. Both
day and night whilst the vessel is under weigh, more
activity is compressed into the few square feet of planking
which comprise this structure than one would sometimes
encounter in as many square miles on shore. But it is when
a fleet is manoeuvring that this part of the ship is busiest.

On the chart-house roof stands the captain, doing many
things at once without getting' them mixed up, a feat which
the British Naval officer's training enables him to perform
rather easily. By the compass, on a raised platform in

front of the chart-house, stands the navigating lieutenant
and his assistant. Close behind the captain is a signal-boy,
watching through a pair of binoculars the helm signals of
the ship next ahead. By him, as the picture shows, is the
chief yeoman, who glues his *ye to a big telescope and
reports all signals made by the admiral. In the chart-
house a couple of quartermasters hang on to the wheel.
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Off Duty

On Duty

By each door of the chart-house
stands an officer taking observations
with a sextant. In addition, there are
signal-men and messengers all listening
for the captain's orders, and tumbling
over one another in their desire to obey
them with alacrity. " Wanderer's helm
is hard a port, sir !

" shouts the signal-
boy. " Wanderer is going at 60 revo-
lutions !

" sings out somebody else. The
officers with the sextants make their

reports, and the skipper's ears are con-
tinuously assailed with information
shouted at him by somebody or the other.

^ ¥ V
The import of this he has to grasp in-

stantly, and act upon it. His order for

shaping the course of his vessel is trans-
mitted to the quartermasters,' who yell it

back again to show that they have under-
stood it correctly. "Clang!" goes the
engine-room telegraph, whilst the boys
stationed amidships run up flags to the
yard-arm to tell the ship next astern what
speed their own ship is going at. " Here
is the Blunderer paying us another call,

sir," remarks an officer looking over the
side, and sure enough the huge ram of
the Blunderer is seen getting uncomfort-
ably near. But they are used to these
things in the Navy, especially where a
newly-constituted fleet puts to sea for the

first time, and nobody takes much notice

of it, except, perhaps, that the captain
will order the semaphore to wag out a
hint to the encroaching ship that it would
show better navigation on the part of her
captain if he kept station correctly.

But when the fleet has "shaken down,"
as Jack terms it, the precision with
which the most intricate tactical move-
ments are performed is marvellous. You
will see the big ships twisting in and
out like skilful dancers in a quadrille,

everyone in its proper place, and doing
the figure with the nicest accuracy. From
the fore-bridge comes every one of the

orders which secures this remarkable
precision in manceuvrinsr.
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"HOW WE SAVED THEM"
(Drawn by Fred W. Burton)
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The

The West-End Pumping Station—Chelsea

LONDON is unquestionably the most sanitary city in the
whole world. Foreigners never tire of inspecting' our
system, and expressing- their admiration of it. It is one of
the "sights" of London, and visitors "doing" the city

rarely fail to include the subways in their " subjects." There
is a subway in the vicinity of Holborn where a visitor's book
is kept, and which contains some very distinguished names
and appreciative remarks.
The drainage of London is practically divided into two

sections : north and south ; the sections being each sub-
divided into three separate systems or sewers. The latter,

for the north side, are respectively named :
" northern high

level," "middle level,"

and " northern low
level." For the southern
side the sewers are
called " southern low
level," " southern high
level,' and '

' Effra
branch."

In brief, London is

drained by two distinct

methods, each co-oper-
ating with the other

:

gravitation and preci-

pitation. The sewage
gravitates along various
channels to a certain

spot, where it is pumped
up to a higher gradient,
thustravelling bv stages
until it reaches the out-

fall sewer at Barking
or Crossness, where,
having' undergone
chemical treatment, it

is conveyed into
"sludge vessels,' car-

ried out to sea and
distributed over a wide
area.

The northern high-level

north drain the area lyin

and middle-level sewers on the
north of Bethnal Green Road,

Piccadilly, Oxford Street, and Bavswater Road, coming
together at a spot near Old Ford, and thence travelling to

Barking, via Abbey Mills. The low-level sewer g'ravitates

to the pumping-station at Pimlico, where the sewage is

raised eighteen feet by steam power, and sent on to Abbey
Mills, where it is again raised thirty-six feet, and completes
it's journey to the outfall at Barking'.

On the south, the low-level sewer drains the area about
Putney, Wandsworth, Kenninglon, Walworth, Old Kent
Road, Deptford, finally emptying into the Southern Outfa.ll

sewer which runs to the precipitation works at 'Crossness.

The high-level sewer travels from Balham, through Clap-
ham, Stockwell, Camberwell, New Cross, to Deptford,
where it is joined by the Effra branch, which comes through
Streatham, Brixton, Dulwich, and Nunhead. All three com-
bine in the southern outfall sewer on the way to Crossness.

v v ¥
In addition to these main drains there are, of course, many

branch sewers.
Abbey Mills is a pumping station only, and in order to

obtain a good idea of the elaborate nature of our drainage
system, a visit should be paid to this place. It is well worth
the trouble. The main building' is a most mposing-looking

structure, quite a
triumph of picturesque
architecture. A stran-
ger viewing-

it from a
distance in the summer
time (as I did a few
months ba~k) in the
midst of its leafy sur-

roundings, might be
excused for mistaking
it for the lordly dwelling
of a scion of the
nobility.

On coming to closer

quarters, however, the
building" is seen to be
tilled with machinery,
very huge machinery.
There are eight beam
engines, each of 142-

horse power, and during
stormy weather they
will lift as much as
1,200 gallons at a single

stroke ! The daily lift-

ing capacity of this one
station is 135,000,000

. gallons ! If it were
not for the phenomenal

work done at Abbey Mills upon these occasions many of

the low-lying districts of the East End would be seriously

flooded.. There are about seventy rrnn employed at the

station, which covers an area of seven acres of ground.
The interior of the main building is nothing' behind the

exterior in artistic merit. You might take it for the machinery
hall of a great exhibition. Standing in the centre, and
looking up into the dome, it has the appearance of a minia-

ture St. Paul's Cathedral. All the walls and fittings are
painted in a kind of " impressionist " style, which might well

claim the attention of a student in decorative art.

A very different kind of building is that which contains

the " cages." It is a small structure standing a few yards

At the liming and screening stations
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away from the main building1

. The " cages " are like huge
sieves, through which the sewage passes, and which thus
becomes cleared of rag, paper, orange peel, and other
rubbish. When the cage is full, it is raised, emptied, and
lowered again. On several occasions material evidence of
dark deeds has been brought to light in the shape of dead
bodies of infants.

The Works at Barking are very extensive. There are
thirteen "precipitation" channels, varying in length from
S60 ft. to 1,210 ft., with a width of 30 ft., and a depth of
S ft. They are all bricked in, cover an area of eleven acres,

and have a holding capacity of 20,315,925 gallons. There
are also what are known as " sludge-settling" channels,

and a "stores" to accommodate 20,000 tons of sludge.

They also have powerful engines here, which are capable
of pumping four tons of sludge per minute into an iron

reservoir.

When the sewage has been chemically treated it. is con-
veyed through mains direct into the sludge vessels, which
are moored alongside a kind of pier, specially constructed
for the purpose. The sewage at this stage assumes the
form of a thick, black fluid, and during the process of
fiHing the vessel it is periodically tested to make sure that

In the penstock chamber

work in shifts, night, day and Sunda)'. On an average one
hundred million gallons of sewage is treated every day.
The chemical treatment is carried out at both Barking

and Crossness, and the formula used was adopted at the
instigation of Mr. Dibdin, chemist to the Council. It con-
sists of an addition to the crude sewage of about one grain
of protosulphate of iron and four grains of lime per gallon.

The latter means, in larger figures, about a quarter of a
'ton of lime to a million gallons of sewage. This treatment

In the grinding shed

the chemical treatment has been effective. When the
vessels are filled—each one can take 1,000 tons of sludge

—

they steam away fifty miles out to sea, where the contents
are distributed over an area of about ten miles. The whole
cargo could be got rid of in a few minutes, but for hygienic
reasons an hour is expended in spreading it out as thinly
as possible.

The sludge-vessels are admirably-appointed craft, being
fitted throughout with electric light, bathrooms, state rooms,
saloon, &c. One is called the Bazalgette (it will be

|

remembered that Sir J. Bazalgette was one time chief engi-
neer of the Metropolitan Board of Works), another the <

Barkinq, and a third the Burns.
There are two buildings where the chemicals are pre-

pared, lime in one and iron in the other. Workers in the
latter are affected in a curious manner. Their teeth become
black and loose in their sockets. It does not, however,
have any deleterious effect upon their general health. Only
the molars suffer.

Altogether the Barking Works cover an area of eighty-
four acres of ground, and cost to construct between
.£400,000 and £500, 000. The machinery alone ran into
upwards of £40,000. The staff consists of 200 men, who A precipitating tan
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very considerably clarifies the sewage, the

result being' nine parts of water to one of

solid matter. The cost works out at

27s. o,d. per million gallons, 9s. of which is

expended in manipulation, pumping', and
carrying- out to sea. This method of dis-

posing of London's sewage has been much
criticised, principally by persons who are
not wholly acquainted with the details of

the process. It has been proved to be
perfectly safe, so far as health is con-

cerned, and the fact that it has been
adopted in other large towns in this and
other countries is proof that there cannot
be much wrong with it.

At Crossness, which is just opposite

Barking, on the south side of the river,

there are four beam-engines of 500-horse power, in addition

to two auxiliary locomotive engines of 300-horse power,
actuating centrifugal pumps. The latter, however, are used

only in cases ot emergency, either in the event of anything
going wrong with the main engines, or during very heavy
rainfalls. There are six precipitation tanks—four large and
two comparatively small. The former have each a holding

capacity of 6, 250,000 gallons, and the latter 3, 125,000 gallons

each. This brings the total accommodation for sewage at

this place to 31,250,000 gallons. In a single day 16,000,000

gallons is chemically treated.

Big figures, these !

A good many people imagine that a sewer is a mere drain

pipe. The one between Deptford and Crossness is 1 1 ft.

6 in. in diameter.
Our old friend Father Thames has from time to time been

Abbey Mills Pumping Station

selected as a convenient butt for the shafts of irresponsible
wits. They have sneered at his being called "silvery," and
have charged him with being excessively unclean. In
defence of venerable Aquarius it should be said he is not so
black as he is painted. It is true that at certain periods, hot
summer months, he suffers from drought, and that periodi-
cally evil-disposed persons illegally cast uncleanly substances
at him. It should also be taken into consideration that he
has for years been compelled to carry on his bosom the
refuse of the shipping industry of one of the largest ports in

the world—from Westminster to Greenwich.
I was informed by Sir Alexander Binnie, chief engineer of

the London County Council, and to whom I am indebted
for the material in this article, that efforts have been made,
and are still being made, to render the waters of our
principal river comparatively pure. Sir Alexander was also

subjected to a gcod deal of abuse, and frequently been very hopeful for the complete accomplishment of this task
in the not very distant future. The stream
naturally suffers in a measure from the drain-
age of London, but as improvements and
additions to the system are carried out—they
are constantly in progress— the evil effects

decrease. Rome, was not built in a day, and
a perfect system of drainage of a vast city of
five million souls is not accomplished in a week
of the longest days. Ours is as near perfection
as it is, so far, under the circumstances, possible
to approach. We are at the stage of com-
parative excellence, pushing rapidly on to the
superlative.

Reverting to the "cages" at Abbey Mills,

Sir Alexander informed me that he sometimes
had some curious applications from persons
who had lost property in the drains. A little

knowledge is, indeed, an inadequate thing.

The people in question had heard of the
"cages" in question, and what they were used
for, but must have possessed a queer idea of
their size and construction. A gentleman one
day called upon Sir Alexander with the news
that he had dropped a diamond ring down his

sin.:, and would the Council's engineer be kind
enough to " keep an eye on the cages "

! The
idea of so small an article as a finger ring
finding its way through all the devious wind-
ings of the sewers to Abbey Mills, and there be
found in a mass of heterogeneous material in

an enormous cage by " keeping an eye on it,"

was very ludicrous. Sir Alexander's advice to

the credulous gentleman was to at once employ
the services of a plumber, who should be set to

explore the pipes in the immediate vicinity of
the sink, where it would probably be found, re-

posing in some nook or cranny.
On another occasion a lady called, and

said she had dropped her watch down a drain,

making a similar request about the cages. Of
course, she left disheartened.
Has it ever occurred to the reflective reader

how extensively London is undermined ? It

is literally honeycombed with sewers, sub-
ways, tunnels, &c. The London County
Council alone have five miles of subways, for

the accommodation of telegraph and telephone
wires, gas-mains, &c. In many parts of these

A Ibeaui engine with a 24-feet wheel at the West-End Pumping Station the sewers run beneath them, and at the same
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time you are walk-
ing through and
over a cutting.

In the subways
where the gratings
look direct on to

the street, some
queer finds are
made. For in-

stance, one official

has quite a large
collection of empty
pursesand spurious
coins. These in-

animate objects tell

a very plain tale.

The purses are the
discarded of the

expert pickpocket,
who, emptying the

contents, desires to

be rid of incrimi-

nating evidence.

The coins are
dropped by the
" smasher," who,
finding himself
under the surveil-

lance of his friend

the " Enemy "—to

wit, a " messen-
ger" from Scotland
Yard —clears out
his pockets in order
that in the event of

an emergency he
can make a fair

show of innocence.
The strangest part
perhaps is that

these individuals

fondly imagine that

when the portable
evidence falls down
the grating it is

carried right away.
As a matter of fact, it drops upon a clean, highlv polished
floor, and is fondly garnered in by the official in question.

The drainage works of the London County Council are
the largest in the whole world. The staff consists of over
a thousand men, who, turn and turn about, are constantly at

work—day, night and Sundays. To quote more colossal
figures, during a year 75,000,000,000 gallons of sewage
is dealt with. For a single day the figures would be
205,000,000 gallons. The cost of the entire works was
about £8, 000, 000.

Storm sluice and sewer

Ac Abbey Mills

all the furnaces are
self - feeding, and
between 8oo and
900 tons of coal is

used in a month.
H. L. Adam.

At the Passmore
Edwards Settle-

ment, Tavistock
Place, on Saturday
night, a lecture on
"The Work of the
London County
Council " was de-
livered by Mr. Sid-

ney Webb. After
correcting some of

the mistaken im-
pressions which
prevail in many
quarters as to what
are the real func-

tions of the London
County Council,

and pointing out
that, amongst
other things, it had
no control over the

paving, lighting,

and cleaning of the

streets, the lecturer

briefly reviewed the
work ofthe Council
during the twelve
years of its exist-

ence—work which,
he said, had been
fraught with the

greatest advantage
to London. Not-
withstanding its

crowded state, Lon-
don was one of the

healthiest cities in the world in which to live, and its

standard of health was only maintained by the efficiency of

the main drainage system, which was probably the most
important branch ofthe Council's work. So greatly had the

condition of the Thames been improved that even white-

bait could now be caught under the bridges, and it was
within the bounds of possibility that salmon would ere long
revisit the river. The Fire Brigade, which consisted of

about 1,200 men, dealt with eleven fires per day on an
average.

Where the "sludge vessels" start from Barking
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THE military au-
thorities in India have
been informed that,

in consequence of the
state of affairs now
existing; in South Af-
rica, there is great
uncertainty as to the
date when the 5th

and 6th Dragoon
Guards and the 9II1

and 1 2th Lancers
will be able to pro-

ceed from the Cape
to join the Indian
Establishment.

* * v

The 16th Lancers
and 19th Hussars will

not return to India
on the close of the
operations in South
Africa. They will

probably remain for

a short time at the
Cape, and then be
brought to England.

* * *
It is in contem-

plation to offer special

terms to N.C.O.'s.
and men of her Ma-

jesty's Reserve Regiments of Dragoon Guards, Dragoons,
Hussars, and Lancers, to prolong their terms of engagement
"with the colours" for a period of six months, in view of
the reduction in the number of cavalry regiments on home

One of Tommy's pets in South
Africa — A small baboon and a

" vet."

A remarkable resemblance
The photo above is that of a small brook at Tottenham, the water in the
centra showing a sinking likeness to the head of a ceitain well-known

old man. (Photo by F. B. Austin)

service caused by the departure of the 1st and 3rd Dragoon
Guards for South Africa.

* * *
The following exercise is said to develop the lines of the

figure and make walking a graceful performance : —Walk
on tip-toe, toes slightly outward, with the knees straight,

the hands clasped tightly behind the head, elbows as far

back as possible. The more tightly the hands clasp the

back of the head and the further back the elbows are held

the better the result.

" Black and White Budget '

•* Younger Britain " and '* 1

criticise

(No. 58) at Aden
redeemed slave "

Mr. Crockum, the Senior Chief Petty Officer in Her
Majesty's Navy. lie is entitled to a pension, but as

he has not taken his discharge he is the oldest C.P.O.
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A MOTOR SPRINKLER
OlR friends across the herring-pond do not do things by

halves; therefore,
everything is of the

latest date. The
" sprinkler " shown
in our illustration is

a serviceable-look-

ing machine, and
has been found to

be invaluable in

cooling the streets

in vervhot weather,
and sprinkling
sand on frosty
davs.

Another great
fire has occurred
near Xew York,
with deplorable lpss

of life—this time in-

curring the death ot

twentv-six children.
At one o'clock on
the morning of the

8th inst. a fire broke
out in the boiler-

house at the exten-

sive establishment
known as the Hub-
bell Park Orphan
Asylum, near
Rochester, Xew
York. Owing to

the very severe
weather all the

In the streets of New York—A motor sprinkler

furnaces used for heating the huge building were going at

full blast when one of them, it is supposed, exploded, and
the burning embers set fire to the woodwork of the boiler-

room. The flames quickly spread, and in a short time the
whole of the west wing of the asylum was involved, and
the escape of many of the inmates cut off. Even before the

arrival of the fire-

men the terrified

inmates had rushed
from their beds in

mad fright, and
many of them in

their panic leaped
from the lofty win-
dows on to the hard
ground below, sus-

taining terrible
injuries. The fire-

men behaved with
characteristic
heroism, freely
risking their lives

to save those of the
helpless little chil-

dren and the nurs-
ing staff. The gal-

lant fellows had
the satisfaction of

carrying scores of

children through
smoke and flame to

places of safety

;

but it was impos-
sible to save all,

and nearly thirty

perished. At the

last moment, when
all were thought to

have been saved,
it was remembered
that three little

mites must be im-

prisoned in a top room. Such proved to be the case, but

owing to the superhuman efforts of the gallant firemen, the

children were brought out in safety.

In the streets of ?sew York—A busy marketing piaec
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1 proved to be Mrs. Gilli

heroically. Fireman Morris, whilst standing on the topmost rung of a lofty ladder, tried I

m. At that critical moment the powerful stream from one of the hose struck" him, and Morn
:s, a nurse, fell a depth of three storeys to the ground. Mrs. Gilles was instantly killed"

THE TERRIBLE FIRE AT THE HUBBELL PARK ORPHAN ASYLUM
NEAR ROCHESTER, NEW YORK- IN WHICH TWENTY-SIX CHILDREN PERISHFD
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SOME DENIZENS OF "THE GAY CITY"
TYPES OF THE LATEST ALHAMBRA BALLET

Miss RutliDaveiipo

as a grisctte

It is not

is called a "vocal" ballet. It is

practically a play, minus a plot.

The management modestly disclaim

any pretensions to a story. They
neither point a moral nor adorn a
tale, they simply amuse. This, be
il noted, they do passing- well. A
plot would have been an encum-
brance, you do not want to worry
about one. The- Gay Cfty is

practically a series ofexcellent snap-
shots taken in the vicinity of the

Great Exhibition. It is altogether delightful in its ingenuous-

ness. The characters literally speak for themselves, and
there is not the slightest approach to subtlety in their no-

menclature. For instance,

when an English lad}' is

called " Mrs. Lightweight,"
you can put your last groat
on it that she is gifted with
embonpoint. And you
have no need to refer to the
Encyclopaedia Britannica to

discover that " Inspector
Getem " and "Bobby Cop-
per" are members of the
British Police Force. But
this is mere trifling with
details. Let us to the
" denizens."

* t V
The ladies first, and first

of all the ladies, dainty Ruth
Davenport. See her as a
French Grisette, and if you
are not completely charmed
put the blame on me. Her
faintest smile is a ray of
sunshine, and her every movement is a poem in motion.
And her voice—

"... when you sing,
I'd have you buy and sell so, so give alms,
Pray so ; and, for the ordering' your affairs,

To sing them too. . . ."

Thus Florizel to Perdita, and I to Ruth Davenport. Miss

(Photos specially taken for Black and IS'/iilc lludgct)

in ordinary ballet. It Irene Verona is a typical EnglWi lady (Mrs. Lightweight),
and brings a deal of " quality " into the character, and eh ?

—O, yes, of course—quantity. She has the distinguished
pleasure of being pushed about the stage in a fa.uteu.il

roulant by a real native attendant from the land of frogs.

Mingling with the motley and brilliant crowd are our old

taciturn friends, Pierrot and Pierrette. They find charming
and very agile representatives in Miss Edith Slack and Mis->

Judith Espinosa respectively.

The English lady and the French chair attendant

The Beaux Arts—Music

* <9 t

Inspector Getem (Mr. Ered Storey, most versatile of

actors and lithe of gentlemen) has a keen eye for the ladies,

and also for his subordinate rival, Bobby Copper (Mr. Tom
Coventry, stolid and rotund, quite insular and Britannic),
who tries manfully to circumvent his superior officer. Mr.

Lightweight, the English
tourist in loud habiliments
(Mr. Clarence Hunt, who is

" ze perfide Eengleesh-
man ' all the time), is a
small man with ample wife

—physically, about a third

of the connubial couple. He
is always losing something
or somebody, not omitting
his wife, which is gross
carelessness. He has a
bad time with Jules, the
waiter (Mr. A. O. Fresh-'
water, as fresh as the water
which gushes from the foun-
tain at the back), because
he cannot talk his "lingo."
There is a Sergeant of the
Municipal Guards (Mr.
Charles Raymond), whose
moustache might well be
tied behind his head ; Hans
from Holland (Mr. George

Almonti) ; and Alphonse, the French masher, with jewelled

umbrella, who, unlike Mr. Lightweight, is always finding-

something. This character is capitally hit off by Mr.
Lytton Grey.

Les Beaux Arts have a depart-
ment all to themselves. There are
Sculpture (Misses L. Bircham,
Burgess, and J. Reeve), Painting
(Misses Rosie Deane, A. Bunyan,
and N. Hill), and Music (Misses
Jessica Lait, Rosenbaum, and
Evelyn Tyser). In the Music Sec-
tion, Miss Jessica Lait (soprano)
and Miss Rosenbaum (contralto)

sing exquisitely, and Miss Tyser
plays the fiddle "like an angel.'

There are also some very pretty
figures as fruit and flower sellers.

The Alhambra is very fortunate in

the possession of Mr. Charles Wil-
son. I find this gentleman wrote
and produced The Handy Man and

\
The Gay City, also supplying, in

conjunction with Mr. Clarence
Hunt, lyrics for the latter. He is,

in addition, the energetic stage-
manager of the establishment.
There are estimable gentlemen as

: stage-managers, and stage-mana-
gers who are very poor little crea-
tures indeed—poor in everything

1 that goes to the making of a gen-
Types of Nations-

Italy

THE GAY CITY" AT THE ALHAMBRA
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Ueman. Mr. Wil-
son Ly one of.those
managers who in-

variably bring solid

success to a stage
production. He
dominates but does
not domineer. He
encourages those

whom he directs to

do their best ; he
does not disgust
them into doing
their worst. Very
different from other

stage-managers I

wot of, whose in-

ordinate vanity and
consumingself-con-
ceit are simply co-

lossal, and who,
like the frog in the

fable, puff them-
selves out to such
an alarming extent
that it reallv is a
wonder thev don't

On me rolling platform—"T-.ic French waiter, tlic English "oo'o'oy, the
grisette, the English tourist, the French gendarme, and the English

lady

The electrical ef-

fects in the ballet

are very beautiful,

and most skilfully

arranged. The
brilliant illumina-

tion of the Exhibi-
tion buildings and
grounds with
countless small
lamps, which
change from one
colour to another,
and are reflected

in the waters of
several fountains
and a large cas-
cade, is a veritable

triumph. To Mr.
Webber, the elec-

trician of the
theatre, is the credit

clue for this feature

of the ballet. The
scene was painted
by Mr. Philip How-
den, and could not

Pierrot and Pierrette

Mr. Lytton Grey as the

French swell presenting a
lady with her dropped garter " The Fruitscllcr

explode and dis-

appear in a cloud
of theirown vapour.

* 9 »

The Gay City is

no circus-cum -mu-
sic - hall display,

with an importu-
nate stage -mana-
ger for ever break-
ing in on the
picture, and ac-
knowledging calls

never intended for

him. It is true that
the stage-manager
is in evidence all

through The Gay
City, not in propria
persona, but in tha
many manifestly
carefully thought -

out dispositions
which go to make
it a uniform whole. " Flowers "—Roses, Lilac and Cornflower

"THE GAY CITY" AT THE ALHAMBRA

well be better. The
music — well, ' the

music was written

byMr.G.W. Byng,
which is sufficient

guarantee of its ex-

cellence. Finally,

I wish to thank Mr.
Dundas Slater, who
in the first instance
took much trouble

in making' the ne-

cessary arrange-
ments for photogra-
phically illustrating

this article.

H. L. Adam.

* ^ v

As may be jtidged

from the photo-
graphs, The Gay
City has . created
quite a sensation,
find is witnessed
Eycrowded houses.
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The Beaux Arts—Painting

TO SPEND A HAPPY DAY
LONDON is practically the only capital in Europe which

Joes not provide al fresco balls for its middle-class and
working population. Yet, on the rare occasions when

such an enter-

tainment is

given at the
Crystal Palace,
the onlooker
speedily arrives
at the con-
clusion that
there arc many
less innocent
and more hurt-

iul recreations
organised for

the masses.
Time was when
there were three
or four pleasure
gardens in
which the ar-

tisan and his

wife or sweet-
heart could
merrily foot it

on a capital

platform in the
centre of which
there was a
kind of kiosk
tenanted by
more or less

•'

M % I

S \j ' ^1

ML

J 1
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JwLlI
The English bobby and the French

gendarme

skilful musicians, and under a lambent
summer sky North Woolwich Gardens and Rosherville
were not the least of those favoured resorts. The
former has disappeared long ago ; the other gradually
decayed, and now the place " in which to spend a happy
day " has been sold by private contract through the inter-

mediary of Messrs. Austin and Austin. No one knows if

those "happy days" stand the remotest chance of being
revived, inasmuch as the future destiny of the property is

not revealed. An effort was made to buy the property for the
public, but without success.
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The English tourist and the French waiter—" He no

understand "
The Beaux Arts—Sculpture

TYPES OF "THE GAY CITY" AT THE ALHAMBRA
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WIDOWS, WAR^ND WANGLE
The circular letter on the organisation of war funds,

which is signed by the Duke of Cambridge and issued from
the offices of the Patriotic (save the mark !) Fund, when
stripped of flummery is merely a scheme for merging the

Patriotic Fund and all other existing funds for the relief of

soldiers, sailors, and their families into a new and larger

Patriotic Fund exactly similar to the existing one. The
Patriotic Fund, as it is called, has done very little good to

the people for whom it was intended. Those responsible

for the money held in trust by them have doled it out
with a sparing hand, always excepting the payment of

permanent officials, who get not at all a bad living out of

this charity money. Further, not a penny has been given
to widows or orphans without the applicants being subjected

public, from whom the money comes, does not have the
slightest faith in them. Charity is charity, and most cer-
tainly it is not to be administered by those who, from a public
point of view, are the least capable of doing so.

* » *
Now the Commissioners, who cannot disburse a fund

according to the public point of view, have commenced a
campaign of coercion on the recipients from funds admini-
stered by those who can. Mrs. Long, of Merton, for

example, is a widow of a private (Reservist) of the 2nd East
Surrey's, who was killed in action at Pieter's Station,
February 23rd, 1900. Mrs. Long receives from the capable
directors of the Daily Telegraph Fund (which, without
exaggeration has " saved the face of the nation ") the Post
Office annuity on the higher scale, £15 a year, the first

Motherless—A quiet cup o'c tea
(Drawn by W. Rainey, R.I.)

k> questions suitable to the incoming inmate of a jail. Still

further, the committee, presided over by Lord Justice
Collins, which reported last June, recorded their opinion
that, " unless the Commissioners of the Patriotic Fund
radically change their present method of administration so
as to make it at once more businesslike and more elastic,

and also take steps to ensure complete and cordial co-opera-
tion with the persons distributing local funds, the public con-
fidence, which has been rudely shaken, will never be
restored."

¥ V ¥
The circular issued by the Commissioners may, perhaps,

be read as an attempt to secure the co-operation re-
ferred to, but there has been no sign of the radical
change of methods. No doubt the Commissioners mean
well', but it is perhaps better for them to know that the

moiety having been payable on October 5th, 1900. On Sep-
tember 30th the Commissioners reduced their allowance by
2s. 6d. a week because she was a Daily Telegraph annuitant.

The poor woman had not long before been confined, and
she has been thrown into a delicate state of health. Now,
on January 1st, she says, "they told me I should have no
more allowance," the reason assigned being that " there are

so many more widows, and that I am receiving the £15
annuity." The plain question now to be asked is this : Why
should this woman be deprived of her share of the Trans-
vaal War Fund, and why should want of sufficient means
be alleged when no attempt has been made to invite fresh

subscriptions from the public for widows and orphans, and
nothing has been done to redress the grievous wrong'
towards widows produced by the allocation of the Queen's
Sunday Collections in 1899, whereby they were not given
a share ? But the officials drew their salaries.
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A SUSPENSION RAILWAY

Regular readers of the Black and
White Budget will remember that one
item of the varied fare provided for their

delectation in No. 57 was an account
}f a peculiarly constructed German rail-

road. Peculiar, because it is the first

The Elberfeld Suspension Railway—One of the
country stations

impossible to devise. Congratulations accordingly to
Herr Engineers.
The other two illustrations show the terminus of this

railway monstrosity. The hanging- cars glide slowly

The Elberfeld Suspension Kailway—How the main street

is girdered

and only public passenger railway employing the hangen
suspension mono-rail system.
The two photographs then reproduced showed only one

aspect of the construction of the track. Interesting supple-
mentary views are now given. The last shows the principal

station on the line—that at Elberfeld. Comparing this with
the first photograph, representing a somewhat isolated

The Elberfeld Suspension Railway—Another view
of the terminus

round the curve to resume the return journey. Cars can
be switched on to the higher centre tracks, which run
some hundred yards further to a machine and storage
shed.
The photographs are by Max Wipperling, Elberfeld.

N. A.

The terminus of the railway below
Barmen. Note the half circle where
the trains wheel to the other line

wayside station, it will be readily
admitted that the architect has planned
a clever and pleasing design in the
case of the former station. Considering
the uncompromising character of the
permanent-way, this station in the air

is most effectively designed.
View No. 2 should make Londoners

heartily glad that they are blessed with
twopenny tubes instead of "hideous

twopenriy aerial skeletons. Anything
more wretchedly disfiguring -would be The Elberfeld Suspension Rairway-The principal station on the line
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THE AUTO-AVIATOR

Still another Frenchman, M. Firmin Bousson, has
entered the lists

"*' to conquer the air.'' M. Bousson terras

his apparatus an "Auto-Aviator." The aeronauts, as every-

body knows now, are divided into two schools, those who
believe in flying-machines that are lighter than the air, and
those who pin their faith to machines heavier than the air.

M. Bousson strikes out a new path ; his machine is sliglitly

heavier than the air. The auto-aviator is composed of a
j

series of strong- silken wing's put in motion by a petroleum
j

engine and giving about five beats in two seconds. There
I

are also three revolving screws, one of which serves as a
propeller, while the other two create, by their revolutions,

an air current on which the wings can act. By means of

.

wheels the auto-aviator can be made to travel along the road- '

way until the wings can get a sufficient hold in an air-i,

current. The whole is surmounted by a balloon of an
j

oblong vertical shape which counterbalances all but a score

of pounds or so of the apparatus. The auto-aviator is the :

result of over fifteen years' patient study, and may or may
not prove to be the air-ship of the future we are all wait-

ing for.

H. Gribavedoff, writing from Paris concerning aero-

statics, savs :
—" Thev reduce—or shall I say elevate

—

everything to an art over here, including science, including
aerostatics. In artistic ballooning, as I recently mentioned,
M. Santos Dumont, a young Brazilian domiciled in France,
has the suffrages of the prophets. They say he will beat
his rival aeronauts. They are confident that he can handi-

cap them. They don't at all mind the fact that Count
Zeppelin maintained his air-ship against the winds of heaven
for an hour and twenty-one minutes. But why this implicit

belief in ihc Brazilian balloonist ? Tres simple—M. Dumont 's

air-ship is much lighter than Count Zeppelin's. In the first

place, he has done away with the rope netting that usuallv
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surrounds the soaring silk. What ropes are necessary to
attach the car to the cigar-shaped thing full of gas are
fastened to little sticks of wood sewn into the thick sack-
cloth which covers the belly of the balloon. To the other
ends of the cordage is affixed a horizontal iron rod, which
holds the car. By these means the total weight of the
balloon—not counting the machinery—is kept down to about
a hundred pounds avoirdupois. The operator sets facing
the propeller, a screw that resembles two triangles with
their tops cut off—or, may it please, meisseurs the geome-
tricians, with the apex curtailed so as to change the figure
into a trapezium. This aluminium screw whizzes round
twelve hundred times a minute, which is fully as fast as a
good Christian says a pater nosier. The motive power is

petroleum. The steering apparatus is under the airshippcr's
seat, where the oil tank is also suspended. Altog-ether M.
Santos Dumont's invention weighs not more than two
hundred and fifty pounds."

»-«>»-•— «

The latest flying machine—M. Bousson's Auto-Aviator

ALIEN IMMIGRATION

A PARLIAMENTARY return shows that the total number of
aliens who arrived from the Continent at ports in the United
Kingdom during the month ended December 31st, and were
not staled to be en route to America or other places out of
the United Kingdom, was 4,679, as compared with 3,9,34
in December, 1899, and the number en route to America or
elsewhere was 2,023, as compared with 2,448 in December,
1899, the total of the two classes being 6,702 last month,
against 6,382 in the same period last year. The total of the
aliens not en tottte for 1900 was 77,441, as compared with
'64,246 in 1899, and of the class bound fjr America or else-

I

where the total for. the, past year was 71,696, as against

49,947 in. the preceding- year.
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" Good-morning' "Do I like being inter-

viewed—No !
"

' Nix " softens and jaws " Thank goodness that's
over"

" Good-day

INTERVIEW WITH "NIX"
THE FAMOUS MEMBER OF THE CONQUEST FAMILY

" Nix " is appearing- with great success in the pantomime,
Little Miss Muffitt, at the Surrey Theatre. After witnessing

his unique performance I decided to try my luck at inter-

viewing the elastic one. I found him in the property-room.
I had first knocked, but receiving no reply pushed open the

door. The light was rather defective—it generally is in

property-rooms. After a
few moments, however, I

managed to discern my
" subject " in a far corner
apparently asleep. As I

approached he opened
wide his eyes.

" Good - morning," he
said ; "to what do I owe
the pleasure ?

"

" I represent the Black
and White Budget," I

explained ; "do you mind
being interviewed ?

"

"Nix" frowned. He
said flatly and uncompro-
misingly that he objected
strongly to interviewing'.

When I, however, ex-

plained that I had ar-

ranged with his parent,

George Conquest, for the

interview, he melted into

acquiescence.
" Well, what do you want to know?" he asked, shortly.
" Talk about yourself—your early days and so forth," I

replied, and " Nix," with rather a bad grace, launched into

personal details.
" I am twenty-eight years old. I look older? Yes, I've

done a lot of work in my time. I was a nine-months child,

and was the cause of a deal of anxiety to the guvnor. He
thought I should turn out a duffer and be more trouble than
I was worth. It used to amuse me to see him worried. He

|

confided his troubles to a friend of his—a. gentleman named

Nix" whistles for a cab'

Miss I-.Iuffitt's spider

(Photos specially taken for

" Spry." He was always saying, ' It's no good ! It's no
good !

' But Spry thought more of me than the guv'nor did !

" I remember one day the guv'nor was more than usually
depressed and Spry more than ever hopeful. I was placed
at the front of the stage, and Spry and the guv'nor went
down in the stalls to get a good view. Presently Spry said,
' George, he'll do !

' And
the guv'nor for the first

time beamed on me, and
replied, 'By Jove, I think
you're right !

' Then when
they saw how I could roll

my eyes, put out my tongue,
and make rude faces, they
were delighted.

" I first saw the footlights

at the Grecian Theatre, and
I hadn't been long in public
when a man named Barnum
wanted to buy me for^2co.
But the guv'nor wouldn't
part with me — he never
will. It is said that I origin-

ally came from Fairyland.
Fancy me in Fairyland !

Yes, I am supposed to have
been an ' idea ' belonging to

a well-known artist about
thirty years back who used
to sign himself 'Crowquill.'"

"What is the derivation
of your cognomen ?

"

" Here, drop that ! Come
off your pedestal. You're
not interviewingan ordinary
individual, like an actor or

a Prime Minister ; I'm the

only one of my kind."
"Well, why are you

called ' Nix ?
' Are you

related in any way to the ' dolly pals,' who in

you will remember, were invited to ' fake away ?
'

"

" Nothing of the sort ! You ought to know ' Nix ' means
nothing. I'm next to nothing compared with ordinary indi-

viduals; no arms, no legs, no body, but—such a head. Phew!"
" Quite so. You have some clever brothers?"
"Ah, rather! I couldn't get on

aft all without Arthur ; he keeps
me alive. Fred's very clever, too."

At this moment I heard a snuff-

ling "Hear, hear!" behind me,
and turning round saw a very fine

spider with a pair of large, appre-
ciative eyes fixed upon me. I

looked inquiringly at " Nix."
"O," said he, " he's a friend of

Fred's. He also seems very fond
of Miss Muffitt, but between you
and me he's only after her curds
and whey."

" How are you?
"

I turned round again and there
on the further side of the room
was a fine plumaged parrot.

" You've some lively neigh-
bours," I said to "Nix."

Black and White Budget)

Mr. Arthur Conqucct

the sons

* How are you? " The
bete noir of " Nix "
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"I don't mind the spider," he re-

plied, "but that infernal parrot, with
its everlasting-

' How are you ?
' is

simply sickening; ! Well, you must go
now ; I've g"ot a matinee on. Let
me whistle for your cab."

.
" O, don't trouble !'"

" No trouble ; it's a pleasure. Good-
day !

"

And as I quitted the room I heard
him sig-h, " Thank goodness that's

over !

"

H. L. Adam.

CRICKET ON SKATES
One of the most extraordinary Cricket on skates. A hit. Come on ! Run

!

Cricket on skates—Bowling

cricket matches ever played took place
on the Davos Lake in Eastern Switzer-
land during the recent Christmas holidays
last year. The game was played on the
ice of the lake, which was, and is still,

frozen into a perfect sheet from end to

end. Each player was on skates. The
wickets were the correct size, but mounted
on a wooden base so that they could
stand upright. Broomsticks were used
instead of the usual willow, and the bowler
was armed with a hard india-rubber ball

in place of the ordinary leather-bound one.

Captain Wynyard, whose name is famous
in the cricketing- annals of Hampshire,
organised the match, and captained his

side. " Fluela Hotel versus the World"
was the title of the game. Tiie "World"
consisted of the sportsmen of Davos
Platz, while the " Fluela" team was prac-
tically formed of those residing- at Davos
Dorf. The result was a draw, after an
exciting- g-ame of several hours.

The experience of many individuals con-

tinued over a long- period of time has fully

demonstrated the fact that there is no
remedy more effective for the lighter forms

of dyspepsia and all ordinary troubles of

the digestive organs than the copious

drinking of hot water. A cup of hot water
taken in sips immediately after rising in

the morning has a tonic effect upon the

stomach, and prepares it better than any-

thing else can do for the prompt digestion

of the coming meal. The remedy is simple

and easy, and its effects are invariably of

a beneficial kind. Disorders of the

stomach among children, leading to colic,

headache, and other maladies still more
serious, may often be warded off entirely

by generous and repeated draughts of

water as hob as it can well be taken.

And for the prevention or cure of ordinary
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Wicket-keeping is rather exciting work on skates.

upright and stop a fast ball

Spectators and players adjourn for lunch and hot drinks

colds hot water applied internally as

well as externally will often be found

highly efficacious.

¥ ¥ ¥
The Mikado of Japan is quite

English in his admiration of outdoor

sport. He is a hunter, a fisherman,

and an excellent shot. His devotion

to lawn tennis is particularly marked.
Not only is he fond of sport himself,

but he encourages it amongst his

people, and recently was very enthusi-

astic in his efforts to introduce football

into Japan. There are now several

flourishing football teams there, and a

further effort is to be made this summer
to introduce cricket, which is likely to

ecome popular in Japan.
It is hard to keep

A CRICKET MATCH ON SKATES AT DAVOS PLATZ
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UNDER THE CLOCK
COMPLETE SHORT STORY

The great clock in Charing' Cross Station pointed to

halt-past six. It was Saturday evening.

The station was full of hurrying, impatient crowds of men
md women rushing out of London for Sunday, who hustled

the weary-looking porters and worried the stout, cheerful

policemen at the gate of the departure platform.

The bookstall was surrounded by an eager, pushing throng
jostling each other in their struggle to get the evening
papers. The waiting-rooms were full, chiefly of crying

babies and anxious-looking women, waiting for their men-
folk to come and rescue them.
A few loiterers hung about listlessly, aggravating the

situation for the tired porters, whose monotonous cry " By 'r

leave, sir—by 'r leave, mam," went on with untiring per-

sistency.

A man or two and a few women were obviously waiting

by appointment ; their anxious glances, first at the great

clock, next at the entrances to the station, then into each
waiting-room in succession, plainly showed their reason for

being there.

These people were never still for a moment ; the}' paced
the platform like caged beasts with increasing impatience as
ihe movements passed slowly.

Only one person in that surging crowd remained abso-
lutely still, never moving from the position she had first

taken up. This was a girl who stood—her back against
:he wall—immediately under the great clock. She had been
there for quite half an hour, but she had never stirred from
the place of waiting, and though some of those who passed
and repassed her glanced at her with curiosity, she seemed
to see none of them. She looked out over the station with
wide, unseeing eyes, and white, still face.

She was distinctly pretty, and her clothes, though they
were of cheap material and not too Well put together, were
becoming to her. She wore a black dress cut rather low
at the neck, where something soft and black lay, contrast-
ing with the exceeding whiteness of her round, smooth
young throat. Her natural colouring was evidently of
delicate pink and white, which bears comparison with
nothing except apple-blossom ; but just now her cheeks
were as white as her throat. Perhaps because of this the
blueness of her eyes was emphasised— big, blue, wistful

eyes, full of anxiety and nervous strain. Her hair was
coiled rather loosely under her big black hat, and small
curls and tendrils lay upon the white neck and forehead.
The only notes of colour about her were a big pink rose

in her hat and a bunch of purple heather she held tightly in

her hand, and as the moments passed she grasped the
flowers more closely against her black dress.

She was very slight and slim, and the pretty dolly face
was in no way a strong one—the little pathetic droop about
the small red mouth let you read weakness of character

—

and yet in the very patience of her long, quiet waiting lay
some element of hidden strength or stubbornness—which ?

BY L. G. MOBERLV

The clock pointed to seven, when a tall man carrying a
Gladstone came quickly into the station, glancing round
impatiently as he came. He pushed through the crowd,
still looking right and left, and being tall he soon caught
sight of the small figure standing motionless under the
clock. She saw him at the same instant : a flame of colour
shot up into her face.

In two more rapid strides he was by her side.
" Good little girl ! Have I kept you waiting long, Kit ?

"

" No—yes—I don't know."
" Well, never mind, it doesn't matter now ; I couldn't get

here sooner. Where's your bag?"
" I haven't brought it."

" My dear child, how foolish of you ! Were you so absent-
minded that you forgot?" A little jesting tenderness was
audible in his voice.

He looked into the white, pretty face with open admira-
tion on his own.
The girl winced—her blue eyes looked up at him with

sudden anguish in their depths.
He laughed lightly.
" You look like a small tragedy queen, Kit. Never mind

about the bag ; it doesn't matter. I'll get you lots of jolly

clothes in Paris to-morrow. Now then, wake up, my dear
girl, and come with me whilst I get the tickets."

" I—ain't coming."
" What on earth do you mean ? Are you off your head ?

"

The jesting tenderness had left his voice—the words were
short and sharp.

" I—ain't coming."
He looked at her with angry, puzzled eyes. Her mouth

had closed in an obstinate line ; he had never noticed it

before ; he had reckoned on the weakness of that pathetic

droop. Her eyes were bright—the anguish in them deeper.
" Don't be cross," she whispered. " I just can't bear it if

you are—but— I ain't coming."
" Look here, Kit ; don't be so infernally absurd. What

the devil have you let me meet you here for— if you don't

mean to come with me ? Of course you're coming. Why,
Kit"—his voice dropped persuasively—" think of the lovely

time we'll have in Paris—and all the beautiful things I am
going to give you there.

She was very, very pretty, and the note of opposition
aroused him anew to the fact. The blue eyes dilated ; the
lips quivered a little ; the gentleness of his voice made it so
dreadfully hard to resist him. She loved him, too, so very,

very much, poor little girl. Heaven knows what she saw
to love in the fair, handsome, dissipated face, but she
loved him all the same. That he, a gentleman, should
have stooped to a little shop-girl was perhaps one all-

sufficient reason.
" Come, Kit."

He touched her arm.
" I ain't coming," she reiterated once more.
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He swore under his breath.
" What did you come here for to-night, then ? " he asked,

savagely.
" Because I promised I'd come—and—and 1 wanted to

see you again."
"You promised to come further than this, Kit. You

won't disappoint me now?"
"Don't," she moaned, softly. " Don't say it like that. I

can't come— I can't— I cant !

"

" Do you mean to say you'll go back to the shop and all

the beastly rou-

tine again when
ycu might come
with me to Paris?
Pshaw ! it's ab-
surd."

Kit's eyes saw
it all in that
moment. The
wear}", mono
tonous round of
toilin thedraper's
shop : the small,

stuffy bedroom
she shared with
some of the other
girls ; the cheap
clothes ; the dull,

dull life.

On the other
hand, Paris and
freedom, and the

lovely clothes the

poor girl's soul
hankered after,

and, above all,

the man she
loved !

She looked at

him again.
The}- stood

close under the
wall. The crowd,
surging back-
wards and for-

wards, paid no
heed to them ;

no one noticed
the agony on the
girl's white face,

the little cynical
smHe on the
man's.

'' Come now,
Kit, don't be
ridiculous any
tnore—you know
you love me and
want to come."
"Love you?"

The colour swept
over her face

once more. " I

—

but '— I — ain't

coming."
" Don't be a

fool ! Why aren't

you coming?
What the devil

has made you
change your
rnind ?"

" This," she said, and held the bunch of heather out to
him. She did not mean to be dramatic. It was all too
terribly real to her for that, but the little action had in it a
curious dramatic touch.

"Well, what of that? It's only some heather, isn't it?" "O,
nonsense; you aren't going to chuck me for a few flowers
and a little sentiment. Why, Kit, I love you, you know."
The handsome head bent over her. " Come, dear," he

whispered. She made a little faltering step towards him.
A triumphant smile curved his lips.

Then suddenly she drew back.

"The handsome head bent over
(Drawn by

The great station and the hurrying people were all at
once blotted out from her eyes. She only saw a tired,

patient old face lined with the lines of age and hard,
incessant toil. Like a quick flashing vision, she could see
the cottage door that opened on heather slopes, and the
old man sitting there at the end of his day's work, with
bent head and weary limbs. Last night—only last night,
he had clone up that little bunch of heather for her, which
had reached her to-day.
He could not write to her as he was no scholar, as he

would tell you
himself, and his

way of commu-
nicating with the

daughter he
loved was to send
her flowers just

now and again.
And the heather

had come — to-

day !

That tired, pa-
tient old face had
smiled as he did

it up for her.

She was sure of
that. Father al-

ways had a smile

for her.

The knotted
old hands— that

rheumatism had
twisted painfull}'

—had packed it

lovingly into its

tiny box for his
" gal," of whom
he was so proud ;

who was sure to

makeherfortune,
" up to Lunnon."
"Well, Kit ?"

The vision
faded as she
started at the
sound of the im-
patient voice.

"Ican'tcome,"
she whispered.
"Rubbish !"

His tone was
rough. " Well,

I am not going
to stand fooling

here. Are you
coming, or are
you not? "

His hand fell

heavily on her
shoulder.

"-No, I ain't

coming."
Her tone was

dull, the anguish
in her eyes was
like agony in the

eyes of a hint
animal.
He almos:

flung her from
him with an
oath,

she whispered.

her. 'Come, dear,' he whispered"

A. J. Gough)

" Won't you say good-bye to me ?
" No," he said, " I'm going straight off."

He turned sharply from her, muttering as he went

:

" For sheer downright obstinacy give me a weak woman."
He was lost among the crowd in another moment, but the

girl did not move till her anguished eyes had seen the tall

figure vanish in the distance.

Then she gathered herself together with a great, weary
effort, and, going out of the station, turned down the
Strand, with heavy, dragging steps, the bunch of purple
heather held closely in her hand.
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.Miss K. Sankcy as
JJawn"

' Colleen Master Maurice Gordon as
"A Page"

Master G. MacNaghten as
" Piper of the Clan"

A CARNIVAL
No more animated or pleasanter scene has ever been

witnessed in the Mansion House than was seen within its

walls the other evening', when the Lord Mayor and the

Lady Mayoress entertained all their youngf friends to a
bright and attractive carnival, as an inauguration of the

New Centuty. In-

genuity reached its

last limit in the
devising of dresses
and costumes worthy
of the occasion, and
as the youthful mas-
queraders marched
to the splendidly
decorated Egyptian
Hall in couples, and
made their more or
less courtly salaam
to the Chief Magis-
trate and his daugh-
ter, the spectacle
was at once genial,

amusing, and almost
worthy a chapter of
the Arabian Nights.
And what a display
of all the fashions
that ever existed, or
are ever likely to be
seen this age, the
gathering afforded ! There were Kings of Hearts, harle-
quins, Happy New Years, and Fathers Christmas, wireless
telegraph}', and submarine steamers, and one happy inspi-

ration was a dress emblematic of Pure Beer, all suspicion of
arsenic being driven away by sprigs of hops. Another little

maid had a kangaroo on one shoulder and a lion on the
other, both animals drawn to scale, wearing a dress of the
combined flags, with " Advance, Australia ! " across the

Miss Marjorie Pync as "A Turkish Maiden

front. The Irish nation was fully represented, and there
were various other costumes of all periods, from an ancient
Roman to a modern milkman. Lord Roberts was, of
course, to be seen, and was supported by Lord Nelson.
In one or two cases the faces of the children were "made
up," which seemed unnecessary, but the majority trusted to
their own complexion to support their particular character.

Dancing took place
in the ballroom,
which was adorned
with the Mansion
House gold plate,

and music was pro-
vided by Herr
Wurm's Viennese
White Band. The
march past was pre-
ceded by a per-
formance of Old
English singing
games given by the
children of the Ber-
mondsey Settlement
Guild of Play, who
acquitted them-
s .Ives in a charming
fashion. Punch and
Judy made frequent
appearances during
the evening, while
marionettes and jug-
gling filled in a nice

interlude. Success marked the carnival from beginning toend.

' '
The Lady Mayoress presided at the Great Assembly

Hall, Mile End, where a Christmas dinner was given by th;

Ragged School Union to cripple children of East London.
The 700 guests present came from the crowded districts o.

Mile End, Stepney, Bow, and St. George's-in-the-East.

THE FANCY DRESS BALL AT THE MANSION HOUSE
(Photos by Lafayette)
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A PETITION

The Rev. H. Sylvester

Williams, General Secre-

tary of the Pan-African
Conference, which as-

sembled in London last

Julv, and was attended by
men and women of African
blood and descent, has
received a communicatior.
from the Colonial Office

with reference to the me-
morial submitted to the

Queen by the Conference.
In the petition her Ala-

jesty's sympathetic atten-

tion was invited to the fact

that the situation in South
Africa was causing' alarm,
mention being' made of

certain specific grievances.

The letter from the

Colonial Office is as
under :

—

Downing Street, January
16th, 1901.

Sir,— I am directed bv
Mr. Secretary Chamber-
lain to state that he has
received the Queen's com-
mands to inform you that

the memorial of the Pan-
African Conference re-

garding the situation of

the native races in South
Africa has been laid before
her Majesty, and that she
was graciously pleased to
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command him to return
an answer to it on behalf
of her Government.

Mr. Chamberlain accord-
ingly desires me to assure
the members of the Pan-
African Conference that,

in settling the lines en
which the administraticn
of the conquered terri-

tories is to be conducted,
her Majesty's Government
will not overlook the
interests and welfare of
the native races.

A copy of the memorial
has been communicated to

the High Commissioner for

South Africa.— I am, Sir,

your obedient servant,

H. Bertram Cox.

v * v

The United British
Women's Emigration As-
sociation has received a
donation of £2$ from the

Clothworkers' Company
(through Sir Owen
Roberts). The associa-

tion has issued a small
guide for wives of soldiers

who propose joining their

husbands in South Africa.

This leaflet can be ob-
tained for id., at the
office of the Association,
Imperial Institute, S.W.
The full address ot the
Association must be given.

Happy bathers at Simon's Bay, Cape Town, near the spot where the Sybille went ashore
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WOMAN'S WAYS
While assisting; a friend in the purchase of some lingerie

I had a good opportunity of examining- and admiring" some
dainty confections at Messrs. Robinson and Cleaver's, and
made many mental notes thereupon for future use. After

admiring- quite a
larg-e pile of ex-

quisite underlinen,

most elaborately
tucked and lace-

trimmed, I found
that, contrary to

assisting1 my friend

to make up her
mind, I only be-

wildered her the
more, and as a
decision seemed
farther off than
ever, I wandered
around taking-
notes, trusting- to
the pang's ofhunger
to eventually decide
between the merits
of a plain silk

nightgown and a
cobwebby cambric
one, sc befrilled as
to look more like a
breakfast-g-own.

* * ¥
I saw a hand-

some tea-g-own ol

white Oriental
satin, elaborately
trimmed with
foamy lace, that I

much coveted ; it

, had a deep-shaped
flounce of alternate

white satin ribbon

( in graduated
widths), and white
lace insertion, that

was particularly

chic, and could be
effectively intro-

duced on a smart
petticoat. I have
thought out one of

cerise glace\ with
and black velvet

and, wherever it is possible, introduce appliques, or l>; ; 1.

of contrasting- velvet on to their cloth and serge gown;
also.

* * V
Embroidered leather is quite a new innovation, and is

particularly effective when worked or stamped in gold or
silver. A novel idea is the introduction of white suede em-
broidered with pearls and silver on a tulle evening gown:
it looks particularly charming.

* * V
From Paris—that city of surprises—comes the startling

news that Turbans are to be the coming mode. Surely,
however, this cannot be quite correct ? Without a doubt
there is, and has been for some seasons past, a desire for

some hair ornament of one kind or another, but hitherto

Dame Fashion has contented herself with artistic rosettes

and tiny bandeaux of tulle and flowers, or jewelled aigrettes,

that were very becoming ; so let us hope that the English
leaders of fashion will not be tempted to copy the ugly head-
dress of our grandmothers, even if it does become popular

A Simple Dinner Gown
This simple dinner gown is of white tulle with
black spots over pale rose silk, with narrow
and wide black ribbon velvet bands. The
corsage is finished with large bow of rose

satin with black stripe, and is held by an
artistic buckle

a flounce composed of cerise ribbon
ribbon alternately, that highly commends itself.

V * ¥
Messrs. Robinson and Cleaver have a very large

assortment of silk skirts and blouses that are very smart, and,

what is more important, cheap ; and there is such a choice
ot patterns and colours, that the most difficult people should
find something to please them. I invested in a pretty
Parisian skirt of bright tomato-red silk, with an appliqu^ of

flowers in white glace ; and another of black glac^, elabo-

rately tucked, shading an elongated diamond-shaped piece

of transparent point d'Arabe let in across the front. This
model fastened behind, and had the collar and cuffs trimmed
with fine gold braid and tiny round gold buttons.

* * *
Velvet is to be the wear of the coming ;»eason. Petti-

coats are trimmed with frills, or stitched bands of it, and the

latter mode is in great favour for the trimming of cloth

dresses and blouses. I saw a grey silk moirette petticoat,

with a flounce trimmed with three bands of orange velvet,

fancifully stitched ; while another gored skirt of red glace^

had three frills of red velvet stitched with black around the

hem.
* * *

The Parisian and Viennese tailors are taking especial

pains with the entire velvet gowns they are making now,

A Clvarmincj Blouse

This charming blouse is made from remnants, and consists of a
white satin vest and corselet of black velvet, which has an appl

thick white lace in shaped pieces. Black beaded trimming is al-

as shown above. Black lace is used for sleeves

tucked
ique of
ranged
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with those who cannot afford the more fragile colours ant-

materials.

* * *
I note that the chiffon flowers have come to stay, and

amongst the new spring millinery flowers are the most
exquisite shaded roses in very delicate shades ; the fact that

they are very expensive and wear very badly does not seem
to deter their admirers from investing in them. Certainly
it is difficult to resist their beauty. Vanite.

HOW TO FURNISH SMALL ROOMS
No I.

To inhabit small rooms, and make them healthy, com-
fortable and charming-

, requires many attributes of the

person who occupies them.
In the first place, the mistress of such apartments raus:

I

be orderly. It is distinctly necessary that she be good-

|

tempered and that she should also either have had some
I experience herself in the furnishing of a little home or thai

I
she should be willing to learn of those who have studied

the subject.

Many girls who marry leave a large house for a small

one, a-nd are profoundly ignorant as to the arrangement of

a suitable minage, nor do they grasp the amount of method,
goodwill and good temper required of those who have to

live in a limited space—a position which at once increases

the wear and tear of domestic friction.

These articles are written for the benefit of those who
are starting a new home on a limited scale.

Newly-married people are apt to furnish in a violent

hurry, and it is extraordinary how very little time they seem
to have to give to the matter.
Their methods are, to begin with, exceedingly erratic.

They usually rush about from shop to shop as if they were
pursued by an evil spirit, and one sometimes almost believes

they must be so pursued when one visits their domicile, and
observes the wonderfully inappropriate assortment of house-
hold goods they have collected around them.

" Take my photo "

in Paris. To my mind, " a woman's crowning glory is her
hair,'' and if well coiffed it should need little or no orna-
mentation.

¥ » 3>

An oracle of fashion informs me that the new spring
fashions will tend to severe simplicity—be it known, perhaps
the most expensive"mode to copy, for the fit must be perfect
and the material of the very best procurable to give it the
necessary cache.

+ » v
The rumour prevalent that skirts are to be worn much

short is false, for, as my informant justly argues, a long
clinging gown is much more graceful and becoming than
one that touches or clears the ground all round, and as both
have to be held up in any case, where does the advantage
come in ?

5? * *
AMONGST the many charming confections being prepared

for the Nice Carnival, perhaps the most dainty are the
flower boas and muffs ; the latter are particularly useful in

warding off the blossoms thrown so energetically, while they
give a chic and appropriate finish to a smart costume. I

saw two that I thought particularly fascinating—one com-
posed of white Parma violets tightly packed together, the
muff being ornamented with two great, red poppies, the
boa also having a poppy on one side at the neck. The
other was entirely composed of pink rose petals strung
together that gave quite a furry effect, ornamented with
rosettes of chiffon. A good idea was a muff of pale mauve
silk made into a narrow pinked frill and gathered very fully,

then wound round and round the muff. A toque to match
this was simply ornamented with a rosette of narrow black
velvet ribbon edged with gold.

* * v
White is, of course, a great deal en evidence in the

Riviera costumes, and black is tabooed on account of the
dust. Greys and fawns are popular in friezes and cloths The room furnished
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When rich persons make mistakes in the arrangement of

their large houses—as being human they frequently do

—

the} - are not so obvious as those carried out in a little house.
V little, badly-furnished, badly-managed house almost speaks

i

to one ; it is profoundly eloquent of its own discomfort, and
once the money for furnishing has been dissipated, there is

.10 more wherewith to remedy a disastrous result ; so that

it behoves the wise to guide themselves into paths of taste,

where careful selection rules the road.
The youthful couple have usually a marked predilection

for white paint. A white-painted hall and staircase require

excellent enamelling and careful servants to keep them in

4'ood order, whereas a bog oak staircase dado and crimson
svalls above remain pleasing and respectable for many a
long day.
One of Knowles' bright, rosy crimson papers have a rich

effect, while the same colour may find a place, mingled with
darker hues, in the stair carpet. Mounting upstairs to the

drawing-room we enter the usual square room, a dull-shaped
place enough, which demands that we should lighten and
brighten its little glum existence with a striped, gay French
paper, French flowery chintz, and a Bohemian carpet, a
species of floor covering which adapts itself to a small
square room and looks well on a polished floor.

These carpets are a copy of the old French " Aubusson "

carpets, excellent in design and charming in colour, inex-

pensive withal, costing something over ^4. They were
difficult to procure until quite a short time ago, when an
excellent furniture shop not a hundred miles away from
South Kensington Station introduced them to a grateful

public. Though somewhat light in ground, these carpets
need not be considered uneconomical, as, even when they
have been well worn, and even when sur le retour, as the

French so prettily term a lengthened process of decline,

their colours fade in unison and are graceful and harmonious
to the end.
Well-made and well-lined chintz curtains have their value.

They are infinitely more pleasing to the eye than the cheap
jute or depressing art serge, which are usually the window
drapery especially set aside for the impecunious furnisher.

Then, as to inner transparent curtains, Madras muslin
recommends itself as washing well, and having a becoming
effect.

Pale green blinds, or even those made of holland, are
cool-looking and inoffensive. The former, however, on a
hot summer's day, are most desirable ; and in winter blinds

are not in evidence.
With regard to actual furniture, every piece of furniture

must be useful and compact, as well as ornamental. An
exceedingly practical bureau is one made in the style pre-

valent during- the French Empire. Sturdy and wide, it yet

fits into a corner, and can be let down, so that one can sit

down to write at it, and when locked up it takes up very
little room. A Louis XVI. armchair with straight legs and
brocade upholster}', might be its companion ; while two
more armchairs of somewhat upright shape might also find

a place in our little drawing-room.
A round table and bookcase in one should stand in the

middle of the room. This piece of furniture I have seen in

black oak. These tables are madet" in a country village,

but a London firm sells them, and their price is about six or
seven pounds. Time presses and space is limited, but the
study of the small house will be continued next week, and I

shall be happy to answer questions by letter, and give what
help I can to those who desire to furnish. Letters to be
addressed to " Furniture," Black and White Budget, 34,
Bouverie Street, E.C.

i + i*

CORRESPONDENCE
The R.A.

Dear Sir,—In your No. 17, Vol. II., dated February
3rd, 1900, you show a picture of No. 5 gun, 14th Battery,
R.F.A., at the battle of Colenso ; one man is laying the

gun and another carrying up ammunition. In the remarks
at foot of the picture you say : "In a few minutes these
two men were shot down, and the gun was left standing."
The man shown laying the gun is my brother, then

Corporal T. B. Fletcher, 14II1 Battery, R.F.A. He sent

home a letter from Pretoria with a copy of this very pic-

ture. He said the picture was fairly accurate, but the
Statement that both men were shot down was not correct.

From what he says, and from particulars I have learnt

from others, what really did happen is something like the
following.

No. 1, or commander of the gun (Sergeant Howell), was
shot dead (shot in the mouth) early in the action, and the
command then devolved on my brother, who fought the
gun through the remainder of the action. At the close he
was the only man left standing, and was taken prisoner by
the Boers. At No. 4 gun every man was shot down. My
brother remained a prisoner until released, in June last, by
the force under Lord Roberts. The prisoners were treat til

scandalously, half starved, and at one time he was six

weeks without tasting meat, and on the day of their

release were fired on by the Boers. After his release he
joined R Section (pom-poms), and was promoted sergeant,

and wilh them went through the campaign in the Eastern
Transvaal, as far as Koomati Poort, under General Pole-

Carew. At Belfast his horse was slig-htly wounded. He
then returned to Pretoria, but was only three days there

when he was sent to join General Barton's force, and was
present at the action at Frederickstad on October 24th,

when doubtless you have noticed the pom-poms did good
work. I have not heard from him since, but have reason to

believe he is with the force in pursuit of Dc Wet. I have
another brother serving in the R.H.A., in India, my hus-

band is an ex-R.A. man now serving in the Metropolitan
Fire Brigade, and my father is a pensioned sergeant R.A.
—Yours faithfully, ' Harriet Boti.ey.

Fire Station, West Norwood, December 18th, 1900.

"BOBS"
I HAVE received from Messrs. G. Ricordi and Co., the

well-known musical publishers of 265, Regent Street, the

patriotic song, " Bobs," which, by the way, is all the rage
in Australia. The words and music are by Mr. Joseph
Gillott, the famous Australian musical composer. The
words are spirited, striking a truly patriotic chord, and are

particularly interesting at the present moment. The music,

in complete harmony with the words, conjures up in the

mind the tramp of martial feet, and at once places itself

amongst the most popular airs of the day. As an instance

of the popularity of the song in Australia, the following

extract is taken from the Bairnsdale Advertiser. It says :

" Plaintive wails for ' Bobs ' resounded through the applause
with which the great bass song was received, and when the

artist again made his appearance, and the well-remembered
introduction of Mr. Gillott's popular song announced that
' Bobs ' was to be forthcoming, the delight of the audience

knew no bounds. The applause became a storm, the juvenile

element shrieking their entire satisfaction. To say that the

song was received with enthusiastic applause but dimly

portrays the uproar with which its termination was greeted."

THE COSTER

The advance of the age is nowhere more strikingly shown
than in the issue of The Coster, a paper conducted by costers

for costers. The public generally are too apt to judge the

coster, or street trader, to give him his other name, by Mr.
Gilbert's funny line in the Pirates of Penzance, viz., "When
the coster's not a-jumping on his mother," and it is in a way
to combat this wrong impression that The Coster has come
to the front. As is said in the introductory remarks of our
youngest contemporary :

" The Coster will put things
straight with the public, to show that we are not the ignor-

ant, aggressive class of chaps some represent us to be, and
that in our desire to get a living we adopt the old volunteer

motto, 'Defence, not defiance.'" That is right ; fair play
all over the world ; so here is best wishes of Black and
White Budget to The Coster.

Pkinted by the Black and White Publishing Company, Limited, at 33, Bouverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Published
Weekly by W. J. P. Monckton, at 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C, England.—Jan. 26, 1901.
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n at St - Jame^'s Palace of " our only lawful and rightful Liege Lord, Edward the Seventh, by the Grace of God, King

of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Defender of the Faith, Emperor of India." The pronouncement was read from a
parchment scroll by Deputy Garter-Khg-at-Arir.s to a picturesque assembly in the courtyard. (Drawn by Enoch Ward, R.B.A.)
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THE ACCESSION OF THE KING

ArOTE.—A special Black and White Budget Memorial Number, " Vur Mother-Queen," has been issued. H is

frofusely illus/rated, eon la ins a fall life of our late Queen, anil eos/s Twopence,

In" the halt! of

life the fighting'-

line never falters.

When a ga-p is

made the place
needs must a-l once
h-2 filled from the
highest to the
lowest. And so it

is that thus the
position in the

van of the na-
tion has been
vacated and in-

stantly taken up.

If there is any-
thing which can in

some measure con-
sole the nation for

the irreparable loss

which it has just

sustained, it Is the
well-founded con-
viction that the
Queen has left be-
hind her a worthy
succp.jor, who may
be trusted to walk
inherfootsteps. He
who was until the
other day the-
Prince of Wales,
and who will
be, by the force

of habit, still

thought of as such
for some time to

come, has endeared
himself, during the

many years of his

long novitiate, to

all classes of his

subjects.

v * *
In the whole

range of English
social and political

life there is no
position more
difficult to fill

satisfactorily
and without re-

proach than that

of Heir - Apparent
to the Throne,
and it may be
justly said that
t'.ie way in which
(hat position has been filled for more than the ordinary
lifetime of a generation has contributed to the remark-
able increase of devotion to the Throne and the. dynasty,
which is one of the most striking characteristics of Queen
Victoria's reign.

* ¥ *
His warm geniality, his read}' affability, and the natural

charm of high-born manners have endeared him, in a rare
degree, not only to those who enjoy his intimacy, but to the
thousands with whom his zeal for the public good has
brought him even temporarily into touch. The same
qualities which cause him to be almost worshipped by the
tenants and labourers on the Sandringham estate have won

The first public appearance of His

good-by.e on- the Hoy

Majesty. Bidding Mile A. J. Ralfour

al yacht at Osborne

for him among the
masses of Un-
people a popu-
larity which has
been vouchsafed to

few of his prede-
cessors. So accus-
tomed have we be-
came to his direct

personal patronage
of every charity
and every bene-
ficial movement
many of which he
has initiated him-
self that we are
apt to forget the
exhausting nature
of the strain almost
daily imposed upon
his strength. Yet
ever cheerfully,and
ever successfully,

he has responded
to the innumerable
calls upon him, and
it is perfectly safe
to say that no
philanthropic or
patriotic institu-

tion struggling
with difficulties has
ever received a
" nay " from t he-

Prince of Wales
when an appeal
has been made to

liinr to lend a
helping hand. And
to a nation which
owes much of its

commanding posi-

tion to its love of
manly sports, it is

not the least of
the King's hold
upon the affection

of his subjects

that he has ever
been a prince of

sportsmen.

* * *
The King was

summoned on the
23rd tilt., by the
imperative call of
duty, from the
house of mourn-
ing to meet his

At two o'clock there

irge body of Privy

Council in* the capital of his Empire,
assembled in" St. James's Palace a
Councillors — Ministers and ex-Ministers, and other di

anguished persons, including,, by an exceptional' arrange-
ment usual on such occasions, the Lord Mayor and Alder-
men of the City of London. There the usual* oaths and
declarations securing the laws and customs of the realm
were presented by the Lord Chancellor and sworn- to by the
Monarch. The King, who had been welcomed on • his

arrival by people of all ranks with all the evidences of loyal

devotion, chastened, however, by the grief that hangs over
the nation, bore'himself, it need hardly be said, with all the

dignity that belongs to his high place. May his reign be
long and glorious.
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THE QUEEN — GOD BLESS HER J
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THE EARTHLY RESTING-PLACE OF QUEEN VICTORIA
The Mausoleum at Frogmore, showing the spot where the Queen is buried by the side of her husband

(I'hoto by R. W. Thomas and Co., Thornton Heath)
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THE PROCLAMATION AT THE ROYAL EXCHANGE
The ceremony was immediately proceeded with, opening- with a fanfare by the City trumpeters, which was

responded to by the State trumpeters. The Common Crier (Lieut.-Col. Burnaby) then demanded silence. The
Lord Mayor, in a loud voice, afterwards read the Order in Council of the 23rd Jan. requiring- the King's Heralds
to proclaim his Majesty ; and prolonged cheering greeted the closing words of the Order. After another fanfare,

given this time by the State trumpeters and answered by the City trumpeters, the Somerset Herald (Mr. Burke)
advanced and read the proclamation, all present baring their heads ; and enthusiastic cheering again attended

the concluding words* " God save the King."
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A PRETTY PICTURE AND A PRETTY PIECE OF WORK
Shipping the anchor on board H,M,S, "Victorious" at Malta Dockyard
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One of the recent diver-
sions at Hastings was a
Rath Chair Parade. It

caused amusement, and
excited the curiosity of
visitorsand residents alike.

The organiser was Mr. R.
C. Thomas, who, with his

father and his family, a
party of eleven ladies and
gentlemen, were" staying
.-it the Albany Hotel. No-
tice of the event was given
in the following humorous
words, posted in the hall

of the hotel :

—

Headquarter Camp,
Albany Hotel, Hastings.

Th; Bath Chair Brigade
will mobilise at the Front
Wednesday, 26th inst., 10

a.m., with arms.
The following Brigadiers

and Bath Chair - Dears
have passed the necessary
qualifying examination,
two " Bobs."

Recruits wishing to en-
list must communicate
with Field-Marshal Kit-
chener - Schwabe, of the
Commiseriate Depart-
ment, at the "Camp," by
11 a.m. preceding the Day
of Action.
Should " De Wet" ap-

pear the Parade will be
postponed, and the Bri-

gade will retire in good
order, to meet the gene-
rals in conference at the
" Camp.''

Bv Order

Forty bathchairs as-
sembled at the rendezvous

The birthplace of Charles Dickens, 387, Commercial Ifteai,

Portsmouth. lie was horn on February 7th, 1812

(Robertson Terrace), and
were quickly filled with
aspirants to public hon-
ours, the majority of tin-

occupants being young
ladies. Each chair was
in charge of two gentle-
men visitors, one drawing,
and the other guarding
the right flank, and keep-
ing the line of communica-
tion. A many-coloured
whirligig' was fixed to eacli

chair, and each gentleman
had one in his buttonhole ;

the effect was pretty as
they all spun round furi-

ously with the strong
breeze blowing at the
time'.

Charles Dickens was
the son of John Dickens,
a clerk in the Navy Pay
Office attached to Ports-

mouth Dockyard. He was
a born novelist, and as a
mere child he was a great
reader, and very early at-

tempted original writing.

At the age of nine, finan-

cial difficulties compelled
the family to remove to a
mean house at Camden
Town, and when later his

father was arrested for

debt, Charles was left very
much to himself. At the

age of twenty-two he got
a post on a London paper.
In March, 1836, appeared
the first number of The
Pickwick Papers. No
article, however short, can
fail to point out the re-

markable fact that the

TJic Rath Chair Parade at Hastings
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The negotiations for peace in China. General Gaselee's Staff have an interview with Fan Tai

IN CHINA
events of his childhood and his youth influenced his career so
profoundly that there is not a single work in which some
of the characters and some of the places are not derived
from his early recollections.

+

PRETORIA ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS
One of the most charming- spots in the Transvaal is un-

doubtedly the Zoo at Pretoria. Situated at the foot of
a high kopje, the Zoo grounds extend along the banks of
the Apies river, which runs bright and clear through numer-
ous silver oak, casserino, and blue gum trees, planted with
great skill and taste on either side of the stream. It was in

this garden that the celebrated lion, the gift of Mr. Rhodes
to Oom Paul, spent the few days of his visit to Pretoria
before being sent back to the donor. The Zoo is now under
the charge of a Dr. Gunning. He has as assistants two
members of the Yeomanry who intend to settle in the
country. The botanical part is under the charge of an
Australian volunteer. The Zoo is now, of course, run by
the military. There are at present very few animals, but
the Zoo is likely some day to become one of the most pro-
minent in the world, as it is situated in the country where
almost every animal thrives, and it has such a lovely,

natural position. It will certainly make a splendid for-

warding depot for other animal collections, as even big
game can be captured but a few hundred miles north.

The Pretoria Zoological Gardens
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Driita Odin Sigfus

A group of Champion Shetland ponies
'J hum

THE LADIES HOPE'S SHETLAND PONY FARM
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY

-t-

MISS MAUDE A. CRAIGIE HALKETT
t-

Away to the north of Scotland lie a group of about a I horse shows. Here the Shetland pony, bom and bred on
hundred small islands—some only afford a pasturage for a* I the island, is brought up for sale. As to the time when
fewsheep. Twenty-
four are inhabited :

the largest of these
is Mainland, fifty-

four miles long and
twenty-one broad.
These islands must
have originally
been named by
the Norsemen, as
they were formerly
called Hjaltland.
" Hj " in Norse
being the same as
" sh " in other dia-

lects. Later the

name got changed
to Shetland. The
country is hilly and
somewhat rocky,
few, if any, trees

are to be seen, but,

notwithstanding
want of protection

from the wind,

these ponies first

appeared in the is.

land tradition and
early records are
silent. It is pro-

bable they were in-

troduced by early

Norse settlers, but

no determination
has been arrived at

as to their origin.

Brand visited the

island in 1700, and
gives us the first

account we hear of
the ponies. He de-
scribes them thus

:

" They have a sort

of little horse called

Sherties,than which
no other are to b_-

had, if not brought
hither and frcm
other places ; they
are of less size than

Shetland enjoys a singularly mild climate, and is one of the I the Orkney hors'es, for some will be but 9, others 10 nives

healthiest districts in all Scotland. Lerwick is the chief or hand-breadths high, and they will be thought big horses-

town. Here are held, from time to time, markets, fairs, and there if 11, and although so small, yet they are full of vigour

Show

Morlong, an Australian horse, and Oman (34 inches)

ig the difference in height between an ordinary carriage horse and a Shetland pony

Scada (33K inches in height) Sigfus
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and life, and some
not so high as
others often prove
strongest. Yet
there are some
whom an able man
can lift in his arms,
yet they will carry
a man and awoman
behind him eight

miles forward and
a; many back !

"

Though not re-

quired to carry a
man and his wife
on their backs
nowadays, these
little creatures are
chiefly used as
draught '

' horses
i.i mines. For this

purpose, Lord Lon-
danderrv had a

Shetland ponies—Miekle Rose, Cafe au lait, Vementry II.

large herd in the Islands of Bressay and Noss. He started I United Kingdom. Both Lady E
this herd a good nfany years ago, beginning his stud I take a personal intere-st in their

nicr, the Ladies
Hope bought the
pick of the bunch,
giving as much as
80 guineas for a
single pony. At
this sale they pur-
chased the cham-
pion pony Britta,

for whom they paid
60 guineas ; also
her sire, Odin, a
typical Sheltie,
whose price was
50 guineas. Alto-

gether, the Ladies
Hope spent close on
£'500 at the sale,

bringing up the
numberoftheir herd
to 43. This herd
is now considered
the finest in the

;tella and Lady Dorothea
ponies. They know each

The Lady Estclla Hope and four-in-hand Shetland ponies, 35Ji inches high

with the best ponies he could get In the island. Since then
careful selection and
the happiest results,

both as regards
size and action.

The sight of these
wonderful little po-
nies at the shows,
wheneverthere was
a class for small
ponies, inspired
others to start

herds of their
own, some for
pleasure, some
for profit. Among
the former were the
Ladies Hope, who
were for many
years Lord Lon-
donderry's friendly

rivals at the shows
in Scotland and
England. Last
year, when Lord
Londonderry
brought his whole
herd to the ham-

matine have been carried out with

The Shetland ponies Vassa and
Ladies

one's peculiarities— its temperament, perfections, or the

reverse—and are as keen about the welfare of their pets as
if it brought them
in a large income,
instead of being,

as it is, a some-
what expensive
hobby.

All those who
want really good
ponies apply to

them, but they are

not always able to

supply the demand,
as they only sell

surplus stock.

A few weeks ag'o

they sold one of

their favourites to

her Majesty the

Queen, and at the

sametimeone to the

Czarina of Russia.
Nothing delig-hts

them more than to

show their beau-
tiful herd to some
friend or acquaint-

Opoponax, the property of the

Hope
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" Granddaughter," a Champion Jersey, the
Ladies Hope

ance who is really interested in the ponies,
room is a sight, containing- hundreds of r

shows by their little favourites.
In the house they will show with pride sev

prizes. Whenever the latter takes the form
buy some silver article and have the pony
who won the prize engraved on it. All

ridiculously tame. When trying to photogr
gathered round in such a friendly fashion

property of the

Their harness-
rosettes won at

eral medals and
of money, they
or ponies' name
the ponies are
aph them, they
that it was for

" Sylvia," a typical Shetland cow

some time next door to impossible to get a g'ood picture.

They evidently thought I had corn or sugar in the bag I

carried my plates in and that the camera was there especi-

ally for their amusement.
A stud book is published every year by a firm in Aber-

deen. All produce, sales or purchases arc carefully noted
in this, and every detail accurately given. No pony exceed-
ing 42 in. can be in the stud bsok.

Pvocket, who is just over 10 hands, is the largest pony the
Ladies Hope have on the premises. He is a splendid harness
pony, and has taken seven first prizes for .saddle and harness
at various shows, besides other awards. He is just six

years old, having- been foaled in 1894.

Hoplemuroma is the pet par excellence cf the Ladies
Hope. She is a strawberry roan, stands SS/~ '"• n 'g"> ' s

full of intelligence, and has taken more prizes than I have
space to enumerate here. Suffice it to say that she won
the trotting handicap at Birmingham, 1898, for horses of

14 hands or under.

Oman is a wonderfully good pony. He is perhaps (In-

most perfect that lias ever been shown. He possesses all

the proper characteristics of the thoroughbred Sheltie,

i.e., small head, intelligent countenance, short neck, fine

towards throttle, short back, powerful quarters, legs flat and
fine round feet, and altogether resembles a miniature cart-

horse. It is interesting to note that these ponies are judged
at shows as "draught animals,'' therefore on the same lines

as their giant brothers, shires or Clydesdales.
Scada, a beautiful little mare with an immense mane and

tail, measures 33!^ in., and is, I believe, the smallest in the
stud-book.
Vulcan is aj^out the smallest the Ladies Hope ever bred.

He is only 31^ in. high. Though only foaled in 1897, he
has already won three first prizes. He was bred by the
Ladies Hope, his sire being Oman and dam Vementry II.,

the former winner of ten first prizes and three champion-
ships.

"Araby, an Egyptian donl:cy, the property of the

Ladies Hope

Vementry II. is also a great prize-winner, and is well

known in the show ring.

To enumerate all the herd here would take too much space,

so I must content myself with these few I have mentioned.

The Ladies Hope use the ponies in single and double harness,

tandem, and four-in-hand. They trot at a great pace, and
can go long distances without turning a hair. The carriages

used are specially built for the size of the ponies, and all

look extremely smart.
Great Hollendcn, where the Ladies Hope have taken up their

residence, is an old-fashioned farmhouse belonging to Lord
Derby. He has lately built on a new wing-, and has made

A young Jersey Bull, "Grandee," the property of the
Ladies Hops
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various improvements in the garden and stables to meet the

requirements of his tenants. They have about 120 acres of

ground from him, as they do not confine their energies to

ponies onlv, but have a small herd of beautiful thorough-

bred Jersey cows. The chief of these is Granddaughter,
a magnificent fawn-coloured cow. She has won twelve

first prizes, including first at the Royal in 1893, and first in

the milking trials at Tunbridge Wells in 1900, and fourteen

other prizes and honours. She gives on an average* sixteen

quarts of milk per diem, and her record from January 1st,

1898, to December 30th, 1898, was 919 gallons 2 quarts

1 pint, or 9, jg6'2 lbs. of milk. Cocks and hens by the

score wander about the farmyard, and some Shetland cows
have lately been added to the stock. These latter are smaill

like the ponies, a silvery grey colour, and somewhat silk}'

coats as a rule, though one at Great Hollenden, a white
with b'ack spots, looks rather as if it had walked out of a

ingly risky nature. Owing to the care with which the men
are selected, it is seldom that any serious mishap occurs to

a diver ; but the element of danger is always there. When-
ever one of her Majesty's ships is placed in drv dosk a ship
wright diver is sent down to see that the vessel settles pro-

perly on the blocks as the water is run off. Warships need
careful handling, and the duties of the men under water are
of an onerous nature. Should the slightest carelessness be
shown by him the vessel might sustain a bad injury. Dock-
ing ships is rhowever, only one part ofthe diver's work. Everv
day beside the basins you will see men grinding wind down
a long rubber pipe, at the end of which is a diver groping in

the mud for some purpose or another. He may be trying to

recover some article that has been dropped overboard,
or it may be that he is clearing away an obstruc-
tion that prevents the caissons from opening. To be
of any use as a diver, a man must be able to use

Toilers of the deep
(Photo by J. Coster, Eastbourne;

child's Xoah's Ark. An Egyptian donkey, an otter, and a
bull-terrier complete the list of the pets.

Both sisters take the greatest interest in their sister-in-

law, Lady Hopetoun's Shelties, and are her friendly rivals

at the shows. She reduced her herd by several before her
departure for Australia, as she did not want to leave too
large a number at Hopetoun during her absence. Every-
thing at Great Hollenden is carried on in a most business-
like manner. The stock is all counted, and one or both of
the Ladies Hope or their stockman go round the fields at
least once every- day to see that everything is right.

«»-
DOCKYARD DIVERS

At each of the Royal Naval Dockyards a staff of divers
is kept. They are selected from amongst the shipwrights,
and get good pay for their work, which is of an exceed-

tools under water. This is a very difficult thing to

do. Whoever tries it for the first time finds that if he tries

to hit a chisel, the water will divert his hammer to some
1 other object feet away. Besides, the resistance of the water
takes off the force of the blow—until a man gets to know
just how to deliver it. Laying down moorings is another

! task for which divers are used. Their services are also

requisitioned for raising sunken boats, and wrecks, when
!
any of the latter unfortunately occur. They were used in

' connection with the examination of the Belleisle after the

Majestic had knocked her into scrap iron. In fact, the

dockyard diver is a sort of general utility man, whose voca-
tion lies under the water instead of above it. One day he
may be caulking a leak in the timbers of Nelson's Victory,

the next groping about in the mud after an erratic torpedo
- that has buried itself in the bed of the harbour. Working
in the silence of Davy Jones's locker, the diver sees strange
sights and makes queer friends.
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Australian " Bushies "—The finished article

" I NEVER tool-

But I've learnt what
none can read,

Through the bush-
fire's blaze I'll find

the ways
To the clearing on
my good steed.

With saddle secure and
girth drawn tight,

On the danger we'd
scorn to wait,

His mouth's as hard as
a cockie's heart

And my seat is as
sure as fate.

For I can thrive on a
damper crust,

With a blanket for

my swag,
And I can stick like

glue, my lads,

To the back of a
bucking nag.

And there's no task in

a rover's life

That comes amiss to

me.
I'm one of the Bush-

men's Corps, my
lads,

And a match for the
Boer I'll be."

The above is a quo-
tation from the great
Australian military
song, " The Bushmen's
Corps," which has re-

sounded by the "rush-
ing flood, red with spur-
drawn blood," which
has been shouted by the
bush-fire's ruddy blaze,

and re-echoed on the
sons. The " Bushies,"

THE BUSHIES"
k to the scholar's book,

5'<K /

I have won a proud name for themselves, if that were neces-

sary, during the present war. The gallant defence of

I

Eland's River is still fresh in one's memory. At that place

a handful of Australian

Bushmendefended their

fort — hastily - con-
structed trenches —
against 1,000 Boers,

and, notwithstanding
the overwhelming num-
bers, drove them
amongst the hills.

It is well to be re-

minded at this time that

the entire group of Aus-
tralian lands is actually

as large as the United
States outside of
Alaska, and only about
400,000 square miles

less than the area of all

Europe. It could ac-

commodate within its

borders fifteen republics

of the size of France,
or eighteen kingdoms
of the dimensions of
Spain, and have room
enough to spare in each
case to tuck in fifteen

or twenty Switzer-

lands. It has a popu-
lation at present of over

6,000,000, and is in-

creasing this figure at

the ratio of about
150,000 a year. While
the Australian mainland
has been known to civi-

lised man since early in

the sixteenth century,

first to the daring Por-
tuguese, then to the

rolling veld by Australia's gallant I adventurous Dutch, its real history covers less than a century.

as the Bushmen are fondly called, I The colony ofNew South Wales was founded in 1788, but for

"SONS OF THE SOUTHERN SEA"

Australian "Bushies "—The raw material
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Government House, Hobart, Tasmania
The most beautifully situated Government House in Australian Colonies

twentv-five years its settlers were acquainted only with a
strip of country fifty miles wide, between the Blue Moun-
tains and the sea coast. In 1830 the population of the whole
country was only 40,000. The unfortunate selection of the

island for the establishment of penal colonies gave the
region a bad name, and this .undoubtedly helped to retard
its progress, even after the practise of making it a dump-
ing-ground for criminals had been abolished.

» * *
SlNXE the abolition of penal transportation in 1839 the

Australian colonies have had little or no cause of complaint
against the Mother-country, but have had a steady and
healthy growth under her wise and fostering care. How
warm and deep is the love existing between England and this

daughter of hers in the southern seas has been strikingly

manifested during the critical struggle in which the British

Empire has been engaged in South Africa. No part of her
Majesty's dominions entered more promptly and heartily

into the conflict, or sent to the battle line braver or more
efficient fighting men.

» » ¥
ALONG certain lines of commercial development Australia

has already gained a proud eminence among' the nations. It

produces about one-fourth of all the gold annually mined in

the world, and nearly one-half of all the wood. As a wood-
grower Queensland ranks with New Zealand, but she is

par excellence the cattle colony of the group, South Australia
being the cereal colon} -

, Tasmania the fruit colony, while
Western Australia, the Cinderella of the south, wears a
slipper made of gold.

QUEEN OF THE SOUTH
We have given Australia her crown."—Lord Rosebery.

Thy name goes forth upon the morning's wings,
Australia ! Once a word of scorn and doom ;

Now is thy royal queenhood hailed by kings'—
Princes for thee make room !

Thou art set down at last upon thy thrdife,

Sceptred, and crowned, and clothed in majesty
;

Thy voice, as from a mighty bugle blown,
Rings out across the sea.

" I am the daughter of the Southern Star

—

Blue heavens of the South are over me ;

Amid my solitudes I dwell afar,

And build for years to be.

A clearing in the bush, Nelson, New Zealand

Monument to Sir John Franklin (a former Governor of
Tasmania). Also cannon captured from the Russians

in the Crimea
The gun has a large round dent on cne side caused by a British shell

" Yet none the less, on this my natal day,
I turn my wistful eyes toward the North,

Where fields are desolate, and skies are grey,
And wild winds hurry forth.

" Great-hearted England in the Northern seas,
Circled by foes, and girt about with hate,

Through good report and ill, through stress and ease,

Thy fate shall be my fate.

"Thine honour mine, thy slanderer my foe,

Thy right my claim, thy hurt my bitter wrong,
Thy challenge my defiance, blow for blow,
Thy fame my triumph-song !

" And when this Age's pomp has passed away,
And all its valour is but aimless dust

—

Enough, if some far generation say,
' We keep their Pledge and Trust

!

'

"

AlSTRALIS.

"SONS OF THE SOUTHERN SEA"
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Vor I can thrive on a damper crust. With a blanket far my swag.

To the back

And there's no task

^a*^e^uvv<»*C

L_

in a rover's life

I'm one of the Busli
And a match for th

THE BUSHMEN'S CORPS AT 9
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And I can stick like glue, my lads,

c" a bucking nag.

amiss to me

That comes
s Corps, my lads,
er I'll be. ("The Bushmen's Corps ")

ME AND IN SOUTH AFRICA
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THE BUSHMEN'S CORPS AT H0ME A^p___
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NEWGATE
SOON TO BE AN INSTITUTION OF THE PAST

Pliotos specially taken for Black ami While Budget by
Thankfull Sturdee.

There have been few visitors to London who have not
been astonished with the massive, dark, and solemn-looking1

structure situate at the north-east corner of the Old Bailey,

and when their eyes have once rested upon it the}' are there

held in awe with its strong1

, impressive architecture, as well

as its eventful history, remaining-

, as it does at present, in

stern grandeur above all the other prisons in England. One
is at the same time led to contemplate what its interior

would reveal ; but before proceeding- with the interior, let

us take ourselves back to the reign of Henry I. when the

first prison in London was erected, taking its name from
one of the four original gates of the city, and standing on
ground at the north side of Pvewgate Street, facing the Old
Bailey, where it was gutted by the Great Fire of London in

The entrance to Newgate

1666. It was afterwards repaired, and remained on the old

site until the citizens of London were stimulated by the

philanthropy of Howard, who was the means of the present

tauilding being erected, from designs which were prepared
by one George Dance, the city architect. It was shortly

afterwards set on fire, during the Protestant Riots of 1780,

by an infuriated mob led by the fanatical Lord George
Gordon, but was afterwards repaired.

* * *
To deal with the several subsequent historic events is

beyond the object of the present article. Having dealt

very briefly with its past history, let us now make a
tour of inspection into the interior. Having ascended
the short flight of steps leading to the well -known
door in the Old Bailey, we are face to face with one of the

warders, who demands our credentials. The moment the

great door clangs at our heels and is locked we feel at once
isolated from the outer world. We are now led through
another massive grated door, which is again locked after

us, as also every door we pass through. We are now in a

The interior of the main building

labyrinth of dark and narrow passages enveloped in the

most awful stillness, broken only by the echo of our tread
and the jangling of the warder's keys. Crossing now one
of the forbidding exercise yards, we enter the prison proper,
which is a loft} -

, well-lighted corridor containing four gal-
leries, which are approached by iron ladders leading to the

several rows of cells. The total number of cells in this

building amounts to 120, each measuring 7 feet wide,

13 feet deep, and 8 feet 10 inches in height. Facing the
door is a window with an iron frame, protected on the out-

side by strong iron bars. The furniture consists of a_ flap

acting as a table, a stool, metal wash basin affixed to the

wall below the window, and supplied with water from the

Where the prisoners exercise
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Interior of an crdinary "ell

tap above. Each cell is fitted with
shelves at both sides of the window,
containing' brush, comb, metal basin,

a wooden spoon, Bible, Prayer and
Hymn Book ; also the bedding- for the

hammock, which is suspended by a
strap from each of the side walls. The
prison rules hang against the wall.

The door of the cell is fitted with
a trap through which the food is

passed, and over that is the inspec-

tion plate, through which the pri-

soner is watched from time to time by
the warder on duty outside ; there is

also a handle communicating with
a gong, by which the prisoner can
intimate his wants. Above the door
also is a grating which admits heated
air, with an opening under the win-
dow to admit fresh air at the will of
the occupant. On the ground floor of
this building are also situated the
condemned cells (two in number).
They are about the size of two ordi-

nary cells, and contain articles

of a similar nature to those
already described, with the ex-
ceptions that the hammock is

replaced by a wooden bedstead,
standing 9 inches above the floor,

that there is a larger table than
the ordinary one, and in the place
of a stool there is a form about
6 feet long, upon which the
wretched criminal and the ever
attending warder pass the weary
hours prior to execution. As a
prisoner under sentence of death
is precluded from using a knife,

the food is cut into small pieces

before being brought to the cell.

* * ¥
From the condemned cell we

The gallows, showing lever (on the left

looking towards it)

Where the murderers are
buried. The figures are
Dr. Scott, the medical officer,

and the chief warder

make our way to the chapel,
where the prisoners are seated
behind tall iron bars, the men
being downstairs while the
females are in a gallery above.
Although both can see the clergy-
man, they are invisible to one
another. The condemned pri-

soner sits in a chair placed at
the side of the pulpit screened
from the other prisoners by means
of a curtain drawn round him. A
special pew is provided for the
sheriffs, who sometimes attend the
service. Above the pulpit is a text
from II. Corinthians v., 20. The
execution chamber is within a few
feet only of the condemned cell,

and both being- on the same level,

The entrance to the execution chamber
(showing gallows)

only a few seconds elapse before the
final moment arrives, and the
wretched convict is launched intc

eternity. Next comes the prison
burial ground, or, as it is called by
the prisoners, " Bird-cage Walk,'
being a passage leading from the
jail to the cells under the dock at the
Central Criminal Court, so that a
prisoner having received the death-
sentence must of necessity pass over
on the way back to the jail ground
in this passage which will ultimately
contain his remains. Upon the body
being buried, his initial letter is cut
on the wall above the grave, that

being the only way of marking the
spot. It may not be generally known
that before November, 1783, all ex-
ecutions took place at Tyburn, but
from that date they have taken place
at Newgate. The last public execution
was in 1868.

* ¥ *

Modes of execution
varied greatly, both ii

have
pro-

file execution chamber—the drop
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gress of time and in different

countries. On the whole, the

manner of executing' the death
penalty, as of decreeing' and
inflicting punishment in gene-
ral, has tended to grow more
humane with the advance of
civilisation. Among the Jews
a frequent form of execution
was stoning, while burning
alive appears to have been
practised in their patriarchal
history, and is sanctioned by

j

Mosaic law. Casting from a
rock was a mode recognised
by the Jews and the Twelve
Tables of'the Romans. Under
the Roman Republic vestal

virgins violating their vows
of chastity were buried alive,

and in the time of Paul, cruci-

fixion, burning, and decapita-

tion were the chief modes of
execution. Constantine, on
his adoption of Christianity,

abolished crucifixion in the
Roman Empire. Another revolting- form of execution
among the Romans was that of condemning the criminal to

'

fight with wild beasts. Impalement, by thrusting a sharp
stake through the body lengthwise, was one of Nero's
cruelties, and is referred to by Juvenal. It is said to have
been practised in the Balkan Peninsula as' recently as 1876.

j

* * ¥
Under Charles Y. impalement was effected by driving a 1

pointed stake through the heart while the criminal in open .

grave was being covered with earth. Other barbarous
modes of execution were pouring molten lead on the

criminal ; sawing him asunder, a mode practised by the

jews against the conquered in Palestine ; starvation in

dungeons ; pressing to death ; breaking on a wheel ; tear-
;

ing to death with red-hot pincers. Boiling alive was occa-
I

-iionally practised on the Continent ; and in England, in

Henry VIII. 's time, poisoning was punishable by boiling to

death. In 1552 sentence of boiling alive was put in execu-
tion against a miscreant who attempted to poison Fisher, Bi-

Thc whipping block
The chains in the foreground were

worn by Jack Sheppard

shop of Roches-
ter, and actually
poisoned some of
his household.
Dro w n ing a
parricide in a
sack in which
were also a dog,
cock, viper, and
ape, was a Ro-
man punishment
imitated in the
Middle Ages,
when quartering
alive, tearing to

pieces by horses,
and disembowel-
ling were like-

wise punishments
known on the
Continent.
Among t h e

severer forms of
military execu-
tion were hunting
and spearing the

condemned to
death by his fel-

low - soldi ers,
practised in Ger-
many in the time
of Lanzknechts

Another view of exercise yam

at the end of the fifteenth and during the sixteenth cen-
turies : making him run the gauntlet of rods till dead ;

flogging him to death with the knout. These last two
modes of execution were practised in Russia till into the

nineteenth century.

» * ¥

The usual mode ot execution in England has been for

many centuries, and still is, hanging, though in early times
decapitation was also known. Treason, in the case of
women, was punished by burning. A woman was burned
alive for treason at Tyburn in 1685. In 1283, David, the

last native Prince of Wales, was for treason sentenced to be
hanged, drawn and quartered, and to have his bowels burned.

Where condemned prisoners exercise The Chapel. The condemned prisoner sits apart, hidden

by a screen
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He : "Who is that ugly, bald-headed old fellow who has just passed?"
She: "Excuse inc. He is my husband."
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THE SEAFORTHS
A CALLANT REGIMENT DECIMATED

It is not eighteen months since the 2nd
Battalion of the Seaforth Highlanders

—

the Ross-shire Buffs, or 98th—landed in

South Africa. But the tale of dead,
wounded, and sick far exceeds that of any
other regiment. In June last, when Pre-
toria was entered, the muster-roll showed
8 officers killed, 18 wounded, and 1 miss-
ing ; and of men, 94 killed, 278 wounded,
and 26 missing. And the latest reports
now show that this gallant battalion has
had 136 of all ranks killed and 423
wounded. This is apart from sickness

—

that dreaded enteric—and hundreds are
now prostrate in hospital or are invalided
home. Very few of the men who sailed

from- Southampton in such joyous spirits

are now in the fighting lines.

The old 78th has had a distinguished
career. It was raised by the Earl of
Seaforth in 1793, Fort George being then
as now the depot. In the Netherlands,
at the Cape of Good Hope, and in India,

The Hcokcy Team- 2nd S;aforths

under Wellesley, the men saw plenty of
active service. Next came Java and the
Dutchmen, and afterwards trouble with
the Turks, and the ill-fated Walcheren
Expedition. But it was at Lucknow that
the battalion earned undying fame ; and a
monument stands in the Esplanade of

Edinburgh Castle to the memory of brave
men who fell in the Indian Mutiny.
The 1st Battalion—the 72nd, or Duke

of Albany's—has also had a notable
career. It was embodied in 1778 ; was
at the Battle of Assaye ; took part in the
Kaffir War in South Africa in 1835 ; was
in Afghanistan with Lord Roberts ; at

Khartoum, under Lord Kitchener ; and is

still in Egypt along with the 3rd (Militia)

Battalion.

In high spirits the Ross-shire Buffs dis-

embarked at Cape Town. At Belmont,
Gras Pan and Modder River they were
a strong unit in Methuen's Highland
Brigade. At Magersfontein they despe-
rately charged to within 400 yards of the

Boer trenches, and were mown down like

corn before a scythe. The action con-
tinued from 3 a.m. to 7 p.m., and few
of the Seaforths escaped unscathed.
Many valiant deeds have been recorded.

The Gymnastic Team—2nd Seaforths

When General Macdonald assumed command of
the Highland Brigade, the Seaforths took pari in

a sharp engagement, in company with some of
Phe Black Watch, Lieut.-Colonel Hughes-Hallett,
in command of the Seaforths, acting as Briga-
dier. The relief of Kimberley was followed by
Paardeberg, in which the 78th suffered severely.
By this time the Reserves had arrived, and joined
their old regiment. In the pursuit of Cronje the
Seaforths had 1 officer and 38 men killed, and 6
officers and 122 men wounded. The long trail to

Bloemfontein and Johannesburg gave the Ross-
shire Buffs an opportunity of exhibiting their

marching powers. For example, in the one day's
march to Sannas Post, over heavy sandy road,
twenty-two miles were covered to the skirting- of
the big war-pipes. Heilbron was a sharp engage-
ment, and the Highlanders lost men they could ill

spare, having been doggedly opposed by the Boers
all the way from Ventersburg.
That famous veteran, General Sir Archibald

Alison, is Colonel of the Seaforths, and Lieutenant-
Colonel Hughes-Hallett, D.S.O., is in command of
the 78th in South Africa, and has led them through

The Tuc|-of-War Team—2nd Seaforths
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all their battles.

He was in the
Afghan War, the
Egyptian cam-
paign (including
Tel - el - Kebir),
and was also with
the Chltral Relief
Force. Of the
otherofficers who
left England with
high hopes of
fame and pro-
motion,- too few,

alas ! are now
with the col-

ours ; too many
lie in a shallow,
unmarked grave.
The photo-

graphs given
were all taken
at Fort George
just prior to the
start for the Cape,
sturdy kiked lads w

lion of that period
if so recom-
mended by the
Commander - in-

Chief and ap-
proved by the
Secretary ot

State for War.
Five years is the

ordinary peiiod
during which an
officer is allowed
to be seconded
for service on the
Staff. It is held
that the exten-
sion of that term
to seven years
ought to meet all

the requirements
of the case so far

The Shooting Team. They were in the firing line at Magersfontein, cerned wh'l i^

where Captain Clark (sitting on the right of the trophy) Mas shot ,, '
, ,.

'

r v .j a f j j
tile introduction

Sad it is to reflect how few of these 1 of a reasonable limit will prevent the inconvenience which
ill return, and how often over rough-

|

frequently occurs when a senior officer returns to his regi-

Ttae Reserve Men. The 2nd Battalion parading at Fort George before Ica\ ing for the war

dug graves the pipes have wailed
dirge, " Lochaber no more."

It has been found
that the present
regulations affect-

ing officers em-
ployed with the
Egyptian Army
operate in many
cases to the disad-

vantage of the ser-

vice. The whole
question has re-

cently been con-
sidered and fresh

rules have been
framed for the

guidance of those
concerned. It is

intended that in

future majors and
captains employed
in the military ser-

vice of the Khedive
shall be" removed
from their British

regiments and
placed on half-pay,

if they are con-
tinued in their ap-
pointment for more
than seven years,
but that they shall

be liable to removal
before the expira-

that most mournful
[

ment after many years of absence on extra regimental
' employment

¥ ? ?
A Boer gun

has been brought
to Woolwich
Arsenal from South
Africa. The body
of the g'un has
been shattered by
dynamite into five

pieces, there being
on the trunnion
portion, where the

muzzle was blown
off, the initials,

"J. R., 12 R.E.,"
the two first letters

evidently being the

initials of the officer

of the 12th Com-
pany Royal Engi-
neers appointed to

destroy it. Above
the breech mechan-
ism is the name
" Schneider and
Co., Creusot," with
the figure 155 mm.
The number _?,50oK

is also stamped on
the trunnion. The
muzzle portion of
the gun has been
sent* to the R.A.

The Football Team—2nd Battalion Institution.
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LIANE DE POUGY AND LALLIE PERNOD
Appearing in a new sketch at the Palace Theatre. Liane wears over two million francs worth

of pearls and diamonds
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wonder if the end will justify the means?" he said
to himself, as he looked at the slowly-flowing Thames just

below; Westminster Bridge. " O, to be out of it all! and
yet—ugh !— it looks rather cold, and very dirty."

The man shivered and turned from the contemplation of

I'ne r.'i'er. His face might have been handsome in the days
<one by—it was not unpleasant to look upon now, though
life had robbed it of its youth and somewhat marred its

beauty. From force of long habit this man shrank from
ill things unclean, and was almost unnaturally fastidious.

It is queer how one's characteristics cling to one long after

one has lost the material things of life. Godfrey Harcourt
had once been a spoilt darling of the fashionable world.

Women had gazed on his patrician face with admiration'
and even tenderness ; men of letters had accounted him
clever, and had given him the entrde to their select and
cultured circle. But all that was ten years ago—years of
grinding poverty, and of struggling against great odds, to

keep his head above water, anul they had crushed all desire

to live out of the man's heart. Ten years—that had shown
him the better pait of some natures, the worst part

of most.
A bank failure had left him penniless, with expensive

tastes and* a refined character. O, the irony of what he
had suffered at first. Friends—falsely so-ca'led—had re-

treated carefully, cunningly ; acquaintances avoided con-
tact with " poor Harcourt "

; and at last he who had been
known to the greater part of London society as a rich and
rising young' barrister had become a wanderer on the face

of the earth.

Fven the girl whom he had meant to make his wife some
day had followed the example of the others. He forgot, in

the shock of his ruin, that he had never given her the right

to stand up for him. He had been so sure of his success, so
contented to bask in the sunny present, that he had put off

actually proposing to her until it was too late. Parents do
not favour poverty-stricken suitors, and Stella Urquhart
had been taken abroad directly the .smash became known
to her father, and before .she herself was aware that any-
thing- out of the common had taken place. Godfrey Har-
court had gone abroad, too, and had travelled from city to

city in search of something to do whereby he could earn
enough to provide himself with the barest necessities of life.

Xow he had found his way back to London, the great city

which seems irresistibly to attract prince and pauper,
whether they are possessed of a fortune or want one.
And this evening- Harcourt had come to his last shilling.

His failure was not due to idleness or laziness, but he found
it so hard to get ;?.ivthing to do ; it crossed his mind
hundreds of times that it was far easier for a less educated
man to succeed.
He turned once more to the river. Here was the solution

of the problem close at hand, yet a very small thing' in human
estimation kept him from taking that final plunge—just his

inborn, unconquerable dread of all things dirty, a sense
which had clung ;o him through ten long years of poverty
and distress.

"lam too fastidious," he said to himself, wondering
whether a policeman were near, and would stop him in the
name of the law. " Perhaps poison would be easier ; it

would certainly be cleaner. What an arrant coward you
are, Godfrey Harcourt ! You have taken dangerous fences

in the old days with much more pluck than that with wh
you face five minutes in that dirty, dark river !

"

He had said the last sentence out loud, and had begun lo

button up his shabby overcoat preparatory to plunging
into the water.

" I'ze vezzy cold, too," said a small voice at his elbow,
thinking her companion was in the same predicament as
herself: "and," she added, " I'ze vezzy hungry, and I docs
want mummie !

'

Godfrey had started back on hearing someone speak, and
he now turned to look down at the little creature. Two big
grey eyes gazed solemnly out of a charming little face,
framed in a mass of curly, golden hair. A blue velvet
pelisse, lavishly trimmed with fur, neat boots, and a pair of
darinty fur gloves proclaimed her birth. He wondered how
she had got there at seven o'clock on this dark Decembc-
afternoon, and began to speculate on the chances of finding
her relations. What inconsistent mortals we are ! Here
was a man, who a moment before had been contemplating
quitting an ungrateful world, doing his best to return a

1 fellow-creature to it. He took the friendly hand held out

within his own and together they moved on towards the

j
abbey.

" What is your name, little one?" he asked, while childish

visions of Sunday's catechism rose up in his mind's eye.
"Telia," answered the little maiden. "And, please, I'se

so tired."

The name gave him a shock, and he peered into the little

one's face by the light of the next lamp, then laughed at

his folly. Why should the name belong solely to her?
There were thousands, even in London, who bore it 100.

" Where do you live ? Can you remember a little bit ?

! was his next question. But Stella, who was both tired and
hungry, began to sob at this point.

Godfrey stooped, picked her up in his arms, and carried
I her to the nearest confectioner's. She sat on his knee while
; he patiently fed her with bread and milk. Alas, his funds

I

were so low, he could only afford a bun for himself, but he
felt revived with the warmth of the fire in the shop ; and

j
when Stella had finished, he went to the counter, and paid
for what they had had between them. Then he picked up
the child once more, and went out of the shop.

The food had revived the child, and as he was debating
on his next move she pointed to the row of houses opposite
as if she knew them. Godfrey trudged across the muddy
road, and after much pointing and many wrong childish

directions they stood at last in front of the Victoria

Mansions. There he set down the child, and she ran up the

steps of the first house. Harcourt rang the bell, and the

maid who answered the door looked at the little one in

astonishment.
"Why, Miss Gaythornc, what do you want?" she

inquired kindly.

Harcourt interrupted her hastily.
" Miss Gaythorne lost herself this afternoon: could you be

kind enough to tell me the number of her home ?
"

" O ! yes, sir," answered the girl unhesitatingly. "It's

number twenty-two, this side."

Godfrey thanked her, and a few minutes later the queerly-

assorted couple stood at the door of number twenty-two.
The manservant who opened the door this time gave a«

I
exclamation of relief.
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"Thank the heavens, it's Miss Stella," he ejaculated

fervently.

Harcourt smiled a little tiredly.
" Yes," it is Miss Stella right enough; I found her wan-

dering about on the Embankment, or rather she found me,
and— I have brought her back."
The butler waylaid him, as he turned to go.
" Ladv Gavthorne would be much distressed were I to let

vou go without giving her an opportunity of thanking you,

society matters, so the news of Stella Urquhart's marring
to Sir Edmund Gavthorne had never reached him in lh

Continental city to which he had retired.

He roused himself with an effort, and slowly lifted h!

eyes to her face".

" Mr. Harcourt !
" she exclaimed, noting with a woman'

quickness of perception the shabby coat and general worn
out appearance of the man she had loved long ago—" you!
He bowed his head silently, and pointed to the chile

sir,' he said politelv : and Godfrey, who would have had
J

Stella picked her up in her strong, young arms, and coverc.

precisely the same instincts in his old davs, acquiesced by a her face with kisses.

nod of his head, and followed the butler up the beautifully "I have sent to every police station in London," sh>

carpeted staircase, into a softly-lighted room. cried; "and I have been nearly mad with fear ; but it i

Miss Stella has
been brought back
by this gentleman,
my lady, he said,

then he retreated
noiselessly, closing

the door behind
him.
Godfrey Harcourt

•stood on the thres-

hold of a Mayfair
drawing-room for

the first time for

ten years, holding
Stella by one hand
while with the other
he shaded his tired

eyes from the light.

There was a tlight

rustle of silken

skirts — a faint,

delicious fragrance
of violets, and the
lady of the house
.stood before hirri.

She uttered a little

exclamation of sur-

prise, which made
Harcourt look up
quickly.

He saw a slight

girlish figure, ar-

rayed in some thin

silken material of
dead-white, and a
face whose beauty
had but increased
with ever}- advanc-
ing year of life.

Big grey eyes-
like the child's

—

curly bright hair,

and a tender mouth

;

a complexion which
owed none of its

fairness to the arts

of the day, and a
sweet smile — all

this went to make-
up the charm ot

Lady Stella Gay-
thorne. Harcourt
wondered if he-

were dreaming, or
whether he were
indeed standing in

front of the girl

he had thought never to see again. Back across the
years his mind wandered to that last evening of his

old society life. A dimly-lit conservator}', a tall, slight

girl—this girl—on his arm ; words that might have been
spoken had he not been- content to linger in blissful uncer-
tainty until Fate had snatched away the chance she had
given him—suddenly, ruthlessly—and there had but re-

mained the memory of it all. And now he remembered it,

standing in her presence ; it was Gaythorne himself who
had brought him the bad news there in the fragrant con-
servator}-, and without another word, save a hurried fare-
well, he had passed out of the house and had never entered
it again from that day to this. " He had taken no interest in

you

passed now, and
you

"

" I have brough
you back
child," he
swered, interrupt

ing her; " and yoi

must excuse me i

I go now. If you
husband should re-

member me "

" My husbant
has been dead for

six years," saw
Stella, quietly. " 1

am so glad it was
you who brought
me back my child

;

she is all I have-

in the world now
my little Stella

'

She paused, anc
Harcourt held out

hishand.
"Good-bye," he

"\sald;."I must go
— I am rather—
tired."

The last words
came out with a
jerk, and Stella put

the child, who was
drowsy, on a sofa,

and went forward
to him.
"You must stay,"

she said, firmly
;

"for the sake ol

old friendship you
must stay and let

me help you. You
are poor, I can
see, while I am so
rich that I havctoa
much for just baby
arid myself alone.

You will stay ?
"

" No !
" he an-

swered, quickly,
whilst a flush

mounted to his

pale cheeks. " 1

cannot let yon help
me, Lady Gay-
thorne."

"And why not ?"

she d em a n d e d ,

drawing her hands behind her back, and looking at him
in the old, imperious way.
" Because the woman I love is the last person I can

accept help of that sort from," answered Harcourt, with a
flash of his old, proud spirit stealing over him, too.

Stella's eyes shone.
" Godfrey," she said, and he, looking at her, could not

mistake the light in them, "you are the only man I have
ever loved. Ah ! don't be cruel— I could not bear to pari

from you again. Won't you stay?"
He held out his arms for answer, and she crept into them,

for he was but mortal after all, and she had stooped to

conquer.

V very small thing in human estimation kept him from taking
that final plunge"
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A Rip Van Winkle
A bird has made a nest of his hair

The Curator of the Museum A Water Lily

THE SLEEPING BEAUTY
' OME STRIKING "TYPES" FROM DRURY LANE PANTOMIME
" Surpasses all previous productions." That is the

annual formula at " Old Drury." If

this system of expansion continues
Ihe management will surely need
more room in which to move.
The Sleeping Beauty is indeed

worthy of all the adulatory adjec-
tives which a comprehensive dic-

tionary contains. Two of the scenes—" Beauty's Awakening-" and "The
Enchanted Crystal Garden "—are
veritable triumphs of chromatic
iridescence. In the former there
is a lengthy succession of beautiful

and picturesque costumes, illustra-

tive of the seasons and of the pro-
minent days of the year. In the
Spring Tableau there is St. Valen-
tine's Day, with attendant cupids
hunting for hearts ; St. Patrick's

Day, bedecked with the beloved
Trinity leaf, the Shamrock ; Easter
Day, which carries the palm, with
figures referring to bird-nesting,

and allusions to eggs ; April Fool's

Day, the familiar jester with hood
and bells, impersonated by a shapely
young lady, who looks anything
but a fool. A Primrose Dame
for Primrose Day, bedecked with
the modest little yellow blossom ;

and a big show for May Day,
with all kinds of flowers and
seasonable ceremonies, including a
maypole dance, and the crowning
of the May Queen.
Summer has a tableau all to itself, and fully deserves it.

Of course, the dominant flower is the rose, which comes in

such profusion, and in so natural a form, that you almost
imagine you can smell its sweet perfume. Beauty certainly

The Barmaid and the Masher

ful

has a very busy and a very beautiful awakening. By the
time Autumn is reached it really seems impossible that
any more can be accommodated on the stage, and yet move
about. But they still stream on. There are batches

representing "Harvest," "Shoot-
ing," and " Hunting." The har-

vesters are, perhaps, the most
picturesque, with golden corn and
scarlet poppies. In the " Shooting

"

section the figures representing
Autumn leaves are very pretty, as
also are those in " Pheasant-Shoot-
ing," " Stag-Hunting," and "Fox-
Hunting."

In the last tableau—"Winter"

—

we get Christmas Day, with snow
and holly. The dresses in this are
most striking, the red berries show-
ing brilliant against the shimmering
white.

When the ballet is fully developed
there are between 200 and 300
people on the stage. As the figures

enter for each season so the scene
changes—from Spring to Summer,
Summer to Autumn, Autumn to

Winter. When the final picture is

" struck," and all the lights turned
on, it presents a most imposing
spectacle.

Much credit is due to the stage-
manager, Mr. Moore, for the really

wonderful manipulation of so big a
crowd.

I am not myself a lover of the

orthodox ballet, all muslin and tights,

but the most confirmed anti-ballet

man cannot refrain from bestowing a
full measure of admiration on soskil-

and gorgeous a production as " Beauty's Awakening
On the occasion of my visit a lady who sat near me was
very much affected by it. She sighed, and gasped, and
" Oh'd !

" and "Ah'd" and ejaculated " How sweet! how

THE * SLEEPING BEAUTY" AT DRURY LANE
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sweet!" so many times that I looked to see if she was
eating chocolates the while. I was half afraid she would
expire in the theatre from a bad attack of excessive appre-
ciation. Although I could not join issue with the lady in

her assertion that it was "sweet," I felt she was per-

fectly justified in breathing- her admiration.

All Fool's Day

Superb as a whole the pantomime is

also very striking' in its component parts.

I refer more particularly to the costumes.
Take the "get-up" of the nurse (admirably
played by Mr. Fred Emney) after " forty

winks " extending over a period of a
hundred years. She has evidently been
sleeping in a damp place, for she has
almost become a part of the local vegeta-
tion. II! weeds have grown apace over
her, in which toadstools thrive, although
they have not mush room (pardonnez-
nwif), a frog reposes on her shoulder, a
rabbit courses round her, and some birds

have built them a nest on the top of her
ancient head, in which is an egg, in the
nest, not her head.
Among the many novel costumes are

those representing " Wit," "Music," and
"Dancing," and "Water Lilies." The
group of spinning girls and their wheels
is quite reminiscent of " Faust " and
'• Marguerite."
"The Enchanted Crystal Garden" is

remarkable for its wealth of glass and
electric effects. Although it is not up
lo "Beauty's Awakening" as a spec-
tacle, it is very brilliant and novel in con-

A Jady and her spinning wheel

struction. The idea of throwing changing coloured lights

on to playing fountains is not, however, strictly new, but

the effects are pleasing all the same. The arrangement of

the lights all through this scene is very well managed.
As regards the ladies, the pantomime is a veritable beauty

show—and beauty very much awake, let me tell you. At
the head of all stands the beauty, Princess Beauty, in the
person of Miss Madge Lessing, who, if looks go for any-
thing, ought to make a "good match." And Prince-

Caramel, alias the comely Miss Elaine Ravensberg,
eventually weds the Princess.

I'rimrose Day St. Patrick's Day St. George's Day

THE "SLEEPING BEAUTY" AT DRURY LANE
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A fascinating way of dressing the hair

WOMAN'S WAYS
We have all of us luard

crowning- g-lory is her hair
"

but few chic women nowa-
days would be content wfth
£he " beauty unadorned '

of her blonde or raven
tresses, for Fashion's fiat

has gone forth and decreed
that for evening' wcif the
hair must be ornamented.
The decoration may be of
the lightest and simplest
kind so long- as sj&meihiirg

is en evidence. Several
debutantes have contented
themselves with dainty
twists of tulle to match
their frocks ; but the lightest

touch is required in this

arrangement, for one twist

loo much may make the
tulle look heavy, ami ens

tirely spoil the effect. Not
very many years since no
heroine of romance was
considered complete with-
out the inevitable ro e

tucked in the hair behind
the ear—a fashion that pre-

vails amongst the coquet-
tish Spanish women to the
present day. and a very
Iiecoming- mode it is, too.

The great art in arranging
a hair ornament lies in

having it just the right
shape and colour, and

—

most important of all — in

the rig-ht place. No rule

can be laid rigidly down
for this, as so much de-
pends upon the style of
the coiffure and the shape
of the face. M. Francois,
of 91, Reg-ent Street, who
dresses the hair of so many
well - known women — in-

cluding the Hon-. Mr.s.

Curzon, Madame Melba,
Miss Clara Butt, and Miss
Sybil Carlisle—has. made a
special feature of orna-
menting- the hair, and I

was enabled" to photograph
several of the models that
particularly took my fancy.
Fig-. 1 shows a dainty head-
dress composed of three
fluffy white feather ponT-
pons tipped with gold, hekl
in place by a twist of white
tulle going round the hair

and terminating in a knot

the saying that " a
the

i in front. A novel feajture is a slide of lortoiscshell inla

I with gold and paste, which looks me :t effective on
woman's

I
hair. Fig 2 has a pretty bow of fancy ribbon arranged

on the left side. Tlii i bow
could be made large or
small to .suit the style Oi

the wearer-

, ami the ribbon
could match tile dress or be
of some strong contrasting
colour. The original of the
photogra.ph was 01* fine goUl
gauze ribbon, with painted
stripes ol g-cld and .silver,

the corner \ being sewn witii

gold and silver sequins.
Fig. 3 is compos-ed of white
rbses and lovers' knots in

pale blue ribbon, artistically

intertwined with the rose-

buds and leaves'. These
three charming specimens
-ufficiently illustrate M.
Francois' pretty taste in

this line, and also show that

he has plenty of originality.

Those unable to afford to

buy a hair ornament al-

ready arranged should con-
tent themselves with some-
thing very simple — such
as a single rose or two
flat chiffon roses or chry-
santhemums on either side
of the top twist of hair.

For if the more elaborate
designs are attempted they
are almost certain to be a
failure, tor they look heavy
and laboured. I mentioned
last week that turbans are
threatened us in the near
future. Lt is to be hoped
that these pretty ornaments
are not " the thin end of

the wedge.

* ¥ *
There is little new i.n

the way of fashions to

chronicle 'this month. The
new Spring- modes are
doubtless already arranged
by the leading dressmakers,
but -he secrets are jealously

guarded for the present,

and we are only permitted
to guess at them, and form
our own opinions when
viewing the Riviera gowns-
prepared for two or three

well-known eU'gantes.

* ¥ *
Parisian gown

z^be-line blue cloth, trimmed with thick guipure Ince. and edged LlGHT-COLOURED cloths

with chenille trimming reign supreme, the tavounlc
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Miss Ivy Hertzes
(Mrs. Julian Rove), a clever young
actress »vbo has recently returned
from America where she was play-
ing Lady Samaurez in "The De-

generates "' with Mrs. Largtry.

Mr. Julian Roycs
Who has also returned from America
where he played in !' The Degene-
rates." He and his wife arc now
playing conspicuously in

6tThe
Messenger Bov.'

of the moment being- a soft panne cloth that lends itself well
to artistic draping-

, and falls in graceful folds. I notice
many shades are worn : coral, biscuit colour, grey, pale
blue, and the new tint, bleu de roi, being perhaps most en
evidence after white. Skirts, notwithstanding the many
efforts to change the style, are still' worn either plain at the
back or pleated all round in flat pleats, which are left loose
around the feet. Instead of plain stitching now it is

smarter to have these pleats held in place with silk herring-
bone stitching, which is particularly effective if carried out
also on the bodice.

V
I saw a novel gown of pale grey cloth destined for the

South. The shaped gores of the skirt were cut as if for a
plain skirt, but instead of being sewn up, were joined by
fancy stitching in thick grey silk, which gave the effect of
insertion, especially as it was mounted over a white silk

slip. The bodice was done in" the same manner ; but this

would be very difficult to copv except bv a first-class fitter,

for the cloth would be sure to pull. This style of bodice
would only suit a sKm, long-waisted figure, for the insertion
1 nes at the seams are very trying. The front was slightly
pouched, encrusted with a coarse white lace, embroi-
dered with silver cord :ind grey silk, the neck and waist being
finished off with bands of soft silver gauze.

* ¥ »
Apflioues of panne, either plain or figured, edged with

g id, silver, or steel, are much used on cloth bodices, the
skirts being trimmed with straight or fancy bands to match.

FUR boleros are also covered with panne
li cd with gold. This is a verv useful way
of freshening' an old coat, moi e especially
if it is of caracul or broadtail, as this fur

has a nasty little habit of splitting and
cutting in unexpected places, even when it

is of a good qualitv.

¥ ¥ ¥
Tiik newest boas are very flat and

straight, with long stole ends, and some
have high roll collars that can be worn up
or down. The smartest of these are in

panne with sable flowers appliqued on to

it. A very rhir model, made for a well-

known Parisian actress, was of • black
panne, the ends being appliqued with
painted mousseline flowers slightly padded
and outlined with gold thread. Another
of white panne had pale pink chiffon roses
with ribbon leaves worked on it, the inside

being composed entire! : of rucked pink
chiffon.

LILIES of the valley promise to be the
flowers of the season. They are greatly
in demand for wedding and ball bouquets,
and also for table decoration, while they
threaten to entirely supplant the modest
vi »k-t for buttonholes. For the table,

nerinc, with its s liked scarlet blossoms,

appliqi

is very effective. The grotesque animals, brought ont

by Goodyear and Libert}-, are very popular for table centres,

and very comical effects are sometimes attained by a
regular menagerie of animals of various colours.

t $ Jy

A DUTCH doll,, undressed, save for a ribbon going over
one shoulder and tying in a bow under the other arm, is

also a novelty for wall decoration, just brought out bv
Goodyear, that has caught on.

•¥ v *

JUST a hint—which has bteCn given me by a. friend who is

up in all these little things—for those contemplating a visit

to the Riviera and who wish to take a n'umber of frocks

without having to pay mirch for excess luggage :
—" I go

everv year, and take innumerable dresses with me, and very
seldom have to pay for overweight. I take two glace slips,

one black and one white, slightly trained, with a circular

flounce, edged with a pink frill, and these I make do duty
for all my dresses. I have all my skirts, whether they be
made of cloth, voile, cashmere, crepe-de-chine, or other

thin materials, made without lining, and then they take up
verv little room and verv seldom crease."

Black Chantillv lace is very popular with the leading

dressmakers just now, a'nd the proud possessor of Chant illy

shawls can evolve" from them a really costly gown. Shawls
of lace and silk are a great deal used for evening wear this

season, half the shawls being draped in a pointed tunic

over a silk or satin skirt, and the rest being utilised for the

bodice and sleeves. I saw a charming evening cloak at

Machinka's, in Dover Street, last week made out of a

white Indian shawl, closely embroidered with flowers in

white silk. One corner, with its long- and handsome fringe,

nearly reached the hem of the skirt, and was backed with

pale pink panne. Two of the corners were draped into

revers in front, the remaining corner being- turned back
over the shoulders to give the effect of a cape or hood,
further accentuated by two bands of sable. There was a

high collar of niched pink and white chiffon, and frills of the

same lined the lontr silk fringe all round the clcal:.

The newest models -in hats and toques are still very flat

and only very slightly trimmed. Gold gauze still plays a

verv prominent part—in -millinery, and shares the honour.
with panne and tulle. Vanite.

The room furnished
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HOW TO FURNISH SMALL ROOMS
No. II.

A good motto to be put over, say, the dining-room
chimney-piece of a "new home " would be, "Everything
comes to him who waits." It would calm the youthful
ardour of the would-be furnisher, and make her think as I

think, namely, that it is belter far to remain with one table

and one chair rather than to surround herself with plain

rubbish bought during- an exhaustive scramble after house-
hold gods—gods which, when she comes to know better,

she will hate with a dreadful hatred. Let her pause and
reflect on the frugal economy of an old friend of mine—the
last of a long line of ancestors—who, although he was a
rich man, elected to inhabit a small study in one of his

houses in the country, and have only one chair in it, and
carefully receive only one guest at a time, with whom he
was generous enough to share the chair. The interview
always commenced with the new-comer sitting on the chair
offered him ; after a time he would get up and offer it to

his host, who in his turn would sit down, and, after a brief

rest, rise again and offer it to his guest, and so they pro-
ceeded until the visit drew to a close!

In the illustration in this week's issue there is a writing
table of picturesque form, procured after prolonged
researches, carried on in old furniture shops, which resulted
in the purchase of this table for half its actual value.

In the picture you will also observe the bookcase-table of
oak which was mentioned in my first article. You will

remark that I do not think it necessary to adhere to one
style in the small drawing--room I write ot—not as regards
furniture, although I do with regard to paper and hanging's,

which should accord in style and date. The paper on the
wall in this photograph is to my mind exceedingly hideous,
but the two pieces of furniture are useful and decorative.
The black oak table bookcase shows up silver and flowers,

and makes a pretty centre. It cannot be easily knocked
about by a careless servant, and is solid enough to use for a
lamp-table. If you are not content to remain with one
chair—like the old gentleman I have described—rush-
bottomed black chairs are harmless and inexpensive until

such time as you can find others which at once appeal to a
decorative taste, and do not empty a scanty purse.

And now let us turn to the question of a sofa for the

drawing-room. To my mind, all sofas which are not of the
Chesterfield persuasion are an ir.sult to a tired human frame;

so that if I could not procure one, I should build a couch,
but before I create the couch, let me say that second-hand
Chesterfields are often obtainable at most reasonable
prices. Three mattresses are required to build the divan,
and let no one scoff and say that they do not care lor furni-

ture built on the lines followed in that excellently funny, but
rather out-of-date piece, entitled Our Flat. The couch I

am about to describe I saw in the sitting-room of a lady who
required much rest after busy days, and who asserted it

was a more comfortable lounge than any sofa she had ever
placed herself upon.
Three single mattresses and a small bolster are respectably

clothed in the same French chintz that the curtains of our
room are made of. One mattress is deep and thick, the
other two less so. To place tapes at intervals along one of
the thin mattresses, about five inches from its edge, is our
first task, so that we can nail it against the wall in the
corner of the room in which it is to abide. Having sewn
the wide tapes, which should be about two inches long, at

regular intervals .along the mattress we drive the nail-;

through them, and hammer them into the wall, so that the
mattress now sits proudly on its side, and forms a back to

the couch made of the two other mattresses, which we now
push against it. Then we place the small bolster at the
head of the divan and supplement it with white sateen
covered square down cushions, covering these again with
frilled figured muslin cases—and the thing is done.
At the bottom of the couch one of the new French screens

is placed. It has panels of tapestry and dado ot striped

pink French brocade. These can be boug-ht at the same
warehouse where the Bohemian carpets are procured. As
I presume our small house is in London, I will now allude

to the electric lighting of the drawing-room, though space
will not allow me to dwell on it at very great length.

For purposes of use there is nothing better than to have
the hanging lamps on each side of the fire-place, so arranged
on pulleys that they can be drawn down to enable one to

read and work easily by their light. I do not say that these

lamps are either picturesque or beautiful, but they are
intensely useful, and that is of great importance in the

room where one passes most of one's time. Any help

which I can give I will give. I invite inquiries, but a
stamped envelope must be enclosed in the letters addressed
to " Furniture," Black and White Budget, and I can give
answers to any questions as to ways and means and shops
at which what is desired can be procured.

TRADE NOTICE
NEW I>EI»JIRTXJR
SALE OF ELECTROS

The Black and White Publishing Company, Limited, have formed a depart-

ment for the sale of electros appearing in their publications.

Electros are despatched within twenty-four hours of the receipt of instructions.

For terms, &c, apply to The Manager, Electro Dept., Bouverie Street, E.C.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—Black and White BUDGET is NOT, as many are led to suppose, a reduplication of

Black AND White ; neither is it 'a cheaper edition of that paper. It is run entirely upon its own merits on the

basis of being a SIXPENNY PAPER FOR TWOPENCE. Thcicfore, contributors, artists, and correspondents

are requested, when addressing communications, to make sure of the address — which is Black AND White
BUDGET, 34, Bouverie Street, E.C. Letters addressed merely Black and White and meant for the BUDGET,
are thereby subject to very great delay.

Requestsfor back numbers and communications regarding the sate of the paper to be addressed to the Publisher, 6j, Fleet

Street; all other communications must be addressed to the EDITOR, Black and White BUDGET, 34, Bouverie

Street, E.C.

Printed r.v the Black and White Publishing Company, Limited, at 33, Bouverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Published
Weekly by W. J. P. Monckton, at 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C, England.—Feb. 2, 1901.
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Corporation. It is difficult, or rather im-
possible, to say anything that is new about
the life or the death of Queen Victoria. " It

is not hyperbole," Lord Rosebery observed,
" to say that in the whole history of mankind
no death has touched so large a number of
the inhabitants of the globe as the death of
our late Sovereign."

On the funeral morn—the Queen's statue at Blackfriars

Photo by Parisian School of Photography

VALE!
Memorable; in every way was the funeral of the Good

Queen, and not less noteworthy was the profusion of
flowers that were placed with reverent hands and loving
hearts upon her coffin. There is no parallel in history
to the number of wreaths sent to the Royal houses of
mourning-, from all parts of the world. Even those
who in ordinary circumstances look with disfavour upon
the custom of utilising flowers as a token of sorrow
admitted that for once, at any rate, there was no mean-
ingless parade of grief, and that the offerings were the
outcome of spontaneous and heartfelt regret.

* ¥ *
There has been no better appreciation of the charac-

ter and career of the Queen than that contained in Lord
Rosebery's speech at the meeting of the Royal Scottish

On the funeral morn—the statue at Birmingham
Photo by W. Coles
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A

Victoria the Great, the Good, has passed.

Not weary of life, but heavily bowed down

With honourable weight of four-score }-ears

Lived for her people's good, and in their love,

She hath laid crown and sceptre by, and gone

Out from the clamour of these scarlet times

Into the perfect calm of Heaven's blue

Out from the jar and fret and noise ,of tears

Into the wonder of magic silences.

Victoria the Great, the Good, has passed.

She, that held Empire in her '.oliowed hand (

Whose will was welcomed law to half the

world ;

Who whispered " Die for me," and strong-

men sprang

Joyous to do her bidding—for her sake
;

Whose visible sign of majesty made b: ight

The earth's dark places with its free-blown

folds ;

Whose bugles rang reveille round the world

—

The Queen, the Empress, hath put off the

pomp

And troubled pageantry of life, and passed

To her Avilion, more nobly crowned,

To-day, with all a mourning people's love

To light the simple dignity of death,

Than yesterday with Empire's diadem,

Ablaze with fire of tributary stars.

Victoria the Great, the Good, has passed.

She that was set so high, so far above

The common lot, disdained not once

To share the common burden. Being so great,

She made the honourable name of Wife

More honourable ; and the dear sweet name

Of Mother sweeter, dearer ; and thrice «?ear

The lovely sound of that soft word of charm

—

Home. She, the Queen, forbore not ever to

taste

Reprinted from "Hearth and Home," January jist.

Unto the full all common joys and griefs,

Knowing her people shared her griefs and joys,

Even as she theirs ; and ever freely gave

Unto the wives and mothers of the world

Largesse of sympathy and store of love.

And now the Queen hath passed to meet again,

After long years of hopefu loneliness,

The Children and the Husband, held so dear,

Who stand to welcome Wife and Mother home.

Victoria the Great, the Good, has passed.

Why go we weep that should be glad of heart,

Since we have seen a glory on the earth,

A light of majesty, a burning star

Of very Womanhood, a royal eoiil

Supreme o'er all the flagrancy of Fate,

Rising above the accidents of throne

And empire-sway, to rule the whole wide world

By Mercy, Pit}', Love, and all the fine

Electric movings of a Woman's heart ?

Why do we mourn that rather should rejoice,

Since we have surely seen this miracle—
The nations rising' up with one accord

And building of their hearts a towering throne,

Four-square and fast, whereon Victoria

The Woman they did set with reverence

And silent services of love, to be

Exemplar and ensample of the Best

In Womanhood, patient and true and strong?

Why do we mourn at all ? If mourn we must,

Let it be noised s.broad that we do weep

Because the throne invisible is void,

And none remains to climb that stair of hearts

And guide the worthier destinies of earth,

Now that Victoria the Woman, Queen

Of all True Women, hath passed hence to lay

The royal tribute of her noble soul

Before the King of Kings, the Lord of Lords.

Victoria the Great, the Good, has passed.

W. A. Mackenzie.
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HIS IMPERIAL MAJESTY KAISER W1LHELM II.

Who so nobly hastened to the death-bed of his Royal grandmother, and was one of the chief

mourners at her funeral
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Prince Henry of Prussia Princess Henry of Prussia The King of Portugal The Czarevitch (Russia)

The Duke of Aosta
Heir-presumptive of Italy

Mr. Choate

The U.S. Ambassador

Prince Mohamed Ali

The brother of the Khedive

The Grand Duke of Hesse Archduke Franz FerdinancT
One of Prussia's representatives Heir-presumptive of Austria

Admiral Camara
Representing Spain

The Crown Prince of
Sweden and Norway

REPRESENTATIVES AT THE FUNERAL
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A reminiscence of Queen Victoria's last stay at Balmoral. The Queen's mail bay
being hoisted into the trap that used to meet the mail train at Ballater Station

every morning and convey the letters to Balmoral

The Proclamation of the King at Eastbourne
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Kelson's old flagship, "The Victory," firing minute guns

.

Where our Mother-Queen's body was landed at Portsmouth, prior

to the departure for London
Photcs by S. Cribb

warn
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THE LANDING OF THE GRENADIER GUARDS AT COWES TO GUARD THE
QUEEN'S BODY

Drawn at Cowes by Our Special Artist, James Graig
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The Cupola Room, Kensington Palace
Photo by Ktinliold Tliicle and Co.
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Mr. A. J. Balfour bidding good-bye to the King at Victoria after having

accompanied him from Osborne
- Drawn by Our Special ArtUt, L. Daviel

THE KING AT VICTORIA STATION
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TAKING THE OATH OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE KING AT THE HOUSE OF LORDS

Drawn by Our Special Artist, Cyrus Cuneo

GOD SAVE THE KING1
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Reading the King's Proclamation at the Town Hal), Manchester

Reading the King's Proclamation at Bristol

GOD SAVE THE KING!
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THE KING AS A COLONEL IN THE ARMY
Engraved by D, J. Pound, from a photog.aph by May;.!! ; taken at Windsor by command of the late Queen
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mony. Of his early youth there is little to say, except
that his training for his high position was studied with
the most anxious care by the Queen .and the Prince
Consort. As soon as he emerged from childhood, his

education was placed in the charge of eminently capable
and high-minded persons- first, the Rev. H. M. Birch,
and, afterwards, Mr. F. W. Gibbs. At an early age he
began to travel and to see the world, both in walking
lours in England, Scotland, Ireland and Germany, and
in more ceremonious visits, such as that in which he
accompanied his parents to Paris, after the Crimean
War, the first occasion on which an English Sovereign
had entered the French capital since Henry VI. was
there as an infant King. It was part of the Prince
Consort's conception of the proper training of the Hcir-

|

Apparent to the British Throne that he should drink at
' every source of knowledge. Thus the Prince was a
student, in succession, at Edinburgh—where he was a

I pupil of Dr. Lyon Playfair, afterwards Lord Playfair,

!
and of Dr. Schmitz—at Oxford, where he was entered
at Christ Church, and at Cambridge, where he was,
somewhat informally, at Trinity College. It was,
indeed, during a visit to his son at Cambridge that the
Prince Consort contracted his fatal illness.

The King as a child

THE KING IS BORN
The Queen's second 'child, the Prince of Wales,

was born at Buckingham Palace, on November gth,

1841. He was baptized in water brought from the

Jordan. King Frederick William of Prussia came to

England to be his sponsor, and his birth " filled the

measure of the Queen's domestic happiness," as she
said in her Speech from the Throne at the opening of

the Session of 1842. But distressing events at home
and.abroad troubled the early years of the future King's
life, and made them a time of anxious concern for his

parents. The greatest disaster that ever befell British

arms occurred in January, 1842, when an army of 4,500
men retreating from Kabul was exterminated in the

Khoord Kabul Pass, with about 12,000 followers. This
shocking reverse was justly imputed to the Whigs for

their incompetent management of the Afghan War
;

but their successors inherited the charge of pushing on
hostilities at a great cost, so that the disaster might be

swiftly and amply avenged, as it was in September
when General Pollock defeated Akbar Khan in the

valley of Tezeen, and led back a victorious army into

Kabul. It is known how miserable was the

financial condition of the country at this date, and the

war expenditure made it the more urgent to take

energetic measures for relieving it.

* * *
Bv inheritance under a patent of Edward III. Albert

Edward became at once Duke of Cornwall, and a month
later he was created, by patent, Prince of Wales and
Earl of Chester -titles which do not pass by descent.

At his birth he acquired many other hereditary digni-
ties, both domestic and foreign, and others were after-

wards conferred on him ; but, for his future subjects
and for all the world, he has been, throughout his life-

time, the Prince of Wales. He was baptized in January,
1842, in St. George's Chapel, Windsor, when the. King'
of Prussia caused some sensation in Germany by coming
over to take part in person, as a sponsor, in that cere-

The King in '48

Engraved by Cousenii
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The King and Queen in their early married days The King studying at Edinburgh University

The King as a Colonel The Ki;ig at Carrfbridge
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In the relations of
private life, from his

childhood upwards, the
King' has been univer-

sally and deservedly
popular. Cheerful and
amiable, kind and
generous, ever ready
to sympathise with the

joys and sorrows of

those around him, a
true friend, and a loyal

antagonist, possessing
considerable mental
culture and wide in-

tellectual sympathies
without any tinge of
pedantry, he has repre-

sented worthily the

type of the genuine
English gentleman.
Though a lover of

sport, like most of his

countrymen, he dif-

fered from some of

them in never regard-
ing it as the chief

interest and occupation
in life. If he had been
born in a humbler
station he might have
become a successful

business man or an
eminent administrator,
for he possesses many
of the qualities which
command success in

such spheres of action.

The late Duke of Albany and the Duke of Connaught
as boys

He is a quick and methodical 1 secure him during the
worker, arranges his time so as never to be hurried, is I mother. Thus the augury is

scrupulously conscien-
tious in fulfilling en-
gagements, great and
small, with a punctu-
ality which has become
proverbial, never for-

gets to do anything he
has undertaken, and
never allows unan-
swered letters to accu-
mulate. Few men have
a larger private corre-

spondence, and his

letters have the clear-

ness, the directness,

the exquisite tactful--

ness, and the absolute
freedom from all affec-

tion which characterise
his conversation. Since
the beginning of the
war in South Africa
many a bereaved
father, mother, sister,

and brother, with
whom he happened to

be personally ac-
quainted, has received

from him consoling
words of genuine sym-
pathy. He assumes the
burden of his Imperial
task equipped with all

the invaluable experi-

ence which the most
painstaking discharge
of great duties could

lifetime of his august
good.

The Duke of Connaught as a boy The King and Queen shortly after their marriage
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The return from the altar — The marriage of the King and Queen

THE KING MARRIES
At the time of the death of the Prince Consort, our

never wholly to put off to the end of her life, and
she took no part in the festivities of the wedding'.
In January, 1864, a son was born to the Prince of

King, then Prince of Wales, was in his twenty-first I Wales, and was christened Albert Victor after both
year. He had spent several
terms at each of the two
Universities of Oxford and
Cambridge, and he had
already travelled much, hav-
ing visited most of Europe,
Egypt, and the United States.

In 1862 he was betrothed to

the Princess Alexandra of

Denmark, and in the same
year the Princess Alice, whose
devotion had so much com-
forted the Queen during the
first months of her bereave-
ment, was married to Prince
Louis of Hesse. That same
year, 1862, witnessed the ter-

rible Hartley Colliery acci-

dent, in which 199 men
perished ; the outbreak of the
cotton famine in Lancashire,
owing to the stoppage of
cotton supplies from America

;

and the opening of the second
International Exhibition at

South Kensington. The
Prince's marriage was so-

lemnised at Windsor on the
10th of March, 1863. The
public entry of the bride-
elect into London on the 7th
of March was a sight which
those who witnessed it can never forget, as affording
an almost unexampled display of loyalty and enthu-
siasm. The Queen witnessed the wedding from the
private pew or box of St. George's Chapel, Windsor,
but she wore the deep mourning which she was

An early portrait of the King

Photo by Downey

his grand-parents. At this

epoch the Princess of Wales'
father had just succeeded to

the throne of Denmark, and
Austria and Germany de-
manded the retrocession of

the Duchies of Schleswigand
Holstein to the Germanic
confederation. Christian IX.
resisted the claim, and
Prussia dragged Austria into

making war with Denmark.

v * *
The children born of the

marriage of the Prince and
Princess of Wales have been
six in all—three sons and
three daughters. Of the

former only one survives,

Prince George, Duke of

York, the second son, who
will now, in due course, be-

come Prince of Wales. The
eldest son, Prince Albert Vic-

tor, Duke of Clarence and
Avondale, was cut off prema-
turely in his twenty-seventh
year, on the eve of his mar-
riage. The third son, Alex-

ander, born in 1871, died an
infant. The Duke of York

is married to Princess Victoria Mary, daughter 01

the late Duke of Teck and of his wife, the popular
Princess Mary of Cambridge. There are four children

of the marriage, three sons and a daughter, the eldest

son, in direct succession to the Throne, bearing the
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The Queen and her daughters
From a photograph by Gunn and Stuart, Sloane Street and Richmond

name of Prince Edward Albert. Of the daughters of

the new Sovereign, the eldest, Princess Louise, is the

wife of the Duke of Fife and has two daughters. Of
her two sisters, the Princess Victoria is unmarried.
The Princess Maud became in 1896 the
wife of Prince Charles of Denmark.

<£ 35 v

From the moment of his marriage
the Prince of Wales took a prominent
place in the public life of his country.
He had already been sworn in as a
peer and had taken his seat on the
cross benches, for, notwithstanding his

keen interest in politics, he has always
been careful to keep clear of party.

He threw himself with all the eager-
ness and energy of his father into

great national movements, philan-
thropic, educational, and religious,

outside of the political sphere, and he
soon became the most familiar and
popular figure on such occasions
throughout the United Kingdom.
With Scotland, of course, he was
especially well acquainted. He made
it his business to know every part of
England. He visited Ireland with the
Princess in 1867, and on later occa-
sions, and has been always received

with a hearty appreciation that has
overborne the rancour of separatists.

In the Principality from which he
derives his title, he has always been a
special favourite, and he gladly con-
sented to become the first Chancellor
of the University of Wales, an office in

which he was installed at Aberystwith
nearly five years ago. But he has had
a much wider training in the know-
ledge of men, which is supremely
necessary to a constitutional ruler.

He has, of course, known Germany
and tli3 German Courts since his childhood, and is

acquainted with all the members of the reigning
Houses of Europe, most of them nearly, or remotely,
connected with him by blood or intermarriage.

A snapshot 01" the King
leaving Westminster Abbey

The King, like,his revered mother, owes more than
can be expressed in words to a marriage singularly
happy in itself, and of untold blessing to the Empire.
The moment Princess Alexandra of Denmark set foot,

to our unbounded satisfaction, on
these welcoming shores, she took all

hearts by storm, and her tenure of the

deep affection of the people has
strengthened year by year and day by
day. And as the British race claimed
her as their own, so she in turn gladly
accepted her adoption, and has ever
since been the first Englishwoman, as
her husband has been the foremost
Englishman. Her beauty, her sweet- •

ness of disposition, her gentle sym-
pathy touched the deepest sentiments
of those over whom she was destined

to reign.

¥ v *

The King has long been a familiar

figure in Austria-Hungary as Prince
of Wales. He> was present at _ the

opening of the Vienna Exhibition of

1873, and has several times since then
visited both Vienna and Budapest,
notably on the occasion of the late

Crown Prince's marriage. Much has
been written in the press of both
Austria and Hungary about the charm
of manner of the new King, his un-
failing courtesy, and his knack of
saying and doing the right thing at
the right moment. The King is the
honorary Colonel of the 12th Hussars,
which is.one of the crack cavalry regi-

ments. He possesses the Grand Cross
of the Order of St. Stephen.

* * *

Edward is a good old English
name, interwoven with our history

for ten centuries, and the King, in whose veins the

blood of our old Monarchs flows, has every right

k> use it. It was borne by his grandfather, the

Duke of Kent, but it belongs to the Royal Family
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Edward 1. Edward IT. Edward III.

by a much earlier title. A thousand years ago the first

Edward who bore rule in England ascended the Throne,
on the death, in 901, of his father, the great King-
Alfred. The name became still mors memorable in

the annals of the Saxon Monarchy when it was
borne, at a later day, by the saintly King who was known
as the Confessor. From that source the name was
brought into the
great House of

the Plantage-
nets, for the
pious Henry III.

was glad to be-

stow it upon his

son, afterwards
one of the great-
est of our rulers,

in memory of the
fou nder of West-
minster Abbey.
Edward I., the
" English Jus-
tinian," the
"Hammer of the
Scots," was as
unlike the Con-
fessor as could
be imagined,
and though the strain weakened in his unfortunate
son, the first " Prince of Wales," it revived in
Edward III., and in Edward the Black Prince, the
idol of his countrymen, and the paragon of chivalry.
Again the name was illustrated in the reign of
Edward IV., a ruler of singular capacity, who changed
not only the dynasty, but the policy, of the kingdom

Edward Prince of Wales, son to
Henry VI.

by his strong will. His son died too young, the victim
of treacherous ambition, to show even a promise oT
power. When the name reappeared in the only son
of Henry VIII., the promise was visible, but it

was blighted too early- Yet Edward VI., though he
was not yet seventeen, when he died, left his

mark on the history of his country during
the Reforma-
tion, and the
controversies in

the Church of

England during
his short reign
are still related

with those of the
present day. The
name which the
King has as-

sumcd thus
<.akes us back
step by step to

the most critical

periods in the de-

velopment of the
English nation,

to the Reforma-
tion, to the Wars
of the Roses,

to the " Hundred Years' War " with France, to the
ending of the Saxon Monarchy, and to the early conflict

with the Danes. Those who value the historical con-
tinuity of a nation will rejoice that King Edward VII.
will thus take a place in our annals which will bring
him into relation with the whole stream of national
development.

Edward the Black Prince

Edward IV". Edward V.

THE EDWARDS
Edward VI.
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The cortege passing into Piccadilly from St. James's Street

THE FUNERAL OF QUEEN VICTORIA
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THE PROCLAMATION OF THE KING
Shortly before nine o'clock on the morning of

January 24th', 1901; the gates between the Palace and
Marlborough House were closed by the police, and,
access From the Mall having also beeiT' stopped, the

crowd, which had been patiently standing on the
pavement opposite to Friary Court, was allowed to

cross the road and thus approach nearer to the point

on which all eyes had so long been fixed. Immediately
afterwards, however, the ranks were broken for a
moment to permit the entry of a group of mounted
officers, whose glittering uniforms and tossing plumes
indicated their high rank. The people, falling back,
recognised suddenly, at the head of the group, I lie

nothing of what should come next. Every eye, at first

diverted to Lord Roberts and his staff, was now fixed

intently on the balcony in front ; and presently from
the" middle window there emerged another group of
gorgeously -arrayed figures.

v * ¥
First came the Earl Marshal, the Duke of Norfolk.

The Duke had previously made intermittent appear-
ances, wrapped in a great-coat, and with a cocked-hat
upon his head. Now, however, he appeared bare-
headed and the great-coat had been put aside, thus
enabling the brilliant uniform, with the Garter sasli

The Proclamation of the King at Gibraltar
(Photo by Benabu)

familiar face of the new Commander-in-Chief, and a
hearty cheer was raised as Lord Roberts, followed by
Sir Evelyn Wood and the principal members ot the

Headquarters Staff, rode into the quadrangle and came
to a stand in front of the balcony. Lord Roberts and
his staff were all in full dress uniform. The breast of
the Commander-in-Chief glittered with medals and <

orders, and- r.cross the scarlet tunic spread the broad
Llue ribbon of the Garter. He rode a chestnut horse,

and in his right hand was grasped the baton of a
Field-Marshal. Immediately in front of him was
drawn a line of Grenadier Guards, standing two deep

;

and in front of the Guards'stood- their colonel and the
officer who carried the King's Colour. Behind Lord
Roberts, in glittering array, were ranged the members
of the Headquarters Staff; and behind them again the
eager, expectant line of people, craning forward to lose

across the left shoulder, to be seen to full advantage.
Behind the Earl Marshal came the Deputy-Garter
King-of-Arms and Heralds and Pursuivants—six in

number— in their gorgeous tabards, wrought with the

Royal coat-of-arms ; then came four state trumpeters
in lavishly gold-embroidered tunics and caps ; and
then again four of the King's Serjeants-at-Arms in

dark uniforms trimmed with silver, bearing the King's
maces. The sombre greyness of the scene was now
altogether transformed by the glowing colours which
balcony and quadrangle had been suddenly suffused.

It was as though a flower-bed had burst at once
from- bud to blossom. Every spectator at once un-
covered and stood respectively attentive as the state

functionaries grouped themselves. The four Royal
trumpeters came to the front, and beside them stood

the Norroy King-of-Arms (Mr. W. H. Weldon), who,
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The Proclamation at Liverpool
(Photo by Brown, Barnes and Bell)

in the absence owing to the illness of the Garter King-of-
Arms, acted as Deputy-Garter King-of-Arms. On the
left and right stood two Macers (Mr. G. T. Herslet and
Mr. E. A. Anson on the one side, and Mr. R. Holmes
and Mr. Edgcumbe on the other). Behind were ranged
the Earl Marshal and Rouge Dragon (Mr. Everard
Green), Bluemantle (Mr. Lee), Rouge Croix (Dr.
Marshall), the Somerset Herald (Mr. Farnham Burke),
the York Herald (Mr. Scott-Gatty), and the Windsor
Herald (Mr. Lindsay). The Lord Chamberlain (the

Earl of Clarendon) and the Lord Steward (the Earl of
Pembroke) were also present.

¥ ¥ ¥
Then, the signal being given, the trumpeters blew a

long, exultant flourish, and the Norroy King-of-Arms,

in a voice which allowed each woid to become easily

audible to every one within the quadrangle, proclaimed
the accession of King Edward VII. in the following
words :

—

Whereas it has pleased Almighty God to call to His
Mercy Our late Sovereign Lady Queen Victoria, of

Blessed and Glorious Memory, by whose Decease the
Imperial Crown of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland is solely and rightfully come to the
High and Mighty Prince Albert Edward : We, there-

fore, the Lords Spiritual and Temporal of this Realm,
being here assisted with these of Her late Majesty's
Privy Council, with Numbers of other Principal Gentle-
men of Quality, with the Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and
Citizens of London, do now hereby, with one Voice and

The Proclamation at Brighton
(Pfioto by A. H. Fry)
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Consent of Tongue and Heart, publish and proclaim,
That the High' and Mighty Prince Albert Edward is

now, by the Death of our late Sovereign of Happy
Memory, become our only lawful and rightful Liege
Lord Edward the Seventh, by the Grace of God, King
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

The formal phrasing of the proclamation lost its

ceremonial nature, and became a piece of stirring
declamation, and when the Deputy-Garter King-of-
Arms lifted his voice in the crowning prayer, "God
Save the King," the cry was spontaneously and irre-
sistibly taken up by every one present, and soldiers and

An early portrait of the German Empcror
(Photo by Hills and Saunders)

Defender of the Faith, Emperor of India : To whom civilians, officials and spectators joined with heart and
we do acknowledge all Faith and constant Obedience, ! voice in one fervent, responsive " God Save the King."
Uvith all hearty and humble Affection ; beseeching God, The trumpeters blared forth another triumphant
by whom Kings and Queens do reign, to bless the Royal flourish; and, as the troops stood to the salute and
Prince Edward the Seventh, with long and happy Years the King's Colour was lowered, the band struck up the

to reign over Us. God save the King. National Anthem. The King had been proclaimed.
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THE ROMANCE OF THE SCOTTISH REGALIA
KING EDWARD'S SCOTTISH CROWN

»»'»

For 110 years the Scottish Regalia were lost to sight, and
even to memory. And the loss would have been an irrepar-

able one, seeing' that they are the only ancient regal

emblems in Great Britain ; those of England were destroyed

by that iconoclastic General Cromwell. When Cromwell
" dung doun" Dunbar the Scottish Regalia were removed for

safety from Edinburgh in a haycart to the Castle of Dun-
nottar, and afterwards lay buried for years under the pave-
ment of Kinneff Kirk.

By the Treaty of Union between England and Scotland
in 1707, the Regalia were never more to be used, and were
to remain in Edinburgh Castle. Accordingly, they were
wrapped in a linen cloth, placed in a heavy oak chest

secured by three ponderous locks, and deposited in a thick

stone-walled windowless chamber. As years passed by
they were forgotten, unless when an ardent patriot threw

at Bannockburn over the English in 131,3, and sii ci Ihen
was worn by the Jameses and Queen Maty. It is of pure
gold enriched with many precious stones, diamonds, pearl.1

,

and curious enamellings. In height the crown is, from the
under circle to the top of the cross patee, 6j^ inches, in

diameter 9 inches, and in circumference 27 inches.. It is

composed of a fillet, which goes round the head, "domed
with twenty-two large precious stones. Above this circle

there is a small one with twenty pearl-tipped points, and
adorned with sapphires and diamonds. The upper circle is

elevated with ten crosses floree, each with a great diamond
in the centre, and these crosses floree are interchanged with
ten high fleurs-de-lys. Four arches proceed over crimson
velvet and meet at top : they are adorned with enamelled
figures, are surmounted with a niond of gold and a larg\

cross-patee.

The Scottish Regalia

aut doubts as to their being still in existence. Eventually
murmurs were to be heard that the Scottish Crown had
been seen in the Tower of London.

In 1817 the Prince Regent, afterwards George IV., signed
a Warrant to open the Crown Room. A party, including
the Lord President of the Court of Session, the Lord Pro-
vost, the Commander-in-Chief of the Scottish Forces, and,
the most famous of them all, Sir Walter Scott, the great
novelist, met and entered the strongroom. The dust of no
years lay on the floor, and the apartment was filled with
foul air. In the grated chimney-place lay the ashes of the
last fire, and a cannon-ball, the relic of some past siege, lay
en the floor. The chest seemed hollow under the sound of
the locksmith's hammer, and great was the joy and relief
when the Regalia were discovered exactly as they had been
deposited in 1707. The hoisting of the Royal Standard
proclaimed the successful quest to the citizens.
The Regalia now repose on a marble table in the Crown

Room, which has been renovated ; a glass case covers the
emblems and an iron cage surrounds all. The crown was
worn by King Robert the Bruce, who won the great battle

The sceptre is in length 34 inches, andJLs of silver double
overgilt, ft is richly adorned and engraved, and has
statuettes of the Virgin, St. Andrew and St. James. The
sword is 5 feet in length • the handle and pommel are of

silver overgilt, 15 inches in length • and the cross is of like

metal, 17^ inches long. On the blade are indented in gold
the letters Julius II., P. The sword is of a later dale than
the crown, and was presented by Pope Julius in 1507. The
mace, like the sceptre, is surmounted by a great crystal beryl,

stones of vast antiquity. The "great beryl " was an amulet
which made part of the sceptres of Kings of Scotland of the
earliest days of history, and such beryls are supposed to

have been the official badge of the Arch Druid.
Four memorials of the House of Stuart were deposited

along with the Regalia by order of King William in ICS30.

The principal is the ruby ring which, from the most ancient
times, Kings of Scotland wore at their coronation. The
others are the golden collar of the Gaiter presented to

James IV. by Elizabeth, and the ord<er of St. Andrew, cut

on an onyx. After all vicissitudes, the Regalia now repose
peacefully in the Crown Room, Edinburgh Castle.
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IN THE CHAPELLE ARDENTE AT OSBORNE
The Queen's bcdy being guarded by her soldiers
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TlJe signal from Admiral Rawspn's ship that the cortege has just started

from Cowcs

II. M.S. "Mars" firing minute guns
(Photos by Stephen Crib]))

The following photos of the Queen's funeral are by Gregory, Hughes and Mullins, Koulsham and Banlield, Gribay-dofT,

The Art Reproduction Co., Limited, Wickstecd and Palmer, I. Solomon, The Illustrated Press Bureau, Bender and
Lewis. Charles Knight, Hills and Saunders, Russell and Sons, F. Frith, Ball, Ivor Castle, Debenham, Donett and Martin
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The funeral procession starting Irom Osborne House

The Kaiser The King The Duke of Connaught The Ciown Prince of Germany

AT COWES
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The procession from Osborne

The procession from Osborne

AT COWES
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The Royal mourners following the Queen's body to the "Alberta"

AT COWES

H
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The King and the Kaiser

IN LONDON
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The Bluejackets passing along Piccadilly

The Non-commissioned Officers of the Household Brigade who
carried the Queen's body

IN LONDON
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1
Firing the minute guns in Hyde Park. At the word, "Are you ready?"

Firing the minute guns in Hyde Park. At the word "Fire!

IN HYDE PARK
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THE PROCESSION PASSES
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THROUGH HYDE PARK - .
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THE PROCESSION PASSING THROUGH HYDE PARK
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The arrival of the Queen's body at Windsor Castle
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The Grenadiers carrying the Queen's body into the Chapel Royal,

Windsor Castle

AT WINDSOR CASTLE
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The King, the Kaiser, and the Duke of Connaught, followed by the
aged King of the Belgians and the King of Portugal, in the funeral

procession to Windsor Castle

AT WINDSOR

J
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VISITORS SIGNING THEIR NAMES AT MARLBOROUGH HOUSE
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Some of the wreaths sent to Windsor

SOME OF THE TRIBUTES FROM THE EMPIRE

The King, the Kaiser, and the

Duke of Connaugbt
The King, the Kaiser, and the

Duke of Conuaught
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WRITTEN BY WARD MUIR

Only wedded three months, and a quarrel already !

Shocking ! Yet it was too true. The atmosphere of the
liny house at Brixton was charged with thunder-clouds. In

!he pprlour stood young Mr. Fenton glowering out upon the

vorld from under angry brows, while his pretty little wife

;at on the drawing-room sofa dissolved in tears.

Just how the storm had arisen it would be difficult to

xplain. A somewhat unreasonable criticism by Mr.
l'"enton of the breakfast bacon may possibly be regarded as
the starting-point. The flame, fanned by a hasty retort,

grew rapidly, and before the morning meal was over the

couple were arguing wildly along the unhappy path of

mutual recriminations. They ended by telling each other

that they wished they had never married.
" Well," said Mr. Fenton at last, " if you'' e tired of me,

I may as well join the Yeomanry and go out to South
Africa. Anything for a quiet life. The war there could be
nothing to all this bother here."

" Pooh !" said his wife, "that's very fine talk, Will, but

vou know you don't mean it. You're far too comfortable to

want to go fighting the Boers."
"Am I? " cried Will. " I'll soon prove that I mean what

I say. I'll send in my name to-day."
" If you're really keen on it," laughed Mrs. Fenton scorn-

fully, " I could write to my brother who's in the War Office,

fie might use his influence to get you a good position in the
forces."
" prat your brother ! I think I'm able to manage the

business myself, seeing I've been in the Volunteers for years
oast. They'll simply jump at the chance of getting an
experienced man. But you'll be sorry, Nelly, if I'm shot."

He rose from the table, and took the newspaper to peruse by
the fire.

His wife left the room, with outward disdain, but in reality

to go and weep, as has been said, in private.
' The two remained thus in their separate apartments for

ibout half an hour, Mrs. Fenton mopping her eyes and Mr.
Fenton pretending to read. Then the young man went off

to business, banging the front door of his little mansion
uigrily behind him.
He was in a very bad temper, but not in such a bad one

as to really contemplate leaving home. The idea, as a
matter of fact, had never entered his head. He had merely
;uggested it to his wife as a kind of threat ; and she had
actually received it with a calm proposal to assist him in

getting a position with the troops ! It was most heartless

jf her. She deserved to be taught a lesson. Mr. Fenton
cast about him to discover how it could be done.
He soon hit upon a scheme which charmed him by its sim-

plicity. It also possessed the merit of naturalness, for it

was nothing- more nor less than a following- up of their break-
fast-table conversation. He intended, in fact, to indite an
pistle to the War Office, volunteering for active service at

the front. This letter he would leave lying open on the hall

table after luncheon, as though he had forgotten to take it

with him to the post. His wife finding it, and seeing the
iddress on the envelope, would be sure to read it. There
was no doubt about the result. On his return from the
afternoon's business he would be met with open arms, and
loods of tears and apologies. All would be joy in the
liome once more, and he would grandiloquently tear up his

sham application, and fling the pieces into the fire. He
pictured the scene in his mind's eye, and dwelt lovingly upon
.t. A touch of drama is not amiss now and then, even in

real life, and Nelly must positively be punished for her un-
reasonableness. A trifling deception of this kind was quite

ad .lissible occasionally in dealing with a fractious temper ;

indeed it was his duty to act in an apparently unkind

manner for the moment. After all, it was only a means [a
an end, for it would do her a world of good.

Turning- over the plan, he felt as virtuous as the school-
master who assures a child that to chastise is more painful
than to be chastised, but that duty must always be placed
before mere inclination.

About midday he returned to luncheon as usual. The
meal was eaten in stony silence. At its commencement
Mrs. Fenton timidly tried to start a conversation, but hcr
husband, feeling that he could not allow himself to let ma
wife off so easily, after her conduct of the morning, did not
encourage the attempt. He eventually retired from the
room without having uttered a word. Just before he left

the house he placed his previously prepared letter on the
hall-table, in a position which would suggest that it had
been accidentally mislaid. Then he departed citywards
with the comfortable conscience of a man who has been at
some pains to perform a good deed, and now awaits its out-
come with a justifiable pleasure of anticipation.
He was somewhat late in returning from the office that

evening. The lamps were already springing into flanje
along the lines of pnvement as he hurried home through the
darkening streets. When he turned down the road in which
he lived, he noticed that the windows of his house were
brightly lit arrd wore a peculiarly inviting appearance.
Behind those closely-drawn blinds was a warm fire, a good
dinner, and—the penitent Nelly. He smiled at the thought
of the welcome that awaited him, and the clever manner in

which he had engineered it.

The garden gate creaked as he passed through. "That'll
bring her to the front door in double quick time," he mur-
mured. "She always used to recognise my step on the
grave! too."

But no one appeared. He mounted the steps and entered
by means of a latchkey. The vestibule was empty. He
looked round in surprise. Surely his wife had not gone
out' He hastily entered the drawing-room.
She was seated in a lounge chair, calmly reading a book.
" Nelly f

" he cried.

She iooked up coldly, and then dropped her eyes again to

the page in front of her. Not the slightest notice did she
take of her amazed spouse.
He, poor man, backed out again without another word.
His first move was to the hall-table. The letter had di ;-

appeared. He looked everywhere, but could not find it.

Then, a sudden fear tig-htening at his heart, he retraced "his

steps into the drawing-room.
" I—er— I've lost a letter," he remarked. " It was on

the table in the hall—er—and "

His wife let her book fall into her lap, and yawi.-.l

faintly.
" I saw an envelope lying- there," she said, "and as it

was stamped I told Mary to take it to the pillar-box in time
for the two o'clock collection."

"By Jove!" cried Mr. Fenton. "Nelly, you've done it

now !

"

"What's wrong?" she inquired, without much show of

interest.

"Wrong?" he shouted ;
" why, that letter was "

He ceased abruptly, realising that to tell her the truth

was a humiliation deeper than he could bear. To be com-
pelled to acknowledge that he had never intended to go to

South Africa at all would be too awful. No ; he must offer

no explanation. His main business at present was to think

of some way out of the difficulty into which his desire tp

discipline his better half had led him. Stifling his annoy-
ance, he fled from the apartment, resolved that he would
rather die than confess the details of his little scheme^
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He spent the evening- at his club, gnawing the stump of

an unlit cigar. He was too worried even to smoke ; for the

more he revolved the whole affair in his mind, the greater

did its complications appear. He cursed himself and his

foolish idea of terrorising his wife by a ruse of that

kind. The longer lie. contemplated it, the stupider did it

appear.
He had been an ass—this he admitted to himself. But to

admit it to Nelly also would be bitter indeed. Yet there

seemed nothing else for it but to go home at once and do
so. And this course of procedure somehow began to look
more inviting than he had imagined at first. For one thing,

it meant a reconciliation, which, however disagreeable the

process might be, he was inwardly longing for with an
intensity that almost surprised himself- The last twenty-
four hours, now that

He -tore it open, and tremblingly ran --his eye dovvn the
sheet of official paper it contained.
Then he uttered a stifled cry. The missive slipped from

his fingers and fluttered to-the floor. His offer had been
accepted. He was to report himself immediately.
He staggered to a chair, and sank down upon it, burying

his face in his hands. The blow had fallen, and it was more
than he could bear. To part with Nelly would break his
heart. Their stupid little quarrel seemed small now com-
pared with its terrible result. He groaned aloud under the
intensity of his misery.
A hand was laid gently on his shoulder. " Poor

old Will !
" whispered a voice. "Is it so very hard,

then?"
He looked up. His wife was bending over him.

was a curious
he looked back
upon them, had been
peculiarly dull. In

fact, he did not ever
want to pass .^uch

a miserable day
again. The revenge
he had planned (he

saw that it was
really a revenge,

and not a just punish-

ment) seemed a cruel

one, viewed dispas-

sionately. He longed
to go and beg Nelly's

pardon. They would
make it up, once
for all, and never
repeat their quarrel.

But as he pondered
the pros and cons of
the complication he
flushed angrily at the

thought of how
idiotic his conduct
would look in the

eyes of his wife.

The mislaid letter

scheme was so in-

tensely feeble ; be-

sides, it presupposed
a prying habit on
her part. He had
not merely p'ayed
the fool himseif, but
had insulted the hon-
our and intelligence

of his victim. The
idea made him writhe.

He walked slowly
home late that night,

resolved to hold his

peace for the present,

at any rate. If the
War Office rejected

his offer then the
worst twist in the
tangle would be
straight again. He
could find some
means of making
friends with Nelly again
necessary to confess his frustrated plan. But if he was
selected for South Africa—he shuddered at the bare notion.
It was not cowardice on his part. Will Fenton was a brave
man. But he possessed nothing beyond his earned income,
and a cessation from bis City work would soon place his

wife in poverty. The thought was horrible. His blood ran
cold at the idea of his darling Nelly being subjected to the
smallest discomfort.
He spent a sleepless night. Next morning lie was up and

dressed long before the postman came on his rounds. The
letters had hardly tumbled through the slit into the box
before he snatched them out, and eagerly scanned their

appearance.
Yes ; here it was. A big blue envelope with an imposing

crest.

There-

look of

herpity and love

face.
" Nelly !

" lie cried,

"I'm in awful
trouble."

She knelt down be-
side him. " Let's

begin by making up
our quarrel," she
said.

" No," he replied

"first of all I've got
to tell you my story,

and ask your pardon
for all I've done."

" Never mind about
that. I can hear the
story afterwards."

" But you don't

know how horrid I've

been, and "

"Perhaps I do,

though." There was
a roguish twinkle in

her eyes.

He looked at her in

perplexity. " What
do you mean?" he
asked. " That let-

ter
"

"Yes; the letter!
"

" You found it after

all?"
"I found it; what's

more, I read it."

" Then why ?
"

" You dear, simple
old boy, thinking I'd

be taken in by a hoax
like that ! The whole
tiling was as clear as
daylight. I knew quite

well you'd never
volunteer for the

front ; so when I

discovered the epistle

so ostentatiously
placed on the hall-

table I saw at once
that you only wanted
to frighten me a bit."

be 1 " Yet you actually posted it. O, Nelly, you don't know
what trouble your mischief has brought me into. The War
Office has accepted my sham offer, and I am to prepare to

start for South Africa at once."
Siie laughed gaily. "That was just my revenge !

" she
cried " But how seriously you took it. If I'd thought it

would give you such a lot of worry I wouldn't have done it."

" What do you mean ?
"

" Simply this. I posted yourletter right enough. But it-.vas

inside a note to my brother, explruning the whole affair to

him and asking him to help me to pay you out by sending you
an imitation of a formal reply on the official paper."

" Nelly ! And to think that I ever imagined
"

His sentence was cut short. A pair of arms were flung

round his neck, and a pair of smiling lips pressed against
his. Mr. and Mrs. Fenton had made it up.

His pretty litt'.c wife sat on the drawing-room sofa dissolved
in tears"

and after all it would not
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Sons of the Empire. A young Canadian from
British Columbia

ARMY DRILL REFORM
As one of the results of the war in South Africa, great

changes arc in contemplation in our system of military

training in the earlier stages of the recruit course. These
will be embodied in the new " Drill Book." The exact
details of the pending reforms cannot at present be stated
with any degree of certainty, as the subject is still under
consideration ; but the broad lines which the alterations

will take are now determined upon. In the first place,

the existing method by which the individual soldier is

trained during the earlier weeks of his service is found
to be wasteful and unsatisfactory. This is to undergo
complete modilication. In future more time will be devoted
to physical drill and less to that parade instruction of the
form so familiar to djutants, sergeant-majors, and drill-

sergeants of the past. To all intents and purposes the
barrack-square drill of the young soldier—such as remains

—

will begin when he takes up his rifle, for the setting-up
exercises he may be required to undergo previously will

be rendered subservient to the great object of preparing
him to act promptly on word of command rather as an

intelligent being than
part of a well-turned-

out machine. The
aim of the military

authorities is—(i) To
save the time now de-

voted to old forms of

setting-up drill
; (2)

to render the drill

lessMrksome ; (3) to

afford the soldier a
better opportunity of
exercising his intelli-

gence when occasion
requires ; and (4) to

simplify matters so
far as company and
section commanders
are concerned, and
give them a greater
hold over, and more
direct interest in,

those whom it is

their duty to instruct,

discipline, and lead in

action. Beyond this

brief outline it is un-
desirable to go at

present, as matters
are still more or less

in the discussion
stage. It may, how-
ever, be taken as

certain that when
in due course the

new " Drill Book
'

appears these will

be the leading fea-

tures of reform by
which the volum
will be marked.

v * *
It has been offi-

cially announced
from March 1st the
Royal Horse Ar-
tillery will be formed
into fourteen bri-

gade divisions,
each consisting of
two batteries. The
composition will

be :— 1st Brigade-
Division. N and S
Batteries ; 2nd, V
and \V ; 3rd, X
and Y ; 4th, Z and
AA; 5th, BB and
A ; 6th, B and C ;

7th, H and K ; 8th,

L and I ; 9th, F
and J 1 10th, D
and E ; nth, G
and O; 12th, P
and R ; 13th, T and
and B, will also be formed

Lady Ilely-IIutchinson

The wife of ihe Governor of Cape Colony

U ; 14th, Q and M. Two depots, L

V * V
It has been laid down that all claims for wounds, pension.'-,

&c, which may arise in connection with the war in South
Africa on account of any officer, native officer, non-com-
missioned officer, or man of the Indian Army who may
be, or may have been, employed on active service in tha
field, shall be arranged for and paid by the home Govern-
ment, so that the Indian Exchequer may be called upon to

bear none of the burden either now or hereafter.

¥ * »
Each squadron of cavalry and batten' of R.H. Artillerv

and R.F. Artillery in India is to be supplied with a certain

number of telescopes and binoculars, the value of which the
war in South Africa is said to have demonstrated conclusively.

fife"lr^8W6fe»w**l!i-' c
!

...'.. ..

&."•'-

ih^wi 3wl

The cross erected in the church-
yard of llickleton to the memory
of the three sons of Lord Halifax

The original cross, erected hy Lord Hali-
fax, was smashed anu defaced by some
persons unknown. Our photo shows the
cross restored by members of the Church

Union

Mr. W. Newbury, a veteran of the Royal .Marines

As a Marine he took part in the Proclamation of Queen Victoria, and
the other day at Uristol was one of the Guard of Honour at the Procla-

mation of King Edward VII.
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There is still such a great demand for black dresses for the Royal mourning,
that all the dressmakers have more orders than they can carry out, and the
milliners also are exceedingly bus} -

.

* «V *
I have seen several charming' black cloth gowns, many .severely tailor-made,

and all profusely ornamented with strapping' plentifully stitched. A> Princess
gown of black faced cloth had a very fanciful design in black glace, stitched
with silk, nearly covering it, with a vest and under-sleeves of black tucked
glace. With this was worn a toque and large muff of niched black glace,
ornamented with one large black silk poppy, with a jet centre, at the same
atelier. I saw a dinner-gown of black crepe-de-chine, with appliques of fine

black lace over it. The skirt was slightly gathered around the waist, falling*

very full around the feet. The bodice was cut round, showing the shoulders,

with long' lace sleeves matching the appliques, and slightly pouched at the
waist all round over a wide belt of black satin ribbon.

* * *
I saw several pretty blouses during' ni} 1 wanderings, one of black and point

darabe, to be worn over a black and white glace slip, and another entirelv

composed of alternate strips of narrow black satin ribbon and insertion; across
the back and under the arms came a soft black satin ribbon, six or seven inches
wide, tying in a bow across the bust in front, and making a chic finish. An
entire dies.s made in this way would be very pretty.

A Charming Grey Costume
With blask and white applique trimmim;

IN the Park I noted an original dress of

A Half-mourning, Coat
Dlack cloth coat relieved by Ijiack patinc with white spots

black suede cloth, having' large roses applique?
on to it in black panne, with the outlines of the
petals stitched in in black silk ; over this was
worn a very short sacque bolero, in- broadtail,
with a high collar, the front crossing and
fastening with two large jet buttons. A hat
•iind muff of the same fur completed the costume.

* ¥ v
As there will not be much opportunity of

wearing evening gowns except for home
dinners and the theatre, it is hardly worth
while to invest in an expensive dress. Home
dressmakers could evolve a very charming-
frock from plain or spotted black muslin
simply made with fussy frills around the hem
and a be^bt> bodice with tucked chiffon sleeves.

Black nun's veiling is also very effective, while
for more expensive tastes black ciepe-de-ehine
is, of course, ideal.

* * *
In Paris nearly all the evening dresses arc

being made with sleeves, some of them quite

short, but still sleeves. The dt>colletage is cut

round rather than square ; the fashion of

leaving the shoulders uncovered, as in the

Second Empire, appears to be very popular.

Several black dresses have narrow black

velvet shoulder-straps ornamented with a tiny

buckle, the chiffon or passementerie outlining

the de'colletag'e being carried on round the

top of. the' sleeves. A spray of flowers in

Parisian' diamonds or jet over one shoulder

and a' black' band- over the other (or the

shoulder left Dare) is exceedingly chic.
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The twin boys of a soldier who is serving with the
Elswick Battery at the front

Many evening- gowns are made in Louis XIV. style—in

fact, there seems to be a decided attempt to revive the old

modes not only in styles and brocades, but also in the
dressing of the hair. On this side of the Channel, however,
we do not take kindly to the revivals of old fashions, so that
there is every possibility (especially now that the nation is

in mourninsr) that these modes mar be left to Parisicnncs.

No coloured jewellery or muff chains arc being worn,
j

Pearls and jet reign supreme. Plain gun-metal chains, i-.i
|

some cases ornamented with pearls strung on at intervals,

are very popular, and I have also noticed a number of
handsome jet chains. Jet combs for the hair ha»ve taken
the place of tortoiseshell, and the only hair ornaments
permissible for evening wear are bows of black glace^ or jet

aigrettes.

Black silk neck-bands worked with pearls or having the
•' lie " ends finished off with a pearl tag or white silk

closely embroidered with jet, will take the place of the gold
and black velvet collars recently so popular, and they also
give a little relief to the sombreness of one's attire.

FOR miiiinerv, black glace and a soft crepe arc most worn
I saw a dainty toque of black crepe worn bv a very pretty

!

fair girl, which was most becoming, and would be exceed-
ingly simple to make. It was large and flat, standing out
over the face in front with a brim-like effect. The crepe
was swathed round it, and caught across the front with a
handsome jet buckle—the only trimming.

For smart occasions, large picture hats of tucked crepe-
de-chine, or stitched glace\ simply trimmed with long ostrich

feathers, are in great demand.

Large soft hats of black/>«««<>, which can be twisted into

any form at will, are a good investment, for the shape and
trimming can be altered when a change is desired, and the
< rfifect of a new hat obtained. For ordinary morning wear,
or for bad weather, folded black cloth toques, ornamented
with a long jetted quill across the front, are the most useful

head-wear, and if worn with a plain black cloth coat and
skirt, with (if desired) a large collar of black panne with a
white pin spot, it is quite smart enough for any occasion just
now.

I wolld advise my readers to keep their eye-, open for

cheap dress remnants in greys and mauves now, and lay
them by for later on. There will be such a demand for these

j

colours that they will be almost impossible to get, and very
expensive. Yanjti;.

HOW TO FURNISH SMALL ROOMS
No. III.

In days of yore, when persons were possessed of small
incomes, they were usually content to wear an aspect ol

dowdiness, which followed them in a continuous, uninter-
rupted harmony of circumstance throughout their dreary
existence. If they lived in the country this chronic con-
dition demonstrated itself at their entrance gate, and so it

went on to dowdy garden, dowdy poultry yard, dowdy hens,
dowdy dog, dowdy pony and dowdiest pony carriage. And
if they lived in a town they had a dowdy doorstep, a dowdv
knocker, a dowdy hall, and their dowdiness stood a living
presence in the house, a cloud that spread and curled up to
the roof till even the very chimney-pots wore a depressed
and dejected air.

The dining-rooms of these days were abodes of serious
gloom, little snuff-coloured rooms with skirting boards,
window frames and shutters painted a species of yellow
ochre colour. At the moment I see such a room in my
mind's eye, a little old room that had been born sad-
coloured and gruesome. A few years later an aesthetic

taste hailing from South Kensington strayed half across
England over Welsh mountains to express itself in that
solemn little parlour in a somewhat weird and inappropriate
fashion. Chancing- to glance up at its brown walls one day
I beheld the framed engraving's of the county celebrities

—

with which the walls were hung—had been draped about
with yellow Liberty silk ! How quaint' those old, rugged
Dundreary-whiskered, crop-bearded, grim-jawed countrv
faces looked peering out of yards of artistic hangings. The
lord lieutenant blinking- from out his silken arbour ! The
master of foxhounds aggrieved and ashamed and so
evidently shy of his yellow hood. The then Bishop ol

St. Davids protesting, as it was his business to do, at such
unmitigated frivolity, but all of no avail ; there they hung, a
grim joke of which everyone was aware save the owners of

the domicile.

From mistakes of this kind we must hope that at tin

beginning of this new century we arc free, and that we are
now able to create a cheerful, bright little dining-room
where neither gloom nor mistaken astheticism holds a place.

\ pretty piece of furniture
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One of the methods of managing the dining-room of ;i

snail house consists in converting it into a hall-dining-room

by the following method :—The door from the passage into

the dining-room is removed and an archway cut into the

wall between it and the passage, supposing the walls will

bear the change, which is not always the case.

This archway is filled in with heavy curtains, which can
>e closed during meal times, and looped back at other
periods of the day. This change effaces the gloom in-

separable from narrow passage and no hall, and in the

.'vent of this new arrangement, the dining-room must be
>apered with the same crimson paper as that in the hall,

vhile it should own a polished floor and possess an Indian
carpet or Indian rugs. The dining table should be round,
ind provided its legs are respectable its top may be of

)lain deal—and herein is an economy that need offend no
nan since a table-cover remedies any crude effect when the
tablecloth proper has been cleared away.
Taffeta curtains, lined, might be used for windows and

archway. Though some more substantial material would
mswer better for the latter ; and there are many stiff, strong
ituffs which have ousted the art serge so dear to the
heart of the economical furnisher of bygone days. A ladv

I

who has lately started a furnishing business has in her shop
in Sloane Street some of the loveliest taffetas I have seen,

j

Excellent in colour and design, their price is moderate, and
one [sees them in close juxtaposition to the wall-paperings
with which they are to live.

As to sideboard, what can there be more pleasing than
the old Welsh dresser, of which I here give a picture? It

does not take up much space and has a picturesque, quaint,
solid, unpretentious charm of its own, while its dark oak
colour stands out well against crimson walls. Oak rush,

bottom chairs are well suited to the species of dining-room
I describe ; indeed, all oak furniture should appeal to the

owners of small incomes, since the most muscular maid-of.
all-work can hardly damage its honest, sturdy proportions.

On the contrary, the more ill-usage it is subject to the more
venerable does it become.

I shall be happy to send designs of oak sideboards and
chairs to any inquirer, and any questions relating to house
t>r household management shall receive my immediate atten-

Lion.

A stamped envelope must accompany inquiry, and letters

must be addressed <o " Furniture," Blaci xnd White
Budget.

- », ^ i»

CORRESPONDENCE

Dear Sir,— Please find enclosed postal order for two
shillings for the veteran, Henry Howes, about whom we
have read in Black and White Budget, which I lake in

every week regularly, so I shall see the acknowledgment
of this modest sum, and I trust many others also, if you
publish the receipt of these very small sums at all.

I'. B. M.
¥ * *

Oir Veterans
[i desire to thank the writers of the following letters for

their kind contributions towards the relief of Henry Howes,
a Crimean veteran.— Ed.1
Dear Sir,— I ;

enclose postal order for five shillings if

you will be good enough to forward it to Mr. Henry Howes,
the Crimean veteran, as a little tribute of respect. Thank-
ing you in anticipation.—Yours truly, F. W. R.

Dear Sir,— I have very great pleasure in enclosing a
postal order for two shillings for the Crimean veteran,
Henry Howes. The amount is not large, but I earnestly
hope that more readers of Black and White Budget will

help to make the sovereign which " Constant Reader

"

suggests in your Budget of January 19th.— I am, truly

yours, (Mrs.) Mary J. S.

f'emberton.

* * *

Sir,— I have much pleasure in enclosing is. postal order
towards the subscription for Mr. Henry Howes, the Crimean
veteran, ana trust he may in his declining years have the
care and attention which he, as an old soldier, has every
right to expect. And we as a nation ought to find it our
duty to provide for those brave men who have fought for

their country and are now no longer able to work.—Yours
truly, L. A.

Edinburgh.
¥ * ¥

"Thomas Atkins."

A gallant officer writes:—" The . origin of 'Tommy
Atkins ' as the name given to our rank and file arises simply
from the fact that in former days when our men were less

educated than now, and could net always sign their names,
.1 form for making their mark was given in the small

boo;< issued to each man, and k thus always appeared
!tis

Thomas x Atkins—hence the name-; it has no other
mark

origin.

—

Colonel."
v ¥ V

Dear Sir,—May I through your paper, give "An
Admirer of the Brave ' anotner version of the origin of
"Tommy Atkins"? It is to be found in Brewer's Phrase
and Fable, and is as follows;—"The term arose from the

little pocket-ledgers served out at one time to all British

soldiers. In these manuals were to be entered the name,
the age, &c, of each individual. The War Office sent with
each little book a form for filling it in, and the hypothetical

name selected, instead of John Doe and Richard Roe
(selected by lawyers), was 'Tommy Atkins.' The books
were instantly so called, and it did not take man)- days to

transfer the name from the book to the soldier."—Yours
faithfully, DOROTHEA FORESTER.
Westend House, Wickwar.
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THE FIRST PARLIAMENT OF THE KING AND THE CENTURY

Brilliant weather and a brilliant scene ! An epoch-
making' day ! The early morning was atmospherically
discouraging, but long before the Royal pageant was due
to start the fog graciously cleared off, revealing the heavens
blue and cloudless. The wind, though, bit shrewdly, and
severely tested the powers of endurance of those who were
compelled to wait hours in the open. This, our favourite

"north-easter," wreathed itself about one like an icy

shroud, when it was not piercing one iike a poinard.
Gradually, however, friend Sol rose in the heavens, and
contrived to impart a little warmth—a very little warmth

—

to the surrounding atmosphere. He shone his brightest,

though, and that was very gratifying. Will the proverb of
"Queen's weather" pass into the proverb of "King's
weather," I wonder. To-day augured well for it.

impossible. The police were driven, by the multiplicity ot

anxious inquiries, to tautological retort, such, for instance,

as, " You can't go through, because you can't go !
" Some

"privileged" individuals occupied very elevated positions,

not disdaining to invade the tops of tall chimney-pots.

* ¥ •¥

The space in front of the House of Lords was kept by the

Irish Guards, and for an hour or two cabs and carriages
streamed through with distinguished occupants. As the

bells rang out a merry peal the Royal equipage began to

arrive, the footman and coachman enveloped from neck to

heel in capacious red cloaks, which entirely concealed the

glory of their liveries. The approach of each carriage was
signalised by the salute of the Guards. On they came in

The State Carriage in which the King and Queen journeyed to Westminster
(Photo by Henschel and Co.)

When I took up the position in the House* of Lords
assigned to the representative of the Black and Wliiie

Budget, there was still plenty of time in which to study the

surroundings without. During- the previous day it had been
extensively questioned as to whether, on account .of the

inclement weather, there would be that vast assemblage of

people which one would naturally suppose such a function

would bring- together. Many things were prophesied to

damp the loyal ardour of the populace, among them a
sudden and heavy snowstorm the night previous !

* * *
The pessimists, however, were altogether wrong-

, and the
people turned up in their thousands. Every inch of vantage
ground was taken up at an early haajr, and so eager was
the desire to obtain but a glimpse of Vhe Royal procession
that enormous crowds gathered at spots quite remote from
the line of route, patiently and persistently attempting the,

quick succession, Duke of Cambridge, Duke and Duchess
of Connaught, Duchess of Cornwall and York, and others,

all receiving the homage of doffed hats

* * *
A short pauoc. Then a few minutes to two the head of

the procession appeared. First, the squadron of glistening

Guardsmen, then close in their wake the first carriage, with

the Pages of Honour and the Gentlemen Ushers, followed

in .turn by the remaining four carriages, the fifth being the

most elaborate in the way of equine trappings and vehicular

embellishments.

¥ •? ¥
Then burst forth profound'" Oh's !

" and " All's!' as the

gorgeous gold State coach, bearing his Most Gracious
Majesty and Queen Alexandra, moved majestically along. It

was drawn by eight Flemish creams, who had a burden offour

tons behind them. Surely this is the most elaborate vehicle
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ever seen ! With the sun shining upon its gleaming1 exterior,
it might have been a ccach conjured up in a dream of Fairy*
land.

* * ¥

Thk King was dressed in a scarlet Field-Marshal's uniform,
with the blue ribbon of the Garter acros > his shoulders. He
also had on a military great-coat, which was thrown back,
revealing his orders and decorations.

* * *
QUEEN ALEXANDRA wore an ermine cape, over which was

the badge of her new honour, a Garter ribbon. On her
head was a black lace veil and a small tiara. It is quite
superfluous to say his Majesty's Queen Consort looked
charming-—she really appeared younger than ever. It

would also be almost a needless use of words to state that
both King- and Queen received a veritable ovation : the
" Oh's !

" and " All's !
" had scarcely been uttered ere they

were drowned in the tempest of cheering.

The King, standing at the lectern btfo.-c him, delivered
his impressive speech in fine oratorical style, his observa-
tions on various national questions being fully appreciated
by the entire assembly. At times he spoke with a depth of
feeling that drew a full measure of responsive .sympathy
from all who had the privilege to hear it.

BRUTUS
There is a superstition that the death of a captive lion

foreshadows tile death of a monarch.
The Zoological Society has just sustained a serious loss

through the death of the African lion, Brutus, who died
early on Sunday morning, January 20th, after three days'
illness. He has lived an eventful life, and closed it peace-
fully at the age of seventeen, having served more frequently
as model to artists and students than any lion since the
famous old Duke, who reached the still greater age of
nineteen, a sum of years equal in a great cat to one hundred

According to the old superstition the death of a lion foretells the death of a King.
"Brutus," the lion depicted above, died in the Zoological Gardens a few days

before the death of the Queen
CDrawn by Miss L, Beatrice Thompson)

The procession was prompt to. a minute, and as their

Majesties entered the Victoria Tower the first of the forty-

one guns boomed from St. James's Park, and reverberated
above the ancient pile.

if if if

Great with mediaeval splendour as was the outdoor por-
tion of the ceremony, that within the walls of the House of
Lords was superb in its impressive magnificence. The
normal light of the House is not by any means brilliant, so
the aid of electricity was sought, and this shone and scintil-

lated upon a bewildering display of gold and glittering
gems. Here were gathered together the greatest nobles
and ladies of the greatest nation of the earth, with the re-

presentatives of all other important nations present in full

and imposing panoply, the whole distinguished assembly
being dominated by a truly regal King and Queen. The
latter were seated, side by side, upon a dais, the Queen in

crimson robes, and on her head a small crown ; and the
King wearing a robe of State over his Field-Marshal's
uniform. -

years of life to a man. Brutus was not so large as Victor,

the Queen's lion, who died in Jul)', 1899, but n 's mane was
much finer and his head more majestic, being a fair example
of the typical "British Lion."

Until he was twelve years old Brutus was a performing
lion, but one day after Christmas, 1895, he was put into a cage,
which for the first time had bars on three sides instead of
only on one side. The show was in the Agricullu -al Hall, and
the number of spectators unusually large, so it wassupposea
that Brutus was over-excited or frightened : for when the

lion-tamer entered the cage the infuriated animal rushed at

him, and the unfortunate man was so mauled before he
could be rescued that he died of his injuries next day in

hospital. Brutus also was much knocked about, but he
was bought by Mr. Rowland Ward and presented to the

Regent's Park Zoological Gardens, where he has lived since

February 26th, 1896, in comfort and loneliness, for he never
recovered his good temper, and refused even to enter the

large open-air cages in bright summer weather.
L. Beatrice Thompson
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The advance guard of the procession passing Westminster Abbey

The Royal Coach passing Westminster Abbey
(Photos specially taken for Black and White Budget)
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The best part — Are you ready ? Go !

The worst part — Pulling the toboggan up-hill
(Photos by J. Coster, Eastbourne)

TOBOGGANING AT EASTBOURNE
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Discussing the points of the last run

At the close of the day — Rather bumpy
(Photos by J. Coster, Eastbourne)

TOBOGGANING AT EASTBOURNE
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NAVAL JNTOTES
The Admiralty have directed that the crew of the Wood-

cock, the China river s;ervice vessel, who are now on passage
home, are to be granted an extra week's leave on paying-off

has been commissioned for service on the Cape of Good
Hope and West Coast of Africa Station.

* * *
The Portsmouth division of the Channel Squadron '•

On leave— The "Missus" keeping the boys at home
tDrawn by \V. Rainey, R.I.)

i 1 consideration of the special service on which they have
been employed in the Yang-tse.

» * *
The Raltlcr, gunboat, has passed out of the dockyard

hancls at Sheernccs upon completing- an extensive refit, and

having a month's exercise at Berchaven. The division

returns to Spithead about the nth of next month.

7 * *
The Liverpool branch ofthe Navy League has purchased

on mortgage for j£6, 100 the Clifton Hall Estate, Egremont,
Cheshire, as a training college for boys.
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In the year 167S one who describes

himself as J. Worlidge, Gent., pub-
lished a book called "Vinetum Britan-

nicum : or a Treatise on Cider and other

Wines and Drinks extracted tram Fruits

growing- in this Kingdom." "And," adds
fhe title-page, " a description of the new
i lvented Ingenio or Mill, for. the more
expeditious making of Cider.". As a
frontispiece to the first volume there is an.
illustration of the mill and also one of the

press.

Now," it is a strange thing that with all

the novel inventions that have appeared
of late years, that nothing new has been
invented for the making of cider. Be it

understood I am not speaking of factories,

where I believe the}' have all sorts of new
and ingenious devices for sterilizing and
purifving the beverage. It is of the smaller

makers, which are to be found in hundreds
all over the West-country, Herefordshire

a^ many other parts of England where
aoples are plentiful. These private indi-

viduals, such as squires and farmers, use a
mill and a press almost exactly the same as

i , depicted in the illustration in this book,

and which, according to the author, had
been lately invented in 1678, over two hundred years ago.

|

be carefully done (for a musty cask is fatal), they are reared

1
With the f-

And * DESCI

.INC R
for shemoic

V
Andalfo

jWETHi cl

II
^ Jm Steak

~^¥ i
Frontispiece and title-page of an old book on Cider published in 1G73

The mill is almost a facsimile of what is now used ; also the press, only a square ens
obtains nowadays instead of a round

In Somerset, where my photographs were taken, cider

making is quite the event of the year. It causes a most
unusual stir in the country, each labourer taking a personal

interest in the manufacture, as in these parts they are served

out with an allowance of cider per diem.

The first operation is the cleaning and repairing of the

barrel: . After much washing and scrubbing, which must

Carrying the cider to the cider house

up on end to dry in the air. The press has also to be
cleaned, and the large tubs, or "keys," as they are called,

all have to be scoured out. These latter are used to catch
the cider as it runs from the press. After all is spotless,

some nice straw is fetched ;- this, has to be threshed by hand
with a flail, as a machine would break it too much. This
straw is termed reed, and is used for biading the fruit on the

press.

For weeks past the pile of apples has been slead'.ly grow-
ing. The method of collecting the fruit varies, some pre-

ferring to keep them on the barn floor, others in the orchard ;

this is of no importance, and is merely a matter cf choice.

The apples are allowed to what is locally called " work a
bit," as if they are not slightly decayed the cider will not

keep, neither will it be of such a good colour.

The end of October or beginning of November is usually

the time that the manufacture is carried or. The apples
are either picked, shaken or beaten down, and any wind-
falls are collected. For the very choice cider the fruit is

gathered by hand, each
apple being carefully se-

lected. All sorts are used
in the ordinary or rough
cider. Kingston Blacks,
Morgan Sweets, pippins,

and a small red variety

called locally Bloody
Warriors, are perhaps
the most popular in the
West-country.
When the fruit has

worked sufficiently it is

put into the mill. This
mill consists of a deep
trough. It has a double
set of rollers, the first are
fitted with spikes, and
tear the apples to pieces.

The others are real rol-

lers, and grind the fruit

as it goes into the second
trough, placed to catch
what is there named
pomace. When a suffi-

cient quantity has been
ground, it is shovelled out

on to what is termed the

bed of the press, and is

formed into a neat shape
by means of a couple of Carrying in the apples
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Paring the "cheese"

planks joined together, and called the square. When
first put up, each layer, or cake, as the Somerset folk

name it, is from six to seven inches high.- In Devonshire
these cakes are known as "rearing-*." The reed is put
across to prevent the fruit squashing too flat when pressure
is applied. In some instances specially prepared cloths are
used instead of straw, but the veteran cider-maker counts
these a new-fangled notion, and prefers to stick to the reed.

Generally six or seven cakes go to a cheese, which i« what
the square of pomace is called, but a larger one can Oe made
if required. When the last layer is put on the press, a
wreath of stra\v, which is termed the crown, is placed on
top, then a square "of planks to keep all in place. A Ievei-

[

i 5 applied, and the men push the screw, which is over the

press, round and round till it is very tight. They then

fasten a rope on tp an iron bar, forming a sort of windlass.
This is worked by two or more men, till the juice runs out
into the key or tub, which stands under the gutter of the

press to catch the liquid. It is now ladled out with a bowl
into a larger key, over which there is a strainer. After

straining, it is carried in buckets and poured into the
barrels. The bung must be left out at first, then it must be
only lightly put in, in order to allow the cider to work, or, in

other words, to ferment. It bubbles like boiling water,
froth bursts out of the bung-hole, and one wonders the

cask does not burst, such a commotion seems to be going
on within.

After the cheese has been well pressed, the screw is un-
fastened, and with a sharp knife the sides are pared all

round, the parings being carefully thrown on the top.

Leverage is again applied and the juice runs out once more,
but not so freely as before. This operation is repeated
sjveral times, till at last no amount of squeezing will bring
forth another drop. The cheese then looks a very poor
thing, and to the uninitiated seems to be of no more good,
but the thrifty West-countryman will tell you that it is

capital food for the pigs, and that these animals consider it

a dainty is soon evinced by the rapidity with which they
gobble it up when it is thrown out to them.
An enormous quantity of apples is used annually in the

manufacture of cider. The fruit is gathered in baskets
generally of a uniform size, usually a bushel. Two of these
baskets go to what is called a " bag," and as a rule seven
bags will yield about a hogshead of cider. In the Wect-

counlry 60 lbs. go to a bushel, and fifty-four gallons of cider
to a hogshead. Therefore, to make fifty-four, gallon-, of
cider 840 lbs. weight of apples have to be ground up. The
cheese in the accompanying illustration ran seventy gallons
of pure cider which was the juice of thousands of apples,
nothing whatever being added to it. Some people use it

within a year of its manufacture: others keep it longer with
the idea that, like some wines, it improves by keeping,
This is merely a matter of taste, it being fit to drink within
six months of its manufacture.
The cider which is termed champagne cider is simply the

rough cider carefully bottled. As a rule old champagne
bottles thoroughly cleansed are used for the purpose. It

seems to create a certain amount of fixed air itself, and
nothing is necessary to be added to cause the sparkle.
People who like it very frothy will put a grain of rice in each
bottle, others a little sugar, but nothing is essential, as the
natural sweetness of the apples becomes more apparent
when it is bottled, and cider that has been comparatively
sour when in the rough or " still " state will be fairly sweet
when bottled. In the West-country it is generally used in

the rough, being drawn off straight from the casks when
required. Nearly all the men expect an allowance of cider
each day in addition to their weekly wage. This quantum
rarely exceeds a quart per head each day. That it is a
healthy beverage no one who has seen the strong, hearty-
looking labourers in Somerset and Devon can deny. In
these days, when one hears so constantly of the adulteration
of beer, which is essentially the poor man's drink, it not
unnaturally occurs to one to wonder why cider, which is

known to be nothing but the juice of apple", is not more
universally drunk by the working- classes of England.
That it will keep well from year to year is testified to by

the writer of. the Treatise on Cider of two hundred years
ago, for he says in his first volume : "As for cider, that we
have had long and constant experience of the making of it,

The "cheese" complete, ready to be pressed
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In the village where I took t!ie photo-
graphs which accompany this article, beer
is almost an unheard-of luxury. The people
are a hard-working, thrifty lot, for the
most part the picture of health, and
though earning a smaller wage than their

brethren nearer large cities, are compara-
tively far better off, nearly all having the
proverbial "three acres," and many of
them more than one cow. Drunkenness
is astonishingly rare, a little cider going
a long way, and the majority wisely think
enouerti is as g-ood as a feast.

Extracting the juice—working the windlass

and preserving it for several years in its

true and genuine taste; cider of two an,d

three years old being not unusual in these
cider countries, the late Lord Scudamore
having had a repository on purpose to

preserve it at his seat in Herefordshire,
and that without any sophistication or
adulteration but by the only art of right

preparing and ordering it, by which he
preserved cider for many years, it still

retaining, or rather improving its good-
ness."
Thus, if in a year like 1900 apples were

plentiful, we could make a sufficiency to

guard against a year when apples were
few and the fruit harvest poor.

In his second volume, which was pub-
lished in 1689, J. Worlidge, Gent., adds
some further notes ort cider, in which he
says :

—

"What delight or pleasure there can be
in drinking such compounds, or how much
this must conduce to health or long life, I

have every unprejudiced and ingenious
man to judge."
Could anyone refuse such an appeal ?

Nobody likes even in these enlightened
days to be thought prejudiced or stupid.

It is proposed to erect a memorial to the
memory of all officers, non-commissioned
officers and men who have been killed or
died during the Ashanti Expedition, 1900.
Colonel Sir James Willcocks, K.C.M.G.,
D.S.O., lately commanding the Field
Force, has given the movement his

warmest support. A committee consisting
of Colonel Burroughs (West African Regi-
ment), Mr. G. B. Haddon-Smith, C.M.G.
(late Political Officer), and Major Eden
(Oxfordshire Light Infantry), has been
elected by the officers of the Field Force.
Subscriptions should be forwarded to

Rolling in barrels of cider

West-country thrift. Feeding the pigs on the last of the
after every drop of cider has been extracted

' cheese "

Messrs. Henry S. King an '( Co., 45, Pall

Mall, London, S.W., and marked,
"Ashanti Field Force Memorial Fund."

¥ ¥ *
An Army Order states that Militiamen

serving in South Africa after the comple-
tion of one year's service will receive, in

addition to the pay, &c, earned during
their twelve months' service, a further

gratuity equivalent to pay, &c, for a
period of at least forty-two days. They
will also receive, in lieu of the gratuity of

30s., to which their first twelve months'

service has entitled them, a gratuity of £3.

In future, officers who are Knights
Commanders of two or more Orders are

to wear the ribbon and badge of one Order
only. As a general rule the star of the

senior Order only should be worn. On
special occasions, such as meeting the

Sovereign and other Royal personagec, all

stars of Orders may be worn at the dis-

cretion of the wearer.
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Bathing in mid-winter at Santa Monica, California

WINTER BATHING
BY M. DINORBEN GRIFFITH

The very thought of open-air bathing' in winter in our
climate would send a shiver through the sturdiest. To the

favoured dwellers in and visitors to the coastal towns and
villages of that garden of enchantment—Southern Cali-

fornia—it is one of the many delights of the day.
The shores of Santa Monica during our gloomy winter

months rewound with happy laughter. A preliminary frolic

with the incoming waves gives us a fine appetite for break-
fast in tents on the sands, the tables loaded with luscious

fruit which forms an indispensable part of every meal.
More bathing, more fun, then a gallop, drive, or bike ride

to the Hotel Arcadia, famous for its fish luncheons and

I

dinners, after which many return to the beach to continue

j
their bathing and swimming ; others go yachting, or fish-

ing from a 1,400 feet pleasure wharf.
The Hotel Arcadia faces the Pacific Ocean, and from its

many windows the less robust visitors can still enjoy the

exquisite air while lazily watching the myriads of white
sails which dot its surface. Loafing and dreaming indoors,

or tired and sun-tanned out of doors, both are equally

delightful ; the only chronic ailment of the place is a con-
tinuous and ravenous hunger.
San Diego, the principal city of the southernmost country

of California State, is another favourite all-the-year-round

bathing resort ; its climate is unsurpassable, and its har-

bours the finest in the world. Here are held water balls,

the dancers wearing the most coquettish costumes.

Bathing in mid-winter at Santa Monica, California
(Photos by J. A. Ramsey)
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A German* army officer has estimated that in the course
of the century wars have killed no less than 30,000,000 men
in civilised countries, and if we consider the fearful slaughter
which look place during' the Napoleonic conflicts, this is

probably well with-

in the mark. The
military rule of
Napoleon, from
1801 to 1815, cost
humanity 5,340,000
lives. The invasion
of Russia — one of
the most bloody
campaigns ever
undertaken in the
historyofthe world,
when the fearful

loss of life is con-
sidered—resulted in

125,000 men on the
side of Napoleon
being killed in

battle. Cold, hun-
ger and fatigue

caused the death of
132,000 more. In
this campaign the
Russians took pri-

soners to the num-
ber of 193,000, in-

cluding 48 generals
and 300 regular officers. The total loss was therefore
450,000 men. Exclusive cf the Austrian and Russian
auxiliaries, there remained of all the enormous host which
Napoleon had set in motion at the beginning of the cam-

Ycomanry watering their horses in Crocodile River

paign only about 40,000 men at the end of it ; and of
these not ten thousand were of the French nation. In
the . battle of Leipsic, in 1813, Napoleon lost in killed
and wounded at least 50,000 men. This was the battle

in which Napoleon
was overthrown by
the Allies, and
which, it will be
remembered, was
succeeded by the
surrender of Paris
and the abdication
of the Emperor.
Waterloo, in spite

of the glory with
which it will ever
be associated, was
another frightful

scene of carnage.
On June 18th, 1815,

the never-to-be-for-

gotten date, Wel-
lington's army lost

100 officers slain,

and 500 wounded,
very many mor-
tally ; and of rank
and file kilied and
wounded 15,000.

Of the 75,000
whom Napoleon

conducted to this last and deadliest of his battles, not

more than 30,000 were ever again collected in arms. In

the Crimean War 95,615 lives were sacrificed, while in South
Africa the list is totalling up to thousands.

A typical piece of ground. This is a gully near Ladysmith through which the guns of

the 28th Battery of Royal Field Artillery were dragged. And people wonder why the
war is not finished
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A wagon of the Royal Irish crossing Dalstrom Drift

The bush veld in Lydenburg. Two officers of the Gay Gordons enjoying the scenery
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TO THE DEATH

THE FIGHT FOR THE LEADERSHIP OF THE HERD
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THE ARMY
The alacrity with

which the call for new
recruits has . been
answered in Great
Britain, in Australia,

and in Cape Colony
is most gratifying-.

Cape Town alone,

where on Saturday
Sir Alfred Milner re-

viewed five thousand
of the City Guard,
has sent a thousand
mounted men to the
front, and contin-

gents of Lord Kitch-
ener's new mobile
army have sailed

from Southampton. The task ma)' still prove long' and
arduous, but it will none the less be accomplished in the
end. " Believe me," wrote Piet de Wet to his brother
Christian, "when I tell you that no troops are being sent
back to England, but that thousands are still coming' to

South Africa." However, it is quite hopeless to expect that
the impassioned and eloquent appeal of Piet will produce
the slightest effect. A general who is so stubbornly set

Colonel Owen
1st King's Dragoon Guarc

empty treasuries. In neither

State could the Boers carry
on the work of government.

V V V
How much better, then, he

urges, to accept the reasonable
terms of the British ! "As soon
as the finances allow of its

being done, we shall govern the

country virtually ourselves, have
our children properly educated,

and save the people as a nation."

The case could not be better

put, and there is little doubt
that a considerable section of

De Wet's followers would gladly

welcome the chance of laying
down their arms. But, unfortu-

nately, the irreconcilablcs still

retain the mastery in the Boer
councils, and both Steyn and
DeWet seem bent on completing
the ruin of their peoples. They
have matched their resolution

against that of the British

Empire, and the trial is to be
one of endurance.

Capt. H. F. F. Seaiight
1st King's Dragoon Gds. , Adjt.

Capt. C. P. Quieke
1st King's Dragoon Guards

Igainst surrender that he orders the murder of peace
envoys in cold blood lest his deluded followers should know
I he truth and listen to reason, is not likely to be turned aside

from' his purpose by a brother's pleading. Yet the force of

that pleading is pathetic in its earnestness. He shows how
the Republics are absolutely ruined, and how impossible it

would be, even if their independence were restored to them,
to feed their starving inhabitants from their broken and

Lieut. Adam
1st King's Dragoon Guards

The permanent hutments for

the military at Bulford Camp
are now practically completed,
and are almost out of the

hands of the contractors and
occupied by troops. The huts
are all of one pattern, and the

appearance of acres of long,

low buildings of a' leaden hue
is very monotonous to the eye, but there seems to be no
doubt in the minds of those who have had experience in

the erection of such buildings that these huts are the best of

their kind ever erected in this country. Accommodation is

provided for three brig-ade divisions of Royal Field Artillery,

four battalions of infantry, and the necessary complement
of men and horses of an Army Service Corps. The whole
of the buildings (except the litter sheds, coal sheds, and

Capt. E. A. Williams
1st King's Dragoon Guaids

f ^ ,

A squadron of the 1st King's Dragoon Guards
(Photos by Russell and Co., West Kensington)

REINFORCEMENTS FOR SOUTH AFRICA
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Officers of the 1st King's Dragoon Guards

latrines, which are built of brickwork in cement) are timber
framed, covered on the outside with rough boarding', felt,

and corrugated iron, and lined on the inside with rebated
and V-jointed match-boarding" stained and varnished. In

the married quarter lines each but is divided into four tene-'

men'ts of three rooms each, and in the single quarters each
hut will acommodate twenty-four men and one non-com-
missioned officer. It has been stated that the huts were to

be condemned because the ventilation was unsatisfactory,

and admitted snow and rain during stormy weather. The

War Office officials in designing- the huts had to choose
between two evils—the risk of a little snow beating in

during stormy weather, or stuffy and unhealthy rooms in

summer time. If more inconvenience is experienced in

winter than had hecn anticipated a remedy could be applied

at a very trifling cost.

v v s>

Mess allowance at the rate of ^50 per annum will in

future be issued to messes of depots Royal Horse, Fie'd,

Mountain, and the Garrison Artillery.

Sergeants of the 1st King's Dragoon Guards
(Photos by Russell and Co., West Kensington)

REINFORCEMENTS FOR SOUTH AFRICA
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gloves, and you can easily pass a penny through his finder-

ring-. At his meals he eats treble the amount which would
more than satisfy y~>\i or I. His parents are quite ordinary
size folk ; he is married and an Oddfellow.
The life of a "great" man like Mr. Wilkins has many

j

drawbacks. He cannot go out among his fellows ; he can-

j
not, in fact, do anything like his fellows. His booting and

I clothing are quite expensive " contracts," and his demands
I for headgear make his hatter very mad. Cabby will not
have him for a fare, and busmen object to givine him a

An ordinary ring Mr. Wilkins' ring. A penny
can be put through it

"WEE WILLIE WILKINS"
A RECORD IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

During my somewhat chequered career I have en-

countered many shocks, but was never so " taken aback"
as on a recent occasion in the saloon of the Paragon Music
Hall, Mile End. I had an appointment with Mr. Wilkins,
one of the latest visitors from the States—and the biggest.
I sat on the cushioned lounge, and was prepared to wel-

come a " large man," but when the colossal form of
Wilkins swayed into the apartment, I confess, without a
blush, I just jumped!
The camera-gentleman was with me, and he turned

livid, clutched frantically at his tripod, exclaiming, " This
is a sorry joke ! You said he was a creature of modern
times ; you did not say he was pre-historic !

"

Had it not been for my restraining influence he would
certainly have slid under the seat, or dashed through the

opening into the street.

I myself stood bewildered. I rubbed my eyes, and asked
myself if this was really the twentieth century London,
and the Mile End? Or had I, by some spiritual process,

Mr. Wilkins' foot compared with a "small eight"

been transported to Liliput, and was this Gulliver ?

I, however, plucked up courage, and advancing to the
monumental gentleman, said, " Mr. Wilkins, I presume? "

He inclined his head, and out swung a huge, pendulum-
like arm, which was an Invitation to "shake." This was,
of course, impossible, so I just made a handful of one of his

fingers, and simply " clung."
Mr. Wilkins undoubtedly improves upon acquaintance,

for I soon found him most communicative and interesting.

He told me all about himself. I learned that his age was
twenty-six, that he was abnormally small at birth, weigh-
ing only 81b. Until the age of four he was just the average
size, but then he suddenly " got a move on him," and
soon left his fellow-creatures far behind. At the age of ten

he was 6 ft., and by eighteen he had reached his present
height, 8 ft. 2 in. Since when he has been stationary.

He is the son of an American farmer, and his early years
were spent in tilling the soil. He is very fond of shooting
and is a good shot. He also has a penchant for literature.

He weighs 28 st., and can easily lift 500 lb. with his right

hand. With his arms outstretched he measures from finger

to finger, the same as his length, 8 ft. 2 in. ; he has a

24/4 in- thigh, 58 in. chest, wears 24's in boots, 14's in

Air. Wilkins' nat with an ordinary hat (of a

large size)

2d. ride. As a matter of fact, on a recent occasion, whib
driving to his hotel in Leicester Square, the vehicle "gave
out," and shed awheel.

It is almost needless to remark that while friend Wilkins
is driving through the streets of London in an open landau,
he is the " cynosure of neighbouring eyes," and the subject
of some very pertinent remarks. He, however, takes every-
thing with a philosophic calm, which admirably befits one;

so exalted. His voice is in keeping with his physical pro-
portions, and not, as is often the case^ a squeak from c.

Mr. Wilkins' hand compared with an ordinary large haccl
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mountain. He speaks with a true

giant's voice, and when he opes his

mouth it matters not what dog
barks.
As I parted from the Brobding-

nagian son of the soil, I thought of
Goldsmith's philosophy, " Man
wants but little here below." This
individual possesses about three

times the average amount of mate-
rial

!

Mr. Wilkins is just now appear-
ing at various London Halls, and
is well worth seeing.

As a rule phenomenally large
people are not possessed of "good
looks." Even if not absolutely re-

pulsive, there is generally some-
thing about the face to cause one,

so to speak, to "keep one's dis-

tance." I am bound to say that

Mr. Wilkins has narrowly escaped
being an exception to this rule.

Unfortunately in early life, while
on his father's farm, he met with
a verv severe accident, which de-

veloped into a partial distortion of
his face and head. He received a
vicious kick from a horse, which
rendered him unconscious for hours.

Although he was incapacitated for

a while, it was thought afterwards
that he had finally recovered, and
that no ill-effects would accrue.

Time, however, proved this sur-

mise to be incorrect, for after a
while a protuberance presented
itself on the left side of his head,
the face also becoming mis-shapen.
If you should happen en this side

in the first instance—as I did—you will naturally ex-
perience an irresistible desire to go round a corner. On
the right side, however. Wilkins is unquestionably a good-
looking giant, and he is altogether a well-proportioned

man.
A very good

idea may be
gathered from
the accompany-
ing illustrations

of the relative

sizes of Wilkins'
pedal and digital

appendages and
those of ordinary
mortals. The
small and almost
ladylike boot,
which occupies
a comparative
position beside a
boot of Wilkins,
is one belonging
to the writer ; the
miniature hand
beneath what
appears at first

sight to be a side
of baccn, but is

really a hand of

Mr. Wilkins and a tall man

Wilkins is about 5 ft. dr.. in height.
During our interview the Giant,

smoked a cigar held in a holder
which would have made a very
serviceable drain-pipe, and I found
it difficult to suppress a smile when
he asked his business manager to

give him a light from his (the
manager's) cigar.

I omitted to ask Wilkins if he ever
patronised shilling " hops," but I

think we may take it for granted
that the ponderous one would find it

somewhat difficult, not to say
perilous, to give an exposition of

the " light fantastic." As I watched
him slowly and cautiously lift his

mighty feet, I thought of Lockhart's
elephantine revels. It was more
like the movement of an elephant
than anything else I could think of.

I thought of quite a lot of things I

should not have cared for him to do
to me. For instance, it would have
been extremely unpleasant if he had
have stepped upon my corn, even
though he begged my pardon after-

wards ; to have had him sit upon
my knee would have been a crush-
ing affair ; and, if spitefully inclined,

he had taken my hand in his " good
right hand," and introduced it

sharply to the wall, it would at best

have been a hospital job, if not an
undertaker's.

Wilkins recently paid a visit to the

office of a London daily paper, witli

the result that the entire staff in-

stantly stampeded, and the pro-

prietor afterwards had the greates!

possible difficulty in inducing them to return to their places.

I wonder whether Wilkins has ever thought of wha(

a success he would be as a lamplighter.
H. S. Hargkeaves.

Wilkins, is now
penning these
words t he
smaller of the

Among the ad-

ditions made to

the central stage
performance at

the Royal Aqua-
rium, Westmin-
ster, are a set of

war pictures
shown on the

cinematograph,
and a series

showing the fu-

neral procession

of the late Queen.
These depict the

cortege arriving

at Trinity Pier

and the passage
through the
Solent of the

Royal Yacht
with the coffin on
board, the scene
at Hyde Park
Corner, and the

arrival of the
funeral proces-
sion at St.

George's Chapel.
While the pic-

tures were being
shown the band

Mr. Wilkins and another tall man

two hats is an
average size,
as is also the
smaller of the
tw: rings. The

j

played Chopin's
figure of a 'Funeral March,'
man standing be- all standing
neath the out- ' with heads un-
stretched arm of covered. Mr Wilkins and still another tall tnai
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properly from
the devouring
carried out on

LONDON'SFIRE BRIGADE
A VISIT TO HEADQUARTERS

Of the many admirable institutions

in this country, there is not one which
commends itself more to the disci-

plinarian than the Fire Brigade. The
dual task of savins' life and saving1

Receiving a call during an enter-

tainment. This telephone alarm
is in the gymnasium

the fiery clutches of
clement is admirably
a system which is as
near flawless as cur-
rent experience can
make it.

Considering; the

number of conflagra-
tions, large ard
small, which occur
during the year, the
loss of life and de-
struction of propci ty

are comparatively in-

sig/nificant. So com-
plete and prompt, so
systematic and effec-

tual are the measures
adopted by the Bri-

gade, that only in

exceptional cases can
fires extend to very
destructive lengths

;

and improvements
are constantly being
introduced into the
general system to

still closer limit the
field of fire-activity.

One of the latest of

and adjoining buildings, and secure some interesting pic-
tures of life therein.

Altogether there aie about no men at the station, in-

cluding the drill class. A'l the firemen live on the premises
with their wives and families. A recruit has to go through
a three months' training, when he is either " fit " or " hope-
less "

; he is, however, almost always successful. As is

pretty generally known, nearly all firemen are recruited
from among seamen, and they are very apt pupils. Other
callings, though, are not excluded, but very few other than
sailors are found to be any good for tln^work. A recent
recruit at Southwark is an ex-soldier, who was with Buller
and 4'7 i~ South Africa.

It is, cf course, always a case of " Ready, aye readv !

"

night and day, at the station. At ten o'clock every night an

these is a portable telephone, which is carried by the

members of the Brigade, and can be switched on at

any fire-alarm pillar, creating' direct vocal communication
with headquarters. At present these instruments are used
only by the firemen themselves;, .hut in time there is no
reason why they should not in some way be at the disposal

of the general public,.who" might'use them to simplify the

locating of a fire, and expedite a.", turn-out."

It is interesting to compare the old-fashioned " squirt'.' in

vogue at the time 'of the Fire of London, and the latest

pattern of steamer. Some people might contend that the

disparity between them, both as to dimensions and effective-

ness, is so great that all comparison is destroyed. That
may be, but they represent the prevailing notions for dealing
with fires at the' two periods, r6 1 and 1901. -

Most people, at any rate met Londoners, are familiar

with the exterior of the imposing edifice in Southwark
Bridge Road, in which is locate 1 the headquarters of the

Metropolitan Fire Brigade, L.C.C. It is, of course, the

largest station in existence. It is here that the recruiting

;^oes on, and embryo fire-heroes are matured and perfected.

Here also - reside the Chief of the Brigade, Commander
Wells, and his much-respected wife, Mrs. Wells. It was
through the courtesy of the Commander that I was recently

enabled to make a tour of inspection through the station

On the alert — The firemen sleep in their clothes

Saving life by the escape

apartment joining the station-shed is transformed into a
bedroom for the men of the horsed - escape. Wooden
trestles are brought in and placed about the room, on

which the men lie, fully dressed, with belt,

hatchet, &c, ready for an immediate " turn

out." The men for the steamers disrobe
and turn into bed in ordinary manner. I

asked an officer how long it took these
men to dress. He replied, " O, about
thirty seconds !

" Think of that, ye fair,

who sometimes dispose of half a day
" tittivating."

Mrs. Wells might aptly be described as
the " Mother of the Brigade." It is clear,

from the affectionate manner she is always
referred to by the men, how popular the

lady is with them. Frequent entertain- *

ments are organised in the gymnasium,
which is fitted with a stage and scenery.

It is interesting to note that the scene
represented in the illustration was painted

by Mrs. Wells herself.

Every Christmas the gymnasium is
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brightened up with
festive decorations,
and the men, with
their wives and
friends, hold high
revel with Orpheus
and Terpsichore.
Stern duty is not,

however, in any
way neglected, and
it is a striking com-
mentary on how
closely akin are
pleasure and peril,

that in the middle
of an airy waltz

these hardy and
intrepid heroes may
be suddenlv called

upon to quit their

fair partners, and
dash away to a
burning building.

A telephone is spe-

cially fixed to the

wall of the gym-
nasium, and communicating with the main buildins", for the .

c - - 1purpose 01 giving the necessary warning.
The drill-room has a very different story to tell. One of I

Trying candidates at Headquarters

accompanied by a
comrade, went into

the burning build-

ing, only to find

later that their

rclrcal was cut off.

They made for a
room on the top
floor, the window
of which was pro-
tected with strong'

iron bars. These
were immovable,
but one of the
men was able to

squeeze between
them and make
good his escape.
Jacobs, however,
was much broader,
and unable to do
likewise, with the
result that the hap-
less man perished
in the room.
Two lives were

lost at the burning of the Alhambra. One man fell from an
escape, rendered helpless by the extreme cold ; the other,

while in a stooping position, was struck by falling masonry,

the walls is entirely occupied
which are shelves filled with
killed and injured. Each one
full particulars.
The dead are fur-

ther inscribed upon
the " Roll of Hon-
our," a large oak
panel, on which
are affixed a num-
ber ofbrass tablets.

There are eighteen
altogether, and the
list begins with the
name of Braid-
wood, and con-
tinues in chrono-
logical order. Some
pathetic and stir-

ring stories are
e.nbodied in these
cold, brief and
official announce-
ments. The name
of Jacobs recalls

the fire at Wands-
worth, when this

hapless fireman,

."Vlethods of lifting an unconscious man

with a large glass case, in 1 and was instantly killed, his back being broken,
the battered helmets of the The first fireman to receive injury at this conflagration
has a label tied to it, giving I came about in a peculiar way, and was related to me by the

man himself. He
was stationed en

a high wall, with

a length of hose,

waiting for the

water to come
through. In order
to gain a firmer

footing he stepped,
as he supposed, on
to some leads, but
which turned out
to be a glass fan-

light, which gavt
way beneath him,
Fortunately it had
a metal frame, and
to this he clung till

he was rescued,
badly cut with
broken glass. Had
he fallen he would
have descended a

great depth ir.to

Steam drill at Headauarters the flames below.
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In the Museum— The battered helmets of dead heroes

A very practical test of strength is next supplemented, in

the shape of hauling up an escape from a horizontal to a
perpendicular position, or nearly perpendicular. It is con-
sidered a severe muscular trial, being' a pull of 240 lb. An
illustration of a recruit in the act of accomplishing this

accompanies this article. The pulling is done by means ot

tackle, fastened respective'y to the ground and the foot of
the escape.
The embryo fireman is happy when he has successfully

passed this stage, for then he becomes a full-blown proba-
tioner, with a wage of 24s. a week. But he has three trying-

months still before him, dining which his capacity for the
calling will be tested to the utmost. He is watched over,
literally "taken throug-h the ropes," by seasoned veterans,
who know the whole thing from prologue to epilogue,
chapter and verse.

It, ol course, becomes necessary that a fireman should
possess a thorough knowledge of ever}- implement he i

.

nailed upon to handle. He is well grounded in this branch
of the business in a very novel and interesting manner. In

what is called the Drill Room is a collection* A half-sections

of almost every kind of implement used in connection with
the Brig-ade, including- the boiler of a steamer, hose, fire-

plugs, nozzles, flanges, even to a street lamp with an indi-

cation of the position of a hydrant. Thus the recruit, in

addition to verbal instruction, receives ocular demonstration.
He is also-made familiar with the use of steam by means
of what is known as " steam drill," when water is pumped
throug-h a length of hose from the roofof an adjoining build-

ng into a canvas cistern in the yard below.
Perhaps the most important branch oi instruction, and the

severest, is that referring to the saving of human life.

Here the recruit will require all his nerve and muscle.
Escapes are run up against a higfi building, and the new
fireman is instructed to mount to the roof with as much
expedition as may be, and brinf; down an old fireman as'

safely as possible to ground. Of course, not much difficulty

is experienced in g'oing up—sailors are so used to climbing-

that they generally regard this part as mere " child's play "

—

but it is different with the coming down, weighted with a

j

heavy body. The " subject " for rescue holds himself in a
Strang-e indeed are the circumstances which sometimes

j

limp condition, and is taken across the right shoulder of the

put a period to men's lives. One night a fire broke out in a rescuer, head hanging over the back towards the left

turning off the Strand. There was also a big fire at the shoulder, in a diagonal direction. The rescuer, with his

London Docks. One fireman, who was net aupposed to be ( right arm, clasps the body about the knees, leaving his left

on duty that night, volunteered to take another man's place,
|

at liberty to secure his own safety, steadily descending until

and went to the Strand fire—and to his death. He fell 1 he reaches his comrades below. H. S. Hargreaves.
from an escape and was killed instantly.

Every Wednesday drill classes of an
hour's duration are held at Southwark.
We can never hope to entirely abolish

fires ; anyway not while there is such a
thing as fire insurance.
There is no special method in vogue

for receiving recruits for the Brigade.
A candidate just walks into the yard at
headquarters and expresses his desire
to become a "fire hero," and if he- is

a seaman, which, as I have already ex-
plained, is generally the case, his nau-
tical "discharge" papers are examined
by the Commander. This is for the
purpose of discovering whether he is

likely to be, intellectually and morally,
a credit to his proposed new callings,

and also to find out what is the length
of his experience on the seas, which is

taken into consideration. A man who
had only "dabbled" in seamanship
would not be reg-arded as an eligible

candidate. They want no amateurs.
Provided his papers arc satisfactory,

the applicant is passed 0:1 to the Brigade
doctor, who thoroughly examines him to

discover if there exists any physical or
constitutional defect. This is a most
important measure, for those who arc en-
gaged in saving life and property from
the fire-demon need be thoroughly sound
in mind and limb ; they must be muscular,
iron-nerved, and courageous. It would
bs a serious matter if one of them "gavs The Theatre and Gymnasium. The drop scene was painted by
in " at a critical moment. Mrs. Wells, the popular wife of the Commander
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THREE CURIOUS BIBLES
Coverdale's Bible, the first Bible ever printed

in England, contains a curious rendering of the

well-known verse in the 91st Psalm:—"Thou
shalt not need to be afraid for the terror by
night." In this quaint old book the passage-

reads :
—" Thou shalt not nede to be afrayed for

any bugges by night.'' Amongst collectors this

edition is known as the " Bug Bible.''

The same volume is sometimes termed the
" Treacle Bible,'' from its use of the word
"treacle" for "balm" in the last verse of the

eighth chapter of Jeremiah. " Balm in Gilead"
reads " triacle at Galaad."
Perhaps the most famous of these old Bibles

is the "Breeches Bible" (printed at Geneva).
In it Adam and Eve "sewed figge tree leaves

together, and made themselves breeches."

_ -_~_ ,„., .„ - . ,,. __- ,- -.-. ;*, ... -.,. ._•-*.
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The modern English of the words seen in the
illustration of the " Bug" Bible is :

—"He shall cover thee

under his wings that thou mayest be safe under his feathers.

His faithfulness and truth shall be thy shield and buckler.
" So that thou shalt not need to be afraid for any bugs by

night, nor for the arrow that flieth by day.

uttt

opentf
mim

The Breeches BiVle

'

"The Bug Bible"

Gazette:—"The King has been pleased to direct letters

patent to be passed under the Great Seal of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, granting the

dignities of Viscount and Earl of the said United King-
dom, unto Frederick Sleigh, Baron Roberts of Kanda-

har, K.G., K.P.,
G.C.B., G.C.S.I.,
G.C.I.E., V.C.,
Field-Marshal and
Commander-in-
Chief of his
Majesty's Forces,
lately Field - Mar -

shal Commanding-
in-Chief the Forces
in South Africa, by
the names, styles,

and titles of Vis-
count St. Pierre
and Earl Roberts;
of Kandahar in

Afghanistan, and
Pretoria in the
Transvaal Colony,
and of the City of

Waterford." Earl
Roberts having no
male heir, the title

" For the pestilence that crccpcth in the darkness, ncr for 1 descends to his daughter, the Hon. Aileen Mary and her
the sickness that destroyed) in the noonday. male children. if he has no male children the title then
"A thousand shall fall beside thee and ten thousand I goes to her sister Ada Edwina.

at thy right hand, but it shall. .
."

V * »
The words of the " Breeches Bible " (Genesis

iii. 7) are: "... of and did eat, and gave also

to her husband with her, and he did eat.

"7. Then the eyes of them both were
opened, and they knew that they were naked,
and they sewed fig-tree leaves together and
made themselves breeches " (the ordinary render-
ing is " aprons ").

"8. Afterward they heard the voice of the
Lord God walking in the garden in the cool of
the day, and the man and his."

* » V .

The words of; the "Treacle Bible" are:—
"... ofmy people is hu«w*j from a far country :

is not the Lord in Zion ? Is not he King in

her? Wherefor then have they grieved me
Khali the Lord say) with their images and
foolish strange fashions ? The harvest is gone,
the summer hath an end, and we are net
helped. I am sore vexed because of the hurt
( f my people. I am heavy and abashed ,'31-

there is no more treacle at Gilead, and there is

no physician that can heal the hurt of my
people." Chapter ix. follows.

mf* $6 •'

* * I Mill

\Adb ana tUvx ismpWuumjfyti r4

',.

Lord
title, as

Roberts hz

announced
chosen the following

1 the words of the The Treacle Riblc'
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Camels resting after being unloaded- They had brought
in sweet potatoes from the country for the Allied Troops

A view of Legation Street, Pekin, looking east from
Canal Bridge near the United States Legation

As a means of temporarily governing; the city of Pekin, the I Nearly all the Powers, save, perhaps, France, have laid

Allies have established' " spheres of influenc;." To each | down as their primary law to the people they rule that the
Power represented among- the foreign troops which came to | streets sh?M be relieved of their filth, and kept in a state of
Pekin was allotted a certain

sectionof the Tartar City,

and also a certain portion of
the Southern, or Chinese,
City. Under a general sys-
tem of government, planned
hi council, the Allies "have
gone ahead to rule Pekin
until the Emperor of China,
with the royal party, comes
back to reassume his duties,

or until some further plan is

devised.

It has been rather interest-

ing to observe the different

characteristics of the various
districts. The Chinese seem
to realise that the Germans
have come to Pekin bent on
avenging the death of their

Minister, and have accord-
ingly, where they have been
able, given the German dis-

tricts a wide berth,' and
settled preferably in the
British, American, or Japa-
nese "spheres." The
Japanese are, perhaps,
closer to the Chinese than
any of the other Powers, for
the reason that they have
lived close to the country,
and made a study of the
Chinese characteristics. And,
too, they are able, many of
them, to read and write the
Chinese language. There

Street barbers in Pekin ready to shave the troops
(From stereoscopic photographs by Underwood and Underwood)

cleanliness. Why such an
organisation as a foreign
army should concern itself

about such a trivial matter
as the removal of the time-
honoured filth of Pekin was
at.first hardibr the Celestials

to understand. They even
thought it a joke. However,
a fewflourishes ofthe sentry's

bright bayonet soon taught
them that the great Powers
were dead in earnest.
Foreigners who have spent
years in Pekin say it* is a
most sublimesight to tnem to

see a Chinaman out in front

of his door wielding a shovel
or a broom. None but the
scavengers ever turned a
hand to ridding the streets

of their filth before, and these
scavengers only selected
such matter as would be ot

commercial value.

* .¥. * ,

Offenders in each dis-

trict have been dealt with as
the ruling Power saw fit.

Beating one's wife in the

German districts at first

brought down the sentence of

fifty blows, and later it was
changed to several days'

labour on the street. In the

British and American dis-

tricts of the Southern City
looting came to be considered
the gravest of offences. Loot-has been a disposition on the

part of the Japanese to treat the Chinamen kindly, even to I ing is the siege name for robber}-. Two Chinamen were
paying rent on buildings occupied by the troops and officers. ' caught red-handed by the American patrol while they were

THE OCCUPATION OF PEKIN
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carting- goods away from a house where they had no right

to be. After being duly tried, they were shot. Chinese
robbers have since been extremely chary of committing
depredations in that neighbourhood. In districts ruled by

As a means of acquainting the people with what they are

to expect, proclamations have been issued. After being
carefully translated into Chinese, these were put. in the

hands of native lithographers, who put the characters into

'ihe occupation of Pekin. A gathering of Chinese and Manchu Christians assembled to

present an umbrella to a missionary
(From a stereoscopic photograph by Underwood and Underwood)

certain other powers crimes of much less weight have been
|
stone, and duly turned out huge printed sheets, which were

amenable by death, and a Boxer, whether reformed or posted on various walls throughout the districts—perhaps
otherwise, generally stands a good show of being shot with pasted over the very proclamations which the Boxers issued
-i -tie delay. J demanding that all " foreign devils " be driven out or killed.
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THE ELECTRIC WIRE DISASTER AT LIVERPOOL
Two men and several horses were killed and many persons injured
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THE HANDY STIRRUP IRON, OR HOW "TOMMY" HELPED THE FAIR SEX
TO SEE THE KING [Photo by R. K. Burt
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The clothing' of the little ones is a problem that we

always require to be thinking out, for their wardrobes need
to be constantly overhauled and replenished : and while we
like them to look fresh and dainty, serviceable materials and

fashions must be considered if

any wear at all is to be got out
of the garments. With the
help of a good children's dress-

maker, working by the day,
all the girls' and small boys'
clothing can be made at home,
while a good many things, such
as shirts and nightshirts, &c,
can also be made for schoolboys
who have arrived at the age of
tailor-made suits.

* * *
To take the dressing of girls

first, the most important item
of their wardrobe at this time
of the year is a warm coat for

the" daily walk. This should be
loose and reach to the bottom
of the skirt, and the prettiest

model I have seen was of white
cloth, double-breasted, with a
strapped yoke and revers, some-
thing after the style of the

tailor-made driving-coats worn
by "grown-ups." Large mother-
of-pearl buttons were used for

the fastening, and the cuffs and
collar were finished with a band
of white fur. A little white fur

cap and muff and long white
gaiters, buttoning up the leg,

completed the costume, which
looked particularly smart,
though . white hardly comes
under the heading of " servifce-

able " for everyday wear. •

Children look
particularly bonny
in either bright red
or pale blue, and
this model could be
carried out in thick

coating of either

colour, with or
without fur, as de-

sired. A muff and
Tam-o'-Shanter, or

Dutch bonnet, of
the same material could be worn (if the latter style i-s worn,
a curl pulled out over the ear on either side of the face
is de rigttcur). Another style of coat that looks well in

either coloured or white cloth has a cape (or two or three
capes in sizes) over the shoulders, the coat itself being plain
sac underneath, and the sleeve" having large Robin Hood
cuffs. With this style of coat three-cornered felt harts

of the same colour look most picturesque.

* * *
Frocks for little girls up to nine or ten are best made

quite loose, falling from a deep yoke at the neck. A pretty
and very useful dress in this style can be made with blue

serge, smocked with red into the yoke, which, together with
cuffs and collar, are piped with red at the bottom. There
should be either a deep hem or two or three tucks, to allow
of the dress being let down as 'the little ones shoot up.

From ten to fifteen'the dress should be~gathered into a belt

at the waist, the skirt being slightly gathered on to it all

round. , Blue serge with yoke or pipings of bright red, makes
the neatest and most serviceable of school frocks, and the

A pretty Evening Frock
The model one was of black net over white, but

it would look just as well all black

serge can be washed or cleaned as good as new when it gets
spotted or dirty.

* * *

Instead of pinafores for nursery wear I prefer overalls,

with a yoke and loose sleeves that cover the entire dress, of
brown holland and blue butcher linen, or blue zephyr with a
white spot, and in summer they can be worn as dresses in

the house when the outdoor frock is removed. For best, of
course, the pinafores can be as elaborate as wished for, for

as they will not be worn in the nursery they will not get so
soiled, and so are not likely to have to undergo so much
rubbing at the laundress's hands. The "Minnie Palmer"
pattern, with a lace or striped insertion yoke and tiny tucks
around the bottom, is the prettiest pattern.

¥ * *
Party dresses of white silk (which can now be "obtained

from 9|^d. the yard), with narrow imitation Valenciennes
lace insertion, are the daintiest ; or if a cheaper material be
required, nun's veiling (from 8^d. per yard, double-width)
is very soft and pretty, and can be obtained in most delicate

shades, though, personally, I think nothing looks better
than white or cream.

A fine Black Cloth Costume
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In speaking of everyday frocks, I have not touched upon
the sailor shape, as I consider them so cheap to purchase
ready made that they need hardly come under the category
of home-made clothes. A very warm and useful garment
for little girls, and suitable for either summer or winter, is a
navy blue fisherman's jersey, and several warm skirts of
pleated cloth or serge, which require so little material that

they can be made out of very small remnants or pieces left

over from the frocks of the bigger girls. Small boys also

look exceedingly well in these jerseys, and the little knicker-
bockers worn with it are very easy to make at home. With
this costume, of course, a reefer coat should be worn, and
either a stockingette fisherman's cap in blue or the ordinary
flat fisherman's cap. Where there is only one little girl and
several little brothers, the sailor dress or this jersey costume
is the best W'ear, for I like to see the children of one family
dressed alike as much as possible.

Where girls are in the majority, little boys up to the age
of six or seven can wear
the same coloured coats
out of doors as I have
described for their sisters,

and the print overalls for

the nursery also. For
best my favourite pattern
for tiny boys has a long-
pleated Norfolk coat
reaching halfway to the
knees, with a large white
frilled collar and a leather

belt (or to match the
coat), fastened loosely

below the hips through
little "slots" of cloth.

Theknickerbockersshould
be very short, leaving the

bare knees free.

9 v *
For boys and girls of

all ages nice brown shoes
and stockings always look
well. Great care should
be taken in the choosing
of children's boots and
s'hoes, as so much de-
pends on them for their

walk and carriage in

after-life.

A WORD now for little

girls themselves. If those
industriously inclined care
to make a jersey cos-

tume as described above
for their dollies, it is a
very simple task. Cut
the top off an old woollen
stocking and pull it over
the dolly's head, with
the cut edge around
her neck and the hem
holes for the arms and

A pretty fireplace

around the bottom. Cut two
fit in two sleeves. Cut the

jersey down one or two inches at the back of the neck—
according to the size of the- doll—hem it all round

;
put on

two little glove-buttons and loops to fasten it by, and the
jersey is complete. If it is too large in the neck and on the
shoulders, a pleat must be made on each side. A little

pleated skirt is very easy to make. So is a fisherman's cap
—to complete the costume—from the top of the other
stocking. The hem fits on to the head, and the other end
is gathered tightly, finished off with a woollen tassel and
left to hang coquettishly over dolly's ear. Vanite.

"#-"

It is notified that the offices of the Guards Employment
Society have been moved from the headquarters of the Home
District in Carlton House Terrace to the Old Tyltyard
Guard-room at the Horse Guards, Whitehall. The Society
is an invaluable one for ex-soldiers of the Guards.

HOW TO FURNISH SMALL ROOMS
No. IV.

The dining-room of the usual small London house is often
a "dining dungeon," as the clever writer of a book o/i

furnishing, entitled The New Home, tells us, and I am of
opinion that she is right. It seems a pity that this class of
room should still exist in our midst, more especially as, even
in the best-regulated households there is usually present at
the morning meal at least one member of a family who,
while otherwise perfectly attired, has completely forgotten
to adjust his morning temper, which perhaps might be
immediately improved by the environment of a cheerfully-
arranged room.
We have all met the men and women who at breakfast

are tempersome spectacles. They usually have one of two
phases—either they preserve a horrible, gloomy silence,

alternately glower at their companions or at the bacon they
are devouring, eyeing also the round, innocent, fresh eggs
with an eye of dark suspicion and generally conducting

themselves in a disturbing
manner ; or, phase No 2,

they indulge in caustic
criticisms on those imme- .

diately related to them.
One old General of my
acquaintance used invari-

ably to cheer the break-
fast hour by informing
the female portion of his

family that it was extra-

ordinary how exceedingly
plain they had all grown
of late !

Such impleading' be-

haviour and observations
are really merely the

result of a nervous, low
state of vitality, which
bright, warm surround-
ings should remedy.
Therefore it is necessary '.

to see to the heating" and
lighting" of the dining-

room with consideration
and care.

The common fireplace

is a depressing spectacle.

Let us remove the

wretched little grate, and
substitute a "well-grate," -

with fine brick-raised
hearth. It produces a
picturesque cottag"e fire,

and has a large space on
the raised hearth, whereon
to keep plates and kettle

warm. The fire-bricks

retain and radiate the

heat. No doubt this

species of fireplace is

made for a lover of the

original. In itself, it is

a comforting spectacle, and its convenience is enormous,
since it enables a servant to have hot plates close at hand
for use during a dinner of several courses. The picture

given this week is of a picturesque overmantel, which would
enhance the effect of the cottage grate, which, however, is

not represented in the photograph. And now as to the

lighting. The most convenient electric lamp is one hanging"

from the ceiling rig'ht over the round dining-table, which

—

in the room I have in my mind's eye—is placed near the

window. This is a convenient arrangement in the " Hall
Dining-room," as the curtained archway in this case does
not open immediately on to the table, as it would do if

placed in the middle of the room. The lamp must be on a
pulley, so as to slide up and down, and there is nothing to

beat a dark crimson silk shade, white-lined for reflecting

light, and lasting on in good order. The frame is round,
with silk flounce, and over-flounce of crimson lace. Such
a shade as I describe has now been in use four years and
remains a. respectable and orderly sight to this hour, even
its lining has only decorously changed to a French grey.

Ii:
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A light there should be over the dresser sideboard, and it

would be best arranged as a lamp that can be placed in any
part of the room.
Oak chairs, rush-bottomed, take up a small space placed

round the table, and if there is room for an oak settle along-

one of the walls, it has a picturesque effect.

From dining-room to kitchen is generally a difficult

descent down little dark stairs. The kitchen should occupy
our deepest attention ; it is almost certain to require an
immense quantity of cleaning- and brightening, and in

arranging- its batterie de cuisine both time and thought
must be expended.

It is a recognised fact that all perfect back premises
own tiled floors and tiled dadoes ; but as considerable

expense is connected with this arrangement, we can only

mention the fact, and further observe that the possessors of

limited means usually content themselves with painted and
varnished woodwork and whitewashed or sanitary-papered

walls, with linoleum floor-covering-, leaving" no wooden
boards visible in cranny or corner—a safe, cleanly arrange-

ment, for reasons too obvious to mention. The Eagle
kitchen rang-e, with tiled back, fitted with movable bottom
to its g-rate, is recommended as being- g-ood and lasting-, with
luck, for almost half a century !

A boiler is not included in a rang-e, but has to be bought
separately ; and it may as well be mentioned here that a
boiler is a species of possession which does not allow itself

to be trifled with, and if not cleaned out every half-year

becomes "furred," and is liable to burst, and endang-er the

life of its owner. I tell you this because when I myself
commenced housekeeping- I beg-an my career with a touch-

ing belief in the power of inanimate objects to take care of

themselves.
I left a boiler to its own sweet will for a period extending

over more than three years, until it took to creating- a
deafening and disturbing noise, that ended in obliging me to

send for a specialist.

I shall never forget the astonished and interested g-aze

with which that worthy man regarded me as a person who
had survived to recount the history of that outraged boiler !

Truth to tell, it was found full of blocks of a brick-like sub-

stance—the deposit of the hard water—and there was no
room for the incoming water to boil. Another month or so

and the boiler must have burst !

The experience of years has taught me that nothing-

animate or inanimate takes care of itself, and to any
juvenile housekeeper I am always glad to g-ive all the help I

can afford (letters to be addressed to " Furniture," Black and
White Budget) ; and here I may as well say that I know of

a new servants' reg-istry office in London, started by two
ladies, where the work is carried on on conscientious, careful

lines. It does not have many g-eneral servants on its books,
but under and upper servants of a very g-ood class. Near
it is a home for servants seeking places, where the charg-es

are exceeding-ly moderate and the accommodation good.
All particulars I shall be happy to supply on the receipt of

a stamped envelope, addressed as I have said.

CORRESPONDENCE

The Secretary for War has approved an important exten-
sion of the allowance Reg-ulations by which in future all

Reg-ular mounted officers will be allowed to hire Govern-
ment horses.

" Tommy Atkins"
Sir,— It may interest jour readers to know that there

are two other explanations given of the orig-in of the

phrase "Tommy Atkins" besides that given in your issue

of the 19th ult. One is that the name " Thomas Atkins

"

wasg-iven as an instance in some specimen forms once sent

out by the War Office. The other is that it was the name of a
soldier who showed conspicuous gallantry in an outpost affair

during the Indian 'Mutiny. Thereafter it became the prac-

tice of the comrades of a brave soldier to say :
" (), he's a

reg-ular Tommy Atkins !

"

From signifying- a brave soldier, the name soon began to

denote any soldier.—Yours faithfully,

Frederick G. Jackson.

v » ¥
Li-Hung-Chang-cum-Kruger

Sir,—Has any one ever taken a composite photo of Li-

Hung-Chang + Kruger ?

Subtracting the difference in their tonsorial arrangements,
there is a remarkable facial resemblance between the two
foxy old frauds.—Yours obediently,

Obadiah Cockshot.
V V 5>

Ostrich Plucking.
Sir,— In Black and White Budget of last week you have

a note on " the ostrich," in which it is said :
" The feathers

are cut out before the quills are quite ripe." I should be

much obliged if 3011 could give further information on this

process. It has been stated that the feathers can be cut ojf

close to the body, and that the quills will subsequently come
out or can be pulled out without pain to the bird. Is this what
is meant by the feathers being "cut off? "

I trust so, other-

wise the process must be a cruel one. It is to be feared

indeed that it is sometimes carried cut without any regard
to the bird's sufferings, when the ostrich-farmer makes too

much " haste to be rich."—Faithfully yours,
H. J. Monro.

[In the majority of cases the correct reading of " cut oft'"

is " plucked out." The ostrich, like the osprey, is the victim

of cruel fashion.

—

Ed.]

Stuart's Railway Fare Book and Artistes' Travelling

Guide (compiled and edited by C. Douglas Stuart) is a vade-
mecum of music-hall entertainers. Not only are there par-

ticulars of over 6,000 railway fares, but there are invaluable

hints on what to do in cases of emergency connected with

railway travelling. Further, the booklet is enhanced by
bright little chapters. For instance, in "A Music-hall

Dictionary" an author is dubbed "a person who writes

songs generally from memory ;
" an aspirant is alleged to

be "a fellow who begs the artistes' songs, borrows his

grease paint, sneaks his style, and considers himself the

better performer of the two ;
" a deadhead is " a party who

comes in for nothing-, rounds on the show, and then goes
out and has a drink ;

" and yodelling, "a peculiar kind of

warbling for which the London milkman has no equal." The
Fare Book carries with it an insurance for ^100.

¥ » ^>

Graphology Made Easy, by R. Dimsdale Stockcr (pub-

lished by Henry J. Glaishcr), is a very interesting work 0:1

this subject.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—Black and White BUDGET is NOT, as many are led to suppose, a reduplication o,
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Requestsfor back numbers and communications regarding the sale of the paper to be addressed to the Publisher, 63, Fleet

Street ; all other communications must be addressed to the EDITOR, Black and White BUDGET, 34, Bouverif

Street, E.C.

Printed by the Black and White Publishing Company, Limited, at 33, Uouverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Published
Weekly by W. J. P. Monckton, at 63, Fleet Street, London, E.C, England. —Feb. 23, 1901.
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THE STORY OF QUEEN VICTORIA'S LIFE

QUEEN S CORONATION STOOL
Photo by H. C. Shelley

Solemn, tremendous as the reverberation of thunder
in high places or the whisper of remote storms heard
afar otf, come mournful tidings that the most glorious

reign in British history has ended ; that Victoria, for

more than sixty years
the worshipped Mon-
arch of this people, has
passed to her eternal

rest. The element of

personal emotion
awakened by this stun-
ning and bewildering,
yet inevitable, circum-
stance, most truly indi-

- ;ates the widespread
love and reverence en-
tertained for her late

Majesty in the hearts

of high and low, of

rich and poor, of the

young' who loved her
Royal name, of the adult men and women of the time,

and of the very old; for none of age under nearly three

score years and ten can be said to have known another
sovereign. Universal, therefore, in a sense altogether
unique, must be the extent of the sorrow awakened by
this great exit.

* * ?

Long wished for, dearly loved by a race hopeful of

her great promise ere yet she ascended to the throne,

the late Monarch brought such endowments of intel-

lect, self-control, patience and justice to her high
vocation as had proved her notable in any calling,

and her child's prayer, her youthful determination,
when for the first time she learned her destiny, was
nobly sustained through the changes and chances,

the anxieties and sorrows, the storm and stress of

one of the most astounding centuries, and one of

the most brilliant chapters in the history of the land
she ruled. Through unparalleled length of days Queen
Victoria laboured and toiled without ceasing, and
welcomed an existence beyond measure arduous if

accepted with that high conscientiousness which
marked her life. For her kingdom she lived, and its

eternal claims and calls, its welfare at seasons of critical

events, at times of dire need or threatened peril, found
one great heart always quick with a responsive throb,

one brilliant, subtle woman ever ready to wield her
own power with wisdom and make choice amid the

highest and wisest for the rightful guardians of her
nation.

?r V ^

In Great Britain's prosperity she rejoiced, its tribula-

tions she was the first to feel, the first to share ; and that

marvellous edifice of natural wisdom reared through
great length of years, rich in experience of the past,

ripe in theory and practice, full stored with the states-

manship of greater men than are strutting their hour
to-day, was ever at the service of the State and of these

Ministers whom chance and the accident of politics

called to the helm of successive Administrations. She
reigned in very truth from the day of her accession to

that of her death, and to the end maintained vital

touch with all problems and questions that affected

the welfare of her country. Work she never flinched

from, for her lofty ideals demanded unceasing, eternal

labour ; and so it happens that her foremost Ministers

have ever been first to own her power. From the
lips of her greatest subjects—and 'tis only the great
who can presume to criticise the great— eloquent and
noble testimonies to the Queen's live qualities as a
remarkable monarch have been forthcoming. "There
is no person living," said Lord Beaconsfield, " who has
such complete control over the political condition of
England as the Sovereign herself."

The reign of the Queen has been often compared
with that of her illustrious predecessor, Queen Eliza-

beth. It is a remarkable coincidence that if her
father's wish had been consulted, she would have been
named Elizabeth. But she was destined, in the words
of Macaulay, to become "a gentler, wiser, happier
Elizabeth." As it happened, the names chosen for the
infant daughter of the Duke of Kent, born at Kensing-
ton Palace on May 24th, i8ig,were Alexandrina Vic-

toria ; the first name was, however, relinquished after

her ascent to the throne. Her mother, who was the

widow of the Prince of Leiningen, had married in the

previous year the Duke of Kent, fourth son of George
III. She had by her first husband two children—a son
and a daughter—so that the little Victoria was not
without playmates. The Duchess lost her second
husband eight months after the birth of her child, an<

thus twice experienced those sorrows of widowhood
which many years, afterwards Queen Victoria suffered

¥ ¥ v
Few can realise the difficulties which beset the mother

of the Queen. She lived with necessary economy in a
land which was all the stranger, to her after the death
of her kindly, bluff husband ; she shunned as far' as
possible the Court with its cabals and loose morals, and
devoted all her life to the care and education of her
children. Mothers will be interested to learn that
Princess Victoria was the first Royal child who was vac-

cinated in this country. The little babe, who had such

-^^^*V

_* £* - ^'— C/5& - ' -y

^i<rzK. **<sC~\

PORTION OF THE " COURT CIRCULAR," AS

SUBMITTED FOR THE QUEEN'S CORRECTION
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THE DUCHESS OF KENT (THE QUEEN'S
MOTHER) AND PRINCESS VICTORIA

(THE QUEEN)
By Sir \V. Beechey

of the Belgians), King
brought the throne of
Britain still closer to

the fatherless infant.

The wisdom of the
Duchess of Kent in
educating her daugh-
ter for her high posi-
tion entitles her to

grateful memory.
She was often ex-
posed to misrepre-
sentation and unkind
criticism, but she
went on her way un-
flinchingly.

* *
One who im-

pressed the early life

of the Princess Vic-
toria was a clever

German lady, Frau-
lein Lehzen, who was
governess to the
young Princess Feo-
dore of Leiningen,
and in due course
assisted the Duchess
of Kent in the edu-
cation of her other
daughter. Nearly
thirty years after-

wards, when the
Queen was paying a
visit to Germany, one
of her greatest joys
was seeing her old
teacher once more.
At a wayside station,

she said in her diary",

stood "Dearest
Lehzen waving her
handkerchief." She
must have had a
strong and fine per-

sonality, judging by
all accounts of her
methods of training
her youthful charge.

a high destiny,

was healthy
from the first— " plump as
a partridge,"

was Baron
Stockmar's de-

scription of

her. She bene-
fited as an in-

fant from her
visit to Sid-
mouth, which
was termi-
nated sadly by
her father's

death. On the
very same day
that the wid-
owed Duchess
and her child

returned to

London, in the
protecting care
of Prince Leo-
pold ( after-

wards King
George III. died. This

She it was who
first conveyed
to her pupil
her proximity
to the throne
by means of
a genealogical
tree inserted in

a volume of
history. There
is a strong
p r obab ility

that our future

S o vereign's
words on this

interesting oc-

casion were,
"I will be
good," for
certainly she
realised the
serious re-
sponsibilities
of her posi-

tion.

* * *

THE DUKE OF KENT (FATHER 9F
QUEEN VICTORIA)

By Sir W. Beechey

A GROUP OF ROYAL COUSINS IN 1825

Her governess, who was created by George IV. a
baroness, shared
with others the edu-
cation of the Prin-

cess as she grew
older. She retained
a sincere friendship

with the Queen, and
her death in 1870 was
a real bereavement
to her Majesty. The
third Duchess of
Northumberland in-

structed the Princess
in Court etiquette

and deportment ; the
massive but musical
Luigi Lablache
taught her how to

sing—and she ever
retained the love of

that art ; Mr. Ber-
nard Sale instructed
her in instrumental
music, of which she
was an expert per-

former and discrimi-

native critic. Special
mention must be
made of the Rev.
George Davys, who
gave a great deal of

time to educating the

Princess in literature,

and in Greek, Latin,

and theology. Pre-
ferment was be-
stowed by the Queen
on this accomplished
clergyman in later

years, when he be-

came successively

Dean of Chester and
Bishop of Peter-

borough.

* * V
Her love ol art

was fostered by
lessons from Richard
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Westall, R.A., who,
having fallen on misfor-

tune in later years, wrote,
on the eve of his death,
commending his sister to

the Queen. She settled

a
f
ensioh of ;£ioo a year

up >n Miss Westall in

gratitude for the labours
of her talented brother.

Down to quite recently

the Queen would make
capital sketches of
scenery, which delighted
her when she was stay-

ing in the South of
France, and many an
artist can recall generous
commissions and appre-
ciative compliments re-

ceived from her. Mr. Amos taught her valuable infor- i of one who may

THE ROOM WHERE QUEEN VICTORIA WAS BORN
Kensington Palace, May 24th, 1819

be
mation as to the British Constitution, a subject on I greatest writers," it is

THE QUEEN'S FIRST TEACHERS

form of which there was
little variation, no less

than fifty thousand times
a year ! Probably no
handwriting of any Euro-
pean sovereign has been
so well known as that of
Queen Victoria. A touch-
ing story of how far her
fame travelled was told

by a traveller, who re-

corded that the Queen's
autograph letter, return-
ing thanks for congratu-
lations on her Jubilee,
was exhibited in a Syrian
city, and drew many
thousands of curious
natives from all parts of
the country. In the life

truly called " one of our
not uninteresting to record

BARONESS l.EHZEN
Governess

he was considered a

REV. GEORGE DAVYS
Teacher of Greek, Latin, &c.

RICHARD WESTALL, R.A.

Art Instructor

LUIGI LABLACHE
Singing Master

which
nation owed him a debt for this

modern monarch had a profounder
knowledge of constitutional law
than the Queen, whose experience
was of the greatest service to her
Ministers and to other Sovereigns.
In all these lessons the Princess
displayed aptitude and determina-
tion— qualities exhibited later in

her dealings with all the officials

who submitted statements and
papers to her. Woe betide the
luckless man who attempted to

hurry the Queen in the perusal
of a document, or who failed to

explain fully its purport.

¥ * *
In the British Museum there

is an example of the Princess's

autograph at the age of four. It

has an especial interest, seeing
that it is an early form of that
signature which became so
familiar to countless millions of
the Queen's subjects. 1^ was once
calculated that her Majesty had
to append her autograph, in the

great authority. The I that Mr. Seward
instruction, for no I Queen writing.

CHARLOTTE, THIRD DUCHESS OF
NORTHUMBERLAND

Instructress. in Court Affairs

was the master who taught the

¥ * *
The first Drawing Room at

which she figured as the centre of

notice was on February 24th, 1831,

when she was nearing her twelfth

birthday. The occasion had other

reasons for being specially im-
portant, for it was the first Draw-
ing Room held since the acces-

sion of William IV., and the

day was the anniversary of Queen
Adelaide's birth. The Princess

was dressed ).n & simple white
frock and wore her hair a la

Madonna ; a necklace of pear-Is

was her only ornament, save for

a diamond clasp in her fair hair.

Most eyes were directed to this

winning girl as she stood by
Queen Adelaide's side, and gazed
with a child's delight at the bril-

liant costumes* and uniforms :n

that notable gathering. Her
absence from the coronation of

King William IV. was the sub-

ject of much comment, but it was
probably due to the desire of the;
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PRINCESS VICTORIA AT EIGHT
Engraved by WoolnotL after Stewart

Duchess of Kent to keep her daughter in private life

as much as possible, especially considering the unsatis-

factory state of Court morals.

When she attained her sixteenth year the Princess
was prepared for confirmation bv Dr. Davvs. The
simple but affecting ceremony took place on August
30th, 1835, m tlie Chapel Royal, St. James's, under
absolutely private conditions.

The address delivered by the
Archbishop of Canterbury- is «aid
to have been most impressive, and
at its conclusion the future Queen
turned with a loving embrace to

her mother. The King and Queen
Adelaide were of the congregation
at this service. Queen Victoria
attached great importance to

the rite of confirmation, and
took the deepest interest
in the confirmation of her de-
scendants. She made a point of
being present, if possible, at that
solemn ceremony, as at baptisms,
and she never forgot one of her
godchildren, whether of Royal
rank or otherwise. They received

special gifts from their Imperial
sponsor.

v » ¥

Visits to various parts of the
country and to certain seats of
the nobility made a pleass>it
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THE KING OF THE BELGIANS

Uncle to the Queen

THE QUEEN ON THE MORNING OF
HER ACCESSION TO THE THRONE
Engraved by Freeman after L. S. Costello

variety in the Princess's life at
this time. She could not help
attracting attention wherever she
went with her mother, and it was
not surprising that ths popularity
of these "Royal progresses," as
King William called them, should
have made him somewhat jealous.

It is interesting to note that she
accompanied Queen Adelaide to

Ascot for the race meeting, though
we can imagine this arrangement
was not to the liking of her
mother. Tom Moore records how
he heard the mother and daugh-
ter sing duets. " Her Royal
Highness evidently is very fond
of music, and would have gone
on singing much longer if there

had not been rather premature
preparations for bed." She went
into Wales for a brief holiday,
and presented the prizes at an

V1SCODMT MELBOURNE
Prime Minister at the Accession

BARON VON STOCKMAR
Confidential Adviser to Prince Consort

SIR ROBERT PEEL
Prime Minister in 1834 and 1841

DUKE OF WELLINGTON
Commander-in-Chief

THE QUEEN'S FIRST MINISTERS
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THE CORONATION CEREMONY
Drawn by G. Grenville Manton
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THE
Which proved so weighty

Eisteddfod ; she gave colours
to a regiment at Plymouth,
and in other ways began to

manifest an interest in public
functions.

* * *
It was in the month of

May, 1836, that the Princess
made the acquaintance of her
future husband, whom she
described as " most amiable,
natural, unaffected and merry
— full of interest in every-
thing." Prince Albert had
arrived with his father, the
Duke of Saxe-Coburg, and
his brother on a brief visit tr

England, during which h
saw a good deal of his cousin,
and formed the highesr
opinion of her. " Dear Aunt
is very kind to us," he wrote,
"and does everything she
can to please us, and our
cousin also is very amiable."
Although there was no formal betrothal discussed on
this occasion, yet the fact that Prince Albert gave " our
cousin " a little ring with a diamond set in an emerald,
must have as-

sured her of
his sincere re-

gard. After
his return, the
Prince wrote
occasionally to

his cousin con-
cerning his
work and
travels. He
used to send
little memen-
tos, such an
"an Alpine
rose gathered
from the Rigi,"
and we may
be sure these
love - tokens
were treasured
by his future
w i f e with
especial care.

Princess Vic-
toria attained
her majority
a year after-

wards, and
this event
caused her to
become in-
creasingly in-

teresting ' to

the British
public. King
William's fail-

ing health was
giving anxiety
at the time of
t lie celebration

of this happy
event, and the
young Prin-

cess had herjoy-
shadowed by
the sense of the young queen at st. c
the responsi- From the painting

ORB
Drawn by J. R. Brown

bilities which were already
facing her. Early in the
morning, on June 20th, 1837,
the old King passed away,
and the Princess Victoria
came to the exalted Throne
of Great Britain and Ireland.

* * *
One need not recapitulate

the hackneyed story of how
the news of her accession was
conveyed to the Princess; but
it is pleasant to recall a little

incident showing the young
Queen's forethought. In
sending a letter to the widow
of King William she ad-
dressed it "The Queen. " A
reminder that Queen Ade-
laide was now " The Queen-
Dowager," drew from Vic-
toria the kindly remark,
"Yes, but I do not wish to

be the first to remind her of

it." Her dignitv shone conspicuously at her first

Privy Council, and the same graceful bearing won
her applause when she went to the Lord Mayor's

banquet at
Guildhall.
Hardly any-
one survives

among the
many distin-

guished guests
at that bril-

liant festivity,

for the Lord
Mayor in 1897
issued a cor-

dial invitation

• to any who
had been pre-

sent to come
to the banquet
in that year,

and less than
half a dozen
people were
able to make
good their
claim. The
triumph of the

young Queen
was astonish-

ing. Politi-

cians of all

shades o t

opinion seem-
ed delighted at

the prospect of

a sympathetic
and intelligent

reign after the

uncertain and
unpopularsuc-
cession of
rulers who had
occupied the

Throne. Par-
liament voted

a generous
Civil List, aJ-

lowing
EORCE's CHAPEL, WINDSOR j£6o,ooo a
by H. E. l)a»e year to the
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BUCKINGHAM PALACE : BALL AND CONCERT ROOM
The chairs are placed for a State Concert

Photo by H. N. King

BUCKINGHAM PALACE THE QUEEN'S PRIVATE SITTING ROOM
Photo by H. N. King
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BUCKINGHAM PALACE : SOUTH FRONT
Photo by H. N. King

BUCKINGHAM PALACE : THE QUEEN'S DINING ROOM
Photo by H. N. King
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Privy Purse. Daniel O'Connell, like the gallant Irish-

man that he was, joined his voice of welcome to the
public acclaim, and discord was hushed in the melody
ct" greeting.

* ¥ ¥

On June 28,

1838, Victoria

was crowned
in ' Westmin-
ster Abbey.
The Anglo-
Saxon race
loves a public

ceremony, and
once again
they enjoyed a
really brilliant

s pectacle.
Through the
crowded street

there passed
the young
Sovereign
from Bucking-
ham Palace to

the Abbey in

the State
coach, drawn
byeight cream I

c o 1 o u r e- d
horses. The
beauty and
chivalry of So-
ciety awraited

her in the dim
Abbey,and few
could have
been unmoved
by the stately

the cynosure of I

The service

AN ETCHING OF THE TRINCE CONSORT
By the Queen

simplicity of the girl Queen as she
all eyes "—advanced towards the altar,

was a lengthy and exhausting
one, for several formal acts had
to be accomplished. The most
thrilling scene — commemorated
afterwards in countless pic-

tures— was Queen Victoria tak-
ing the solemn oath. Then
she seated herself in the corona-
tion chair, was anointed with
holy oil according to precedent,
and, after various formulae of
procedure, the Archbishop of Can-
terbury placed upon her youthful
brow the Royal Crown. Simul-
taneously all the members of the

House ot Lords placed their coro-

nets on their heads, and the air

resounded with the cry of "God
save the Queen !

"

* * *
About four months after the

formal betrothal of the Queen
had taken place, her wedding was
celebrated in the Chapel Royal,
St. James's, on February 10th,

1840. The bridegroom was ac-

companied to this country by his

father and brother, and arrived

at Buckingham Palace on the
Saturday preceding the Mon-
day for which the ceremony was
fixed. The carriages drove
through the grand entrance
under the marble archway,

EARLY PORTRAIT OF THE PRINCESS ROYAL

a special honour which had hitherto been reserved for
the Sovereign. Contrary to the tradition of " Queen's-
weather," the wedding-morn dawned amid rain. Great
crowds awaited the departure of the bride from
Buckingham Palace, and cheered her enthusiastically

en route to the Chapel Royal. On arrival at St.

James's Palace, the Queen's procession was marshalled
through the Throne Room, and other apartments, lined

with favoured spectators, to the Chapel Royal. There
a brilliant multitude awaited with excited interest the

coming of the bride.

¥ ¥ ¥
The eldest of the Queen's children, the present

Empress Frederick, was born on November 21st, 1840.

PRINCE ALBERT AND HIS BRIDE IN HER WEDDING ATTIRE
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WINDSOR CASTLE FROM THE RIVER
Photo by Taunt, Oxford

OSBORNE HOUSE
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Prince Albert was at the time having; a course of read- I

ing in English Law with Mr. Selwyn ; the tutor
|

arrived on November 23rd to continue his instructions.

The Prince said : "I fear I cannot read any law to-

dav. . . . But you will like to see the little Prin-

cess." He took the lawyer into the nursery, and,

taking- the little hand of the infant in his own, said,

" The next time we read it must be on the rights and
duties of a Princess Royal." The birth of the Prince of

Wales occurred on Lord Mayor's Day, November 9th,

1841, and the rest of the Royal Family followed in

quick succession. The beauty of the Queen's family
life, and the

joy of herself

and her Con-
sort in the
children with
w horn the
Royal home
was blessed,

shines in every
page of the
Prince Con-
sort's B i 0-

graphy and of

the Queen's
own published
Diary. Both
the parents de-

voted them-
selves with
delight to the
education of
their children.

* * ¥

In the seven-
teen years
from 1840 to

i857theQueen
had had nine
children, all

THE QUEEN'S FIRST GRANDCHILD ^ut one
.

°f

Early portrait of the German Emperor William II.
good physical

Photo by Hills and Saunders Constitution,
all without ex-

ception of sound mind, and several very markedly above
the average in intellectual vigour and capacitv. She
herself bore the strain of her
confinements without anv per-
manent deterioration of her
natural vigour. The entry in
The Prince Consort's Life in re-

ference to the Queen's health
after the birth of her children
usually is, " The Queen made
a rapid recover}' and was able
within a few days to report her
convalescence to her uncle at
Brussels," or, "The Queen's
recover}' was unusually rapid."

Passing over many interest-
ing episodes, we come to the
marriage, on January 25th,

1858, or the Queen's eldest
child, the Princess Royal, to
Prince Frederick of Prussia.
The Chapel Royal, St. James's
—the scene of the Queen's own
wedding—was once more filled

with a crowd of celebrities. The
bridegroom won everyone'**
heart by his handsome and
charming personality. He

THE PRINCESS ROYAL IN '58

Engraved by Cousins after Winterhalter. Published by Colnaghi

wore the dark blue uniform of the Prussian Army, on
his breast was the orange ribbon of the Order of the

Black Eagle, his silver helmet glittered in the light.

Of the bride the Queen said :
" Our darling flower

looked very touching and lovely, with such an innocent,

confident and serious expression, her veil hanging back
over her shoulders, walking between her beloved father

and dearest uncle Leopold, who had been at her chris-

tening and confirmation." In Thackeray's words:
"Good mothers are married over again at their

daughters' weddings ;
" and certainly the Queen was

reminded vividly of her own marriage on this hapry
occasion. The young couple spent a short honeymcon,
and then returned to their new home in Germany.

THE LATE EMPEROR FREDERICK
OF GERMANY

THE EMPRESS FREDERICK
Photo by Gunn and Smart
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QUEEN VICTORIA AND HER D'E SCENDANTS
A I'HOTOGRAni TAKEN AT (ODURC, IN 1894, DY GUNN AND STl'ART
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CHARLES DICKENS
Born 1812. Died 1870. Photo by

London Stereoscopic Co.

WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY
Born 1811. Died 1863. I Photo by

London Stereoscopic Co.

ARCHBISHOP TAIT
Born 1811. Died 1882. Photo by

Elliott and Fry

JOHN BRIGHT
Born 1811. Died 1889. Photo

by Elliott and Fry

RICHARD CQBDKN
Born 1804. Died 1865, fhoto

by Elliott and b'xi

EARL OF BEACONSFIELD
Photo by London Stereoscopic Co.

EARL OF ROSEBERY
Photo by Jerrard

MARQUIS OF SALISBURY
Photo by A. Elsdon

WILLIAM EWART GLADSTONE
Photo by Lyd Sawyer

EARL RUSSELL

Photo by London Stereoscopic Ccv

PROMINENT MEN OF THE QUEEN'S REIGN
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In August the Queen and Prince Consort visited their

married daughter. " There on the platform," she re-

corded, " stood our darling child, with a nosegay in

her hand. She stepped in, and long and warm was
the embrace as she clasped me in her arms. So much
to tell, and to say, and to ask

;
yet so unaltered, look-

ALBERT MEMORIAL, KENSINGTON
Photo by London Stereoscopic]Co.

ing well—quite the old Vicky still." In a few months'
time—on January 27th, 1859—the Princess gave birth

to a son—news which filled the motherly heart of the
Queen with delight. This first

grandchild became— nearly thirty

years afterwards — William II.,

Emperor of Germany.

Down to the close of 1861 the life

of the Queen had been one of almost
unbroken happiness. Beloved by
her subjects, her Throne secure, her
country prosperous, with a devoted
husband and affectionate children,

her lot was to be envied; but in

December, 1861, an irreparable loss

was sustained by the death of the
Prince Consort, who succumbed to

a. severe attack of fever after a few
clays' illness. The blow seemed to

completely stun her, and for some
time it was feared that she would
never recover. She had lost not
only a husband to whom she was
warmly attached, but a faithful

friend and wise counsellor, on whose
advice she had learned more and
more to rely. It was impossible
to fill the ;^ap in her life caused by
her husbands death, and it was

THE LAST PORTRAIT OF THE PRINCE CONSORT

Photo by H. N. King

long before she could bring herself to take part in any
public ceremonials. Henceforward, indeed, she only
came before her people on rare occasions.

* * *

She and her people were mercifully spared the

calamity with which they were threatened when, to-

INTERIOR OF THE ROYAL MAUSOLEUM, FROOMORE
The last resting-place of the Queen and Prince Consort.

Stereoscopic Co.
Photo by London

THE LATE PRINXE CONSORT
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PRINCESS VICTOR! \

spaired of. Fror
December 6th to De-
cember 13th death
was expected daily.

However, he slowly
recovered, and on
February 27th, 1872,
he was able to take
part with the Queen
in the memorable
Thanksgiving Ser-
vice held in St. Paul's
Cathedral. The joy
and enthusiasm of
the peoplewas bound-
less, and for once,
perhaps, when the
Prince and his
mother appeared in

public together, the
plaudits of the crowd
were greater for the
Heir-Apparent than
for the Sovereign.

* * *
The celebration of

the Jubilee in 1887
was attended by
great pomp and
splendour. Never
since the coronation,
forty-nine years be-
fore, had London
seen so grand a cere-

monial. The Queen,
with an escort of

Princes, drove
through the crowded
streets to Westmin-
ster Abbey ; all busi-

ness was suspended,
and the whole of

wards the close of 1871,

the Prince of Wales was
attacked by typhoid fever.

His illness was the cause
of poignant grief to the

Queen and the other
members of the Royal
Family, whilst the public

concern was widespread
and sincere. For some
weeks the life of the

Prince—who was at San-
dringham — was de-

London was en file, while
every town and village

celebrated the joyful event.

* * *
On June 20th, 1897,

the Queen completed the

sixtieth year of her reign.

Nine months earlier, her

sway had lasted longer

than that of any of he,r

predecessors, and had
become practically the

THE PRINCESS OF WALES AT THE AGE OF NINETEEN
From an engraving ljy Samuel Cousins

PRINCESS MAUD
Married Prince Charles of Denmark

longest reign in tin*

history of modern
Europe. To celebrate

this unique event in

British annals in tit-

ting fashion, pre-

parations were begun
early in the year.

All the Colonies and
dependencies of the
Crown eagerly
pressed to be allowed
to share in the cele-

bration. More than
fifty foreign Powers
sent representatives,

and, indeed, prac-

tically the whole
world in some form
or other took part in

the event. The Im-
perial character of
the celebration was
perhaps its most
striking feature. The
Premiers of most of

the self-governing
Colonies came to

London in person ;

distinguished princes

and other potentates
from India came to

pay homage to her
Majesty ; bodies of

Colonial troops came
from Australia, New-
Zealand, Canada,
South Africa, West
Africa, Hong Kong,
Singapore, and the

West Indies, and all

were welcomed most
enthusiasticallv.

PRINCESS LOUISE
Married Duke of Fife

DUKE OF CLARENCE
Born 1864 Died 1892

THE FAMILY OF THE PRINCE AND PRINCESS OF WALES

DUKE OF YORK
Married Princess Mary of Teck
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LATE GRAND DUKE OF HESSE

_

Photo by London Stereoscopic Co.

The Queen had occupied the

Throne for only three years when
the first attempt at her assassina-

tion was made. She was driving
in Hvde Park with the Prince
Contort on June ioth, 1840, when
a lad of seventeen presented a
pistol at the Royal carriage. The
Prince, witnessing the action, in-

stantly drew his Royal Consort
down to his side, and the shot in-

tended for the Queen flew harm-
lessly over her head. The youth
was secured, and imprisoned in a
1 jnatic asylum, but was eventually

allowed to take his departure to

Australia. A couple of years later

Hyde Park was again the scene
of an attempt on her Majesty's

life. One Francis shot at her,

but happily missed his aim. He
was sentenced to death for high
treason, but the merciful mon-
arch secured the reduction of the
sentence to one of transportation
for life. On the very day upon
which this act of clemency was
made known the mistress of

Britain was assailed anew. This
time a malformed youth named
Bean sought to take her life.

Transportation for seven years
was his punishment. This term
was just expiring when the spirit

of madness was abroad again, on
this occasion in the person of an
Irish bricklayer. He endeavoured
to fire at her Majesty, but again
the latter's good fortune prevailed,

for the revolver missed fire. The
would - be murderer suffered a

-,

PRINCE CHRISTIAN
fhoto by Basaaiio

THE QTIEEN IN 1 867
Photo by Hughes and Mullins

term ofpunishment corresponding
with that of Bean.

v ¥ ¥
But few years intervened be-

tween this and a not less revolting
outrage. Her Majesty was return-

ing to her Palace, after leaving
the bedside of her dying uncle,

the then Duke of Cambridge,
when an ex-captain ot Hussars
dashed to the side of the carriage
and struck his Royal mistress
savagely upon the face with a
cane. The blow caused a sl'ght

wound upon the face, but not any-
thing of a serious nature. For
twenty-two years following this

the Queen enjoyed immunity from
any such design, but in 1872 there
came another madman's effort.

This was that of an Irish youth,
who, bearing in one hand what

LATE PRINCESS ALICE
Photo by W. pad D. Downe}'

proved to be a petition and in the

other the inevitable pistol, pre-
sented only the latter. He was
immediately secured, and, upon
examination, found to be de-

mented. Windsor Railway Station

ten years later saw the Queen's
life imperilled for the sixth time.

Hetre an armed maniac sought
her destruction by the aid of a
revolver. He discharged the

weapon at her, but again she
escaped the bullet.

* * v

When only six months old she
was within an ace of death. A
boy shooting on an estate at Sid-

mouth misdirected his aim, and.

PRINCESS CHRISTIAN
Photo by W. and D. Do-.vr.e'y

AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL FAMILY
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DUCHESS OF SAXE-COBUKO

shots from his

gun crashed
through the
window of the
nursery in

which the
Royal babe lay

sleeping-. The
pellets passed
within an inch
of the infant's

head. Three
and a - half
years later the
Royal carriage
conveying the

future mo-
narch was
overturned ,

and had not an
Irish soldier

dashed in and
seized the
child she must
have been
crushed by the
vehicle. That

ready and humane fellow did not know until half a
century had passed that it was his future Sovereign
whom he was snatching from death.

5? * *

Her Majesty had been in deadly peril at sea. The
first time was when she was a child of thirteen. A
violent gale overtook the yacht upon whose deck she
stood. An officer, noticing that the mast was insecure,
induced the Princess to change her position. It was
barely in time, for immediately afterwards the timber
snapped, and crashed down across that portion of the
deck upon which she had been standing.

5? * *
The last year of the Queen's glorious life was

rendered memorable by many acts of characteristic
sympathy and forethought. Her visit to Ireland in

April, 1900, on her own initiative, has now an his-

toric importance added to the pathos with which
such an event, taking place when the Sovereign was

in her eighty-
first year, was
naturally re-

garded. It
was a sudden
idea which
seized the
Queen that
perhaps a per-

sonal visit to

Ireland might
soothe the
injured feel-

ings of those
of her subjects
who might
regard them-
selves as hav-
ing been neg-
lected in the
later years of
her reign. "If
they will let

me," said the
Queen to one
of her de-

THE LATE DUKE OF ALBANY SCendantS, "I
Photo by Bassano should like to

THE LATE DUKE OF SAXE-COBURG

! goto Ireland."

; Her Majesty's
counsellors

j

saw no objec-
tion, except the

j

strain which
' such a visit

j

would entail

j
u p o 11 the
Queen, but, as

I in previous
:

periods of her
; reign excite-
' ment seemed
to have almost
ja beneficial
effect, their

anxiety was
somewhat al-

layed.

* ¥ *
The magni-

ficentreception

which Irish-

men gave the
Queen, from
the moment when she landed at Kingstown to her
departure three or four weeks later, will live in the
memory of all those who witnessed it. The Queen
stayed during her visit at the Viceregal Lodge, and her
son, the Duke of Connaught, as Commander-in-Chief
of the Irish Forces, was in constant attendance. One
of the methods taken by her Majesty to mark the
occasion was the revival of the old regiment of Irish
Guards. Day by day the Queen was the object
of enthusiastic devotion as she drove out in the
neighbourhood of Dublin. A specially happy incident
was the Queen's review of 30,000 children in Phoenix
Park. Belfast would have gladly received the Queen,
but it was thought that the extra exertion which
the visit would have caused would be deleterious
to the Queen's health. It was marvellous to see
how, in the midst of all the extra work which
this so-called holiday entailed on her Majesty, she
appeared to grow fresher and brighter every day.
When at last she departed, it was with sincere
gratitude on her lips and the promise that if

possible she
would re-visit

Ireland.

* * *
Towards the

end of the Lon-
don season,
which had
been oversha-
dowed by the
war and the
consequent ab-
sence ofa great
number of dis-

tinguished
people, the
Queen decided
to give a gar-
den party on a
large scale in

the gardens of
Buckingham
Palace." Of
course there
was " Queen's
wreather" to duchess of Albany
gladden an Photo by Gunn and Smart
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THE DUKE OF ARGYLL

her from among the multi-

tude of guests ; she paid
particular attention to two
Maharajahs. This proved
to be the last social function
over which the Queen pre-

sided as hostess.

* * *
In the early part of the

year the citizens of London
had shown in an absolutely

unique fashion their fervent
love for their Sovereign by
assembling on two consecu-
tive evenings outside the
gates of Buckingham
Palace, while the Queen
was in residence, and sing-
ing the National Anthem
late at night. Indeed, the

otherwise bril-

liantscene,and
some thou-
sands of the
Queen's sub-
jects, eminent
in the various
walks of life,

responded to

her Majesty's
invitation.
Throughout
the afternoon
the Queen
travelled slow-
ly round the
lawns in her
carriage, and
caused various
introductions
to be made to

sticks

her.

the venerable
Sovereign
with the glow
oflightthrown
upon the weird
scene by two
£reat candle-

behind
As was

fitting, n o
other figure
stood out "with

such distinct-

ness, and some
who never saw
their Queen
before saw
her then with
all the per-
sonal pathos
which invested

THE NEW PARISH CHURCH AT CRATH1E
From a sketch, showing the Queen's porch,

by A. Marshall Mackenzie

DUKE OF COXXAUGHT
Photo by Ba^ ano

last pathetic

memory that

many willhave
of the Queen
is of her ap-
pearing at one

j

of thewindows
of the Palace
at ten o'clock

at night to bow
her acknow-
ledgments to

tens of thou-
sands of her
loyal subjects.

No more fit-

tingfarewellto
loyal London
could have
been imagined
than this
spectacle ot

n um berless
letters to be
sent to the
relatives of
those who had
lost gallant
husbands,
brothers and
sons at the
front, and in

manv cases
asked for por-

traits of those
who had fallen

on behalf of
their Queen
and country.
Again and
again she re-

viewed detach-
ments of sol-

dierswho were

THE DUCHESS OF ARGYLL (PRIN-
CESS LOUISE)

this extraordinary event.
* * *

Owing to the unsettled
state of Europe and the
Queen's own uncertain
health, her Majesty decided
not to go abroad until the
spring of 1901. She spent
several weeks, as usual, in

her Highland home, coming
south for Christmastide,
which, in accordance with
her custom, was spent at

Osborne. Throughout the
last months of 1900 the
Queen manifested in a
hundred different ways her
keen sympathy with those
who had suffered bereave-
ment by reason of the South
African war. She caused

DUCHESS OF COXXAUGHT
Photo by Mendelssohn
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departing for the Cape, and gave interviews lo officers

who had returned from the war.
By her special request Lord Roberts came to Osborne

before going to London to assume the office of Com-
mander-in-Chief. This was in the first week of Janu-
ary, i 901, and
the return of
the great sol-

dierwas mark-
ed by a brief

audience with
the Queen, and
theconferment
of an Earldom
and a Knight-
hood of the
Garter. The
Queen had
been far from
well for some
weeks, and the
sudden death
of her old
friend, the
D o w a g e r -

Lady Chur-
chill, who had
been intim-
ately attached
totheQueenas
Lady-in-Wait-
ing for several
years, had
much affected her. It came as her fourth bereavement
in the last year of the century, for the Queen had lost

her second son, the Duke of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha,
the gallant young Prince Christian Victor, and the
Duke of Teck. She had also heeji in serious anxiety

THE LATE PRIXCE HENRY OF BATTENBERG
Photo by Downey

as to the health of her eldest daughter, the Empress
Frederick.

* * *
The Queen commanded a second visit from Earl

Robertson Monday, January 14th. and there is no doubt
that this time
she was failing

in her health.

The widow of
her son Alfred
arrived at the
same time as
Earl Roberts,
and on the fol-

lowing day the
Queen drove
out with the
Dowager-
Duchess of
Saxe - Coburg
and Gotha.
This was her
last appear-
ance in public,

although on
the VVednes

-

day following
she took a
little exercise

in her donkey-
carriage in

the private
grounds ofOs-

well that it was
r James Reidand
ordered complete
e for some j ears,

she never rose.

PRINCESS HENRY OF BATTENBERG
Photo by Hughes and Mullin.s

borne. On her return she felt so un
deemed advisable for her physicians, Si

Sir Francis Laking, to see her. Thev
rest, and the Queen, for the first rim
spent the next day in bed, from which

BALMORAL CASTLE
Photo by G. W. Wilson and Co.
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30 OUR MOTHER -QUEEN

To the Lord Mayor :
— "Osborne, 6.45 p.m. My beloved Mother, the Queen, has just passed

away, surrounded by her children and grandchildren. (Signed) Albert Edward."

READING THC KING'S MESSAGE AT THE MANSION HOUSE
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THE KING
Photo by Gunn and Stuart
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HER MAJESTY INFORMS LORD ROBERTS THAT HE IS PROMOTED TO AN EARLDOM, JAN., 19GI

Drawn by Max Cowper
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VICE-ADMIRAL SIR CYPRIAN A. BRIDGE, K.C.B.,

Who has been appointed to succeed Vice-Admiral Sir E. H. Seymour, G.C.B., as Commander-in-
Chief of the China Squadron. He knows everything about guns—9*7, 4*7, machine, &c.— and has

been consulted on more than one occasion about the armament of our ships. He has seen active

service in Russia and in Burmah (during the Indian Mutiny). He has been Director of Naval
Intelligence and the Commander-in-Chief of the Australian Station. He takes over his new duties

in June, and there is no better man for the job
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CURRENT COMMENTS
Extraordinary precautions are now being taken to

ensure the strictest secrecy regarding the construction of
Shamrock II., Sir Thomas Liplon's yacht, which is intended

to bring- the America Cup to our shores. The employes
engaged in the shed where the challenger is being built

have to receive permits signed by their foremen and counter-

signed by their manager, which are only valid for a certain

time. Everything is said to be well advanced, the dummy
keel having been laid and the frames set in position. Mr.
G. L. Watson has returned to Leven after a prolonged
absence, and is on the spot every day superintend! ng-

matters, while Captain Sycamore, the skipper, has also

been a frequent visitor to the yard. The yacht's keel plates

are unique in their way, their highly-polished surface

making them quite distinct from what one is used to see in

shipbuilding yards.

* ¥ »

APROPOS of the visit of the Duke of York to Australia

the first Australian Cabinet formed under Responsible
Government during' the late Queen's reign was that of Mr.

Haines in Victoria, which took office on November 28th,

1855. Of this Cabinet only one member survives, viz., its

Surveyor-General, Sir Andrew Clarke, who, after filling-

various Imperial appointments, is still to the fore as Agent-
General for the two States of Victoria and Tasmania.
Another member of this exceptionally able Cabinet was the

late Mr. H. C. E. Childers, afterwards Chancellor of the

Exchequer, and a prominent member of successive Imperial

Governments. The first Cabinet of New South Wales was
formed by Mr. Stuart A. Donaldson on June 5th, 1856. Of
this body there is now only one member surviving', Mr.

W. C. Mayne, who represented the Government in the

Legislative Council, and still lives in complete retirement,

almost unknown except to a few historical inquirers in

Sydney, Of the first Ministry of South Australia there is

Football at Gibraltar. Sir George White, V.C., pre-
senting the Cup to the Captain of the champion

team (Cameron Highlanders)

."Miss Gertrude Willoughhy, vino is to be married to

Lord Decies next Tuesday (.March 12th)

also, curiously enough, only one survivor, Sir Samuel
Davenport, who still lives, revered and beloved by all who
know him, in the province whose infant destinies he assisted
in controlling fifty-four years ago.

* * *

Perhaps the most important event of the year at Gib-
raltar is the final lie for the football championship. The
" Rock " is in commotion that day, and feeling runs high,
for the Challenge Cup is something to be proud of. This
year the two redoubtable teams— I lie Artillery and the
Camerons—met, and after a tremendous struggle victory
lay with the Highlanders. The accompanying phoioshow:
Sir George White presenting the captain of the Camerons'
team with the cup.

<?5 tj, cji

Next Tuesday Lord Decies carries off a charming bride
from Fulmer Hall, to wit, Miss Gertrude Willoug'hby, the
sister of Sir John Willoughbv, who accompanied Dr.
Jameson in his famous Raid. Miss Willoughbv is a lover of
animals, and is the proud possessor, among other pets, of

several well-known prize-winning cats.

¥ ¥ ¥
" WHAT to do with our girls!'' There seems to be no

difficulty nowadays, for the experiment made by a post-

master at St. Anne's in securing' the services of girls as
telegraph messengers has proved so successful that, after

three months' trial, he contemplates employing girls only in

this special department. Candidates have applied from all

parts of the country. He finds them much more willing and
expeditious than boys—they waste no time ; and women's
rights advocates will rejoice to learn that the girls, paid at

the same rate as the boys, are actually, by reason of their

smartness, earning most money. They have no distinctive

uniform, but are recognisable by the business-like way they
steer the office bicycles through streets.

^ ¥ *

In response to the appeal made at the recent meeting of
the Irish branch of the Soldiers and Sailors' Families Asso-
ciation, the Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland has forwarded to the

Hon. Margaret Hamilton a cheque for .£500 as a donation
towards the fund.
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Linlithgow Palace (near Edinburgh) which Lord Roscbery has suggested
should be restored as a memorial to Queen Victoria

Great interest has been aroused in

Scotland by the Earl of Roseberys
suggestion that Linlithgow Palace should
be restored as a memorial to Queen
Victoria. The Duke of Argyll is one
of many prominent Scotsmen who have
declared that the present condition ot

the historic royal residence is a dis-

grace to a country proud of its past.

The Palace is within easy distance from
Edinburgh. Tor man}- centuries the
site, which is a most commanding one,
has been occupied by ports or castles.

In the days of Edward I. the then
Linlithgow Castle was garrisoned bv
an English body of soldiery, and
through a clever stratagem fell into

the hands of King Robert the Bruce,
who destroyed the pile of buildings.

On the ruins rose the present edifice.

» *' *
Linlithgow Palace was the favourite

residence of the Jameses, and was the

birthplace of James V. and Mary Queen
of Scots. It was always regarded as
a queen's dower house. The Union of
England and Scotland bereft Linlith-

gow of much of its splendour, and it

was lonely and deserted. Charles I.

paid it a fleeting visit, and Prince
Charlie, in the troubled '45, was there.

A few months later, Colonel Hawley's
English Dragoons caroused in the
great Parliament Hall. They had suf-

fered a reverse at Falkirk, and were
in a reckless mood. The Palace took
fire over night and was gutted. But
the walls are of great strength, and the

building might easily be restored if the

money were forthcoming. This royal

residence would make a splendid me-
morial to the Queen who so well loved
Scotland.

Mr. A. Shrlbb, South London Har-

A. Shruhb,
Winr.er of the Southern Counties Cress

country Championship

tiers, winner of Southern Counties Cross-
country Championship', is twenty-one
3-ears 01 age, ran as a Horsham Harrier
at Bexhill Hare and Hounds Sports last

April, and won the three miles team race,

also the four miles championship of Sus-
sex, beating A. E. Mulchings, one of the

fastest men in England up to five miles.

This was practically his first appearance
in public. Pie then competed at Chelms-
ford Sports in Jul) 7

, 1900, winning the

level distance race in remarkably easy
fashion in g-ood time. His next im-

portant race was at the Autumn Meet-
ing of the South London Harriers at

Kennington Oval in September, he
having become a member of that well-

known club. Here he ran in the three

miles open handicap, and received sixty

yards from the four miles champion,

J. T. Runnier. His running in this race

was remarkable, and at once stamped
him as a phenomenal runner, his first

mile from his mark being run in 4 min.

25 sec, and he led his field ere the mile
was reached, giving away very long
starts. He then ran on and won the

handicap in the hollowest manner pos-

sible. With the exception of running in

and winning all the challenge cups of

the South London Harriers during the

cross-country season of rgoo-igoi, he

has not cDinpeted in an open race on the

country, until running in the Southern
Counties Cross-country Championships
at Wembley Park on February 23rd.

That race he won, beating his field ci

two hundred selected runners of the

South in the easiest possible manner.
He represents the Horsham Harriers
in the Sussex championship to-day
(March 9th), when he is expected to do
wonders. Now that he has made a
start no doubt he will be heard of to

great advantage on more than one
occasion.
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Mr. O'Donnell's speech in Irish will rank among- the

curiosities of Parliamentary oratory. There have been

some strange speeches in both Houses at times. The
famous speech of the Duke of Wellington may be recalled.

Here is a verbatim report of it :
" My lords," said the Iron

Duke, " the noble and learned lord has said that I don't

understand this Bill. Well, my lords, all I can say is that

I read the Bill once, that I read it twice, that I read it
j

three times, and if after that I don't understand the Bill,

why, then, my lords, all I have to say is that I must be I

a damned stupid fellow."

* * *
Apropos of what is allowable in Parliamentary oratory,

and what is not, it is interesting- to note some of the things

which have been ruled out of the Parliamen-
tary vocabulary. Mr. Gladstone was once
greatly hurt by a charge of " misrepresenta-
tion," and the Speaker declared it unpar-
liamentary. " Dodg-e " is a word not to be
found in the Parliamentary dictionary, and
" falsehood " and " impertinent " are also out

of it. Mr. Plimsolls famous attack on the

"villains" and "scoundrels" of the House

„

Wsitt-

part of his speech in Welsh. The occasion was the appoint-
ment of a judge for a Welsh County Court, who could not

speak the native language. The Welsh members were
indignant, and fought the matter out in debate. The
Attorney-General, who has now become Lord Chief Justice
of England, defended the appointment, arguing that the
judge's ignorance of Welsh was not a practical incon-

venience. It was an unlucky remark lor Sir Richard
Webster, for it broug-ht up " Mabon," and Lord Alverstone
would probably confess now that he was completely beaten
by the member for Rhondda Valley.

* * *
"So the Welsh lang-uag-e does not matter?" said

" Mabon - " " Very well. Let us suppose that we are in

the County Court at Ymysymaengwyn, and
the Attorney-General is the judge. I am
the plaintiff, seeking payment for a pair of
boots. The Attorney-General asks me if I

am prepared to swear if the boots delivered

to the defendant were rights and lefts, or
otherwise, as the defendant declares. That
being a delicate question, which I can
hardly trust myself to answer in English,

T ' *W!^ j[pT
'

Meet of the Eastbourne Foxhounds at Beachy Head. Mr.
Brooker, the huntsman, bringing up the hounds.

(Photo by Chas. Breach)

of Commons placed those words beyond the bar, and it is

even unparliamentary to speak of a member's " rude re-

marks," or his " factious opposition." " Cad," which Mr.
Chamberlain used lately, is bad, and can only be used
at the risk of being- called to order, and "jockeyed" is

another impossible word. The Speaker will not tolerate

the accusation ag-ainst a member of "deliberately raising"

a false issue," or the use of the words "calumnious
charges " in reference to a member's speech. Sir William
Harcourt once withdrew the expression, " A dirty trick."

¥ * ¥
The English language is the world language of the

future. When the last century opened it was spoken by
twenty-one million 'people ; now it is spoken by a hundred
and twenty millions. Russian has advanced in the same
period from being spoken by thirty millions to be the common
tongue of seventy-five millions. German, spoken in 1800
by thirty millions, is now spoken by seventy millions ;

French has gone up from thirty to forty-five millions, and
Spanish from twenty-seven to forty-five millions.

* * *
The last time a " foreign " tongue was heard in the House

of Commons was when Mr. Abraham ("Mabon") delivered

I answer it in my native tongue, and say :
' Cymmer,

dau bvvech, ar gwastad clawdd lluest twich ; pen-dre pistull

bwich dwy hafodtai lech wedd, Yspvtty?' Now," shouted
" Mabon," " what has the hon. and learned gentleman to say
to that?" The hon. and learned gentleman said nothing.

¥ * *
The Colonial Office is asking, through the Home service,

for telegraphists to go to South Africa. Applicants must be
under twenty-six years of age, and unmarried, and under-

take to serve for two years. The prospects offered for young
men with at least four years' manipulative experience in

telegraphy are fairly good, and will draw a large number
of expert operators. They will receive, if nineteen years of

age, and possessing the requisite experience and skill, a
commencing salary of .£132 10s., and rise by £\2 10s.

annually through various classes to a maximum of^320 per

annum. A free second-class passage from Southampton to

Cape Town will be provided, and the salary will commence
on taking up duty in the Colonial Telegraph Service. It

may be of interest to intending candidates to learn that the

superannuation system in the Cape is the same as here

—

forty years' service and pension of two-thirds of salary,

but time spent in the British service will not count in the
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The Lunge — A squad of the 7th Hussars being instructed in fencing
(Plot) by Russell and Co.)

Colonial department. This is not a great hardship to a
short-service youth. There is a pension fund, to which
established officers contribute four per cent, of their annual
salary.

V V V
To-day (the 9th inst.). Sir George Hayter Chubb presides

at a dinner of the London Committee of the forthcoming
Glasgow Exhibi-
tion, to be held at
the Whitehall
Rooms, Hotel Met-
ropole, London.
Lord Blythewood
(President of the
Exhibition), Lord
Balfour (Secretary
of State for Scot-
land), the Lord
Mayor of London,
and the Lord Pro-
vost of Glasgow
will be present.

* * *
" It is four and

a-half years since i

last visited the
Yang-tze, and in

the meantime
British influence,

relatively to that

of other nations in

this region, which
we are supposed to

have ear -marked,
has not increased,

but decreased, in

almost every
direction." These
are the last words
of the two-
column cablegram
from the Times
correspondent at

Shanghai, who cabled on the 7th of this month, on his return
from a journey up the Yang-tze River. The sting is in the

tail, but almost every line of this long and interesting dispatch
condemns the apathy and indecision of British diplomacy in

the Far East. Attention is particularly drawn to our failure

to support the two Yang-tze Viceroys, Chang Chih-tung
and Liu Kun-yi, honest and enlightened officials who exer-

cised their great influence at the critical time to prevent the

southward spread of the anti-foreign movement. These are

-.Fearless Footsteps," the winn
Coursing Meet

the sort of men who ought to be negotiating with the Powers
instead of Prince Ching and that hoary deceiver Li Hung
Chang, and they might have been if England had taken
the lead and insisted upon their selection by the Chinese
Government. As it is, they might lose their places and their

heads to-morrow, and the Foreign Office would probably not

raise a finger to save them.
* ¥ *

The famous
Withins was again
the place selected

for the Waterloo
Cup, and for the

second time, in

favourable weather
and before a large
attendance, Fear-

' less Footsteps was
the victor. This is

the second year in

succession that

Tom Wright has
trained the winner,

and it wiii be recol-

lected that Fearless
Footsteps repre-

sented the same
nomination last

season, when she
put out the Duke of

Leeds' Lavishly
Clothed in the de-

ciding course.

* v ¥
Tut: Empire

Com nionwealth
badge is in the

form of a star,

surmounted by the

Australian coat-

of- arms with the

usual motto, " Advance Australia." In the centre is a

representation in blue and gold of the Union Jack flowing

from West to East, with the words, "Australian Com-
monwealth, 1901," underneath in gilt letters. A narrow
circle of rich red, bordered with gold, envelopes this,

bearing between the lines the mottoes

—

ONE FLAG, ONE EMPIRE,
AND

HANDS ALL ROIND,

er of the Waterloo Cup at Altcar

(Photo by Hedges)
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The Empire Common-
wealth Radge

in signification of the bond of
Imperial unity, which binds
in brotherhood every part of

the Empire, and makes the

joys and sorrows of each the
worthy concern of all. The
outer edge of the star is com-
posed of alternating' miniature
shields and cuneiform spaces

;

the former have a blue ground
upon which is shown a repre-
sentation of the Southern Cross,
the chief constellation of the
other hemisphere, and each of
the latter bearing the initials

of one of the States of the
Commonwealth. The effect 'of

the whole design is very striking, and -the registered badge
claiming as it does the (unofficial) imprimatur of the

Agents-General of the various colonies, its already con-

siderable popularity is probably but the small beginning- of

an enormous demand.

* * *
This is a story that is not told either for the special

benefit of members of the Society of Psychical Research or

for that of any other individuals interested in ghost-lore,

but merely with the idea of offering a plain, unvarnished
account of the rumours relating to a certain grave dug on
a battlefield in the Soudan, and reputed to be haunted.

* * *
To arrive at the origin of this legend, we must date back

to the dawn of August 7th, 1897, when a battle took place

at the little town of Abou-Hamed, on the Nile, between a
thing column under General Sir Archibald Hunter and a
force of Dervishes employed in the unsuccessful task of
defending the town. In this engagement two British officers,

both serving- with the 10th Soudanese Battalion of the Egyp-
tian Arm)', were
killed, namely,
Major Sidney
(Bey), in com-
mand of the re-

giment, and
Lieutenant Ed-
ward F"itzclar-

ence. The bodies
of these officers

were buried near
Abou - Hamed,
under mounds
over which, some
eighteen months
later, two large
marble crosses
were erected. It

was not long
after the com-,
pletion of the
mounds before
the superstitious

fears of the na-
tives gave vent
to a sensational
story in which
they have implicit

belief.

* * *
To their leader the soldiers of the 10th were greatly

attached, a d were overheard to declare, soon after the

fight : "Re nember, our brothers, too, were shot with the

Bey, and th »y will never leave him !
" This wish was father

to the thought, for it was quickly discovered that the grave
was believed by the blacks to be haunted ; and proof of this

was spce ily forthcoming in the action of a servant of an
officer res uing in quarters close to the battlefield. This
servant invited dismissal from his master's -employment on
the grounds that he dare not walk about after sunset, since

the warriors of his race, slain at Abou-Hamed, were to be
tound mounting guard over Major Sidney's grave. Proceed-
ing across the desert after dark, they affirmed, they had been
challenged by a phantom sentry, and had heard a voice in

The ruins of Retford Church
Destroyed by fire the other day. The church was

one ot the oldest in Nottinghamshire

A haunted grave in the

Soudan

the cross that stands in the

Arabic saying :

" Guard, turn out '."

whereupon the sol-

diers had risen from
their tombs and
solemnly fallen in

around the Bey's.

Europeans even came
forward to relate that
tlu\- had heard the
voice of the sentry,
although they con-
fessed they had seen
nothing.

* * *
Sl'CH is the strange-

tale that is told to

every tourist passing
Abou-Hamed on his

way up the Nile. A
story strange in char-
acter even for a ghost
story, but one, with
all its improbabilities
nevertheless, pos-
sessed of singular
pathos find charm.
Who, indeed, can
help respecting the
simple faith of these
loyal-hearted sons of
Islam, when they
believe that even
death itself does not
prevent their de-
parted comrades
rising, in the awful
silence of the desert
night, to keep grim
watch and ward around
memory of their Be) - ?

* * *
The portion of the room seen in the accompanying

photo of the Christinas decorations of the N.C.O.'s mo s

of the Mauritius Submarine Mining Company Royal
Engineers, was arranged to bring in as decorations

a few of the appliances used in the work of submarine
mining-

, such as a pair of oars, a lifebuoy, an astatic

galvanometer, signalling horns, &c. ; also a diver in full

dress. A great amount of amusement was caused through
the diver being connected to a powerful shock coil in

such a manner that anyone shaking hands with it, or

merely touch-
ing the metal
portions of the

dress received an
electric shock not

to be forgotten

in a hurry. The
company officer

was the first vic-

tim, while on his

visit to wish the

non-commis-
sioned officers the

compliments of
the season. The
background is a
shield, on which
is painted a re-

presentation of a
submarine mine,
and surmounted
by the sub-
miner's crest and
the motto of the

corps: "Ubique."
The photo is by
Company Ser-

geant-Major
VV. Wade, R.E.,
Mauritius.

M 7f /
fH\-/*ar?
/ icC * / y
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tetter im*,
A portion of the Christmas decorations
of the N.C.O.'s Mess of the Mauritius
Submarine Mining Company. Royal

Engineers
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The largest tree in the world. It grows in the Transvaal, near Pretoria

The family of General Christian de Wet, who are at present staying under British pro-
tection at Johannesburg, while the General himself is being hunted down

(Copyright photo by A. Reis and Co.)
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At l he Royal Commission the other day, inquiring- into

the causes of the decrease of the salmon fisheries in

England, Scotland, and Wales, one of the most important

witnesses, Mr. George Goldie, a fisherman of EaglcsclifFe

(Tees District) attri-

buted the falling- off in

the salmon fishery in

this district to too much
fishing- in the estuary.

Formerly he had six

fishing stations, but now
he had only one, and had
only one licence. The
men he employed also had
been reduced to two. He
thought there should be

more fish watchers to stop

taking of young salmon.

The Victoria Cross has
seldom been awarded to

a more worthy recipient

than Sergeant Arthur
Richardson, of Strath-

cona's Horse, who arrived

in London last week with
a contingent from the

front. It was at Wolve-
spruit, near Standerton,
that a patrol, numbering
some thirty of Strath-

cona's Horse, whilst engaged in the pursuit of seven Boers,

found themselves unexpectedly in an ambush, where they

were fired upon by two hundred of the enemy hidden

behind some kopjes. In the retirement Trooper McArthur
was wounded and fell from his horse. Sergeant Richardson,
noticing the misfortune of his comrade, rode back and pulled

him up in front of him on the saddle, in spite of the fact that

the Boers were firing from the horse at a distance of twenty-

five yards. He managed, however, to get away with his

burden although being pursued by the enemy for half a
mile, during which time the bullets were flying round him-

Mr. George Goldie

Who gave 'important evidence at the

Royal Commission on Salmon Fisheries

Hi:

Sergt. Arthur Richardson
Of Strathcona's Horse, who gained the
V.C. at Wolvesprnit. (Photo by Stuart.)

Colonei Macicinnon
Who holds an important command at Aldershot. /Photo by

Miss Craigie Halkett.)

self and his horse in un-

pleasant quantities, and
although his hat and sleeve

were perforated he was
not otherwise hit.

* * *
Eventually the fugi-

tives reached a barbed
wire fence and vainly
sought for an opening
to get through. As the
proximity of the pur-
suers did not leave suf-

ficient time for dismount-
ing and cutting down the

fence, Sergeant Richard-
son rode for a quarter
of a mile endeavouring-
to find an opening. At
length he came to a
spot where the upper
strands had been cut

away. In spite of his

efforts the horse could
not be induced to jump
the obstacle until it was
hit on the hoof by a Boer
bullet, when it frantically

charged and cleared the
wire, bearing its burden
back in safety to the
camp. Sergeant Richardson was a native of Liverpool,
which place he left eight years ago for Canada, where
he joined the North-West Mounted Police, of which force he
is now a member. He is twenty-seven years of age.

T * *
Mr. W. Robertson, of the Naauwpoort Town Guard

(a force which was called out at a minute's notice

owing to the invasion of the Colony), is a good old

soldier. Most of the able - bodied men of the camp
turned out, including the
photo appears herewith.
He can, we think, lay claim

to being the oldest soldier

serving in the British Army.
This is a record of his
r ervice : — Joined No. 7
company 6th Battalion

Royal Artillery in 1854.

Enlisted at Lisburn, Co.
Antrim, Ireland. Took the

field in 1855 in Third
Division, Cathcart's Hill,

Crimea, under Lord Rag-
lan. Returned to England
in 1856, and was stationed

at Woolwich. Served two
years in Artillery, and then

joined 5th Northumberland
Fusiliers at the depot,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, in 1857.

Discharged from the Fusi-

liers in 1868. In 1877 took

the field again in Kaffir

wars, in Colesberg Light

Horse, under Major Nesbitt

until 1878, during which
time he was engaged in

numerous petty fights. In

1901 he joined Naauwpoort
Town Guard under Cap-
tain Rose. The old gen-
tleman takes his turn at

sentry-go and trench duty
at night, which he declares

to be child's play compared
to the trenches before Sebas-
topol. He is now 71 years

of age, and still hale and
hearty. His total service

forty-seven years.

grand old veteran wh<

Mr. W. Robertson

A Crimean veteran, and one of

Naauwpoort Town Guard. He is

always on the spot
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txplaining the action of a bird's wing Goldbeater's skin in the rougii

ABOUT BALLOON MAKING
WITH AN EXPERT'S OPINIONS ON AERIAL NAVIGATION

Ballooning is fascinating- to some, repulsive to others. I I remember
It is a question of nerves. I am blessed, or cursed, with a ascent at the

super-sensitive nervous system, and have never been up in a' I almost immed
balloon, except in imagination. I never will go in the | heavens, with
flesh, for I feel confident

that I could not endure it.

I have been assured by
the brothers Spencer —
hereditary aeronauts of

several generations— that

I need have no fear, for it

is quite safe. There is, I

was informed, considerably

less sensation experienced
in ascending in a balloon

than there is in going up
and down in a city lift. I

have no reason to doubt
that, for it is clear that

having attained a certain

altitude from terra firma
the degree of comparison
entirely disappears, and
there supervenes a sen.e
of remaining stationary.

But I maintain that the

consciousness of being
suspended several thou-
sands of feet up in the air,

in a comparatively insig-

nificant structure, is the
kind of thing to set the
imagination of the sensitive

individual playing unplea-
sant tricks.

It is not, moreover, the

sort of pastime one can
first "try," for having once
left Mother Earth one is in

the hands of a variable

Providence, with no means
of speedy escape by a back
way. Making the network

on one occasion I was watching a balloon

Crystal Palace, by the Spencers. I stood
iately beneath the vessel as it rose into the

one of the celebrated aeronauts standing on
the edge of the car taking
snapshots of the crowd
below. He remained in

this apparently insecure

position till the balloon had
reached such a giddy alti-

tude that it had dwindled
to about a tenth of its

original size. I became
fascinated by this exhi-

bition of intrepidity, my
eyes being glued to the

picture of the receding
voyagers ; at the same
time I experienced an ex-
quisite sensation of plung-
ing headlong into measure-
less space, and I broke
into a cold perspiration.

The spell held possession
of me till I resolutely

averted my gaze, and
walked away.

I can recall only one
other occasion on which I

experienced such a sensa-
tion, and that was when I

was brought suddenly and
unexpectedly to the brink
of a very deep and sheer
chasm. Then I realised

for the first time the true

meaning of the favourite

phrase of fiction writers,
" rooted to the spot."

I propose in this article,

in addition to touching
upon the science, pastime,
or profession—call it what
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you will—of ballooning-, to

set forth a few facts rela-

tive to the manufacture of

the various aerial vessels

in use. In order to place
myself in possession of the

necessary information I

paid a visit to the spacious
premises of Messrs.
Spencer at Highbury, and
received every assistance

at the hands of the heads
of the firm.

Speaking- generally,
balloons are made of three

different materials— gold-

beater's skin, silk and
alpaca. The first-named

is largely used for war
balloons, the second for

ordinary balloons of the

largest kind, and the last

for the smaller. The

- -

1 -> dtfH JL *'
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A collection of balloons

A storage of balloon furniture

suspended above a wicker
car as can well be ima-
gined.

5? * *

The process of making
skin balloons is interesting.

A "mode" is utilised—

a

balloon of thick material
blown out to its fullest

capacity — and upon this

the skin, taken straight
out of a bucket of water in

which it is allowed to soak,
is applied in layers, being
trimmed off the while with
a large pair of shears.
It is a tedious task and
takes several days to com-
plete, the time, of course,

varying according to the
size of the balloon. When
the process is complete the

air is released from the
model, which collapses,

leaving the skin envelope
ready for further treaf-

ment.

alpaca is a
special fab-

ric, made for

one purpose,
isveryclosely

woven, and
almost im-

possible to

tear. The
silk is also

a specially-

made mate-
rial and is

called "bal-
loon silk."

Goldbeater's
skin, as may
be generally
known, is

procured
from the gut
of the sheep,

and - in—its

crude form,
as shown in

one of the
pictures ac-
companying
this article,

looks as un-
like the form
it takes when

Italian hemp, is thin

at the apex of the
balloon, and gradu-
ally thickens towards
the neck, the size of

the meshes varying
in the same manner.
On a single balloon
there are miles of
rope and thousands
of knots, all of which
are tied by hand.
The smallest pas-

senger balloon made
is one with a capacity
of 12,000 cubic feet,

to accommodate two
persons, and the lar-

gest (made by the

firm of Spencer, I

mean) one with a
capacity of 150,000
cubic feet,.with .a car
capable of seating
twenty-five voyagers.
This,took six months
to construct. The
sizes most in use
range from 50,000 to

100,000 cubic feet.

In the construction of

an ordinary size bal-

The making of an alpaca
or silk balloon is less

tedious but no less elabo-

rate. The material is cut
into sections, narrowing to

a point, and painted with
whatever design it is in-

tended should appear upon
the finished vessel. The
sections are joined to-

gether—sewn together by'
machinery — and after-

wards treated to a coat of
special varnish, that will

not crack, but when dry
will retain its elasticity.

The skin covering is, of
course, also varnished.
The network of balloons

is usually made by sailors,

who are deft at the hand-
ling of a rope. The rope,

which is made of the finest

Perforating ballast bags

Making a war balloon with
goldbeater's skin

loon from 500 to i.oco

yards of silk would be
used. Ballast bags hold
about 56 lb., and six are
taken up in the car. Dur-
ing the process of inflation

as many as 250 ballast

bags may be utilised.

* * *
As regards price, a small

balloon of between 4,000
and 5,000 cubic feet would
cost about ^40 ; Larger
ones pro rata. After a
few seasons' wear a bal-

loon is usually consigned
to the flames, having
braved the breeze suffi-

ciently long to become
unreliable.

One of the most im-

portant things to do when
starting upon a balloon

ascent is to release the

neck of the balloon by
means of what is known
as the "neck-line," the
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pamded birds' wings play an important
illustrative part in the subsequent dis-

cussion.

It only remains for me to say that the

Spencers do not think we shall hear any
more of Andr£, and that they do not think

so much of Count Zappelin's air-ship as
most people. H. L. Adam.

A trial inflation of a balloon

failure to observe which precaution largely attributed to

the death of Captain Dale at the Crystal Palace some
years back.
The Spencers have, of course, had many stirring ad-

ventures in this and other countries. Percival Spencer once
made a premature ascent in India, subsequently came down
safely, but got lost in a jungle, turning up after two or
three days' absence to find his obituary published in a local

newspaper. Thus he had the unique experience of reading
what was practically a posthumous appreciation of his

many good qualities.

Stanley Spencer favours exercise by parachute, and in the

"off" season he assured me he misses these ascents and
descents as much as I should my morning walk. He waxed
quite enthusiastic while describing to me the delights of

dropping from a great height with the precipitancy of

a brick. I felt almost converted when he exclaimed glibly,

"A sharp tug at the rope, the parachute is detached, and
down I come !

" Personally I feel quite equal to the coming
down part of the business, but it is the going up that pos-

sesses no charms for me.
The Spencers have made ascents practically in all parts

of the world. Stanley was the first aeronaut to make an
ascent in the island of Cuba, for which performance he was
presented with a gold medal fashioned out of a twenty-five

dollar piece by the " powers."
Occasionally the Messrs. Spencer receive visits from

people with ideas for flying machines, when several ex-

Another soldier from the now rapidly-

thinning ranks of the Light Brigade, who
made the famous charge at Balaclava, has
answered the great bugle-call which for

him ends all earthly warfare. William
Pitt, who was a farrier in the 4th Light
Dragoons, now the 4th Hussars, died at

Brighton last week in his eighty-second
year. He took part in the Balaclava
Charge, and reached and spiked several

of the Russian guns. While doing this he
was severely wounded, and remained en
the field of battle till next day. Pitt

received the British, Turkish and French
medals and four clasps.

* * *
From Pondoland, South Africa, a correspondent sends a

further illustration of the grief with which the news of the

Painting sections of a balloon

A balloon in section hung up to dry

death of Queen Victoria was received by natives by whom
she was revered as the " Great White Queen." Our infor-

mant states that when a Pondoland chief

heard the sad tidings of the beloved Sove-

reign's passing away he expressed himself

in the following poetical words: "When
I look up into the sky to-night I shall see

another star."'

» v *
Some time ago a committee was ap-

pointed by the Board of Trade to consider

the best means of communication between
the passengers and the railway servants in

charge of trains. The committee's report

was duly considered by the associated rai'-

way companies, with the result that it was
decided by a majority to adopt as the means
of communication between passenger,

driver and guard the partial application of

the air brake, that being one of the systems
referred to in the committee's report as

being efficient. The system has been
applied to a considerable portion cf the

total stock of the South-Western Railway
Company, and the work is to be continued

until the whole of the stock is fitted. Pas-

sengers are able to work the appliance from
either of the four corners of the compart-
ment by simply pulling a chain fixed just

above each quarter light.
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AN OLD BLOCK CART
This kind of cart, shown in the accom-

panying- illustration, is used in some of the

very mountainous parts of Ireland, and is

of peculiar construction. The two wheels
are fastened to the axle, so that all move or

stop tog-ether. The advantag-e of this

arrangement is seen when one wheel strikes

a stone on the mountain path, and the

whole cart is stopped until the obstruction

is removed. Otherwise, the result would
be that the unimpeded wheel would g-o on,

and the shaft, being tilted violently, would
throw the horse. A very similar type of

cart is in use in China. No doubt the

ancient Irish who crossed over the Red
Sea with the Israelites broug-ht the cart

from the East.

An Irish Cromlech or Dolmen

AN IRISH CROMLECH
T.H2 cromlech or dolmen, shown in the illustration, stands

on the top of Leg-ananney Mountain between Dromara and
Castlewellan, Co. Down. In view of the mishap at Stone-
henge, this cromlech, which is one of the most remarkable
in Ireland, will no doubt be the object of no little interest.

The top stone is a coffin-shaped slab of granite 1 1 feet long,

5 feet wide at its broadest part, and \
l/2 feet thick. It rests

on the points of three slender pillar-like supports. Much
difference of opinion exists about the use of these pre,

historic monuments, but the most likely theory is that they
marked burial - places, or, perhaps, the altars on which
people were sacrificed. |As a rule sepulchral urns have
been found in the vicinity of these cromlechs. No storm,
however, is likely to shake the ancient giant on the top of

Leg-anannev Mountain.
+++* •

A STATUE of the late Queen will raise the number of London
statues of royalties to thirty-one. The next most popular
vocation of London statues is that of statesmen—of these
there are fourteen, of soldiers nearly as many, of philan-
thropists a dozen, of literary men half a dozen. There is

only one musician. Mrs. Siddons is the only woman thus
immortalised, except those of Royal blood.

An old Irish block-wheel cart

Who was the miscreant ? At the inaug-uration of the

embankment electric light on Saturday, Mr. J. W. Benn
declared that when Cleopatra's Needle was erected on
London's only boulevard, a "Cockney poet" deposited the

following- lines at the base of the obelisk :

—

This monument, as some supposes,
Was looked upon by the prophet Moses ;

It passed in time to the Greeks and Turks,
And was stuck up here by the Board of Works.

The man who could perpetrate such an outrage on so

venerable a relic would certainly be capable of botanising-

on his mother's tombstone.

With a view to reducing- to some extent the expenses of

gentlemen cadets at the Royal Military College, Sandhurst,

it is intended to abolish the full dress uniform. Cadets
would then be called upon to provide themselves with undress

and working kits only for outdoor purposes.

Jim Mace
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RUSSIAN GIRL IN GALA COSTUME
(Photo ly Foulsham and BansfieldJ
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WAR LOSSES
At Waterloo the allied forces lost 31

per cjnt., or nearly one man in three, of

the forces engaged, and the French lost

36 per cent. At Blenheim, one of the

bloodiest battles ever fought, the British

and their allies lost 5,000 killed and 8,000

wounded out of a total force of 56,003 men ;

while the Gallo - Bavarians lost 12,000

killed and 14,000 wounded out of a force

of 60,000 men. This latter works 'out at

the terrible proportion of 43 in 100. At
the battle of Borodino 15,000 Russians
were killed out of a total of 125,000 men.
This meant a mortality of 12 per cent., and
if General Methuen had lost in the same
proportion at Magersfontein he would
have left 1,200 dead on the field. The
French had 9,000 out of 120,000 killed in

the same battle, while the wounded were :

Russians, 35,000; French, 13,000.

V V T
During the Franco-Prussian War the French

Train upset by an ox at Koomati Poort

lout 24 perl 140 per 1,000. At Magenta the losses were : French, 70
per 1,000 ; Austrians, 80 per 1,000.

One of the most remarkable things
about casualties in war is, by the

way, the pretty uniform proportion
borne by the killed to the wounded.
In the Franco-German battles it was
generally 1 to 4^2. Sometimes the

wounded fell to 3 to 1, and sometime-,

they rose as high as 7 to 1. But ^'/2
to 1 was about the average, and
that is about what it is in So.lh
Africa at present.

Ylie ox—killed, of course—that upset the train at Koomati

1,000, and the Germans 9 per 1,000, at Sedan, the number I
office even as

of slain Germans being 1,640 and of
French 3,000, while 6,480 Germans and
14,000 French were wounded. At Spi-
cheren the Germans had 29 per 1,000
killed and 127 wounded, while the French
had only 16 per 1,000 killed and 83
wounded. At Gravelotte, where the Ger-
mans were two to one, the French had
only 1,144 men killed and 6,700 wounded,
while the Germans killed amounted to

4,450, and their wounded to 15,200. The
victors lost at Waterloo one - quarter of
their men ; Borodino, one-third ; Talavera,
one-eighth ; Marengo, one quarter ; Inker-
man, one-third ; Magenta, one-eleventh ;

Solierino, one-eleventh ; KSniggratz, one-
twenty-third.

5}> Si> V

By "lost" in the above list is meant
killed, wounded, and missing, while the
percentage is given of the whole force in

the field, whether fighting or not. At
Austerlitz the losses were : French :40 per
1,000; Russians, 300 per 1,000; Austrians,

440 per 1,000. At Wagram the losses

ware : French, 130 per 1,000 ; Austrians,

" Irish Volunteer," writing to a
contemporary, says :

—" Permit me
to state that the great majority 01

Irish (Catholic) residents in South

Africa are opposed to the policy 01

Mr. Davitt and other Irish M.P.'s.

Had they, as devout Catholics,

resided for any length of time in the

late Orange Free State or Trans-
vaal I question whether the) - would
not now be fighting shoulder to

shoulder with the ' Soldiers of the

Queen.' Mr. Davitt does know that

all Catholics resident in the la e

Republics were debarred the rights of

citizenship and all Government em-
plovment. A Catholic could not hold

common policeman under the Grondwell

Charing the wreckage of the train upset by an ox
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Tlie Canadian gun that did so much service at the front with
General French

(Act of Parliament). Those who know Mr. Davkt wiH
not take him seriously. Many years ago he scorned the
idea of a true Nationalist entering' Parliament. His incon-
sistency has been more than once apparent,
and many of his old friends of thirty years
ago have cut 'the painter.'

v » ¥
" For the information of Davitt and Co.,

let me state that in every Volunteer corps
in South Africa Irishmen are to be found,
as the R.C. chaplains can testify. The
Irish of the Transvaal have nothing to
thank old man Kruger for.- There were
a few Irishmen in the employ of the Trans-
vaal Government; men who renounced the
faith of their fathers. Mr. T. P. O'Meara,
ex-Mayor of Pietermaritzburg, Natal, in

a speech to support the policy of Sir Alfred
Milner, said :

—
' He had known Kruger for

thirty-eight years, and ventured to say
there never was a more unmitigated
scoundrel ever born. (Applause.) He
had been a raider, robber, rebel and
murderer all the time he (the speaker) had
known him.' Mr. O'Meara is a Tip-
perary man and a sincere Catholic, and
many years represented Maritzburg in the
Legislative Council. Mr. O'Reilly, Mayor
of Cape Town, is a supporter of Sir Alfred
Milner. He is a Limerick man ; no ona
will question his love for his native land.

Mr. M. Cornwall, ex-M.L.A., and late

Mayor of Kimberley, is also a strong sup,
porter of the High Commissioner, and
known throughout Africa as a sterling

Irishman. Mr. St. John Carr, a director
of several companies on the Rand, is also a Catholic, and
serving with the Imperial Light Horse. I could name
man}- scores of other Irishmen deadly opposed to the

policy of Michael Davitt. The intel igent
Irish have no sympathy with Kruger, nor
ever had.

"The Rev. Father De Lacey was ex-
pelled from Johannesburg by the order ot

Mr. Kruger. The so-called Irish Brigade
(or Blake's Hooligans, as they are known)
were the scum of the Rand, principally

composed of low American corner boys,
not 5 per cent, being Irishmen. The 4.hird

in command is a tailor named Mitchcl,
and was employed by a Peruvian Jew.
Blake's character is too well known to

need comment. Suffice to say they were
a disgrace, and it is a libel on Ireland to

call them Irish.

" P.S.—I am prepared to give the names of three respect-

able Irishmen (two now fighting with our Volunteers) who
were threatened with death if they did not join ' Blake's

With the Headquarters Staff. Two chargers waiting,
sports eight

De Wet

Hooligans.' It would have been a sorry day for Blake had
he made the acquaintance of the ' Dubs ' or the ' Royal
Irish.'"

Hh l ynl

Pretoria Station as it now is
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Across the Continent of Asia— A train of the Trans-Siberian Railway

THE TRANS-SIBERIAN RAILWAY
This gigantic undertaking has proved a huge success,

and has enabled the Russian Government, among other
things, to pour troops into Northern China. However, at

the commencement several parts of the railway were so
rushed that in a very short time many miles of it had to be
relaii or reballasted. Consequent on the inauguration of
the railway, Siberia is being rapidly populated by immi-
grants from Russia. Figures in a Government report
quoted chow that on the Western Siberian section the traffic

n passengers rose from 160,000 in 1896 to 379,000 in 1898;
n immigrants, "'from 169,000 to 195,000 ; and in goods from land dignified exterior

[69'355 tons to 483,870
tons. For the Central
Siberian section details are
given for 1897 and '^98
only, and these show an
increase from 177,000 to

476,000 passengers, and
from 86,984 t / 177,420
tons.

amount of wood a framework is extended several feet above
the locomotive bin. At the start the front of the train looks
like a moving wood-pile. Exclusive of the locomotive and
its wood-bin the train consists, in the order named, of a dark
purple supply car and kitchen, a dark-green dining car, a
brown car, a blue car, and a yellow car, the last, four

sleepers. The exterior finish was plain. The sides of
the cars were smooth, and the only raised work was
a narrow vertical band, running from top to bottom
every two feet. The lettering

and the Imperial crest on white
ornamentation. Altogether, the

was in quiet style

metal was the only
train had a serious

¥ ¥ ¥
Writing from Irkutsk,

Siberia, a correspondent
who has travelled over this

great railway says :—The
station is a neat and fairly

large brick building, a few
hundred feet from the
bridge. As we drove up
several stalwart porters in

brown suits and white
aprons, the latter pat-
terned after the ordinary
butcher apron, with glitter-

ing badges the size of a
saucer, politely asked for

our baggage. To be sure
there was a strug'gle

among the porters to see
which should reach us
first and so secure a fee ;

but as soon as we selected

a man the others fell back
without a shade of disap-
pointment. We had read and heard so much about this

particular train that we were more than curious to see it.

The train consisted of a locomotive and five cars, and was
ve3tibuled. It stood on a track 4ft. u^in. wide, technic-

ally known as the Russian standard gauge of 5ft.

v ¥ *
The 49-lb. rail looks light to one accustomed to the heavy

rail of modern railways. The cars caught our fancy ; they
were tall and broad and roomy. The locomotive, of
European make, was dwarfed by its big load of wood.
Wood is the fuel used until within two and a-half days of
Moscow, when Baldwin locomotives from America and

V V ¥

In each sleeping-car are
four compartments, exclu-

sive of a general parlour.

The latter is in the centre
of the car, and has a table,

lounging - chairs, maps,
mirrors, &c. Three of the

compartments are for four

persons, and one is for

two. They run crosswise,
and are unusually high.

Dark red polished wood is

used in the doors and fit-

tings, the ceilings are
white, with double electric

lights set in large glass
globes at intervals, and the

walls are of grey stamped
leather. The divans, which
at night are transformed
into beds, are of heavy,
dark red leather. Each
room has a portable elec-

tric lamp, that may be
placed on the table. High
above the seat are two
long racks for baggage.
The upper part of the door
is a large looking-glass.

Unlike the Siberian boats

and hotels, these cars are
well quipped with strong

double hooks. The lack of hooks on which to hang our
belongings far above dirty floors and dirt} - furniture was one
of the most trying experiences of Siberian travel.

* * *
The floor covering was linoleum. In the winter the

linoleum gives way to heavy carpet. The dust of the

steppes and the intense heat makes carpet unbearable in

summer. Along the narrow side corridors, into which the

rooms open, are collapsible seats, and on the walls are maps
of Russia and Siberia, time-tables and railway notices.

Each room has two call bells—one for the porter, and one
for the diningf-car—also a large and aggressive thermo-

Where two Continents meet—the dividing line between
Asia and Europe

naphtha come into play. To make room for the necessary ' meter. The drawing-room in the car is in red leather, and
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draped with heavy dark red silk curtains. The toilet rooms
are tiled, and the upper part is in light wood. The only
marble wash-basin we saw between Vladivbsfock and
Central Siberia came into view on this train, where we also

get a!l the water—cold water—we can use. So much for the

Russian idea of a train de luxe. In looks it is all right ; in

actual service it lacks comforts.

The porter is about as useful as the fifth wheel of a
coach. He makes up the beds at night and unmakes them
in the morning, but all this after endless calls on his bell and
after a personal search for him. He does not begin black-

ing boots until 8 a.m., and he blacks until the footgear
recklessly consigned to his care is finished. People who
want their berths looked after must await his pleasure. He
does not intend to be disagreeable. It is merely the Russian
cf it. He has no idea of neatness or order, neither sweeps
nor dusts unless asked, and, so far as we can see, his sole

porter'specialitv is taking charge of the washroom soap at

night and restoring it at a late hour in the morning. This
did not bother us, because we carried all necessary toilet

supplies, but from Russian fellow-passengers came loud
protests.

There is a marked difference in the Russian and English
ideas of a tram de luxe. With us such a train means corn-

Preparing the ground for branches of the Trans-Siberian Railway

fort, elegance and luxury, and of course the sexes have
separate

_ toilet and dressing-rooms. The Russian train
de luxe puts the sexes on an equal plane and makes no
distinction in toilet accommodations. Some finicky matron
with brushes, combs, hairpins and manicure set, who gets
possession of the single washroom and keeps her fellow-
passengers waiting, will in the near future breed a train
da luxe riot. One wholly commendable feature of the train
is the berth ; the bed is long, wide, soft and easy. In this
respect the cars are certainly luxurious. To our surprise
the first night out we found our bed made up with linen
sheets, the softest of grey blankets and two big soft pillows.
The rear of the last car is an observation parlour, and from
this there is a fine view of the country.

On this Siberian train the dining car is a combination of
music room, library, smoking room, and restaurant. The
car is handsomely mounted, and furnished in brown
leather. At one end is an inlaid piano, at the other a book-
case. The tables, scattered about irregularly, are sparsely
furnished, the most conspicuous fixture being a box of
matches in a patent nickel stand. Our first meal was
served on the not-too-clean cloth to the accompaniment of a
laboured air on the piano and a cloud of cigarette smoke.
Here, as in every public room from Vladivostock across, are
pictures of the Emperor and Empress. The meals are
good, and there ia variety. At nearly every station the
steward brings fresh eggs, milk, and bread. From a long-

j.n;erior of an ordinary first-class saloon in the Trans-
Siberian Railway

written menu one may choose dishes and gauge his meal to

purse and taste.

V V V

After we had taken our seats, bade farewell to our

friends, and watched with unfailing interest

the affectionate partings of Russian men,
we eagerly noted the preparation for start-

ing. All the railway employes are uni-

formed, but, unlike other civil officers, wear'
neither sword nor spurs. The guard, or

conductor, wore a black suit of baggy
trousers and long frock coat and high
patent leather boots. The bindings were
bright magenta. The shoulder-straps
were braided white and magenta, and
the buttons were silver. A flat white cap
completed the uniform. The train orders
on green paper were rather ceremoniously
carried from the station to the driver, a
man grasped the clapper of a large bell

which hung beside the door of the station

and g"ave a succession of quick clattering

ring-

s, followed almost immediately by two
short, sharp pronounced rings. This was
the first warning. A few moments later

the clattering rings were repeated, fcl-

l^-.ved this time by three sharp ring-s. The
guard blew a short blast on his whistle,

the engine answered with a toot, the guard
blew a second blast, ag'ain the engine tooted, and v>>e

slowly glided out of the station and across a big iro^i

bridge on our way to Moscow. The journey was accom-
plished without accident, although on the way, owing to the
hurried building" of the railway, travelling was rather bumpy.

- 1l

Type of a station on the Trans-Siberian Railway
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QUAINT LOUIE FREEAR
AN APPRECIATION

It is universally asserted that
" good thing's are done up in small
parcels." Miss Freear is very small,

and to say that she is an excellent

all-round artist is only to state that

which the general public have long'

been agreed upon.
It is now nearly twenty years ago

when Miss Freear, very small and
very young, made her first appear-
ance on any stage at old Astley's

Theatre, Westminster Bridge Road,
in pantomime. Her success, even at

that early stage, was so pronounced
that " Lord" George Sanger pre-

sented her with a gold watch and
chain as a mark of appreciation.

Since then Miss Freear has proved
herself to be one of the most versatile

little ladies on the stage, appearing
in almost every kind of character
from burlesque to Shakespeare.

In her impersonation of Susannah
in Oh, Susannah I at the Royalty
Theatre, she pleasantly surprised a
good many of her admirers by prov-
ing that she was possessed of emo-
tional powers of no mean order. In

fact her performance of the love-sick

"slavey," with an absorbing passion
for the " dear doctor," was a unique
"creation." It was quaintly comic
and pathetic by turns, and Miss
Freear went from one phase to another
with remarkable celerity and com-
pleteness, never, however, losing a
commendable restraint. It was not
sober-sided individual to resist a hear

Oh, Susannah !

"That's what Wilson Barrett's

done for me !

"

mer-boy in full uniform, and a very
small, unkempt street urchin. Buy
Bob. He might have walked straight
off the stage of the M(5tropolc
Theatre. He was looking with lan-

guishing eyes at the drummer-boy,
and was being interrogated by a
very tall sergeant. The long and
the short with a vengeance. The
urchin had come to enlist— he wanted
to be a drummer -boy. Said the
sergeant :

" Do you know what
would happen if we were to lake
you in ? Why, we should be had up
for kidnapping!

It was Boy Bob all the time.
Nothing could have been more artistic

than Miss Freear's impersonation
of this character. She hit off the
idiosyncrasies of the little man,
aged beyond his years, with such
fidelity and ease that one might have
imagined her born to the manner of
trousers. One cannot easily forget
the remark of Bob's, when, after an
exhibition of fury on the part of a
drunken virago, he turns to an officer,

and says, drily, " I have to live with
that!

"

I think we shall see Boy Bob again
before long. He will be welcome
whenever he comes.

Miss Freear has lately migrated to

the " halls," and has been amusing
Pavilion patrons with new songs
and old favourites. Among the for-

mer is The Sign of the Cross, in

which she is a very miserable
Mercia, with a plaintive refrain,

possible fcr the most '" That's what Wilson Barrett's done for me!" It is

ly laugh at the quaint given in the true spirit of parody. We are all on good terms
expression of the

j
with Sister Mary Jane, and

actress's face when
j
have nothing but admiration

exclaiming, " 'E calls
j
for her " top note," which

me Mary !
" or when, ! many a time and oft has

slyly peeping round
j

furnished us with a good
the door, she in- ! excuse for immoderate
quires :

" Anybody
|
laughter. Then there is

there, please ? " One
j

also her "high kick," which
instinctively thought i it would be dangerous to

of Paul Pry and
|
attempt to beat. It may

Toole, and " Hope I ! not be generally known
how the latter came into

existence. It will be re-

membered that Mary Jane
gave out her top note in

The Gay Parisienne. Miss
Freear had to break off

trousers, appearing
I
her engagement at the

equally at home in
\
Duke of York's in order to

both. An ideal slavey, keep a pantomime engage-
she was an urchin to

!
ment in the country, taking
Mary Jane and her top
note along with her. The
" powers " in town subse-

quently — at the eleventh

hour, in fact— objected to

the utilisation of the song
popularised at their theatre,

and " injuncted " Miss
Freear accordingly. The
situation was awkward,
but the " powers " in the
country were equal to the

emergency. It was impera-
tive that Mary Jane should

scribing. A little ! possess and exhibit a spe-

group in front of the
J

ciality of some sort, and
block of buildings on

]
as her top note was judi-

the western side of
j

cially silenced, she stepped
the barrack - yard,

j
into the breach with a

Several recruiting I" high kick." And Box Enlist? That's not a bad
sergeants., a drum- and Cox were satisfied. idea

don't intrude !

'

From Susannah to

Boy Bob— what a
jump ! Protean Miss
Freear doffed petti-

j

coat and donned

the life. Boy Bob
was a delightful little

chap, with quaint,

old -fashioned and
witty sayings, with a
steadfast devotion to

those who were good
to him, and an emu-
lative admiration for

the arm)'. I saw his

prototype at St.
George's Barracks
not long since. The
incident is worth de-
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It may well be imagined by
those who are not already
aware of the fact that Miss
Freear has been very successful

as Puck in A Midsummer
Night's Dream, a part she has
played a great many times. It

would seem that Nature had
endowed her with the physical
as well as the histrionic attri-

butes for this particular charac-
ter of the Master's.
Miss Freear has man}- amus-

ing- anecdotes to relate con-
nected with her career. One
of the best is a story of mis-
taken identity which occurred
at the Royalty Theatre, during
the run of Oh, Susannah ! Miss
Freear had made appointments
with two lad\- interviewers on
the same night, one after the
other. One lady represented
a religious paper, and the other
a journal run partly in the in-

terests of the canine race. The
latter publication was interest-

iwg itself in a fine bulldog- which
the little actress possessed. One
of the ladies was very late, and
this caused all the mischief.

The first was last and the "last

first. Thus it fell out that Miss
Freear talked volumes on dog's
to the religious lady, and deli-

vered herself of eloquent periods
on theology to the dog-gie lady!

H. L. Adam.
r.oy Bob. Stand at ease

Mr. Harry MONKHOUSE, the well-known comedian, who
died in St. Thomas's Hospital, had been ill since Christmas,
when he was found to be suffering- from
an attack of gastritis. Bronchitis fol-

lowed, and last week pneumonia, in an
acute form, set in. On the advice of his

medical attendant he was removed to St.

Thomas's Hospital, but he gradually be-
came weaker and succumbed to the

dread malady at the age of forty-

seven. The deceased actor, whose real

name was John Adolph M'Kie, was born
at Xewcastle-on-Tyne, on May 17th,

1854, and educated at the local grammar
school with the ultimate view of going
in for either medicine or the Church. In

his teens he became a zealous and active

member of an amateur dramatic society,

and he made his debut as a professional

in October, 1871, at " Dicky " Fyne's
Theatre, BIyth.

In. April, 1872, Mr. Monkhouse joined
Mr. Goddard Whyatt for a three years'
tour, this engagement being as first low
comedian. After leaving Mr. Whyatt he
went to Jersey to fulfil a six months'
engagement with the Wybert Rousby
company. Here he gained invaluable
experience as stage - manager. Mr.
Monkhouse made his Metropolitan d^but
at the Elephant and Castle, under Miss
Marie Henderson's management, and
r jmained there for three years. He was
in the pantomime when the theatre was
bur.ied down. He eventually toured
with the Gaiety Company, playing Mr.
Edward Terry's parts, in Fra Diavolo
and Bluebeard, and in his old part (Tete
De Yean) in the latter piece when it

was revived, and ran for three months at
the Gaiety. He also appeared as

Boy Bob: "Yes, sir'

Prospero, in Ariel, pro-
duced on October 8th,

1883. Mr. Wilton Jones
wrote specially for him
the farcical comedy en-

titled Larks, produced at

Southport, February22nd,
1886, which he took on
tour for three years. It

was during this tour that
Mr. Monkhouse secured
a three months' lease of
the Tyne Theatre, New-
castle, where he was seen
as Shaun, in Arrah-na-
Pogue ; Conn, in The
Shaugh rami ; Miles, in

The Colleen Bawn ; and
Tony Lumpkins, in She
Stoops to Conquer. This
theatre passing into the
hands of Sir Augustus
Harris, Mr. Monkhouse re-

turned to London to fulfil an
engagement with the Carl
Rosa Light Opera Com-
pany to create the part of
Bouillabaise in PaulJones,
produced at the Prince of
Wales's January 12th,

1889, i.n which part he
scored one of the greatest
successes of his career.

* * *
On July 1 8th Marjorie

was tried at a matinee at
this theatre, and found so
successful that it was put
into the evening bill on
June 18th of the following year, Mr. Monkhouse extracting
much fun out of the part of Gosric. Mr. Monkhouse subse-

quently entered into an engagement
with Mr. George Edwardes for an
American and Australian tour, playing
Dr. Brierly, in A Gaiety Girl, with great
success in both countries. On his return
he succeeded Mr. Arthur Williams in the
part of Hooley, in The Shop Girl. He then
went to Daly's Theatre, to play Smoggins
in An Artist's Model. This was followed
by the Marquis Imaro, in The Geisha.
His next venture was the leasing of tkV

Art Theatre, Newcastle, which he rat

for a short time. After The Geisha Mr.
Monkhouse went to the Gaiety to create
Sir Titus Wemys, in The Circus Girl,

followed by Brother Tamarind, in A
Runaway Girl. He next went on tour
with Larks, and appeared last year at
the Prince's Theatre, Manchester, in the

pantomime of Cinderella, playing the
Baroness, his first appearance in panto-
mime after a lapse of fifteen years.
This was followed by another tour of
Larks.

» * *
Mr. Monkhouse then rejoined Mr.

Edwardes, and while Harry Nicholls
took a holiday he played Hooker Pasha,
in The Messenger Boy, with every success,

followed by a tour of Kitty Grey, in

which he appeared as the King of
Illyria. He was released by Mr. Ed-
wardes to take up the part of Anthony
Tweedlepunch, in Florodora, when Mr.
Willie Edouin went to America. This
was the last part he played. Mr. Monk-
house was the authcr of several plays,

&c, his last being a dramatic panto-
mime sketch (in collaboration with his

son, Mr. Jo. Monkhouse) for Paul
Martinetti.

When the drums begin to

roll"
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Learning to ride. O \ those skirts

IN THE FASHION
"O ! don't talk to me about the wounded. I can't ber.r

horrors. I don't believe there ever was such a sensitive

creature as I am."
"Really? And yet—you wear a hat like that?" Fine

irony was in his tones.
" A hat like this? What in the wide world do you mean ?

Why, it's the very smartest and newest thing-."

His eyes rested on her head-piece. It seemed to be chiefly
built of white gulls' wings, that lay upon her golden hair ;

bunch of feathery osprey plumes waved above them in the
breeze of June.
"Smart—and new," he said slowly. "So women i

cruelty is the smart and new '.hing ? I should have fancied
it was of older date."
"Women's cruelty?" She flushed; her eyes grew

angry.
"Yes, your sex is always the most cruel— has always

been so, you know. It was the women who turned down their
thumbs most gladly that the men in the arena might die.

Bull-fights are thronged with women. But it is the proud
privilege of the women of this most advanced century to
allow animals to be tortured that they may adorn themselves
with the plumes and feathers of their victims.

"

" Torture animals? We? Why, I can't bear to see any-
thing suffer. I wouldn't hurt a fly.''

"No? Yet you can bear to wear the wings that have
been torn from living birds. You did not see it done, so I

Learning to ride. Steady

Learning to ride. At last. "But just hold me a little'

suppose you do not feel that you have shared in

the cruelty ?
"

" I don't believe it is true ! No one could be so hor-
rible. Of course, the birds are shot, and the wings
just taken afterwards."
"Not 'of course' at all. The man who shoots the

gulls and other sea-birds for your hats does not stop to

kill them. He wrenches off their wings, and throws the
wounded bird back to die of slow agony in the sea."
"O! don't" — she shrank and shivered — "it can't

be true."
" It is true. I have made minute inquiries, and the

chief naturalists of the day declare that it is an undoubted
fact. Your osprey plumes, too ; have you ever thought
how they are got for you ?

"

" They aren't real," she exclaimed eagerly. " I asked
my milliner most particularly about them, because—well,

because I know— I have heard that it is wrong to wear
ospreys. Only — well, they are so becoming, aren't

they? And, really, my milliner says they are made up."
"Made up? Made up of what? Why, of the real

ospreys ! Your milliner wants to persuade you to buy
them. They are, you say, becoming ; and she makes
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you believe they
are manufactured,
which is a lie. Be-
coming! Is it be-
coming' in a woman
to wear the bridal

plumes torn from
the heads of birds

at breeding' time ?

Becoming that a
woman should don
the dainty headgear
of the little mother
birds who are left

to die, whilst their

nestlings starve ?

Good heavens

!

And this is called

a civilised age !

"

" O ! don t go on
piling up horrors.

You can't be right.

Osprey plumes are
just manufactured,
mv milliner

"

plumes are ob
tained. They an
utterly callous. I

is nonsense to cal.

a woman tender-
hearted." Hi
glared at her.

" O ! indeed, in-

deed, I am tender
hearted. It make
me sick to hear o'.

horrors."
" Does it ? Yel

those
The
then,

their

A:

Tobogganing in Norway — A splendid run

you wear
aigrettes,
egrets wore
as part of
bridal array,
breeding time the

birds are gregari
ous ; three or fou:

hundred of then
are together, ane
then the huntei
comes to shoo

The last lap !

"Your milliner

te'.ls lies," he said
fiercely. " There
are no such things
as manufactured
osprey plumes. If

you don't believe

me, you will, of
course, believe a
great naturalist ?

I read these words
of his only to-day.
He says :

' I have
examined- .numbers
of plumes stated
to be manufac-
tured. They were
u nq u e stionably
genuine. The only
manufacture con-
sists in cutting the
plume in two.' This
is an absolute fact,

and women have
been told it over
and over and over
again ad nauseam.
They have been
told how the osprey Tobogganing in Norway—A favourite spot

them down for their

plumes. The
plumes are
snatched from the

slaughtered white
birds who lie ir

heaps near thei'

nests, where thei:

nestlings cry ii

vain to them fo

food, and finally

die of starvation 1

Yet you women
wear the plumes
and havethe effron-

tery to call your-

selves tender-
hearted — women
who mock God by
praying to Hin.

whilst they are
' clothed with mur-
der of His best o:

harmless beings.'

O ! never talk to

me again of the

tenderness o

women."
L. G, Moberlv
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SIR ALFRED MILNER
The accompanying' photograph of Sir

Alfred Milner's first spring-buck shoot in

South Africa was taken immediately afterthe
event at a place in theGraaff Reinet district,

and distant from that town about twenty
miles down the line to Port Elizabeth. Sir
Alfred is standing' just outside the doorway,
while on hi , left and right respectively arc
Sir James Sivewright and Lieutenant Wood,
his aide-de-camp. Next to Sir James Sive-
wright stands Mr. Walter Rubidge, who
gave the shoot ; next is Mr. W. Frobart, son
of Mr. W. S. Probart, who owns "Glen
Harry" farm, where a raiding party of Boers
have recently appeared ; and next to him is

Mr. Merriman, brother to the Merriman of
Parliamentary fame ; the last but one on the
left of the group is Mr. Fritz Watermayer,
one of the most jovial personalities of the
Cape, and a keen sportsman ; and on his

left is Mr. Walter Murray, who has seen
much active service in the native wars. This
photograph is also remarkable for contain-
ing no less than seven crack shots—that is,

people whose rifle would seldom miss at
i,ooo yards.

* ^ *
Certain pro-Boer papers have taken ex-

ception to the rise in Sir Alfred Milner's
salary in his new capacity from ,£8,000 to

£11,000. The other morning Mr. Conyng-
ham Greene gave a very cogent answer to

these niggardly critics. After six months'
residence in Pretoria, the late British repre-
sentative " obtained from the managers of
the three principal banks in that capital inde-

pendent certificates showing, in their opinion,
the relative purchasing power of the ,£1 ster-

ling in the Transvaal and in England. Two
of these gentlemen assessed the value at 10s.,

and the third at a slightly lower figure." The
result was the increase of Mr. Conyngham
Greene's salary from £2,000 to £3,000. It

is, therefore, clear that in view ofthe financial

conditions produced by the exactions, mono-
polies, and corruptions of all kinds on the part
of the Krugergang, it is absolutely necessary
to raise Sir Alfred Milner's salary, apart from
any question of consideration for his vast

services to the Empire. In time, no doubt,

the English sovereign will be worth twenty
shillings in the Transvaal, but for that

improvement we must wait until Sir Alfred
Milner has had time to show what British

administration can do.

v S> «*

Mr. Kruger, day by day, is doing his

best to keep pace with the South Africa Con-
ciliation Committee, or, rather, he improves
on their proceedings. They slander and then
withdraw their false statements. He makes
truthful admissions, and supplements them
with slanders. When he landed at Mar-
seilles, he acknowledged the kindly treatment
which Mrs. Kruger had received from Lord
Roberts. But nowadays he scolds at England,
which "can take our country, burn our
farms, kill our wives, but never take away
our freedom. ' It should have occurred to

the delegates from a hundred Dutch Corpora-
tions who were privileged to hear this tirade

that a man cannot be considered a model of

domesticity if he runs away and leaves his

faithful spouse to be massacred by a brutal

and licentious soldiery. But they pre-

sumably swallowed the lie without chewing
it. They like to believe these stories of

British wickedness, and believe them they do.

Krs. Kruger, meanwhile, is placidly boiling

her coffee-pot in Pretoria, and thinking of

the old 'un.
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The Belle of
Bohemia, in spite

of adverse criti-

cism, has come
to stop, and al-

though it falls far

short of The Belle

of New York it is

fjll of life, fun and
frivolity. There
are but few really

dull moments
from start to

finish. Every
single member of

the company
works their very
hardest, and
special praise is

due to the chorus
in this respect.

To those who
want a tho-
roughly enjoy-

able evening's
amusement my
advice is, go and
see The Belle of
Bohemia.

* * ^
Last week we gave an illustrated account of The

Thirty Thieves. They have now ceased to gambol at the

little house in the Strand, but will, however, probably be

heard of again in various parts of the country, where their

actions will be closely watched.

* * *
In Black and White Budget of January 12th, on page 456,

the French messenger in Henry V. at the Lyceum was by
mistake placed under the name of Mr. W. Butt instead of

Mr. William Devereux.

Miss Lilian .McCarthy in "Quo Vadis'

Great alterations are
in progress at the Crystal
Palace in connection with
the cafe" ckantant. A gen-
tleman, Mr. Humphrey
E. Brammall, well known
to the Liverpudlians who
patronise theShakespeare
and Haymarket Theatres,
has taken over the man-
agement of the variety

I entertainments. The erst-

while dismal theatre is

being transformed into a
gorgeous and glittering
edifice inside and out. It

only requires the talent on
the stage to be equally
brilliant—and Mr. Bram-
mall has promised that it

shall be — for the new
enterprise to " draw
London."

9 * ¥

It is very pleasant to

see that at last at Glasgow
the profession possesses a
club where they can ob-
tain refreshments when
arriving on Sunday at this

the second largest city of
the Empire. Until quite

recently no provision had
been made at all for artists reaching' Glasgow on Sundays,
often after long, hurried journeys, but fortunately this un-
necessary inconvenience no longer exists.

* * *
M. Paderewski has been staying at Geneva for some

time past, putting the finishing touches to his first opera,
which is to be produced at Dresden this spring-. It is

entitled Manon, and deals with Polish gipsy life.

Wilson Barrett in

" Quo Vadis"

J

mm ;

M&fr% .tit

:

l|^H H& ^^^^Mlflri^k mJ^^M
WW 1

Mr. Basil Gill in "Quo Vadis" Miss Edyth Latimer in "Quo Vadis'
(Photos by Downey)
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WRITTEN BY W. SAPTE, J FN.

" A FIGHT ! a fight !'.'

" Brown and Baxter—after calling1 over—a fight !

"

Such were the cries, passed with bated breath from boy
to boy as the scholars of St. Dunstan's made their way to

the old quadrangle, where the roll was to be called at four

o'clock. The excitement was intense, but care was neces-

sarily exercised in giving' it vent, lest the rumour of the

coming battle should reach the ear of a master.
A fight between Baxter and Brown ! No wonder all

St. Dunstan's was in a ferment. For there were no lads of
fourteen or fifteen, who might be expected to resort to

fisticuffs for a trifle, but two of the biggest fellows in the
school.

Brown indeed, was in the sixth, and for a six form boy to

fight was against all tradition. It was the duty of the

sixth to discourage fighting rather than set an example
of it.

But Brown and Baxter had always been enemies since

they entered the school, four years previously. They had
fought before, in those early days, but had been separated
by a sixth form boy, and had not renewed the contest.

From that lime they had practically cut each other. Their
paths in the school lay wide asunder ; the) - were in different

houses, the}' had different occupations, tastes, and chums.
Nevertheless, the old mutual dislike remained, and the fight

now announced was its outcome.
Brown had accidentally jostled Baxter coming out ofchapel

that morning. Baxter had demanded fiercely what he
meant — his rudeness checking- the other's half-uttered

apology and turning it into an expression of defiance.

Baxter had threatened violent reprisals should any further

jostling', accidental or otherwise, occur. Brown had laughed
at the threat, and suggested that the carrying of it out

w uild be bad for Baxter.
Therefore the latter had issued his challenge. This had

been a staggerer for Brown, who well knew that his duty as
a preposter precluded his acceptance of it. He suggested
as much.

Baxter laughed satirically.
" The sixth don't fight !

" he sneered, turning to a corn-

companion. " Just the form for funks," he added.
This was too much for Brown, and so, with but little

further parley, the fight was arranged.
A word about the combatants.
Brown, tall, athletic, open-faced, curly-haired, light-

hearted, merry, was not only in the sixth, but in the eleven
;

he excelled not only in the form room, but in the playing
fields. He was generally liked, and by the smaller lads

idolised, for boys are the truest hero-worshippers.
Baxter, dark and sullen-looking, was the biggest and

strongest boy in the fifth, the west bully in the school and
I lie terror of all the fags in his house. His size and strength
had enabled him to achieve some distinction at football, but

there his claims on the kindly consideration of his school-

fellows ended. On the whole, he was the most unpopular
boy at St. Dunstan's, though he had, of course, his own
particular friends. But he was essentially unsociable.

Such were the two lads who, a quarter of an hour or so
after the close of calling' over, faced each other in an
improvised ring behind the gymnasium, a building situated

on the side of the playing fields furthest from the school
itself.

The boys, who now formed a dense mass round the com-
batants, had mostlyarrived by various circuitous routes, so as
to put any master who might be about as much off the scent
as possible. One or two took up their positions on certain

points of vantage, whence they could not only obtain some

small view of the contest over the heads of their fellows, but
whence also they could espy any approaching "spoil
sport, ' and give the warning civ of "Cave!" Hut they
were soon too absorbed in the fight to notice anything
else.

In the ring, Brown, though a well-knit youngster, looked
slighter and lighter than his antagonist. But, if anything,
he was a shade the taller of the pair, and seemed to have the
longer reach.

Both had some slight knowledge of boxing, but neither
could be regarded as particularly skilled in this useful art,

which, I am glad to say, is now more cultivated tnourpublic
schools than was the case ten or fifteen years ago.
Brown had for second the school wicket-keeper, a b"g

fellow named Weekes ; Baxter was 'looked after," to u e
the correct phrase, by his particular crony, a tall, lanky
lad named Joslyn ; and Bevan, head of the fifth, was the
timekeeper.
And now to begin.
The opening of the battle was marked by cautious sparring

on both sides. But soon Brown, impatient to get to work,
dashed in, and aimed right and left at his opponent's face.

Only one hand landed though, and that but lightly ; whereas
Baxter, in return, got home a heavy blow on the sixth form
boy's ribs.

Nothing daunted, Brown rushed m again, and the fight-

ing' became brisk ; neither paying much attention to defence,
and both slogging away freely. Some of the blows got
home, and at the end of the round—whereat Bevan called

"Time !
" in business-like fashion— found both rather "puffy

"

about the cheeks.
• The-second round was like its predecessor, save that at

the finish of it Brown, to the delight of the majority of the
onlookers, apparently knocked his adversary down. But,

as a matter of fact, Baxter had slipped, and the blow which
struck him at the moment did little harm.
Both fought well and pluckily in the next encounter.

Indeed, Baxter's conduct throughout the battle gave the

lie to the old saying that bullies are always cowards.
Tyrant as he was, he showed as bold a front in the ring as
did his chivalrous adversary. It was a " hammer and
tongs " affair this third round, and at the close both com-
batants looked the worse for wear. While the^ most critical

judge anionic the onlookers would hardly have cared to name
the ultimate winner.
So also for the fourth and fifth rounds, at the end of which

Brown seemed markedly the fresher of the pair, though
Baxter had still plenty of strength left. Both were now
badly punished, but Brown's superior staying power seemed
to be asserting itself.

At the close of the sixth bout, getting in several heavy
blows without any return of note, he seemed secure ot

victory.

But " there's many a slip," as the old proverb has it. Just

as Bevan called " Time !
" for the seventh round, and at the

moment when the opponents, bruised, bleeding, puffing

like grampuses, faced each other in the centre of the ring,

a shout rose in the air, there was confusion in the ranks of

the spectators, and a man in a cap and gown, with grey
whiskers and an angry red face, forced himself to the front.

It was the Doctor !

"What is the meaning of this disgraceful proceeding?"
he demanded in a voice of thunder. " Brown fighting !

You, a sixth form boy, fighting ! Ye gods, what next !

"

He stopped, appalled. The notion of a sixth form boy
fighting was too immense for him to realise. He could only

stand and gasp.
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THE CHILD'S FIRST GRIEF
(Photo by S. H. Bhedwar)
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Brown began, stammering', and holding; a handkerchief,
which someone passed him, to his bleeding' face :

"If you please, sir
"

But he got no further.
" Silence !

" roared the Doctor. " Come to my stud}- in half

an hour, both of you, and in the meantime wash and make your-
selves decent. The rest of you to your houses at once, and
locking up will be at half-past five."

The boys sneaked off, those who should have called
" Cave" getting various cuffs and kicks for their neglect en
route. And half an hour later the combatants, bruised and
battered but clean and tidy, presented themselves in the

Doctor's sanctum.
What happened there only themselves know. It was

rumoured that the Doctor bade them shake hands, and that
'

they refused to do it, or that one of them did. Anyhow, tl e

solid fact remained that Brown was not allowed to return to
|

S(. Dunstan's after the close of the term, and that Baxter
|

was compelled to obtain his remove—a matter necessitatis
hard study for him—or else also come back no more.

Very possibly Jack Brown had forgotten all about his

light at St. Dunstan's when, nine years afterwards, he
found himself, in search of material for a novel he was
writing, on the rough mining camp of Squash Gully, in the

Westernmost wilds of the North American continent.

Soon after leaving school he had come into a comfortable
fortune through the death of his father, and found himself,

a young man, his own master, with no necessity to work for

his living.

He had then, as he called it, " knocked about a bit,"

without coming to much harm save a too early access of
blase-ness and ennui, till at length it had struck him that,

for the sake of something to do, he would write a book.
He took his time over that book, but at length it was

published. It dealt with travel on the Continent in a chatty
and desultory way, and was rejected by several publishers
in turn. At length, however, Jack Brown arranged to have
it published at his own expense, and so it ultimately saw the
light.

Only a few copies sold, travel in France and Germany not
apparently interesting the British public to any great extent;
but a large number was given to the author's friends, who,
on the whole, were complimentary. The reception, in fact,

given to the volume, encouraged its author—notwithstand-
ing the fact that he lost some eighty or ninety pounds by the
venture—to try his hand again, and this time he decided on
depicting less hackneyed scenes.

In search of these he had wandered far and wide, and on
more continents than one ; in fact, the material he had
collected was sufficient, both in quality and quantity, to

make it unlikely he would this time have to take the
burden of publication upon himself. Indeed, he was making
his way home to England, by a circuitous and unhackneyed
route, when he reached the unpicturesque spot known as
Squash Gully Camp.
Here he roamed about, pencil and notebook in hand,

among the miners, rough fellows all, but honest and friendly

enough for the most part, ready to drink with the stranger
and to show such hospitality as lay in their power.

But some there were who resented his intrusion and
" guessed" that his fine manners and decent clothes were
an eyesore ; his notebook and inquiries, insults. Con-
spicuous among these was a bearded fellow nicknamed
Black Sam, who lived, chumless, in a shanty apart from the

rest, though he spent much of his time in the liquor saloon,
which was the chief resort of the miners.
So far as such a place could be terrorised, B'ac'c Sam

was the terror of Squash Gully Camp. Every man had
knife and pistol in his belt, which he was prepared to use
" on sight ;" Black Sam, therefore, could not domineer to any
extent over his fellows. But there were timid hearts among
them—or rather hearts less brave than the rest—and they
treated Sam with deference, as the man quickest and readiest

to " draw " in the whole camp—the man who would " raise

helj " on the least provocation.
-One person, at any rate, there was at Squash Gully who

feared Black Sam, and whose heart always sank at his

approach, and that was the storekeeper's neice and assistant,

Janet Grant. A sturdy damsel this, but with a beauty of
her own, and a natural sense of refinement that had hot yet
become blunted by intercourse with her uncle's rough and

course customers. These, for the most part, restrained
their tongues, as far as might be, in her presence ; but there
were some, and Black Sam was the worst offender, who
used language before the girl which made her (lush with
indignation and resentment.

It happened one day that Black Sam entered the saloon
while Jack Brown, in company with a couple of miners, was
chatting there with the " boss's " niece.

Sam at once ordered some liquor, but he did so with an
offensive oath, which, while it passed unnoticed by the miners,
gave great offence to Brown, in view of the fact that il was a
woman who was addressed.
He glanced angrily at the speaker, whose heavy beard

and whiskers concealed features he would otherwise have
rc-jdily recognised.
Sam glared back equally fiercely.
" What arc you starin' at ? " he demanded.
" At a man who could insult a lady like that," retorted

Brown. " I should like to know him again if we met else-

where."
Sam looked puzzled for a moment. Then he burst out

laughing.
"So our talk ain't fine enough for Mr. Brown of

London," he sneered. " He don't think we ought to say
what we mean before a s'loon gal ! But we shall, I reckon,
so here goes !

"

And then he repeated his order in the most noxious and
insulting terms it is possible to conceive applied to a
woman.

In a second—nay, in less, for a second would have cost

him his life—Jack Brown had flown at the scoundrel, and
dashed his fist heavily in his face. The blow was a stag-

gering one, luckily, for Sam's hand went instinctively to his

belt, and the flash of a revolver showed how prompt he had
been to retaliate. But his hand was unsteady and his eye
dazed for the moment, and he missed.
The saloon bar was full of smoke, which for an instant

obscured all—but when this and the echo of Janet Grant's
scream had died away, the pistol had been hurled to the

other side of the room, and Black Sam and " Mr. Brown of

London " were struggling fiercely on the floo.-. Sam was
trying hard to draw his knife, but his wrist was firmly held

in the powerful grasp of his athletic opponent.
With a mighty effort Jack hurled the knife, too, after the

pistol ; and then, his adversary being unarmed like himself,

he sprang to his feet, Black Sam following suit.

" You coward !
" cried Brown. " You murderous coward !

Why don't you fight like a man ?"
" I'll fight you, any way," answered Sam, slowly, "and

right here—now! We'll finish that fight, Brown, that we
began at St. Dunstan's !

"

Jack Brown started back in amazement. Was this, could

this be Sam Baxter, his old school enemy ? Slowly he
realised the fact, and then he answered :

"Yes, we'll finish that fight—now."
By this time, summoned by the pistol-shot and Janet's

scream, a whole crowd of miners had arrived, and very soon
Brown and Baxter faced themselves in a ring as the}' had
done nine years before, behind the St. Dunstan's gymnasium,
and resumed that battle which the Doctor had then inter-

rupted.

The fighting, when they were lads, had been fierce

enough ; now they were grown men, in tile prime of their

strength, it was terrible to witness. Janet Grant cried and
prayed in a corner of the deserted saloon, and never stirred,

save once when brand)' was required for Black Sam, a
quarter of an hour after the first blow had been struck.

As in the old days, the battle was even enough at first ;

indeed, if anything Sam seemed to have the best of it, and
he was backed for much "dust " before the opening round
was over. But gradually, as before, Brown wore him
down, and when, after the fourth round, brandy was fetched

for Sam, it was after the latter had been almost " counted
out " by a severe blow over his cruel heart.

And in the next, fighting with the fierce dash of assured
victory, Jack Brown had things all his own way, and finally

ended the contest by a slashing hit that would have felled

an ox.

The miners gave the victor a rousing cheer, and then

they led him, bruised and bleeding (for Sam's fists had not

been idle) to the saloon, where Janet provided warm water
and other comforts. Soon Sam and his friends entered too,

the beaten bull)' presenting a dreadiel spectacle.
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A sailor's funeral at Malta
The coffin is in the first boat, ihe Marines (the firing party) in the second, Bluejacket

in the third and fourth, and officers in the last

Then, suddei 1 -, another pistol shot crashed deafening!}'

in the confined space, which was again filled with blinding"

smoke. Black Sam had had his revenge after all, and
Jack Brown lay groaning on the floor with a bullet in his

|

body.
This outrage roused the whole body of miners to frenzy, I

and with rough-and-ready justice they dragged the mur-
derous wretch to the nearest tree, from a branch of which
bis body soon dangled. Judge Lynch had claimed another
victim !

To Jack Brown such help as the men could give was
I

readily offered, and it soon transpired, to their joy, that his

wound was not necessarily fata!. Willing messengers sped
the many miles that had to be traversed to fetch medical
aid, and, to cut a long story short, the doctor's skill and
Janet Grant's tender nursing soon effected a cure.

Jack Brown had thus a fine adventure wherewith to con-
clude his secend Impressions of Travel, but the climax of
the story has not been reached yet. It is, however, at

hand, and when, as will be the case shortly, Janet Grant
becomes Mrs. John Brown, it will undoubtedly have arrived.

But whatever of happiness or misfortune the fates may
have in store for the Old Dunstanian, we may be sure he
will never forget his memorable fight to a finish with Black
Sam Baxter !

The Admiralty intend to place the command of all tor-

pedo-boat destroyers employed as instructional tenders
at the naval ports in the hands of naval warrant officers.

A few months ago, when their Lordships decided to give the
gunboat tenders to chief gunners and chief boatswains,
it was suggested that the system might well be extended
to torpedo-boat destroyers, and the extension has now been
fairly established by the appointment of Gunner J. Edwards
to command the torpedo-boat destroyer Lynx, employed as
tender to the torpedo school-ship Defiance. As the appoint-
ment of a warrant officer in the place of a commander
or a lieutenant will necessitate the substitution of a second
warrant officer for the sub-lieutenant, the new arrange-
ment, says the Western Morning AT

ews, will cause a severe
drain on the warrant officer branches, but at the same time
the number of additional commanders, lieutenants, and sub-
lieutenants who will now be available for other services
will be proportionately increased. Apart from the other
emoluments, the allowance alone for warrant officers in

command of vessels is 2s. a day, thus making the change
one worthy of appreciation.

* * *

A Roval Warrant has been promulgated with reference
to the pay of the Imperial Yeomanry. It orders that the
und .rmentioned daily rates of pay shall be issued to non-
commissioned officers and men from the following dates :

—

Those who enlisted before January ist,

1901, from the day following that on
which they completed one year's service
in the Imperial Yeomanry, or from Feb-
ruary ist, 1901, whichever shall have first

happened. Those who enlisted after
Dei e nber 31st, 1900, from the date of
their attestation : Regimental sergeant-
major, 9s. ; quartermaster - sergeant,
farrier-sergeant, and farrier staff-sergeant,

8s. 6d. ; company sergeant-major and
company quartermaster - sergeant, 8s.

;

sergeant, 7s. ; corporal and paid lance-
corporal, 6s. ; private, 5s. These rates
are inclusive of good-conduct pay and
messing allowance. Extra duly pay of
is. a day may be given to buglers,
saddlers, and farriers.

* ¥ *
The plans for fitting out the new Royal

yacht Victoria and Albert which were pre-
viously adopted, have now been consider-
ably modified. It was intended to fit out
the yacht for the use of the late Queen,
but the vessel is now to be adapted to the

new conditions, and some important altera-

tions have been ordered. The drawing-
room, for instance, is to be the dining-room, and vice versa.

The decorations and appointments of the pavilion are to be

entirely changed in character, and there is to be a complete
rearrangement of the cat>ins. It will, therefore, be impossible

to complete the yacht until the late autumn, and the hope
that she would be seen at Cowes at this year's regatta has
been abandoned. A rumour prevails on board that Vice-

Admiral Sir J. R. T. Fullerton will terminate his command
of the yacht at the end of the financial year, and that he will

be succeeded by Captain the Hon. Hedworth Lambton, C.B.

Going on shore. The goat wants to go also
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HOW TO FURNISH
\o. V

SMALL ROOMS

A DARK kitchen is an infliction to which most London cooks have to

ubmit. On many a foggy clay artificial light is burnt from morn to dewy
>ve in the back premises ; so that it behoves the careful housewife to

:onsider the question of" lighting her kitchen with due regard to the
exigencies of the situation, giving the matter her full attention, reading
'lese hints with care, expecting to-be instructed and not amused by what
.mist perforce be a somewhat dull article.

Right over the kitchen range should dwell a lamp, fixed on a pulley—an
electric lamp of five-candle power should give sufficient light; especially

if it can be drawn down at will for purposes of peeping into saucepans, &c.
Over the centre table should dwell a similar lamp, and in small establish-

ments, where maids sit and sew in the kitchen, an encampment for them
should be arranged at a table in the window whereon there should be a
movable brass lamp, connected by flexible wire, with a plug above the
skirting-board. On this table there should be two wooden boxes fixed

wherein working implements should be kept. In having these boxes fixed

we lessen the risks run by the reckless habits of careless young girls who
are quite capable, of selecting pudding-basins as receptacles for pins and
needles, and tin moulds as ideal holders of hooks-and-eyes. That such
methods lead to the arrival of pins and hooks in puddings and cakes, is

an idea that has never entered their youthful brains ; it is only the conve-
nience for the moment that strikes the untrained mind, and if provided with
workboxes screwed on to the table there is some chance of their keeping
their working implements in the right place.

As to kitchen furniture : a small dresser, a centre table, a small temporary
store cupboard fastened on the wall wherein to keep the weekly allowance
)f sugar, rice, &c.,and a large cupboard where the actual stores proper are

kept. A linen

A white cashmere gown trimmed with

lace and ermine

whose cushions must have washing

*/

A soft black satin frock relieved with white

cupboard, two
or three Wind-
sor chairs,
the inevitable

wicker armchair,
movable cretonne cushion-covers.
The old-fashioned larder that leads out of the kitchen

strikes one as built for an asylum for the house ant, who
flourishes like a green baytree and grows fat browsing on
the substance provided for the family. A daily washing of

shelves with a disinfectant carries off many of these unwel-
come visitors, but to exterminate them is almost impossible.
A larder of this kind is rather a useless possession, and

it is better to keep as little in it as possible, and buy meat
that has been well hung, and little of it at a time, for no
larder next door to a kitchen is a fit place in which to store

meat fof any time.

Most sculleries own a sink—and this reminds me of a
tale of retribution which might adorn a Sunday-school, lor

it is instructive. A young maid inhabited a flat in West-
minster, as the servant of a lady who allowed her complete
management of kitchen and sculler}-. The girl, left to her
own devices, neglected the use of that well-known domestic
safeguard, the sink-basket, which she carefully put away in

the plate-rack, where it shone daily, instead of sitting in the

sink.

Week after week the refuse of vegetables, the fat and
grease from dirty plates, collected in the sink-pipes, blocked
them up, and after many months created so foul a condition

of affairs that the unfortunate girl, daily bending over her
work, contracted a sore throat that eventually ended in her
death after a short illness of a week. So melancholy a
story is a prelude to a short homily on sinks, and the

approved methods of keeping them clean. A large-sized

sink-basket kept in its proper place and emptied, after every
washing-up, into the dustbin must preclude the possibility of

stuffed-up pipes. While a nightly flushing of the sink with

hot water, in which washing soda has been diluted, leaves

the place clean and ready for the operations of a new day.
The furnishing of a small pantry is not a difficult matter.

Two cupboards, one 'lined with green baize to hold the

silver, and one larger cupboard to hold glass and china,

should, with a table and chair at which to clean silver, be
ample furniture for the pantry. Let us hope a kind

builder has also allowed the existence of a sink and hot and
cold water. As to kitchen utensils, that is a subject which
must have a chapter to itself. And to-day I will say no
more except to give you the photog-raph of an admirable
cupboard which I met the other day in a friend's hall, a
cupboard to hold coats and umbrellas, and which was a
jcy to its owner, who possessed a pretty taste in over-

coats.
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A NOTED CARNIVAL
(FROM OCR OWN CORRESPONDENT)

Nice, February 10th, 1901.

NlCE is en fife for the Carnival. The streets are all

gaily decorated and thronged with revellers in fancy dress,

and confetti battles wax hot and strong-. The weather was
beautiful for King Carnival's entry to-day, the bright sun-

shine showing off the costumes and the cars to perfection.

It misfht, perhaps, be a little warmer, but considering that

thev had snow here last week, and that we saw plenty of

ice and snow on our journey down, we are well content.

* * ¥
There are not many English visitors in Xice this year,

but plentv came over from Cannes and Mentone, and so we
heard English spoken pretty frequently. In the crowd I

saw several good-humoured confetti battles between
English and French, and the words " Fashoda " and
'• Kruger " were bandied about with much laughter. The

could be seen. The millinery was all " floral Iy inclined,"

and very flat in appearance, and several of the toques were
entirely composed of flowers, the crown being formed of

green leaves. Small flowers, such as white or mauve violets,

or tiny chiffon roses, were principally used. In the balconj
opposite us was a very pretty Frenchwoman in a pale grey
cloth dress, so pale as to be almost white, very plainly made
save for the elaborate strapping that covered it ; the hat was
large and flat, and made of chiffon in (wo shades of pink,

flat pink roses being laid around the brim. A very pretty

toque was also worn by another lady in the same part)-.

It was like a plate in pink panne, raised from the hair

with a bandeau swathed in white tulle, caught with a long
narrow paste buckle in front. This was very becoming to

the wearer, though I should think this form very trying to

most faces.

¥ ¥ «#

The two principal events of the week at Xice have been

the tennis club tournaments and Croix-Rouge ball at the

Xice under snow

costumes represented every nation and colour under the
sun, Pierrots and Pierrettes occurred, perhaps, the most
frequent!)-, as the looseness of the dress allows of something
warm being put underneath. Nearly everyone was masked,
those in wire, painted with a pretty simpering face, being
the most popular, as it afforded some protection from the i

confetti. Large kilted muslin sun-bonnets, in pink and blue,
j

•uch as we are accustomed to associate with the " sisters I

sc-and-so " at the music halls, and toques of coloured :

crinkled paper, turned off the face, and ornamented with
gold pompons, not unlike lamp-shades, were much patron-
ised, to protect the head from the sun. Three women (un-
doubtedly English) were attired in Japanese costumes, with
flowers in their hair, the lower half of the smiling wire mask
being concealed by a white lace mask—an obvious imitation
of the costume of The Japs, the masked singers so popular
in England. These costumes looked very pretty.

¥ » *
The windows c.i r„u/e showed many pretty hats and

es becomingly v.oni, but of the ores ,es little or nothing

Mediterranee on Friday. This ball was particularly enjoy-

able, a brilliant cotillon, led by M. Pierre Gautier and
Lieutenant de Castex, winding up the evening. The beautiful

Comtesse Kamarowsky was much admired in crimson
brocaded satin, edged with sable. Comtesse YVasnaer-
Warensky was also in red—a startling but becoming- com-
bination of mousseline-de-soie and poppies. Madame
Richard Schweder wore an exquisite gown of white brocade,
with a design of bouquets of violets, the corsage being
trimmed with point a Vaiguille. She had on also some
beautiful emeralds, and a diadem and necklace of diamonds.

¥ ¥ »
Mrs. H. Salisbury had on a beautiful toilette of rose

miroir velvet over an underskirt of pleated rose silk muslin',

the decolletage being edged with pink roses. Mrs. Kin-

chant had on an elegant robe of Venice point over while

plisse\ Mrs. Rosenthal had on a costume of Venetian lace.

¥ ¥ ¥
Miss Rice also looked very handsome in white crepe-de-

chine, with black swallows on the shoulder and ccrsagc.
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Rut spare will not allow of my describing; one half of the

pretty dresses worn.
* * *

The brilliant assemblage included General Fabre, General
and Madame Joly, Prince and Princess Galitzine, Comle de
Malaussena, Marquis and Marquise Massengy d' Ansae,
Princess Radzewill, Comtesse de Bresson, M. and Madame
Gravel, Madame Baumg"artner and the Austrian Consul,
Mrs. Peter Naylor and' Miss Parks, the Misses McLean
Martin and the Misses Colton, Vicomtesse de Bern is,

Comtesse d'Harnoncourt and Comte and Comtesse Fossati

and their pretty daughter, Captain Corrie, Ambrose Cook,
Mr. Winthrop, General de Castere and his son, Lieutenant
de Castere, Mr. de Lisle and Mr. Webb, &c.

* * *
The Tennis Club Tournament has been also a great

success, but up to the time of my writing-
is not yet finished,

as it had to be postponed on Monday on account of the

rain. Great interest is centred on the excellent play of

M. Lemaire de Warzee, whose finished style has won for
1 him the club championship as well as the Anglo-American
Gazette Cup.

* * ¥
Sir William Agnevv arrived the other day, with his

nieces, on board his yacht Greta. Madame Edith Grey
Burnand has been very ill, but, though still confined to her
bed, is much better.

Amongst the receptions given this last week, the At
Home given by Mrs. D. W. Johnston, in the large drawing-
room of the Grand Hotel was very enjoyable. Miss Bessie
Isaacs sang superbly, and Miss Percival played with much
brilliancy. Amongst the guests I noticed Mrs. and Miss
Percival, the Due de Calabria, Mrs. Snaith and Miss Wilson
Smith, the Misses Isaacs and Mr. Crawford.

* ¥ *
I small have all our Carnival doings to tell you about

next week. Vanite.

CORRESPONDENCE
" Thomas Atkins."

Sir,—Those of your readers who have not read the
book called Mr. Thomas Atkins might like to read this

extract from it regarding the origin of " Tommy Atkins."
" The origin of the name ' Tommy Atkins ' may be found in

the soldier's small-book. There, until lately, was given
an imaginary clothing account as a model between the
Government and 'Thomas Atkins.' Another derivation of
the phrase is perhaps truer and is certainly more flattering.

In 1857, when rebellion broke out at Lucknow, all the
Europeans fled to the Residency. On their way they met a
private of the 32nd Regiment (Duke of Cornwall's Light
Infantry) on sentry at an outpost. They told him to make
his escape with them, but he would not do so, and was
killed. His name happened to be Thomas Atkins, and so
throughout the mutiny campaign, when a daring deed was
done, the doer was said to be ' a regular Tommy Atkins.'

"

If this latter be true, what better name can a soldier be
railed by? I believe we have a great many "Tommy
Atkinses " in our brave British Army.— I am, Sir, yours
truly, Another Admirer of the Brave.

THE PEARL QUEEN
LIANE DE POIGV IN LONDON

The Parisian beauty, Mdlle. Liane tie Pougy, who
recently arrived in London, and displayed her beaut) at the
Palace Theatre, the British public will have another oppor-
tunity of admiring the charming young lady and her two
million francs worth of pearls and diamonds.

Pearls are the delight of Liane de Pougy 's heart. Dining
her six years' experience of the stage she has succeeded in

getting together a collection of the beautiful jewels that a
queen might envy. Some of the pearls are as large as
sparrows' eggs !

To a representative of the Black and White Bmlgci
Mademoiselle admitted, in her pretty broken English, that

she is glad to be in London once again, for, unlike the

curate of farce fame, she likes it !

" O, I love the grey of London, the quiet colouring of
everything here. The mist that hangs over jour beautiful

river I admire. The high towers, their lofty points showing
through the grey of the morning light, I consider magni-
ficent. We get no such effects in Paris !

"

Our representative felt much disposed to congratulate the

young lady on the latter fact, but she seemed in deadly
earnest.

Mdlle. de Pougy is nothing' if not artistic. Anyone who
has seen her in the bright spectacular productions at

Olympia during the Exhibition must admit this, for it is the

secret of her great success. She knows how to prepare a
lovely picture, and how to pose as the central figure.

But Mademoiselle's career has not been one of roses alt

the way. A sad look comes into her beautiful eyes some-
times. When she was but a child—just nineteen—.she was
loved by a famous French naval officer. She became his

wife. But then a tragedy came, and she was left alone
with a lovely little girl about twelve months old. To earn
a living for herself and her babe she made an appearance
in public and immediately proved a marvellous success.

The Folies Bergere was the scene of her first triumph. In

the great spectacle at the Paris Olympia three years ago
she was the rage of the Gay City.

In Russia she was equally successful. Four times she
has visited St. Petersburg, and on each occasion with
increased powers of attraction.

Mdlle. de Pong} - can only work for a comparatively short

time each season. Her state of health requires her to seek
rest. Most of her holidays are spent in Switzerland, for

she is very fond of mountain scenery. Last year she paid

a visit to the English Lake District and fell in love with
Windermere, near which she would like to dwell for ever.

She is an authoress, and is hard at work on a new book.
It will probably be read largely, her subject being the

psychology of love.

"A woman always suffers in love," she says, pathetic-

ally. " I shall give the world what I know, for I have been
a sufferer indeed !

"

At the Palace Theatre there is much activity just now in

the preparation of the mythic spectacle, La Yachsa. in

which Mdlle. de Pougy will appear on Monday night as an
idol. She will be supported by another famous Parisienne.

Mdlle. Lalie Pernod, thepremiere danseuse from the Olympia.
Mdlle. de Pougy, under the well-known London artist,

Edouard Espinoso, is receiving daily lessons in that grace-
ful style of dancing in which only the arms and upper por-

tion of the body are moved. This, added to her other

charms, is certain to render her more irresistible than ever.

BORD'S PIANOS
25 per cent. Discount for Cash, or 14s. 6d. per month (second-

hand, 10s. 6d. per month) on the Three Years' System.—Lists

free of C. STILES & CO., 40 and 42, Southampton Row,
London, W.C. PIANOS EXCHANGED.

BEGHSTEIN PIANOS
These magnificent Pianos for hire on the Three Year*
System, at advantageous prices and terms. Lists and
particulars free of CHAS. STILES & CO., 40 and
42, Southampton Row, London, W.C.

Pkinted i-.y the Black and White Publishing Company, Limited, at 33, PjOuverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Published
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TOHN WODEHOUSE, K.G., P.G, D.CX., EARL OF KIMBERLEY
The Leader of the Opposition in the House of Lords, has Iain on a bed of sickness for many days. Ever
ready to give a helping hand, he has been extremely popular amongst all classes, particularly in his
native county, Norfolk. Kimberley Hall, three miles from Wymondham, is known as "the workhouse/'
owing to its similarity to the neighbouring local institution of that character. People allege that the

plans got mixed. (Photo by Russell and Sons.)
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CURRENT COMMENTS
The present year is the jubilee of the first International

Exhibition ever held—that of the Great Exhibition, opened
by our late Queen in 1851—and it is a significant fact that

the "Second City" is to celebrate this jubilee in its own
way by giving- to the world what, perhaps, will be the

Tic badge to be wocn by tne executive of the
Glasgow Exhibition

largest exhibition ever known. Glasgow has done her best,

and now she is ready to show to all and sundry what a

great thing that best is.

¥ * *
The official badge to be worn by members of the Execu-

tive of the Glasgow International Exhibition, of which '.he

accompanying- illustration give a fair idea, is an exceed-
ingly chasl; specimen of the goldsmith's art, both in design
-aid workmanship. It takes the form of a Saxon Shield
with embossed work on both sides. The obverse bears in

bold design the Glasgow City arms surrounded with a
jcroll, which makes an effective border to the medal, bear-
ing the words "Glasgow International Exhibition, 1901,'

and decorated at the upper corners with representations of
the Scotch Thistle. On the top, nbove the arms and scroll,

is a representation of the peristyle of the exhibition. The
reverse gives a beautiful outline in miniature of the plan of
the exhibition buildings, under which there is a space pre-

sumably for the possessor's name, the bottom of the shield

on this side being further decorated with a minoi shield

with the Scottish Lion. Messrs. Edward and Sons, jewel-
lers and silversmiths, Glasgow, are the designers and
manufacturers.

George Washington had his little axe, Mrs. Carrie
Nation has her hatchet. Both desired to be saviours ol their

people. Mrs. Nation's way is to destroy all the liquor

saloons and "joints' of the United Stales; and the history

of her crusade, which has at length brought her inside the

walls of an unsympathetic prison, is one of the most curious

episodes in the annals of a State which has already furnished

a great, many good subjects for novelists. Mrs. Carrie
Nation is a Kentucky woman, who lives in Kansas. She is

fifty-four years of age, and is married to a Mr. Nation, who
regards her proceedings with mild approval. He is her
second husband. It is said that her first died of whiskey
drinking ; and this unhappy incident strengthened Mrs.
Nation in the advocacy of those temperance principles which
she had always preached with great fervour. In Kansas,
where she lives, there is a law on the statute books prphibil-

I ing the sale of intoxicating liquor as a beverage. No one

j
who knows the United States at all will be surprised to learn

i that this law is a dead letter. Some two months ago Mrs.
Nation set out to enforce it with a hatchet.

Just at the end of last year Mrs. ^Nation appeared in

Wichita, a town of about 25,000 people. She at once visited

all the "joints " and issued warnings to ihe proprietors. A
"joint'' is a product of prohibition. Ostensibly it is a

restaurant, cigar store, billiard saloon, or, perhaps, a
barber's shop, But there is always a partition, and at the

back of this a bar, where whiskey and beer are sold. In a
hotel in Wichita there was a saloon with a valuable painting-

hanging on the wall, and behind the bar a large mirror.

•'The woman with the hatchet. " Mrs.
Nation a new American apostre, who

has caused bloodshed in Kansas

Tne Roman pottery founi near YValmer Castle

Mrs. Nation, her arms holding- a load of stones, walked
rapidly into this bar at nine o'clock one morning. A few
minutes later the picture had been torn to shreds, the plate-

glass broken, bottles and glasses lay in ruins on the floor.

Mrs. Nation had destroyed 2,000 dols. worth of property ;

while a crowd of startled men had looked on in helplessness
and wonder. A policeman passing along the street heard
the commotion, entered, arrested Mrs. Nation, and took hei

off to gaol. But her reputation was made !

* v v
One oi the finest collections of ancient Roman pottery

lever found in Kent has been discovered quite close to

!

Wabner CastU, the Cinque Ports residence of Lord Salis-

1
bury. The discovery was made by Messrs. Mawson,
landscape gardeners, on Windermere, while excavating
at Walmer Lodge. Altogether the collection comprises
about forty pieces. According to the archaeological autho-
rities who have seen them, some of the specimens are very
valuable, and about sixteen hundred years is considered the

period they have been buried. Some of the pieces of pottery

are in a remarkable state of preservation, with the glaze
still upon them. They were found in two separate sets

some distance apart, two feet below the surface, and
evidently marked the sites of two interments. One of these

urns is a beautifully fashioned green glass vessel which was
found inside a large wine jar of the period, together with a
water-bottle and another specimen of the potters art.

Some of the articles still bear the name of the maker.
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Baillie AA m. Mackav .Mr. James Weir Mr. James Ms Blair

Mr. Hugh Reid

Convener, Machinery and Electric Lighting Committee

Prof. Archibald Barr, D.Sc,
Vice-Convener, Machinery r.nd Electric Lighting Commute

Mr. W. Beardmore Mr. John D. Young Baillie J. M. Thomson
Memters of the Machinery and Electric Lighting Committee

PROMINENT MEN IN THE GLASGOW INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
(Photos by Annan, Warneukc, Barclay and Crooke)
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THE QUEEN'S BIBLE MOTTO
In the year 1887 the London Bible Society resolved to

;elebrate the Jubilee by presenting; gratis to every Austra-
asian school-child a bound copy of the New Testament.
The secretary of the society wrote to the Queen informing'

her of the fact, and inviting; her to inscribe a text or

message on the fly-leaf of one of the volumes in question.

This her Majesty graciously consented to'do. The passage
she selected was typical of her beautiful

womanly character. " On earth peace,
good will toward men," was the message
she penned to her little subjects far over
the sea. An exact reproduction of her
handwriting; was printed on the fly-leat of
every copy sent to the Antipodes. The
loving message of the Mother-Empress
must have reached many hearts.

For years it has been a kind of game of chess between the

banker and the forger. The latter moves, and the former
moves to check him. The forger moves again and is

checked once more. The latest move looks seriously like

a checkmate for the banker.
Some years ago, when bank robberies were dangerously

frequent, the Bankers' Association was formed by the lead-

ing; bankers for mutual protection. There is no subscrip-

tion, no charge of any sort, but when a prosecution is

undertaken a fund is raised among the various members
to meet the expenses incurred. Mr. W. H. Bosanquet is

the solicitor to the Association, and an expert on bank
robberies. He informed me, during a conversation I had
with him a little while back, that he knew this class of

criminal so well that when a bank robbery takes place he
can, by examining the methods adopted, tell who the indi-

viduals are, and frequently where they are to be found. At
the time of the robbery at Parr's Bank I had a chat with

Mr. Bosanquet, and on that occasion he gave me his ver-

sion of the mysterious affair. Well, it says much for this

gentleman's penetration, that he eventually proved to be
correct in almost every particular.

* * *
Although bankers have from time to time adopted many

measures to protect themselves they do not appear to have

succeeded too well. Some years ago it was possible to

alter a figure on the face of a cheque with the aid of

chemicals, without injury to the cheque itself. This, of

course, was a very wide open door, and many availed

themselves of it. At length the bankers were able to stop

this by having all cheques printed with a special vegetable

ink, which rendered it impossible to use chemicals on it

without leaving very clear traces of the process. In some
instances, as an additional precaution, cheques were per-

BANK ROBBERY
A "speciality" in crime

The recent action brought against the
Bank of England by a bookmaker to re-

cover the value of certain notes which were
among those stolen from Parr's Bank, re-

vives interest in that one-time mysterious
affair, and, in fact, in bank robbery
generally. There are criminals and crimi-

nals—those who pilfer pettily, and those
1 who fly at " high game." Like the poor,

the criminal classes are always with us.

The true "aristocrat" of organised
criminal endeavour is unquestionably the

bank thief. He is frequently a man of

means, always a man of " brains." Re-
quiring much skill, he also needs capital

for his exploits. He must have material

and " tools "—the hands of men and the

handiwork of man. He is a man of re-

source, of inexhaustible patience, and a
masterful strategist. He will not work as

a single spy, but always at the head of a
battalion. He knows that if successful his

reward will be a rich one, so he does not

risk a chance by" undue haste.

* * *
II is said that to the machinations of one .

of these individuals and his coadjutors,

the recent collapse of that one-time useful

financial institution, the Cheque Bank, was
largely due. The plot that was brought to

light was certainly most elaborately ar-

ranged, and skilfully and expeditiously

carried out. Really this latest revelation

of systematic cheque-forging is a shocker.
In trim for the University Boat Race—Oxford, always at home
anywhere, doing a long, long pull, and a strong, strong pull
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/orated with a maximum amount. This, however, was not

so secure as the bankers fondly hoped, and led to one of the

most skilful cheque " operations " ever performed.

A perforated cheque for a small amount was secured by
an expert forger, who succeeded in filling- up the perfora-

tion holes with a pulp which matched fhe paper of the

cheque. He then re-perforated the slip for an amount
many times that of the original. Strangely enough it is an

Wow £*?Mp?r*namv Tiajtka

;pc»«nrr tyra WL

«
A formidable note to forge—A Russian rouble note

isolated case, for it has never been repeated. It would be
interesting to know how this was accomplished. It de-
serves to rank with the historical splitting of a bank-note.

» * *
There must be a special kind of fascination about this

class of crime. Your bank robber dearly loves a plethoric

banker. I happen to know the family history of one young
fellow who was recently sentenced for active complicity in a
very extensive conspiracy of this class. His friends are
highly respectable and financiallv well-placed. He himself
is a man of "parts," and was far from impecunious. He

RPK^HTHfeli J9MU[KT'1».

xgir* / &\ f r*
'*, ' < -v.
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>
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A forged Russian rouble note

The notes reproduced on this page have heen
chosen on account of their heing .so very dilii-

cult to imitate

comings and goings of clients, of mes-
sengers, and the movements and habits

of the cashiers. He at length invariably

gets to know when and where booty
worthy of his attention is accessible.

Then he decides and acts with decision.

At the right moment he swoops down,
and is gone ag'ain in a. flash.

It will be remembered that something
of this kind happened at the Bank of

England not long since.

The "snatcher" is not so dangerous
as the forger. The latter is a real peril,

and the sooner his hands are tied the

better it will be for society in general

and bankers in particular.

H. S. Hargreavef.
a specimen of the forger's art. A Russian note forged in Lor don

was the one black sheep, and he voluntarily strayed from
the fold to the perilous paths of a criminal's career. What
is the root'of the evil ?

Bank robbers consist of two distinct classes : forgers and
" snatchers." The latter, although they are somewhat
behind the former in skill, are their equals in patience and
dexterity. A good many of them come from America. They
are always well dressed, and have a generally reassuring
appearance, designed to give the impression that anyone
might safely trust them with untold gold. Their modus
operandi is interesting as an object-lesson in patience and
furtive observation. They usually work singly, and the
success of their enterprise depends upon speed and daring.

* * *
A bank is " selected," and immediately the enduring

espionage begins. The vigilant one watches for months on
end, during which time he carefully notes all that goes on :

,vnotner foraed R
in and about the bank. He becomes familiar with the

'

ussian rouble note. Also "manipulated
in the Smoke"
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The tramp leaves his tattered seal-

skin as security

A TRAMP JUGGLER
A NEW AND CLEVER !

' TURN- AT
THE PALACE THEATRE

I thought I knew him directly
I saw him. This, said I, was his second visit to the Palace
Theatre. Apparently he had made some alterations in

his " act," for certain features were new to me. But I

felt confident about the personality— it did not seem pos-
sible to make an)- mistake about the figure—such a figure !

Clothes — old, torn, loose and unclean; boots— big- and
bulging- ; hat—an artistic wreck. And the face! Hirsute
and blotchy, with a ludicrous expression of countenance
that was most diverting. Yes, I thought that must be
my shabby old friend back again. And with this con-
viction firmly established in my mind
I sat through and enjoyed the per-
formance, none the less because my
thoughts were reminiscent.

* * *
Subsequently came the awaken-

ing! Later in the evening, stumbling
across a friend of mine, I remarked
about this turn, calling his attention
to the fact that it was rather different

in detail to that presented on a pre-
vious occasion. " That cannot be,"
said he, " for this is the first time it

Get out of my way.

this?

Mow can 1 do

The Tramp Juggler arrives

has been seen in this country, and has
been at the Palace only a week." I

am neither a pugnacious nor a self-

assertive man, but I felt monstrously
inclined to take up an attitude of

firmness in this matter. I suspected that he was delibe-

rately attempting to deceive me. Yet was he not, for
correct he was. It was an entirely new turn, but so
like a previous one in many respects that I excused myself
for mistaking them. It was yet another of the apparently
extensively patronised type of tramp which appears to be
indigen-
m e n t s.

florid
m e n t s.

ous to American vaudeville entertain-
It is always the same : hair)- and
face, seedy attire, grotesque move-.
Sometimes it is a juggler, at others a
cyclist, anon a musician. Take
Ritchie, Harragan and Fields — the
last-named the subject of this article

—place them in a row, and lo !
" Tom,

Dick and Harry !" As like as three peas.

iiie fake crjar- box trick-
One :

The fake cigar-box trick—Two ! Bravo! "he fake cigar-box trick-
Three ! Ah ! Sold again '.
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Juggling with balls Going into the handy back
pocket

Going into the handy back
pocket

set at nought all laws of gravitation?
Mr. Fields takes six or eight of the

boxes and holds them together hori-

zontally between his hands ; he then
proceeds to detach them one at a time
by hitting them sharply on the top,

retaining the horizontal position till

the}- have all been dislodged. He
does it with such speed and precision

the case, for the only

In the "business" of the latest of these bedraggled; that it appears as easy as amorously saluting your hand
He can also as readily readju.°t them, and with such neat-
ness that the boxes would appear to be coated with an
adhesive substance. That, however, I assure you, is not

"deception" which Mr. Fields brings
to bear upon his tricks is incessant

practice, which, as we all know
through the medium of proverbial

philosophy, makes perfect in almost,

anything!.

¥ v_¥

gentlemen there is much that is new, and the act, taken as

a whole, is worthy of some sort of distinction in dress. I

do not think it "advantageous for an artist to be closely

associated in " get-up " with another, however prominent

either or both may be.

Mr. Fields, who is assisted in a
measure by a young and attractive

ladv-, does not crowd the stage with

apparatus. In fact, there is little to

be seen when the curtain goes up.

Just a small table on which are a few
cigar-boxes. ~ The latter, however,
supply an opportunity for some really

remarkable tricks in dexterity which

^3

t\a
f

.

•

r A

One of the tricks which Mr. Fields

performs is nut clever, but is certainly

very funny. And thereby hangs a tale.

The change hat trick—One With one kick a hat lands on the
tramp's head, a cigar in his mouth,

and a brush in his back pocket

The change hat trick—Two
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The description first, then the tale. The juggler produces
from his table a few cigar-boxes, reposing- one on top of the

other in the orthodox manner. He makes a great show of
preparing for a coup, something to startle you ; and does,

in fact, perform what you believe to be a really remarkable
feat of manipulation. Anyway, you applaud vigorously,
and are sorry for it afterwards. I freely admit I did
applaud and was sorry ; annoyed, almost savage. I was
within an ace of blushing, a thing I have not known myself
to do for many years.

* * *
Well, with a sudden twist of the wrist the boxes are shot

into the air and come to rest end on end. Then, when the

applause is at its loudest the juggler allows the boxes to fall

over, but not to the ground. They are fastened together
with string !

At a theatre in Germany, on one occasion, Mr. Fields

informed me, in a chat I subsequently had with him, that

this innocent deception created quite an amusing " situa-

tion." It was taken in earnest by some distinguished

places on his head and the other on his outstretched foot.
Simultaneously he jerks the latter up on to his head, an 1

drops the former on to his foot. Like all good tricky ii

looks very simple, and isn't. Their he turns his attention to
a hat, a cigar and a whisk brush. For this he utilises a
large pocket at the back of his trousers, just below tin-

waist. He tosses the articles about in a similar manner to
the tennis balls, and finally gels the hat on to his head, the
cigar into his mouth, and the brush into his back pocket.

Mr. Fields is unconventional in many things, not the
least striking of these being the way he ignites a match on
the side of his face. H. L. Adam.

No fewer than 3,385 fires were attended by the Metro,
politan Fire Brigade last year. Commander Wells, R.N.,
in his report of the year, gives the following particulars of
the causes: — "Unknown causes,'' 1,158; lights thrown
down, 268 ; sparks from grates, 190 ; candles, 173 ; up-
setting mineral oil lamps, 157 : children playing with matches,

Reading the Proclamation of King Edward VII. at Bonny, Southern Nigeria
(West Coast of Africa)

friends in front, who made themselves prominent by the
generous measure and quality of their applause. When the
"fake"" was revealed and the laugh came, the embarrass-
ment of the appreciative folk was so great that they beat a
hasty retreat.

* * ¥
Until I saw Mr. Fields I did not know that tennis balls

could be made to perform such remarkable and such
a variety of evolutions. He gets them into the most extra-
ordinary positions, employing both hands and feet in their

manipulation. They fly about all over his body, resting
now and again in the most inconceivable places, with a
maximum of movement to a minimum of effort. He will

bring them to the closest possible quarters, still revolving

—

the balls, not the juggler—and expand again into a long-
distance aim with perfect ease and smoothness. I do not
know whether there is any professional jealousy between
Mr. Fields aad Mr. Renshaw.
Another very good trick is with two tall hats, a black and

a white, both more or less dilapidated One the juggler

116; defective flues

gas with a light,

diarism, 6.

115 ; escapes of gas, 98 ; looking for

; explosion of oil lamps, 23 ; incen-

The British Museum (Natural History Department, South
Kensington) has just purchased from Messrs. Landsberger,
Humber, and Co., for the sum of £350, the largest ivory

tusk ever known. The following are some particulars of

the tusk :—Weight, 226^ lb. ; length, outside curve, 10ft.

2^4'm. ; length, inside curve, 9ft. ; length, base to point in

straight line, 8ft. 2in. ; circumference of hollow end, 24m. ;

circumference at solid end, 24^in.

* * *
On Saturday, January 26th, Mr. District Commissioner

Scott (seen in the photo) read out the King's Proclamation

at a full meeting of the Native Council, attended on that

occasion by the resident Europeans. After the ceremony,

which was impressive, the National Anthem was sung. The
photo was taken by a native (Mr. J. A. Green) outside the

Native Council Hall.
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Captain Percy. Scott's latest triumph — Raising the sunken dredger.
Canton River, at Hong Kong

It will be remembered that he invented carriages lo transport the naval 4-7 g"ns to

Ladysmith. This illustration show:- the "' [.arbuckle tackle." The ropes, supported by
the boats, run round winches on the shore

Since he has been in China. Captain Percy Scott-, R.N., I
long--, and carryin

has added to the reputation for ingenuity and- resourceful- '. smaller weapons,
ness which he earrfed in South Africa. A dredger, the

|
Kent is also an

Canton River, was sunk during- the recent typh'oon at Hong- j

" County " class

made very g-ood progress ; the following-

day the Ca?iton River wa's rig.htted-, and
the first step toward Her floating- had
been carried out.

* * *
On the 5th inst. an occurrence unpre-

cedented in the history of the British

Navy took place, no fewer than four

heavy vessels having been launched from
various yards, the Montagu and Albe-

marle, battleships, at Devonport and
Chatham respectively, and the Drake and
Kent, cruisers, at Pembroke Dock and
Portsmouth. The two battleships are of

the same type as the Russell, recently

launched on the Tyne, and are vessels of

14,000 tons displacement, carrying- four

i2in. guns in barbettes, twelve 6in. quick-

firing, twelve 1 2-pounder quick-firing, and
six 3-pounder guns. Their speed will be
about nineteen knots. The Drake is one
of the so-called "armoured Poiverfuls,"

a ship of 14,100 tons displacement, 500ft.

g two 9'2in. and twelve 6in. guns, besides

She will steam twenty-three knots. The
armoured cruiser, and the first of the

to be launched. She displaces 9,800 tons,

Captain Percy Scott's latest triumph — The dredger being turned top up

Kong. Captain Scott was appealed to by the Naval Yard I and, as at present contemplated, will carry fourteen 6in.

authorities, and agreed to try to raise the vessel. The first
J

-quick-firing guns—ten in casemates, and two pairs forward
step towards doing this was to turn her over topside up. and aft, on a new form of twin mounting. Her speed will

At the after end of the dredger an anchor was thrown out
|
be twenty-three knots.

in a northerly direction, exactly opposite '

to the direction in which it was intended

to turn the vessel. The object of this was
to prevent her from slipping and to assist

her to maintain her equilibrium. Three
enormous tackles of 100 tons each were
taken from the Praya to the chains round
the dredger, and anchors for these heavy-

strains were placed in positions about 10ft.

apart, so as to distribute the strain over
about 90ft. of the Praya. On the north
side there were three lifting lumps, and
the lift and pull-over combined were ex-
pected to turn the wreck. On January
15th chains were passed round the
dredger, but before this could be done it

was necessary to blast with gun-cotton
four tunnels through the coral on which
the vessel rested. Air was then pumped
into the dredger from a destroyer, and
the tank steamer, Sabine Rickmers, as-

s isted in heaving. The actual work of
lurning was begun next day, and three

steam-engines, manned by bluejackets on
the Praya, commenced to do the hauling.

When night fell the turning operation had
Captain Percy Scott's latest triumph — The dredger appearing

above the surface of the River
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Loot from Pekin. Cliincse finger-
nail protectors

The skin of a snake killed at Ladysmith

UNDER THE HAMMER
A CURIO SALE AT "STEVEN'S"

»'»
(Photos specially taken for

It is really remarkable the number and variety of articles

that go in and out of the famous auction rooms in King
Street, Covent Garden. You can obtain almost anything
there, from a butterfly to an elephant. From all parts of
the world come relics and curiosities—useful, ornamental,
gruesome, cumbersome, reminiscent ; some pregnant with
history, and others shrouded in the mists of antiquity.
Articles which are disposed of for a " mere song," and
those fetching an " entire opera."
The rooms in King Street are haunted by antiquarians,

collectors, and dealers.

* * *

One of the strangest auction sales, from a heterogeneous
point of view, ever held took place here a few days back.

Loot from Pckin. Chinese arrows used cy Royal
messenoers

Black and White Budget)

It included, among other things, Victorian and royal relics,

loot from Pekin, and relics from South Africa. There were
also a large collection of Japanese curios, Indian embroi-
deries, and war weapons from Benin. A mere perusal of
the catalogue is an education in itself.

Let me tell of some of the items I saw in the rooms prior

to the sale. Starting with loot from Pekin, I found a skin-

lined coat and a sable " ditto ;
" then a pair of hand-painted

Chinese lady's shoes, close to " Thibetan prayer wheels
with prayer." I must confess my ignorance of the con-
nection between wheels and prayers. The article was a
metal contrivance, rather larger than an ordinary condens*ed-

milk tin, similar in shape, but not similar in any other
respect. Then I came upon a curious stone from the Sacred
Cold Hills, Pekin, which in form was very like a piece

•

1

-£«. **«
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r
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Portrait of Nell Gwynue on copper Krugr's shaxing brush (authenticated)
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of coral. To a connoisseur and collector it may have pos-

sessed attractive and significant qualities ; to me it was
little better than a stone out of King Street. There was a
wood "Joss,'' the "God of Benerobaci," who ought to be

re-christened, and an iron Buddha, from Koogu, Peiho

River.

in filigree, and looted from a palace at Pekin, next claimed
my attention. It is pretty generally known that these are
worn only by the " quality," who never do any work, and
are in themselves a mark of distinction. There can be no
doubt that the possession of finger-nails six inches long
would seriously interfere with the business of washing up

A portion of Queen Victoria's wedding cake

When I saw a sword used by a Boxer in the attack of
the Pehtang, Pekin, I felt glad I was not in that skirmish.

A large watch in a leather case, with a circlet of fine pearls

round the dial, particularly took my fancy, and the audience
gown of a Chinese Princess could not well be overlooked.
In many things the Chinese betray a very florid taste.
" Lot 70 " was very interesting. It was a bundle of arrows
used by the Empress-Dowager's messengers. I learned
that whenever anyone presented himself at a village carrying
one of these, magistrates and other important officials were
required to render him all the assistance that lay in their

power in the particular mission he has in hand. If not

—

well, you know how easily a Chinese head comes off

!

A pair of-Chinese finger-nail guards, handsomely worked

plates and dishes, and blacking boots ! These offices are
performed by the humble heathens who cannot afford to

have finger-nails that trail on the ground.

¥ -f *
We now pass out of the Celestial Empire into the region

of miscellany. Here we find an Indian helmet, with armlets
and back and breast-plates inlaid with gold ; a piece of ancient
tapestry, purchased at Corfu, Ionian Islands, in i860 ; and
a Maori shoulder-rug, made and worn by Ohina, a native
woman of Walroa—who knew how to keep herself warm

—

and who was killed when that place was destroyed by the
volcanic eruption of Mount Tarawera, on June 10th, 1886.
Also a snuff-bottle with a history. It was brought from

•

r , _
^n-alive and Merry V-

•:

y

y
Loot from Pekin— A rare lb:

Chinese watch set in pearls

aily-Pofl

A light of other days — A one-sheet newspaper
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China by Dr. Abel so the records tell

—

who accompanied Lord Amherst's Embassy
to China, about the year 1816, in the capa-

city of physician and botanist ; it was
:;ai'd to have been given to its then present

owner by Dr. Abel's widow in 1848, the

doctor having- died in India in 1826.

The Victorian relics were very interest-

ing'. There was a slice of the Queen's
wedding-cake, which was sent direct to

the owner's mother from Buckingham
Palace, by the then Master of the House-
hold, the Hon. Charles Augustus Murray.
A miniature portrait of Nell Gwynne in

copper was very nice. This was an heir-

loom handed down from the period of

Charles, and was supposed to have been
carried in the pocket of the Merry Monarch.
There were also some old flags, carried

through the Peninsula War, Wellington's

hair—not all of it—and handkerchief; and
a curious old one-sheet newspaper, entitled

All Alive and Merry, which was quite

different from the Times of to-day.

¥ * *
The relics from South Africa were vevy

striking—quite "sensational." The skin

of a snake, rolled up like a length of

cilico, shot during the siege of Ladysmith,

was a fine bait for the curious. It was

Life in the Navy
—Making Jack a
marksman. At
drill on board
the training-ship

"Calliope"

very like another snake skin, but was
generally regarded with awe, not unmixed
with reverence. I also saw an old Dutch
Bible, large and very old, given by a
Dutch farmer, near Bloemfontein, to

Surgeon-Major Belvor, 1st Scots Guards.
It did not say if it was in exchange for

anything.
There was a shaving-brush, which was

left behind at Bloemfontein by ex-President
Kruger, upon the advance of the British,

in order to expedite his retreat. It was
a very small brush, and it must have been
wielded with considerable dexterity to

have been of much service on the capacious
cheeks of the noble old visionary. A letter

on official note-paper accompanied and
authenticated it. This was from a Miss
Green, who was a companion to Miss
Steyn, and was addressed to her—Miss
Green's—sweetheart.
There was a sample of Kruger's favourite

tobacco. If he were in the habit of
smoking anything like what I saw the

wonder is he ever lived to send an ulti-

matum ! I feel certain that if I ventured
on a single pipe of it I should never
survive the ordeal

!

I trust the foregoing will be found to

convey a good idea of the curious character
of this sale.

I am indebted to Mr. Henry Stevens,
who is now the head of the firm, and
represents "J. C." Stevens, who was his

father, for his courtesy in assisting me
in obtaining material for this article.

And, now, what offers ? H. L. Adam.

Life in the Navy—Physical drill on board the training-ship "Calliope"

NAVAL APPOINTMENTS
Changes in several important naval

appointments will be effected shortly. One
of them was officially confirmed the otherday
from the Admiralty by the announcement
that Vice-Admiral Sir Cyprian A. Bridge,

K.C.B., who took part in the Baltic opera-

tions of 1854, and landed from the Pelorns

in the Bay of Bengal with the Naval
Brigade during the Indian Mutiny, proceed-

ing subsequently to the Burmese frontier,

has been selected to succeed Vice-Admiral
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Inside the fighting tops—A six-pounder
Hotchkiss gun

Cleaning guns on board the "Calliope"

Sir E. H. Seymour, G.C.B., as Commander-in-Chief of the I and store-ships, and 4,053 men in the coastguard ships

China Squadron. Sir Edward Seymour's period of service I and tenders, which are of a semi-seafaring character, are
in the Far East, which expired before Christmas last, was I not included. If we add these 5,000 men, the numbers
specially extended in consequence of the troubled state of employed in seafaring work still remain considerably less

affairs. It is now settled that he will hand over his duties I than half of the total active list.

to Sir Cyprian Bridge in June, after filling

the position for three and a half years,
during a succession of most trying events.

It is
§
understood that he will come home in

his flagship, Centurion, which requires
refitting, and that the new admiral will

travel to China in the new first-class battle-

ship Glory, of 12,950 tons displacement,
which is now being completed for sea at
Chatham.
At one time it was understood that Vice-

Admiral Sir H. Rawson, on giving up the
command of the Channel Squadron, would
go to China, and such an arrangement was
contemplated. Sir Harry Rawson's com-
mand has, however, been extended, and it

is stated that when he hauls down his flag

on boar the Majestic he will prepare to

proceed to Malta and take over the duties

of Commander-in-Chief of the Mediter-
ranean Squadron, when Vice-Admiral Sir

John Fisher relinquishes the position.

These appointments complete a noteworthy
list of new selections recently made, which
include :

—

Squadron. New Admiral. Present Admiral.
Cape.. A. \V. Moore, C.B.,

C.M.G.
Sir H. H. Harris

A astralian

.

I.. A. Beaumont H. L. Pearson
Pacific . A. K. Bickfo;d,

C.M.G.
L. A. Beaumont

China.. Sir Cyprian Bridge Sir E. H. Seymour
Mediter'n . Sir H. Rawson Sir J. Fisher

Subjoined is a table showing the num-
ber of men actually employed at sea and on
shore :

—

Executive and Engime ing"

branches
Ccastguaid
Mannes .

.

Under-training

Various shore services

Total .. .. ir4,83o 48.449

In other words, the actual commissioned
fleets of his Majesty's Navy employ only

49,000 out of 115,000 men. The rest are to

be found on the coast, in the training esta-

blishments, and in the harbour ships. The
totil 48 149 incluc'e* 269 natives cf the

Indian Marire err ployed in coast-defence

ships. The 998 men in surveying vessels

Numbers
voted.

Serving in sea-

going ships

82,821 38,239
4,200 —

18,590
7=625

1,644

7,712

2,498
(boys in sea-

going-ships)

Cutlass drill on board the training-ship "Calliope"
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Sliding for 2nd base

NATIONAL GAME OF OUR COUSINS
BASE-BALL

The American national game of base-ball is an evolution

from the old English schoolboy game of rounders, but unlike

the boyish pastime from which it had its origin, it requires

manly qualities to excel in it. In base-ball, as in rounders,

the players use a bat and ball' and run around bases, but

there the resemblance between the two games ceases. As the

game of base-ball is now played, it is full of excitement, and
is engaged in with equal zest by schoolboys on an open
field and by trained professional experts on enclosed
gounds, presenting"

to the latter full

scope for the exer-
cise of those men- •

tal and physical
attributes which
mark the intelli-

gent and practised
athlete. In the
United States the
Knickerbocker
Club was founded
at New York in

1845, tne Exclusion
Club, at Brooklyn,
in i860 ; but it was
not till 1865 that
the game became
universal.

The theory of
base-ball may be
briefly summed up
as follows : — A
space of ground in

the form of a dia-

mond, 90ft. square,
is marked out on a
level field of three
or four acres in ex-
tent. Bases are
placed on or within
each angle of the
diamond, and are
called respectively
home) first, second,
and third bases.

Each team consists of nine players, and the home team has
the choice of first innings, its members taking the bat in

regular succession. The man at the bat is termed the bats-

man or striker, and his side is regarded as the defensive
force, the field side being the attacking party. To describe
the game in detail is a matter of great intricacy. There
are numerous tricky ways of curving the ball which is

bowled to the batsman by a pitcher. A misleading effect

is often obtained by the resistance offered to the ball by the

air, and a rotary motion of the ball on its own axis supplied
by the pitcher ; this practice has been brought to con-
siderable perfection of late years. In America there are a

large number of regular stock companies, employing a
large amount of capital in the business of running pro-
fessional club teams, whilst the outlay each season reaches
to over a million dollars..

Spectators of big contests often amount to ten thousand
or more, and in one instance, in New York City, over thirty

thousand people witnessed one of the championship matches.
The expense of organising a first-class professional team
frequently reaches thirty thousand dollars. What with
college clubs, and the amateur organisations of the country,
it is safe to say that hundreds of thousands of young men
participate in the base-ball games during each season from

April to October.

—*>

A fine catch

An interesting

article on Japanese
civilisation, written
in English, appears
in the New Year's
Day number of the
Tokio newspaper
Kokumin Shimbun.
The writer com-
ments on the cur-
rent European con-
ception of the
Japanese, as a
people which has
emerged in the last

fifty years with
paradoxical sud-
denness oui of bar-
barism into culture.

He points out that

the development ol

Japan has really

been a much more
gradual process,

and that though
Western influences

have been during
the last half-cen-

tury particularly

powerful, they are
still not wholly un-

paralleled in Japa-
nese history, since

Japan's intercourse with the West began 300 years ago.

It was only checked by the Tokugawa regime, which

interposed a temporary barrier between Japan and Western
civilisation. It must be remembered further that, long

before Japan had come into contact with the West, she was
borrowing religion, art, and political experience from China,

and assimilating them with considerable effect. It is this

capacity of acquiring and absorbing new ideas and systems

that the writer notes as characteristically Japanese. The
success of his country in the past seems t© him of good omen
for the future, and he looks forward with confidence to still

greater progress during the jcentury which has just begun.
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The batsman

Double play

THE NATIONAL GAME OF OUR COUSINS - BASE-BALL
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Refusing to recognise the " divine right of kings," the

stern Puritans had as little respect for the regalia—emblems
of regal power and authority. The royal crown of England
was treated by them with as scant regard as the " bauble

"

of the House of Commons, and the " honours" of Scotland
were only saved from the same ignoble fate by the devoted
loyalty of four Scots subjects of that graceless monarch,
Charles If.

After the disastrous defeat at Dunbar, the royal honours
were hastily removed to Stirling for greater safety, and
shdrtl} afterwards played an important part at the corona-
tion of the youthful monarch at Scone on the opening day
of the year 1651.

Cromwell having passed to the north of the royal army
with the object of cutting off retreat to the Highlands,
Charles seized the opportunity and swept southward into

England. The regalia were committed to the custody of

the Earl-Marischal, who was instructed by the Scottish

Parliament to place them in the Castle of Dunnottar.
Dunnotlar was chosen partly by reason of its position and
strength, and partly, no doubt, from the fact that it was the

1

fortress of the Earl-Marischal, to whom, by virtue of his
j

office, the privilege of the custody of the regalia belonged,
j

Although the Earl did not accompany the King on the
j

journey which ended in " the crowning mercy " at
|

Worcester, the duty of forwarding levies for the army
j

prevented him personally taking over the command of his

Castle. Its defence was entrusted by him to George
Ogilvie, of Barras, a man eminently fitted for so important
a charge.

v °? ¥

A few days before the fall of Dundee a detachment of

English horse surprised and captured the " Committee of
Estates " then sitting at Alyth planning the relief of the
beleaguered town. The Earl-Marischal was among the
prisoners , he was at once transported to the Tower of
London, where he continued a prisoner until the Restora-
tion.

The care of Dunnottar and its valued charge therefore
devolved solely upon Ogilvie. Realising the danger of
removal at such a time, he declined to relinquish his custody
of the honours in favour of the Earl of Balcarres, to whom
the Estates directed that they should be entrusted. The
garrison of the Castle consisted of but forty-three men, a
force quite inadequate for its defence, whilst both stores and
ammunition were woefully short. Ogilvie lost no time in

acquainting the Chancellor, the Ea'rl of Loudon, with the
unsatisfactory state of the Castle. His appeal for help had
little effect. The royal party was much too pressed to
afford any assistance to the impoverished garrison, and the
Chancellor could do no more than impress upon Ogilvie the
necessity of holding out to the last, rather than incur the

|

eternal disgrace of surrendering the royal honours into the
j

hands of the enemy.

From the records of the Parliament of the Commonwealth
it is clear that they expected to find the regalia in tin- Castle
of Stirling, as the question of their transport, together with
the public records, from Stirling to the Tower received the
consideration of the Council of State. After the capture of
Stirling and the storming of Dundee the Engfish commander
realised that the honours lay hidden in one of the few strong-
holds still holding out for the King, and the Earl-MarischaPs
connection with Dunnottar suggested this as the most likely
place.

For months the English besieged the Castle, which,
despite the paucity of its defenders and the insufficiency of
its supplies, still flew the Royal flag. The difficulties of the
Governor were, moreover, much increased by the disaffec-
tion of the garrison : mutiny arose, but the summary
expulsion of the leader restored something like order.
Realising his desperate position, Ogilvie consulted his wife
as to securing the safety of the honours, whereupon she
begged him to leave the matter to her.

Her plan was bold but successful. Being permitted to
receive a visit from the wife of the minister of Kinneff, she
resolved to make her a party, and in this the good lady
willingly acquiesced. With her help the sword and sceptre
were fashioned into a very passable distaff, and the crown
was buried in a mass of lint. With these apparently inno-
cent tokens of feminine industry full}- displayed, the minister's
wife—Mrs. Grainger—passed boldly through the enemy's
lines, the English commander, all unsuspecting, gallantly
assisting the lady to mount her horse. Arriving at Kinneff,
her precious burden was carefully wrapped in linen and
secretly buried in the church. There the honours lay for
several years, being removed from time to time for renewal
of the wrappings, which were supplied by the Ogilvies, so
anxious were they that they should not suffer whilst in

their charge.
Although at the time Ogilvie knew that the safety of the

regalia was assured, he does not appear to have, been
acquainted with the exact means adopted to attain that end.
His wife foresaw the probability of the English taking
extreme measures to discover their whereabouts, and wisely
decided that, in such circumstances, safety lay in ignorance.
As an additional precaution, she concocted a letter purport-
ing to be written by Sir John Keith, a younger brother of
thr Earl-Marischal, wherein he acknowledged the receipt of
the "honours," which he intimated he had carried to the
King in France. She so contrived that this letter was inter-

cepted by the English.

* * ¥

At last, utterly worn out by the siege, and learning that

almost all the other strongholds in Scotland had been
reduced, Ogilvie arranged terms for an honourable capitu-

lation, one of the conditions being- that the regalia should
be g-iven up, or, failing that, a reasonable account given as
to them. The terms were settled none too soon, as the

English had made the necessary plans for storming the
Castle on the following day, and it is extremely doubtful if

the exhausted garrison could have succeeded m repelling

the attack.

With colours flying, drums beating, and matches kindled,

the gallant defenders evacuated the fortress, much to the

amazement of the English, who could with difficulty realise

that so small a force had so long and valiantly defied their

efforts.
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The search for the regalia was, of course, fruitless, and
Ogilvie, called upon for their production, in accordance
with the terms of the capitulation, could only reply that

they were with the King-. The interrogation of his wife

elicited nothing more satisfactory. Thus frustrated, it is

not surprising to learn that the English treated Ogilvie and
his wife with scant ceremony. Offers of bribes and threats

of torture were alike unsuccessful, nothing further could be
gleaned. . An attempt was made to secure Ogilvie's son,

with the inhuman intention, it is said, of torturing him in

the presence of his parents, in the hope that this refinement
of cruelty might succeed where other methods failed. Hap-
pily for the reputation of the English commander, the boy
escaped. Threatened with the " boots," Mrs. Ogilvie per-

sisted in her story, and bore herself with such firm and
heroic resolution that Colonel Morgan was forced to confess
his admiration of her courage.
Although baffled at every point, the English still hoped

was immediately apprehended. Nothing satisfactory could
be obtained from him as to the regalia ; he was therefore
released, and no further search would appear to have been
made.

Immediately after the Restoration the Countess Maris-
chal, mother of the Earl, and Sir John Keith, having learned
from Ogilvie where the honours were secreted, wrote to the

King explaining that they had been preserved through the

instrumentality of her son, and inquired the royal pleasure
with regard thereto. What share Sir John had in their

preservation it is difficult to see ; he was but a youth at

the time, and for a long while had found safety in France.
Maternal ambition, however, secured for him the royal
favour, and Charles, in grateful acknowledgment of his

imaginary services, granted him an annual pension of

,£400 Scots, and created him Knight-Marischal, a here-

The Duet

that either Ogilvie or his wife would make some admission.
They were therefore detained in the Castle, a guard being
with them day and night, in the hope that by some chance
word the secret might be revealed. At length the English
commander, realising how futile were his efforts, offered to

release his two prisoners upon their finding caution for

^2,000 sterling for their surrender. They were shortly
afterwards released, only to find that their estate had
suffered sadly during the long siege, and their subsequent
imprisonment.
Broken in health by the privations she had undergone,

Mrs. Ogilvie did not long survive her release. Not until

her death did her husband learn the fate of the "honours,"
for which they had both suffered so much. In her last

moments she implored him to keep silence, and not until

she had received his solemn promise did she divulge the
secret.

Sir John Keith returned to England about this time, and

ditary office which was settled upon his family, and of which

they were deprived in the next generation. Later he was
created Earl of Kintore, and was the recipient of further

marks of royal favour.

The Countess demanded the honours from the minister,

but he declined to give them up without the authority o.'

i Ogilvie, who immediately petitioned the King, pointing ou'.

the circumstances in which the regalia had been preserved.

i The answer to the petition was an order to hand the honours

J

to the Earl-Marischal. This diplomatic reply was made by

the advice of the Earl of Lauderdale, who sagely remarket!

that if Keith had saved them Ogilvie could not produce
1 the honours, but if he did, then Keith could not have pre-

I served them.
On receipt of the royal command Ogilvie lost no time in

1

obtaining the regalia and handing them over as directed ;

i
taking the Earl-Marischal's receipt with him, he journeyed

to London and waited on the King. He was favourably
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Cronje waiting at St. Helena— but not for De Wet

received, created a Knight Baronet, and gratified by the

personal thanks of the King:. At the same time Parliament,
with a sudden outburst of generosity—a generosity by
which Charles did not fail to profit—authorised a grant
of 2,000 marks to Mrs. Grainger, the minister's wife. The
thanks of Parliament were also rendered to the Earl
Marischal, although what service he, a prisoner in England,
had rendered to justify that procedure it is now difficult

to see.

The news of Ogilvie's petition soon reached the ears of

the Countess Marischal. A messenger was dispatched to

London "express to give information of the whole matter
for repressing Ogilvie, his presumption and arrogancy."
Thanks, doubtless, to her efforts, Ogilvie received no further

mark of royal favour beyond the conversion into a blench
holding of his lands of Barras, a concession of no very great
value.

In 1 701 Sir George Ogilvie published an account of the
saving of the regalia, in which he claimed the full credit

to the exclusion of the Keiths. The Earl of Kintore (Sir

John Keith) immediately took proceedings, and the Privy
Council ordered the pamphlet to be burnt by the common
hangman " as injurious, ignominious, and villainous, de-
faming the said Earl of Kintore." But this was not all.

The grandson of Sir George Ogilvie, David Ogilvie, was
ordered to pay ,£1,200 Scots to the Earl, and was committed
to prison during the Council's pleasure.
Whilst the services of Ogilvie are now forgotten the

?pitaph of the Earl of Kintore keeps in memory how
" Brave Kintore of high renown
Did save to us our Scottish crown,
From an usurping cruel band
Who tiger-like devour'd our land."

An officer, writing from camp near Pretoria, says :

—

" It makes one's blood boil to read Mr. John Morley's letter

of November 23rd. It seems so extraordinary that an
Englishman will take the word of a Dutchwoman and a
rebel member of Parliament and believe all they say against
his own people. It was curious that, as I read it, I saw

my servant, one of these ' bloodthirsty ' and brutal soldiers,
feeding two Boer boys with his and my rations ! They had
come to me to say their mother would bake me some bread
if I gave her the flour. We had to burn their little farm
because their cowardly men, knowing what trouble their

presence would bring on their women and children, would
resort there, and make the place a small arsenal. But we
feed all the women and children, and allow them milk. We
have about sixty families in laager in this camp. It is a
business feeding them. They are so frightfully untruthful,
and born humbugs. The other day two big troopers in the

Yeomanry went to a small farm, and hearing a talc of woe
—how the people had nothing toeat, and that their relations

had all been killed—gave them their rations and rode away,
but meeting a hard-hearted old soldier, they went back and
searched the house, and found a room filled with meal and
bread for the enemy and ammunition. Of course, down
came the farm. One ofour native Kcouts was caught by the

Boers the other day. They cut the lad open alive and took
his inside out. A Boer woman put a little black boy's head
in a carpenter's vice and twisted it round until his neck was
broken. They really are for the most part savages. One
day as a train full of prisoners was leaving the station a
Boer asked a soldier for a drink of water. He ran and
fetched it at the risk of getting into trouble. The Boer
filled his mouth with water and spat it all over the soldier,

and called him a foul name. And yet our soldiers go on
being gentlemen, kind to the women and children, and
never insulting them. No foreign Commander-in-Chief
would dare leave 500 or 600 women and girls in a soldier's

camp.''
^ * *

Fate has a way of running in families. An odd para-

graph in the daily press reminds us of it. The brother of a

murderer lying under a death sentence has just been

drowned, and another brother has appeared in the police

courts. A commercial traveller was killed at Richmond
a year or two ago who had lost three brothers by violent

deaths ; and there is an old man in a village in Kent who
has lost every one of his sons by accident. The last was
killed in an explosion which took place at a powder works
not long ago, and at the inquest the news reached the

coroner of the suicide of a cousin of the deceased.

Future Britishers at St. Helena. The Boers vote that
the Government is all right
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Still at it— Troops crossing the Vaal

The method adopted by the War Office of tying- up the
war gratuity of soldiers who have fallen in the war is likely

to cause much dissatisfaction. Here is a typical case. The
widow of a Yeoman, on applying for the gratuity, received
a letter from the Accountant-General informing her that
her share of the £10 due to the deceased was ^3 6s. 8d.

The remaining two-thirds belonged to the orphan or
orphans, and would be invested in the orphans' savings
bank " for her or their benefit till she or they attain the age
of twenty-one, or in the case of the girl if she marries
earlier. You should therefore state whether there has
been any further issue of your marriage with the soldier."

As the correspondent who sends us this letter points out,

the widow's greatest need is when her children are young
and unable to earn anything for themselves.

* ¥ V
We are requested to state that, although a very generous

response has been made to the
cali of the Marquis of Tulli-

bardine, D.S.O., who com-
mands the Scottish Horse, this

regiment is still open for re-

cruiting, no limit to the number
having been fixed. The Duke
of Atholl, who is taking a great
interest in the corps, has 1 e :ently
paid some visits to Aldershot
with the view of seeing that the
men are kept together, and that
their comforts are being well
looked after. Particulars of the
regiment may be obtained from
the Highland Society of London,
Scottish Hall, Crane Court,
London, E.G.

I.v the last grim days of Pre-
toria, when Paul Kruger had
fled with every chipping of gold
he could sweep from the vaults
of the Mint, the Hollander
officials went after him jangling
in their pockets every penny of
tbeir full salaries. Behind, in

the Government buildings, the
deluded Afrikanders stood with-
out a " tickey " in their posses-
sion, gazing mournfully out
upon the vanished Treasury
and the incoming enemy. Of
this Hollander intrigue, ofwhose
actuality Mr. Douglas Story,
in the New Century Review,
says he is positively convinced,
not one scrap of written evidence
exists. For a fortnight before
the flight of the President there
were every night in the quad-

rangle of the Government Buildings at Pretoria huge bon-
fires. Every compromising document was then consigned
to the flames, and when Lord Roberts' representative opened
the safes of the Secret Service there was in each compart-
ment a neatly-folded copy of Mr. Reitz' A Century of IVrong.
Only that and nothing more !

^ ip cy

Sir Hiram S. Maxim, lecturing at New York on the
subject of high explosives, predicts that the warships of the
future will be of the gunboat type, the vessel being fitted
with a couple of torpedo guns. These guns and their
projectiles will be of such a deadly nature that one shot
charged with a certain high explosive will be sufficient of
itself to totally disable the most powerful warship. Mr.
Maxim believes that his new explosive—maximite—will
revolutionise warfare and cause the abolition of all the
world's great navies. He also states that by means of
a substance called motorite, a new war craft, known as the
automobile torpedo, will run under water at the rate of
three-quarters of a mile per minute. But until the fighting
instinct—deeply rooted in human nature—has been eradi-
cated, it matters little what explosives are invented or
monsters of the sea built.

3? ¥ *
"Captain, R.N.," writes to a contemporary :—The

Royal Navy will greatly appreciate the action of the King
in directing his name to appear at the head of the List of
the Navy ; and it appears to me a suitable occasion to draw
attention to the remarkable fact that, while commissions in
the army are signed by the Sovereign, those given to officers
of the Royal Navy are signed by Lords of the Admiralty.
It has always been a matter of regret to the Senior Service
that in this respect they were placed on a different footing
in the army. Perhaps, in view of the large number of
officers who are now joining both Services, it might be
more convenient if the signing of commissions by the
Sovereign were limited to those of captains and higher
ranks in the navy and colonels and higher ranks in the
army.

A patrol of the B.M.R. crossing a donga near Utrecht, Transvaal
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Miss Lilian Lea as the Fairy Godmother Miss Hettie Chattell as the Prince

Cinderella at the London Hippodrome
apace, and daily continues to draw its tho
pantomime is really a magnificent show, and
miss a chance of seeing- it while there
is yet time.

3> if -if

Twelfth Night, at Her Majesty's
Theatre, is to be taken off next month,
when Mr. Tree intends going- on a
suburban tour for a few weeks with
his Haymarket repertoire. At the
conclusion of his suburban tour Mr.
Tree intends taking a short rest, when
he will take Herod into the provinces.
Homer's Odyssey in blank verse, by
Stephen Phillips, will be the next pro-
Juction at Her Majesty's.

* * *
Lady Ursula is still " going strong"

at the Duke of York's. When, how-
ever, her adventures have ceased, we
may expect to see Miss May Yohe in

1 new American musical comedy, en-

titled The Girlfrom Up There.

y ¥ *
Mr. Willie Clarkson has again

secured several prizes at the Covent
Garden Ball given on March ist.

* ¥ *
A COMICAL story is going about

ust now about Mr. Bransby Williams,
he talented quick-change personator
>f celebrities. Some time ago he used
o end his turn with a touch of inspira-

:ion that always appealed strongly to

lis audience. After his last character
sketch he would turn away, make a
luick change on a darkened stage,
tnd sink into a large empty chair, with
lis head resting on his hand and one
ay of light falling on his lace, madq

still goes on
|
up as Dickens himself. When appearing at Portsmouth, an

usands. This I excited soldier managed to convulse the audience at this

no one should I touching scene. Mr. Williams, whose appearance as the

great novelist was wonderfully realistic

and true to life, was greeted with

perfect silence — more eloquent than

applause. Suddenly the soldier, proud

of his own discernment, shouted at

the top of his voice, " Bravo, Salis-

bury."

* * *
The crusade against alleged in-

proper posters goes on briskly in

America. In Marion, Ohio, recently,

a vaudeville show was billed to appear,
the posters representing itnaidens with
only a suspicion of corsage and an
almost total absence of skirts. A
number of local ladies saw the pictures,

and, horrified, sought the mayor, who
saw the manager of the Grand Opera
House. The result was that sheets of

white paper were pasted over the bill

boards so as to cover up the most
obnoxious portions of the figures. In
many instances, however, the bill-

posters did not exercise care, and here

a finely-shaped anatomical part ap-
peared, there a handsome shoulder
protruded. The effect was startling-.

The extra advertising gave the com-
pany one of the biggest houses of the

season. A company called the Majes-
tic Burlesquers, appearing at the

People's Theatre, Cincinnati, exhibited

a poster showing ladies clad in scanty
costumes enjoying a swim. An arch-
bishop saw the picture and appealed
to the superintendent of police. A
constable was sent to the bill-poster's

office and the objectionable posters

were removed.Miss Ruth Lytton as Dandini
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Air. Windham Guise as The Baron-de-vere Miss Amy Farre.ll as Cinderella

Mr Ernest Hcathcote as, Evangeline Mr. j. Chippendale as Marguerite Marceliue, the Dumb Page

"CINDERELLA" AT THE HIPPODROME
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A SCOTCH COLONY IN
BY M. DINORBEN GRIFFITHS

of the many picturesque beauty

NORWAY ' was sentenced to banishment for five years. But at the
end of that period she was considered to have expiated her
fault, and she could return home with the certainty of being-

spared further reproaches. ^> S> ^>

In time of fire everybody
was required to give immediate
aid to the best of his or her
ability. Even children were
not exempt from duty. In

towns and cities, of course,
things were differently or-

dered; but in any little country
village the universal duty was
very plain and simple, and
its neglect would have been
considered unpardonable. This
obligation of mutual help ex-
tended to religious matters

;

everybody was expected to

invoke the help of the gods for

the sick. For example, the
entire village might be ordered
to make a sendo-mairi on be-

half of someone seriously ill.

On such occasions the Kumi-
cho (each Kumi - cho was
responsible for the conduct ol

five or more families) would
run from house to houte,
crying, "Such and such a one
is very sick ; kindly haLten
all to make a sendo-mairi !

"

Thereupon, however occupied
for the moment, every soul in

the settlement was expected
to hurry to the temple, taking
care not to trip or stumble on
the way, as a single misstep
was believed to mean mitfor-

A Saetersdal peasant in gala attire tune for the sick.

S.:etersdal is one
spots of Southern Norway. It

possesses, however, several

attractions p^.uliar to itself. It

is an ideal resort for sports-

men, who, if fortune specially

favours them, may catch sight

of a bear, for at one time they
were very numerous there, and
smaller game abounds. To
those not afflicted with the

craze to kill, Saetersdal has
other charms—lovely scenery,

quaint old-world houses beau-
tifully ornamented with the

most curious carvings, and
costumes and customs that

centuries have not changed.
Ages ago it is recorded that

several Scotch families emi-
grated to Saetersdal. Why or

wherefore is not stated, but
they remained there and inter-

married with the peasantry.
To-day they are a sturdy,

industrious people, with many
characteristics in appearance
and manner reminiscent of

their Scotch forbears. The
men, both young and old, are

much better looking than their

women-kind. Their working
dress is useful, and becoming
to their sturdy frames, but
their gala attire, fashioned the

same, but of rich material and
heavily embroidered, is most
handsome. The large silver

ornamental buttons, buckles, and clasps are heirlooms,
,

It is a curious fact, though perhaps not unnatural, that

handed down from father to son. The hat accompanying many patriotic and far-seeing Chinese officials were at first

the best suit is very graceful, and would form a good ', most bitterly opposed to foreigners. One of tnese was
substitute for our top-hats and bowlers, if only some

]

Chang Chi Tung, who up to the time of his appointment as
.vencen " beau would adopt it and thus set the fashion. By ,

" Futai," or Lieutenant-Governor of the two great Kwang
provinces, with Canton as the capital, evinced great dislike

for foreigners. To get rid of foreigners by any means was
his thought at all

times, but he was
too intelligent not

to recognise that

the task was an
impossible one.
Chang Chi Tung
realised that only
by taking advan-
tage of the con-
structive ability of

the foreigners could
his country be ulti-

mately benefited.

This mandarin wa i

not afraid to pre-

sent a remarkable
memorial to the

throne, advocating
the opening oi

railways and the

establishment ol

great ironworks
and arsenals, so

as to secure the

means of making-
China practically

independent of the

outer world. This
was at a time
about a decade
China was passing
as have occurree

the way, the grandfather of Edvard Greig, the Norwegian
composer, emigrated from Aberdeenshire to Norway.

JAPAN
Private conduct

in ancient Japan
was regulated by
some remarkable
obligations entirely

outside of written

codes. A peasant
girl, before mar-
riage, enjoyed far

more liberty than
was permitted to

city girls. She
might be known to

have a lover, and
unless her parents
objected very
strongly, no blame
would be given to

her ; it was re-

garded as an
honest union —
honest, at least,

as to intention. But
having once made
a choice the girl

was held bound by
that choice. If it

Saetersdal peasants in working dress

were discovered that she met another admirer secretly,

the people would strip her naked—allowing her only a
shuro left for apron—and drive her in mockery through
every street and alley of the village. Afterwards the girl

prior to the war with Japan, when
through a series of humiliations such

since the beginning of her intercourse with Europe ane

America.
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SHERIFF OF LONDON SHIELD
Despite the heavy rainfall on Saturday, March 2nd, fullj

10,000 people visited the Crystal Palace during the after

noon in order .to witness the struggle for the above shield.

The Corinthians were the holders, and on this occasion,

as on the previous one, they were opposed by Aston Villa.

The ground, as was expected, was in a soft and slippery

condition, and under the conditions the display was an
excellent one. Both sides played good football, and if the

Corinthians were unfortunate not to score in the early stages
of the game, the professionals worked hard all through, and
fullv deserved their victory of one sroal to none. The wind

A gay Australian cook in borrowed plumes. Emigrants'
Information Office please copy I

favouring the Amateurs in the first half,

•they made the most of the opportunity
and pressed heavily, but none of their

shots were effective, and when ends were
changed the score sheet was a blank. On
resuming, Aston Villa took up the running,
and the Corinthians' defenders were given
some hard work. The defence proved
equal to the calls upon it for quite half an
hour. Then Athersmith broke away.
After showing Oakley a clean pair of
heels, he got close to goal, and sent the

ball into the net, thus registering the only

point in the match, and winning the shield

for his '.side: Lord Rosebery, who had
signified his intention to be present, wired,

"Very sorry, bad cold prevents my
coming to match to-day. — Rosebery."
And Lord Kinnaird was also kept away
by indisposition. At the conclusion ot the

game the shield and medals were pre-

sented by Mr. .Sheriff Lawrence.

Happy children in Australia. "There ain't no snow there"

the National title—the most important of all—and that of

the Midlands to be competed for, and the former duly took
place on Saturday, March 2nd, on the Oadby Racecourse
at Leicester. The entry was thoroughly representative,

the twelve clubs which sent teams including the Essex
Beagles, the Crewe Harriers, Birchfields, the Salford

Harriers, Finchley Harriers, and Cork City Harriers. The
last-named club is the Irish champion organisation, and, as

was expected, they made a bold and all but successful bid

for victory. The runners numbered 113, and apart from
the regrettable absence of Charles Bennett, of the Finchley

Harriers, and S. J. Robinson, of Northampton, who were
unable to compete owing to illness, nearly all the most
famous long-distance athletes of the da}1 started. Favour-
itism was divided between A. Shrubb, of the South London
Harriers, and J. T. Rimmer, of Southport, who are the

individual Southern and Northern champions, but while the

latter was not at his best over the sporting course, and,

indeed, retired fairly early in the race, Shrubb took the

The various district championships
having been decided, there only renmined

Sheriff of London Shield. Corinthians v. Aston
Villa. The latter wear black-bodied jerseys
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The race for the National Crosscountry Championship

lead soon after a mile had been covered, and at four miles

he led the field by 150 yards in 25 min. 1 2-5 sec, Pavey, of

Highgate, being- second then, and Ashton, of Salford,

third. In the n?xt three miles Shrubb doubled the distance
between himself and Ashton, who was then second, with
Barker, also of Salford, third. From that point the result,

so far as the individual honours were concerned, was
bevond doubt, and Shrubb, finding he had disposed of

dangler, took matters easilv, and finally won by about

200 yards in 63mm. 45 2-5 sec. Ashton
finished second in 64 min. 32 sec,
about 40 yards in front of Clark,
who it ma} - be remembered was
second at Wembley Park a week ago.
Then came two Cork City men, with
Morris, of Crewe Harriers, sixth.

With regard to the club placings, the
Irishmen ran a splendid team race,
as did the Essex Beagles. At four
miles the Cork Harriers had five men
in the first eighteen, but at seven miles
it was a near thing between them
and the South of England champions,
while ultimately the Essex Beagles,
finishing 3rd, 12th, 13th, 18th, 26th,

and 28th, won by four points only,
totalling 100 against Cork Harriers'
104. Salford were third and Birch-
field fourth.

* * *
Mr. Joseph Lowe, who has been

a trainer of racehorses at East Ilsey,

Berkshire, for the past forty years,
died at his residence on the 7th inst.

* * *
The Racing Calendar contains the

Mr. A. Shrubb winning the National Cross-
country Championship

The Sheriff of I.o.iuon Shield. .Mr. Sheriff Lawrence
presented the trophy to Aston Villa

following announcement :—"The undermentioned horses

have been leased by his Majesty to the Duke of Devonshire:
Filly by Amphion—Leverett, 2 yrs. • Diamond Jubilee, Ecila,

Eitreb, Flordon, Florican II., Frontignan, Frusquina,
Lauzun, Lord Quex, Lucknow, Pole Carevv, and colt bv

St. Serf—Azeeza, 2 yrs.''
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THE RUSSIAN PENAL CODE
»'•

In its main principle of productive labour the Russian
penal system is worthy of imitation. In its genteral malad-
ministration it is worthy of reprobation. The administration
of the Siberian system rests so largely with individuals that
almost anything' may be possible. The treatment of a
convict largely depends upon himself. After a Siberian
exile's term of two years' imprisonment is over, there is

nothing to prevent him in three to five years from becoming,
within certain geographical limits, a free man. Escape
from Saghalien is practically impossible. A political exile

or a murderer in Saghalien lives with his family in a well-

built and often pretty four-roomed cottage, with its vestibule

in Siberia the convicts do not lose all self-respect, and are
often better fitted than before to become useful members of
society. In the English and some other prison systems the
outcome is generally the opposite. The result of the
convict's incarceration and the useless forms of labour on
which he has been employed has often been merely to

generate a vengeful feeling which tends to render him an
habitual criminal.

* * *
Certain it is that after a long isolation, separated as muih

from the Euxine as from the Danube by certain peoples

equally separated from the Baltic and the E!be by others,

Types of Russian convicts

and garden. The island is populated mostly by murderers
or by persons guilty of similar serious crimes. They work
peaceably and quietly on their farms, and walk about the
streets to all appearance free men. Russian convicts,

instead of being a heavy charge on the resources«of the

country, are a source of revenue.

* * ¥
Convict labour has added to the Russian Empire an

island the length of England, not an acre of which was
previously under cultivation, and it is only the population
of Siberia by these people that has made possible the line

of the Trans-Siberian Railway, the envy of the whole world.
The main lesson to be drawn from this system is the absolute
futility of punishment for its sake alone. The first principle

taught is that of self-maintenance. By the means employed

subdued primarily by the Pizarros and Cortezes of Sweden,
baptised by the hand of Constantinople at the end of the

tenth century, separated into fiefs during all the eleventh
century, •fallen under the Tartars in the thirteenth—ra lying

later around Moscow, -in continual combat with the Turks,
Germans, Poles, barbarians of all classes, and kingdoms
of all sorts, Russia maintains to-day a policy entirely her
own. It has for its unique object the eternal conquest of

certain territories, to whose attainment she directs herself

with unparalleled tenacity, and for whose possession her
soldiers have been seen from beneath the walls of Con-
stantinople to the valley of the Cabul—fighting in Turkey,
in Persia, in India, in China—but in reality threatening
England in her progress towards the Orient and Austria in

her dominion over the Slavs, and Germany by a secular

rivalry, wltl.o.it anyone kncw'ngwhere her ambit ions will end.
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"THE DARK CONTINENT"
HOW CIVILISATION IS BEING SPREAD IN AFRICA

Not many years ago Africa was " the Dark Continent."

Now it is a fighting ground for all European nations.

Various wedges of civilisation have been driven into the

continent of Africa since the failure of the Carthaginians.

The first British wedge was driven a short way when the

American colonies declared their independence, and Holland
relied on the victories of Van Tromp for its naval power.
England seized South Africa from the Hollanders in those

troublous days as the spoils of war.

wedge of the "Cameroons." The Cameroons and the
islands off the coast which go with them do not form a
profitable colony, but it has been administered well.

North of the Cameroons the British have four wedges

—

Sokoto, Sierra Leone, Ashantee, and Senegambia.
Lowerdown on the west coast Germany holds Damaraland,

a barren district. The chiefvalue of Germany's East African
possession, a wedge which was given to her for keeping
quiet, is that it crosses the " Cairo to the Cape " railway.
The most valuable of all French possessions in Africa, out-

side of Algiers, is Obock, on the N.E. coast of Somaliland.
All this is not being accomplished without a few battles.

SHADU 3P0T3 5HQH
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Six nations now contend for the primacy
in the once Dark Continent. England has
two great wedges, one from the north and
one from the south, into the heart of Africa.

'•When Drake went down to the Horn and
England was crowned thereby," the begin-

ning of the end was accomplished.
In the latter days Stanley so interested

the various rich men that the King of the

Belgians gave him money for the founding
of the Congo Free State. The United States

was a party to the agreement which made
the desolate and blood-stained wastes of the

Congo the flourishing region which it now is.

In 1882 England, " by the grace of God "

and the guns of Sir Beauchamp Seymour's
ships, took possession of Egypt and drove
its wedge from the north to the south.

Gordon was killed at Khartoum, but Kit-

chener avenged his death. So the British

wedges frcm the north and the south were
pushed on until they almost met, and " From
Cairo to the Cape " was the rallying cry of

those who were exploiting the Dark Con-
tinent. On the north-east coast England
drove in another little wedg-e from Somaliland, and on the

east coast one from British East Africa.

The Portuguese from Delagoa Bay have been trying

feebly to make an entrance into the continent of Africa.

They were early on the field, but their wedge is small. The
French from Algiers have taken over most of the uninhabited

lands of Africa, and the civilised world recognises the

suzerainty of France over the desert of Sahara.
Just below where the coast line of Africa turns to the

southward after its deflection to the eastward the French
have put in another wedge, the success of which was exem-
plified recently by the murder of the French officers sent to

rve those in charge. Just north of this is the German

EUROPE'S WEDGES AND WARS AFRICA.

On the border the French arc fighting the Moors, who are

trying to avenge the murder or massacre of a troop of

cavalry which had been sent from the desert with friendly

intent. Further south the French are fighting with the

Tauregs, who are opposed to the opening of a pathway for

a railroad from Algiers to Lake Tchad. On the borderland

of Togoland the French and Germans are having trouble

with the natives. The French expedition sent to Lake
Tchad is having more trouble on the shores of that lake.

In South Africa is the war with the Boers, and in North

Africa the Khalifa has been killed, and his savage hordes

scattered. Altogether Africa is a lively place these days,

and is very likely to be livelier for some time.
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Mrs. Martin Harvey (Miss dc Silvaj Mr. Martin liar

In "A Cigarette Maker's Romance" In "A Cigarette Maker's

(Photos by the London Stereoscopic Co.)

THEATRICAL NOTES

vey
Romance

'

The accompanying portrait is of Mr. Leo Dryden, the

famous and most popular of character artistes on the

music-hall stage. It needs no word of ours to mention
his talents, because all music-hall-goers know them so

well. His latest song is " Here's a Health to the King,'' in

which he appears in the costume of a Royal herald. This
is by no means the least successful of his efforts.

¥ * *
Madame Sarah Bernhardt, a short time ago, arrived

at San Francisco from the East to open her season at the

Opera House. When engaging apartments the proprietor

protested against the admission of the actress's pet terrier,

and Madame Bernhardt declared that if the dog were not

admitted she would go too. She then repaired to the Palace
Hotel and engaged the best suite of rooms. The dog issue

was promptly raised again, and was followed by another
dispute, this ending by Madame Bernhardt agreeing to

leave the animal in the baggage room. Madame Bernhardt,
by the bye, has engaged an extensive suite of rooms at the

Carlton Hotel for her coming season at Her Majesty's
Theatre.

Every London manager is in the habit of receiving all

sorts of letters from all sorts of people who want to go on
the stage. Domestic servants seem to be under the impres-
sion that Providence has particularly designed them for the
boards of a theatre and not the boards of a kitchen. Out of
a bunch of letters sent to Mr. George Belmont, of Sadler's
Wells fame, we give one as an example of a too general type.
It is printed verbatim, the names and address only being
omitted :

—

" Feb. 2zd, 1901.—Dear Sir,— I am writing to

know, if you could get myself and Friend a berth at your
Theatre, as we have a very great desire to be an actress, we
are both service girls, And of course have no dresses or
Jewellery, &ct. ; of course, we know we shall have to work
our way up of which we are willing. I feel sure if we did
not rise it would not be be-cause we did not put our heart
and soul into the work. (My ages is i8yrs next Oct. 7th,)

and my friends age is 21 next May. both can sing and

dance Fail)- well I' think, and would do well I

am sure, with a little training and studies. I

was told you took girls to start them, so if

you think anything about us, will you kindly

let me know all particulars respecting the

ante.— I remains yours, dear sir, very respect-

fully,
"

* * *
The late Dr. Hopkins, who was organist of

the Temple Church for fifty-six years, sang
as a choir boy before George IV. Some ol

the greatest singers of the past ages, including

Jenny Lind, have sung from his organ loft,

and, though he did not write any mu£ic for the

theatre, he was well known in dramatic and
musical circles.

* * *
We learn that Mr. A. H. Calver, who has

lately been serving under the banner of Mr.

Tree at Her Majesty's Theatre, is about to

leave the legitimate fcr the variety stage.

There he will produce a series of monologues
and sketches, commencing with one of the

former, entitled The Last Act.

* » ¥
Again Mr. Willie is back in that highly suc-

cessful musical comedy Flnrodom, as Antony
Tweedlepunch. Since his trip out l</ f .merica

he has lost none of that quaint humour, the

humour that only Mr. Edouin himself can im-

part, but he is, if possible, more droll than

ever. What with new songs and new dances,

it is a pity Florodora is not going to remain
with us more than a few weeks.

* * +
A capital joke is credited to the Baggesens,

the plate-smashers and j Jgglers, at the Empire.

One of them told a director that he received a
weekly subsidy from the Russian Legation,

was the query. " Because," replied the artiste,"Why
with a very definite smile, " I smash China every night !

Mr. Leo Dryden
A clever exponent on the music-hall stage in ".Here's a health to

the King''
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Nice, February 15th, 1901.

The Carnival is passing off very brightly, notwithstanding

the extreme cold, the like of which has not been known for

years in the
Midi. To-day,
after freezing all

night, there is a
cutting east wind
and no sun, so
that the Pro-
menade des Ang-
lais was abso-
lutely deserted
this morning, and
only very few
hardy promena-
ders, muffled in

furs, ventured to

stroll around the
sheltered Place
Massina, combin-
ing at the same
time their con-
stitutional and a
glimpse at the
pretty things ex-

hibited in the
windows of the
handsome shops
there.

* * tf

On all sides

there is the same
cry — " nothing
to wear," for, thin

summer dresses
being usually de
rigueur here,, no
one has anything
prepared for this

piercing cold ;

and the majority
of the people go
about wrapped
up in furs over

the thinnest cloth and foulard dresses and flower hats, which
presents a rather incongruous appearance. Many of the

men have donned their motor coats of fur, which, being
made for comfort rather than style, give the appearance of

shaggy yellow or brown bears in the distance, but still ils

out raison, for they are none too warm, and they certainly

look comfortable if not smart.

On Wednesday we ' motored " over to Monte Carlo
The view along the whole route is not to be surpassed, the

road following the coast round nearly the whole way. We
stopped at Beaulieu for lunch at the Hotel Bristol, which has
a splendid position facing the sea. Here Lady Tichborne
and Lady Anglesey are staying. Many villas and large

shops (mostly English) are springing up in all directions, and
Beaulieu is becoming quite a big place—a doubtful advan-
tage in the eyes of most of the residents, who are jealously

enxious to keep their orange and lemon groves, climate, and
view entirely to themselves.

* * V
On leaving Beaulieu we were warned that chauffeurs were

in bad odour in that neighbourhood on account of their

furious driving, the hard white roads being a great tempta-
tion to many. However, we steered our " teuf-teuf " tem-
perately, and arrived at Monaco without mishap and " 'nary

a curse. " Here we descended and explored one quaint old

street in search of curios, which, however, we did not find,

save in the form of carved door and curious stone arches,

A simple trock for young girls

It is of white muslin over a mauve silk slip, a
mauve ribbon running on muslin in true lover's

knots, also round th- waistband and round the
neck

which were hardly portable even if the owners had ben
willing to part with them.

¥ ¥ ¥
We had a very good dinner with some friends who ar

staying at the palatial Riviera Palace Hotel, and thei

adjourned to the Casino, which was very crowded, and man'
exquisite dresses were to be seen. I noticed Otero inten

upon roulette, very plainly dressed in a tailor-made dies

and a soft, red felt hat with a beret crown and a floppin;

brim such as those worn on the glace^ hats all autumn. Il

only ornament was a quill. It was so strange to see th*

Spanish beauty—famous for her toilettes—so plainly dressec

that I had to look at her once or twice to make sure I wa
not mistaken. Liane de Vries, well known to Londoi
audiences, wore an exquisite dress of rose chiffon, gathered
and tucked in a manner impossible to describe, and she ha'

on some priceless diamonds. With her was a beautifi

blonde, whose name I could not discover, dressed in blac

crepe-de-chine, trimmed with very handsome gold passe
menterie, forming a bolero, and short elbow sleeves, froi

under which came the crepe-de-chine—the prettiest dress i

the Casino, to my thinking. There were a number <

English people playing. Mrs. Harold Morris (the niece c

Mrs. Harry Marks), who was married but a fortnight ago
looked very pretty in a black lace dress over mousseline-de
soie, made in Empipe style, with transparent yoke an<

sleeves forming mittens, and a large black picture hat wit

feathers. She also wore a number of exqui.'.ite rings, opai
and diamonds, evidently wedding' g'ilts.

A dainty afternoon frock of mauve clotn

The bodice and sleeves are tucked. A lace fichu and black ribbon

trims the bodice, while the tucked skirt has a crinkled silk sash the

same shade of mauve as the dress
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There were several very handsome white and ecru lace

robeSj and pale shades of mousseline-de-soie and chiffon

were also much worn ; but all the English people were in

black, or black and white.

* * *

The concert-room was so full that we could not get in, so

we had to content ourselves with winning, and losing again
what we had won !

* * *

Yesterday afternoon the second Bataille des Fleurs took
place on the Promenade des Anglais, and was a great
success. Though the wind was cold it was warm in the

sun, and the Tribunes sheltered a good part of the route.

The most handsomely decorated carriage was that of

Madame de Vence, who was in an elegant Victoria, entirely

covered with wallflowers and violets ; an exact copy of the

Russian Imperial Eagle, in yellow jonquils and black
flowers, surmounted the back, protecting the handsome
batailleuse from the rain of flowers thrown by the admiring
crowd. The two lamps were also covered with small eagles,

and the whole was a veritable triumph of floral art.

* * ¥
Second in merit came the car of the 19th d'Artillerie,

naturally more severe and workmanlike, though exceed-
ing effective. The whole car was entirely cuirasse" with
eucalyptus leaves, ornamented here and there with bunches
of mimosa. On each of the four corners was a gilded
cannon, and in the middle on two stacks of bayonets was
laid a flag of the French colours, all in flowers. Alternating
with the officers in uniform were ladies in white and yellow,
with white sailor hats and yellow bands. The car of the
6th Chasseurs was decorated in white and yellow jonquils.

Sir Daniel and Lady Gooch (who were also well to the fore

in the Battle of Flowers at Cannes) were in a landau gar-
landed with violets. Mr. Blake de Burgh and Mrs. Der
Keatinge had their carriage ornamented with camellias and
violets, and Mr. and Mrs. Morgan also had their landau
very prettily decorated. The battle proceeded very merrily
until five o'clock, when the combatants hied homeward to

prepare for the opera ball.

* * *

Madame Henric carried off the banniere for the domino-
caprice, composed of frills of white lisse, with a bunch of
white flowers on one side of the head and pink on the other.

M. and Madame Gros-Renecq had on very handsome
Chinese costumes, which took a banner ; Germanie de
Saulnay had on a pretty costume, one. made of red roses,

representing Les Roses de Nice ; Madame Paul Gautier
was attired as a Gitana ; Madame Heuron as Bergere,
Louis XV.; Madame Dartemen, Lc Nouveau Sie-cle ;

Madame Raynaud, Jardiniere, Louis XL; and a pretty

domino was worn by Juanita de Fresla. VANITE.

HOW TO FURNISH SMALL ROOMS
No. VI.

Bedrooms are granted a scant need of attention by the
thoughtless, who, forgetful of the vigilant microbe ever
ready to pounce on the unwary human being, do not furnish
them with due regard to hygiene. Everything in a bed-
room should wash,, or if from its nature it cannot be washed,
then it must be prepared to be shaken ! For this reason
nothing is better than a cork carpet, whereon loose rugs
can be placed, rugs cheerfully prepared to endure a good
shaking out of doors and so ensuring to their owners a
presence of cleanliness and an absence of dust ! A bedroom
also should be a place in which one can submit to the hand
of fate, which has perhaps sent us a long illness to endure,

• with fortitude and good-temper. How much easier to arrive
at this altitude if our room is convenient and pretty and
so arranged to ensure the comfort of our lives in our hours
of sickness. A few suggestions as to this may be an
appropriate commencement to this treatise on bedrooms.

In every bedroom there should be, to my mind, a cup-
board to hold medicines on its upper shelves,, and on

the lower ones glasses, plates, cups and saucers, a
china teapot, china jugs covered with tin tops, in which
milk can be kept free from dust, while half a dozen
pach of glasscloths, dusters, and extra towels should
also occupy a place in this cupboard <Juring that time
when sickness lays us low ; for to be prepared for emer-
gencies, and carry them through with decorum, convenience,
and neatness, is to rob them of half their terrors. Tile-

topped tables are delightful things in a bedroom, since one
may spill anything upon them and no stain remains, and
they are clean again at a minute's notice. A shelf on
the wall at the side of the bed is a great convenience when
sitting up against one's pillows, and one of those wooden
rests to place at one's back, and arrange at exactly the
most convenient angle, saves us many a backache.
Such hints may be commonplace and cheerless reading;,

but to most people there comes a day when they will be at

least subjects of interest.

And now to the consideration of our bedrooms and their

appropriate furnishing. Many excellent persons have
revoltingly furnished bedrooms, sometimes from an idea of
self-denial, but more often from an excessive absence of taste

and brightness. They are like " sheep who do not know
what they see," as a Frenchman once said of some stupid
relations that an unkind fate had saddled him with. The
wall-paper which recommends itself especially to me is the
" sanitary oil paper," which can be procured in the most
exquisite shades. It has a perfectly plain surface and has
the effect of beautifully-painted walls. The price runs to

2s. 6d. the piece. In the bedroom on whose decoration
we are now engaged a shade of electric-blue would har-

monise with the dark peacock-blue cork -carpet, and form an
admirable background for engravings and to either dark or

white furniture.

The prettiest sleeping apartment I ever beheld, however,
was one right at the top of a London house. The paper
in this instance was crimson sanitary oil : the carpet a dark
brown, with crimson flashes of colour ; the curtains of
crimson and white chintz. Beneath the slope of the roof

was a black oak single bedstead—they are sold by Story
and Co., High Street, Kensington, and are both original

and effective. Then the wardrobe was an old Brittany oak
cupboard—a treasure picked up during a tramp abroad.
A broad oak dressing-table was covered with a white pique
cover, edged with Cash's frilling, and on it stood a looking
glass, framed in a gilt Florentine frame, with a support at

its back.
A profusion of silver boxes and bottles were on one side

the table, and on the other was a square pincushion of
somewhat exaggerated size, being i2^in. square— it was
made in muslin and thick torchon lace, with large crimson
satin bow at one side. An oak overmantel and chimney-
piece was carried out in panels carved by the owner of this

charming bedroom, whose washhand-stand was made of

oak, with crimson tiled back and top, and built into a recess

of this glorified garret—for the room was actually nothing
more.
A pretty scheme for a bedroom is one in which mauve is

the keynote of colour : a white striped paper, with mauve
ribbon frieze, mauve and white curtains of cretonne, lined

with mauve linen ; a mauve and white curtained bed. A
soft mossy green carpet, dull in tone, would look well with

white ^enamelled furniture and a white mantelpiece, with

white tiled fireplace and white chairs. A bedspread
of mauve linen, worked in white water-lilies, with

their dull green leaves, would be very effective and
original

An orange papered room, with mahogany furniture and
old blue china, has much to recommend it : it is not my own
idea, but one stolen from a friend who has really created

quite a new and pleasing departure in effective colouring in

this rather daring scheme. It had orange and cream cre-

tonne curtains, a mahogany shelf ran round the room, and
on it were old Delft plates, bowls and jugs. The bedspread

was a triumph of art—oranges and white orange blossoms

embroidered all over a pale creamy ground.
Space forbids my enlarging further on the various bed-

rooms I could recommend. Any questions addressed to

" Furniture," Black and White Budget, shall receive due
attention ; but it must be borne in mind that my object is to

help those about to furnish, not to send designs to the trade.

Printed dv the Black and White Publishing Company, Limited, at 33, Bouverie Street; and at Edinburgh; and Published
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THE RIGHT HON. WILLIAM ST. JOHN FREMANTLE BRODRICK

is not only a '"Right Hon.," but the right man in the right place. As Secretary of State for War, he has

a.'ready earned the gratitude of the country, and he may be reckoned on to do very much to quicken the

sluggish blood of the War Office, and help clear away red-tape. (Photo by EZliott and Fry.)
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CURRENT COMMENTS
Speaking at Glasgow University on American yachts

and yachting1

, Professor Biles, of naval fame, contrasting
British and American yacht construction, said that this coun-
try had always been several years behind America. The
problem to solve was to decrease weig-ht without reducing'

strength. The plea that British yachts had to cross the
Atlantic had done duty as an excuse too long. Develop-
ment had been steady in the direction of lighter hulls and
more sail, but we were yet behind the Americans. A veil of
secrecy surrounded the conception and construction of
British challengers, and when yachts were launched and
completed they were seen only by a wondering public at a
distance of miles, for fear that someone might see their

shape and material. That secrecy was, perhaps, necessary
to pre/cnt the abstraction of secrets which each designer

!*V*«*s ; $5***!

Tl.e eii'e.t of a remarkable stroke of lightning on
the clothes of an Australian wood-cutter

thought
another,
avoid.

vital to his own success, but which probably
if he knew, would only regard as something' to

v ¥ *
Lightning plays strange freaks, but perhaps the illus-

tration above shows the most curious of all. Not long ago
at Isis Downs Station, in Queensland, William Smith, a
woodcutter, was struck by lightning and every bit of his

clothes, including his boots, were torn to pieces. Strang'ely

enough he was not killed, but, of course, was rendered insen-

sible. He is now fairly well, but has not altogether re-

covered. At the same time he was struck, he was carrying
a heavy chain on his shoulder.

* * *
The public have not been slow to benefit themselves of

the munificence of Mr. F. J. Horniman, M.P. , the well-known
Quaker philanthropist. Some time ag'o he presented to the

public the handsome museum which he built at Forest Hill,

together with the unique collection he had spent a lifetime

in gathering. Needless to say, the museum, which is now
surrounded by a public park of 15 acres, is one of the

favourite spots in South London. Mr. Horniman is the

great teaman.

The museum at Forest Hill presented by Mr. Horniman
to the people

Photo by Thankfull Sturtlee

The School of Art Wood-carving is to be congratulated
on the very handsome chair, the work of members of the

staff, presented to H.R.H. the Princess Victoria of Corn-
wall and York. The chair is of Italian walnut, and is

adapted from a sixteenth-century French chair in the

Victoria and Albert Museum, the centre device being
specially designed by Mr. Walter Crane. The carving was
done by Miss Eleanor Rowe, the manager, and by Misses
Maria E. Reeks, Ida L. Britten and Kathleen Smith,
assistant teachers. The chair is a very practical example
of the inroads of women into the trades usually, carried on
by men. They do it well too.

The chair presented to Princess Victoria of Corn-

wall and York by the School of Art Wood-carving
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1

The bones of a prehistoric bear that -were found in
Lincolnshire

Photo by Sturdee

An interesting- geological discovery has been made in a

field in Bourne Fen, Lincolnshire, in the shape of a com-

rtenance trust, and to clear away some buildings that had
intruded on the the south side. It was not successful, pro-

bably because no immediate destruction threatened the resi-

dence itself. Now that this contingency stares the art-loving

community in the face will there not be some effort before it

is altogether too late ?

* * *
Marriage by phonograph is the latest American novelty.

A Miss Rockefellow, of Chicago, was engaged to a Mr.
Allen Bush, of Westpoint. On her way to -New York the

bride was struck down with diphtheria, and had to go into

quarantine. The bridegroom would not hear of a postpone-
ment of the ceremony, and conceived the idea of a phono-
graphic marriage. He accordingly procured a clergyman
and two instruments. Into one instrument the clergyman
asked the requisite questions, and then Mr. Bush formally
recorded his answers. The cylinders were then transferred,

and the machines sent to the bride, who heard the questions,

the bridegroom's responses, and made the usual answers in

retort. One of the machines emitted the questions and she
spoke her assent, and so the ceremony was completed.

* * *
Laudsberger, Humble and Co. have just sold to the

British Museum (Natural History Department, South Ken-
sington), for .£350, an elephant's tusk measuring toft. ijA'm.

Norway House, Lake Winnipeg, Canada, one of the principal fur-collecting stations of

the Hudson Bay Company
plete skeleton of a bear, which Professor Newton is inclined i and weighing 226)4 lb

to believe to be a large one of the "grizzly " type. It was ' tusk ever known,
found in the clay, among the roots of the pre
historic forest. The osseous relic of a past age
has been sent to the Geological Museum, Jer- f
mvn Street.

Far away to the extreme north of Lake
Winnipeg stands a famous fur-collecting station
of the Hudson's Bay Company. This is

Norway House, the rendezvous of hunting
Indians and trappers. No less than two
thousand of them set their snares during the
winter, and supply millions of skins that annu-
ally reach London from "the last great fur

reserve,'' as the district is aptly named.

Hogarth is one of England's celebrities

whose name will not die for centuries—in fact,

will be remembered as long as a scrap of his

work remains. Nevertheless, those who have
the artistic as well as the commercial fame of
their country at heart will learn with regret
that his house, on the west side of Hogarth's
Lane, Chiswick, is about to be pulled down
for the erection of villa residences, and that

e.en the gardens will be included in the trans-
formation. It had already sufficiently deteri-

orated by being let out in tenements. Some
time ago an attempt was made to collect a
sum of .£500 for the establishment of a main-

This is said to be the largest ivory

A job for the "Housebreaker"—the House of Hogarth, the great
artist, at Chiswick about to be pulled down

Photo by Sturdee
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Two Chinese prisoners being tied to posts before being shot by French soldiers

at the West Gate, Tientsin

Stkrn measures have
been adopted by the allies

in China, but in spite of all

the butchery that has taken
place it is very doubtful if

China is one whit the better.

As already explained in

these columns, Pekin and
other cities have been
divided into spheres of in-

fluence, and in those spheres
the allies have worked then-

own sweet will according- to

their national character.
Many " boxers " have been
shot, but more often than
not the real criminals have
escaped, for it is quite a
common occurrence for a
Chinaman to offer his life

for a certain sum of nionci'

to the relatives of the man
or men " wanted."

The place has reeked
with blood. A war corre-

spondent wrote : — " The
Chinese city of Tientsin
was strewn with corpses.

Men had been killed in every
act of life. In one house
three corpses were jammed
into a corner, one leaning
against the other in almost
peacefu. attitudes. A table-

was overturned on top of

The same prisoners three minutes after the fatal volley

by twelve French soldiers at ten paces

A proclamation in Chinese (a box-like arrangement; is being posted up
ordering the bodies to be exposed for ten days

them. Teacups and a
broken teapot littered the

flooramong; splintered wood,
bricks, and mud. Their
clothes were splashed with
blood ; over the dead and
on the walls, the floor,

everywhere, were swarms
of flies, literally devouring
the putrid flesh and laying

their spawn of white worms
in the ghastly eyes and be-

tween the bloated lips of

these horrid faces, turned
purple and green by the

lyddite.

" On the ramparts two
corpses lay in sleep -like

attitudes, hugging each
other as companions would
for warmth. One's nostrils

were so full of the fetid

smell of human flesh that

the roar of disturbed flies

and the killing stench were
sometimes needed to keep
one from trampling on the

dead. Dead and wounded
dogs were everywhere. A
shell had exploded over a
mule, and the concussion
had knocked the brute to the

earth, driving each foreleg

out at a right-angle to its

body.

UNDER THE FLEUR - DE - LYS IN CHINA
(From stereoscopic jhotos by Underwood and Underwood, London. Copyright, 1901)
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A Chinese prisoner being flogged in prison at Taku

A Chinese prisoner being flogged in prison at Taku

UNDER THE BRITISH BROAD ARROW IN CHINA
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PROMINENT PEOPLE

STRETFORD

Mr. C. A. Cripps, U.t.

THE BAR

Mr. Marshall Hall,
K.C.

Tin. Charles Alfred Cripps, K.C, the new member of
Parliament for the Stratford Division of Lancashire, is

Attorney to

the Prince of

W a 1 e s — a
distinction
which, if not
lucrative, is very much coveted,
since it is conferred on barristers of
eminence. The last holder of the
post was Sir Henry James. Mr.
Cripps is also Chancellor and Vicar-
General of the Province of York,
and Chairman of the Bucks Quarter
Sessions. He is an earnest, indus-
trious and able man, and is the first

on the list for promotion.

* * *
Mr. Edward Marshall Hall, K.C, who defended

che Yarmouth murderer so brilliantly, is about to see what
iie can do for the gutter press. He intends to take a broom

and make a
clean sweep.
It is time.

After posing
as strategists

of the highest order, this section of
the press (!) arrogated to itself the
position of Lord Chief Justice. As
already said, Mr. Marshall Hall is

to see what he can do. He has
had a brilliant career. He was born
at Brighton in 1858, studied at Rugby
and Cambridge, proved himself
clever at mathematics, married a
German lady, toured the world,
and was called to the Bar in 1883.

* * *
Mr. Thomas Gibson Bowles, M.P. for King's Lynn,

has rendered the nation a service by his questions in Parlia-
ment regard-
ing the de-
fences of Gib-
raltar, and is

giving a still

further service in proceeding to the
famous fortress as one of a Com-
mittee of Inquiry to report on the
real state of " the Rock." Spain has
been busy in erecting fortresses all

round at short range. We must be
busier if we wish to save the Army,
years after this, the murderous work
of earning entrenchments at the
point of the bayonet. Mr. Bowles is

a walking encyclopaedia.

* * *
The Earl of Arran, who died on the morning of the 14th

inst., was the fifth Earl of Arran, of the Arran Islands.
He was born in 1839, and fell heir to some 36,000 acres.

He was edu-
cated at Eton,
and entered
the Diploma-
tic Service in

1859. Resigning in 1864, he became
the following year a Special Com-
missioner of Income Tax, a post
which he held until he succeeded to
the Earldom in 1884. He is sic-
ceeded by his son, Viscount Sude-
ley, who is a Captain in the Royal
Horse Guards. The late Earl was
descended from Gerald Gore, an
Alderman of London, at the close of The ]ate Earl of
the sixteenth century. Arran

(Photos by Fellows and Willson, Elliott

What Sir John Wolt Barry does not know of engineering
would not fill half-an-inch of Black anil While Budget. 1 le

cannot help

TOWEH BRIDGE
knowing, for

his father
built the
Houses of

Parliament, and he himself has been
building since he was a child. He
built the railway bridge at Black-
friars, and also the bridge at Kew.
He also laid out the huge Barn-
Dock at Cardiff. By the way, this

dock was named after the village

of Barry. His greatest achieve-
ment, however, was the building
of the Tower Bridge.

¥ * ¥ '

No one of the forty new members of the London County
Council is more interesting than Dr. Walter Leaf, who was
returned at the head of the poll in East Marylebone as an

Independent.
Independent,
in Dr. Leal's

Sir J. YN olfc Barry

COl'NTV COUNCIL
case, is pro-
bably Pro-
gressive writ large.

Dr. Leaf, C.C.

GIBRALTAR MUSIC

Mr. T. Gibson
Howies, M.P.

ACRES

Dr. Leaf is

not, like his colleague, Dr. Fletcher
Little, a doctor of medicine. There
are many doctors of medicine, but
few doctors of letters at Cam-
bridge becomes such only by special

recommendation of the governing
body of the University. It is for

the work he has done upon Homer
and especially upon the Iliad thai

Dr. Leaf received his degree.

* ¥ V
The eves of the musical world are centred on Mr. Edward

German," to whom has been committed the heavy task of

finishing the

score that the
hand of death
prevented Sir

Arthur Sulli-

van from bringing to completion.

Born at Whitchurch, Shropshire,

and educated at Bridge House
School, Mr. German gave early

evidence of his talent for music,

and in 1880, when eighteen years of

age, he entered the Royal Academy
of Music. There he distinguished

himself and devoted himself to

composition. The forthcoming

opera will soon be with us.

* * *
The appointment ot Dr. Winnington-Ingram as Bishop

of London, has met with almost universal approbation.

The Bishop of Stepney has fairly earned his promotion
by hard work
and sheer
ability. Not
since Dr.
Fraser has
there been a bishop like him: " They
follow him like a sheep," said a
resident at Oxford House, where
he was for ten years the head.

His first aim will probably be to

uphold the Catholic traditions of the

Church in England. Then Dr.
Wilmington - Ingram is intensely

practical, and a bachelor. He was

The new Bishop of to have married, but didn't. Neither

London has bisjtaticde.

and Fry, Russell and Sons, and Barnett)

CHURCH
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I ATHFRLAND

Berxhard vox Bi low was born in- 1850, and is the son
of Hcrr von Biilow, who was Foreign Secretary under Bis-
marck, 1873-79. He entered the
German Foreign Office in 1873 and
acted as Secretary of Embassy in

Rome, St. Petersburg- and Vienna, __
holding the important post of Charge
d'Affaires to Greece during the Russo-Turkish War. At the
conclusion of that war he was appointed one of the Secre-

taries of the Berlin Congress, and
after more diplomatic service in

Paris and St. Petersburg he was
appointed Minister to Roumania in

iSSS, and to Italy in 1893. During
1S97 he acted as Foreig-n Secretary
for a time, while Baron von Mars-
chall was on leave, and was at last

definitely appointed to that office.

The Marquis and Marchioness of

Ripon are to celebrate their golden
wedding on the 8th of next month,
and the citizens of Ripon have re-

solved to mark the event by pre-

senting an illuminated address. His lordship is trie first

Marquis. His predecessors passed through the various

degrees from a member of Parliament to an earldom, and
the present
Marquis re-

ceived the
higher title

in 1871. Dur-
ing his. political career he has filled

many prominent positions, and was
also Grand Master of English
Freemasons until he became a con-
vert to Roman Catholicism. Half
a century ago all but a month, he
married his cousin, Henrietta,
daughter of the late Mr. Henry
Yyner, of Gautby Hall, Horncastle,
who was for some time Lady of
*he Bedchamber to the Princess of
Wales. Their only son is Earl de Grey, who married
in 1855 the beautiful widow of the fourth Earl of Lons-
dale, and sister of the thirteenth Earl of Pembroke.

NEWFOUNDLAND

Count von Bulow The Hon. R. Bond

GOLDEN
WEDDING AUSTRALIA

MAIDSTONE

» » H
Sir Fran-

cis Evans,
the new mem-
ber of Parlia-

ment for Maidstone, is a director

j

of the Thames and Mersey Marine
Insurance Company and of the In-

j

ternational Sleeping Car Company.
He is chairman of the Union Steam-
ship Company. He was born in :

1840, and is K.C.M.G. He previ-

ously sat as Liberal member for

Southampton.
Sir F. Evans

BRAVEST MAN

At the annual meeting of the Royal Humane Society

recently held, the Stanhope Gold Medal, for the most
deserving case of life-saving during the year, was adjudged

to William
Allen, of
Henry Street,

S u nderland.
Some 600 to

800 cases had received the Society's

silver medal during 1900, and out
of these recipients Allen's case was
considered to show the utmost gal-

lantry of all. He gained the silver

medal in March of last year by
three times entering a tar-still,

where three workmen were lying
unconscious, overcome by the fumes
of tar gas. Each time he entered,

Allen rescued one of his fellow- Mr. W. Allen

(Photos by Elliott and Fry,

workmen, and each time he was himself almost over-
come by the fumes. It was for these successive acts of
gallantry, coupled with the great risk to his own life on
each effort to enter the still, that the Society has adjudged
Allen "the bravest man qf the year." He is a steady,
married man of exemplar}- character. His daughter,
Lilian, is a rising amateur elocutionist.

* ¥ v
Mr. Robert Bond, the Premier of Newfoundland, has

been in Eng-
land confer-
ring with Mr.
Chamberlain
on the vexed

question of France's interest on the
West shore of our oldest Colon)-.
Strangely enough, Mr. Bond is the
only Premier of Newfoundland who
has not been a lawyer, and, like-

wise, he is the youngest, for he is

only forty years of age. He re-

ceived his education at Queen's
College, Taunton, England, and
became a member of the Newfound-
land Legislature in his twenty-fifth
year, Three years afterwards he was elected Speaker of
the " Bow-wows' Parliament," as that bod)- was irreverently
termed by Punch, and on Sir William Whiteway's retire-

ment a few
years ago
became Li-
beral leader.

* * *
Sir Arthur Havelock, the new

Governor of Victoria, has had wide
experience as an administrator
in many parts of the Empire. Natu-
rally he was first a soldier, having
served in the Dnke of Cornwall's
Light Infantry from 1862 till 1877,
when he gained his captaincy. He
then resigned his commission to

become Secretary to the Governor
of Mauritius, and since that time he

has held several administrative posts. While Governor of
the West African Settlements in 1881 he rendered the Empire
an important service in settling the West African Boundary
dispute with France. In 1895 he
was appointed Governor of Madras,
and for his great services was created

: G.C.M.G. and G.C.I.E. He is

I

fifty-seven.

^ * *
It is a pity that the friends of

General Colvile did not allow sleeping

dogs to lie, for the debate in the

House of Commons did not benefit

the gallant soldier in any way. He
has been held responsible for the

surrender of the yeomanry at Lind-

ley, and also for the loss of the guns
at Sanna's Post. In the opinion of
the Commander-in-Chief, General Colvile did not take the

steps which he ought to have taken to save the guns
captured by the Boers, but not removed by them for

several hours
after the

Earl of Ripon Marchioness of Ripon

Sir A. Havelock

SANNA'S POST

Lieut. -Gen. Colvile

Bassaas, Russell and Sons)

en-
gagem ent

.

Instead of
marching
with his fresh troops to relieve

General Broadwood's shattered
force, he went off in another direction,

and the guns were carried off. By
this conduct General Colvile lost the
confidence of Lord Roberts. Sub-
sequently occurred the Yeomanry
incident at Lindley. In a short period
of time Sir H. Colvib thus found
himself on two occasions unable to

attempt the relief of troops.
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THE PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES
(Ex-President Harrison, whose portrait appears on the right-hand bottom corner, died

the other day)
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A HOUSE OF MYSTERY
SERVAIS LE ROY, THE CONJURER, AT HOME

I had received an-invitation from the "Master Magician-"
to visit him at his private residence. The wording of the

message was cordial, albeit a trifle significant. Said he :

" I can assure you, you shall be entertained." Therein
seemed to lurk

some subtle hint

that the " mys-
terious one " had
resolved by de-

vious ways to

disturb the usual
serenity of my
mind. And duly

it came to pass.

I discovered
the house in a
somewhat se-

cluded neigh-
bourhood be-
tween Brixton
and Heme Hill.

Observing- no-

thing- about the

exterior to arouse
my apprehen-
sion, I walked
boldly up to the

entrance door,

and was pro-

ceeding" to an-
nounce my arri-

val in the ortho-

dox manner
when I was
treated to sur-

prise numberone.
Before my hand

could reach the knocker this appendage lifted up of its own
accord and delivered a smart rat-tat upon the door. " Now,

The knocker knocks itself

Another curious corner in the House of Mystery

A curious corner in the House of Mystery

in sooth," said I, " this is passing strange !
" But stranger

things were yet to happen.

? ? *
Next the door silently opened, and I was bidden by a

voice I had a difficulty in locating to enter. Silently and
wonderingiy I - obeyed, and the door closed behind me.
Again the wandering- voice of my invisible attendant invited

me to hang my coat on a peg on the right, and my hat on
the stand on the left, adding, that if I would step into the
adjoining apartment M. Le Roy would be with me in a few
moments. The door of this room slowly opened to admit
me, and I was about to obey the mysterious mandate when
the voice, now sounding quite close to my elbow, exclaimed
that I had not hung my hat and coat on the pegs indicated.

I was on the point of disputing this, but, upon turning round,
I discovered that my hat and coat had, as a matter of fact,

changed places !

I entered the
room on my
right, measuring
every inch of my
advance, as I

was then begin-
ning to feel

somewhat un-
easy. I did not
know to what
lengths the exu-
berance of this

magician might
lead him. I

found myself in

an apartment
which did any-
thing but reas-

sure me. On all

hands were
strange - looking
heads and masks
of grotesque de-
signs, alternately

frowning and
leering ; some
with demoniacal
expressions of
devilment, and
others displaying The face and screen. No.
the broad and front view

I. The screen,
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The face and screen. ?<
T
o. II.

The screen, side \ iew

glad to accept his presence as a material
tact. Like the moulting parrot, he evi-

dently enjoyed my uneasiness. At once
he set to work telling off his surprises.
He introduced to my notice a large one-
fold screen, surmounted by a grotesque
head. It stood isolated, and I thoroughly
examined it, walking all round it. A
few moments after I had taken up a
position at the front of it, a Mephisto-
phelian head—a live head—was protruded
through the curtains ! A head but no
body. The screen was less than two
inches in thickness, and very light. The
illusion was perfect, the mystery inscru-
table.

A few moments later I was conscious
cf the presence of other persons in the
lODnv bestde^ our two selves, and soon
made out the forms of two Mephisto-

p h e 1 i a n

vapid smile of incurable
idiocy. There were
also tables with tortuous
stemc

, and huge china
bowls bearing mystical
signs, which are sel-

dom if ever seen out of
the realm of a bad
nightmare.
At the further end of

the room was a parrot
in a cage — a weird,
repulsive-looking bird)

with scarcely any fea-
thers—which seemed to
be enjoying, unre-
strainedly, my nervous
confusion. To add to
my discomfort, a colos-
sal black cat emerged
from a dark corner,
and rubbed its glossy
sides against my sides.
Mentally I ejaculated :

"Enough of this, Le
Roy; come out.ofyour
hiding-place !

" and as
if in response to this
summons the magician
appeared at my elbow,
urbane and smiling. I

was not at all clear as
to how he came upon
the scene, but I was

imps," of whom he had
an attractive retinue.

The magician next
called my attention to

a glass vase filled with
violets, which lie in-

formed me possessed a
particularly sweet per-
fume. In response to

his invitation, I crossed
the room, and essayed
to lift the vase in order
to smell the blossoms,
but I grasped — no-
thing ! The violets and
the vase were visional'}*,

and ere I had time to

recover from the sur-

prise they had van-
ished, and my attention

was claimed for some-
thing fresh. M. Le
Roy pointed out a large
mirror on the wall, and
asked me to name a
playing-card—the first

I thought of. I selected

the Queen of Hearts,
and almost immedi-
ately the card appeared
in the mirror.

The face and screen. No. III.

Hey presto I The face appears

Before I could request an exp'anation I found myself

The magician's ducks at home

The magician's assistants pour water into an
empty tub

gazing across at a large china bowl, into which M. Le
Roy was plunging his hands, and withdrawing them drip-

ping with water. A few moments later I was invited to

examine the bowl, anci to my utter -aston-

ishment — although by this time I was
pretty well inured to " eye-openers "—

I

found it empty and dry !

The mysterious one then pointed to a
book on the table, the leaves of which
—the book, not the table—were being
rapidly turned over, backwards and for-

wards, but by what agency it was impos-
sible for me to tell.

" But now let me show you my ducks,"
said M. Le Roy, and led the way out of
the rear of the house. Just now he has a
weakness for ducks. The reason will

soon be apparent. I first saw the birds

as they live and hath their being when
they are not performing. Later I saw
them under different circumstances.

I was asked by the magician to ex-

amine an ordinary washtub. It was quits
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At the word of command ducks pour forth from the emptj tub

them, and put the usual Boer sentries at

the Presidency. The low Boer women
went and abused the old lady frightfully

for her husband's actions, and led her
such a life that the poor old soul sent and
asked Lord ' Bobs to replace the sentries
to protect her from her own people. And
British sentries are still to be seen in

front of the Presidency, and the old

dame is very good to them, sends them
out coffee and Dutch cookies. The
Tommies speak quite affectionately of
her, and I think Mr. Kruger's action in

leaving her, though he look the gold,

upset them more than anything else

did."

v v *f

The rooms at Windsor Castle arc lo

be completely rearranged to meet the

wishes of the King and Queen. All the

furniture is to be thoroughly overhauled
and brought up to date, and it is ex-

pected that the Palace will be in the

empty, and so far as I could tell there

was no deception in its construction.

This was then filled with water by the

About to grasp a vase of violets

filling was done The duck

attendant imps from small pails. There
was nothing in the water to arouse
suspicion, and the
before my eyes. At
a signal from M . Le
Roy, about a dozen
ducks appeared on
the surface of the
water, and made their

presence heard as
well as seen.

Probably many of
my readers will re-

collect having seen
some of the above
tricks and illusions

performed in public

by M. Le Roy. The
last-mentioned is one
of his latest "acts,"
and is being shown
by him at the pre-

sent time in and
about London.
Very extensive is

M. Le Roy's repertoire, and upon the occasion in

The hand grasps air only

ques-

tion he showed me more wonders than I have space here to

describe. H. L. Adam.
-*-t-$H-»-

" The most pathetic figure in this war," writes "An
Englishwoman in Pretoria" in the Outlook, "is poor old

Mrs. Kruger. She is a real—g-ood sort I She implored the
old man not to have war, and cried bitterly when he
declared it. When the British entered Pretoria, of course,
they mounted guards at the Presidency, as well as at other
public buildings, but in a clay or two Lord ' Bobs ' removed

hands of the Office

ofWorks for nearly
a year. During
this time the King and Court will take up their residence at

Frogmore when in Windsor. The King and Queen are to

occupy rooms used by the Duchess of Kent at Frogmore
House, which, by command of her late Majesty Queen Vic-

toria, have been kept almost sacredly private since the

demise of the Duchess in 1861. The furniture in these

rooms has been re-

placed by some very
handsome suites.

This is not the first

time that the King
and Queen have
resided at Frog-
more, for it was
here that the late

Duke of Clarence
was born in 1864.

Some of their Ma-
jesties' attendants
will be quartered at

Frogmore House,
and others in the

adjoining cottages,

one of which is still

occupied by thp
Munshi Hafiz Ab-
dul Kr.rim And the vase and violets disappear
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FOR THE HOOLIGAN
In Paris, some time ago, two gentlemen were attacked

by four footpads in the Rue de Rivoli at a late hour of the
night. In a twinkling two canes whistled through the air,

dexterously twirled by their owners, who seemed to be
mounted on springs. In less time than it takes to recount
it three of the loafers were completely knocked out, and the
fourth gave a splendid exhibition of his sprinting powers.
On the bridge St. Michael a man was set upon by two high-
waymen shortly after midnight. With a few lightning-like

movements of the cane, and a well directed point-thrust for

the stomach, the intended victim laid the two thugs senseless.

The skilful use of the cane is indeed a valuable acquisi-

tion for the men who carry walking-sticks. An apt pupil

can learn how to handle a cane dexterously in from twenty
to thirty lessons. In order to become proficient in the art of

from the enemy. There can be no rules laid down to follow.
The cane expert side steps right or left, leaps backwards or
forwards according to the manner in which he is attacked.
Should you be attacked by a man with a knife or razor, deal
him a hard blow on the hand or elbow, and without a
moment's delay proceed to send in a rapid cut for the right.

or left cheek. If, however, he should prove a tough cus-
tomer, grasp your cane firmly with both hands about three
or four inches from the point, and thrust for the stomach,
applying the force of both arms. You may rest assured
that he will double up in cramps. You should only resort
to the last-named in extreme cases, because it has been
known to prove fatal. Then, again, bear in mind that these
movements must be executed with great rapidity and pre-
cision.

Here is a move of defence that maybe used when in very
close quarters. Point for the eye. Point thrusts can be

"O! hang the man that works!"

using a stick one must work very conscientiously to render
the wrist strong and supple, the eye quick and sure, and
acquire agility on the feet. Now to explain how to use a
cane when attacked on the street by roughs, who are ever
ready to pick a fight when they have their gang with them.

We will suppose you are attacked by several men. Take
to the middle of the street, where you can move about with
more freedom than on the sidewalk. The attacking parties
will, of course, rush at you. In so doing there is always one
ahead of the others. Dispose of him at once by a well-
directed point thrust, backed by plenty of steam, in the
region of his solar plexus, or break his leg by striking
sharply on the leg.

It must be borne in mind that the feet as well as the cane
must be kept in motion, and a proper distance maintained

delivered as effectively with a strong umbrella as with a
cane. One must not imagine himself invincible simply
because he has mastered all the movements that enable him
to handle his cane with confidence and skill. It is always
best to avoid a fight if possible, but, in case of such emer-
gencies as mentioned, with coolness, judgment and skill,

your cane will prove itself a worthy friend indeed. How-
ever, in pointing at the eye, there is great danger cf a
fatal termination of the emeute.

Anxious Clubman : Doctor, please come just as quick

as you can to Colonel Timberlake. He's seeing snakes.

Doctor : My dear sir, I do not cure snake-bite ; I take
only surgical cases.

Anxious O.ubman : O, that'll be all right ; by the time

you get around to him I daresay Colonel Timberlake will

have fallen out of bed and broken his neck.
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JACK'S LIFE AT SEA
Before any of his Majesty's ships leave a naval port the

captain has to ask the port admiral :
" May we part com-

pany ? This is done by means of flag signals. If the

admiral agrees a simple " yes " is signalled back from the

semaphore tower. Up go the pilot Jacks all round and the

£'ood ship turns her bows towards blue water. As she
steams out to sea the crew fall in on deck to salute the
admiral's flag, and the band— if she carries one—plays the

usual farewell airs. Thus Jack bids good-bye to home for

three years, perhaps more, seldom less if his ship is bound
to a foreign station. His life at sea is a busy one—too full

to grow monotonous even if

he never gets outside his

ship. But 'it is utterly dif-
p

fcreiit from life ashore.
Even time is not measured
in the same way. The ship's

bell is Jack's church clock.

It is struck by the marine
sentry ever)' half-hour. For
instance, what we know as
11.30 a.m. is to the blue-

jacket seven bells in the
forenoon watch. Mid-day is

eig-hl bells ; after that comes
one bell, two bells, and so on
until eig-ht bells is reached,
when the sentry goes back
to one bell again. The
twenty-four hours are divided

into " watches," all of which,
except the dog watches of
two hours, are four hours
long.

At six Jack becomes part
of a watch—that is, of that

portion of the crew on duty
for a certain length of time,

not a piece of mechanism,
for the naval watch is not
a thing of cogwheels and
mainsprings. As soon as a
ship is commissioned the

crew are told off to their

special parts of the ves:;el.

Some are fo'csle men, who
live forward, others are main-
top men, foretop men, or
quarter-deck men. Wherever
Jack is sent there he has
to go and stay. A ship's

company is further sub-
divided into " mes:jes," and,
if we consider a warship as
a floating- island — a very
apt comparison — each
"mess" may be taken as
representing a little com-
munity in it, for it manages
its own domestic affairs, and
pays visits to its neighbours
—much the same as is clone

by self-governing communi-
ties ashore.

" There is gold in the
morning hour" is a popular

• naval maxim. At four o'clock

(
the boatswain's mates go
along- the decks, threading their way between the hundreds of
sleeping men in hammocks, blowing their shrill pipes and.
shouting: " Rise and shine, rise and shine ; show a leg, show
a leg, or else a purser's stocking." Jack seldom wears stock-
ings, so the objurgation is superfluous, but is a survival of the
old days when women were carried in warships. Out tumbles
Jack in a trice, knowing- that if he does not his hammock and
he will be unceremoniously let down on deck. The men who
had been on duty in the nig'ht g-o below and turn in. Those
just aroused hurry up on deck, where they fix the hose-pipes
and begin washing- down. No matter what the weather may
be, you will see the decks filled with bare-leg-g-ed sailors,

scrubbing aw; y at the planking whilst knee-deep in water

and be happy as larks, and the steerage is called at hall-past
six. But there is no comparison between the steerage of
the man-of-war and that of the ordinary liner. In the
former case it means the officers of the ship, in the latter

the lowest class of passenger carried, and breakfast i <

" piped " at six, and consists of a piece ol bread and a pint

of cocoa, supplemented by such luxuries as Jack may care
to purchase at the ship's canteen, which is his co-operative
store, and then comes more cleaning of decks and guns,
and early in the forenoon the crew is mustered on the
quarter-deck for prayers. Every ship numbers a chaplain
—he is familiarly called " the padre "—amongst her officers,

and prayers are read regularly every week-day, whilst on
Sundays the ordinary Chun h

service is held. Those who—7—1-| are not Church of England
men fall in by themselves to

remain mustered until prayers
have ended. " Church " over,
the commander tells off the
crew to their quarters. After

1 each instruction .conies the

command to "double," and
the men trot off to their work.
Some go to gun drill, others
to clear up decks, others to

small-arm exercise. The crew
is daily practised in collision-

quarters, fire-quarters, and
boarding - quarters — terms
which explain themselves
and it is curious to note that

when the boarding parties fall

in, the writers and other non-
combatants in the crew still

carry the obsolete pike. The
great aim of a captain is to

have his crew smart, and if

they do not perform any par-
ticular evolution satisfac-

torily, he makes them repeat
it again and again until he
is satisfied. In this way the
British bluejacket is made
the nimblest man-of-wars-
man in the world. The old

adage that " All work and
no play makes Jack a dull

boy " is borne in mind.
Every Thursday afternoon
is set apart as a " make and
mend " day—that is, it is a

kind of holiday, on which
Jack may smoke and chat
with his shipmates whilst he
does his tailoring. Con-
certs and dramatic enter-

tainments are also frequently

got up by the officers and
men combined. In short,

given a good captain, Jack's
life at sea is neither so
monotonous nor unpleasant
as one might think the

existence would be to men
cooped up at close quarters

for long periods of time.

t

l.ii'e-saving drill— Safe in the breeches buoy

SAVING LIFE AT SEA
The coastguard service is recruited from the navy. When

a man gets tired of going to sea and knocking about in all

parts of the world, he puts in for the "gobbies," as the

coastguards are termed. The latter have many duties to

perform. Not only must he look out for smugglers, but the

coastguardsman has to keep an eye open for ships in distress

as well. The rescuing of shipwrecked crews is an im-

portant part of his work, and he is often called upon to

do it. Hence, all coastguards—and, in fact, sailors

generally—are trained to use the rocket apparatus for life-

saving. This consists of a line attached to a rocket, which
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Life-saving drill. Arriving at the scene of the wreck

is itself quite unlike the rockets one is accustomed to in

firework displays. It is a hug-e affair, and is fired over the

wrecked vessel, so that the line it carries drops athwart her dreds of lives have been saved by means of this appliance

sent the '' breeches buoy," by means of which those whose
lives are imperilled are hauled ashore one at a time. Hun-

Laying the rails for the lifeboat to be launched
at low tide

Launch of the lifeboat "Heiland" off Southsea
Beach

as near the mainmast as the one who aims the projectile I Our two illustrations, taken when a class of sailors were at

can possibly get it. By means of the line which the rocket life-saving; drill, will make the working- of the apparatus
carries to them, the crew are able to haul aboard a stout clear to our readers. The buoy is drawn to and from the

hawser, which the}' fasten to the mast. Along this is then
|
ships by the lines attached to it on either side.

Jhe handy man and his implements for saving life at sea
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The magnetic pavilion

ROYAL OBSERVATORY, GREENWICH
BY THANKFULL STIRDEE

In' 1433 was built [by Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester, on
the site of the present Royal Observatory, a tower which
was known as Greenwich Castle, a building' of no mean
proportions, inasmuch as it was in 1642 accounted a place
of some military strength: It was here in 1579 that the
Earl of Leicester, alter his mnrriag'e with the Countess
of Essex, was confined by order of Queen Elizabeth. It was
here also that Henry VIII., who at one time repaired and
partly rebuilt it, kept his wines, and other delicacies, among
which was a -'fay-re ladye " whom the king- loved and
frequently visited.

ance, and through the kindness of scientific friends lending
him some astronomical appliances, he at last got to work,
but under the most trying" circumstances. lie was sub-

sequently ordained into the Church of England and ap-
pointed to the living of Burstow, in Surrey ; thus by an
augmentation of his income he quickly added to his instru-

ments whereby he could more readily pursue his aslro-

The transit circle—the meridian of Greenwich

The fifth daughter of Edward IV., Mar}' of York, who
was betrothed to the King- of Denmark, died in the Castle

in 1642. It has been used, from time to time, not only as a
palace but likewise a prison and a fortress. The Castle

was enlarged and beautified by the Earl of Northampton,
who occasionally resided here, and the Countess of Suffolk

died in the Castle in 1633. The Royal Observatory was
founded on the site of the old Castle by Charles II. in the

year 1675, and erected from designs by Sir Christopher
Wren, the foundation-stone being laid on August 10th,

1675, and eleven months after (July 10th, 1676), Flamstead
took up his residence here as first Astronomer-Royal at the

age of twenty-nine, at a salary of £100 a year. The
Government had certainly provided him with an observatory,

a residence, and a high-sounding- official title, but no instru-

ments or assistants wherewith to commence his work; how-
ever, the difficulty was soon overcome by his great persever-

The time desk -The various times of the world arc-

recorded here

nomical researches. Thus, under the most trying circum-
stances, the great study of astronomy was commenced in

tii-s country.
V V V

The Observatory was founded for the benefit of the

Royal Navy, as also for the general commerce of the

country, as an aid to navigation and promoting methods of

determining- longitude at sea, and more especially for the

determination of the moon's motion. All these imply at their

The half-prism spectroscope on the south-east equatorial
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first step the formation ot accurate
catalogues of stars and the deter-
mination of the fundamental elements
of the solar system. These objects
have been steadily pursued from
the foundation of the Roval Observa-
tory.

The lunar deductions in connection
therewith are probably the greatest
sing-le work undertaken in astro-
nomy, as shown by the report of
her Majesty's Astronomer- Roval,
1S75. I' 1 addition to these pursuits
photo - heliog'raphic, spectroscopic,

meteorological, and magnetic in-

vestigations are carried on, and a
system of correct time is maintained
throughout the country by means of
time signals and clocks electrically

controlled by the standard clock at
the Observatorv. Few have been
the visitors to the Roval Park at

Greenwich who have not made it

their business to compare their

watches with this, to most people,
puzzling- (24-hour) clock. Our eyes

The 30-inch reflector with the
speetroscope attached

as this is the only metal free from
magnetic influence. The instru-
ments contained in this building arc
the dip instrument, the declination
magnet, and the deflection instru-
ment, while in the grounds outside
are the thermometers and rain
gauges.

For the great privilege of being
allowed to photograph at the Royal
Observatory I am indebted to W. H.
M. Christie, Esq., F.R.S., Astro-
nomer-Royal.

The new star in Perseus-, which
made a record for itself in the
rapidity with which it increased in

brightness in the first twenty-four
hours after its appearance, seems to

be also making- a record for itself in

the rapidity of its decay. Tycho
Brahe's star was first seen on No-
vember 9th, 1572. It was then
brighter than Sirius. In February,

1573, it had become no brighter than
are likewise drawn to the great time-ball which surmounts

j

Alderbaran, by May it was reckoned of the second magni-
the north-cast turret of the building. This ball measures tude, by August it was of the third, and by November o!

five feet in diameter, and is ' the fourth. In March,
constructed of leather- 1574, it had entirely

covered wood, being per- vanished from obser-
forated to admit of its

;

vation by the naked
sliding up and down the ' eye, and there were
mast, from the top of which no telescopes in those
it descends precisely at I day's to follow it fur-

1 p.m. daily. The corre- |
ther. The new star

sponding turret at the

north-west corner is sur-

mounted by the vane which
automatically works the
anemometer, which is the

instrument used for regis-

tering the direction and
force of the wind. In

close proximity are the

revolving cups which like-
\
was certainly

wise automatically records
j
brighter than

the velocity of the wind.
Upon turning, our eyes
are again directed to a
spherically - constructed
looking building which

contains one of the great telescopes, and is known as

The dip instrument in the
magnetic pavilion

the 28-inch half- prism spectroscope
shaped buildings contain tele-

scopes of more or less larger
sizes, among them Altazimuth,
Astrographic, Shuckburgh, and,
the largest of all, the Thompson/^
which is a photographic refrac-

tor of nine inches aperture, and
nearly nine feet focal length, pre-
sented to the Observatory by Sir

Henry Thompson ; this is placed
in the dome which crowns the
centre of the new Observatory at
the extreme south-east corner of
the many blocks of buildings
which now compose the Observa-
tory. It is by this telescope
that most of the photographic
records in connection with astro-
nomy are obtained.

Upon leaving the main block
of buildings may be noticed a few
hundred yards distant an isolated
building known as the Magnetic
Pavilion, being constructed only
of wood and copper. The fire-

grates, coal-scuttles, and fire-

iron-, are all of the same metal,

All these dome-

of this year was fully

brig"hter than Alder-
baran on February
22nd. That is, it was
then quite as bright

as an average star of
the first magnitude.
By March 8th, just

a fortnight after, it

not
the

third magnitude. The
new star of 1605 was
regarded as brighter

than Mars or Jupiter

within a few days of
its first appearance
diminished

The declination magnet in
magnetic pavilion

tht

The Thompson telescope in the new
building

on October 10th, 1604, and it also

lo,wJy, for it was not till March, 1605, that il

was of the third magnitude, and
then it disappeared -owing to its

proximity to the sun, and wher
the sun passed on later in the
year it was gone. In both o(

these cases the star was visible

to the naked eye for several
months, and in the case of Tycho
Brahe's star for more than a year.
The new star is decaying so
quickly that in a very short time
it will be quite invisible to the
naked eye.

¥ ¥ *

The Board of Education have
just issued specimen courses o(

object-lessons on common things
connected with rural life and in-

dustries for all classes in rura!

schools. The outline schemes
of- instruction given afford ex-

ample , of the attempts which
are actually being made to adapl
the' teaching in' country schooh
to country life, the aim being
that children who live in tht

country, should,, when they ieavi

school, find themselves in sym.
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Greenwich Castle from an old print
The deflection instrument in

the magnetic pavilion

pathy with their surrounding's, and shon
an intelligent interest in the pursuits and
are open to those
whose lives and
homes are in the
country. It is

pointed out that,

while the schemes
have a common
aim, local circum-
stances must not
be disregarded.
The Board of Edu-
cation state that

education of the
kind given under
such schemes, while
suitable for country
children, is of equal
value to those
whom necessity
may require to

spend much of
their future lives

in towns. It is

furthsr stated by
the Board, among
other things, that

it is not desirable
to attempt a de-
finite course of
instruction in the
principles of agriculture or to teach th

the aim of primary education being
professional.

Id be able to take 1 The Board say that the aim of a specific scicr.cs is the
occupations which

|
search after a logical connection between observed facts

and their classifica-

tion, or the estab-
lishment of laws of
nature ; and the
purpose of the ob-
ject-lesson is rathe
to set children toas/i
themselves ques-
tions in regard to

surrounding ob-
jects, such as
" What does this

mean, and how does
it act, and why ?"

Advice is given as
to the grouping of
object-lessons and
the training of t! e
hand and eye to

assist the develop-
ment of a child's

thinking powers.
The subjects which
are of special in-

terest to children
living in the country
are set forth under
various heads,
"which contain
none that cannot be

studied through lessons in which the objects chosen for

illustration may be actually seen, watched or handled, or in

some cases measured."

Greenwich Observatory as it now is

e art of farming,
general, and not

The chronograph The Greenwich Observatory in Flamsteed's time

(Photos specially Uken for Black and White Budget by Thankfull Sturdee)
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1

It is easily passed, this certain Aquarium case in the
Reptile House at the Zoological Gardens, but its contents
:ire both lovely to look at and interesting to study. The
current month affords a rare opportunity for that. The
iccompanying' drawing illustrates the subject, and repre-
sents the spawn of the large Spanish I'leurodele Newt
[Molge Waltli) and three tadpoles which have eaten their

way through the egg and are settled on the black back-
ground of the tank. The tank contains bright green
vatcr plants, which are wreathed about in all directions and
festooned with transparent colourless globes of jelly, each
containing- a little tadpole. The little creature is very active

at times within his round, colourless prison, and is easily

passed by when that portion of plant is in shadow, hut if a
ray of sunlight catches the tank, a branch becomes lighted
up, and the round balls are glorified with lovely iridescent
colours and the little prisons shine like silver. The parents
of this innumerable family are in the next tank, the male
newt having lived there several years, but the female newt
is a recent arrival. They are of a dusky line, blotched
with black, with inexpressive dull eyes, large hind feet, but
very small fore feet, and are between eight and nine inches
in length, but there is nothing especially remarkable in their

general appearance.
» ? 9

Hoffp.iann's sloth, shown in the accompanying sketch,
is found in districts of South America, extending from
Ecuador, through Panama, to Costa Rica. It is rarely

\

seen in captivity, but a specimen has just arrived at the
Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park, where the last died
ourteen or fifteen years ago. The Ai, the common or
three-toed sloth (Bradypas trydactyhis), which has three
toes early ossified together and encased in skin, terminating
in three powerful hooked claws, on each foot, is more
frequently captured.

V V V
The Unau, or two-toed sloth, of the genus Cholcrpus, has

two toes and two claws on each of its feet, and is a repre-

At the Zoo—An interesting tank of tadpoles

At the Zoo — The latest arrival, Hoffmann's sloth

sentative of the Mylodon and Megatherium, the gigantic
prehistoric beasts of South America. The general structure
of Hoffmann's sloth proves it to be a variation of the latter

genus ; its chief distinction is that it has three toes and
claws on its hind feet and two toes and claws on the fore feet.

3p ¥ ^
The skin on the nose, mouth and surrounding the eyes,

and on the soles of the feet, is dark brown in colour, shiny,

and denuded of hair. The hair is rich red-brown and short
on the inner side of the bod}', very light straw-colour on the
head, deepening in tone on the back, where it is very long and
coarse and powdered with a grey-green fungus, resembling
powdered green tea. This is supposed by naturalists to be
a protection to the animal, tending to make it not easily

seen by enemies when living among the foliage of its

native trees.
"9 9 ,v

By degrees it is probable that this fung-oid growth will

entirely disappear in captivity, the animal having no further

need of it. When not hanging by all fours from a branch,
the sloth sits on one, holding on with its claws to any means
of support, resting on the middle of its back, where its

hair has consequently become very much worn. It has a
feeble vision, but a strongly-developed sense of smell. It

also has a great weakness for apples, its other food being
mainly carrots and lettuces.

* ? ?
Two days after the arrival of Lord Hopetoun in Sydney

a gentleman dressed in a white suit drove up to the gates of

the Sydney Hospital in a phaeton. An attendant came to

the gate. "I wish to drive up to the hospital; will you
kindly open the gates? "said the visitor. "Well, sir, it's

like this," replied the attendant, " we're having some
repairs done, and you can't very well bring the trap in."

" But, hang it, I cannot walk all that way in this heat."
" Well, sir, if you will give me your name I'll see what I can
do." "Lord Hopetoun." "Lord what?" "Lord Hope-
toun." " Lord Hopetoun, O Lord, and I've been stopping

him at the gates ! Here Jack, Bill, Tom, clear them ladders

out of the road. Chuck that trestle one side. Move now ;

don't stare. Drive in, your lordship. Lord Hopetoun !

Well, I'll be jiggered."
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FINMfVRKENS
BY M. DINORBEN GRIFFITHS

The Finmarkens are the inhabitants' of Norwegian Lap-
land, and live chiefly by farming reindeer, which in the
summer are pastured high on the fjeld, and in the winter are
brought down to the encampments. There is no more
interesting sight than to see the Finmarken lassoing and
milking the deer.

No weekly fashion paper is issued in Finmark, the capital

of Norwegian Lapland, as there is no demand for such a
thing. The people are sensible, and wear, as from time
immemorial, the costume best adapted for the country, the
climate, and
their mode of

living. Becom-
ing it is not,

but very pictu-

resque, especi-

ally when seen
on the snow-
covered heights
among the rein-

deer, placid and
gentle, who are
searching in the
snow for their

daily bread

—

the m o s s

—

which is neces-
sary to their

existence.

The reindeer
to the Finmar-
ken means food,

clothing, and
means of loco-

motion, about
three hundred
of them being
required for the
maintenance of
one family. The
costume of their

owners consists

of a warm cap,
and over all the
underclothes a
loose coat cf
deerskin, the
hairy side out.

This garment
reaches from the
neck to below
the knees, and
is belted at the

waist by a lea-

thern strap. To
be in true Fin-

mark fashion

and figure, or
rather want of
figure, this gar-
ment must be
considerably
pouched at the

waist. The
bcellinges, or
leggings, reach
from the ankle to the thigh, and are fastened at the top
by a running string to tighten them at will. At the bottom
they are covered by a shoe of reindeer skin drawn in by a
narrow band twi.sted several times round the ankle, so
that it is impossible for the snow to penetrate.
As speech was intended to disguise thought, so clothes

the figure. This the Finmarken costume does effectually,

and has the additional advantages of being warm, always
in the fashion, and very long wearing, one suit lastuig about
three years.

1 ""HI]! i

It is a far cry from Badajos to Ladysmith, but between
these two historic sieges "there exists," says Mr. W. H.

A pair of typical Finns

Fitchett in his book Wellington 's Men (Smith, Elder), " this

interesting human link " :
—"One curious incident in the siege

of Badajos may be related. The day after the assault two
Spanish ladies—the younger a beautiful girl of fourteen

—

appealed for help to two officei s of the Rifles, who were
passing through one of the streets of the town. Their
dress was torn, their ears, from which rings had been
roughly snatched, were bleeding, and to escape outrage or
death they cast themselves on the protection of the first

British officers they met. One of the officers was Captain
Harry Smith, of the Rifles. Two years later he married
the girl he had saved in a scene so wild. Captain Harry
Smith, in after years, served at the Cape as Sir Harrv, and

this Spanish
girl, -as Lady
Smith, gave her
name to the his-

I o r i c town
which S i r

George White
defended' with
such stubborn
valour."

v. V ¥
The Indian

natives mistr. s';

the sovereign,
and will have
none of it as
cash. In Ma-
dras, however,
they are begin-
ning' to" wear
sovereigns as
necklaces, and
goldsmiths in

Calcutta are
melting clown
the coin for

clients who
want their
sweethearts'
bangles to be
made of some-
thing- guaran-
teed by Govern-
ment.

^? V ^
Jobbing gar-

deners of the

male persua-
sion prove,_ it

appears, a. seri-

ous cause of
annoyance to

suburban resi-

dents whose es-

tablishments do
net require the
attention of a
permanent ho>
ticulturist. It is

now proposed to

replace them by
women, and this

would open a
new occupation

to the fair sex, provided, as an expert points out, they are

"active, quick, and tactful, and not above taking their own
tools about, especially in the early days cf their career." At
Kew there has been for some time a curriculum for damsels
and matrons, hut they seemingly enter the profession with

a view of becoming the guiding spirits on large estates

rather than the active and temporary rhihistfa! ors to small

ones. Still, as there must in all professions hi a com-
paratively large proportion of non-successful practitioners,

the suggestion may bear fruit.

A BOTTLE was picked up at Felixstowe recently containing
information that the Wildfire, of Halifax (Captain Wilson),

foundered with all hands in the Bay of Biscay (January 3rd).
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COUNTESS RUSSELL
A CHAT WITH THE NEW SONGSTRESS OF THE VARIETY

STAGE

It is sometimes amusing-, frequently annoying1

, to note

how certain newspapers, in their efforts to obtain sensa-
tional news items and secure " scoops," contrive to o'crleap

J

"
themselves and get in front of events. It has already been thing concerning your projected American engagement ?

"

freely "paragraphed" that the distinguished subject of this was my first request

as artistic merit itself. When the two are combined success
is an assured fact. I remarked the same engaging quality
in the little lady while talking with her, as I had noticed
during her performance on the stage of the Tivoli.

v ¥ ¥
"Will you kindly tell the readers of the Budget some-

flattering' engagement to appear in I "Well, it is not jet settled,"chat had accepted a
America at what, even
in these daysof "tall"

salaries, must be re-

garded as a fabulous
figure. As this en-

gagement is not, as
yet, tinfait accompli,

it is quite premature
to give either figure.*

or facts. I am not
quite sure that Coun-
tess Russell has not
already embarked for

the States, according-

to newspaper report,

or at least that her
passage has been
booked.

Under these con-
ditions I anticipated
considerable difficulty

in locating- the where-
abouts of the charm-
ing lady, and imme-
diately laid down a
very extensive plan
of campaign to which
Kitchener's for wind-
ing up the war was a
mere nothing. Yet
was all this super-
fluous, as subsequent
events proved. Hap-
pening to look in at
the Tivoli during
Saturday's matinde,
I communicated my
ambition concerning
Countess Russell to

Mr. Dowsett, who,
with one of his best
Saturday - afternoon
smiles, said, "Why,
I have an appoint-
ment with the lady
here to-day, and ex-
pect her in a 'few
minutes." And, sure
enough, very soon
after the Countess,
accompanied by her
mother, Lady Scott,

arrived at the scene
of former triumphs.
At the conclusion of

the performance I

secured the chat I

was seeking.

V * V
It will be remembered that Countess Russell made her

professional debut in the provinces in one of George
Edwardes' musical plays, when she was at once chronicled
a pronounced success ; and not long after made her appear-
ance in the metropolis, securing a continuance of public
favour. Her engagement at the Tivoli was extended
beyond the limit of the original period.

It must be plainly perceived by the most superficial
observer that Countess Russell possesses that attractive
personal charm sometimes dubbed "magnetism," which
tends almost as much to elevate and individualise an artist,

Countess Russell
Who is likely to accept an important engagement in the United States, and who has

kindly granted an interview specially for Black and White Budget

replied the lady, with an
amused smile, "and
I am surprised that
it should have been
announced as such.
A gentleman re-

cently came over
from America and
made me an offer to

appear in the States.
You may say that the
salary is a high one,
but I prefer that no
definite figures are
given. As a matter
of fact, I have not yet
signed any document,
I have not even volun-

teered a verbal reply,

nor can I do so until

my undefended ac-
tion for divorce
against Earl Russell
is disposed of. This
may transpire any
day, but, bearing in

mind the uncertainly
of the law's progress;
it would be extremely
rash of nie to make?
arrangements to quit

England before
everything is finally

settled.
" I am, of course,

desirous of accept-

ing the engagement,
but have expressed
my desire to limit

my stay in America
to four weeks. Pro-
bably all this time
would be spent in

New York."
" Do you return to

the Tivoli ?
"

" Possibly, but that

is not yet settled. I

must therefore re-

frain from entering
into any particulars

concerning it."

3" V V
This reserve ot

Countess Russell is

most commendable.
She is evidently de-

termined not to pre-

judice her future

business arrange-
ments by a premature
announcement.

"May I say, Countess, that you are devoted to the pro-

fession of the stage, and that you have made up your mind
to continue to prosper in it ? " I asked.
"Yes, you may say that," the lady replied ; "you may

also say," she continued, "that the Mayor of Maidenhead
has taken considerable interest in me, and has asked me to

sing- at a big charity concert in that town, to be held

shortly. You know I have a residence at Bray."
It only remains for me to wish Countess Russell the best

of success during her proposed visit to America, and in fact

throughout her professional career generally. H. L. A.
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The procession of 3Ir. Graves' employees being diverted into Commercial Street, Sheffield,

to await turn to discharge parcels

A REMEDY
The red tape of

our stick-in-the-
mud Post - office

has been dealt a
severe blow at Shef-

field. Mr. A. G.
Graves, the well-

known manufac-
turer of that city,

who had a griev-

ance against the
postal authorities

because they with-
drew their regular
collection of regis-

tered postal
packets at his

warehouse, con-
ceived a very novel

but effective plan of

combating: the evil. Next, please \

Two hundred o.

Mr. Graves' clerks,

each with a red-

tape buttonhole,

formed a proces-
sion, under police

escort, through
crowded streets

from the ware-
house to the cen-
tral post - office.

Each clerk was pro-
vided with 10s.

worth of coppers,
and they were in-

structed to pur-
chase penny stamps
one at a time. The
post - office was
packed with the
Graves brigade,
and eventually the
battle was won.

The procession of Mr. Graves' employees Hearing Sheffield Post Office

THE FIGHT AGAINST POST OFFICE RED TAPE AT SHEFFIELD
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HOCKEY
ENGLAND V. IRELAND

FULLY three thousand spectators wit-

nessed the international hockey match
between English and Irish ladies at the
Oil Deer Park, Richmond, on the nth
nst., when England, whose representa-
tives recently beat' the lady players ot

Wales, again proved successful by three
^•oals to one. Almost from the start it

was seen that the English forwards dis-

played better combination than that of
their opponents, and their superiority in

:he circle was very marked. The Irish

team, however, played a splendid up-hill

game, and, though defeated, thev were by
no means disgraced. England attacked
at the start, and after about ten minutes'
play their first goal was scored through
the instrumentality of Miss Phillpotts.

The Irish players then attacked hotly, and
Miss Clarke and Miss L. Knox rushed the
ball into the home circle, but owing to

ocor shooting nothing was scored, Play
was then transferred, and Miss H. Carver
notched the second point for the homesters.
The second half of the game was more
evenly contested, England winning by
three goals to one. The Irish gems

A throw in '

The English roses

" Bully off "

RUGBY
ENGLAND V. SCOTLAND

At the Rectory Field, Blackheath, on
Saturday, the gth inst., Scotland brought
their international contests to a close with
a brilliant victor}- over England by three

goals and a try to a try. Within fifteen

minutes of the start, some capital work
between Fell, Turnbull, and Gillespie

ended in the last-named scoring a try,

which he easily converted, and ten

minutes later the visitors had increased
their advantage to 15 points. The second
.score came through Welsh, who, having
an opening- made for him by Flelt, easily

outpaced the English backs and ran well

round. Again Gillespie converted, and
he was also successful with a third place-

kick, Timm gaining the try after a fine

run by Turnbull. Half-way through the

second - portion of the game Robinson
obtained a try for England, Alexander
failing to improve, but before the end the

English line was crossed for the fourth

time—on this occasion by Fell, after a
splendid bout of passing right across the

three -quarter line. Gillespie did not

improve this try, but at the call of " No
side " Scotland won by 18 points to 3.

HOCKEY -ENGLAND v. IRELAND (LADIES) - ENGLAND WON
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The English team leaves the pavilion

"Line out!" A struggle for the ball

i -

' U
mm

Scotland breaks away

RUGBY FOOTBALL- SCOTLAND v. ENGLAND - SCOTLAND WON
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Sergeant Deacon (.Medallist) lifting heavy weights
while balancing himself

Sergeant Deacon lifting heavy weights
(Photos by S. Cribb)

Sergeant Deacon jumping. He stands 6 ft. 3 in. Sergeant Deacon, Royal Marine Artillery, the strongest
himself man in the Army

THE MAN WHO HELPS GUARD THE DUKE OF YORK ON THE " OPHIR
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«ZZZT
The Riviera is filling' up rapidly, every day the advent of

well-known visitors is announced, and at Cannes, Nice,

Mentone and San Renio all sorts of balls and gaieties are
'n full owing, and strand charity entertainments are being

arranged on t lie

smallest pretext —
fullest proof that le

monde qui s'amuse is

on the alert, and that

the period of full

mourning is now at

an end. It is said
here that the season
will, in all probability,

last fongerthan usual,
so many entertain-

ments having been
postponed on account
of the Royal mourn-"
ing, and also the va-
garies of the Clerk of
the Weather.

* * *
The arrival of the

French fleet a.t Ville-

franche has made
things hum a bit in

that quiet little place,

and dinners and
entertainments are
the order of the day.
Every Sunday the
trams are packed

!

with people going 1

out to go over the
ships, and the local

boatmen and fisher-

men must be doing a
thriving trade. We
were lucky enough to

be invited with some
French friends to tea the other afternoon, and enjoyed our-
selves thoroughly. The French officers make charming and
most hospitable hosts, and the weather was perfect. What
more v/as wanted, with the lovely view around ? Great
preparations are now on hand for the big ball 10 be given
on Monday afternoon ; and there will be great heart-
burnings amongst those who have been unable to get an
invite, for it promises to be a very smart and brilliant

function.

Mrs. PRODGERS gave a little dinner-party on Wednesday.
Mr. Lionel Hume sang- some of his'own compositions, which
were much admired. Mr. Lionel Hume, who, it will be re-
membered, wrote the popular "Dream Days" and" the
stirring naval song " Beresford's Boys," winters at Nice
every year, and is extremely popular in the musical and
f.rtistic circle here.

? V *

The grand ball given at the Prefecture was a great
success, and Madame Granet is a charming hostess. The
rooms were very crowded, and dancing was kept up very
late. It is impossible to begin to enumerate those present,
for " everybody who is anybody "—and a few others—were
present.

* * ¥

Several of the big hotels gave cotillon balls last week,
which were well attended. Nice should be a paradise for
young dancing men with nothing to do, for the hotel mana-
gers, I understand, are delightfully unconventional in their
distribution of gentlemen's tickets, and any well-dressed
man is welcomed with open arms and an enthusiastically

worded invitation on presentation of his visiting card pro-
viding lie can dance. How the introductions are after-
wards accomplished I do not know, but no doubt there is an
M.C. to overcome this difficulty.

V * *
The English colony have been not a little scandalised by

the ball given at the Regina Hotel, Cimiez, where the late

Queen used to stay. They think a little more respect
might have been shown to her memory ; but then the man-
agement have also to consider the fact that unless they
provide amusement for their visitors, who include many
other nationalities besides English, they will leave the hotel,

and go somewhere else where they can be amused, and then
where would the hotel be? So it is hardly fair to blame
them.

* * *
Amongst the most recent distinguished arrivals are

H.R.H. the Duke of Cambridge, Admiral FitzGcorge, and
Colonel FitzGeorge at the Hotel Prince de Galles, Cannes.
The Empress Eugenie is at the Villa Cyrnos ; Sir Arthur
and Lady Lawson, Lord and Lady Petre, Hon. Evelyn
Fitzgerald, the Hon. Mrs. Francis and Miss- Dorothy
Villiers, Princess Wilhelmina of Baden, the Earl of Buchan,
Lady Dormer, and the Countess of Rosslyn are all staying
at Beaulieu—to my mind, the most beautiful spot on the
Riviera ; Prince Murat is at Nice, on a visit to Prince and
PrhTcess d'Essling ; Sir William and Lady Ingram, Colonel
and Miss Playfair, Captain and Miss Greville, Lady
Crossley, the Hon. W. Maxwell, and the young Prince
Cyril of Bulgaria are amongst the. visitors at Mentone.

Now that the period of full mourning is at an end some

A daiuty frock for the theatre

Two pretty blouses of silk and lace
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'BLACK, & W.HITE" VICTOR.IJIJJ SOUVENIR
In consequence of the great and continued demand for the several numbers of Black and White
illustrating the Life, Death and Funeral of Her late Majesty the Queen, the Proprietors

have reprinted each number and bound them together in a Special Wrapper, reproducing Mr. G. G. Manton's

beautiful picture "The Earthly Crown Passes." Price 2s. 6d., post free 2s. 1 id. (Paper Cover). Cloth

Purple Cover, Silver Lettering, 4s. 6d., post free 4s. gd.

PUBLISHING OFFICE : 63, FLEET STREET; LONDON, E.C.

NOW READY.

"BLACK AND WHITE" PARLIAMENTARY ALBUM
' PRICE SIXPENCE. POST FREE 7^d.

A COMPLETE GUIDE TO THE NEW PARLIAMENT
48 Pages and Cover.

PUBLISHING OFFICE : 63, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE

HOME SERI
Edited by FLORENCE WHITE. Published by BLACK AND WHITE.

Is the name of a new monthly publication partaking of the nature of a Magazine and a Book. A different

subject connected with the Home is treated each month by experts in a simple, practical manner.

All who value home comfort and economy should take them in regularly.

Every hint given is based on the personal experience of actual workers.

Every recipe may be relied on, as each is tested before being included in the work in which it appears.

Nothing is recommended that has not been tried and found good.

Each half-yearly volume will form a useful encyclopagdia of household information which should find a place

in every home. The books deal with essentials, and therefore are suitable for all classes.

"Our Magazine Corner," including novel and interesting Prize Competitions, "Answers to Correspon-

dents," and " Patterns cut in Material," are attractive features.

No. 1. -HOW TO NURSE THE SICK. I

HANDY BOOK OF HOME NURSING.

No. 2. — SPRING CLEANING,
AND HOW TO AVOID IT.

3d. «3a,csIx>-=

ADDRESS : PUBLISHER, " BLACK AND WHITE," 63, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.—Black and White BUDGET is NOT, as many are led to suppose, a reduplication <

BLACK AND White ; neither is it a cheaper edition of that paper. It is run entirely upon its own merits on li
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I'ery pretty dresses have taken the place of the sombre
black seen daily on the Promenade des Anglais, and also at

the tables at Monte Carlo. Last night, at the latter place, I

saw two exquisite dresses—one of palest mauve lisse,

embroidered with violets, with very fussy mauve chiffon

frills around the feet, edged with a fringe of violet petals

and leaves. The bodice had long sleeves and low neck,
and with it was worn a large flat hat entirely composed of
green leaves, ornamented with a bunch of violets and a
chiffon rosette.

* * If

The other was a dress of string-coloured crepe-de-chine,

elaborately tucked from neck to hem, and appliqued with
coarse point d'arabe lace, made and shaped evidently

especially for the skirt, the material being cut away under-
neath to show the ivory silk slip. The bodice had trans-

parent yoke and sleeves of the lace, the yoke made like a
short bolero, fastening on one side with a big chou of black
velvet and a long old paste buckle. A large white picture-

<iat gave the finishing- touch to what was evidently one of

the trousseaux dresses of a very pretty, fair English bride.

ANOTHER dress, stamped with the Parisian hall-mark, was
composed entirely of stripes of black velvet and gold,

Princess-shaped—in fact, no trimming or fastening was dis-

coverable. The stripes narrowed in to the waist and
widened out toward the hem, and showed off the wearer's
rood figure to perfection. I knew not what to wonder at

nost, the ingenuity and patience of the dressmaker, who
carried it out, or the money that must have been paid for it

by the wearer.

* * ¥

One tiling that strikes me particularly since I have been
down here is that smart Frenchmen, who always like to

-•opy the dress of Englishmen, are all wearing black ties

with their evening dress now ! It is strange to see them in

mourning for the Queen of a country they profess to abhor !

Vanite.
-—*^^-»

ABOUT SHOPS
The great streets of this wonderful metropolis of ours

are thronged from day to day with eager crowds of all sorts
md conditions of men, but few of the gazing multitudes
of busy wayfarers or idle loafers realise the full value of
chis great perennial free exhibition, London, or the amount
of wealth, ingenuity, skill, invention, artistic feeling, which
is reflected from these acres of plate-glass.

No palace of the Arabian Nights ever contained a tithe

of the varied delights here offered to all beholders in one
vast magnificent panorama : the dazzling display of

jrdered colour and chastened design in all that pertains
to the decoration and adornment of our homes and persons.
Take, for example, our incomparable Regent Street

—

'irst amongst the Royal thoroughfares of the world—its

larg'e and g'raceful sweep, flowing on in a veritable " line

if beauty." Its iong perspective is unapproachable in state-

iness, rich in the accumulated treasures of the higher
raftsmanship of the universe. Who shall set the palette

'o portray this unique avenue for the fashionable society

'jfthe day, where all the dwellers upon earth bring their note
of interest and diversity to complete the amazing- picture?
The modern street, devoted to fashion and its gratifi-

cations, is a product of the late lamented century, which
imongst all its great achievements has accomplished
.lothing more striking than the rise, progress, development,
md perfection of the first-rate shop window of to-day. We
owe a debt of gratitude to those enterprising- firms who,
with the aid of the modern window-dresser, arrange their

wares as a painter composes his picture. Those exquisite
velvets and brocades, with their strange and pleasant
.econdary and tertiary tones, delight all eyes. These
nodern reproductions of the best designs of all time are a
joy for ever, independent of the turn of Fashion's wheel,
md will charm our artistic sense while human nature remains
A-hat it is. Not the least wonderful and attractive are the

flower-shop's real gardens of delight, blooming at all seas

with masses of the choicest productions ol art-assisted

Nature called from all parts of the world and arranged
with the cunningest skill, .art effectively concealing art.

What welcome refreshment these displays provide for the
intelligent sightseer! They are always surrounded by
admiring little crowds, and even the jewellers' glittering

varieties pale before the beauty and brilliance of these
" stars of the earth."

Certain wiseacres have been prophesying that the vogue
of art furniture is on the wane ; that the early Victorian is

coming in, and that art colours, ail wall-papers, art furni-

ture, and art stuffs have had their day. That comfort,
with ugliness if it must be so, but at .any rate comfort, is to

be the watchword of the new century. Why should artistic

furniture and beautiful brocades be comfortless? As Shy-
lock says, " No sound reason can be rendered." The
furniture of the ancient Greeks is in point. They had very
little, it is true, but what they had was beautiful in form,

texture, and embellishment, and the Creek chair is still the

model and exemplar of all that is expressed by our word
comfort. True art is immortal and [only "The Deformed
Thief Fashion" changes. It is the cheap and clumsy
imitations of the best work which puts us in a measure out

of conceit with applied art in all its forms and compels us

to exclaim with Madame de Stael, "O! liberty, liberty,

what crimes are committed in thy name !"

Why refer to the enchanting and enchanted temples
devoted to millinery and served by goddesses in trailing

satins, surrounded by the most lavish examples of dainty
skill, and setting the dullest of us to conjure up the addition

of the pretty faces, which will lend an added charm to these

ravishing creations of the modiste's art.

Even the mere man cannot refrain from stolen glances at

these windows and their attendant divinities, and is quite

powerless to resist the dainty charms of such windows as

Fuller spreads put for his capture. Edwin as he passes
makes a mental note that it is here he must bring his

Angelina for tea after the matinee, and you may be sure
that the pretty little casket of chocolate that he provides for

her intermediate support comes from the same entrancing
emporium.
As to the toy shops, their mere superficial examination

from outside gives delight to thousands of youngsters,
bringing as much happiness to their little, yearning hearts

as the longest pantomime—and perhaps more. Toys are

real to them —living story-books enjoyed by anticipation ;

there are fluffy pussy-cats for the tiny mites ; dolls for the

little girls ; and wonderful forts, with garrisons in khaki,

for incipient Roberts'. Everything the youthful heart can
desire—and all for nothing.

But the day is closing in ; the sunlight fades ; the electric

lights are switched on , the little ones go home to bed, the
'•' grown-ups ' to dress ; all things put on a new aspect.

The business man, hurrying homewards to his dinner and
his fireside, will see and admire in the dress of his wife and
daughters, the appointments of his table, and the embellish-

ments of his home, some faint echo of the beauty and taste

which have inspired these desultory and disjointed musings.

L. A. H.— " Fairy Wands" may be obtained from G. W.
Beckett Chase, Hair Specialist, 8, Sutherland Avenue,
London, W.

+
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A NEW rival to the Biograplr has arisen in the shape of

the Stereo-Bioview, which is now being exhibited at the

Empire. The results are more satisfactory than the

cumbrous title, the pictures of the King at the opening of
Parliament and the German Emperor reviewing his troops

at Kiel being excellent examples .of moving photography.

. ¥ * *
WT

E have had several inquiries respecting Professor Lay-
nard's valuable work, The Secrets of Beauty, Health, and
Long Life, recently noticed in these columns. Full par-

ticulars of the book are given this week in our advertising

columns. Readers who desire to obtain it should write

direct to the publishers, Hammond, Hammond, and Co.,

19, 2i, 22, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.
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